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Chapter 1
Introduction
Edward Krarner
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
1.0 Introduction
This report covers work performed at the NASA Lewis
Research Center on the conceptual design of the cryogenic on-
orbit liquid delx_t-storage, acquisition, and transfer (COLD-SAT)
spacecraft and the planning of the COLD-SAT program. COLD-
SAT was intended to provide sufl3cient data on the storage and
handling of cryogens (specifically liquid hydrogen) in the low-
gravity environment of space to enable future space systems to
be confidently and efficiently designed. NASA missions such as
manned lunar/Mars exploration will require the sate storage of
cryogens in space for months or years and require the efficient
transfer and handling of these fluids. In addition, this technology
will greatly enhance the capability to perform a variety of near-
Earth missions, such as transfers from low Earth orbit (LEO) to
geosynchronous Earth orbit (GEO), in a more efficient manner.
Currently, no data is available on the long-term storage of liquid
cryogens (other than liquid helium) in low gravity. Essentially, all
data on transfer and handling has been obtained from drop-tower
or sounding-rocket experiments where the scale is measured in
inches and the time is measured in seconds or minutes. COLD-
SAT could extend the scale to feet and the times to weeks and
months. No other approach is available to obtain this information.
This study shows that both the spacecraft and the program
are feasible and that all required experiments can be accommo-
dated on one relatively simple spacecraft. While the technology
to be developed is new, the hardware to perform the experiments
can be constructed by using existing designs and techniques and
without major development of new comlxments. The COLD-
SAT spacecrafl can be integrated and tested without constructing
new facilities. In all, COLD-SAT would be a low-risk, high-
return proiect.
I.I Scope
This study covers all aspects of the COLD-SAT project
including design, development, fabrication, integration, test,
launch, and on-orbit operations. The level of detail in a given
area of the study was tailored to the criticality of that area to the
feasibility of the overall programl The design of the experiment
system is new and was carried to considerable detail, beyond
what is usual for a conceptual design. Other spacecraft systems
are rather conventional and so the level of detail was reduced.
However, unique or unusual aspects of these systems were
given detailed coverage. For example, a detailed model of the
attitude control system was developed because of the effects of
that system on the acceleration environment of the experiment
system and the potential effects of fluid slosh.
The handling of liquid hydrogen presents unique problems,
especially when it must be integrated with other activities. In
this study, special attention was given to the loading of the
spacecraft with liquid hydrogen on the launch pad. The difficul-
ties associated with liquid hydrogen also caused much attention
to he focused on the integration and test of the spacecraft and
experiment.
The COLD-SAT conceptual design studies were originally
intended to be followed immediately by development and
implementation (phase C/D) without intervening phase B stud-
ies. This enlarged the scope of the studies even further and
increased the level of detail needed over that usually associated
with conceptual design. Here, particular interest existed in the
identification of components which could be used in the final
design and in the, initiation of development for tbose which
could not be found. Thus, this design effort was expanded to a
level approximating thai of a preliminary design.
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1.2 Related Documents
The work reported here is only part of a larger effort that
sought to define the experimental systems required to develop
the technologies needed to manage cryogenic fluids in the
space environment. Significant work has been devoted to
handling both normal and superfluid liquid helium, However,
the unusual physical properties of liquid helium relegate these
efforts to a position of only tangential interest. The major
interest tbr large-scale space application is liquid hydrogen,
with liquid oxygen and liquid nitrogen following behind. Only
the former will be included here.
The prcscnt study is one of four COLD-SAT feasibility
studies. The results of the other three have been reported in the
following:
Rybak, S.C., et al. (Ball Aerospace Systems Group with McDonnell
Douglas Space Systems Company and Boeing Aerospace and Electron-
ics): Feasibility Study for a Cryogenic On-Orbit Liquid Depot-Storage,
Acquisition and Transfer ICOLI)-SAT) Satellite, NASA
CR-185248, 1990.
Bailey, W.J.. ctal. (Martin Marietta Space Systems, Inc.. Denver. CO
(Astronautics Grouplk Cryogenic On-Orbit Liquid Depot Storage,
Acquisition and Tr'ansfer Satellitc tCOLD-S AT) Feasibility Study, NASA
CR-185247, 1990.
Schuster. JR. (General l)ynamics Corp. Space Systems Division with
Ford Aerospace Space Systems Division): Cryogenic On-Orbit Liquid
Depot Storage. Acquisition, and Transfer Satellite (COLD-SAT), NASA
CR-t85249, 199(I.
Schuster, J.R.; Wachter. J.P.; and Powers. A.G.: COLD-SAT. An Orbital
Cryogenic Hydrogen Technology Experiment. NASA TM- 102303, 1989.
Williams, G.E.: and Schuster, JR.: Thermal Design Considerations for
the Cryogenic On-Orbit Liquid Depot Storage, Acquisition and Transfer
Satellite ICOLD-SATL AIAA Paper 90-0057, 1990.
Bailey, W.J.: The COLD-SAT Program: Advances in Cryogenic Engi-
neering. Vol. 35BIproceedings of the 1989 Cryogenic Engineering
Conference. Plenum Press. 1990, pp 1669-1680.
Portions of the study presented here have been reported
elsewhere either in preliminary or expanded form as follows:
AriL H.: and Krocger. E.W.: COLD-SAT: A Technology Satellite tor
Cryogenic Experimentation. NASA TM-t02286. 1989.
Arif, H.: Spacecraft Attitude hnpacts on COLD-SAT Non-Vacuum
Jacketed LH_ Supply Tank Thermal Perforlnance. AIAA Paper
90-1672, June 1990 (also NASA TM-103158, 1990).
Arif. H.: Prelilninary Thermal Design of the COLD-SAT Spacecraft.
AIAA Paper 91-1305. June 1991 [also NASA TM-104440. 1991 ).
Mc 4enry, S.T.: and Yost, J.M. (Analex Corporation): COLD-SAT
Fea fibility Study Safety Analysis. NASA CR-187(_2, 1991.
Ad; ms. N.S. (Analex Corporation): and Bollenbacher. G. : COLD-SAT
Dyn amic Model. NASA TM-105185, 1992.
Edwards. L.G. (Analex Corporation): Cryogenic On-Orbit Liquid Depot
Storage Acquisition and Transfer (COLD-SAT) Experiment
Subsystem Instrumentation and Wire Harness Design Report. NASA
CR--189172. 1992.
A number of cryogenic fluid handling flight experiments
onboard the space transportation system (STS) were studied
but abaadoned because of the difficulties encountered with
integrahon of liquid hydrogen payloads lollowing the Chal-
lenger Space Shuttle incident. These are reported as follows:
Ebe_'hardt, R.N. et al. (Martin Marietta Aerospace. Denver. CO): Cryo-
genic Fluid Management Facility Concept Definition Study (CFMF).
NASA CR-174630, 1983.
Ebe;hardl, R.N.. et al. (Martin Marietta Aerospace, Bethesda, MD):
Cry,genie Fluid Management Experilnent. NASA CR-165495, 1981.
WilIen. G.S.; Riemer, I).H.: and Hustvedt, D.C. (Beech Aircraft
Corporation. Boulder, CO): Conceptual Design of an In-Space
Cryogenic Fluid Management Facility. NASA CR-165279, 1981.
Rudland, R.S.; Gille, J.P.: Eberhardt, R.N. (Marlin Marietta Corporation,
Denver, CO): Liquid Hydrogen Pressurization. Venting. and Resupply in
Lov,-g. AIAA Paper 86-1251, 1986.
Ebe_ hardt, R.N., el al. (Marlin Marietta Aerospace, l)enver. CO): Cryo-
gent ."Fluid Management Facility. AIAA Paper 84-1340. 1984.
The tinal report for the various studies of a shuttle-based
liquid hydrogen experiment, which had a series of acronyms
(CFMF, CFME, and CFMFE) was never published in a form
that cou!d be referenced.
One c,ther study of interest, conducted by the Missile and
Space S ,'stems Division of Douglas Aircraft Company in the
middle 960's, is
Fredickson, G.O.: and Schweikle. J.D.: Project Thenno--Phase B
Primz. NASA CR-88712, 1967.
It produ:ed a spacecraft design very similar to that resulting
from the current study.
A lull set of references to all cryogenic flight experiment
efforts c in be found in the following report:
GIo,,:r D.: NASA Cryogenic Fluid Management Space Experiment
Efforts, 1960-1990. AIAA Paper 91-3538, 1991 (also NASA TM-
103752, 1991).
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1.3 Relationship to Other Studies
The work reported here is the result of a NASA Lewis in-
house feasibility study, which was one of tbur parallel studies
conducted for the COLD-SAT spacecraft. This effort contin-
ued on after the conclusion of the contractor studies and was
conducted by government and support-service contractor per-
sonnel who had access to the work of all three groups of
aerospace contractors. Many ideas which appear here are the
result of borrowing, both deliberate and unconscious, from the
work of the various contractors performing COLD-SAT feasi-
bility studies. It was the specific intent of the second stage of the
NASA Lewis study to use all available ideas to produce the best
compromise design. Unfortunately, the genesis of all ideas in
this report cannot be traced to their original source.
1.4 Goals of COLD-SAT Program
The ability to efficiently transfer and store cryogens in the
low-gravity environment of space is essential for a number of
planned or proposed space missions. The primary cryogens of
interest are liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen. Because of its
thermophysical properties and its importance to space propul-
sion, hydrogen is a fluid of special interest. Currently, no data
exist on the long-term storage of liquid hydrogen in low gravity,
the longest attempt at storage being a few hours in space. Some
problems in the handling, acquisition, and transfer of liquid
cryogens in low gravity have been investigated in very small
scale, short-term experiments using sounding rockets and drop
towers. The existing data would have to be extrapolated several
orders of magnitude if used in the design of future space
systems. In addition, only a small subset of the data is for liquid
hydrogen.
The goal of the COLD-SAT project was to cure this dearth
of data on cryogenic fluid handling by using one cost-effective
spacecraft prior to the design of future space systems. Other
design approaches, such as repeated development flights for a
given space vehicle design, will cost orders of magnitude more
than COLD-SAT and will only provide a small subset of the
required data. In addition, fundamental information will not be
available during this design process so the vehicles would be
inherently less efficient.
COLD-SAT was intended to provide adequate data at rea-
sonable dimensional scale and time scale tor the following
technologies:
(1) Liquid cryogen storage
(a) Pressure control
(b) Thermal protection
(c) Settled venting
(d) Dumping and inerting
(2) Liquid cryogen acquisition
(a) Settled outflow
(b) Screened channel capillary liquid acquisition
devices
(c) Tank pressurization
(3) Liquid cryogen transfer
(a) Transfer line chilldown
(b) Rcceiver tank chilldown
(c) No-vent fill in low gravity
(d) Vented fill
(e) Refill of partially filled tank
In addition, data will be taken in other areas of interest if it
can be obtained at low cost without interfering with the primary
goals of this prc!iect.
1.5 Goals of In-House Study
The basic goals of the NASA Lewis Research Center
In-House Feasibility Study were to assess the technical feasi-
bility and risk and to estimate the cost and schedule require-
ments of a spacecraft and associated ground segment that meets
the COLD-SATexperimental requirements (detailed cost stud-
ies were performed but because of the sensitive nature of some
of this information, it is not reported here). A maior subsidiary
goal was to provide a conceptual design as a basis for future
development.
The tool used to meet these goals was the development of an
expanded conceptual design (closer to a preliminary design) of
the spacecraft and its supporting systems. Special emphasis
was given to the problem of component development with its
attendant cost and risk. Every eftbrt was made in the design
to minimize the use of developmental items and to minimize
the risk associated with those which must of necessity be
developed.
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Chapter 2
Requirements and Constraints
Edward Kramer
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
2.0 Introduction
This chapter provides a summary of the top-level require-
ments and constraints that controlled the design of the cryo-
genic on-orbit liquid depot-storage, acquisition, and transfer
(COLD-SAT) spacecraft and its related flight and ground
systems and their operation and testing. It also summarizes
certain system-level design decisions which were made to
guide the design of the various subsystems and the planning of
flight and ground operations.
2.1 Experiments
The COLD-SAT spacecraft exists only for the performance
of a series of cryogenic fluid management experiments in low
gravity. The requirements for these experiments drive all other
features of the COLD-SAT design.
However, it should not be thought that experiment require-
ments were accepted as originally defined. The inclusion or
exclusion of experiments and the details of their requirements
were the subject of continuing negotiation between the space-
craft and experiment system designers and the various sources
of experiment requirements. In fact, one of the primary goals
of the COLD-SAT conceptual design effort was to define a
practical and feasible set of experiments and to assure that the
experiment requirements were adequately defined.
One requirement that was not open tbr negotiation was the
choice of experimental fluid. Liquid hydrogen is the cryogenic
fluid of interest. Future NASA space missions will require the
storage and transfer of vast quantities of liquid hydrogen
(measured in tons). The development of fluid storage and
handling technology for liquid hydrogen will provide by far the
greatest return. In addition, because of its thermodynamic
properties, liquid hydrogen is the most difficult of the cryo-
genic fluids to handle (with the possible exception of liquid
helium).
Extensive studies were conducted in connection with the
design of the shuttle-based Cryogenic Fluid Management Flight
Experiment (CFMFE) on the scaling of data for other cryogens
to liquid hydrogen. Both in-house and contracted studies (e.g.,
ref. 1) concluded that while individual experiments that were
scalable to liquid hydrogen could be defined, it was impossible
to define a set of experiments with a referee fluid that would
provide all needed technologies. One of the primary reasons lbr
considering COLD-SAT on an expendable launch vehicle
(ELV) is the difficulty of integrating liquid hydrogen payloads
into the space transportation system (STS).
The initial COLD-SAT experiment set is shown in table 2.1,
which also shows the final disposition of the individual experi-
ments. Experiments were classified as class I or class II.
depending on their priority. All Class I experiments were
required to be integrated. Five experiments were deleted and
some tests associated with other experiments were modified or
eliminated. Because it is necessary to perform such activities to
conduct the remaining experiments, COLD-SAT will provide
some data for three: (I) Transfer Line Chilldown, (2) Tank
Thermal Performance, and (3) Slosh Dynamics. Mass gaging
could be reinstated if a suitable mass gage is developed.
In the remainder of this section, a brief description of each
experiment and its requirements is provided. All discussion
covers the experiments as finally integrated into the COLD-
SAT conceptual design.
2.1.1 LOW-GRAVITY TANK PRESSURE CONTROL
The goals of the tank pressure control experiment are to
study the process of thermal stratification in cryogen-filled
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TABLE 2. I.--COLI)-SAT INITIAL EXI ERIMENT SET
Title DispositionExperiment
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Class
Low-gravity tank pressure control I
No-vent fill and refill of cryogenic I
tanks in low gravity
Cryogenic tank chilldov, n in low 1
gravity
Fill of liquid acquisition devices I
in low gravity
Cryogenic mass gaging |
Slosh dynamics
Tank thermal performance
Pressurization of cryogenic tankage i
in a low-gravity environment
Direct liquid outflow and vented fill
with low-gravity settling i
Liquid acquisition device perlormancz
in the on-orbit environment
Transfer line chilldown under low-
gravity conditions
Control of fluid thermodynamic state
during liquid outflow
On-orbit cryogenic fluid dumping
Advanced instrumentation for in-space
cryogenic systems
Partial cmmnunication liquid
acquisition device perfornmnce ]'
Integrated
Integrated
Integrated
Integrated
Deleted
Deleted
Deleted
Integrated
Integrated
Integrated
Deleted
Integrated
Integrated
Partially
integrated
Deleted
tanks, to investigate the mixing of stratified tanks, and to study
the operation and effectiveness of passive and active thermody-
namic vent systems (TVS) for removing heat from cryogenic
tanks.
2.1.1.1 Experiment Description
reference 2. Uniform acceleration of suitable quality must be
applied during some tests, and the tank fill level varied between
tests. Pressure, temperature, and mixer and TVS flow-rate data
must be collected. More detailed requirements are provided in
appent ix A.
In the basic experiment, a tank containing a known quantity
of cryogen is heated at a known rate by a uniformly distributed
wall heat flux under controlled acceleration conditions. Fluid
temperature is measured at various points within the tank. The
critical data is the tank pressure. Following stratification, the
fluid in the tank is mixed by an external pump and jet mixer,
while temperature, pressure, and flow data is acquired. A heat
exchanger is used to cool the return fluid from the mixer pump.
The primary side of the heat exchanger is provided with
cryogen cooled by expansion through a Joule-Thompson (J-T)
expander (a thermodynamic vent system). For passive pressure
control, a heat exchanger is provided inside the tank mounted
to the tank wall. The primary side of this heat exchanger
is also ted by a TVS system. Tank pressure and selected
temperatures arc measured with known heat fluxes under
mixed and unmixed conditions.
2.1.1.2 Experiment Requirements
At least two tanks with known uniform wall heat flux are
required. The heat flux must be variable for at least one of the
tanks. This tank must be equipped with a jet mixer and active
and passivc TVS heat exchangers. The mixer must be capable
of operating at regions I and IV as defined by Aydelott in
2.1.2 NO-VENT FILL AND REFILL
The goal of the no-vent fill and refill experiment is to
characterize the performance of several techniques for filling or
refilling tanks with subcritical cryogens without venting of the
ullage. The effects of( 1) fluid position in relation to the inflow,
(2) cet_trifugal techniques for positioning the fluid, and (3)
drople -to-ullage heat transfer for ullage gas condensation, will
be inv._stigated. Parametric investigations of inlet flow rate,
inlet flow direction (radial, tangent into/onto liquid), inflowing
fluid thermodynamic state, supply pressure, and tank size will
be performed to allow subsequent modeling of the fill process.
2.1.2.1 Experiment Description
In tl Lebasic experiment, the tank to be filled is prechilled to
condit ons that provide suitable scaling to target systems as a
substilute to providing similarity between the actual tank
thermH-heat-capacity to liquid-volume ratio of the receiving
tank aad that of target systems. The liquid hydrogen source is
thermt_dynamically conditioned to required conditions and the
supply tank is pressurized. The transfer line between the tanks
is precifilled. If necessary, the required acceleration is established
to position the fluid in the receiving tank. The tank is then filled
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using a variety of techniques while pressure, temperature, and
flow data are recorded. The outflow from the supply tank may be
subcooled as required by using a TVS system and associated heat
exchanger to control the thermodynamic state.
2.1.2.2 Experiment Requirements
The experiment requires a source of subcooled cryogen with
variable flow rate and two receiver tanks to be filled with the
cryogen. Except during refill, the receiver tanks must be
prechilled to a specified thermodynamic state. Each receiver
must be equipped with multiple spray systems for introducing
the fluid into the tank. One receiver tank must be of essentially
cylindrical geometry with elliptical or hemispherical ends and
the other tank of nearly spherical geometry. Steady low-g
acceleration is needed to position the fluid during certain tests.
The thermodynamic state of the incoming fluid and its flow
rate must be measured, as well as receiver tank pressure, and
liquid, vapor, and wall temperatures. Additional requirements
are presented in appendix B to this chapter.
2.1.3 CRYOGENIC TANK CHILLDOWN
The goal of the tank chilldown experiment is to characterize a
variety of methods for prechilling cryogenic tanks prior to filling,
with a view to optimizing the chilldown process. It is desirable to
minimize the quantity of cryogen used, the peak pressure in the
tank, and the time required for the chilldown to occur.
2.1.3.1 Experiment Description
In the basic experiment, liquid cryogen in a known thermo-
dynamic state is introduced into the tank to be chilled by using
either axial, radial, or tangential spray systems (or a combina-
tion) or is introduced simply as an axial jet of fluid. The tank is
then closed up for a certain length of time or until tank pressure
reaches a preset maximum. Next, the tank is vented to remove
some or all of the presumably vaporized cryogen. When all
residuals from a given initial charge are vented, the process is
repeated until the tank wall reaches the target chilldown
temperature.
A variety of methods and flow rates are used to introduce
fluid into the tank and vent the resulting gas. Two tanks of
different sizes and thermal-heat-capacity to volume ratios are
used to gather data under a variety of circumstances and
conditions. Most testing occurs at the microgravity background
acceleration but a few tests are conducted at imposed low-g
accelerations to identify any effects of higher acceleration
levels.
Basic measurements are the incoming fluid thermodynamic
state (pressure and temperature), flow rate and quantity, overall
thermodynamic state of the tank pressure vessel (wall tempera-
ture), and the thermodynamic state (temperature and pressure)
and quantity of the vented fluid. Tank pressure, internal tem-
perature, and overall acceleration are also recorded.
2.1.3.2 Experiment Requirements
At least two tanks having ratios of thermal-heat-capacity to
volume that will allow the extrapolation of results to potential
space systems are required. These tanks must be equipped with
axial, radial, and tangential spray systems and an axial jet to
allow the investigation of various chilldown methods. A source
of liquid cryogen at known thermodynamic state and controlled
flow rate is needed. It must be possible to vent the experimental
tanks to vacuum in a controlled manner while measuring the
thermodynamic state, flow rate, and quantity of the vented
fluid. The temperaturc of the tank pressure vessel and its
contents must be measured. Requirements are summarized in
appendix C to this chaptcr.
2.1.4 FILL AND REFILL OF LIQUID ACQUISITION
DEVICES
The goal of this experiment is to verify that a screen-type
liquid acquisition device (LAD) can be refilled completely with
liquid (i.e., all vapor bubbles removed) in low gravity. The
method to be verified is the selective cooling of the LAD
channel.
2.1.4.1 Experiment Description
Thc presence of vapor bubbles within a screen-type LAD
may prevent proper operation of the LAD by allowing the
screen to dry out and permit ullage vapor to invade the LAD
belore the tank is emptied of liquid. The method used here is to
first flow liquid into a chilled LAD and tank and then remove
any residual vapor bubbles by cooling the LAD channel and its
entrained liquid and vapor below the saturation temperature
(and pressure) in the tank, thereby condensing the vapor bubbles.
The complete filling of the LAD will be verified by liquid-
vapor sensors inside the LAD channel and by examining
subsequent outflows from the tank through the LAD for bubbles.
In addition, residual measurements made in connection with
experiment 10 (LAD perlormance) will reveal serious failures
in the operation of the LAD.
2.1.4.2 Experiment Requirements
The experiment requires a cryogenic tank with a low hcat
leak equipped with a screen-type total communication LAD. A
source of vapor-free liquid is needed to fill the LAD. Internal
liquid-vapor and temperature sensors are required within the
LAD as well as vapor detection in the outflow from the LAD.
Careful measurement of the quantity of liquid entering and
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leavingthetankandthemeasurementofanyremainingresidu-
alsarerequired.RequirementsaresummarizedinappendixD
tothischapter.
2.1.5 CRYOGENIC MASS GAGING
This experiment aims to demonstrate the operation and
accuracy of a cryogenic mass gage in a microgravity environ-
ment. However, no mass gage concept has been developed to
the extent required to allow integration into the experiment
system. Hence, this experiment was deleted from the list.
No difficulty is anticipated in integrating a mass gaging
experiment, once gauge concept development has proceeded to
the prototype hardware stage so that interfaces and operating
conditions can be defined.
2.1.6 SLOSH DYNAMICS
Significant effort was expended to define a meaningful slosh
dynamics experiment that was compatible with the experiment
system. Design of a system to measure slosh forces on the tank
pressure vessels and installation of slosh baffles that would not
interfere with other experiments was very difficult.
Since there is nothing inherently different about liquid
hydrogen slosh or even cryogenic slosh, it was most efficient to
delete the experiment from COLD-SAT and obtain the required
information l'rom experiments using a referee fluid on the space
shuttle. However. the dynamic behavior of the COLD-SAT
spacecraft during imposed accelerations and fluid reposition-
ing will provide some data on sloshing of cryogens in the
various tanks.
2.1.7 TANK THERMAL PERFORMANCE
The goal of this experiment is to characterize the long-term
behavior of high-performance liquid hydrogen tanks in the
space environment, which include the effects of atomic oxygen
and space debris. The development of cryogenic tankage with
thermal performance that far exceeded the requirements of the
remainder of the experiment set would have been required to
integrate this experiment. In addition, there is a fundamental
conflict between the instrumentation and flow system require-
ments of other COLD-SAT experiments and the requirements
for the high thcrmal performance demanded by this
experiment. Finally. to obtain long-term degradation data the
duration of the COLD-SAT mission would have had to be
cxtended considerably.
Since there is little microgravity e fleet on the performance of
tank thernml control systems, the nmjor portion of the data of
interest can be obtained on the ground. On the basis of cost-
effectiveness, the decision was made to delete this experiment
and allow this area to be investigated using ground-based tests.
2.1.8 PRESSURIZATION OF CRYOGENIC
T _.NKAGE
The qmntity ofpressurant gas required to increase the pressure
of a tanI: containing cryogens above the saturation pressure is
difficult _ocalculate, because it depends on heat and mass transfer
phenom,;na which are strongly influenced by the acceleration
field. The quantity of gas required can be significant. The goal of
this experiment is to characterize the pressurization process
under a variety of acceleration and gas-flow conditions.
2.1.8.1 Experiment Description
The basic experiment is quite simple. Gas in a known
thermodynamic state is introduced into a tank partially filled
with a c_'yogen which is also in a known state. The quantity of
gas required to initially increase the pressure and maintain it
with tinge and outflow are measured. Fluid position and accel-
eration ievel are varied. The internal temperature of the tank
(liquid and ullage) are measured as is the tank pressure and
all flov_ rates. Pressurization is conducted using both non-
condensible gas and vaporized propellant.
2.1.8.2 Experiment Requirements
At least two cryogenic tanks of various sizes with acceptably
low heat leak and various fill levels of cryogenic fluid are
required. A controlled source of noncondensible gas (helium)
and con=lensible gas (hydrogen) are also required. Acceleration
is requi_-ed create a Bond number greater than 4 to settle the
fluid for some experiments.
Required measurements are tank pressure; tank liquid, tank
wall, and tank vapor temperatures; thermodynamic state; flow
rate; an t total injected mass of incoming gas.
2.1.9 OUTFLOW AND VENTED FILL WITH
SETTLING
The goal of this experiment is characterization of the filling and
subseqt ent outflow of cryogens from tanks using low levels of
acceler," tion to position the liquid. The efl;ects of tank size and
flow ba "fles will be investigated as well as variations in flow rate.
2.1.9.1 Experiment Description
In th,', vented fill, an acceleration field is established to settle
the fluid away from the tank vent and over the inlet, and the tank
is coole clto the desired condition. Fluid is then introduced into
the tant while pressure is controlled by venting the tank ullage
to spac ;. The fill continues until liquid is detected in the tank
vent line. The most significant measurements are the quantity
of fluic transferred to the tank and the losses determined by
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measurementofthetotalquantityoffluidintroducedintothe
tankandthetotalventing.Fillingtakesplacethroughbotha
straightinletpipeandabaffledinlettodeterminetheeffectof
abaffle.
Thesettledoutflowisessentiallytheinverseof thesettled
fill. At thebeginningof thetest,anaccelerationfieldis
establishedto settlethefluidovertheoutletandthetankis
pressurizedtodrivethefluidfromthetank.Theoutflowis
initiatedat variousflowratesandcontinuesuntilvaporis
detectedintheoutflow.Theprimemeasurementsofinterestare
theinitialfill level,thequantityoffluidremovedfromthetank,
andthetankresiduals.Outflow takes place from tanks with
both straight and baffled outlets to investigate the improvement
in efficiency that results from use of a baffle.
2.1.9.2 Experiment Requirements
This experiment requires two different cryogenic tanks: one
with an outflow baffle and one without. Both tanks require a
vent to vacuum and a source of liquid (vapor-free) cryogen.
Basic to the experiment is the detection of vapor in the liquid
outflow and liquid in the vented vapor. The fundamental
quantities to be measured are the quantity of liquid transferred
into the tank during the fill and the quantity of residual cryogen
remaining in the tank after the outflow is terminated. Accelera-
tion is needed to position the fluid in the tank. More details may
be found in appendix E to this chapter.
2.1.10 LIQUID ACQUISITION DEVICE
PERFORMANCE
The purpose of this experiment is to quantify the pertor-
mance of total communication LAD's in the microgravity
environment. The principal areas of interest are the residuals
remaining in the tank and the pressure drop that occurs in the
LAD.
2.1.10.1 Experiment Description
Properly conditioned fluid is withdrawn from the tank through
the LAD at varying flowrates until vapor appears in the out-
llow. Thc tank is then locked up and the residual fluid is
measured by vaporizing the fluid and measuring the boiloff.
A number of outflow rates are used to gather data under a
variety of circumstances in order to determine the effect on
performance.
2.1.10.2 Experiment Requirements
This experiment requires two tanks equipped with total
communication (screen-type) LAD's and the pressurization
and outflow systems needed to expel the fluid from the tank
through the LAD. Outflow systems must be equipped to detect
two-phase flow (vapor). The tanks must also be equipped to
measure the total quantity of gas generated as the residual liquid
is vaporized in the tank lollowing outflow. More detailed
requirements are listed in appendix F to this chaptcr.
2.1.11 TRANSFER LINE CHILLDOWN
To be realistic, the transfer line chilldown experiment would
have required a separate transfer line in addition to those needed
to conduct the various other transfer experiments because
proposed flight-type transfer lines are all lightweight, low
thermal mass devices. Required pressure, flow, and tempera-
ture data rates would have impacted the telemetry design
significantly.
It was not expected that low-gravity effects would have a
major influence on the behavior of fluid near its saturation
temperature in a transfer line so that Earth-based testing could
provide most of the required data. A multitude of transfers
would, in fact, take place on COLD-SAT so that any gross
differences in behavior from one-g to low gravity would
likely be observed. For these reasons, integration of the transfer
line chilldown experiment was deemed not cost-effective and
it was deleted from the experiment set.
2.1.12 CONTROL OF THERMODYNAMIC STATE
DURING OUTFLOW
The purpose of this experiment is to verify the operation of
a subcooler on the outflow from a cryogenic tank in low gravity.
Subcooling allows transfers of cryogens to take place without
prior conditioning of the fluid in the supply tank and/or mini-
mizes the quantity of pressurant or pump power required.
2.1.12.1 Experiment Description
In this experiment, the fluid to be transferred flows through
the secondary side of a heat exchanger located at the outlet of
a cryogenic tank before entering the transfer line. The primary
side of the heat exchanger is cooled by a thermodynamic vent
system also using cryogen from the tank. The efficiency of this
process is measured and compared with other methods for
controlling thermodynamic state.
2.1.12.2 Experiment Requirements
The basic requirements are for a supply of cryogen and a
transfer system, an in-line heat exchanger, and a thermo-
dynamic vent system. The heat exchanger must provide cool-
ing as outlined in table 2.2.
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TABLE 2,2--HEAT EXCHANGER COOLING
[:low rate. Subcooling.
Ibm/hr °R
5O 5
I (_1 2
Measurements are required of (1) primary and secondary
heat exchanger flow rates, (2) primary and secondary fluid
thermodynamic state at both inlet and outlet, and (3) internal
heat exchanger temperatures at sufficient points to characterize
the operation of the heat exchanger.
2.1.13 ON-ORBIT CRYOGENIC FLUID DUMPING
The goal of this experiment is to obtain data on the quantity
of saturated cryogen that can be removed from a tank by simple
venting of the tank to vacuum without settling, LAD's,
pressurization, or pumping. The data will be used tbr model
verification.
2.1.13.1 Experiment Description
A tank at least hall" full of a cryogenic fluid in equilibrium
with its vapor is vented to space through a path having mini-
mum flow restrictions. When the flow is reduced to a minimal
level, the venting is stopped and the tank is locked up. The tank
is then allowed to warm to a temperature that would guarantee
vaporization of any residuals and the quantity of gas is mea-
sured. The experiment takes place in a minimum acceleration
environment in which background acceleration is desired.
However. the venting iteself may perturb the acceleration
environment.
2.1.13.2 Experiment Requirements
Basic requirements are a tank of suitable size and negligible
heat leak, filled with a known quantity of cryogen at equilib-
rium with its vapor, and a valve-controlled ,dump line to
vacuum. Basic measurements are the quantities of fluid in the
tank before and alter the dumping takes place. Acceleration in
the microgravity background range is required. In addition, the
dump event itself must cause only minimal perturbation to
the acceleration environment. More details are provided in
appendix G to this chapter.
2.1.14 ADVANCED INSTRUMENTATION
A number of measurements are critical to the effective
management of cryogenic fluids in the low-gravity environ-
ment. The principal need is to obtain techniques to measure the
mass ol cryogen in a tank and the true mass flow rate of
cryogens in a line. The purpose of this experiment is to verify
operation of instruments that perform these types of measure-
ments in low gravity.
Two instruments were originally considered tbr this experi-
ment: ( 1) a true, two-phase mass flowmeter and (2) a tank mass
gage. At the time of this study, no tank mass gage had been
developed to a point where integration into the COLD-SAT
experiment system could begin; therefore, the mass gage was
dropped. There is no reason to believe that a gage could not be
successfully integrated at a later date, but lack of information
prevent_ further progress at this time.
A two-phase hydrogen mass flowmeter is being developed
by Quantum Dynamics under contract with the NASA Lewis
Research Center (ref. 3). This flowmeter could be integrated
into the COLD-SAT experiment system.
In addition to the flowmeter, all that is required is a flow of
liquid and two-phase hydrogen with means of verifying flow-
meter operation. The hydrogen flow is readily provided by
other COLD-SAT experiment operations. The verification is
provided by both alternative flow-measuring devices and by
determining the quantity of fluid in various tanks lollowing a
transfer.
The only additional requirements imposed are the accurate
calibration (on liquid or gas only) of alternativc flow measure-
ment devices and the occasional settling of liquid in various
tanks to allow an independent level determination.
2.1.15 PARTIAL COMMUNICATION LIQUID
_CQUISITION DEVICE (LAD) PERFORMANCE
The purpose of this experiment was to verify the pertbrm-
ance of a partial communication LAD with liquid hydrogen in
low gravity. However, it proved difficult to integrate with the
other COLD-SAT experiments. The physical structure of the
device interfered with the performance of other experiments in
the san e tank, and so in the end. would have required the
additiot_ of another cryogenic tank to COLD-SAT for the sake
of this experiment. This approach did not appear cost-effective
and would have severely impacted already tight volume restric-
tions: hence, this low-priority experiment was deleted.
2.2 ()rbital Requirements
A nu tuber of requirements were placed on the COLD-SAT
missior that affected the selection of an orbit. The three
princip d requirements were:
(1) Orbital life greater than 500 years
(2) No launch window
(3) !)eak background (drag) acceleration less than I lag
Each o' these requirements requires some explanation.
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Majorportionsofaspacecrafto COLD-SAT'ssizeandtype
willsurvivereentryintotheatmosphere( f.4).Uncontrolled
reentryof theCOLD-SATspacecraftwouldpresenta non-
negligibleriskofdeathorinjury(ref.5).
Provisionsforperformingacontrolledreentryofthespace-
craftwouldhaveasignificantimpactonspacecraftcostand
capability.However,itappearsthatinthefuture,withconstruc-
tionof SpaceStationFreedom,operationsin lowEarthorbit(LEO)willbecomecommonplaceandretrievalofaquiescent
spacecraftstraightforward.Hence,thedecisionwasmade,for
purposesofthisstudy,toplacethespacecraftin oalong-life
orbituntilit couldberetrievedatalaterdate.
Thepresenceofthespacecraftinorbitpresentsthepotential
forgenerationforbitaldebris.However,if thespacecraftis
placedinaquiescentstatewithallpressurantsandpropellants
depleted,thepossibilityof self-fragmentationisnegated.As
NASAhasnot.todate,developedaclearpolicyonorbital
reentryorongenerationfadditionalspacedebris,thiswasthe
approachadoptedlbrCOLD-SAT.
Becauseofthepossibilityofprogrammaticscheduleslips
andpotentialproblemswithliquidhydrogenloading,alaunch
windowappearstopresentanunnecessaryrisk.Theonlyreal
effectofrequiringtherebenolaunchwindowistopossibly
requireasomewhathigherorbitthanneededtomeethelast
requirement,microgravitybackgroundacceleration,during
periodsofmaximumsolaractivity.Thisdecisionshouldnot
haveaseriousimpactonlaunchvehicleselection.
Themicrogravitybackgroundaccelerationguaranteesthat
surfacetensioneffectswill predominatein all experiment
hardwareonboardCOLD-SAT.
2.3 Flight Communications
All communications with the spacecraft in flight are required
to take place using the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
System (TDRSS). This is the only guaranteed source of com-
munications available to date. To prevent possible disruption of
experiment operations because of tracking and data relay
satellite (TDRS) unavailability, the spacecraft is also required
to operate normally with communications, both forward and
return links, limited to 13 min per orbit of TDRS multiple-
access (MA) service. This level of coverage is compatible with
prc_iected TDRSS usage.
For critical spacecraft operations, such as attitude acquisi-
tion and subsequent solar array deployment, TDRSS single-
access (SA) coverage is assumed to be available. Enhanced or
continuous MA coverage is assumed available during critical
experiment operations. As a backup, capability for Spaceflight
Tracking and Data Network (STDN) coverage is also included.
The spacecraft and experiment are required to operate satis-
factorily without loss of data if at least one orbit's communica-
tions period is missed. This allows for potential problems with
the TDRSS, ground communications, schedule conflicts, etc.
2.4 Schedule
The total time from the initiation of phase C/D (design,
development, and test of the spacecraft) until delivery of the
spacecraft for integration with the ELV is limited to 4 years.
2.5 Reliability
The base reliability requirement imposed was that the prob-
ability for the proper operation of all class I experiments should
be greater than 0.92. For reliability purposes, thc design life of
COLD-SAT is 6 months. This reliability number is applicable
to the launched and separated spacecraft. It does not include
potential failures external to the spacecraft, such as TDRSS
failures or problems with the ground support equipment.
Excluded from this number is possible damage from space
debris or micrometeoroids. There is little about a spacecraft of
the COLD-SAT type that is particularly susceptible to this type
of damage, orbital life is short (about 6 months), and there is no
known case of an operational spacecraft being disabled by
collision with debris or micrometeoroids. In addition, while the
micrometeoroid environment is somewhat predictable, the
space debris population is purely conjectural, making any
realistic numerical estimate difficult.
2.6 Safety
All COLD-SAT operations are required to contbrm to NHB
1700. I (Vol. B) of the NASA Basic Safety Manual (ref. 6). All
operations at the launch site and the launch itself are required
to conform to Range Safety EWR 127- I ¢ref. 7).
In addition, a tailored system safety program must be imple-
mented tbr the entire COLD-SAT program. OSHA require-
ments must be met as well as DOT requirements covering
transportation.
Electromagnetic compatibility is included in the safety area.
The spacecraft must be compatible with the environment at the
launch site and with the launch vehicle.
2.7 Testing
An overall system test in a properly simulated thermal-
vacuum environment with liquid hydrogen and flight software
is required prior to delivery of the spacecraft.
2.8 Policy
A number of requirements are imposed on all NASA flight
hardware. These include:
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(I) All electrical, electronic, and electromechanical
(EEE) components must be selected by using the criteria of
NASA Standard Electrical. Electronic, and Electro-
mechanical (EEE) Parts List (ref. 8).
(2) All software must be developed in accordance with a
plan compatible with NASA Management Instruction NMI
2410.10 (ref. 9).
(3) A full reliability, quality, and configuration manage-
ment program is required.
2.9 System Design Decisions
In addition to the numerous requirements that needed to be
met, a number of system-level design decisions were made and
imposed on the design of the COLD-SAT system. These
include decisions on design margins, modularity, and electro-
magnetic compatibility.
2.9.1 MASS MARGIN
A 20-percent margin on spacecraft dry weight against launch
vchiclc capability will be maintained. That is, the dry weight of
the spacecraft is increased by 20 percent, the weight of
consumables and launch vehicle payload chargeable weight are
added, and the result must be within the capability of the
selected launch vehicle for the required orbit. This margin is
compatible with weight growth of similar systems following
preliminary design (ref. 10). Because the nature of COLD-SAT
is that the predominant mass is in structure and tankage and
mass can be predicted easily and conservatively, a weight
margin on the low side of average was judged acceptable.
However, reasonable margins on propellant, power, and telem-
etry capability are to be maintained by the various subsystems.
Also, because the selected launch vehicle has excess capabil-
ity, the decision was made to trade increased mass, which in
turn leads to increased strength margins and higher factors of
safety, in return for simplified design, reduced analysis and
testing, and ease of tabrication.
2.9.2 MODULAR DESIGN
The decision was made to modularize the experiment system
and its associated spacecraft structure into testable units,
because of the difficulties associated with testing and debug-
ging liq Jid hydrogen systems. This allows complete assembly,
checkout, and test befi)re integration into a complete system. A
similar tpproach is used for the electronics. This approach was
intended to minimize problems during the (very expensive)
system test.
2.9.3 ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY
The total operating magnetic dipole moment of the space-
craft will be held at less than 30 A-m 2. This will hold distur-
bance torques generated by Earth' s magnetic field to a minimum
and wili allow use of magnetometers for some attitude sensing
functions.
For internal design purposes, the spacecraft electronics will
be held to the requirements of MIL-STD-461D (ref. 1 1) and
related documents.
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Appendix A
Pressure Control Experiment Requirements
Two experiment tanks--primary and secondary
Primary tank
• Cylindrical tank
• Length of cylindrical section to diameter ratio (Lc/D) >0.7
• Diameter >4 fl
• Average heat leak <0.1 Btu/hr-lF
• Imposed wall heat tlux levels: 0.1.0.3, and 0.6 Btu/hr-fl 2
• Passive thermodynamic vent system (TVS) with wall-mounted heat exchanger capable of controlling a wall heat flux
of 0.3 Btu/hr-ft z
• Active TVS with jet mixer capable of controlling imposed heat lluxes of 0. I, 0.3, and 0.6 Btu/hr-ft z
• Mixer with 2 speeds: nozzle diameter 1/20 to 1/60 tank diameter
• Fill level tests, approximately 90, 75, and 50 percent lull
• No helium in system
• No contamination with other condensable lluids
• High-resolution temperature rakes near wall
• High-resolution absolute tank pressure measurement
• Fluid (liquid and vapor) temperature sensors
• Internal liquid level sensors
• Tank wall temperature sensors
• TVS heat exchanger temperatures, active and passive
• Jet mixer tlow rate
• TVS thermodynamic state (temperature, absolute pressure, and flow rate)
Secondary tank
• Cylindrical tank with elliptical or hemispherical ends
• Heat leak <0.5 Btu/hr-ft -_
• Volume approximately I]3 to I/2 that of primary tank
• Passsive TVS with wall-mounted heat exchanger
• Temperature and pressure instrumentation
Acceleration
• Three acceleration levels to provide Bond numbers in the primary tank from <0.25 to 20
• Lowest acceleration level may be provided by background acceleration of spacecraft
• Minimize disturbances during applied accelerations
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Appendix B
No-Vent Fill Experiment Requirements
Transfer
• Essentially pure liquid at entrance to receiver tank (prechilled transfer line)
• Receiving lank prechilled to remove 90 to 95 percent of internal energy at 300 K (target temperature of approximately
78 K)
• Liquid hydrogen subcooled a variable amount of up to 3 K below saturation temperature at delivery pressure (delivery
pressure 15 to 20 psia)
• Flow rates of 50. 100. and 200 Ib/hr
• Selection of spray system to be used
Receiver tank 1
• Cylindrical shape with hemispherical or elliptical ends
• Length >4.3 ft
• Length-to-diameter ratio (L/D) >1.6
• Heat leak <0.5 Btu/hr-ft 2
• Four spray nozzles tangential to cylindrical section with I 0 percent of maximum flow
• Axial spray nozzle(s) situated so fluid may be settled over or away from active spray nozzle
• Diffused liquid inlet
Receiver tank 2
• Approximately spherical tank
• Diameter >3 ft
• L/D: 0.8 < L/D <1.2
• Heat leak <0.5 Btu/hr-ft-"
• Two spray nozzles mounted tangentially to tank wall and perpen_ficular to axial spray
• One axial spray nozzle
• Radial spray bar on tank axis providing full spray coverage of tal, k interior
Acceleration
• Acceleration along tank axes to produce Bond number >4 during some fills (settled fluid condition)
Measurements
• Flow rate and thermodynamic state (temperature and pressure) ol incoming fluid
• Receiver tank pressure
• Tank wall and internal temperatures
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Appendix C
Chilldown Experiment Requirements
Fluid transfer/venting
• Liquid at tank inlct
• Inlet flow rates of 50, 100, and 200 Ibm/hr
• Tank vacuum vent
• Tank initially at vacuum
• Controlled vent in 5-psi increments
Experimental tanks
• At least two receiver tanks with different sizes and fluid-volume to tank-wall-thermal-heat-capacity ratios
• Tank material of aluminum or stainless steel
• Tank heat leak <0.5 Btu/hr-ft 2
• Axial and tangential spray systems in all tanks
• Radial spray system in one tank
• Axial,jet inlet in at least one tank
• No liquid acquisition device or other obstructions near wall in one tank
• Peak pressurc capability >50 psia
• Initial tank temperature >400 °R
Acceleration
• Microgravity background acceleration
• 1.0×10 4g acceleration during one test
• 3.0×10 Sg acceleration during one lest
Measurements
• Internal energy (temperature) of tank pressure vessel and associated hardware
• Tank pressure
• Tank internal fluid temperaturc
• Incoming fluid thermodynamic state (temperature and pressure), flow rate, and quantity
• Vented fluid thermodynamic state (temperature and pressure), flow rate, and quantity
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Appendix D
Fill and Refill of Liquid Acquisition Device (LAD)
Experiment Requirements
Flow system
• Provisions tbr the inflow and outflow of liquid cryogen
• Detection of two-phase flow during outflow
• Measurement of fluid thermodynamic state, flow rate, and quanli_y during inflow and outllow
Tank
• Single cryogenic tank
• Heat leak <0.5 Btu/hr-fi-'
• Screen type total communication LAD
• Heat exchanger supplied from thermodynamic vent system (TVS) to cool LAD and entrained fluid at least 2 K below
saturation temperature
• Capability to vaporize residuals, vent residual gas to space, and measure mass of residual fluid vented
Measurements
• Liquid-vapor detectors in the LAD channel
• TVS flow rate and inflow and outflow thermodynamic state (temperature and pressure)
• Tank pressure
• Tank fluid and wall temperatures
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Appendix E
Settled Outflow/Vented Fill Requirements
Transfer
• Inflow-outflow transfer system
• Single-phase liquid at tank inlet
• Transfer rates of 50, 100, and 150 lbmlhr
Experimental tank I
• Baffled liquid inlet/outlet
• Oriented so liquid may be settled away from vent over inlet-outlet
• Controlled vent to vacuum
• Autogenous pressurization system for expulsion
• Heat leak <0.5 Btu/hr-ft-"
Experimental tank 2
• Jet (straight pipe) liquid inlet-outlet
• Oriented so liquid may be settled away from vent over inlet-outlet
• Controlled vent to vacuum
• Autogenous pressurization system for expulsion
• Heat leak <0.5 Btu/hr-ft 2
Acceleration
• Bond number in both tanks ranging from 2 to 10 lk)r settling
Measurements
• Two-phase flow detection in liquid transfer lines
• Liquid detection in each tank vent line
• Tank pressure
• Tank liquid, vapor, and wall temperatures
• Tank liquid level sensors
• Liquid transfer line flow rate and liquid mass
• Vent line gas flow rate and vented mass
• Therm¢xtynamic state of incoming fluid (temperature and pressure)
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Appendix F
Liquid Acquisition Device (LAD) Performance
Experiment Requirements
Flow system
• Flow rates of 50, 100, and 200 lbm/hr
• Two-phase flow detection for tank outflow
Pressurization system
• Autogenous gas pressurization system supplying vaporized propellant to maintain a tank pressure sufficient to force
required flow rates
Primary tank
• Total communication LAD
• LAD cooling via thermodynamic vent system (TVS) heat exchanger
• Liquid/vapor detection in LAD channel
• Heat leak <0.5 Btu/hr-fl z
• Capability to vaporize liquid residuals and measure quantity of gas produced
Secondary tank
• Total communication LAD
• LAD cooling via TVS heat exchanger
• Liquid/vapor detection in LAD channel
• Heat leak <0.5 Btu/hr-ft-'
• Capability to vaporize liquid residuals and measure quantity of gas produced
Acceleration
• Background
Measurements
• Tank wall, LAD, and fluid temperatures
• Fluid outllow rate, total mass, and thermodynamic state
• Tank pressure, LAD differential pressure
• Thermodynamic vent system (TVS) pertbrmance (inlet and outhzt temperature and pressure; flow rate)
• Total mass of vaporized residuals as gas flow rate, pressure, and temperature
• Mass of prcssurant gas injected
• Pressure. temperature of injected gas
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Appendix G
Tank Dumping Experiment Requirements
Tank
• Volume at least 10 fl'
• More than halt full of saturated cryogen at equilibrium with its vapor (no noncondcnsables)
• Heat leak <0.5 Btu/hr- ft _
• Dump system providing minimal flow restriction to vacuum
• Capability to vent and measure vaporized residuals
Acceleration
• Background
• Vent system designed to minimize any direct acceleration of spacecraft
Measurements
• Initial fluid mass in tank
• Dump-line flow detection
• Tank pressure
• Tank wall and internal temperatures
• Residual vent gas flow rate, total flow, and thermodynamic state
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Chapter 3
System Overview
Edward Kramer
National Aeronautics and Space Admhffstration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
3.0 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an overview of the
complete COLD-SAT system so that the detailed descriptions
provided in the tollowing chapters may be understood in
relation to the whole. It is intended to provide a brief summary
of the capabilities and characteristics of the various elements
and subsystems.
craft will be controlled from and data returned to the POCC
using TDRSS multiple-access (MA) service.
At the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), the Network
Control Center (NCC) will schedule and coordinate communi-
cations with the COLD-SAT spacecraft. The GSCF will
provide tracking information and orbit predictions to the
COLD-SAT POCC. Communication between TDRSS, NCC
and the COLD-SAT POCC will use the NASCOM system.
3.1 Overall System Concept
Figure 3.1 provides an overall block diagram of the COLD-
SAT launch and flight systems. COLD-SAT will be launched
on an Atlas I (Centaur) expendable launch vehicle (ELV).
Prior to launch it will be loaded with liquid hydrogen using a
COLD-SAT unique loading system which is adapted
to the Centaur liquid hydrogen loading system. The ELV will
require some modifications to accommodate COLD-SAT
loading requirements.
Loading of COLD-SAT will be controlled at the launch site
and monitored by the COLD-SAT Payload Operations Control
Center (POCC), another COLD-SAT system. COLD-SAT will
be launched in an active state and will control its liquid
hydrogen cargo during ascent. This process will be synchro-
nized with ELV activities and monitored at the POCC using
intormation included in the ELV telemetry downlink.
Following separation from the ELV upper stage (Centaur)
the spacecraft will control its liquid hydrogen cargo, stabilize
itself in the proper atlitude, and deploy its solar arrays and
antenna. This process will be monitored (and if necessary
controlled) from the POCC using Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS) single-access (SA) service. Follow-
ing successful attitude acquisition and deployment, the space-
3.2 Spacecraft Concept
Figure 3.2 is an artist's conception of the COLD-SAT
spacecraft showing its principal features. As can be seen, the
main portion of the spacecraft volume is occupied by three
liquid hydrogen tanks for experimental use. These tanks and the
remainder of the spacecraft systems are supported by an exter-
nal spaceframe structure. The spacecraft is equipped with two
solar arrays and a deployable high-gain antenna. Figure 3.3
provides a cross sectional view of the spacecraft and a summary
of its characteristics. COLD-SAT is a large spacecraft, over
25 ft long, which weighs over 5700 Ib at launch. The launch
vehicle payload fairing and allowable payload envelope are
also shown in figurc 3.3. One of the continuing challenges
during the design of the COLD-SAT system was fitting experi-
ment tanks of adequate size within the available payload
envelope; COLD-SAT is a fundamentally volume-limited
payload.
COLD-SAT is a fully modularized spacecraft. This was
done to allow completed functional units to be fully _ested prior
to spacecraft integration and so minimize the risks associated
with debugging a complex liquid hydrogen system at final
assembly and test. Figure 3.4 identifies the various modules of
the spacecraft.
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Figure 3.1.--COLD-SAT launch and flight systems (double box,=.s indicate new equipment for COLD-SAT).
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Figure 3.2.DArtist's conception of CO_D-SAT spacecraft.
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ELV payload
fairing -_
%
_j
_- Allowable
payload
envelope
• Size: Overall length 25.1 ft
Maximum diameter 9.6 ft
• Mass: Dry weight 4367 Ib
Consumables 1215 Ib
Adaptor 159 Ib
Launch weight 5741 Ib
• Expendable launch
vehicle: Atlas I,
Medium fairing
• Solar array power: 1968 W
beginning of
life
• Initial orbit: 550 n mi circular
18 ° inclination
• Attitude: Spacecraft long (x) axis
in orbit plane
Solar array (y) axis in
orbit plane
Aft end oriented to pro-
jection of Sun line in
orbit plane
3 axes stabilized
• Propulsion/attitude
torquing: Hydrazine
• Design life: 6 months
Figure 3.3.--Summary of COLD-SAT characteristics.
Module I contains the majority of the purely spacecraft
systems. The payload adaptor, which connects the spacecraft to
the launch vehicle is attached to the lower end of this module
as are all of the propulsion and attitude control thrusters. The
interior of this module contains the remainder of the propulsion
subsystem. The majority of the spacecraft electronics are
attached to electronics bay I which surrounds the exterior of the
module.
Module 2. the supply module, contains the liquid hydrogen
supply tank, launched full of liquid hydrogen, the gaseous
hydrogen and helium supplies, and associated plumbing and
instrumentation. The module structure provides support for the
solar arrays and the high-gain antenna. Module 3 attaches to
module 2 and houses the remainder of the COLD-SAT elec-
tronics and the horizon sensors. Modules 4 and 5 each contain
one liquid hydrogen experimental tank and its associated plumb-
ing and instrumentation.
Figure 3.5 defines the spacecraft coordinate system. The
positive x-axis follows the long axis of the spacecraft from the
payload adaptor up. The y-axis lies along the axis of the solar
arrays normal to the x-axis. The positive z-axis forms a right-
hand system with the other two axes and points in the direction
Module 5: Small receiver module
Module 4: Large receiver module
Module 3: Electronics bay 2
Module 2: Supply module
=
Module 1 : Electronics bay 1
Payload adaptor
[ _j Centaur equipment module
Figure 3.4._pacecraft module identification.
away from the high-gain antenna. In the selected attitude, the
x-axis lies in the orbital plane and points away from the
projection of the Sun line in that plane. This causes module I to
act as a partial Sun shield for the cryogenic portions of the
system. The spacecraft is rotated 180 ° as required to assure that
the Sun always falls on the high-gain-antenna side of the
spacecraft. This causes COLD-SAT to have a hot side and a
cold side. The cryogenic piping and valving is confined to the
cold side.
3.2.1 EXPERIMENT SYSTEM
The experiment system has the largest mass and w)lume (and
cost) of any system on the spacecraft. Figure 3.6 is a (very)
simplified schematic diagram of the fluid-handling portion of
the experiment system. It is composed principally of three tanks
interconnected by a liquid transfer system. There is also a gas
supply (and generation) system for pressurizing the tanks and
a vent system fl)r each tank.
The supply tank is launched loaded with 565 lb of liquid
hydrogen and serves as the source of all experiment fluid. None
of the tanks is vacuum-jacketed. To allow handling of liquid
hydrogen on the ground, the supply tank only is equipped with
a purge bag and helium purge system. This results in a ground
boil-off rate of up to 85 Ibm/hr but the tank is continually topped
off until 4 sec before launch. Once on orbit the tank insulation
system is vented to space vacuum and the heat leak is reduced
to acceptable levels.
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Figure 3.5.--Spacecraft coordinate system (a) End view (along x-axis in the negative x direction).
(b) Top view (along z-axis in the negative z direction).
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Figure 3.6.--Simplified fluid schematic of experiment system. [See tabk; 3.1 for experiment system tank characteristics. See
also figure D.1 for more detailed fluid schematics.]
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TABLE 3.1.--EXPERIMENT SYSTEM TANK CHARACTERISTICS
Supply tank Large receiver Small receiver
tank lank
Volume, ft _ 144 21 13.5
Capacity, Ib liquid hydrogen 565 84 54
Length, ft 8.6 4 2.6
Diameter. ft 5 2.7 3
Average heat flux, Btu/hr-fl-' O.Og 0,3 0.4
Surface area, fl" 143 39 28
The experiment system tanks are all cylindrical with ellipti-
cal domes. However, the barrel section of the small receiver
tank is rather short. The characteristics of the tanks are listed in
table 3. I.
All tanks are equipped with thermodynamic vent systems
and the supply tank is equipped with a mixer and heat
exchanger for active pressure control. All tanks are insulated
with multilayer insulation (MLI). The outer surface of the MLI
is thermally conditioned to minimize absorption of the solar
spectrum and maximize radiation.
The pressure vessel of each tank is instrumented for tempera-
ture. Each tank contains an instrument rake equipped with
temperature and liquid level sensors. Redundant instrumenta-
tion measures the pressure of each lank. The supply tank and
large receiver tank are equipped with total-communication
LAD's.
The three tanks are linked by, a liquid hydrogen transfer sys-
tem capable of controlled tlow rates from 50 to 200 Ibm/hr.
Using the transfer line, any of the tanks can be filled with liquid
hydrogen through a variety of inlets including.jets, sprays, and
baffles. They can be emptied using baffled or unhaffled outlets
or LAD's. The outflow line from the supply tank is equipped
with a heat exchanger and TVS to allow the outflowing liquid
to be subcooled. This allows considerable savings of liquid
hydrogen and pressurant gas when fluid is thermodynamically
conditioned lot various experiment conditions.
A pressurization system provides gaseous hydrogen and
helium to the three tanks. Gas pressure is controlled as required
to drive the various liquid transfer operations. The hydrogen
gas storage tanks can be recharged with liquid hydrogen which
reduces the mass of the system and allows for the difficulty of
predicting the quantity of hydrogen required for pressurizing
the liquid tanks. Each tank can also be vented to space in a
controlled manner via free- and back-pressure vents. The liquid
transfer, pressurization, and vent systems are equipped to
measure the thermodynamic state and quantity of the flowing
fluids so that a complete mass inventory can be maintained.
While the main data acquisition and signal conditioning task
is carried out by the spacecraft telemetry, tracking, and com-
mand (TT&C) system, the experiment system includes the
electronics required to pertbrm some special signal condition-
ing and data acquisition functions. Included with the experi-
ment system electronics are the accelerometers required to
measure the experimentally important acceleration levels.
3.2.2 SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
COLD-SAT is a very highly integrated spacecraft. Every
effort was made to take advantage of the pertbrmance improve-
ments possible by coordinating the design of the various
subsystems.
3.2.2.1 TT&C System
Figure 3.7 is a block diagram showing the interrelationship
of the various spacecraft systems with the "IT&C and electric
power systems. As can be seen, control and data acquisition is
centralized on the spacecraft. The spacecraft computer, located
in the TT&C system, provides control for all spacecraft func-
tions including attitude control.
Other than certain functions associated with the high-gain
antenna, the TT&C system is fully redundant, and includes a
unique method fl_r maintaining a "hot" backup spacecraft
computer. The TT&C system is built around a redundant MIL-
STD- 1553 data bus.
The basic spacecraft data rate is 3900 bits per second (bps).
Between TDRSS contacts, spacecraft data is stored in redun-
dant solid state recorders capable of storing 512 Mh each. This
provides storage for up to 20 orbits if required. For nominal
operations data is played back via TDRSS at 32 000 bps during
TDRSS contacts of 13 min each orbit. The uplink data rate for
commands and reprogramming is l{RI0 bps.
Communications takes place using NASA standard tran-
sponders. The spacecraft is equipped with a deployable, two-
axis-steerable, high-gain antenna for normal, high-data-rate
communication with TDRSS. As a backup, two hemispherical
coverage antennas are located on opposite sides of the space-
craft to provide communications before the high-gain antenna
is deployed and during contingencies if the spacecraft loses
attitude control or the high-gain antenna system fails.
3.2.2.2 Electric Power System
The average electric power required for the spacecraft is
646 W. This power is ultimately derived from two fixed solar
panels. Each solar panel has an area of 91.5 ft 2 providing a
maximum beginning-of-life (BOL) power of 1968 W. The
plane of the solar arrays is canted 10° with respect to the x-y
plane of the spacecraft which lies in the orbit plane. This
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Figure 3.7._Spacecraft command and control system and electric power system.
provides optimum output from the solar arrays as the angle to
the Sun varies caused by the precession of the spacecraft orbit.
As was indicated above, the entire spacecraft is rotated 180 °
when the Sun moves from one side of the orbit plane to the
other. For operation during attitude acquisition and solar array
deployment and during eclipse, power is stored in two 36 A-hr
nickel cadmium batteries. During eclipse the depth of discharge
is 24.7 percent, which assures more than adequate life for thc
6-month mission.
The electric power system provides a nominal unregulated
bus voltage of 28 V which floats on the spacecraft battery
allowing the batteries to provide any necessary surge currents.
Most detailed switching of electric power occurs in the Tr&c
system, but the electric power system does actuate all pyrotech-
nic devices on the spacecraft. The electric power system
provides high-level fault protection and load shed using a
system of prioritized power buses. This assures that any avail-
able electrical power will be supplied to essential loads during
fault conditions.
3.2.2.3 Attitude Control
COLD-SAT is a three-axis stabilized spacecraft. The pri-
mary attitude reference is provided by three-axis rate gyros.
The gyn_s are updated using two-axis digital sun sensors and
scanning horizon sensors. The spacecraft is also equipped with
a three-axis magnetometer to provide assistance with rapid
attitude acquisition.
In the selected spacecraft attitude, the axis of the solar arrays,
the y-axis, and the long axis of the spacecraft, the x-axis, lie in
the orbit plane (fig. 3.5). The positive z-axis forms a right-hand
system _,ith the other two axes and points away from the side
of the or _it plane illuminated by the Sun. The attitude control
system i,, required to pertbrm a 180 ° roll maneuver periodically
to maintain this condition as the orbit plane precesses. It is also
required to automatically acquire and maintain the correct
attitude.
In this attitude, the primary disturbance torque is a gravity
gradient torque. The selected attitude is a compromise which
allows fi (ed solar arrays and allows the aft end of the spacecraft
to be ust d as a partial Sun shield at the expense of somewhat
increase_l disturbance torques. The basic pointing accuracy
requiren" ent of 2° is driven by the requirements tbr pointing the
high-gai i antenna and by the need for reasonable predictability
followin,, long-term, low-level thrusting.
The a_.titude control system also controls the spacecraft
during those periods of low-level thrusting required to position
fluids for experimental purposes. Primary attitude control
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torquesaregeneraledusingfixedthrusters.Thetorquesare
appliedincouplesaroundthex-axisandsinglethrustersare
usedforcontrolaboutthey-andz-axes.A gimballed thruster
is used for control during long-term thrusting.
The attitude control system also handles the navigation
functions required for the interpretation of horizon sensor data
and the proper pointing of the high-gain antenna. All software
functions of the attitude control system reside in the spacecraft
computer which is part of the TT&C system.
3.2.2.4 Propulsion System
Hydrazine is used as the propellent tor all thrusters. At
launch, 428 Ibm of propellant are loaded, an amount which
includes 150 Ibm of reserve. The hydrazine is storcd in four
spherical tanks equipped with bladders. It is expelled from the
tanks using pressure-controlled helium.
The propulsion system is located completely within
module 1 with thrusters located on the aft end of the spacecraft.
This arrangement minimizes thc problems associated with
hydrazine plumbing and potential effects of thruster plumes on
thermal control surfaces. All thrusters are contained in five
thruster modules, one located on the center line and four located
around the periphery. All attitude control thrusters are redun-
dant. Some propulsion thrusters are redundant with degraded
performance.
To provide controlled acceleration for experiment purposes,
the propulsion system generates three thrust levels: 0.04, 0.16,
and 0.52 lb. During these thrusting periods, attitude control is
provided by a gimballed thruster located on the x-axis. This
eliminates the impulsive action of the pitch and yaw attitude
control thrusters and thus provides a superior acceleration
environment.
3.2.2.5 Thermal Control System
Thermal control was a major issue in the design of COLD-
SAT. The prime concern was to minimize the heat input into the
cryogenic system and, as a result, to simplify the design. A
number of key design decisions were made on the basis of their
thermal impact such as the choice of spacecraft attitude. The
thermal design had an especially large effect on the spacecraft
configuration. Basically, the thermal control system is divided
into a number of zones which are isolated from each other to the
maximum extent possible. The two electronic bays, modules I
and 3, contain those items which require a relatively narrow
temperature range. The other (cryogenic) portions of the space-
craft are operated at as cold a temperature as possible.
The thermal control system relies primarily on passive
techniques--paint, MLI, second-surface dielectric mirrors.
etc. Heaters are used in the electronics bays to assure that
minimum temperature requirements are met when the equip-
ment is powered down.
3.2.2.6 Structure and Configuration
A number of basic constraints governed the configuration of
the spacecraft. These were:
( I ) The need to accommodate the experiment tanks within
the launch vehicle payload envelope.
(2) The need to keep the center of mass (COM) as low as
possible.
(3) The thermal requirement to provide the cryogenic tanks
with a good radiative view factor to deep space while shielding
them from the Sun and local heat sources.
(4) The modularization of the spacecraft with all that this
implies in terms of thermal and structural constraints.
To satisfy these requirements a space-frame type of structure on
the outside of the spacecraft was chosen. This allows the
cryogenic tanks to be kept on axis but have good radiation view
factors to space through the structure while accommodating
modular design lbr ease of test and integration. To maintain a
low COM, the densest items (batteries, hydrazinc, electronics,
etc.) were located in m_x:lule 1, closest to the payload adaptor
(figs. 3.2 and 3.4). With the large cryogenic tanks on axis this
arrangement made it possible to maintain good symmetry about
the spacecraft x-axis as well.
The structure is conventional, made out of standard shapes
and welded except at access points where it is bolted. It does
have a few unique features. A large honeycomb plate is used to
mount the hydrazine tanks in the center of electronics bay 1and
all electronics boxes are mounted on modular plates located
around the perimeter of the electronics bays.
Every effort was made in the design to minimize disturbance
torques through the control of the spacecraft configuration
and so of its mass properties. Spacecraft moments and products
of inertia were controlled to the extent possible to minimize
gravity-gradient torques. The solar arrays and high-gain
antenna are located near the average location of the COM along
the x-axis to minimize solar pressure torques. In addition, the
design includes compensating weights to minimize the
products of inertia.
3.2.2.7 Software
Control of essentially all operations, both spacecraft and
experiment, is by software resident in the central spacecraft
computer. Because of the restrictions imposed on TDRSS
coverage and the long-term nature of some experiment opera-
tions, this software must provide a high degree of autonomy to
the spacecraft. The nature of the liquid hydrogen payload,
which cannot simply be allowed to sit until problems are
discovered and diagnosed on the ground, requires that a number
of corrective actions be attempted by the flight software in
failure situations,
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Theoperationofthesoftwareiscenteredaroundanexecu-
tivewhichschedulesandcontrolstheoperationof various
controlandcalculationroutinesasrequired.Fortheexperi-
ment,executionofthevariousexperimentsequencesis ched-
uledbygroundcommandandthenexecutedbythespacecraft.
Anongoingfunctionofthesoftwareistocontinuouslymonitor
theexperimentsystemtopreventorcorrectunsafestates.On
theground,thesoftwarewillalsocontroltheloadingofliquid
hydrogen.
A considerableportionofthesoftwarewill resideinread-
onlymemoryonboardthespacecrafttoinsurethat it isnot
inadvertentlycorrupted.However.virtuallyall softwareis
reprogrammablefromtheground.Toassureagainstchangesin
thcsoftwareandproperfunctioningof thehardware,the
softwarewill continuouslygeneratechecksumsandsimilar
internalchecksonoperationandwritetheresultotheredun-
dancycontrolunitintheTr&c system.Failuretoperlormthis
functiononschedulewill resultinaswitchtothe"hotspare"
computerandsoftware.
3.3 Ground Segment
On the ground, a variety of equipment is required to support
the development, test and operation of the COLD-SAT space-
craft. A number of liquid hydrogen-compatible, thermal-vacuum
facilities are needed for development and test, including one
large enough to contain the entire spacecraft tor system test.
Testing must be supported by electrical and mechanical ground
support equipment to control the spacecraft, acquire data from
it, and service it with the required consumables. Handling
fixtures and shipping containers are needed to transport it and
support its integration, servicing, and installation.
At the launch site, equipment is needed to test the spacecraft
and service it prior to launch. Immediately prior to launch the
supply tank must be filled and continuously topped-off with
liquid hydrogen using a ground-fill/drain/vent system adapted
to the existing Centaur hydrogen loading system. Facilities are
required at the launch site to control the spacecraft during the
loading process until launch.
From lift-off until separation, spacecraft data is returned via
the launch vehicle telemetry stream. This data must be trans-
mitted to the COLD-SAT Payload Operations Control Center
(POCC), processed, and recorded. Although there may be other
alternatives, for purposes of this conceptual design it was
assumed that the POCC would be constructed at the NASA
Lewis Research Center. The POCC will control the spacecraft
from separation through end-of-life through the NASCOM/
TDRSS network. It will process all data returned from the
spacecraft and both display and record it as required.
The POCC will produce historical data tapes. Final conver-
sion of the data to engineering units and its subsequent analysis
will take place of f line using conventional computing facilities.
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3.4 Launch Vehicle
COLD-SAT is designed to be launched on the Atlas I
(Centaur) expendable launch vehicle supplied by General
Dynamics. In the time frame of the COLD-SAT launch it is
expected that the Atlas II will be in current production. How-
ever, complete data on the Atlas II was not available at the
initiation of the conceptual design so the Atlas I was used
for des+gn purposes with the expectation of full upward
compat+bility.
COL!)-SAT is to be placed into a 550 n mi, 18°inclination,
nearly t ircular orbit. Figure 3.8 shows the capability of the
Atlas 1 _+ndAtlas IIA launch vehicles for 18°-inclination circu-
lar orbits. As can be seen there is more than adequate margin.
A number of launch vehicle modifications and some
mission-peculiar equipment will be required. Venting of
gaseous hydrogen will occur through the Centaur hydrogen
vent; sc me minor modifications to the Centaur vent and the
payload fairing will be required to accommodate this. In
additior, a number of access doors will be required in the
fairing, including one for the COLD-SAT T - 4 umbilical.
Modification of an existing payload-attach fitting will be
requirec! to handle the COLD-SAT spacecraft.
Durir g ascent, power will be supplied to the spacecraft from
the laun :h vehicle. This will require a mission-peculiar battery
and ass,_ciated electrical equipment (a standard service). The
Centaur will also carry a destruct charge to guarantee safe
reentry )f the spacecraft in the event of inadvertent separation
or inten ional destruction of the launch vehicle. In addition, the
launch _ehicle will also provide a number of discrete signals to
the spatecraft to synchronize its activities with those of the
ELV. COLD-SAT telemetry will be included in thc launch
vehicle _elemetry stream to provide monitoring during ascent.
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3.5 Operations
Onboard COLD-SAT. the initial 565 Ib of liquid hydrogen is
a wasting asset. On the pad, before the supply tank multi-layer
insulation (MLI) is evacuated by the vacuum of space, the
boiloff rate is 85 Ibm/hr. In space, using active methods to
control tank pressure the loss rate is approximately 1.5 Ibm/day.
If pressure control is lost and uncontrolled venting takes place
through the relief system, a major fraction of the stored hydro-
gen could be dumped. These facts drove the planning of COLD-
SAT operations.
Prior to the beginning of the launch count the spacecraft will
be serviced with hydrazine, gaseous helium, and gaseous
hydrogen. On the pad, the spacecraft computer is loaded with
software and checked. The computer and its software remain
operational from be|ore the initiation of liquid hydrogen load-
ing until the completion of the mission. Liquid hydrogen is
loaded and the supply lank is continuously lopped-off until
T - 95 sec when the supply tank is locked up to assure that no
venting will take place while in the atmosphere during the
initial ascent phase. The 2-in. motion signal from the launch
vehicle initiates the ascent phase. In general, venting is inhib-
ited unless required and required venting is coordinated with
the launch vehicle. However, a scheduled settled vent takes
place during powered flight to condition the fluid in the supply
tank so that it may be locked up fl_r the subsequent attitude
acquisition and deployment phase. No ground intervention is
possible from lilt-off to separation but telemetry is returned in
the ELV data stream.
Immediately prior to separation, the Centaur upper stage is
placed in the desired attitude and a discrete signal from the
launch vehicle causes the spacecraft computer to use this
known attitude to initialize the onboard attitude reference.
Following separation, a breakwire causes the spacecraft to
begin to automatically stabilize and seek its required attitude.
If the attitude is confirmed by sensor readings, the solar arrays
and high-gain antenna are deployed and on-orbit operations
begin. Two additional backup methods for attitude acquisition
are provided which assure that the Sun will be acquired and
battery charging initiated within 2.83 hr from separation. Worst-
case time for final acquisition is I 1.4 hr. During this time the
spacecraft is monitored from the POCC (and controlled if
required) using TDRSS single-access communications.
Following a 2-week checkout period, experiment operations
are started. Experiments are grouped in interrelated sequences
which last for up to a week. In general, the end of a sequence
leaves the experiment syslem in a quiescent state. Several days
of contingency are then allowed which will also allow ground
personnel to rest if necessary. Many of the individual experi-
ments are of considerable duration, up to 50 hr. As communi-
cations time is limited, experiment operations will be controlled
by software which will be loaded at launch (or uploaded) and
then initiated from the ground. For planning purposes, commu-
nications will be limited to 13 rain of TDRSS multiple-access
(MA) coverage per orbit although as much MA return service
as is practical will be sought during operations.
Peric_lically, as the precession of the orbit causes the Sun to
move from one side of the orbit plane to the other, the spacecraft
must be rotated 180 ° to prevent the Sun from falling on the cold
side of the spacecraft and to keep a satisfactory angle with the
solar arrays. There is no critical scheduling of this event which
is initialed by ground command and controlled by software and
it can be easily accommodated during contingency pericxts
between groups of experiments. Active experiment operations
will be completed within 62 days of launch. Following this, all
residuals will be vaporized and all experiment system
consumables will be vented to space. The remaining hydrazine
will be depleted to raise the spacecraft orbit and increase its life.
The spacecraft will then be shut down.
Following the completion of operations, the data will be
archived and analysis performed. The POCC and other ground-
segment equipment will be closed out and the project terminated.
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Chapter 4
Mission
Edward Kramer
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
4.1 Introduction
The selection of orbit, launch vehicle, and spacecraft attitude
have a strong influence on the design of a spacecraft and related
systems: the decisions are significantly interrelated. Orbital
requirements are basically driven by orbital life and drag
considerations, but once minimum requirements are met, the
final orbit is selected with a view to the capabilities of the
expendable launch vehicle (ELV). The ELV must be selected
to meet minimum orbital requirements but once it is selected
every effort is made to maximize the use of its capabilities to
simplify the design of the spacecraft. The selected ELV fixes
the maximum allowable launch weight, launch center of mass
(COM), and, once a payload fairing is selected, overall space-
craft envelope. In addition, the experimental requirement for
long-term, low-level accelerations causes an interaction be-
tween spacecraft attitude and final spacecraft orbit. This chap-
ter presents the rationale which led to the selection of an 18°
inclination, a 550-n mi orbit, an Atlas II ELV with medium
payload fairing, and a quasi-inertial spacecraft attitude that is
Sun-oriented with the long axis of the spacecraft in the orbit
plane. In reading this chapter it should be recognized that many
of the calculations were made early on in the design process and
some of the values used do not reflect the final COLD-SAT
design values.
4.2 Orbit Selection Criteria
Of the two prime requirements affecting the orbit, the
requirement Ior 500-year life dominates over the requirement
tor microgravity background acceleration levels. However,
this orbital life requirement is effective at the end of the mission
when the orbit has been perturbed by thrusting required by the
experiment. The orbit perturbation caused by thrusting is
dependent on the selected spacecraft attitude and thus, the
initial spacecraft orbit is as well.
The lifetimes of king+lived spacecraft cannot be calculated
with great accuracy. For COLD-SAT, spacecraft life was
estimated by using the methods of D.G. King-Hele (ref. I ). The
controlling parameters are spacecraft effective-mass-to-area
ratio and orbit perigee height and eccentricity.
An uncontrolled spacecraft will eventually begin to tumble
because of random disturbance torques. This tumbling affects
the projected area along the velocity vector for drag
calculations. For COLD-SAT, the worst case would occur if
the spacecraft rotates about an axis normal to both the long axis
of the spacecraft and the solar array axis with this axis of
rotation perpendicular to the velocity vector. The average
projected area of the solar arrays is then:
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where
As, solar array area = 183 f12
As, average projected area
The spacecraft body can be approximated as a right circular
cylinder, 9.6 ft in diameter and 25.1 ft long, rotating per-
pendicular to its axis. Its average projected area is (ref. I, p. 27):
AB = Ll_O.818+O.25D)= 220.15 ft 2
where
L length of cylinder
D diametcr of cylinder
The total projected area of the spacecraft is then:
A=AB+A ,,
For COLD-SAT, the worst-case average projected area is:
= 336.65 ft2
500
400
C
300
"O
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Q,.
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_'_ Orbital life greater than
0.0 0.1
Eccentricity
Figure 4.1 .---Acceptable end-of-life orbits.
0.2
and the latio of area to end of life (EOL) mass (Meol) is:
'4 - 0.0771 ft----_-2= 0.0158 m"
MeoI Ibm kg
For a spacecraft with this ratio of projected area to mass,
figure 4. I (adapted from ref. I, fig. 12.19) shows those combi-
nations of perigee altitude and orbital eccentricity which will
give a 500-year life. This is an EOL condition which then
becomes a constraint on the initial orbit as perturbed by the
experiment thrusting.
4.3 Attitude Selection
Three goals drove the selection of the spacecraft attitude.
They were:
(1) Minimization of gravity gradient disturbance torques
(2) Minimization of heating of the cryogenic systems by
d_rect solar flux
(3) Acceptable levels of orbital perturbation due to
thrusting required to provide low-level accelerations
for various experiments
These goals are not mutually compatible and trade-offs are
required. Also considered in attitude selection were the level of
drag torques, required view factors for the attitude sensors and
high-gain antenna, and potential effects of the selected attitude
on the v _rious spacecraft systems, especially the solar arrays.
Because of the increased cost and complexity and the potential
for disturbance of the experiment, elimination of rotating solar
arrays v.as considered very desirable. Extensive trade studies
were perfbrmed early in the design eflort to select the COLD-
SAT atHude.
A total of eight potential spacecraft attitudes were consid-
ered. They are summarized in table 4.1 and illustrated in
figure 4 2. Six of the candidate attitudes were quasi-inertial and
oriented to the Sun, the ecliptic plane, or the orbit plane. These
would t_ndergo only slow, secular rotations with respect to a
true ine[tial reference system. Two (attitudes three and four) are
oriented to the velocity vector and so the spacecraft rotates 360 °
once each orbit. This rotation produces a centripetal accelera-
tion whch, at reasonable distances from the spacecraft COM,
produces accelerations that are an appreciable fraction of a
1 _.g. Tt is effect is illustrated in figure 4.3.
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TABLE 4. I.--SPACECRAFT ATTITUDE OPTIONS
Axis
X Z
Attitude
option
1 (a) Sun-oriented
1 (b) Nonnal to ecliptic
I(c) *
2(a) Normal to orbit plane
2(b) To projection of Sun
line in orbit plane
2(c) *
3 To spacecraft
velocity vector
4 To spacecraft
velocity vector
*Not specified.
Normal to ecliptic
Normal to orbit plane
Normal to plane
defined by velocity
and Sun vectors
Normal to orbit plane
Quasi- Solar array
inertial
Normal to ecliptic Yes Fixed
Sun-oriented Yes Fixed
Sun -oriented Yes Fixed
To proiection of Sun Yes Fixed
line in orbil plane
Normal to orbit plane Yes Fixed
To projection of Sun
line in orbit plane
Yes Fixed
Nk_ Rotating
* No Rotating
Z
+x
a z
b
c
Earth
7-- - --
(a)
Ecliptic plane --'"
@
Sun
Orbit plane --x _._ \
Z \ "._,_ \ ,r--Plane defined
J \'T \ ,' by velocity
vector_Vel°city.\ _ "_ .11 vector and
"_ Sun vector
/
Nun
(c)
Earth
c
I I _-%.
\
N
-®
Sun
(b) (d)
J
J t /
/ J I /
[ J tt
Velocity _r_ _ _-_y
vector 
- Orbit plane
/ \
\
Sun
Figure 4.2.--Spacecraft attitude definition. (a) Option 1 (oriented to the ecliptic plane). (b) Option 2 (oriented to the orbit plane).
(c) Option 3 (oriented to velocity-Sun vector plane). During each orbit Sun traces out a cone about the spacecraft. (d) Option 4
(oriented to velocity vector and orbit plane).
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4.3.1 DISTURBANCE TORQUES
Disturbance torques are not in themselves important to the
COLD-SAT spacecraft, their acceleration levels being far
below the threshold which will disturb experiment operations.
However, the effects of these torques must be removed by
countervailing control torques to maintain spacecraft attitude.
Generation of these control torques will either lead to increased
spacecraft cost and complexity or cause accelerations that
disturb the experiments or both.
Disturbance torques arise from a variety of sources; mag-
netic, aerodynamic, solar radiation, and gravity gradient torques
are the main sources of perturbation. For COLD-SAT, gravity
gradient torques are the principal disturbance torques. The
gravity gradient torque is given by:
Lz,.:z,: z=:JLR:j
where
T),,y.z
Rx.y.:
R
elements of torque vector
elements of spacecraft position vector, /_
/.ccyy,-:
l _y.xz.y:
la
spacecraft principal moments of inertia
spacecraft products of inertia
GM e = Earth gravitational constant
All elements are referred to the spacecraft coordinate system.
The × refers to the vector or cross product.
The results of gravity-gradient torque studies for the various
attitudes considered are summarized in table 4.2 and illustrated
in figures 4.4 and 4.5. These studies were performed by using
the inertial properties shown in table 4.3. Values differ con-
siderably from those of the final spacecraft but are used in a
consisteat manner, so the various trends illustrated are valid.
As can be seen from the figures, those attitudes which are
oriented to the velocity vector (3 and 4) produce low peak and
average disturbance torques. Those attitudes which are ori-
ented to the Sun or the ecliptic plane ( I (a), (b), and (c)) produce
large peak and secular torques about all three axes and lor this
reason they were dropped from further consideration. Those
TABLE 4.2.-_3RAVITY GRADIENT
TORQUE SUMMARY
Attitude
option
l(a)
i(b)
(c]
!(a)
!(b}
[
Worst-case peak gravit_ gradient torque, in.-Ib
Axis
Worst-case average
x
0.0181
.0206
.0205
.0206
.(IIH
.0(_09
._
.(WX)3
_ravitv _radienl
_r Z
0.(_32 0.1H52
.O68O .(H73
.0682 .(H72
.(X)IO .(X)15
.O(X_ .(H54
.0684 .(W)14
.0010 .(X)15
.0005 .(XXW)
torque, in.-Ib
l(a)
l(b)
i(c)
-_(a)
).(b)
_.(c)
0.0088
.(X)5I
.Ol(X}
.(WWW)
.(XW)I
.(XX)I
.(WX)3
.(WW)3
0.03O9
.0332
.()163
.(XX)3
.(XX)3
.(XXX)
,[WKI5
.(XX)5
0.01(_
.0230
.0230
.(XW)?
.(WWK)
.O(X)7
.(X)lI
.(XXX)
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i
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Figure 4.4.--Peak gravity-gradient torque.
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TABLE 4.3.--INERTIAL PROPERTIES OF SPACECRAFT
Anitude
option
Ix,
I(a) 25643
I(b) 24373
I(c) 24373
2(a) 24373
2(b) 25643
21c) 24373
3 24373
4 24373
MOlllCIII,
in,-Ib-sec:
ly_ I,, l,, I_, 1,,
49899 59667 -382 - 140 -77
60937 I
6o937
60937
59667
60937
60937
'r 6(F)37 " '' 'q'
0.08
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i
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o
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Figure 4.6.--Typical gravity-gradient torque (attitude
option 2(b)).
attitudes which arc oriented to the orbit plane and the Sun (2(a),
(b), and (c)) have moderately large peak gravity-gradient
torques about one axis only and low-average torques. For these
latter attitudes, figure 4.6 illustrates the typical behavior of the
gravity gradient torque with time as the spacecraft proceeds
around its orbit.
4.3.2 ORBIT PERTURBATIONS DUE TO
THRUSTING
COLD-SAT requires long-term, low-level thrusting to
create controlled, low-level accelerations. The required accel-
erations are in general unidirectional, in the positive x direction.
This thrusting will produce perturbations in the initial space-
craft orbit unless canceled by additional thrusting in a suitable
direction. It would be possible to add additional experiment
hardware to make the system symmetrical with respect to the
spacecraft x-axis and add symmetrical thrusters to both ends of
the spacecraft to allow balanced thrusting but this would add
cost and complexity. It would also be possible to simply
perlorm additional thrusting to cancel the effects of the thrust-
ing required by the experiment but this would entail almost
doubling the fuel load. Another option, the one selected, is to
accept a certain amount of orbital perturbation and plan on it in
the selection of the initial orbit.
The effect of thrusting on the orbit depends on the relation of
the thrust vector to the current velocity vector. In the case oftbe
COLD-SAT spacecraft, where all tanks that require experiment
acceleration are grouped along the long axis to minimize
disturbance torques caused by thrusting, the perturbations
depend on the selected attitude. For those attitudes with the long
axis along the velocity vector (attitudes 3 and 4) unidirectional
thrusting will produce unacceptable perturbations to the orbit
by either pushing it down to the point where orbital life
becomes unacceptable or pushing it up into the Van Allen belts
where radiation effects on the electronics would become sig-
nificant. This occurs because the thrusting along the velocity
vector performs work on the spacecraft that continually
increases (or decreases) its energy. There is no cancellation due
to the orbital motion.
Attitude 2(a) with the x-axis normal to the orbit plane has the
least perturbation due to thrusting. For this attitude, the thrust
is normal to the velocity vector so very little work is actually
performed on the spacecraft. There is then little change in
spacecraft energy: essentially all effort is exerted to precess the
relatively large orbital angular momentum. As the spacecraft
proceeds around the orbit there is almost complete cancellation
of the effects of thrusting. From the point of view of orbit
perturbations, this is the best spacecraft attitude. Un fortunately,
it is not the best attitude from a thermal point of view.
Attitudes 2(b) and (c) are quasi-inertial, being oriented to the
Sun and the orbit plane. In these attitudes, the thrust vector lies
in the orbit plane and is essentially fixed in inertial space. As
the spacecraft revolves in its orbit there is almost complete
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(a) Perigee altitude versus time. (b) Apogee altitude versus time. (c) Orbital eccentricity versus time. (d) Orbital inclination
versus time.
cancellation of the effects of long-term thrusting. Thrust which
is along the velocity vector at one point in the orbit is counter
to the velocity vector at that point on the orbit which is
symmetric with respect to the center of the orbital eclipse. 600
However, during those portions of the orbit where the thrust ._
vector has a component along the velocity vector, energy and c 560
angular momentum are added to the spacecraft placing it in a "o_ff
slightly different orbit. Then, during that portion of the (slightly _ 500
different) orbit when thc thrust vector has a component in
opposition to the velocity vector, complete cancellation does
c_ 45C
not occur due to the slight loss of symmetry. The effect of the
anticipated schedule of thrusting on a spacecraft with attitude a.
2(b) and the anticipated COLD-SAT orbit and weight is shown 40C
in figure 4.7. Figure 4.7 is calculated with the anticipated
COLD-SAT orbit, thrust schedule, and variable mass. Figure
4.8 shows that the varying eccentricity and perigee altitude
remain above that required for a 500-year life.
COLD-SAT spacecraft
....... King-Hele 500-year life
r- Day 30/
"_ Be inning End of life ---,g
.......... Day 60 -/
I I I....... I.......
0 0.004 0.008 0.012 0.016 0.020
Eccentricity
Figure 4.8.--Evolution of perigee altitude and eccen-
trk ity with time on orbit as a parameter (attitude
op :ion 2(b)).
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4.3.3 OTHER FACTORS IN SPACECRAFT
ATTITUDE SELECTION
The spacecraft attitude also affects a number of other space-
craft systems. These include the solar arrays and the thermal
control system.
Attitude options I(a), (b), and (c), which are oriented to the
Sun and the ecliptic plane, assure that there is a solar array
location and orientation where the angle between the Sun line
and the solar arrays is 90 ° . There is then no cosine loss and the
solar array size is at a minimum. This is also true for attitude
option 3 but a rotating solar array is required. Attitude option 4
requires a rotating solar array but, in addition, the array must be
canted to minimize the increase in size of the solar array.
For attitude options 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) and option 4 the
spacecraft axes are oriented to the orbit plane. Due to nodal
regression of the spacecraft orbit and the obliquity of the
ecliptic plane, the angle between the Sun line and the orbit plane
can vary from +51.5 ° to -51.5 ° during a 1-yr period for an orbit
with a 28 ° inclination. This requires an increase in size lor a
fixed solar array. If the angle between a spacecraft axis and the
Sun line can be held in the range from 0 ° to 51.5 ° (i.e., by
periodic rotation of the spacecraft) the size increase in the solar
array can be reduced by canting the solar array with respect to
the orbit plane. Figure 4.9 illustrates this effect. It shows the size
of the solar array required relative to one held perpendicular to
the Sun line for various cant angles between the array surface
and the normal to the orbit plane. Ascan be seen, proper canting
reduces the solar array size penalty to negligible proportions.
1.15 --
u_
1.10
Q,.
0
._>o1.05
n-
I I I l I I I I1.00 l
10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
Solar panel cant, degree
Figure 4.9.---Size penalty for fixed solar arrays. Penalty
shown is for 350-n mi orbit altitude.
The reduction is possible because variations in the beta angle
arc accompanied by compensating changes in the duration of
eclipse periods to allow more constant energy input per orbit.
The attitude selected can have a significant impact on the
thermal design of the spacecraft. For COLD-SAT. the most
critical thermal problems are associated with the cryogenic
systems, specifically the supply tank. Those attitudes for which
the solar flux falls primarily on the aft (negativc x) end of the
spacecraft yield considerable improvement in the performance
of the cryogenic systems, as the aft end of the spacecraft acts as
a Sun shield. Attitude 2(a) with the Sun essentially broadside to
the spacecraft and attitude 2(b) with the Sun primarily on the aft
end represent the limits of the problem. Figure 4.10 shows the
-50 / / f ,,
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Figure 4.10._Area-weighted supply tank purge diaphragm surface temperature. Comparison of attitude 2(a) (Sun essentially
broadside to spacecraft) versus attitude 2(b) (Sun primarily on aft end of spacecraft). [Purge diaphragm material is layered
5-mill Teflon/VD silver/Kevlar cloth/Kapton VDA mate/ial with absorbtivity of 0.09 and emissivity of 0.75 (end-of-life), is
available from Sheldahl, Inc.]
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13= 23 °
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between orbit
plane and Sun line)
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Figure 4.11 .--Transient total heat flux on pressure vessel. Conlparison of attitude 2(a) (Sun essentially
broadside to spacecraft) versus attitude 2(b) (Sun primarily tn aft end of spacecraft). [Honeycomb
inner facesheet emissivity, 0.05; pressure vessel emissivity, t l.05; emissivity is for Kapton VDA.]
average surface temperature of the supply lank at various
angles of incidence for the solar flux. As can be seen, the supply
tank surface temperature tor the 2(b) worst case is lower than
the 2(a) best case and the 2(b) best case represents a major
reduction in surface temperature. Figure 4.11 illustrates the
effect on supply lank heat leak. Use of attitude 2(b) will result
in a 10 to 20 percent improvement in the performance of the
COLD-SAT supply tank if other factors renmin constant.
With attitude 2(b), additional improvement can be obtained
by allowing the Sun to shine on one side of the spacecraft only.
This can be accomplished by periodically rotating the space-
craft about its x-axis as the Sun line goes through the orbit
plane. If this is done the spacecraft will have a hot side and a
cold side. Cryogenic lines can be routed along the cold side
allowing further reduction in heat leak to thc system. In addi-
tion, the solar arrays can be effectively canted to hold their size
to a minimum.
4.3.4 FINAL SELECTED ATTITUDE
Attitude 2(b), with the positive x-axis pointing away from
the Sun, was selected for the COLD-SAT spacecraft and is
illustrated in figure 4.12. It has tolerable gravity gradient
disturbance torques. The orbital perturbations due to thrusting
arc minimal.
The spacecraft will be rotated periodically to maintain the
Sun on one side of the spacecraft as illustrated in figurc 4.13.
Figure 4.14 depicts the typical behavior of the angle between
the orb _t plane and the Sun line (the beta angle) with time lor
several values of initial right ascension of the ascending node.
The sp lcecrafi must be rotated each lime the beta angle gores
through zero. Control system simulations indicate that this
maneuver can be accomplished easily. Stalislics in table 4.4
indicate that the maximum expected number of rotations during
a 6-month mission is five and that, for many launch dates, the
first rotation can be postponed until the completion of all
experimental operations by judicious selection of launch time.
With tills periodic rotation, the fixed solar arrays can be canted
so tha_ there is a minimal increase in size over a true Sun-
pointil g array and one side of the spacecraft will always remain
in shaclow. The cryogenic systems arc partially shielded from
the Suq by the aft end of the spacecraft.
Thi;. attitude allows easy positioning of attitude sensors. Sun
sensor_ are mounted on the aft end of the spacecraft and have
an uncbstructed field of view. Conical Earth sensors with their
axis o 'rotation along the spacecraft z-axis (i.e., normal to the
orbit plane) have an unobstructed view of the Earth. Side-
mounted solar arrays (along the y-axis) allow nearly unob-
strucwd viewing of TDRS by the high-gain antenna.
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TABLE 4,4--ROTATION CHARACTERISTICS VERSUS LAUNCH DATE AND TIME
Launch date Launch Time to first
time rotation.
day
October 1. 1997
December I, 1997
February I. 1998
April 1. 1998
June 1,1998
August I, 1998
IX}:0() 22.1
06:(X) 142.59
12:(X) I 1.33
18:(X) 4.51
0():0() 87.13
06:00 86.84
12:0() 110.4
18:(X) 64.97
(_):0() 20.04
06:(_1 31.47
12:0(t 5.93
18:(XI 8.16
00:0(} 11.04
(hS:(X) 4.24
12:(X) 21.56
18:(X) 142.37
0():(X) 98.79
06:(_} 64.93
12:0() 75,65
18:(XI 87.09
(X):00 5,15
06:0() 9.14
12:00 19,65
18:(X) 31.63
Time between rotations,
day
Minimum Maximum
10.89 9898
20.38 142.59
11.33 142.87
4.51 94,47
19.3 87.13
23.09 86.84
19.64 110.4
I 1.01 64.57
20.04 I 17.56
19.98 103.9
5.93 92.83
5.48 82,72
I 1.04 t43.06
4.24 98.95
II .04 98,39
19.93 142.37
18.19 98.79
10.65 64.93
17.15 75.65
23.O4 87.09
5.15 92.45
7.40 82.13
19.65 114.6
20.6,4 103.1
Number
of
rotations
4.4 Expendable Launch Vehicle
Selection
While all available ELV's were considered, two (Delta and
Atlas) were examined in detail. All others were rejected
because of cost or because they were obviously incapable of
doing the job. Between the Atlas and the Delta, the principal
selection factors were lilt capability, payload volume con-
straints within existing fairings, and constraints on payload
COM. Pad modifications required to load the spacecraft with
liquid hydrogen were also considered.
4.4.1 PAYLOAD VOLUME CONSIDERATIONS
Figure 4.15 shows the allowable payload dynamic envelopes
for the various payload fairings now available on the Atlas and
Delta launch vehicles. As can be seen, the Delta payload
volume for the largest available fairing is much more restrictive
than that for the Atlas. The initial COLD-SAT concepts were all
based on the Delta launch vehicle with the large fairing but
available volume proved to be a continuing problem. Even if
the spacecraft could be forced into this fairing there would be
no w)lume contingency to accommodate future changes. A
later switch to the Atlas medium fairing eased most volume and
configuration problems and added a certain amount of
contingency.
4.4.2 LAUNCH VEHICLE LIFT CAPABILITY
Total payload-chargeable weight at lift-off (including 20-
percent weight margin on the spacecraft systems) of COLD-
SAT was estimated to be 6715 lb. To meet EOL orbit
requirements this weight must be launched into a 550-n mi,
nearly circular orbit. The initial orbit requirement is derived
from the orbit perturbation calculations of the type illustrated in
figure 4.7.
The weight quoted above is a little misleading as it applies to
the final COLD-SAT design. Because of the absence of facili-
ties fi_r handling liquid and gaseous hydrogen on the Delta
launch pad, it was the conclusion of this study that a Delta-
launched COLD-SAT would require a vacuum-jacketed sup-
ply tank which would increase the launch weight by 1500 lb.
A Delta 7920 is capable of placing 9000 lb into a 28 °,
550-n mi, nearly circular orbit (ref. 2). The Atlas II launch
vehicle is capable of placing 12 100 lb in the same orbit (ref. 3).
Either launch vehicle is capable of placing a spacecraft of the
COLD-SAT weight class into the required orbit.
4.4.3 CONSTRAINTS ON MASS PROPERTIES
All launch vehicles require that the spacecraft COM bc
located close to the vertical axis. This does not present a
problem for COLD-SAT which is nearly axisymmctric.
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Figure 4.15.--Delta and Atlas II payload envelope_. Dimensions are in inches.
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The other principal constraint is on the vertical location of
the spacecraft COM. This is dependent on both the structural
properties of the launch vehicle and on the payload attach
fitting. No qualified attach fittings exist tor a spacecraft in
COLD-SAT's weight class for either the Atlas I1 or the Delta.
However, there are existing attach fitting designs for both
launch vehicles which appear to be adaptable to the COLD-
SAT launch. The spacecraft COM is located approximately
81 in. above the spacecraft-ELV separation plane. The Atlas II
launch vehicle would restrict a 6500-1b spacecraft to i 12 in. so
there is more than adequate margin.
Things are more complex tor the Delta. The Delta would
require the COM to be below 90 in. from the separation plane.
Again. there is some margin. However, because of com-
plexities associated with handling liquid hydrogen on the Delta
pad it was concluded that a vacuum-jacketed supply tank
would be required. This increased the weight of the spacecraft
to approximately 80(0 lb and increased the height of the
COM. At the increased weight, the standard Delta limits the
COM to about 84 in. and COLD-SAT exceeds this limit. There
arc relatively simple modifications to the Delta which would
allow it to accommodate the higher COM but they have not yet
been implemented.
Again, although either ELV is capable of launching COLD-
SAT il to the required orbit, the Delta has much less margin and
the int._gration is much more complex and risky.
4.4.4 LAUNCH PAD CAPABILITIES
COLD-SAT must be loaded with liquid hydrogen prior to
launch and, in the event of a launch vehicle or spacecraft
contingency, it must be drained of liquid hydrogen as well. The
Centaur upper stage of the Atlas II is fueled with liquid
hydrogen. The Atlas pad is fully prepared and qualified for
handli ag liquid hydrogen. Relatively simple modifications to
this e_isting system will allow filling and draining of COLD-
SAT. A simple plumbing attachment to the Centaur vent
system will allow venting of gaseous hydrogen and liquid
hydrogen both on the ground and during ascent.
The Delta pad is not equipped to handle liquid hydrogen. The
facilit es on the pad must be modified to assure compatibility.
Comp[ete liquid hydrogen fill, drain, vent, and storage systems
must I,e installed. The required pad modifications and associ-
ated t'aining are feasible but with increased cost and risk.
Addit onal provisions may be necessary to handle hydrogen
venting during launch.
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4.4.5 FINAL SELECTION 4.5 Selected Orbit
Although COLD-SAT could be designed to fly on either the
Atlas II or the Delta, in all cases, use of a Delta results in serious
configuration problems, reduced margins, increased risk, and
increased cost to the spacecraft. The early COLD-SAT designs
were all performed assuming that the Delta ELV would he used
and that idea was given up only reluctantly because of the lower
cost of the Delta. The cost impact is difficult to quantify but,
initial estimates of the cost reductions to the spacecraft and its
ground support equipment resulting from the use of an Atlas do
not fully compensate for the higher cost of an Atlas.
Risk is another factor to consider. The Atlas provides large
margins in lift capability, payload fairing volume, COM
location, and liquid hydrogen loading capability. The Delta is
marginal on fairing volume and must be modified to handle the
COLD-SAT COM location. COLD-SAT is early in its devel-
opment and has the potential lor significant changes in its
configuration and mass properties, undoubtedly in an adverse
direction. The Delta pad requires extensive modifications to
handle liquid hydrogen.
In the end, the Atlas II was chosen over the Delta because
(1) it was not felt that the relatively small cost savings of the
Delta justified the increased risk to the project, and (2) because
it appeared that significant simplifications to the spacecraft
were possible by using the margin available on the Atlas II.
The performance of the thermal control system and the solar
arrays can be improved by using the excess lift capability of the
Atlas I1 to place the spacecraft in a lower inclination orbit. The
initial COLD-SAT orbit is then 550 n mi, nearly circular, with
an 18 ° inclination. There is no launch window but, if possible.
the launch time during a given day (and with it the right
ascension of the orbit's ascending node) will be selected to
minimize the number of spacecraft rotations and/or to control
their timing during the flight. An 18 ° orbital inclination also
reduces the on-orbit radiation dose caused by the South Atlantic
anomaly.
The initial spacecraft orbit has the characteristics listed in
table 4.5.
Following perturbation by experiment-required thrusting,
the orbit will have a perigee altitude of 490 n mi and an
eccentricity of0.018. The inclination will remain at 18 °. In this
latter orbit the predicted lifetime is 696 years.
Figure 4.16 shows the worst-case atmospheric density along
the worst-case EOL orbit. Maximum drag occurs at the
perigee of this EOL orbit. The worst-case drag with this +3 _3
atmosphere is 3.29× 10-Sg. Atomic oxygen effects should be
negligible.
In this orbit the spacecraft will make one rotation per year in
inertial space about an axis normal to the orbit plane as
TABLE 4.5._CHARACTERISTICS OF INITIAL
SPACECRAFT ORBIT
Nodal regression rate ..................................................5 66 deg/day
Period ...................................................................................1(15.46rain
Maximum eclipse .....................................................................35 rain
Minimum eclipse .....................................................................28 rain
Spacecraft velocity .....................................................24 083 fl/sec
Geometric TDRSS blocka:_e .......................................<2 percent
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Figure 4.16._Atmospheric density along orbit, worst-case
solar, and magnetic activity. Lowest end-of-life orbit,
490.4 n mi.
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illustratedin figure4.17.TheanglebetweentheSunlineand
theorbitplane(thebetangle;fig.4.18)willvary+41.4 °. With
rotation of the spacecraft about its long axis the angle seen by
the spacecraft will be limited from 0 to 41.4 °.
The orbit remains below the Van Allen belts. The total
integrated radiation dose lbr the entire 6-month mission is
estimated to be less than 1000 rads silicon with 690 mg/cm 2
(0. I in.) aluminum shielding. At this level, radiation effccts on
semiconductors should be minimal and radiation-hardened
electrical, electronic, and electromechanical (EEE) parts should
not be required.
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5.1 Experiment System
Design and Requirements
5.1.1 INTRODUCTION
The COLD-SAT experiment system is the part of that
spacecraft which can be considered to be the payload. It
consists of tanks, pressurant bottles, their interconnecting plumb-
ing, valves, associated instrumentation, and signal condition-
ing electronics. The experiment system is designed to store
liquid hydrogen with low boiloff losses by minimizing the heat
input to the tanks from the surrounding environment. During
the 3-month mission, experiments concerned with controlling
tank pressure and transferring liquid hydrogen between tanks
will be performed.
This chapter presents the experiment system design and
discusses the configuration and rationale behind the fluid
system and tank design approach. Details of the interfaces with
other systems, fluid system design, supply tank design, receiver
tank designs, instrumentation, and operations will also be
1Project engineer.
covered. First, a general overview of the requirements, inter-
faces, ground rules, and design history is given. A description
of the flow system, which is the heart of the experiment system,
is given in section 5.2. The supply tank design, presented in
section 5.3, was the most technically challenging part of the effort.
Section 5.4 covers the gaseous hydrogen pressurant system,
which is a close second to the supply tank in terms of design
challenge. Section 5.5 presents the receiver tank module de-
signs; section 5.6 covers instrumentation: and section 5.7 gives
operations information. Analyses of the mechanical and thermal
aspects of the experiment system and a discussion of the liquid
acquisition device (LAD) and thermodynamic vent system
(TVS) heat exchange are presented in appendixes A and B,
respectively. Appendix C illustrates the fluids schematic sym-
bols used most frequently throughout this chapter. Reference
figures and tables are located in appendixes D and E, respectively.
The key design issue for the tanks and plumbing is keeping
the heat input to a minimum. This requires careful insulation
and mounting techniques, use of low thermal conductivity
materials, minimization of penetrations of the insulation
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system,useof TVS,evacuationf pipesnotinuse,careful
locationof components,reductionof instrumentation,lead
wires,andsoforth.Thebestthermalperlormanceisrequiredin
thelargesttank,knownasthesupplytank.whichistheonly
tankcontainingliquidhydrogenatlaunch.Thesupplytankisthe
siteof mostpressurecontrolexperimentsbecauseofitswell-
controlledthermalperformance.
Tankpressurecontrolinlowgravityneedspecialtechnol-
ogybecausethelocationofthevapor(ullage)inthetankcannot
easilybedeterminedorpredicted.Evensmallheatleakswill
resultin liquidbeingvaporizedwitharesultingpressureise.
Thevaporthatisgeneratedmaynotbenearavent,sothatan
attempttosimplyventhetankwouldprobablyresultinliquid
beingdumped--anextremelyinefficientwayof lowering
pressure.
Pressurecontroltechniquesthatwillbeusedinthesupply
tankincludemixingandthermodynamicventing.Thethermal
stratificationof thetankcontentswillbeinvestigatedunder
differentappliedheatfluxesandinducedacceleration
environmentsandtheresultingpressureiseswillberemoved
bymixingorbyusingtheTVS.
Transfer-relatedproblemsinlowgravityincludepressuriza-
tionofthesourcetank,chilldownofthetransferplumbingand
rcccivertank,andfill of thereceivertankbycollapsing(no-
ventfill)orventing(ventedfill) thevaporgeneratedduringthe
fill.Transferswillbeattemptedwithdifferentspraysystems.
flowrates,andacceleratione vironments.
ManyaspectsoftheCOLD-SATexperimentsystemdesign
arcbasedonthebestavailableengineeringinformationabout
cryogenicfluidmanagementsystemsinspace,whichistosay
thatengineeringestimatesandjudgementfrequentlyhadtobe
usedinplaceofharddataandexperience.Theresultsofthis
designarebelievedtobeasoundfirststep,butherearemany
aspectswhichnecessarilyarepreliminary.Thisproblemis
inevitablewhendesigningasystemsuchasthis.UntilCOLD-
SATis flownanditsdataanalyzed,thedesignof itsfluid
system ustbesubjecttomuchuncertainty.
Thisexperimentsystemdesignshouldserveasanexample
o1"adesignapproachratherthanasasourceofdetailedesign
inlormation.Theassumptionsandestimatesu edhereinmay
not,ingeneral,beoptimal.Althoughwehavetriedtoidentify
ourassumptions,theymaynotalwaysbeevidentandnumerical
resultsinthischaptershouldbeusedwithcaution.
Thereaderisdirectedtothebibliographyofthisreporttora
collectionofreferenceswhichmaybeofassistanceinunder-
standingthedesignandoperationoftheCOLD-SATexperi-
mcntsystem.
5.1.2 REQUIREMENTS
The experiment system is designed to perlorm the experi-
ments listed in table E.I in appendix E to this chapter. The
individual tests for each experiment are also listed therc. Based
on the size of the receiver tanks and the number of experiments.
the total amount of liquid hydrogen required for all experiments
is 565 Ibm. This is used as a nominal ground-fill mass. The on-
orbit in_ entory calculations described in section 5.7 assume a
starting rmss of 525 Ibm to account for worst case boilofflosses
and otht:r uncertainties during ground operations, ascent, and
deployment. Tank flow system and acceleration requirements
are givea in table E.2. Measurement requirements are given in
the COLD-SAT Instrumentation and Wire Harness Design
Report, which is a separate report by L. Edwards (ref. 1).
The COLD-SAT experiments can be divided into two gen-
eral types: (I) pressure control and (2) transfer-related experi-
ments. The pressure control experiments are performed for the
most part in the supply tank. They require application of
uniform heat fluxes to the tank of 0. !, 0.3 and 0.6 Btu/hr-fl 2 to
the tank and measurement of the temperature response through-
out the inside of the tank. Pressure control tests also investigate
the eft'e,:t of a passive (no mixing) and an active (with mixing)
TVS which requires heat exchangers and mixers. The mixer is
used with and without the TVS. Some of the tests require the
application of a small acceleration ( 10 -5 to I0-4g).
The transfer-related experiments require receiver tanks with
geometric variation, a transfer line connecting the tanks, flow
control, different types of spray systems, pressurization sys-
tems, vents, and applied accelerations. Data requirements are
for temperature distributions on and in the tanks, pressures, and
flow rates. The receiver tank requirements are for one nearly
spherical tank and one cylindrical tank with axial, tangential,
radial, and diffuse spray systems. The flow rates for transfer are
50 to 350 Ibm/hr. Helium and hydrogen gas will be investigated
as pressurants. The acceleration requirements are given in
terms o!"the Bond number, which is a dimensionless parameter
equal to, the ratio of gravitational-to-surface tension tortes. A
Bond n nmber of 4 is generally considered sufficient for settling
liquid Io one end of the tank (ref. 2). The equation for the
dimens onless Bond number, Bo, is
Bo = ar2/b
where
a _ :celeration
r cmracteristic length of the tank (usually taken to be
tie tank radius)
b specific surface tension (1.66 in.3/sec 2 for liquid
I_ydrogen).
In a_Idition to experiment requirements, other requirements,
such a; safety and reliability, were imposed on the design.
Grounti rules for the design evolved as time went on into the
final d._sign approach given in table 5.1. A key plumbing
ground rule is to have at least two barriers between the tanks
and space vacuum to avoid inadvertently dumping hydrogen.
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TABLE 5. I.IEXPERIMENT SYSTEM DESIGN APPROACH/GROUND RULES
• Keep large margins
• Use standard materials, pipe sizes, etc.
• Incorporate available sensors, and components
• Build in component accessibility and maintainability (e.g., MLI can disassembling.
no moving parts inside tanks)
• Use modular design: assemble and test subassemblies (e.g.. valve panels, LAD)
• Design for easy manufacturing (e.g., MLI layup_
• Design tanks and bottles to MIL-STD-1522 or ASME boiler code
• Use hydrogen-compatible materials in hydrogen systems (alunlinum lor tanks and
bottles, SS316 for fluid systems components)
• Include relief devices on all hydrogen pressure vessels and potential trapped volumes
(except helium bottles)
• Place at least two barriers between liquid hydrogen and space (except dump vent)
• Make all fluid components accessible
• Keep reliability allocation of 0.958 for class 1 experiments
• I)etermine supply tank size by hydrogen use predictions for experiments, given
receiver tank size requirements
• Use two receiver tanks to provide variation in geometry and thermal mass/volume for
trans for experiments
• Provide degraded redundancy with two receivers
• Provide redundant isolation valve for each tank
• Make receiver tank designs similar to supply tank designs, to simplify analysis and
manufacturing
• Trade slight weight increase for lower cost
• Use hot side/cold side of spacecraft to optimize external interface temperatures
• Utilize pressurized transfers for simplest, low-cost approach
• Select vaporizers for volume efficiency and operational flexibility
• Use only hydrogen pressurant in supply tank to avoid helium contamination
• Use solenoid-actuated valves
• Provide flow variation by parallel legs with different flow restrictions
• Combine active TVS, passive TVS, and subcooler heat exchangers in supply tank
Another important ground rule is to keep all components
accessible ('i.e., not put any active components inside the tanks).
Tanks are designed to ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code standards (ref. 3), and pressurant bottles are designed to
MIL-STD-1522, to minimize testing requirements and safety
concerns at the cost of a small weight increase. Mechanical
relief devices protect all potential trapped volumes except the
helium bottles. Pressurized transfers will be used to avoid the
need lor developing a transfer pump, but this ground rulc can
be revisited if a reliable pump becomes available. Solenoid-
actuated valves are used exclusively. Flow-rate variation is
achieved by using parallel legs with different flow restrictions.
Ira flow-control valve becomes available, this ground rule can
also be revisited.
5.1.3 INTERFACES
The experiment system interfaces with all of the other
spacecraft systems. The experiment system is physically large
and constrained by the volume of the payload envelope rather
than by the lilt capability of the launch vehicle. The hardware
is divided into modules, which correspond to the experiment
tanks, to allow assembly and test of individual tank systems
before integration of the entire system. The primary structure
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TABLE 5.2.--EXPERIMENT SYSTEM PO_, ER REI
Item Number Pow,-_r
requirement.
W
Experiment data units 3 15
Accelerometer I 10
Mixer motor power unit I 15
Signal conditioning unit I 15
Heaters
Pressure control I 21
Tank warmup 2 50
Vaporizer 2 100
Vent 2 I 0
Thermal control 2 6
2 2
Valves
Cryo 50
Gas 12
_UIREMENTS
Duty cycle.
percent
I0O
I0
10
I0
I
2
2
10
50
5(1
5 A. 28 V 200 msec pulses
2 A. 28 V 200 msec pulses
TABLE 5.3.--EXPERIMENT MEASUREMENTS SUMMARY
Type Number Sample rate.
Hz
Temperature
Type A;' 139 0.1
Type Ab h 162 0.1
Pressure 42
Liquid/,, apor I 16
Flow 12
Acceleration (3-axis) I
Valve status 61
Mixer speed 2
Current 6
Capacitance level sensor I
(ground only)
_'29 to 40 °R.
"29 to 540 °R (dual range).
0.I
O.l
O. I to I 0.0
I
0.I
O.l
0.I
Resolution
8-bit
8-bit
g- to 12-bit
On/off
8- to 12-bit
12-bit
On/off
12-bit
8-bit
of the spacecraft has to accommodate this modular configura-
tion and allow for removal of failed modules. Module
breakpoints, secondary structure attach points, tank assembly
envelopes, valve panel envelopes, and the plumbing tray enve-
lopes had to be negotiated with the spacecraft configuration
engineer.
The experiment system's 28-V power requirements are
given in table 5.2. The loads include four electronics boxes, an
ac inverter |or mixer motor power, heaters, and solenoid valves.
Nominal average power required is 125 W.
Telemetry and command requirements are summarized in
tables 5.3 and 5.4. Some 450 measurements are taken directly
by the telemetry, tracking, and command ('IT&C) system while
others require special processing in the experiment system
before the data are passed to the TT&C system because of high
accuracy, sampling, or signal conditioning requirements. The
TT&C system also reads the status of the valves, pumps, and
heaters The experiment system has three data acquisition
boxes (,f its own which pass data to the TT&C system on serial
digital links. The control requirements are for operation of
61 valms, 2 pumps, 11 heaters, and control of power to
6 electtonics boxes. Four pyrotechnic actuators |'or operation of
the suF ply tank vent doors are controlled by the electric power
system.
The "e are three different types of valves which the TT&C
system has to actuate: (!) four-wire cryogenic, (2) two-wire
cryogenic, and (3) four-wire gas. The cryogenic valves require
up to 5 A actuation current for at least 200 msec, while the gas
valves only need 2 A. The four-wire valves have two solenoid
coils, _ne for open and one for close. The two-wire, cryogenic
valves are the same as the four-wire version except that only
one ac uation coil is used so current polarity must be switched
to open and close the valve. This type of valve hook up is used
where :hermal conduction down the wires results in significant
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TABLE 5.4.--EXPERIMENT SYSTEM
CONTROLLED COMPONENTS LIST
Item
Cryogenic valves
Gas valves
Pumps
Heaters
Pyros
Electronics boxes Ion/off)
Quantity
49
12
2
I1
4
6
heat-leak to a cryogenic system (e.g., a valve mounted on the
supply tank). The two-wire valves require special current
polarity selection circuitry in the TT&C system.
In order to avoid redundant actuation driver circuits for each
valve, groups of valves that are independent from a reliability
standpoint are driven by a common, redundant actuation cir-
cuit. These groups of valves are called redundancy clusters. The
clusters are organized such that, if an actuation circuit fails and
the valves in that circuit fail, there are other valves that can
bypass the failed valves driven by other actuation circuits (i.e.,
no two valves in any one cluster perform the same function).
Redundancy cluster identification is given in table E.3 in
appendix E to this chapter, which is a summary of all experi-
ment system fluid components. This redundancy may be a
degraded redundancy; for example, for reliability purposes the
two receiver tank systems are considered redundant even
though loss of one tank would result in loss of data.
The experiment system places two basic requirements on the
attitude control and propulsion systems: (I) provide a mini-
mum perturbation acceleration environment during certain
tests, and (2) provide a controlled micro-g acceleration envi-
ronment during certain other tests. The average background
acceleration must be less than 10-rg. The required induced
acceleration levels are 3×10 -5 and 10-4g. The total thrust
duration is 52 hr for all experimental thrusting. A summary is
given in table 5.5.
Thermal system interfaces are primarily intended to isolate
the cryogenic systems from the rest of the spacecraft. The
experiment system has the responsibility of insulating the tanks
and plumbing to meet heat-leak requirements. The resulting
heat fluxes are very low, which makes the thermal interface
somewhat easier than might be expected. However. care must
be taken with cryogenic attach points, radiation onto cryogenic
systems, and plumbing that may only be at cryogenic tempera-
tures intermittently. Plumbing that interconnects the tanks musl
run the length of the spacecraft and so may be in proximity to
electronics boxes at some point. Another concern is that the
hydrogen vents be kept warm to prevent frozen hydrogen from
clogging the outlets or plumbing. This is done with passive
environmental control and with heaters.
Thermal problems include keeping the outer surfaces of
cryogenic systems as cold as possible and the noncryogenic
systems warm. Experiment system items that require cold outer
surfaces include the cryogenic tanks and the plumbing tray. The
plumbing tray is a structure that supports the transfer and plumb-
ing lines that run between the tanks, bottles, vents, ground
interlaces, and so tbrth. The tray is located on the cold side of
the spacecraft and has a radiator mounted on its outside surface
to keep the plumbing as cold as possible thus minimizing the
heat-leak into the tanks. Items that need to be kept warm include
the pressurant bottles, pressurization valve panels, and vents.
Software residing in the TT&C computers controls experi-
ment operations. There are software modules that provide
constant oversight of the experiment system to prevent damage
or loss of liquid (e.g., caused by overpressurization or
inadvertent valve actuation). Experiments are broken up into
individual tests which are stand-alone operations. Many tests
are similar and differ only by parameter changes which can be
handled by one software module that looks up valves or settings
in a table for different test configurations.
Tests are initiated by ground command. Constant monitor-
ing is required for the first test of a particular type and desired
for all test runs, but the software should be able to handle most
contingencies on its own, ultimately by putting the hardware in
a safe state and waiting for ground intervention.
Oper_ion
TABLE 5.5.--EXPERIMENT SYSTEM ACCELERATION
REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY _.b.,.
Bond numberfl
Bo
Experiment 2, test 1, 2 4 to 9
Experiment 2. test 3, 10. 11
Experiment 3, test 9. I(/
Experiment 9. test I, 3. 4
Experiment 9, test 2, 5
Operational transfers
Total thrust
acceleration.
g
Experiment 1. mixing Supply tank > 4
Experiment 1. test 23 to 28 Supply tank > 0.1
Large receiver tank > 4
Small receiver tank > 4
NA
Large receiver tank > 4
Small receiver tank -> 4
Small receiver tank > 4
:'All applied acceleration is in +x direction.
bPerturbations shall be minimized during applied accelerations.
_Normal spacecraft disturbances arc acceptable during background acceleration.
aBond number tBo ) calculated by using the characteristic length appropriate for tank.
Duration
3x 10 _ 25 min
3x 10 _ 16 hr
16 hr
I 04 41) min
10 .4 71) min
I ()_ 2 hr
3x 10 _ 3 hr
I0 4 I hr
10 _ 12 hr
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Therequirementsonthe software are to open and close
valves, turn heaters and pumps on and off, and take measure-
ments. The controlled items are all controlled on the basis of
time, temperature, or pressure. The response time of the system
in most cases is quite slow, on the order of seconds to hours.
The hardware ground interfaces include a liquid-hydrogen
fill/drain line, a vent line, two helium purge lines lbr supply-
tank-insulation ground purge, and pressurant bottle fill lines.
The COLD-SAT hydrogen vent ties into the Centaur launch
vehicle vent for ground and ascent venting.
5.1.4 OVERALL DESCRIPTION
The major characteristics of the final conceptual design of
the experiment system are shown in tables 5.6 to 5.14. The
system hardware consists of 3 cryogenic tank assemblies,
4 pressurant bottles (2 of which are rechargeable), transfer and
vent plumbing, 49 cryogenic valves, 12 gas valves,
2 cryogenic pumps, 2 regulators, and 19 relief valves. Instru-
mentation includes 301 temperature sensors, 42 pressure sen-
sors, 116 liquid-vapors, 12 flowmeters, and a 3-axis iow-g
accelerometer. The total system weight estimate is
2206 Ib (dry). The system will be launched with 565 Ibm of
liquid hydrogen in thc largest tank, 7.4 Ibm of helium, and
17.4 Ibm of hydrogen gas for a total wet weight of 2796 lb.
Table 5.6 gives the primary locations tor the conduct of the
various experiments. Table 5.7 lists the major hardware items
needed to perform the experiments. Table 5.8 gives the pressure
vessel geometries at room temperature for the last design
iteration. Table 5.9 presents the pressure vessel characteristics
for the tanks and bottles. Table 5.10 shows the thermal perfor-
nmnce characteristics of the tanks, and table 5.11 presents a
summary of the thermodynamic vent system design data.
Tables 5.12 and 5.13 outline a breakdown of the 2796-1b mass
of the experiment system. Table 5.14 lists the experiment
system' s electrical/electronics boxes.
5.1.5 GROUND RULES
The experiment system design took place in two major
iterations. The first was designed to fit into a Delta payload
fairing and included a vacuum-jacketed Dewar as the liquid
hydrogen supply tank to simplify ground operations. Because
the Delta launch vehicle does not use liquid hydrogen and the
launch pad is not equipped todeal with large quantities of liquid
hydrogen, a Dewar approach seemed easiest to implement.
The second iteration was designed to fit into an Atlas 1
medium fairing and does not include a vacuum .jacket on the
supply tank, but rather has a bag purged with helium that
surrounds the tank to prevent condensation of air. The vent
system design ties into the Centaur ground-flight vent fin. The
Centaur upper stage is a liquid-hydrogen-fueled vehicle which
offers some advantages as tar as pad and vehicle accomoda-
tions are concerned (e.g., explosion-proof pad facilities).
As thq'. design work progressed, several ground rules were
develolx d to guide the design. These ground rules and the key
features of the second iteration were mainly directed at keeping
the cost of designing, building, and testing the experiment
system as low as possible while still meeting primary experi-
ment requirements. The key ground rule is component accessi-
bility. A major cost in space cryogenic systems is the repair or
replacement of failed components tbllowing assembly. In the
second design iteration, no active components were allowed
inside the tanks so that tanks would not have to be cut open to
fix a failed part. The vacuum jacket was eliminated in part to
provide easier access to components mounted on the tank
(although the primary motivation was weight reduction), and
the purge bag was designed to be removable.
Another related ground rule mandated the use of modular
assemblies wherever possible. Components were designed into
subassemblies (e.g., valve panels) that could be built and tested
before being integrated into the next larger assembly, to allow
earlier ploblem detection and to minimize rework costs. Other
ground rules included using standard materials and compo-
nents where possible, loosening tolerances, and avoiding space-
flight practices where standard industrial practices would
suffice.
The experiment system was designed as a unit to meet all of
the exp_iment requirements rather than designing separate
pieces of hardware for each experiment. Because of the inter-
depende_lce of different tests, it did not make sense to have
complettly isolated test rigs for individual experiments; how-
ever, cer:ain tanks were optimized lor certain experiments.
TABLE 5.6.--EXPERIMENT LOCATIONS
Experimen! Primary location
Pressure control
No-vent fill
Vented fill
Low-gravity outflow
Chilldown
Dumping
LAD performance
Pressurization
Supply tank
Large receiver tank
Small receiver tank
Large receiver tank
Small receiver tank
Small receiver tank
Large receiver tank
Small receiver tank
Small receiver tank
Large receiver tank
Large receiver tank
Small receiver tank
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TABLE 5.7.--EXPERIMENT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
Design feature Criteria
Supply tank, capacity 565 Ibm
Two receiver tanks, capacity 86 and
55 Ibm
Two hydrogen vaporizers, capacity
3.5 Ibm each
Two helium bottles, capacity
8.5 Ibm each
Three fluid system flow legs, 50, 10_),
and 200 Ibm/hr
Subcooler
TVS
Two-speed mixer
Wall-mounted heaters on supply tank
High perlbnnance LAD in supply tank
Axial spray at both ends of large
receiver tank (LRT)
Tangential spray in LRT
LAD-mounted heat exchanger in LRT
Cone diffuser in LRT
Axial, radial, tangential sprays in
small receiver tank (SRT)
Baffled outlet in SRT
Wall-mounted heat exchanger on SRT
Pipe diffuser in SRT
Dump vent on SRT
Sufficient liquid hydrogen to perform minimum
experiment set
Variation in geometr:,,
Ability to generate pressurant is most economical
response to variability in autogenous pressurant
quantity predictions
Provides helium /or pressurization experiment.
enough lor minimum number of fills
Combinations cover all required rates
Provides subcooling tor transfers
Passive TVS. active TVS
Provides region 1 and region 4 regimes
Provide three heat flux levels
Mininfize residuals
Provide covered or uncovered spray
Chilldown. fill
LAD fill bubble collapse
Pressurization
Chilldown, fill
Settled outflow/fill
Pressure control comparison with internal heat
exchanger in other tanks
Pressurization
Minimize dump losses
TABLE 5.8.--EXPERIMENT SYSTEM PRESSURE VESSEL
GEOMETRIES _'
Parameter Suppl_,' Large Small
tank receiver receiver
tank tank
Volume. fl _ 144 21 13.5
Length. ft 8.6 4 2.6
Outside diameter, ft 5 2.7 3
Surface area. fl_" 143 39 28
Capacity, Ibm liquid hydrogen 565 84 54
"Dimensions are at room temperature, capacity is
92 percent of available volume 20-psia saturated
liquid.
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TABLE 5.9.--EXPERIMENT SYSTEM PRESSURE VESSEL CHARACTERISTICS
Pressure vessel
Suppy tank
Gaseous hydrogen
bottles
Gaseous helimn
bottles
Large receiver
tank _'
Small receiver
tank _'
Ground Relief Proof Burst Factor of safety at ground
maximum pressure, pressure, pressure, maximum operating
operating psia psia psia pressure in Iatm
pressure, at operating temperature,
psia based on indicated stress
49 52 63 121
20(_ 218/) 38(N 44(N)
3(_) NA 51K_) _X)
52 52 82 165
52 52 82 163
Ultimate Yield
5.4 1.9
2.2 1.9
2 1.7
4.0 1.8
4.0 1.8
Factor of salety at relief
pressure in I atm
at operating temperature,
based on indicated stress
Ultimate Yield
5.0 1.8
2.O 1.7
NA NA
4.0 1.8
4.0 1.8
"Launched ,,vith gaseous helium pad pressure.
TABI,E 5. I O.--EXPERIMENT SYSTEM TANK THERMAL
PERFORMANCE SUMMAI'¢ Y
System Supply tank Large receivel Small receiver
tank tank
On-orbit heat flux. Btu/hr-ft:
MLI thickness, in.
Layers
Penetration count
Plumbing-to-pressure vessel (PV)
Struts
Manganin wires-to-PV
Manganin wires-to-MLl can
Phosphor-bronze wires-to-PV
Heaters, quantity
Ground heat flux. Btu/hr-ft z
0.08
I
80
6
16
429
96
52
t
110
03
I
8O
7
10
293
72
40
1
NA
0.4
I
80
5
10
264
88
44
1
NA
TABLE 5. I I.--THERMODYNAMIC VENT SYSTEMS (TVS) DESIGN
DATA SUMMARY
System
Supply, active
Supply, passive
Subcooler
Large receiver tank
Small receiver tank
Design
heat load,
Btu/hr
86.4
1030
3g.9
27,7
Heat exchanger
flow rate,
lbm/hr
TVS vent Liquid
side side
5.6
0.4g
665 3.5
.21
.15
44O
NA
50.0
100.0
2(X).0
NA
NA
Expected heat
load, Btu/hr
14.4
43.2
86.4
14.4
43.2
86.4
665
19.5
13.9
TABLE 5.12.--EXPERIMENT SYSTEM
MASS SUMMARY
Experiment system Mass,
Ib
Dry weight
Supply tank module 1504
Large receiver tank module 207
Small receiver tank module 178
Electronics 46,5
Total dry weight 1935.5
Consumables
Liquid hydrogen 565
Gaseous hydrogen 7.4
Gaseous helium 17.4
Total consumables weight 589.8
Experiment system weight 2525.3
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TABLE5.13.--EXPERIMENTSYSTEMTANKMASSUMMARY
System
PressurevesselmassStruts
Tankinternals
Mountedplumbing
andharnessing
MLI(includingpurge
bagandsupport
assembly)
Totalassembly
SupplyLargc SmallVaporizer,Gaseous
tank, receiverreceiver Ibm helium,
Ibm tank, tank. Ibm
Ibm Ibm
207 38 29 144 74
30 16 16 5 5
208 13 I I 26 NA
255 82 75 NA NA
190 58 47 <I <1
890 207 178 175(x2) 79(:<2)
TABLE 5.14.--EXPERIMENT ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS BOXES
Item Number Weight (each}, Power leach).
Ib W
Experiment data units 3 7 15
Accelerometer 1 6 10
Mixer motor power unit I 7.5 15
Signal conditioning unil 1 12 15
5.1.6 DESIGN HISTORY AND DECISIONS
Experiment requirements dictate a minimum of'three tanks--
one supply tank and two receiver tanks. Two receiver tanks are
needed for geometric variation---one cylindrical tank and one
nearly spherical. Early in the design process a third receiver
tank was included to provide a control case, (i.e., it did not
include spray systems and had minimal instrumentation). This
tank was eventually dropped l_om the design because of vol-
ume constraints and the added disadvantage (caused by accel-
eration perturbations)of having the small receiver tank off-axis.
The supply tank was configured to perform most of the
pressure control experiments. It includes aTVS with selectable
flow rates, a mixer, and instrumentation (temperature, pres-
sure, and liquid-vapors) to perform the various tests. Heaters
mounted on the outside of the pressure vessel provide
controlled heat fluxes for the experiments. The supply tank is
the only tank loaded with liquid hydrogen at launch. Since it is
well-equipped for cooling the fluid, it is the tank that is best
suited tor thermally conditioning (i.e., removing heat from) the
liquid. It also includes a LAD and a subcooler for conditioning
the liquid to be transferred. The supply tank is the source fi_r
subcooled liquid to perform the experimental transfers to the
receiver tanks. Liquid that has been used in experiments will be
returned to the supply tank for thermal conditioning.
The receiver tanks are outfitted with various spray systems
which are used to investigate different types of transfer and
chilldown processes. The large receiver tank contains a LAD
for acquisition experiments and demonstrations. The small
receiver tank has a special vent for dumping. Both tanks have
a TVS.
5.1.6.1 Supply Tank Sizing and Liquid Hydrogen
Requirements
The supply tank was sized to perform the minimum number
of experiments required for mission success while assuming
worst-case conditions. The smallest possible receiver tank
sizes were chosen that met the experiment requirements. A
fluid inventory spreadsheet was developed to track liquid
hydrogen use through the planned set of tests. Losses caused by
boiloff, chilldown, residuals, and so forth, were tracked with
worst-case assumptions. The supply tank size was adjusted to
provide enough hydrogen to do the tests as assumptions were
refined.
Individual tests werc grouped to optimize the use of liquid
hydrogen by attempting to have the final conditions of one test
provide the initial conditions for the next. For example, a
typical group of tests consists of a set of pressure control tests
that is followed by a set of transfer tests that reduce the fill level
in the supply tank for the next set of pressure control tests. The
pressure control tests arc groups of four basic test types:
(I) stratification, (2) mixing, (3) active TVS, and (4) passive
TVS. These are repeated at different fill levels, hcat fluxcs, and
acceleration levels. To vary the fill level it is necessary to
remove liquid, and this is done most economically by perform-
ing transfers. A transfer may include several diffcrcnt kinds of
tests and operations such as tank chilldown, LAD fill, no-vent
fill, pressurization, direct liquid outflow, and vented fill. Sincc
the pressure control and transfer experiments have the highest
priority, the combination of alternating sets of these two types
of tests forms thc basic structure of the timelinc.
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5.1.6.2 Flow System and Flow Control 5.1.6.3 Cryogenic Tank Design
The tanks are interconnected by a number of plumbing
systems. A transfer line provides various flow restrictions and
paths between all three tanks for transfer of liquid. All the tanks
are connected to the system flight vent, and all the TVS's are
connected to a backpressure vent. A pressurization system
provides either helium or hydrogen pressurant to each tank. The
plumbing is located predominantly in a tray on the cold side of
the spacecraft while the vents are on the hot side.
A solenoid-actuated latching valve is the basic flow control
device used. Flow rate is varied by placing different flow
restrictions (e.g., differently sized orifices) in parallel legs and
selecting the proper leg or combination of legs as desired.
There are two possible types of transfers: pressure-driven
and pumped. Both types can meet the experiment require-
ments. Pressurized transfers can be accomplished with simple
hardware, but require pressurant gas. The amount of gas re-
quired to pressurize a tank in low-g with low outflow rates is not
easily predicted with an), accuracy because of the uncertainty
of pressurant collapse or condensation rates. A noncondensible
pressurant (gaseous helium) would provide better predictabil-
ity, but would contaminate the tank and ruin the pressure
control experiment. Helium is not allowed in the supply tank
because of the pressure control tests, but will be used in some
receiver tank transfers where the tank can be evacuated betbre
the next fill. Care was taken in the design of the pressurization
system to prevent helium contamination of the supply tank.
Pumped transfers require a liquid-hydrogen pump. The cost
and risk of developing a reliable pump was deemed to be too
high to include a separate transfer pump or pumps at this time.
It may be that the mixer pump that must be developed for the
pressure control experiment can be modified to provide the
proper specific speed for a transfer pump. The mixer pump was
originally envisioned as an axial pump (fanlike) that would be
mounted inside the tank (submerged). As pan of the "design
cost-and-simple-manufacturing'" philosophy that was imposed
in the second iteration of the design, it was decided to remove
all active components from inside the tanks.
The pump was moved to a panel mounted outside the tank on
the lower dome. A second pump was added for redundancy.
Two penetrations of the tank dome for the pump inlet and outlet
were added. A change was also made to integrate all TVS heat
exchangers in the supply tank into a single heat exchanger. The
additional pressure drop from the pipes and valves required a
change to a centrifugal pump. The mixer now consists of two
pumps (to provide different flow rates along with redundancy),
which circulate liquid through the heat exchanger in a 2.4-in.-
diameter straight pipe (jet nozzle) and back into the tank. It may
be possiblc to use the same pump design for transfers.
The s_apply tank was originally conceived of as a Dewar
consisting of a pressure vessel surrounded by insulation and a
vapor-cooled shield enclosed in a vacuum,jacket. The vacuum
space prevents convective heat transfer and condensation on
the press,are vessel and enables the multilayer insulation (MLI)
to work. The Dewar approach simplified tank operations on the
ground.
Eventually an alternative approach was adopted that elimi-
nated the massive vacuum jacket, which saved approximately
800 Ibm. The vacuum jacket, was replaced by a purge bag,
which is filled with helium gas on the ground to prevent
condensation. The heat leak to the tank on the ground is much
greater with the purge bag since convective and conducti ve heat
transfer occurs and the MLI is rendered ineffective. However,
the boiioff rate is reasonable (around 85 Ibm/hr), and thc tank
can be locked up for the launch and ascent phases. During
ascent, vent doors are opened in the purge bag to allow the
pressure to equalize across the bag and to evacuate the MLI.
With a vacuum-jacketed supply tank, the MLI is protected
from distortion caused by the ascent venting of the purge gas.
The vacuum jacket also provides a uniform boundary tempera-
ture for the tank (through thermal conduction). There is some
concern that the purged MLI will suffer distortion from ascent
venting, so plenty of support pins and seam length are provided.
However, support pins and seams also degrade the thermal
performance of the MLI so a trade is required. On the purge bag
there is _ hot side and cold side. Most seams and penetrations
are located on the cold side of the tank.
Initial estimates of the purge-bag-tank concept indicated
that a I-in.-thick MLI blanket could be sufficient to meet the
experiment goal for the tank heat leak of 0.1 Btu/hr-fi 2. It also
appeared that conduction heat leaks might be larger than
originally expected, and that the experiment requirement for
uniforrr heat leak into the fluid could be difficult to meet.
Extensi _e thermal modeling was done to help the design meet
these g,)als, but the unitormity problem was not completely
resolved. It may be necessary to take further steps to reduce
conduction heat leaks, such as thermally shorting harnesses to
the MLI can or routing TVS heat exchangers to hot spots.
Earl:, tank concepts followed standard space cryogenic tank
practic_ s for design, such as using aluminum alloys 6063 or
2219 ar d keeping margins low (e.g., a factor of safety on yield
less tha 1 1.5). As the design progressed and it became obvious
that CC LD-SAT was limited by volume and center of gravity
rather than by weight, a more unconventional (albeit conserva-
tive) approach was investigated. It was determined that signifi-
cant co_t savings could be achieved by designing the tanks to
the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code (re/: 3}. Because of
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thelargesafetyfactorsandpriorhistory,analysisandtesting
requirementsaremuchlesseverewith"boilercode"tanksas
comparedtotypicalflighttanks.Theadditionalweightadded
by applyingtheboilercodeamountedto approximatelya
50percentincreaseforthesupplytankpressurev ssel(80Ibm
increasedto 120Ibm),butarelativelymodestincreasetothe
totalsupplytankassembly.Thematerialcalledoutbytheboiler
codeforcryogenicuseisaluminum5083andthatbecamethe
selectedtankmaterialforallthreetanks.Thisalloyhasexcel-
lentfracturetoughness.
A tradeofadditionalweightfordecreasedcostisintuitively
unsettlingtomostspacengineerstowhomcostisusually
directlyproportionaltoweight.Inthiscase,however,weightis
notanactiveconstraintsincevolumeconstraintsarereached
first.Therearecostsavingsarisingfromreduceddesignanaly-
sisandeasiermanufacturingsincemarginsarenotcuttothe
bone.Inaddition,lesstestingisrequired.Riskofafailurethat
couldpostponesystemintegrationandtestisalsoreduced.
5.1.6.4 Modular Design
For design and assembly simplification, the experiment
system was divided into the following four modules:
(1) supply tank module, (2) large receiver tank module,
(3) small receiver tank module, and (4) electronics module. A
transfer and vent module was incorporated into the supply tank
module after it was decided that the two modules overlapped
enough that separation was not justified.
The supply tank module consists of the supply tank assem-
bly, gaseous helium pressurant bottles, liquid hydrogen vapor-
izers, vent panels, a ground interface panel, valve panels, and
a portion of the plumbing tray. The supply tank assembly
consists of the tank, insulation, supports, purge bag, valves,
plumbing, and harnessing.
Two vents are located on the supply tank module: the flight
balanced vent and the TVS backpressure vent. The TVS vent
maintains a backpressure to prevent hydrogen from freezing in
the vent system. The triple-point pressure of hydrogen is
1.02 psia so the TVS vent backpressure was selected as 2 psia
to avoid freezing. The flight balanced vent provides venting to
hard vacuum and handles much larger flow rates from opera-
tions such as chilldowns.
The ground interface panel (also known to the design team
as the "T- 0 panel," although the launch pad connection to this
panel is actually pulled at T - 4 sec) provides the interfaces
to the ground loading system. The loading interfaces include
a liquid hydrogen fill-and-drain line and a helium purge line for
the purge bag. Pressurant bottle interfaces are located on
another panel. The ground vent is not located on the T - 0
panel in the current design; it is tied into the Centaur flight vent.
This provides safe venting on the ground until liftoff and an
emergency vent path on ascent in the event of a failure.
The modular approach was taken down to even small
subassemblies. Valves are installed on valve panels that can be
assembled and tested belorc being integrated with the rest of the
module.
The plumbing tray (also known as the radiator tray or cold
tray) provides a structure for routing plumbing lines and cable
harnesses. The tray runs the length of the spacecraft from the
T - 0 panel to the small receiver tank module.
5.1.6.5 Pressurant Storage and Generation
Two gaseous helium pressurant bottles contain ambient
temperature, high-pressure helium gas for use as pressurant.
The vaporizers are hydrogen gas storage bottles that can be
recharged with liquid. The pressurization experiment calls lor
helium and hydrogen pressurant, the lormer classified as
noncondensible and the latter as autogenous. Most pressuriza-
tion will be done with hydrogen gas. There is uncertainty as to
how much hydrogen gas will be needed to perform a pressur-
ization since it is possible for the gas to condense into liquid. At
one point in the design there were over a dozen pressurant
spheres providing enough gas to reach the desired experiment
pressures with the worst-case collapse factor for condensing
gas. There was not enough room to fit all the bottles required to
take the worst-case amount of gas. It was not clear how likely
the worst case was. The decision was made to put enough gas
to do one transfer under worst-case assumptions in one bottle
and to recharge the bottle by using liquid hydrogen. A second
vaporizer bottle was added for redundancy and to allow experi-
ment operations to continue while one bottle was recharging.
5.1.6.6 Liquid Acquisition Devices
Screen-channel liquid acquisition devices (LAD's) are used
to provide single-phase liquid (no bubbles) for transfer to
another tank. A LAD uses surface tension to separate liquid and
vapor. In the supply tank, the LAD consists of tbur channels
running the length of the tank near the tank walls with the side
of the channel which faces the tank wall being composed of a
fine-mesh, woven screen. The screen allows liquid to pass but
filters out bubbles or vapor as long as the screen is wet. The
LAD in the supply tank is designed not to break down and is
not used lor any LAD experiments. An experiment LAD is
included in the large receiver tank. It was originally designed
with a coarse-mesh screen so an attempt to break it down could
be made. Later changes in the experiment objectives resulted in
a fine-mesh screen being used with residual tests replacing
breakdown tests.
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5.1.6.7 Thermodynamic Vent System
A thermodynamic vent system (TVS) is essentially an open
lcK_prefrigeration system. Liquid is taken from the tank at a low
flow rate and expanded isentropicaily to provide cooling. The
flow is passed through a heat exchanger and vented overboard.
There is no vapor-acquisition device for low-g that would allow
venting of vapor only, and venting liquid or two-phase fluid is
very inefficient. Tank pressure is controlled thermally by
intercepting and removing heat that would cause, or has caused,
a pressure rise.
There are three different TVS functions that need to be
accommtxtated in the supply tank: active TVS, passive TVS,
and liquid outflow subcooling. In the early designs, these three
functions were handled by separate heat exchangers and Joule-
Thompson (J-T) devices. The active TVS used a compact heat
exchanger to cool liquid that is pumped back into the tank. The
cold side of the compact heat exchanger was supplied with
liquid taken from the tank and expanded through a J-T device,
passed through the compact heat exchanger, and vented over-
board. The passive TVS was a distributed heat exchanger
whose cold side was a low flow-rate TVS and whose hot side
was the tank wall and bulk liquid. The subcooler used a
concentric tube counterflow heat exchanger to cool liquid
being removed from the supply tank for transfer.
The subcooler and active TVS flow rates were similar so it
seemed possible to combine the functions into a single piece of
hardware. The next logical step was to include all of the TVS
functions into the same hardware. Combining all the TVS
functions and integrating the LAD with the TVS hardware
saved weight and simplified tank assembly. The LAD-TVS can
be built and tested as a unit and then placed inside the tank. It
was also decided to incorporate the experiment sensor rakes on
the integrated LAD-TVS.
5.1.6.8 Design Considerations for Cryogenic Tankage
The tank designs were driven primarily by thermal consid-
erations. Because liquid hydrogen must be stored near its
boiling point, it is important to minimize the heat entering the
tank to keep liquid from vaporizing and to control pressure rise.
Conduction paths via support struts, plumbing, and harnesses
were minimized by materials selection and routing (e.g., using
long runs thermally shorted at the hot end to the MLI can). The
radiator tray that runs along the length of the anti-Sun side of the
spacecraft is used to provide a low-temperature boundary on
the warm end of the plumbing and harnesses. Radiation is
minimized through the use of MLI blankets with a minimum
amount of seam length.
Uniformity of the heat leak into the supply tank is an
important requirement for some experiments. This means mini-
mizing the conduction heat leaks and distributing the conduc-
tion paths over the tank surface as much as possible. Plumbing
pcnctrations arc fairly large, with up to a I I/2-in. diameter,
but the !lear leak was kept down by using thin-walled pipe
made ol stainless steel (which is a good thermal insulator
compared to aluminum and most other metals). Explosively
welded transitions of stainless-steel-to-aluminum are used to
attach the piping to the aluminum tanks. Each plumbing pen-
etration has one or more valves associated with it located
nearby. These valves have actuation wires and position indica-
tion wires that are conduction heat sources. The plumbing
penetrat+ons are located on the domes of the tanks to simplify
assembly (also because the tops and bottoms of the tanks are
logical places for most penetrations when the tanks are tested
on the ground).
The valves that lorm the first barrier to fluid-flow in the
piping system are located on the tank. This placement keeps the
valves cold, which prevents vaporization of the liquid inside the
tank. The danger of locating the valves where they would be
warm is that liquid could wick up the sides of the pipe, vapor-
ize, and allow warm vapor to travel back down the center of the
pipe, thus acting like a heat pipe and dumping large amounts of
heat into the tank. Another danger is thermoacoustic oscillation
where a liquid-vapor interlace in a pipe closed at the warm end
oscillates through a cycle of vaporization-pressure-rise and
condensation-pressure-drop, which dumps heat into the tank.
With the valve right on the tank, the pipe that comes into the
tank cat, be evacuated to remove the residual vapor and thereby
stop all heat transfer by means of the vapor in the pipe.
Several locations tor the valves were examined, including
inside the tank, directly on the tank domes, on panels mounted
to the dc-mes, and on the MLI can. Locating them inside the tank
was rejected for reliability reasons leading to the ground rule
that no active components are allowed inside the tank. Valve
panels _nounted to the tank domes were chosen 'because the
panel a._semblies can be built and tested in modular fashion, and
the pant:Is help spread out the thermal and mechanical loads on
the don_e.
A coacern in running chilldown and fill tests in the receiver
tanks was the transient response of the MLI. A quick check was
done with the supply tank thermal model, which roughly
resembtes a scaled-up large receiver tank, and the chilldown
time of the MLI can was estimated. The tank was set at liquid
hydrog_ n temperature and the MLI can was started at -50 °F and
then all )wed to equilibrate. The time to equilibrium was 5 hr.
5.2 Experiment Flow System
The experiment flow system performs three basic functions:
( I ) liqu d transfer, (2) tank venting, and (3) tank pressurization.
These t Jnctions are performed not only in space for experimen-
tation, but also on the ground for loading, under much different
circum;tances. We will consider the flight and ground func-
tions s_parately, although some common hardware is used for
both pt rposes. Detailed flow system schematic intbrmation is
shown in figures D.l(a) to (c), and D.2 (in appendix D to this
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chapter). Figure 5.1 provides a simplified fluid schematic.
A simplified ground interface schematic is also given in
figure 5.2.
5.2.1.1 Liquid Transfer
Most of the experiments, and operations preparatory to
experiments, require the ability to transfer liquid between any
two of the three tanks. The required flow rates of 50 to
350 Ibm/hr between supply and receiver tanks are provided by
selecting flow legs with different flow restrictions. The flow
rate accuracy requirements are not severe, and the experiments
can be performed with a constant flow restriction in the line
even though the flow rate will vary as the pressures in the supply
and receiver tanks change during the transfer. The leg with
V14 (fig. D.l(a) in appendix D to this chapter) provides
a nominal 50 lbm/hr restriction, the V15 leg is sized for
100 lbm/hr, and the V 16 leg is sized for 200 Ibm/hr. The transfer
line between the large and small receiver tanks doesn't have a
flow restriction, but is limited to about 400 lbm/hr by the flow
drops in the system, assuming a 30-psia pressure in the source
tank and 18 psia in the receiving tank. The pressure in the
receiving tank depends on the amount of subcooling of the
liquid, heat transfer to the liquid from the transfer line, and the
thermal state of the receiving tank.
Subcooled liquid is required for transfer experiments. In the
supply tank, subcooling can be achieved with an outflow heat
exchanger which is an integral part of the TVS. In the receiver
tanks, subcooling is achicved by pressurizing the tank from
initial saturated conditions and performing the fill before sig-
nificant heat is transferred to the liquid. Alter a transfer or alter
a long storage period in the receiver tanks (with a heat leak of
around 0.5 Btu/hr-ft2), the liquid will have to be cooled to
achieve a saturation pressure of 15 psi. This cooling can be
accomplished by settling the liquid away from the tank vent
outlet, opening the vent (V33 or V40; fig. D. 1(d)) to space, and
boiling the liquid to remove heat. The experiment TVS could
also be used to aid this process.
To perform a transfer, it is necessary to first chill down the
transfer line (including valves, relief valves, dead-end legs,
etc.) and the receiver tank. This is done by flowing liquid
hydrogen through the lines. The warm items may be at ambient
temperatures or already somewhat cooled depending on the
time since the last operation. Transfer lines will be chilled with
a continuous flow chilldown through V8, V14, V29, and V38
(figs. D.l(a) and (e)) (for supply tank source) to the flight
balanced vent. This method uses the heat of the vaporization of
hydrogen with very little sensible heating of the boiloffgas. For
a thermal mass of 20 Ibm of stainless steel (approximating the
transfer line), it is estimated that it will take 4 Ibm of liquid
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hydrogen to chill the transfer line from 540 °R and 1.4 Ibm of
liquid hydrogen to chill from 300 °R.
To chill the transfer line right up to the tank without affecting
the tank temperature is a little more tricky, but fortunately is not
currently a requirement. It might be possible to chill down the
lines and valves on the tank by venting through the tank without
chilling the tank below its initial temperature requirement for a
tank chilldown experiment or heating the tank back up. Alter-
nately, a charge-hold-vent chill procedure could be used where
a charge of liquid is introduced into a sealed off section of line
and heat transfer is allowed to take place until the pressure rises
to the point where the line has to be vented. Since the burst
pressure for the valves is 240 psia, the allowable pressure must
be less than this. perhaps 120 psia.
Tan| chilldown is done primarily by charge-hold-vent pro-
cedures. The charge can be introduced into the tank through one
of the s pray systems that exist for fill operations. The passive
TVS sy _tem (V31 and V39; figs. D. l (d) and (e)) heat exchanger
can be t_sed to increase heat transfer to the tank, but the flow rate
for gas through the J-T device is slow.
The_e are two types of fills: no-vent fill and vented (settled)
fill. Th, • plumbing hardware for performing either type is the
same _ ith the exception of the vent status (open for vented fill
and c1¢ sed for no-vent fill). The large receiver tank, shown in
figure Z). I(d), has a LAD which can be used to transfer liquid
to or fr, _m the tank (V26), a tangential spray system (V28) used
to set u )a swirling motion, and two axial sprays, one at each end
of the tank (V25 and V27). The two axial sprays are located at
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opposite ends of the tank such that, when the spacecraft
thrusters are fired to settle the liquid, one sprays through the
liquid and one sprays through the vapor. The LAD acts as a
diffuser when used as a tank inlet. As illustrated in figure
D. ! (e), the small receiver tank has a tangential spray (V36 and
V37 provide different flow restrictions), an axial spray (V34),
a radial spray (V35), and a baffled outlet (V46).
Transfers of liquid to the vaporizers are needed for gas
generation. The purpose of the vaporizers is to convert liquid
hydrogen to pressurant gas. The vaporizer must first be chilled
to guarantee that liquid can be injected into it. Then liquid is
sealed in the vaporizer and heated until it becomes gas. These
chilldowns and transfers take place through V47, V21, GV2,
and GV3 lor vaporizer B or V20, GV6, and GV7 for vaporizer
A, as illustrated in figure D. I(c).
When the supply tank is the source of liquid, the LAD outlet
is connected to the flow rate selection bank (V14 to VI6) by
means of V7, V8, or V9. A turbine flowmeter is in the V9 leg
and the V7 leg provides an unrestricted bypass in case the
flowmeter fails and blocks flow. The V8 leg has a flow
restriction that will be optimized for line chilldown. The LAD
transfer outlet (V7 to V9) is closed for backtransfers into the
supply tank via VI 7 to avoid getting vapor into the LAD. The
transfer outlet is also closed when the active TVS is being run
(VI and V2). A TVS connection to the transfer line via VI0
allows TVS vapor to be vented through the transfer line to help
keep it cold between transfers. Alter a transfer, residual liquid
in the line is dumped to space via V38 (fig. D.l(e)).
Loading the supply tank on the ground is done through V3
and V4 (figs. D.l(a) and 5.2). These valves are in parallel to
provide an adequate flow rate for chilldown and fill and not for
reliability reasons although the parallel combination does pro-
vide some redundancy for draining the tank. A bypass to the
vent line through V6 is provided to allow the fill line to be kept
cold during the time between tank fill and top-off. The fill/drain
line will have a sealing disconnect to provide the second barrier
between liquid hydrogen and space required by design ground
rules. The ground helium purge is controlled on the ground
side. Lines that see cryogenic temperatures on the ground are
foam-insulated.
5.2.1.2 Venting
Venting can be divided into four types: ( 1) ground, (2) flight
vacuum (3) flight backpressure (for TVS), and (4) relief. On the
ground, all venting is routed through the Centaur vent system
to a burn stack on the pad. COLD-SAT post-chilldown vent
rates are low enough that they do not interfere with the
backpressure required by Centaur in its vent system. The
COLD-SAT relief valves (except lor RV18 (fig. D.l(b) in
appendix D to this chapter), are routed through the ground vent
until liftoff. The flight vacuum vents (direct to space) are the
flight balanced vent and the small receiver tank dump vent. The
backpressure vent prevents freezing in the low flow TVS lines
and is known as the balanced TVS vent.
The ground vent must handle a nominal maximum flow of
200 Ibm/hr and a worst-case (purge bag failure) flow of
4200 Ibm/hr. This latter requirement drove the use of I I/2-in.
line for the ground vent. As noted previously, all vent lines that
see cryogenic temperatures on the ground are foam-insulated to
prevent the formation of liquid air. The ground vent is isolated
from the fight vent by V48 and V49 (for redundancy)
(fig. D. 1(b)) which are opened after fairing jettison. The ground
vent is attached to the Centaur payload fairing. When the fairing
is.jettisoned, the disconnect that is provided opens to release the
fairing and at the same time seals the vent pipe from COLD-
SAT. Ground venting is due to the supply tank chilldown, fill,
and normal boiloff and takes place through V IS and V19
(fig. D.l(a)). These valves are in parallel to provide a low
pressure drop and not for redundancy. The nominal tank
pressure after fill is 20 psia and the nominal boiloff rate is
90 Ibm/hr.
The relief devices are tied into the ground vent so that any
failure results in venting to the burn stack. Relief devices are
required on all potential trapped volumes of hydrogen. The
helium bottles do not have relief devices, but rely on tempera-
ture control to prevent overpressure. The supply tank relief
pressure is 52 psia, and worst-case flow is 4200 Ibm/hr. Plumb-
ing relief valves are set at 100 psia. The isolation valves V48
and V49 (fig. D.l(b) in appendix D to this chapter) might be
used to control a leaky relief valve to some degree. Relief valve
RVI8 (fig. D.l(a)) (which bypasses the flight balanced vent
valves) is set at a low pressure (15 psia) so that upstream relief
valves can function at a trapped pressure that is low enough to
prevent damage.
The flight balanced vent and the balanced TVS vent are
similar in that the three tanks vent into a manifold with parallel
redundant shutoff valves (V44-V45 and V42-V43
(fig. D. 1(b)), respectively) at the vent panel. The small receiver
tank dump vent (V50; fig. D. ! (e)) was originally envisioned as
a straight pipe to space on the spacecraft long axis. The dump
vent is the only place where the two-barrier ground rule would
have been broken. However, after discussions with the experi-
menters, it was decided that another valve can be added in series
and that this vent can be balanced. The perturbations of the
spacecraft attitude caused by a high flow-rate dump are large,
and the dump experiment can be designed so that the plumbing
complications do not interfere with the data analysis.
5.2.1.3 Pressurization
Pressurant gas acts as the driving force lbr liquid transfers.
Hydrogen gas is the primary source of pressurant for the
experiments. A concern with hydrogen (or autogenous) pres-
surization is that the gas will condense and dump its heat into
the liquid rather than provide a pressurized ullage. Helium
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pressurantisplannedtobeusedforonlyafewexperiments,and
helium is not desired in the supply tank because it would
interfere with the pressure control experiment. Enough helium
is carried to provide some redundancy for performing critical
experiments if the primary hydrogen pressurization technique
develops problems.
The integrated plumbing schematic (figs. D.l(a) to (e) in
appendix D to this chapter) identifies the three tanks as the
supply tank, the large receiver tank, and the small receiver tank
which are of different sizes or shapes in order to satisfy specific
experiment requirements and constraints. The supply tank is
equipped with heaters to provide uniform heating at the re-
quired heat flux levels of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2. The
receiver tanks have heaters to warm the tanks up to required
initial temperatures for experiments. The design allows for the
supply tank to be launched "wet" (i.e., containing liquid hydro-
gen) and the receiver tanks to be launched "dry" (i.e., with only
a pad pressure of gaseous helium). Prior to any liquid hydrogen
transfer in space, the receiver tank vent valve will be opened to
the vacuum of space in order to evacuate all traces of helium gas.
Helium and hydrogen pressurant gas are supplied to the
tanks through a common pressurization manitold. A helium
supply consisting of two bottles containing 7.4 Ibm and two
separate, rcchargeable hydrogen supplies, which initially con-
tain 17.4 Ibm of hydrogen gas, are the pressurant sources. All
sources are regulated. The helium supply is isolated by two
series-redundant valves (GV9 and GV 10; fig. D. l(c)) to pre-
vent helium contamination of the supply tank through inadvert-
ent operation or leakage.
The pressurant manifold is connected to the supply tank
through V5 (fig. D. l(a)), the large receiver tank through V32
(fig. D.l(d)), and to the small receiver tank through V41
(fig. D. l(e)). After pressurization, the manitold will be vented
to vacuum in order to reduce the heat leak to the tanks. A
separate vent was not added to the manifold so that the number
of valves would be kept low and to reduce failure modes. The
manifold can only be vented through an empty receiver tank.
5.2.1.4 Thermodynamic Vent Systems
The experiment system design incorporates thermodynamic
vent systems (TVS's) with their associated heat exchangers as
the primary means of pressure control. Each of the three tanks
has a passive TVS. The supply tank also has an active TVS that
incorporates a pump to provide a mixing jet of recycled liquid
that can be subcooled for destratification purposes. In addition,
the supply tank includes a subcooler for thermal conditioning
of the liquid being transfered.
For operation of either the TVS system or subcooler of
thc supply tank, liquid hydrogen from the LAD is directed to a
parallel branching of valves (V 1I, V 12, and V 13; fig. D. i (a) in
appendix D to this chapter) in combination with J-T flow
restrictor devices sized to provide the required flow rates. The
leg with V i 1 is sized at 0.48 lbm/hr for passive TVS, the leg with
VI2 is sized at 3.5 Ibm/hr for the subcooler, and the leg with
V I3 is sized at 5.6 lbm/hr tbr the active TVS. Upon flowing
through the selected valve, the fluid expands isenthaipicly
through a J-T flow device to a two-phase condition. It is then
directed back to another heat exchanger channel on the LAD to
provide cooling belbre it exits the LAD assembly and is vented
to space.
For the active TVS, subcooled liquid from the LAD is
directed to one of the redundant pump and valve (either V 1 or
V2; fig. D. 1(a)) combinations. From here the liquid is returned
to the tank through a 2.4-in.-diameter nozzle (the 0.5-in. pen-
etration flares out to 2.4 in. inside the tank) to provide
destratification and pressure control.
5.2.2 DESIGN DETAILS
Figures 5.1 and D.I (in appendix D to this chapter) are
schematic representations of the plumbing design that evolved
for fulfilling the functional requirements. The plumbing was
divided up amoung the three experiment system modules,
namely, the supply tank module, the large receiver tank mod-
ule, and the small receiver tank module. The boundaries of the
individual modules is indicated on the fluid schematic with
dashed !ines. The supply tank module includes the helium
bottles, he hydrogen vaporizers, and various valve panels in
addition to the supply tank and its associated components.
5.2.2.1 Major Plumbing Components
Table 5.15 indicates the types of fluid components incorpo-
rated in the design and provides a summary of the quantity of
components utilized in each module. The plumbing compo-
nents ale further grouped for assembly as panels which are
mounted directly to, or in close proximity to, their respective
tank or I_ottle. Table E.3 in appendix E to this chapter provides
a list of candidate valving used in this design.
Duri_lg the planning stages and early design phase, the
philosophy with respect to valving was to require single-fault
tolerance which led to considerable redundancy. As the design
progres ;ed and reliability analyses werc perlormed, it became
evident that some redundant valving was not providing a
signific mt improvement in reliability. In those particular cases
the redt ndancy was deleted in the interest of cost and weight
reductic.n. The philosophy of providing two barriers between
hydrogt:n and space was maintained throughout the entire
design phase.
5.2.2.2 Liquid Hydrogen Transfers
The triving force for transfer operations will be pressurized
gas. Two gases are available: hydrogen, a condensible gas at
20 K, al_d helium, a noncondensible gas at 20 K. Prior to launch,
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Components
TABLE 5.15.--EXPERIMENT SUBSYSTEM FLUID COMPONENTS SUMMARY
In tank Tank
panels
Cryogenic valves 0 18
Gas valves 0
Relief valves 3
Cryogenic check valves 0
Pressure regulators 0
Pumps 2
Joule-Thompson 3
devices
Flow meters 4
Spray nozzles ,, 0
LAD I 0
Supply module Large receiver module Small receiver module Totals
Hydrogen Helium Tray Vent In tank Tank Tray In tank Tank Tray
vaporizer panels panel panels panels
panels
4 0 4 4 0 9 I 1) 9 0 49
8 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 12
7 0 I 2 2 2 I 1 19
2 0 0 2 I 0 0 0 5
2 1 0 0 0 3
t) 0 0 0 0 2
0 0 I I 5
,t 'r
I 2 3 ', 0 3 ,, 0 2 15
0 0 0 6 0 0 15 0 0 21
" 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 2
the two helium bottles will be filled with gas to a pressure of
3000 psi. and the hydrogen vaporizer bottles will be filled with
gaseous hydrogen to a pressure of 2000 psi.
When the hydrogen bottles are depleted to a pressure of
about 200 psi, the bottles will be vented to space and otherwise
prepared tor admitting liquid hydrogen to an internal coil of the
vaporizer bottle. The liquid in the coil will be allowed to
vaporize and expand into the bottle proper and further heated
until the pressurant supply is replenished.
Prior to any transfer, the lines and components that the liquid
hydrogen will encounter must be chilled down. An estimate of
the mass outside of the MLI can requiring chilldown for this
purpose is contained in table 5,16.
5.2.2.3 Vertical Schematic
The diagram in figures D.2(a) and (b) is called the vertical
schematic because it depicts the three tanks in the orientation
they will have at launch. This schematic provides a more
realistic indication of the relative position of plumbing subas-
semblies with respect to individual tanks or bottles. The octago-
nal shape that encircles each tank is representative of the MLI
can that surrounds the respective tank and its associated panels
of plumbing components. Each MLI can is encased in a blanket
of multilayer insulation lbr thermal protection.
All fill and vent lines used on the ground outside of the ML1
can for the supply tank will be covered with a thickness of Ibam
insulation and have a certain number of layers of MLI over that.
While on the ground, the loam will provide the necessary
insulating properties to prevent air or its constituent gases from
condensing on cold plumbing, and the MLI will provide the
necessary insulating qualities for on-orbit operations. Since
neither of the receiver tanks will contain a cryogen until
on-orbit operations, all lines that do not have a possiblity of
reaching cryogenic temperatures in the atmosphere will be
wrapped with MLI only.
TABLE 5.16.--ESTIMATED TRANSFER LINE
CHILLDOWN MASS
Items
Cryogenic 'calves V47. V24, and V29 (3.5 Ib each)
Relief valves RVII and RVI2 (1.65 Ib each)
2 pressure transducers and I thermocouple
20 ft of I/2-in. diameter tubing (0.174 lb/ft)
Total chilldown mass (stainless steel)
Chilldown
nmss, Ib
10.5
3,3
1,0
3.5
18.3
In general, all plumbing lines leaving the MLI cans will be
routed to a plumbing tray which is located on the "'cold" side of
the spacecraft and acts as a radiator to space. This tray, which
houses plumbing lines and associated plumbing components, is
indicated by a dashed line enclosure in figure D.2. In the case
of the flight balanced vent and the TVS balanced vent, these
lines are first routed to the plumbing tray before continuing on
to the "warm" side of the spacecraft for venting.
5.2.2.4 Experiment Safe State
In the event of an unexpected failure or interruption of the
spacecraft control systems, the COLD-SAT experiment system
will be put in a safe standby condition (sale state) with the
expectation of a near term recovery. The basic ground rules
require that there be no damage to the system, a minimization
of fluid losses, and the potential for recovering and continuing
experimentation. This safe state will be self or ground initiated
and will be required to hold for a minimum of 4 to 6 orbits
(about 12 hr) until data can be analyzed and necessary fixes
transmitted to the spacecraft. The safe state column entries
listed in table E.3 in appendix E to this chapter indicate the
correct position for all the solenoid-actuated valves. These
valve positions will seal off all tanks, activate the passive
TVS's of all tanks, and activate the venting of all transfer lines.
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In this condition, at least one barrier is provided between the
liquid hydrogen and space. All heaters and pumps will be in the
off position for a safe-state condition.
5.2.2.5 Venting Systems
Table 5.17 lists the venting requirements for the supply tank,
the large receiver tank, the small receiver tank, and the transfer
lines, respectively. Ground tank boiloff will be vented to
atmosphere (through the Centaur vent system) until T- 95 sec,
at which time the supply tank is locked up for launch.
All ground and ascent venting, if required, will be accom-
plished through the Centaur vent fin (fig. 5.3) until the payload
fairing is jcttisoned. This includes all relief valves except the
relief valve for the flight vent manifold (panel O). Venting will
be switched over to the flight balanced vent tollowing this
jettison procedure by an automatic sealing disconnect and the
opening of the redundant valves, V48 and V49 (fig. D. I(b)) in
appendix D to this chapter.
While on-orbit there will bc three different vent systems for
accommodating the venting requirements: the flight balanced
vent, the balanced TVS vent, and a fluid-dump vent. The flight
balanced vent (V44 and V45: fig. D.l(b)) will be activated
during chilldown and vented-fill operations and will accommo-
date any relief venting. The balanced TVS vent (V42 and V43;
fig. D. I(b)) will accommodate venting when any of the passive
thermodynamic vent systems are in operation, or when the
supply tank's active TVS or subcooler features are being used.
TABLE 5.17.--VENTING REQUIREMENTS
Supply tank, Ib/hr
Ground vent
Normal ground boil-off vent ................................. 140
Emergency ground vent ....................................... 4200
Chilldown ...................................................................... 220
Flighl veto
Planned ascent vent ................................................... 30
Relief vent .................................................................... 200
TVS vent
Passivc .......................................................................... 0.48
Active .............................................................................. 5.6
Subcooler ....................................................................... 3.5
Large receiver tank, lb/hr
Flight vent
Vented fill ....................................................................... 10
Chilldown ........................................................................ 50
Relief ................................................................................ 50
TVS vent
Passive .......................................................................... 0,21
Small receiver tank, lb/hr
Flight vent
Vented fill ....................................................................... 10
Chilldown ........................................................................ 20
Relief ................................................................................ 20
TVS vent
Passive .......................................................................... 0.15
I)ump vent .......................................................................... 100
Transfer lines, Ih/hr
Chilldown ............................................................................. 20
Relief ..................................................................................... 20
Payload
fairing
envelope
Liquid
I
Figure 5.3._Supply tank gaseous hydrogen interface to
central vent fin.
hydrogen
vent
payload
fairing
rface
The balanced TVS vent has a check valve in the system to
assure a backpressure of 2 psi to prevent formation of frozen
hydrogen. The fluid-dump vent is provided for accommodating
the fluid dumping experiment that is planned for the small
receiveJ tank.
5.2.3 COMPONENTS AND SELECTION
A great deal of effort went into identifying specific compo-
nents for the COLD-SAT design to minimize cost and risk.
When s 9ecific models are identified in this report, such identi-
fication only indicates potential availability and not NASA
endorsement of specific commercial products. Areas where
off-the-shel f components were not readily available include the
followi_lg: cryogenic valves, cryogenic disconnects, large cryo-
genic relief valves, and liquid hydrogen pumps.
5.2.3.1 Plumbing Lines
Table 5.18 shows the general tubing sizes for the main
plumbi ag lines in the experiment system design. All tubing was
sized ir accordance with standard practices. The Crane Hand-
book (t ef. 4) was used for obtaining many of the flow charac-
teristic-; such as friction factors, flow resistance factors, and
flow coefficients for determining flow capability lbr tubing,
TABLE 5.18.--LINE SIZE
SUMMARY
Line description Tubing size,
diameter, in.
Fill/drain
Pressurization
Transfer lines
On-orbil vent
Ground yen|
Passive TVS
Pump/mixer
3/4
I/4
I/2
3/8
3/4. I 1/2
I/4
I/2
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fittings, plumbing components, and flow control devices like
orifices and venturi. No line size smaller than 1/4 in. in diameter
was selected even if a smaller size was adequate, in order to
alleviate any potential fabrication or assembly problems. Two
sizes of tubing are listed for tank ground vent--3/4 in. and
I 1/2 in. The 3/4-in. tubing accommodates the normal boiloff
that is expected from the supply tank and is controlled by
redundant valves V 18 and V 19 (fig. D. 1(a) in appendix D to this
chapter). The I l/2-in, tubing is provided to accommodate vent-
ing in a worst-case type failure, which assumes a ruptured purge
bag and loss of power, and is controlled by relief valve RV3
(fig. D. I(a)). As indicated on the integrated system schematic
(fig. D. 1 L the 3/4-in. line ties into the 1 I/2-in. line just beyond
the valving. In general, flow velocities were limited to under
20 ft/sec for liquid hydrogen and to a Mach number less than 0.20
tot gaseous hydrogen conditions.
Attachment of tubing to fittings, components, and so forth,
will be accomplished by an orbit arc welder to provide reliable
and consistent weld quality. This type of system is especially
adapted for welds of tubing systems that require close compo-
nent spacing and will be ideal for the experiment system's
modular concept with subassemblies and various panels con-
taining several components in confined spaces.
5.2.3.2 Major Components
Table E.3 in appendix E to this chapter lists the major
components employed in the experiment system design. The
following sections provide a description of components
selected for use in the design.
5.2.3.2.1 Cryogenic latching Valve.--Valves capable of
operation with liquid hydrogen are required in 49 different
locations throughout the system for flow control purposes. A
cryogenic latching valve planned for use in the experiment
system was being developed at the time of this design effort by
Moog, Inc. under NASA contract NAS3-25056. Some of the
more pertinent requirements and features of the cryogenic
latching valve design are listed in table 5.19 and illustrated in
figure 5.4. The valve is a two-coil, solenoid-operated compo-
nent for flow control that latches in the last position com-
manded. The valve is capable of bidirectional flow and has a
flow capacity of an equivalent square-edged orifice (ESEO)
that has a diameter of 0.3 in. This particular valve has been
designated as -020 and is in the latter stages of development. It
has already been subjected to the required proof pressure
testing of 240 psi. The valve weighs approximately 2.5 lb. and
therefore has met another requirement of being less than 5 lb.
It has also met the requirement for current draw of less than
5 A at the temperature of liquid hydrogen, and the unit opens or
closes in less than 100 msec at the cryogen temperature. Upon
completion of the development stage the valve will undergo
qualification testing.
With the completion of the development of the-020 version,
modifications will be made to the present design for producing
another version (--030) that will provide a flow rate that is
double that of the present version fora given pressure drop. This
new valve configuration will have an ESEO with a
0.42-in. diameter. Both versions of this cryogenic valve are
being used in this system design as indicated in the valve list
(table E.3). Thirty-four of the -020 models and fifteen of the
-030 models are required.
5.2.3.2.2 High Pressure Gas Valves.--Valves capable of
operation with gaseous hydrogen and helium at high pressures
are required for tank pressurization purposes, and for operation
of the hydrogen vaporizers. In addition, somc gas valves will be
exposed to liquid hydrogen temperatures. Two different gas
valves were selected to accommodate these requirements. One
valve identified is capable of operation at temperatures as low
as -425 °F. This type of valve is designated lor use in six
different locations shown in figure D. I (c), in appendix D to this
chapter, as GV 1, GV2, GV3, GV5, GV6, and GV7. This valve
design is pilot-operated, weighs 2.5 lb, and is capable of flow
that is comparable to a 0.35-in.-diameter ESEO. It is solenoid-
actuated, but is not a latching valve design. Modification to
make this a latching type valve for conserving power is antici-
pated. This valve design has already been used for space
TABLE 5.19.---CRYOGENIC LATCH VALVE
Required item
Working fluid
Pressure
Proof pressure
Operating temperature
Leakage (external)
Minimum requirements (if any) Moog 020 valve capability
Liquid hydrogen, gaseous hydrogen Liquid hydrogen, gaseous hydrogen
49 psi maximum expected 120 psi
operating pressure
,- ................. 240 psi
-435 to 140 °F -435 to 150 °F
................... <10 " standard cm_/sec helium
Leakage (internal. at liquid
hydrogen temperature)
Input power (at 71.)°F)
Latch in position driven
Flow capacity
Position indication
Weight
Cycle lifc
24 to 32 Vat<5A
Yes
Yes
I0(X)
0.1 standard cm3/sec helium
28 V at 2.5 A
Yes
Equivalent square-edged orifice.
0.3-in. diameter
Yes
2.5 Ib
10 000
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_ __ (a) (b)
Figure 5.4._ryogenic latching valve. (See also table 5.19.) (a) Side view. (b) Top
view.
application using gaseous helium as the media in connection
with the Saturn vehicle, but the design will have to be checked
out for compatibility with gaseous hydrogen.
The gas valve selected for the six other locations (GV4,
GVS, GV9, GV 10, GV 11, and GV i 2; fig. D. 1(c)) is solenoid-
actuated and is a latching valve. It weighs only 0.65 Ib and has
been used in a space application. Although it meets other
requirements, the media used with this valve was gaseous
nitrogen, and some modification may be required to make it
compatible with gaseous hydrogen.
5.2.3.2.3 Pressure Regulator.--Pressure regulators will be
required for operation with both helium and hydrogen gas to
control tank pressures to 30 psi, particularly during transfer
processes. The regulator design selected is typical of a single-
stage design and is capable of handling source pressures from
3530 psi down to 145 psi with regulated pressure of 37.5 psi.
The COLD-SAT design requires source pressures from 2000 to
200 psi be regulated to a pressure of 30 psi. In addition, this
particular design is capable of flowing about 2 lb/hr of helium
gas which is roughly half of the maximum requirement for
COLD-SAT. The changes or m(xtifications required do not
appear impractical or extensive. This design has seen an appli-
cation with helium on the space shuttle.
Two separate pressure regulator designs could be used to
regulate pressure to the required pressure level in two stages. A
candidate high-pressure regulator decreases the source
pressure from levels as high as 4500 psi to a controlled pressure
of 225 psi and has more than adequate flow capability. The low-
pressurt', regulator reduces the intermediate pressure of 225 psi
down tt) a regulated pressure between 20 and 30 psi which
meets the requirements of COLD-SAT but modifications would
be necessary to meet the flow capacity requirement.
5.2.3,2.4 Relief Valves.--As indicated in table E.3 in ap-
pendix E to this chapter, the relief valves incorporated in the
experin tent system design require five different relief pressure
levels , arying from 15 to 2200 psi. Candidates capable of
pressur ;s up to 2400 psi and capable of cryogenic service
applicaLion have been identified. Valves of this type have seen
applications on the Shuttle Orbiter and the Atlas II vehicle.
Candidate models have been identified that will accommodate
the neets and requirements of all but one application lbr the
COLD- SAT design. The one exception is that the supply tank
relief v dves RV3 and RV4 (fig. D. I(a) in appendix D to this
chapter )accommodate a high flow rate for a worst-case ground
boiloff scenario, in which the helium purge bag has suffered a
rupture and all power has been lost. The flow rate for this
scenario), will require a i l/2-in, relief valve and the largest
valve of this design produced to date has been I 1/4 in.
5.2.,:.2.5 Check Valves.--The experiment system design
incorp_ rates five check valves. Candidates have been identi-
fied th_ t can be used in cryogenic applications where operating
pressux _s are as high as 3000 psi which is much greater than the
experit lent requirement. The valve design is capable of being
sized t'__rany cracking pressure up to 8 psi which is more than
adequaLe for the COLD-SAT system. The identified valve
design has been used in space applications.
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TABLE 5.20.--JOULE-THOMPSON (J-T) FLOW DEVICES
[Lee Visco jet flow restrictor application.]
Tank Feature Liquid hydrogn Lee pall number Minimum
flow rate passage,
lb/hr in.
Passive TVS 0.48 0.01
Active TVS 5.6 ,062
Supply
Supply
Supply
Large receiver
Small receiver
Subcooler
Passive TVS
Passive TVS
3.5
.21
.16
VDCB 1835240H
VDLA68 series _
or
VXLA2500210D laxial)
VDLA68 series _
or
VXLA2500330D (axial)
VDLA4326460H
VI)LA4326650H
Weight,
lb
.17
:'Standard size d_s not quite match requirements.
.04 .1
.062 ,17
.035 ,I
.015 .09
.015 .09
5.2.3.2.6 Cryogenic Disconnects .--Cryogenic disconnects
are required in the fill/drain line and the ground vent line for the
supply tank. These disconnects provide an interlace with the
ground support equipment (GSE) and are composed of a flight
half-coupling and a latching or nonlatching ground hall'-
coupling. Both halves are required to be self-sealing when
unmated.
5.2.3.2. 7 Joule-Thompson (J-T) Flow Devices.--The ex-
periment system design utilizes J-T devices for expanding liquid
hydrogen to a two-phase, subcooled condition to cool the tank
liquid for pressure control and thermal conditioning purposes.
The required flow rates tbr the passive TVS, the active TVS, and
the subcooler operations are presented in table 5.20. Candidates
include flow restriction devices and pressure regulators.
5.2.3.2.8 Pump-Mixer.--A pump-mixer has been incorpo-
rated in the warm side of the supply tank active thermodynamic
vent system (TVS). In this location, the pump-mixer can supply
the energy to overcome flow resistance in the active TVS
warm-side tubing as well as provide the desired level of mixing
within the tank.
The determination of pump-mixer type (centrifugal, mixed-
flow, or axial) and the definition of operational characteristics
can be described by the specific speed parameter. The specific
speed is defined as lbllows (ref. 5):
specific speed = (rpm) (gpm)°5
[HI 0.75
where
rpm pump rotational speed in revolutions per minute
gpm liquid hydrogen flow rate through the pump in gallons
per minute
H pressure rise across the pump in feet of liquid
Two of the three terms on the right side of the specific speed
equation have been determined. These terms are
TABLE 5.2 I.--PUMP-MIXER
DESIGN PARAMETERS
Parameter Speed
High Low
Flow rate, cfm 1.7 (IA
Delta pressure, psid 1.0 0.06
Rotational speed, rpm 4000 960
Power required. W 6.7 0.1
( I ) Two suitable pump-mixer flow rates ( !.7 and 0.4 cfm)
based on the results listed in section 4.2.4.3 and NASA
TP-2107 (ref. 6)
(2) The estimation of pressure drop through the active TVS
warm-side tubing at these two flow rates (I and
0.06 psid for the high and low flow rates, respectively)
A maximum rotational speed of 4000 rpm was selected at the
high pump-mixer flow rate in order to maintain both the pump
suction pressure and electric motor speed requirements at
reasonable values. Based on this value for rotational speed, the
pump-mixer specific speed is calculated to be 10311.This value
for specific speed indicates that a centrifugal pump is the best
choicc for the active TVS pump-mixer. Parameters lot both
high- and low-speed operation of the COLD-SAT pump-mixer
design are shown in table 5.21.
This type of pump is discussed in reference 7. The impeller
features a screw type of inducer at the inlet to provide operating
capability at low net positive suction pressure.
5.2.4 ANALYSES
A number of analyses were perfl)rmed in support of the
design of the COLD-SAT experimental plumbing systcm. This
section provides a summary of some of thesc.
5.2.4.1 Pressure Drop
The driving force for accomplishing liquid transfers be-
tween tanks is pressurized gas. Because of design consider-
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TABLE 5.22.--SPRAY NOZZLES AND SPRAY
Tank
Large receiver
Large receiver
Small receiver
Small receiver
Small receiver
Spray
application
Axial
Tangential
Radial
Axial
Tangential
Spraying
systems part
number
3/8-G-SS-22
I/8-K-SS- t
I/8-G-SS-1.5
I/4-G-SS- 10
I/8-K-SS- I
Number Flow rate
required (per nozzle,
of liquid
hydrogen.
Ib/hr
2 9O
4 5
12 7.5
I 50
2 5
:3ATTERNS
Pressure Spray Spray angle,
drop. pattern degree
psid
1.41 Full cone 90
I Flat fan 109
Full cone 58
Full cone 67
,' Flat fan 109
ations and system requirements, the available pressure head for
conducting these liquid transfers may be very limited. There-
lk_re, the pressure drop in the fluid system lines can have a
significant impact on system performance and must be consid-
ered when arranging or selecting system components.
Pressure drop estimates have been made for the system
layout as it is presently represented. The results of the pressure
drop analyses have been used to further refine system design,
including redundancy determinations, component specifica-
tions and selection, and system performance evaluations.
Table 5.22 lists the spray nozzles used in the experiment
tanks. Table 5.23 presents the system pressure loss estimates
for a liquid hydrogen transfer from the supply tank to the large
receiver tank tbr the desired flow rate of 200 lb/hr. Estimates of
pressure loss associated with each component, fitting, or tubing
is presented along with the quantity of those items used or
encountered in a typical transfer from the supply tank to the
large receiver tank. The total pressure drop for the typical liquid
hydrogen transfer is about 4 psi for the desired flow rate of
200 lb/hr.
The general equation for pressure drop is commonly known
as the Darcy formula (ref. 4) and when expressed in feet of fluid
is as tbllows:
h I : (f L/D) (v2/2g) = K(v2/2g)
where
h I loss of static pressure head caused by fluid flow, feet
of liquid
f friction factor
L/D equivalent length of a flow resistance in pipe
diameters
]?
g
mean velocity of flow, ft/sec
acceleration of gravity, 32.2 ft/sec 2
K resistance coefficient or velocity head loss
TABLE 5.23.--PRESSURE LOSS ESTIMATES FOR
LIQUID HYDROGEN TRANSFER FROM SUPPLY
TANK TO LARGE RECEIVER TANK
ILiquid hydrogen flow rate of 2(X) Ib/hr.]
Item/component
Tee-through branch
Tee-through run
Moog valve (030"J
Flowmeter
Standard bend
Supply tank LAD
Sway nozzle
Tubing length
Pressure drop Quantity
(each),
psi
0.110 4
.037 6
.2O 4
.23 I
.0.% 8
.003 I
1.41 - -
.022/fl 20 ft
Total
pressure
drop,
psi
0.44
.81)
.23
.45
1.41
.44
Total 3.99
While some pressure drop characteristics were supplied by
vendors, the majority of the pressure drop estimates presented
in table 5.23 were determined through use of the Darcy formula.
Frictio_ factors for various sized drawn tubing were obtained
from Cr _ne's "Flow of Fluids" handbook (ref. 4) to generate the
family qpf curves for pressure losses of respective tubing sizes
shown in figure 5.5. Representative values of L/D for various
tube fitiings were obtained to generate similar pressure loss
curves. The pressure loss curves for the two valve designs used
in the system (fig. 5.6) are based on information supplied by the
manufa-turer. The pressure drop characteristics tor the spray
nozzles using water as the fluid were obtained from the vendor
and ace 3rdingly converted for use with liquid hydrogen as the
fluid. It need be, the final system design will use a venturi for
measur ng tlow during transfers because of its inherently lower
pressure losses. The flowmeter pressure losses listed in
table 5.23 were estimated for an orifice with a ratio of inside
tube diameter-to-orifice diameter of 0.6.
5.2.4.2 Ground Venting (Worst Case)
The venting system has been designed to accommodate
ground venting for the expected normal boiloff and also pro-
vides fl _remergency conditions. The 3/4-in.-diametcr lines can
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Figure 5.5.--Liquid hydrogen pressure drop estimates for
tubing (tubing wall thickness, 0.028 in.).
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Figure 5.6.--Moog valve pressure drop estimates.
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handle the expected normal boiloff venting on the ground, but
I l/2-in, lines are needed to meet the requirements for emer-
gency conditions. For a worst-case emergency condition, the
scenario assumed was thai of a rupture of the helium purge bag
surrounding the MLI can in addition to a loss of power.
From the Van Gundy/Uglum report entitled "Heat Transfer
to an Uninsulated Surface at 20 K" (ref. 8), indications are that
the heat transfer to a bare tank containing liquid hydrogen could
be as high as 5000 Btu/hr/ft 2. This extreme condition of high
heat transfer can occur when frost does not accumulate, and
liquid air continually runs down the tank wall.
For the heat transfer rate of 5000 Btu/hr/ft 3 to the supply-
tank which has a surface area of 144 f12, and for a tank relief
valve cracking pressure of 55 psia, the boiloff rate could bc
4260 lb/hr. By using the Darcy lormula and the Crane hand-
TABLE 5.24.--PRESSURE DROP DETERMINATIONS
FOR EMERGENCY VENT SYSTEM
[At 4260 lb/hr.I
System component Pressure drop. psid
Relief valve 10.0
15 ft of t .5-in. tubing 5.5
Four 90 ° bends 6.5
Enlargemenl ( 1.5- to 3-in. line) 2.3
Total 24.3
book (ref. 4) and a typical relief valve path, pressure drop
throughout the emergency vent system was determined. A
summary of the pressure drops through the emergency vent
system is presented in table 5.24.
Therelore, with a cracking pressure of 55 psia for the tank
relief valve, it can bc seen that the required pressure at the
interlace where the 1 I/2-in. line transitions to the 3-in. Centaur
vent line is 30.7 psia or less.
5.2.4.3 Pump-Mixer Flow Requirements
Inlbrmation from NASA TP-2107 (ref. 6) was used as a
guide for sizing the COLD-SAT pump-mixer. This report
identifies four distinct low gravity tank mixing flow patterns
based on drop tower test data that covered a range of flow
conditions. These flow patterns are described in table 5.25.
Experimental results presented in NASA TP-2107 (ref. 6)
indicate that flow patterns II and II1 are inefficient for tank bulk
fluid mixing. Flow pattern I is considered to be the most
efficient for mixing the bulk liquid, and flow pattern IV is
effective for cooling the ullage and tank wall. Therefore,
COLD-SAT mixing tests should concentrate on flow patterns
I and IV.
Based on analyses presented in NASA TP-2107 (ref. 6),
calculations were performed to determine the required mixer
flow rates tor investigating mixing patterns 1 and IV. The
mixing flow pattern is shown to be a function ofa nondimensional
flow characterization parameter F. For turbulent liquid jets
(Reynolds number > 1250), F is defined as tbllows:
0.5 + 1.6 We
F=
1+0.6 Bo
where
We is the Weber number, a ratio of pressure or flow forces to
surface tension forces, and is defined as
We- 9v2R°2
_D
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TABLE 5.25.--LOW-GRAVITY TANK MIXD G FLOW PATTERNS
Pattern Description
!
It
111
IV
Dissipation of liquid jet in bulk liqui _1region
Geyser Ibrmation
Collection of liquid jet in end of tan,: opposite jet outlet
Liquid circulation over aft end of tank and down tank wall
where
Bo is the Bond number, the ratio of gravitational or acceleration
forces to capillary or surface tension forces, and is defined as
Bo- agRj2
G
and where
p liquid density
v nozzle exit velocity
Ro nozzle exit radius
Rj liquid jet radius at liquid-vapor interface
D liquid.jet diameter at liquid-vapor interface
_y surface tension
a acceleration
The relationship between tlow characterization parameter F
and the observed tlow pattern is shown in figure 5.7. For a given
nozzle diameter, a flow rate can be selected to provide the
desired mixing pattern. A value of 25 for the ratio of tank-
diameter to nozzle-jet-diameter was found to produce effective
mixing. With the COLD-SAT supply tank diameter being
60 in., a jet nozzle diameter of 2.4 in. was established.
Table 5.26 presents the results for the two selected flow rates
(0.4 and 1.7 fl3/min) at three tank fill levels. These two flow
rates will allow investigation of mixing regimes I and IV as
Flow pattern 1/11--_ 11-_ ,,--III
IV--------_
i
] [ f I_f_l_l I r I flflfl f f I flflfJ I t Ill
10 -2 10 -1 100 101 20 40 60
Flow characterization parameter, F = (X + Y We)
(1 + Z Bo)
Figure 5.7.mRelationship between flow characterization
parameter, F, and flow pattern. (See reference 6 for
definitions of flow patterns and symbols.)
TABLE 5.26.--SUPPLY TANK MIXING
PARAMETERS
Fill level.
percent
Fiow rate, cfm
Weber number
B_nd number
F'
_ow pattern
5O 65
0.4 1.7 0.4 ] 1.7
0.8 15 0.5 ] 10
0.12 0.28
0.7 21.8 0.3 ] 13.2
1/11 IV I ] IV
"|:low characterization parameter.
90
0.4 1.7
0.M 6.4
0.66
0.03 7.0
I IV
defined _n NASA TP-2107 (ref. 6). The active TVS warm-side
design flow rate is coincident with the high mixer flow rate.
The expected pressure drop through the active TVS warm-
side hea_ exchanger and tubing was estimated. The calculated
values fi_r pressure drop are 1 and 0.06 psid for the high and low
flow rates, respectively. The majority of the pressure drop
occurs across the active TVS warm-side isolation valve. It
should be noted that the calculated pressure drop, the required
pump power, and the heat input from pump-mixer operation
significi,ntly decreases if the isolation valve is eliminated. This
valvele., s arrangement is possible with an internal pump-mixer
configu'ation. An external placement of the pump-mixer was
made n_;cessary, however, by the requirement that all active
compor, ents be outside the tanks |br easy access.
5.3 I,iquid Hydrogen Supply Tank
Hodule
5.3.1 DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS
This section describes the design of the supply tank module
and discusses some of the requirements which drove that
design. Following is a list of the principal experiment require-
ments, ¢hich controlled the design of the supply tank module:
(1) _ressure control:
• Thermal performance < 0. I Btu/hr-ft
• Uniform heat flux levels of 0.1, 0.3, and 0.6 Btu/
hr-fl for 5 psi rise
• Passive TVS capable of controlling 0. I Btu/hr-ft
• Active TVS capable of controlling all applied heat
fluxes
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• Mixer with two speeds, nozzle I/20 to 1/60 of tank
diameter
(2) Pressurization:
• Straight pipe diffuser
(3) No-vent fill:
• Sufficient liquid hydrogen to perform a minimum
of two fills of each of two receiver tanks
• Liquid acquisition device for supply tank
(4) Thermodynamic state:
• Subcooler to provide 5 °R cooling at 50-1b/hr flow
rate
In addition to the experiment requirements, the following
design requirements were added to limit the cost and complex-
ity of the module:
(1) Design the supply tank to the ASME boiler code
(ref. 3) to limit the analysis and testing required
(2) Allow "'easy" access to active components, in particu-
lar the valves mounted on tank domes
(3) Use a modular concept to allow for assembly and
checkout of modules prior to integration with other
modular components of the spacecraft
The supply tank module (fig. D.3 in appendix D to this
chapter) consists of the following components:
(I) Liquid hydrogen supply tank that supplies hydrogen
to other experiment system components
(2) Multilayer insulation (MLI) assembly to shield the
supply tank from radiation losses and provide a more
uniform heat flux to the tank
(3) Helium purge system for ground purging of the exter-
nal tank surface and MLI
(4) Radiator tray to support plumbing and wiring har-
nesses and to allow them to radiate heat prior to
penetrating the tank insulation systems
(5) Redundant gaseous hydrogen systems lor vaporizing
liquid hydrogen that will be used in pressurization
experiments (two bottles, two valve panels)
(6) Helium pressurization system for pressurizing the
supply tank and receiver tanks
(7) Vent panel tbr balanced TVS and relief venting
(8) Ground interface panel for supply tank fill/drain and
helium purge operation
(9) Ground/ascent vent interlace with the Centaur vent
system
On-orbit, the spacecraft attitude will be controlled so that the
same side of the spacecraft is always facing the Sun. Conse-
quently, one side is always warmer relative to the other. In all
drawings the "cold side" is designated as a positive z coordinate
while the "hot side" is designated by a negative z coordinate,
Certain components such as the radiator tray and ground
interface panel will be located on the cold side of the spacecraft
to allow plumbing, wiring harnesses, and disconnects to radiate
to space. On the other hand, such components as the vent panel,
vaporizer valve panels, and vaporizer bottles are located on the
spacecraft hot side to take advantage of warmer temperatures
and higher heat fluxes. In addition, components such as the
ground interlace, helium valve panel, vaporizer valve panel,
and vent panels are located to allow access when solar arrays
are in place during ground operations.
5.3.1.1 Supply Tank Assembly
The supply tank (fig. D.3(c) in appendix D to this chapter)
is designed to provide liquid hydrogen for all COLD-SAT
experiments. The 5083 aluminum pressure vessel is cylindrical
in shape with 1.41:1 elliptical domes and has a volume of 144
ft3. When filled to the 92-percent fill level, the tank will contain
565 lb of liquid hydrogen at 20 psia saturated condition. The
tank has a surface area of 143 ft 2. The 0.080 in. (minimum)
thick shell is reinforced by two girth rings located fore and aft
on the cylindrical section of the tank.
Thc tank is supported off the spacecraft structure by
16 fiberglass struts, 8 fore and 8 aft, which attach to the girth
rings and are evenly spaced around the circumference of the
tank for structural and thermal symmetry. The tank contains
instrumentation rakes tor monitoring temperatures and deter-
mining fluid levels and a liquid acquisition device (LAD) for
collecting fluid in the low-acceleration environment of space.
Electrical harnesses tor the instrumentation are routed through
six electrical feedthroughs located in the aft dome. This loca-
tion was chosen because of limited space between the ML1 can
and tank cylinder and for ease of tank assembly.
In an effort to minimize the need lk_r access, no active
plumbing components are hx:ated inside the tank. Instead,
valves are mounted on six valve panels which are mounted on
the outside of the tank, four on the forward dome and two on the
aft dome. Five plumbing lines penetrate the aft dome while
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threemorelinespenetrateth lorward dome. In addition, strip
and patch heaters are attached to provide the required experi-
ment heat fluxes,
The supply tank is enclosed by a cylindrical honeycomb
structure with truncated cone ends, the MLI can. The purpose
of the MLI can is to support the multilayer insulation (MLI),
thermally isolate the MLI from the pressure vessel, spread out
heat gain lbr better uniformity, and act as a heat sink for
penetrations. The MLI can is assembled in sections to allow
easy access to plumbing components underneath. The can is
supported by the same struts that support the tank. Two i/2-in.
blankets of MLI cover the MLI can. The blankets are held in
place by hook-and-loop (e.g., Velcro) fasteners and nylon pins.
External to the MLI layers is the purge bag which contains the
gaseous helium used to purge the tank exterior and MLI during
ground loading operations. Ascent vent doors are located near
the fore and aft domes.
5.3.1.1.1 Thermal Design.--A key element in the success
of the mission will be the thermal pertormance of the supply
tank assembly. In an effort to minimize heat leaks to the supply
tank. stainless steel plumbing will be used because of its lower
conductivity relative to that of aluminum. In addition, plumb-
ing and wiring lengths inside the multilayer insulation have
been maximized (average length = 96 in.) to reduce heat
conduction to the tank. The length is achieved by having all
plumbing and wiring harnesses penetrate the MLI can at or near
the tank equator and then run along the tank wall to the
appropriate dome. The only exception to this is the 1.5-in.
diameter ground ascent vent line. Because of the limited space
(approximately I/2 in.) between the supply tank girth rings and
the MLI, this line penetrates at the seam between the truncated
cone and cylinder of the MLI can. It then runs around the
circumference of the tank to achieve some thermal length
before attaching to a valve panel. Plumbing and wiring are
attached to the tank wall with fiberglass fairleads to limit
conduction. To improve the uniformity of heat gain to the tank,
each dome-mounted valve panel has six legs and each leg has
6 in. 2 of contact area.
Struts are made of low thermal conductance S-2 glass-epoxy
with stainless steel end fittings. The struts, as well as all
plumbing and wiring, are thermally grounded to the can sup-
porting the multilayer insulation. This reduces the heat con-
ducted directly to the supply tank and, since the can is made of
highly conductive aluminum, it provides a more uniform radia-
tive heat transfer to the tank.
5.3.1.1.2 Valve Panel Design.--To limit the need for
accessing the inside of the supply tank, all active components
are located outside of the tank. Valves, pumps, and plumbed
instrumentation other than resistance temperature detectors
(RTD's) and level sensors are grouped and attached to panels
which are then attached directly to the tank domes as shown in
figure 5.8. This method allows the panels to be assembled and
checked out prior to installation.
Four i _anels are mounted to the forward dome and two to the
aft dome:. Panels are made of 5083 aluminum, and each is
attached to the dome by six support legs which not only support
but also spread out the heat conducted to the tank from the
wiring and plumbing. Support legs are welded to the dome
surface, and panels are mechanically fastened to the legs.
Figures D.4(a) and D.5(a) in appendix D to this chapter show
the panel layout on the forward and aft domes. Panels E and F,
shown in figure D.4(b) and (c), will be mounted to the aft dome
while panels G, H, I, and J (fig. D.5) will be mounted to the
forward dome. Table E.4 in appendix E to this chapter lists the
instrumentation and valves for each panel.
Because the plumbing schematic was not finalized at the
time these valve panels were laid out, there may be some
differences between the panel and the corresponding portion of
the schematic. However, the panels presented are still consid-
ered to be a good representation of the approximate size and
location of panels and their components. Fairleads attach the
plumbing: and wire harnesses to the tank wall rather than to the
MLI can. This method for supporting the wiring and plumbing
was chosen to simplify the assembly and disassembly of the can
sections.
5.3.1.1.3 Strut Design.--Sixteen struts support the supply
tank, MLI can, MLI, and purge bag. Eight struts attach at each
of the tore and aft girth rings. The struts arc evenly spaced
(fig. D.6 in appendix D to this chapter) around the circumfer-
ence to p 'ovide structural and thermal symmetry to the supply
tank. Strt ts are made of filament-wound, S-2 glass epoxy with
stainless _teel ends for reduced thermal conductivity between
the spacecraft structure and the tank.
The struts are connected to the tank and spacecraft structure
by spheri,:al rod ends which allow the struts to pivot. Each strut
is initially aligned at right angle to a line that contains both the
geometri,: center of the supply tank and the strut attachment
point at tile girth ring. As the tank contracts during chilldown,
the attacl-ment point moves toward the center of the tank. This
arrangen_ent allows the strut to pivot slightly and minimizes
elongation of the strut which, in turn, minimizes the bending
and axial stress induced in the strut. The stress induced will be
a tensile stress which is preferable to a compressive stress since
the strut naterial is considerably stronger in tension than in
compress ion.
The m dtilayer insulation, MLI can, and purge bag assembly
are also ;upported off the struts. A sleeve of aluminum is
mechanic ally fastened to the ML1 can at one end. The other end
of the sle ;ve is clamped at approximately the mid-span of the
strut. Thi._ design is intended to shunt some of the heat transmit-
ted through the strut from the spacecraft structure into the MLI
can rather' than into the supply tank.
5.3.1.1.4 Heater Design.--Heaters are required to provide
the desired heat fluxes for the pressure control experiments.
Thin flex hie heaters consisting of etched, metal foil, resistive
elements aminated between layers of Kapton insulation will be
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Figure 5.8.--Valve panel design.
applied to the tank with an adhesive such as American Cyana-
mide HT-424. Strips of heaters (fig. D.7 in appendix D to this
chapter) will be attached to the cylindrical portion of the tank
with patch heaters (fig. D.4(a)) applied to the domes. These
Thermotoil heaters, currently used on the space shuttle, are thin
(0.01 in.) and very lightweight (0.081 Ib/ft2). It was determined
to be more efficient to place the heaters directly on the tank
rather than to heat up the MLI can to provide the experimental
heat fluxes needed for the experiments.
5,3.1.1.5 Liquid Acquisition Device (LAD).--In the low
acceleration environment of space, the location of bulk fluid in
a tank with respect to the outlet cannot be predicted. Therefore,
a liquid acquisition device (LAD) is needed in the supply tank
to acquire vapor-free liquid hydrogen for transfer to other
experiment components.
The ability of screen-covered channels to function as LAD's
is based on their ability to remain filled even when not com-
pletely submerged in the bulk fluid of the tank. Once the
channel is exposed to the ullage, a liquid-vapor interface is
established at thc screen due to surface tension. This interlace
resists the passage of vapor into the channel. The strength of the
interface is defined by the bubble point which is characterized
by the liquid surface tension and the screen pore size. When the
pressure difference across the LAD exceeds the bubble point,
the liquid-vapor interface breaks down allowing vapor to pass
into the LAD which generally terminates liquid acquisition.
Liquid Acquisition Device/Thermodynamic
Vent System (LAD/TVS)
The LAD shown in figure D.8 in appendix D to this chapter
is a state-of-the-art, integrated LAD/TVS design which incor-
porates the functions of the LAD with those of the active and
passive TVS and subcooler heat exchangers. An additional
function is to condense bubbles in the LAD. Thc all-aluminum
supply tank LAD has four legs or channels which are joined at
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the fore and aft domes by manilolds. Aluminum was chosen
over stainless steel to limit the LAD weight and to minimize the
stresses induced by differential thermal contraction between
the LAD and the aluminum tank.
A cross section of the LAD channel is shown in fig-
ure 5.9(b). Each channel consists of three concentric tubes
welded together to form the heat exchanger as well as the back
wall of the flow channel. Flat plates are welded to the tubes to
form the sidewalls of the channel, and screen-covered perfo-
rated plate makes up the remaining side of the channel.
To maintain dependable performance under all COLD-SAT
conditions, a high bubble-point pressure is required. To this
end, a fine screen of aluminum 200 by 1400 Dutch twill
configuration was selected, Although not a standard item. the
Dutch twill screen can be made from nearly any material
including aluminum.
As shown in figure D.8, the LAD is supported in the supply
tank by two circumferential structural channels which are
attached to the barrel section of the tank. The LAD is also
supported by four brackets which attach it to the aft dome.
®
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Figm _ 5.9(a) shows schematically how the integrated LAD/
TVS fur ctions. Liquid hydrogen flows through the fine mesh
screen and toward manifolds in the forc and aft domes of the
supply _ank. Liquid hydrogen from the lorward manifold is
expanded by using J-Tdevices. The cooled fluid is then used in
a counterflow, concentric tube heat exchanger to cool the
transfer fluid flowing from the aft manifold to the forward
manifold. A cross section of one of the LAD legs (fig. 5.9(b))
shows the concentric tube arrangement with the TVS fluid
flowing through the annulus and the relatively warm transfer
fluid flowing through the small tube. The TVS fluid exits the
tank at _he aft manifold.
Forward LAD Manifold and Tank Penetrations
The !brward manifold (fig. 5.10) consists of three concentric
manifoMs. Fluid is drawn off the middle manifold and circu-
lated through the Joule-Thompson device. The cooled fluid
/-- Transfer/-rvs ® fl.id®
/ /
/ /- LAD
,/ channel (_
TVS vent
(a) (b) \_ LAD screen (_)
Figure 5.9.--Supply tank liquid acquisition device (LAD). (a) Intarconnection schematic. (b) LAD cross section.
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Figure 5.10.--Supply tank forward dome--LAD manifold plumbing penetration. Tube dimensions are in inches.
flows back into the outer manifold to be used in the heat
exchange with the transfer fluid. The inner portion of the
manifold collects the transfer fluid from each LAD leg before
it is transferred out of the tank.
The following are lorward dome penetrations:
( I ) The 3/8-in.-o.d. TVS heat exchanger lines penetrate the
dome and attach to the LAD manifold.
(2) The 1/2-in. transfer line penetrates the dome and enters
the manifold.
(3) The 1 l/2-in, ground/ascent vent line penetrates the
tank wall and extends down to the 92-percent fill level of the
tank.
(4) A capacitance probe for measuring the liquid hydrogen
level is also shown penetrating the wall and extending to the
85-percent level.
Aft LAD Manifold and Tank Penetrations
The aft manifold (fig. 5. I I ) consists of an inner and outer
manilk)ld. The inner manifold collects the fluid from the LAD
channel and distributes it among the l/2-in, tubes in the LAD
legs where the heat exchange with the cooled TVS fluid takes
,,,-- Mixer
,,_ ,," nozzle
// /// /
1tl
Outer manifold, _ J ILl
warmed TVS j TVS II L_ Inner Wout _ manifold,fluid to back- _ LAD
pressure vent -_ Fill channel Active
drain fluid TVS
Figure 5.11 .--Supply tank aft dome/LAD manifold
plumbing penetrations.
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place. The outer manifold collects the TVS fluid as it exits the
heat exchanger and belk)re it passes to the TVS vent.
The lollowing are aft dome penetrations:
(I) The I/4-in. TVS vent line penetrates the dome and
attaches to the outer manifold.
(2) The 3/4-in. ground fill/drain line penetrates the dome
and is nearly flush with the inside surface of the tank wall.
(3) The l/2-in, active TVS line penetrates the dome and
attaches to the lk)rward side of the manifold where it transitions
to a 2.5-in.-diameter mixer nozzle.
LAD Instrumentation Rakes
The supply tank LAD has 46 temperature sensors and
33 liquid-vapor sensors. As illustrated in figure 5.12, most
sensors arc attached to instrumentation rakes which consist of
I-in. square structural aluminum tubing, which is mechanically
attached at the top and bottom to the LAD channel. The sensors
are attached to the tip of stainless steel cones which tend to
wick the liquid away from the sensor and improve the accuracy
of measurements. Some sensors are also mounted on rakes
attached to the tank wall to take measurements at various levels
close to the wall.
5.3.1.1.6 Fabrication and Assembly Sequence.--The sup-
ply tank fabrication and assembly sequence is illustrated in
figure 5.13. The cylindrical section of the tank will be fabri-
cated complete with girth rings, strut attachment brackets, LAD
mounting brackets and plumbing and wiring fairleads welded
in place. The Jore and aft domes will be spun and machined to
provide a uniform thickness and smooth finish on both the
inside and outside surfaces. Valve panel mounting legs and
plumbing and wiring fairlcads will be welded in place. The aft
dome will also include four LAD mounting brackets and six
electrical fccdthroughs for the instrumentation wiring. Domes
will be welded to the cylinder using a butt weld and backing
plate. The tank is designed with no moving parts inside to limit
the need to gain access to the tank internals. However, should
it ever become necessary to open the tank, the weld can be cut,
the backing plate replaced, and the dome rewelded to the
cylinder.
The LAD will be fabricated and assembled complete with
fore and aft manifolds and instrumentation rakes and sensors.
The LAD assembly will be attached to the aft dome by four
mounting brackets, one for each leg. The tank cylinder will be
welded to the aft dome using a backing ring and butt weld. The
LAD support channels are then mechanically fastened to the
LAD mounting brackets. At this point the LAD instrumenta-
tion will be checked out belbre welding the forward dome in
place.
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Figure 5.12.--Supply tank LAD--Illustration of instru-
mentation rakes.
5.3.1.2 Purge Bag and MLI Blanket Configuration
The t ,urge bag for helium-purging the supply tank insulation
is similar to the one designed for shuttle/Centaur (fig. 5.14).
The put ge bag is outside the MLI and consists of two Kevlar-
cloth r_inforced shields separated by an embossed Kapton
shield. The outer shield has a layer of silverized Teflon. The
high-strength reintorced shields are required to withstand a
purge s cstem design pressure of 0.5 psid. These shields are
actuall 3 laminates with the high-strength Kevlar cloth sand-
wiched _etween two layers of Kapton. All shield surfaces have
a vacmm-deposited layer of aluminum applied to achieve
emittan :es of 0.05 or less.
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Figure 5.13.--Supply tank assembly sequence.
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Figure 5.14.--Purge bag and multilayer insulation (MLI) configuration,
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The multilayer insulation (MLI) tbr the supply tank consists
of two blankets each approximately 1/2 in. in thickness. Each
blanket has 40 layers.
5.3.1.2.1 Multilayer Insulation Assembly.--Figure 5.15
shows a cross section of the tank and MLI assembly.
ML1 Can: The MLI can supports the multilayer insulation
(MLI) and purge bag system and helps to provide uniform
radiative heat gain to the supply tank. The can (fig. D.9 in
appendix D to this chapter) consists of a 3/8-in. 5056 aluminum
honeycomb core bonded to 0.020 in. 2024 aluminum facesheets
with an epoxy-polyamide resin. The honeycomb cell size is
1/4 in. and the foil thickness is 0.001 in. The can is configured
to facilitate its removal as needed to gain access to valve panels
during installation and check out operations. The MLI can is
made up of cylindrical and truncated cone sections which are
mechanically fastened together. The simple geometry (no
doubly curved surfaces) will allow MLI blankets to be made of
llat patterns (no gore sections). The MLI can is supported by
sleeves attached to the supply tank struts and designed to
distribute the load of the can, MLI, and purge bag over the strut.
The sleeve also thermally grounds the struts to the MLI can to
shunt heat into the can instead of into the supply tank.
The MLI can has two vent doors (fig. D.9) located fore and
aft on the cold side (positive z) of the spacecraft to limit
radiation losses through these openings. The doors are spring-
loaded closed and held open at launch by pyrotechnic pin
pullers. I'hese doors, in conjunction with vent doors in the
purge b_g (see section 5.3.1.2.2), allow the helium from the
ground I,urge to vent during ascent thus equalizing the pres-
sures th_ t are internal and external to the can. Approximately
14 hr aft,'r launch, the doors, which are covered with blankets
of MLI, will be closed to reduce radiation losses. Door stops
will keep the doors from closing completely to allow a gap for
residual helium to migrate out.
Multilayer Insulation: The MLI for the supply tank, shown
in figure 5.14, consists of two blankets, each approximately I/
2 in. thick. Each blanket has 40 layers. The outer and innermost
layers c_)nsist of a laminate of Nomex scrim sandwiched
between two layers of Kapton. This material was selected for its
low weight and rip-resistant features. The other layers are
Kapton with vacuum-deposited aluminum on both surfaces.
The layers are separated by Dacron net spacers.
Figure D. I0 in appendix D to this chapter shows the MLI can
covered with multilayer insulation. The blankets overlap at all
seam locations and are held in place by nylon positioning pins
and grommets. Five-layer MLI blanket patches are also used to
cover the positioning pins and seams. In addition to pins and
grommets, hook-and-loop fasteners are used between the MLI
can and blankets and to hold seams together. The MLI is
electrically grounded to the spacecraft.
MLI Venting: The purge bag ascent vent doors will remain
open thr_)ughout the mission to allow residual helium from the
MLI can _
MLI blanket --._
Kevlar/Kapton
purge bag --_.
Vertical
pipe run _-
Fairlead _
Girth ring
/-- LAD
Tank wall
i
/
t_ LAD screen
2.00
Figure 5.15.--Cross section of liquid acquisitiorl device (LAD), supply tank wall,
multilayer insulation (MLI) can, and insulation system. Dimensions are in inches.
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purgesystemtoventospace.Trappedheliumwillbeableto
ventfromtheMLIlayerscontinuouslythroughthe105ft of
MLI seams.Themaximumdistancea moleculeof trapped
heliumwillhavetotraveltofindaseamis2.1ft.Althoughthe
ventdoorsintheMLIcancloseatT+ 14hr,adoorstopwill
preventtheventdoorsfromclosingcompletely.Thiswillallow
heliumtrappedinsidetheMLIcantoventcontinuouslyaswell.
Thermal Design: The following design features were in-
cluded to improve thermal performance and limit MLI degra-
dation:
( I ) The simple geometry of the MLI and MLI can helps to
minimize thc seam length and facilitate the overlapping of
blankets at all seams.
(2) The good thermal conductivity of aluminum will im-
prove the unitormity of radiative heat gain from the MLI can to
the supply tank and plumbing.
(3) All plumbing and wiring penetrations and vent doors
are located on the cold side of the spacecraft to limit radiation
losses.
(4) MLI blankets will be held in place by fastening pins and
grommets made of nylon to limit the heat conduction through
the blankets to the MLI can.
(5) All MLI fastening pins will be covered with a five-
layer MLI patch to limit the blanket degradation resulting from
these penetrations.
(6) Vent doors in the purge bag and MLI can are clocked
90 ° from each other to eliminate a direct view of the tank and
valve panels.
5.3.1.2.2 Purge and Ascent Venting System
Purge Bag Functional Requirements
The volume between the purge bag and the supply tank will
be purged with helium prior to filling the tank with liquid
hydrogen. This prevents the condensation of payload-fairing
nitrogen purge gas on the tank and related components. The
volume to bc purged is approximately 72 ft 3. A positive purgc
pressure will be maintained during prelaunch activities to
prevent ingress of payload-fairing atmosphere. During ascent,
the purge bag, MLI, and MLI can will be vented to allow the
helium to escape. Once vented, doors in the ML1 can will close
on-orbit to reduce radiative losses.
Purge System
The helium purge system is similar to the one designed lbr
shuttle/Centaur. As shown in figure D. I I in appendix D to this
chapter, it consists of a purge bag, two relief valves, and two
ascent vent doors. The purge bag is outside the MLI and
consists of two Kevlar-cloth reinforced shields separated by an
embossed Kapton shield. The outer shield has a layer of
silverizcd Teflon. The high-strength reinforced shields are
required to withstand a purge system design pressure of
0.5 psid. These shields are actually laminates with the high-
strength Kevlar cloth sandwiched between two layers of
Kapton. All shield surfaces have a vacuum-deposited layer of
aluminum applied to achieve emittances of 0.05 or less.
Sections of the bag are sewn and taped to minimize leakage.
The assembled pieces arc fastened to two support rings of
0.030-in. fiberglass by aluminum retaining rings. The retaining
rings allow the fore and aft dome portions of the bag to be easily
removed should access to the MLI, MLI can, and valve panels
be required. Fiberglass brackets attach the support rings to the
cylindrical portion of the MLI can. The relief valves (fig. D. i2)
are mounted to the aft support ring (re(. 9).
The valve in figure D. I2 is shown in the static (closed)
condition. As the pressure in the liquid hydrogen insulation
blanket increases, so does the pressure behind the main poppet
bellows assembly (via the control orifice) and against the
sensing diaphragm. When the differential across the sensing
diaphragm reaches cracking pressure (with reference to ambi-
ent pressure), the pilot poppet opens, relieves pressure behind
the main poppet bellows assembly, and the main poppet opens.
Valve operation, when open, is controlled by orifices in the
sensing port which allow the valve to maintain a steady open
differential pressure.
Gaseous helium will be introduced near the top or lorward
end of the purge bag lor ground purging. A positive pressure of
between 0.1 and 0.3 psid will be maintained. Burst pressure of
the purge bag is estimated to be 0.5 psid.
Ascent/On-Orbit Vent Doors
The purge bag has two ascent vent doors (fig. D.13 in
appendix D to this chapter) which are offset from the doors in
the MLI can to reduce radiation losses. The ascent vent doors
are supported off the fiberglass support ring and are spring-
loaded open. They will be held closed during ground purging
operations by the same type of pyrotechnic pin pullers used on
the MLI can vent doors. Seconds after liftoff, the pin pullers
will be activated and the door will open for helium ascent
venting. Each door is sized for the full flow of the venting
helium in case either pin puller should fail. Once open, the
doors remain open for the duration of the flight which allows
continuous venting and outgassing of the MLI.
5.3.1.3 Radiator Tray
The radiator tray (figs. 5.16 to 5.18 and D. 14 and D.15 (in
appendix D to this chapter)) is located just outside the space-
craft structure on the cold side until it approaches the electron-
its bay where it runs inside the spacecraft structure on its way
to the receiver tanks. The lightweight aluminum tray contains
the plumbing and wiring harnesses with sufficient space lbr the
contraction-expansion bends. Its purpose is to allow the plumb-
ing and harnesses to radiate to space betore they penetrate the
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Figure 5.17.--Top view of radiator tray (cold side of spacecraft).
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MLI and tank surfaces. The radiating surface (positive z side of
tray) consists of a thin plate of aluminum covered with a highly
emissive coating. Six support brackets (of 6061-T6 aluminum
to match the spacecraft structure) are welded to cross members
of the spacecraft structure. The tray is attached to the brackets
with stainless steel bolts and G-10 fiberglass spacers to ther-
mally isolate the tray from the spacecraft.
Fairleads secure the plumbing and harnesses to the tray. The
portion of fairlead attached to the bottom or inboard side of the
tray will be made of fiberglass while the portion of fairlead
attached to the radiating surface will be made of aluminum.
This allows the heat from plumbing and harnesses to be
conducted directly to the radiating surface.
Table E.5 in appendix E to this chapter lists the valves and
instrumentation to be mounted on the negative z face of the
radiator tray within the supply tank module.
5.3.1.4 Helium Pressurization System
Two spherical helium-filled bottles (fig. D. 16 in appendix D
to this chapter) are provided for pressurant storage. The
8000-in. 3 bottles are located on the cold side (positive z) of the
spacecraft below the supply tank. The composite over-wrapped,
(Kevlar/cryofbrm 301 ) load-sharing bottles were designed for
Atlas/Centaur. Four struts of aluminum structural tubing sup-
port each bottle off the spacecraft structure. The struts attach to
support posts built into either side of the bottles.
The associated valve panel (fig. D.17) is located on the
positive y side of the spacecraft. It is positioned low enough in
the module to allow access through a door in the spacecraft
shroud without interference from the solar panels. Because the
plumbing schematic was not finalized at the time these valve
panels were laid out, there may be some differences between
the panel and the corresponding portion of the schematic.
However. the panel illustrations are still considered to be a good
representation of the approximate size and location of panels
and their components.
5.3.1.5 Vent Panel
The purpose of the vent panel, valve panel O (fig. D.18 in
appendix D to this chapter) is to provide balanced TVS and
relief venting. The panel is located on the hot side of the
spacecraft to take advantage of warmer temperatures and
higher heal fluxes and thus prevent freezing. In addition, strip
heaters are wrapped around the plumbing. The panel is located
between the solar arrays to allow access during ground opera-
tions. Because the plumbing schematic was not finalized at the
time these valve panels were laid out, there may be some
differences between the panel and the corresponding portion of
the schematic. However, the panels presented are still consid-
ered to be a good representation of the approximate size and
location of panels and their components. A list of panel compo-
nents is given in table E.6 in appendix E to this chapter.
5.3.2 ANALYSES
5.3.2.1 Structural
The preliminary structural analysis of the liquid hydrogen
supply tank includes the material selection and sizing of the
tank wall. girth rings, supporting struts, and other primary
structural members. Additional intormation on the structural
analysis can be found in the appendices to this chapter.
5.3.2.1.1 Supply Tank Pressure VesseL--The supply tank
is designed in accordance with ESMCR 127-1 (ref. 10), MIL
STD 1522a, and the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code
Section VIH, Division I (ref. 3). The design philosophy was to
meet the boiler code requirements for ground operations in
order to limit the amount of analysis and testing required.
Aluminum 5083-0 was selected from Part ULT, "Alternative
Rules for Pressure Vessels Constructed of Materials Having
Higher Allowable Stresses at Low Temperature," of the boiler
code (ref. 3). Aluminum 5083 has good strength properties in
the as-welded condition and has excellent ratings lor weldability,
formability, machinability, and hydrogen embrittlement. From
Part ULT, the maximum allowable stress for temperatures not
exceeding -320 °F is 13.4 kpsi.
Maximum ground operating pressure will be limited to
49 psia (34.3 psid) with a relief valve setting of 52 psia
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TABLE 5.27.--SUPPLY TANK PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS
Temperature
Cryogenic
On ground
On orbit
Room
On ground
On orbil
Maximum Relief
operating pressure,
pressure, psia
psia
49 52
49 52
49 52
49 52
Proof
pressure,
psia
82
67
63
48
Burst
pressure,
psia
Uhimate
201 5.4
187 3.8
121 3.1
106 2.2
Factor of safety
at maximum
operating pressure
Yield
1.9
1.4
1.4
1.0
Factor of safety at
relief pressure
Uhimate Yield
5.0 1.8
3.6 1.3
2.8 1.3
2.O O.9
(37.3 psid). By using equations from the boiler code (ref. 3) for
internal pressure on cylindrical and elliptical shells and a
minimum wall thickness of 0.08 in., the stress was calculated
to be 12.9 kpsi in the cylinder and 8.5 kpsi in the ellipsoidal
head. If a maximum stress of 12.9 kpsi is used, the safety
factors are 5.4 and 1.9 tor ultimate tensile and yield strengths
of 70 and 25 kpsi, respectively.
Maximum on-orbit operating pressure is the same as the
maximum ground operating pressure of 49 psia, but since
atmospheric pressure is no longer present, the differential
pressure lbr calculating tank stresses becomes 49 psi. Conse-
quently, the stresses on orbit will be 18.4 kpsi in the cylinder
and 12. I kpsi in the ellipsoidal head. If a maximum stress of
18.4 kpsi is used. the safety factors become 3.8 on ultimate
strength and 1.4 on yield. The safety factors as well as the
calculated proof and burst pressures are summarized in
table 5.27.
By using the boiler code (ref. 3), the collapse pressure for the
tank was calculated to be 12 psia. In addition, external loads
were applied to the tank to account tbr valve panels mounted on
the torward dome. The launch and ascent accelerations of 6-g
axial and 2-g lateral were also considered in the analysis.
Maximum stress in the dome was dctermined to be 15 kpsi
which is well below the yield stress of 25 kpsi.
It was determined early in the analysis that thermal stress
was not significant because of the thin wall of the tank and the
highly conductive nature of aluminum.
In accordance with the boiler code, materials will be in-
spected prior to fabrication. Alter inspection of welds, a pneu-
matic test of the vessel will be conducted at a test pressure
calculated from boiler code Part UG-100 (approximately
35 psid). Joints and connections will be inspected at not less
than four-fifths of the test pressure.
5.3.2.1.2 Supply Tank Strut .--The supply tank is supported
from the spacecraft primary structure by sixteen struts attached
at the fore and aft girth rings. Struts attach at evenly spaced
positions to provide structural symmetry. In order to minimize
stresses caused by uneven thermal contraction and expansion
of the supply tank, struts have been positioned and oriented
such that the axis of each strut is perpendicular to a line from the
attachment point on the girth ring to the center of the tank.
Consequently. as the tank shrinks, the struts pivot toward the
center of the tank thus minimizing induced stresses from
elongation.
An S_2 glass-epoxy filament-wound strut was selected for
the sup_y tank supporting struts because of its low thermal
conductivity, high strength, and high stiffness for buckling
resistance. The hollow tube struts are 19.1 in. long with a
1.375 in. diameter and a wall thickness of 0.04 in. They were
analyzed for their ability to withstand the 6-g axial and 2-g
lateral v, orst-case load conditions during ascent. Since the
compressive strength of the glass is much less than the tensile
strength (120 kpsi versus 235 kpsi), it was conservatively
assumed that the total axial load of the supply tank and MLI
assembl,' is evenly distributed among the eight forward struts
thus putt ng them into compression. In addition, it was assumed
that the Iateral load is divided between two of the eight struts.
The loads from the supply tank were applied to the end of the
strut while the MLI assembly loads were placed in the middle
of the strgt. For a strut with combined axial and lateral loading,
the safety factor was calculated to be 2.8. This factor takes into
account the potential for buckling as a result of deflections
created ty the MLI assembly load.
Load_, on the struts during ground transportation of the
supply tank assembly were assumed to be less than the loads
calculate d for launch conditions since the dry weight of the
tank asst mbly is 54 percent of the wet weight.
5.3.2. 1.3 Plumbing.--Cryogenic tubing runs were analyzed
to detenaine the dimensions of the tube bends required to
accommodate the thermal expansion/contraction of the stain-
less stee plumbing lines. The main criterion was to limit the
normal ,,tress at the bend location to no more than 18 kpsi.
Figure 5 19 shows the dimension selection lor Z-bends and
U-bends in the plumbing lines.
5.3.2.2 ,_;upply Tank Thermal Analysis
5.3.2.2.1 lntroduction.--A lumped-parameter nodal net-
work thermal model of the supply tank, using the SINDA85
thermal malyzer program, was used to predict supply tank
thermal )erformance. This model was used to calculate total
heat tim:, Q, to the tank, as well as supply tank module
compont nt temperatures. The model was run for three different
on-orbit.tttitude cases to obtain the orbital steady state heat flux
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Figure 5.19.---Dimension selection for bends in plumbing lines. (a) Z-bends. (b) U-bends.
TABLE 5.28.--SUPPLY TANK THERMAL PERFORMANCE _'
Attilude Heat flux (Btu/hr-fl :
to pressure vessel)
= 0° (best case) 0.074
= 41 ° (nominal worst case) .084
15= 0°. x-axis normal to orbit plane (loss of attitude) .095
"Nominal heat flux is approximatel)_ 50 percent conduction and 50 percent
radiation.
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(Btu/hr-fi2)tothetank.A summary of these results (table 5.28)
indicates that heat flux did not exceed the design limit of
0. I Btu/hr-ft 2 in any case. The model was refined to include
the conduction/convection effects of helium purge gas for the
ground and ascent phase, providing an ascent heat flux profile
from which the liquid hydrogen boiloff rate may be calculated.
5.3.2.2.2 Geometric Model.--Before the SINDA85 model
could bc constructed, geometric (TRASYS) models of the areas
internal and external to the supply tank module were needed.
Thesc provided environmental (solar, planetary, albedo) heal-
ing data as well as surface-to-surface radiation conductors
(RADK's), both of which were added to the SINDA85 input
deck. Radiative heat transfer between surface I and surface 2
takes place according to the following equation (ref. I I ):
QI2=OEFI2AI(TI4-_ 4)
where
c Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 1.712× 10 -9 Btu/hr-ft 2 °R4
emissivity of surface I
FI2 view factor from surface I to surface 2, the fraction of
energy leaving surface I which reaches surface 2
A j area of surface I
The product £1Fl2u_ I is known as a radiation conductor, or
RADK.
An external TRASYS model (provided by the thermal
system engineer) gave purge bag external heating rates, as well
as RADK's to the purge bag from external surfaces included in
the thermal model. It was run for three different orbital attitude
cases, each assigning different heat rates t() the external sur-
faces:
(I) 13 = 0 °. Nominal best case: spacecraft spends more time
in eclipse (50 percent) in this attitude than in any other:
minimizes effect of solar heating
(2) 13 = 41 °. Nominal worst case
(3) [3 = 0 ° with Sun vector normal to side of spacecraft,
directly opposite thermal tray: a loss of attitude control
case; a worst-case loss of attitude study, with the Sun
vector normal to the plumbing radiator tray, was not run
An internal TRASYS model was generated as well. It
provided surface-to-surface RADK's between the inner
facesheet of the honeycomb and the pressure vessel, as well as
between different surfaces of the honeycomb itselt\ These
TABLE 5.29.--TRASYS INTERNAL GEOMETRIC
MODEL SURFACE LISTING (HONEY-
COMB-TO-PRESSURE VESSEL)
Surface type Number of surfaces
_oneycomb inner facesheet 50
Pressure vessel 360
Valve panel 6
Total 416
surfaces were not directly exposed to external environmental
heating, so there is no direct external source in the internal
model. "iThe breakdown of surfaces in the TRASYS internal
model is identified in table 5.29. There were 416 surfaces in the
TRASYS internal model.
Fine division of honeycomb and pressure vessel surfaces
resulted in creation of over 35 000 internal RADK's. Excessive
computer time would be needed to run a model containing this
many RADK's, so the TRASYS model was rerun to eliminate
RADK"_ with low gray-body factor to emittance ratio
where
F(i/E i < 0.001
Fij gray-body factor, node i to nodej
_;i i_frared emittance of node i
The reduced set of RADK's (5500) resulted in a thermal model
which r;_n significantly faster without sacrificing accuracy.
lnterractive TRASYS plots (TPLOT's) of the internal geo-
metric model are given in figures D. i 9 and D.20 in appendix D
to this chapter.
5.3.2.2.3 Thermal ModeL--After appropriate TRASYS
data wel e obtained, the SINDA85 model was developed. Nodes
were se]ected to reflect the presence of thermal gradients and/
or nonu fiformity in local heat llux. This nodal breakdown is
presented in table 5.30. There were 817 nodes in the SINDA85
model.
Once the nodal breakup of the model was established, the
internodal heat conductors were included. These were classi-
fied as _ither linear condution or radiation.
TABLE 5.3().--SINDA85
NODE SUMMARY
Purge diaphragm ...........................14
Honeycomb ....................................150
Pressure vessel .............................360
Struts ...................................................96
Plumbing ...........................................37
Wiring ..............................................112
Spacecraft. tray. space .................3
Valve panels ......................................6
External surfaces ..........................39
Total nodes ....................................817
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Linearconduction: where
l) Throughwiringharnesses(8by48wirebundles)and
temperatures nsorwires(4wiregroups)
(2) Throughplumbing
(3) Throughstruts
Radiation:
(I) Fromthepurgediaphragm,throughtheMLI tothe
honeycombouterfacesheet
(2) Throughthehoneycombitself(ref.12)
(3) Fromthehoneycombinnerfacesheettothepressure
vessel,asprovidedbytheinternalTRASYSmodel
All plumbingandwiringharnesseswereheatpathstothe
supplytankbylinearconduction,whosegoverningequation
forthetotalheatflux,Q, is
kA
k material thermal conductivity
A heat path cross-sectional area
L heat path length
T H material hot side temperature
T. material cold side temperature
The maiority of plumbing and wiring penetrations which
reached valve panels, and hence the pressure vessel itself,
entered through the honeycomb outer facesheet cold side
(fig. 5.20). The model could have been oriented such that hot
and cold sides would each correspond to one 90 ° wedge, instead
of being spread out over two such wedges, but the coarse
resolution of the model made this refinement meaningless. The
honeycomb barrel was divided into 10 axial nodes (each 6 in.
high) by 4 circumferential nodes (18.8-in. arc-length each).
All temperature sensors and wire bundles which penetrated
the pressure vessel entered at two honeycomb node locations as
indicated in figure 5.20 at 11025 and 11026. Although these
wires will probably be dispersed more in the actual design, the
11 400
11 030 11 040
11 029 S S S S 11 039
11 028 H2 11 038
11027 G1 G2 11037
All temperature
11 026 sensors I
11 025 All wire bundles F2
11 024 E
11 023
11 022 S S S S
11 021
<
11 500
Penetrations
E Fill/drain 3/4
F2 Active TVS 318
G1 Tank vent I 112
G2 Tank vent 3/4
H2 Pressurization 114
I Transfer 112
S Struts
11 038
11 035
11 034
11 033
11 032
11 031
_'-- Node number (-rYP)
Figure 5.20.--MLI can honeycomb outer facesheet nodes, cold side. Dimensions
are in inches.
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Plumbing
E Fill/drain 3/4
F1 Active TVS 1/2 Nodes 14201D14200 a
F2 Active TVS 3/8
G1 Tankvent I 112
H1 TVS flow 3/8
H2 Pressurization 114
J Transfer control 1/2
Temperature
sensors
ST-101 Liquid hydrogen
transfer line
ST-102 Active TVS
ST-103 Passive TVS
ST-104 Pressurization
ST-105 Vent line
ST-106 Forward dome hot
ST-108 Aft dome cold
Nodes 14201D14220 a
(a)
Nodes 14241--14200 a
Nodes 14221--14240 a
Nodes 14301 14341_14300 a
Nodes 14301_14320 a __.._ _....._/_ Nodes 14321_14340 a(b)
aTwenty wedge-shaped nodes are not shown f¢r clarity.
Figure 5.21.DLinear penetrations at PV dome. Dimensions are in irches. (a) PV forward dome. (b) PV aft dome.
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resolutionof the model and the fact that all heat flux to the
honeycomb was evenly spread out by the time it reached the
inner facesheet made this refinement unimportant. All eight
strut locations on this side are shown. Pertinent plumbing
attachments, with pipe outside diameters, are shown.
Locations of struts and temperature sensors that penetrate
the pressure vessel barrel are shown in figure D.21 (in appendix
D to this chapter), which shows two unrolled barrel section
halves. The barrel was divided into 20 axial nodes (3-in. high
each) by 10 circumferential nodes (18.8-in. arc-length each).
This finer mesh size was used to show heat flux uniformity from
node to node with a greater resolution than would be possible
with the node sizes used for the outer layers.
Each pressure vessel dome was divided into two radial nodes
(with diameters of 30 and 60 in., respectively), by 40 circum-
ferential nodes (fig. 5.21). In figure 5.21 each quadrant is
shown, but the individual nodes are not shown to simplify the
drawing. Approximate positions of temperature sensors and
plumbing lines direct to the pressure vessel are shown in
boldface type. Valve panels were positioned as indicated in
design drawings. All heat flux to the valve panels was divided
equally among the six valve panel legs, located at the four
corners and two middle points of the long side of each panel.
The $2 struts were important contributors to supply tank
heat flux. as they were attached directly to the pressure vessel
(fig. 5.22). Each 22-in. strut was divided into two aluminum
end pieces and a three-node $2 fiberglass-epoxy composite
section. A cylindrical aluminum section enclosed a 6-in.
section of the strut and was joined to the honycomb with
an aluminum sleeve, which is a cone made of l/8-in.-thick
aluminum.
Because of the complexity of the model, there was some
finite time (sometimes months) before design changes could be
incorporated. The model used characteristics that lagged the
design, and hence the end pieces of the struts were made of
aluminum. The current design has stainless steel end pieces,
which are good thermal insulators and give the struts a longer
thermal length, thus reducing heat flux to the pressure vessel.
Pressure Spacecraft
vessel Honeycomb structure/-- Aluminum
I il _==_ sleeve
___ _Aluminum _ ]]
$23 $22 $21 AI 1 II
2 _ .........< ............ / []
"_- Fiberglass-epoxy
_- Aluminum
composite
_-4_ 5 ---_- 6 -_-4- 3 -=,-_- 4 --_
Figure 5.22.--Strut thermal model schematic. Dimensions
are in inches.
The model as it stands thus gives conservative (higher than the
most recent design) values of heat tlux to the pressure vessel.
Accurate characterization of the multilayer insulation (MLI)
surrounding the honeycomb was needed. The MLI insulated
the honeycomb from quickly changing transient external heat-
ing effects and was the principal thermal insulation lor the
supply tank.
An effective MLI conductivity, k, was found using the
Lockheed formulation (ref. 13), as follows:
Divide MLI heat flux into an "ideal" part and a "correction"
part
QTOI_tL "_ Q/DEAL + QCORRE('TION
where
Qm, r_l. = Q caused by linear conduction
+ Q caused by radiation
Qm_L = QSOLID + QRAD
and
QCORRECTION _ Q caused by pins through MLI
+ Q caused by seams
QCORRECTION= QPINS + QSEaMS
We have
QSOLXD = (8.95× 10-8)N 256 (L_- Tc2)/2Ns
QRAD = (5"39×10-10)( 0.03 I ) (TH4"67 -- T467)/(Ns - I )
QmNs = Kp/NS(Lt- T.)/dML/
QSE,_MS = 0 (6.63× 10-4)(T/4/- T4),
which are all expressed in W/m 2. From these we obtain
K = (QToTat)(dML/) / (T u- T.) in W/m-K
where
Q heat flux, W/m 2
N blanket density, sheets/cm
T H blanket hot temperature, K
T c blanket cold temperature, K
N s number of radiation shields
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Kp/Ns conductivity of MLI pins, W/m-K
dML I ML1 blanket thickness, m
G Stephan-Boltzmann constant, 5.7×10-SW/m2-K 4
The main advantage of the Lockheed equations is that
degradation of MLI performance caused by seams and pins is
accountcd lor by the QcoReEcrtox terms. This formulation is
more rigorous than the other commonly used approach of
degrading MLI performance through an approximation derived
empirically (rctk. 14 to 16)
Qrorat = (arbitraD' multiplicative constant) × QIOEAL
The Lockheed equation applies for any combination of
T(inncr) and T(outer). Although the outer layer is directly
heated by the sun during part of the orbit, its temperature can
swing below that of T(inner) as the spacecraft enters eclipse.
These equations are plotted lor a range ofT(inner) and T(outer)
values in figure 5.23.
The presence of helium in the supply tank MLI on the ground
causes the temperatures throughout the ML! to be lower on the
ground than on-orbit. This is because helium is not a good
insulator, but it is used to prevent condensation. When the tank
is on-orbit and the MLI is evacuated, it will have to warm up to
get to equilibrium. Thus, equilibrium (or lower) heat flux
should be reached very quickly. Figure 5.24 shows test data
from Sunmer and Maloy for a similar system (ref. 15).
70xl 0-5
-- Temperature
(innerMLI layer),
60 -- °F /t © -.60
,- 50 -- [] -240
© -420
40
30
o 1 1
- ,00 -400 -300 -200 -100 0 100 200 300
Temperature (outer MLI layer), °F
Figure 5.23.--Multilayer insulation (MLI) effec-
tiveness model: MLI conductivity, k, versus
temperature (outer MLI layer) (1.O-in. blanket,
80 sheets).
The ground and ascent stage, helium-purged supply tank
thermal I lodel used the altitude-versus-time profile from Atlas/
Centaur "light A/C-68 with the "U.S. Standard Atmosphere"
(ref. 17) _ressure-versus-altitude data to obtain a helium purge
gas pressure-versus-time profile (fig. 5.25). From this. the
tbilowing purge gas properties were obtained:
(!) Specific heat, Cp(He), versus time
(2) Velocity (He) versus time
(3) _ermal conductivity, k(He), versus time
(4) Prandti number, PdHe), versus time
(5) Reynolds number, Re(He), versus time
The pressure lag between the spacecraft interior and ambient
pressure was neglected. These parameters were then used to
obtain the linear conduction and convection through the supply
tank structure caused by the helium gas. The Prandtl number for
helium f,_llowed atmospheric pressure on ascent until it reached
0. I psia ( 124 sec into ascent), and then linearly ramped off to
0.0 psia at 12 hr. In this way the pressure lag inside the
spacecraft was approximated. Molecular conduction effects at
low pressures were neglected in this model.
The ascent heat flux profile (fig. 5.26) was obtained once the
pressure profile was established and conduction/convection
effects caused by the helium gas were included. The ground-
purge st _ady-state heat flux level was 1 I0 Btu/hr-ft 2. This heat
flux is I lrge because of convection. Thc hot helium purge gas
impinging on the supply tank is the dominant effect; MLI is
relative y useless except in a vacuum. On ascent, conduction/
convection heat inputs initially were large, but decreased
gradualiy as less bulk helium was available for conduction. As
the helium flow rate decreased, convection effects also became
small. After 71 hr, supply tank heat flux decreased to the
nominal best-case, steady-state value of 0.0841 Btu/hr-ft 2.
All s apply tank module component temperatures were also
obtaine J (table 5.31 ). The purge diaphragm, with low thermal
mass, had the largest temperature gradient caused by external
heating The effect of localized external heating was diluted
somewimt at the MLI layer, and local heat sources were totally
dispers._d at the honeycomb, which had no temperature gradi-
ent. The..honeycomb thus provided a uniform radiative heat flux
backgr,_und to the supply tank, to which was added heat input
from h,cal penetrations (valve panel legs and struts). These
penetr_ tions were laid out to improve total heat flux uniformity.
Backg1:)und radiative heat flux served to smooth out local
nonuni "ormities caused by penetrations. The struts were ther-
mally shorted to the honeycomb at the sleeve, and thus were at
the horDeycomb temperature. The temperature profile along
typical wiring harnesses and plumbing was different becausc
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Figure 5,24.--Transient performance of 30-layer, helium-purged MLI systems during simulated ascent
(ref. 15). (a) Dense MLI/purged fiberglass. (b) Lower density MLI/thick purged fiberglass. (c) Dense
MLI/closed cell polyurethane foam.
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Figure 5.26.--Ascent heat flux profile from ground
and ascent supply tank thermal model.
the materials used were stainless steel (plumbing) and manganin
or phosphor-bronze (wiring) rather than fiberglass.
5.3.2.3 LAD/TVS Analysis
The LAD/TVS heat exchanger designed fl)r the COLD-SAT
experiment system supply tank was modeled and analyzed to
evaluate its thermal performance. An iterative method, de-
scribed in appendix B to this chapter, was applied to incremen-
TABLE 5.31 .--SUPPLY TANK COMPONENT
TEMPERATURES (°F)
Purge diaphragm
Hot ....................................................................................()
Cold .........................................................................- 150
MLI
Hol ............................................................................- 100
Cold .........................................................................- 120
All honeycomb layers ........................................-298
Struts
Spacecraft -to-honeycomb ..............................-240
Sleeve .....................................................................-298
Sleeve-to-tank ....................................................-360
Wires and plumbing
Spacecraft-to-honeycomb ..............................-225
Sleeve-to-lank ....................................................-340
Valve panels ...........................................................-421
Pressure vessel ......................................................-423
Thermal tray ...........................................................-100
Spacecraft struclure ....................................................0
tal segments of the heat exchanger length by using two-phase
and single-phase heat transfer coefficients obtained from
correlati,)ns.
Performance calculations were made for three modes of
TVS operation as presented in appendix B. The temperature
and qual;ty profiles along the length of the heat exchanger were
obtained for the active and subcooler modes for assumed
steady-s ate conditions. Change in the supply tank pressure was
calculatt d for a constant heat removal rate during active TVS
operatiol. The passive mode was analyzed with a one-dimen-
sional transient model to obtain the time-dependent tempera-
ture and :)ressure response in the supply tank under continuous
and intermittent TVS operation.
The TVS heat exchanger design was adequate tor the re-
quired operational conditions. At high liquid flow rates associ-
ated wit[ the active mode, the heat exchange rate was sufficient
to vaporizc and superheat the TVS fluid and to lower the supply
tank pre, sure at a rate of 2.5 psi/hr. In the subcooler mode, the
liquid fl)w rate and degree of subcooling desired must be
combineJ to match the heat exchange capacity and operating
point. U)_der some operating conditions, the TVS flow rate had
to be recuced to assure venting of 100 percent quality vapor.
The pas,,ive TVS mode was found to be a long duration, slow
response, pressure control process applicable to low heat flux
conditio _s. Heat flux to the exchanger varied with time, and the
TVS flo' v rate for 100-percent vapor venting was accordingly
time-de[ endent. Other considerations concerning the analyti-
cal mod;1 and performance calculations for the TVS heat
exchang ;r are discussed in section B.2.4.
Spherical and rectangular vapor bubbles trapped within the
LAD channels of the supply tank and the large receiver were
found to be condensible to liquid by their TVS systems. As
discussed in more detail in section B.2.5, the collapse times
were of l he order of 3 min or less for any size bubble expected
to be cot fined within the LAD.
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The analytical models and methods used for evaluating the
performance of the COLD-SAT LAD/TVS heat exchanger
required many simplifying assumptions, and the results ob-
tained should be viewed accordingly. More rigorous and so-
phisticated models are conceivable but at the expense of more
time and cost. The assumptions used are considered reasonable
and realistic, however, and do not invalidate the methodology
adopted to perform the calculations. The main simplification is
that the flow rate was allowed to be continuously variable,
whereas in the actual design there are three discrete flow legs
with constant flow restrictions.
5.3.2.4 Ground Fill Level
The ground fill level was selected to be 92 percent. This fill
level should guarantee that there is some ullage in the tank at
any point up to the relief pressure (the pressure at which the
relief valve opens and vents to the atmosphere). The volume
expansion of liquid hydrogen with temperature is significant.
A ground fill level of 92 percent of the volume of the tank
( 142 ft 3at 20 K) with liquid hydrogen at 20 psia (tank saturated)
conditions corresponds to a mass of 567 Ibm of liquid hydro-
gen. A figure of 565 Ibm is used to account for volume taken up
inside the tank by the LAD, rakes, and so forth. This assumes
that the liquid is uniformly saturated at 20 psia and there is no
thermal stratification (colder liquid at the bottom of the tank)
which is a reasonablc assumption because of the uniform, high
heat leak to the tank on the ground. Since the liquid will be
boiling at this high heat flux level, some volume (less than 0.5
percent) will be taken up by vapor bubbles. This effect was
ignored to make the analysis more conservative, but it is less
than the error caused by a 1-psi change in saturation pressure.
If the tank is locked up with 565 Ibm of liquid hydrogen and
the liquid is allowed to rise to a saturation pressure correspond-
ing to the relief pressure of 52 psia, the volume taken up by the
liquid becomes 141.5 ft 3. This is a worst-case number since
thermal stratification is ignored and the liquid is assumed to be
homogeneous. This number should be acceptable with reason-
able relief valve accuracy. Thus, a 92-percent fill level guaran-
tees that some ullage will be present at 52 psia.
5.4 Gaseous Hydrogen System
The purpose of the gaseous hydrogen system is to provide
gaseous hydrogen on-orbit for expelling liquid hydrogen from
the supply tank and transferring it to the receiver tanks and back
again. Because of the difficulty of predicting accurately the
amount of gaseous hydrogen required for transfer and the large
mass and volume required to carry an assured gaseous hydro-
gen supply, on-orbit generation of gaseous hydrogen is used.
The concept involves injecting liquid hydrogen into a pressurant
bottle maintained at ambient temperature. As time passes and
heat is supplied, the liquid hydrogen vaporizes and the internal
pressure rises.
An alternative to the proposed system would be to store the
required gaseous hydrogen on board in additional ground-
charged pressurant bottles. As our thermodynamic analysis
will show, about 30.6 Ibm of hydrogen will be required for
cryogen transfer operations which equates to a storage volume
of 50 ft 3 or about 11 pressurant bottles similar in size to our
vaporizer bottles. This option appeared to be infeasible because
of space limitations within the existing spacecraft fairings.
Another disadvantage of this concept came from the uncer-
tainty in calculating the amount of pressurant required for
transfers. If requirements are overestimated, the result is unnec-
essary spacecraft mass and w)lumc used for pressurant storage.
On the other hand, if pressurant requirements are underesti-
mated, the result is insufficient pressurant to complete the
experiment sets.
Consequently, a more flexible and compact system which
allows us to produce pressurant on an "as required" basis was
selected. The vaporizer bottles will bc charged with gaseous
hydrogen during ground operations and then remaining
pressurant requirements will be satisfied by on-orbit operation
of the system.
One system requirement is to accurately meter the amount of
liquid hydrogen iniected into the bottle so the pressure rise can
be safely predicted and at the same time minimize chilldown
requirements. Our solution is to chill and fill a coiled tube inside
the bottle and then allow the hydrogen to expand into the bottle.
Consequently, as shown in figure 5.27. a vaporizer consists of
a pressurant bottle with a coiled tube inside. More detail on this
procedure is given in the following sections.
5.4.1 DESCRIPTION AND CHARACTERISTICS
The system designed is redundant with two vaporizer bottles,
each serviced by its own valve panel and capable of generating,
storing, and delivering gaseous hydrogen lor experimental
pressurization and transfer operations. Table 5.32 summarizes
the physical and operational characteristics of the vaporizers.
Each vaporizer consists of a bottle and a coil. The 606 I-T6-
aluminum bottle (fig. 5.27) is spherical in shape with a volume
of 5.7 f13. The double coil inside consists of 3003-H 14 alumi-
num tubing. The 1.5-in.-o.d. tubing transitions to 3/8-in.-o.d.
tubing before penetrating the bottle. To limit heat conduction
(and consequently chilldown mass) from the bottle to the coiled
tubing, a hi-hat arrangement (fig. 5.28) with bimetallic junc-
tions will be used to transition the 3/8-in. tubing from aluminum
to stainless steel. Each coil is supported by six brackets that slip
between the inner and outer coils and fit the contour of the bottle.
Figure D.22 in appendix D to this chapter shows the plumb-
ing schematic for the system, and figure D.23 is a layout of
valve panels B and C which service the vaporizers. Table E.7
in appendix E to this chapter is a list of components for valve
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From valve
panel _..
//
/
/
Support post /
(I"YP both sides) --_
To valve panel -_- _
I_/_-- Bimetallic junction
J /
/
/
/
Equatorial guide ring
/-- Weld all around
r-- Tube flange
/ connection
To
tanks
\
\
_-- Weld all
around
0.6
\
\
\
_-- Diameter, 28.2
Figure 5.27.--Vaporizer bottle cross sectior,. Dimensions are in inches.
TABLE 5.32.--HYDROGEN VAPORIZER
CHARACTERISTICS
Physical
Hydrogen mass capacity. Ibm ..............................................3 5
Bottle internal volume, ft _.....................................................5.7
Bottle material ..........................................6061-T6 Aluminum
Bottle outer diameter, in ....................................................28.2
Bottle wall thickness, in ........................................................0 6
Coil tube material .................................3003-H 14 Alunfinum
Tube outer diameter, in.........................................................1.5
Tube wall thickness, in.....................................................0.065
Operational
Maxmmm operating pressure, psia ................................2(X)O
Maximmn operating temperature, °R ..............................540
Vaporization time, hr
Maximum .....................................................................................45
Minimum ......................................................................................2II
Chilldown liquid hydrogen required--coil and
vessel. Ibm
Maximum .....................................................................................5 I
Minimum ......................................................................................IO
/ F'°L s"PP"
Figure 5.28._Vaporizer hi-hat.
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panels B and C. As previously mentioned, the bottles will be
charged with gaseous hydrogen prior to launch. Vaporizer A is
operated as follows. Hydrogen gas is drawn offthe bottle for the
pressurization experiments using gas valve GV8 and regulator
R2. Once the pressurant is used up, the bottle will be readied tbr
refilling by venting it to space through GV6 and GV7. The coil
in the vaporizer, which acts as a measuring device lor the liquid
hydrogen, is then chilled and filled with 3.5 Ibm of liquid
hydrogen from the supply tank through cryogenicvalves V47
and V20 as well as check valve CV2. Once a liquid sensor
indicates a liquid condition at the coil outlet, gas valve GV7 and
cryogenic valve V22 are closed and gas valve GV6 is opened
to allow the hydrogen to pass into the gas bottle as it warms and
vaporizes. The same procedure will be used tor vaporizer B.
Both valve panels and vaporizer bottles are located on the
warm side (negative z) of the spacecraft to take advantage of the
warmer temperatures and higher heat fluxes. In addition, strip
heaters are applied to the outside of the bottles to decrease
vaporization time. Consequently, the maximum time it takes
for vaporization is estimated to bc 45 hr while the minimum
time is around 20 hr.
The support post design for the vaporizer bottle is similar to
that used for the helium bottles. Plumbing penetrations in the
bottle support posts are piped to the associated valve panel.
Each tank is supported off the spacecraft structure by four
6061-O aluminum struts as shown in figure 5.29. A G-10
epoxy-fiberglass ring fits around the post and serves to ther-
mally isolate the tank from the struts and spacecraft structure.
5.4.2 ANALYSES
5.4.2.1 Thermodynamic Analysis
Autogenous tank pressurization for liquid hydrogen expul-
sion involves the injection of gaseous hydrogen pressurant into
the ullage space of a supply tank for the purpose of delivering
liquid hydrogen to a receiving tank.
Because of uncertainty of such phenomena as the rate of heat
transfer from pressurant to cryogen and condensation rate of the
gaseous hydrogen pressurant, it is dill]cult to accurately esti-
mate the amount of pressurant gas required tor each transfer of
liquid hydrogen. Two simple pressurization analyses were
performed lor each of the six different COLD-SAT pressuriza-
tion and transfer operations including supply tank to large or
small receiver tank, large receiver tank to supply or small
receiver tank, and small receiver tank to supply or large receivcr
tank. The results of these analyses are shown in figure D.24 in
appendix D to this chapter. These two analyses provide upper
and lower bounds for the actual quantity ofpressurant required
to raise the pressure from 15 to 30 psia. The best case (minimum
pressurant required) assumes that the bulk cryogenic liquid and
the incoming warm pressurant gas each undergo reversible.
adiabatic (isentropic) processes in reaching the final state. The
isentropic case is characterized by total thermal stratification.
(
Strut
Figure 5.29.--Vaporizer support structure.
The worst case (maximum pressurant required) assumes that
thermal equilibrium is maintained between the bulk liquid and
the pressurant gas at all times during the process. The thermal
equilibrium case is characterized by substantial condensation
of thc incoming pressurant gas.
Clearly, neither the isentropie nor thermal equilibrium mod-
els predict the actual COLD-SAT pressurant use. The nominal
case pressurant mass required was chosen at the mid-point
between the two extremes and has been plotted as a function of
initial tank fill level in figure D.24 (a) to (f). Nominal hydrogen
pressurant requirements lor each of the six different COLD-
SAT pressurization and transfer operations are summarized in
table 5.33.
5.4.2.2 Thermal Analysis
A lumped-parameter, nodal-network, thermal model of the
vaporizer using the SINDA85 thermal analysis program was
developed to determine vaporizer thermal feasibility for the
design configuration. The coil and bottle temperatures prc-
dictcd by the model were then used as inputs for the thermody-
namic calculations in the previous section.
A TRASYS geometric model of the vaporizer was devel-
oped to provide bottle wall-to-coil radiation conductors
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TABLE 5.33.--LIQUID HYDROGEN REQUIRED FOI. PRESSURIZATION AND
TRAN!
Operation
Supply tank to large receiver tank
Supply tank to small receiver lank
Large receiver tank to supply tank
Large receiver tank to small receiver tank
Small receiver tank to supply tank
Small receiver tank to large receiver tank
FER
Amount per
transfer.
Ibm
2.0
1.9
0,56
.5
Total hydrogen pressurant required for COLD-SAT
Number of Total liquid
transfers hydrogen,
Ibm
6 12.00
6 11.40
6 3..'_
2 I .(I)
6 2.16
2 .72
30,6{)
(RADK's). A cross-sectional view of the model is shown in
tigure D.25 in appendix D to this chapter. The inner bottle wall
was modeled as a sphere, and the coils were modeled as two
rows ofstackcd tori. Inlet and outlet coil lengths were modeled
as cylinders parallel to and equidistant from the coil axis. Large
thermal gradients exist between the bottle wall and the coils and
between the inner and outer coils, so bottle wall-to-coil and
inner-to-outer-coil distances precisely match those given in
design drawings. The spacing of coils within the same row
required less precision, since temperature gradients between
coils in the same row were relatively small and the contribution
to radiation heat flux was insignificant.
It should be noted that the number of vaporizer coils in the
model does not match the number in the current design.
However, it is believed that changing the number of coils does
not significantly affect thc radiation heat flux.
After appropriate RADK data was obtained from the
TRASYS model, a SINDA85 thermal me, del was then con-
structed (fig. D.26). The following items explain the assump-
tions and modeling philosophy used in constructing the model.
(I) The bottle wall was modeled as a cylindrical enclosure
with a cross section that torms a square grid, which facilitates
placement of nodes in the proper grid blocks.
(2) The thickness of the bottle wall was calculated such that the
masses of the cyli ndrical and spherical (real) enclosures are equal.
(3) Individual coils were modeled as square toroids with the
same mass as the actual coils. The cross sections of these square
toroids correspond to blocks in the nodal grid.
(4) Hydrogen properties are used in spaces between coils.
Though this leads to underestimation of heat transfer along
vertical rows of coils by means of gas conduction, the effect is
felt to be negligible compared to the radiative effects which are
modeled precisely.
(5) Mc_eling of the inlet and outlet coils was straightfor-
ward, as each 1.5-in. scction of coil occupied one grid element.
(6) All spaces in the grid not occupied by bottle wall or coil
were filled with hydrogen gas, and gaseous conduction through
these elcments to adjoining nodes was included in the model.
(7) The 5-in. bimetallic connectors were included as addi-
tional li_mar conductors penetrating the appropriate bottle wall
nodes.
Figure 5.30 shows the results of the thermal model for a
vaporizer with chilled coils, giving the temperature profile for
the top, middle, and bottom of the bottle. In 12 rain, the average
bottle wall temperature dropped from 80 to 56 °F. Since the
nodes along the top of the bottle wall had a higher thermal mass
than those at the bottom, their temperature dropped more
slowly. The middle section of the bottle wall cooled most
rapidly since it had more available coil area to radiate to. The
profile af bottle wall temperature versus time for a vaporizer
with ct illed coils was then used to perform thermodynamic
calcula ions of hydrogen usage during vaporizer chilldown.
5.4.2.3 Structural Analysis
Analysis of the bottle took into account the thermal stresses
in the bottle wall created when liquid hydrogen contacts the
relativ_ ly warm surface and the subsequent pressure rise as the
liquid Itydrogen vaporizes.
Ave all thickness of 0.60 in. was used to calculate combined
in-pha.,e thermal and pressure stresses to be a maximum of
22 50(, psi which occurs at a temperature of 540 °R and an
internal pressure of 2000 psia. Room temperature yield and
ultima.--e strengths for 6061-T6 aluminum determined factors
of safety to be 1.8 and 2.0, respectively. The calculated proof
and burst pressure are 3600 and 4000 psia, respectively.
Vail orizer bottles meet the requirements of MIL-STD-
1522_, section 5.1.3, Pressure Vessels Designed Employing
Streng lh of Materials. Safety factors required are a minimum
proof ;)ressure = 1.5 × maximum effective operating pressure
(MEOP) and a minimum design burst pressure = 2.0 x MEOP.
A sate-life analysis is required by section 5.1.1.2, but has not
yet be;n done. Required qualification testing includes fatigue
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Figure 5.30.--Calculated vaporizer tank wall temperatures--coil temperature held constant.
life by cycle testing and random vibration testing and ultimatc
strength by burst testing. Acceptance testing requirements
include nondestructive inspection and a proof pressure test at
1.5 × MEOP.
The vaporizer struts are 1.5- by 2-in. structural tubing of
6061-0 aluminum and are welded directly to the spacecraft
structure. Each vaporizer has four struts, two horizontal and
two nearly vertical. The struts were analyzed lor their ability to
withstand the 6-g axial and 2-g lateral load conditions during
ascent. Axial loads were applied where the vertical and hori-
zontal struts join (bottle support posts). For lateral loads, the
deflection equations for the different length struts were used to
determine the portion of load on each strut. Stress from com-
bined loading was determined to be 1280 psi for the vertical
strut and 3670 psi for the horizontal strut. Using a yield strength
of 12 kpsi, the safety factors were 9.4 and 3.3 respectively.
5.5 Receiver Tank Modules
This section covers the design and analysis of the COLD-
SAT Experiment System large and small receiver tank
modules.
5.5.1 LARGE RECEIVER TANK DESCRIPTION AND
CHARACTERISTICS
The large receiver tank was designed to meet the following
requircments:
(1) Cylindrical tank
(2) Length-to-diameter ratio, L/D, 1.6
(3) Length, 4 ft
(4) Total communication liquid acquisition device (LAD)
(5) Passive thermodynamic vent system (TVS)
(6) Axial spray system (covered and uncovered)
(7) Tangential spray system
(8) Cone-shaped pressurant diffuser
(9) Liquid-vapors
(10) Temperature sensors
(11) External heaters
The final configuration has the following characteristics
(figs. D.27 and D.28 in appendix D to this chapter):
( I ) The pressure vessel (PV) is cylindrical with ellipsoidal
heads. Because the spacecraft system is basically restricted by
volume instead of weight, this shape allows for a good trade-off
in the strength-to-volume ratio of the vessel.
(2) The material selected for the PV is 5083-T0 aluminum.
In order to reduce the required testing, the design of the vessel
is in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Codc Section VIII, Division 1 (ref. 3). One of the materials
specified in this section is 5083 aluminum. The selection of
5083 was made on the basis of its superior strength properties
in the untreated condition and fracture toughness relative to
other aluminums. Untreated properties were used in the design
of the vessel because of the difficulty of treating the final
welded assembly to restore the welded areas to the preweldcd
strength. By meeting the boiler code, the factor of safety on
ultimate is 4.0 and on yield, !.8, during ground operations.
While on orbit, the factor of safety on ultimate is 2.9 and on
yield, 1.3. The reduction in the on-orbit factors of safety is due
to the increase in the pressure differential across the vessel since
the on-orbit ambient pressure is essentially zero. As noted, the
on-orbit yield factor of safety is 1.3 instead of a possible
minimum design factor of I.I. Because of this difference, a
weight penalty of approximately 18 percent is incurred. This
translates to 6 Ib and, as shown in section 5.5. I. lof this report,
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has a minimal effect on the thermal-mass-to-volume
(M/V) ratio.
(3) PV length = 51.5 in.
(4) PV diameter = 32.5 in.
(5) PV wall thickness = 0.061 in. (minimum)
(6) PV volume = 21.04 ft 3
(7) Four electrical feedthroughs
(8) Eight plumbing penetrations
(9) External heaters
The receiver tank is attached to the spacecraft structure with
10 struts instead of 16 as in the case of the supply tank module.
This is possible because the large receiver tank module
is much lighter than the supply tank module. Eight struts
(3 I. I in. each) are used to stabilize the tank in the longitudinal
and lateral directions, and two struts (33.9 in. each) are used to
stabilize the tank in the torsional direction. The struts are made
of S-2 glass (0.040-in. wall) with stainless steel end fittings.
This configuration was selected to reduce weight and lower
thermal conductivity. A goal of the design was to maintain the
angle between the strut line of action and a line from the center
of the tank near 90 ° . With the freedom in the end attach fitting
and the angle approaching 90 ° , the stresses caused by contrac-
tion and expansion are reduced since the struts are able to rotate
about the attachment pivot points. Also, the normal forces
induced at the dome/fitting attach point are reduced since the
strut force line of action is tangent to the dome.
Table 5.34 shows the weight estimate for the large receiver
tank module including the tank, related plumbing and compo-
nents, and the portion of the radiator tray that is attached to this
module. See table A.3 (appendix A to this chapter) for a more
detailed mass estimate.
5.5.1.1 Thermal Mass
A low ratio of thermal mass to volume is of interest for
experiment purposes. The thermal mass is the mass of that
portion of the system that affects chilldown and fill. The
thermal mass is estimated by subtracting the mass of the
MLI, ML1 can, and half the mass of the struts from the tank
assembly mass. By using the weights and vessel volume given
in table 5.34, the thermal-mass-to-volume ratio, M/V, is
estimated as noted in table 5.35.
If the pressure vessel were designed to a yield factor of safety
equal to 1.1, the vessel would weigh 32 lb and the mass-to-
volume ratio would be 6.4. As previously stated, the effect of
"1ABLE 5.34.ILARGE RECEIVER TANK WEIGHT
ESTIMATE SUMMARY
Component Weight, Ib
Tank assembly
Pr_.'ssurevessel
MLI CAN
MUI
Imernals
V_lves, tubing, spray system, struts
Subtotal
38
43
15
13
98
207
Radiator tray
Tray 24
In_trumentation, harnesses 21
Valves, tubing I I
Subtotal 56
Total module weight lwithout slructure) 263
TABLE 5.35.--LARGE RECEIVER TANK THERMAL-
MASS-TO-VOLUME RATIO ESTIMATES
[ Thermal mass, Ib ........................................................................141 [
Volume. ft_ .................................................................................21 04
Mass-to-volume ratio, Ib/ft _..........................141/21.04 = 6.7
the difference in weight is minimal even though the design
meets the: boiler code specifications on the ground.
5.5.1.2 l,arge Receiver Tank MLI Can/MLI Insulation
Blanket
The MLI can (figs. D.29 and D.30 in appendix D to this
chapteO supports and thermally isolates the multilayer
insulation (MLI) from the receiver tank. The can is very similar
in desigtl to the supply tank MLI can which simplifies the
structura [and thermal analyses. It consists of a 0.375-in. 5056-
aluminm n-honeycomb core bonded to 0.020-in. 2024 alumi-
num lace _heets with an epoxy-polyamide resin. The honeycomb
cell size _s0.25 in. and the foil thickness is 0.001 in. Additional
detailed analysis may indicate that a thinner core is possible.
Aluminum was selected lbr its high thermal conductivity. This
characteristic is necessary to wash out any concentrated heat
inputs to the can and subsequently to the receiver. The MLI can
is cylind 'ical with truncated cone domes. The overall length is
64.5 in. md the diameter is 37.5 in. The can is supported by
sleeves aEtached to the receiver struts and designed to distribute
the load of the MLI can and insulation over the strut. The
sleeves also thermally ground the struts to the MLI can to shunt
heat into the can instead of directly to the tank. The MLI can has
a vent dgor located aft on the cold side (positive z) of the
spacecra !'t. The door is spring-loaded closed with a fixed flow
area whcn closed to ensure a venting area at all times. The vent
door is c )vered with blankets of MLI to reduce radiation loss.
The n_ultilayer insulation for the large receiver consists of
two blankets each approximately 0.5-in. thick. Each blanket
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has 40 layers. The outer and inner most layers consist of a
laminate of Nomex scrim sandwiched between two layers of
Kapton. This material was selected for its low weight and rip-
resistant features. The other layers are Kapton with vapor-
deposited aluminum on both surfaces. The layers are separated
by Dacron net spacers.
The blankets overlap at all seam locations and are held in
place by nylon positioning pins and grommets. A five-layer
MLI blanket is also used to cover the positioning pins and
seams. In addition to pins and grommets, hook-and-loop
(Velcro) fasteners are used between the MLI can and blankets
to hold the seams together. The MLI is electrically grounded to
the spacecraft.
5.5.1.3 Tank Internals
The large receiver tank contains a tangential and axial spray
system, a pressurant diffuser, a vent line, and a liquid acquisi-
tion device (LAD) with an instrumentation tree attached
(fig. D,31 in appendix D to this chapter).
The tangential spray system (fig. D.32 of appendix D to this
chapter) consists of four nozzles, 0.25-in.-o.d. tubing, and
tubing/LAD support clips. The spray tubing penetrates the tank
at the aft dome of the tank, runs up the two aft instrumentation
tree legs, and terminates at the LAD channel attach points. At
these points, there are two sets of nozzles, two nozzles per set,
180 ° apart. The vertical distance between a pair of nozzles is
13 in. They are equally spaced on either side of the tank
horizontal centerline. The spray pattern is planar and directed
toward the tank wall, downstream of each LAD channel leg, at
an angle of approximately 15°. There are two axial nozzles,
one located in the loreward dome and one located in the aft
dome, to accommodate covered and uncovered flow with a
unidirectional settling force. Each nozzle sprays with a lull
cone angle of approximately 60 °. The pressurant diffuser is
required to preclude direct impingement of high-velocity gas
on the bulk liquid. The diffuser is conical which enables the
axial spray inlet tube to be concentric with the diffuser and
allow both the pressurant and axial spray inlets to be coincident
with the tank centerline. Four 37-pin electrical feedthroughs
are located on the aft dome of the receiver tank. These
feedthroughs accommodate the many internal instrumentation
sensors, both liquid/vapor and temperature.
5.5.1.4 Liquid Acquisition Device (LAD) Configuration
The LAD (fig. 5.31 ) consists of two legs that follow the
internal surface of the pressure vessel. It is constructed from
5083 aluminum and contains two manifolds, a passive TVS,
and a fine screen. Aluminum was selected for its light weight
and compatibility with the aluminum tank.
The LAD is constructed by welding several triangular
shaped channels together following the McDonnell-Douglas
design outlined in reference 18. The bottom of the channel
0.25-in. tube
(TYP 2 places) _.
/ \
// \
//
\
i / \\
// \/ _ 2.5 in. \\
Perforated plate -J \
_-- 200 by 1400
Dutch twill screen
Figure 5.31 .--Cross section of large receiver tank LAD,
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includesascreensurlhcethroughwhichbulkfluidisacquired.
Thescreenissupportedbyabeadedperforatedplate.TheTVS
tubesarelocatedat the channel apex. During assembly, the
channel side walls of a single segment are formed with two
pieces of aluminum welded together. All the segments of each
channel leg are then connected and the TVS tubes are welded
along the apex. Then the perforated plate is welded to the side
walls along the length of the channel. The screen bottom will be
constructed as a series of screen patch assemblies approxi-
mately 5.0 in. long. Each screen patch will be lined on its edges
with a ribbon of 0.01-in. aluminum which extends approxi-
mately 0.25 in. outside its perimeter. This ribbon allows for
welding of the patches to the side walls and to each other. The
patches are attached to the channel one at a time. In order to
maintain dependable performance, a fine screen (200 by 1400
Dutch twill) is used.
The LAD contains two manifolds, one at each of the domes.
Both forward and aft manilolds are similar in design. The
triangular channel legs are welded to the manilolds. The
forward manilk_ld includes the LAD fill and outlet, and the TVS
inlet, and accommodates the pressurant diffuser and axial
spray. The TVS flow proceeds around the legs of the LAD
(counterflow), and exits at the forward dome. The bottom
manifold accommodates a centerline axial spray tube.
5.5.1.5 Instrumentation Tree
The large receiver instrumentation tree (fig. 5.32) consists of
1- by 0.5-in. aluminum channels fastened to the LAD channels.
By attaching the tree legs to the LAD channels, one creates an
integral assembly that allows for system checkout and facili-
tates the final assembly process. The tree includes
31 liquid vapor sensors and 19 temperature sensors.
5.5.1.6 Valve Panels
There are two valve panels (fig. 5.33) associated with the
large receiver tank. One panel is mounted to each dome. The
panels are made of 5083 aluminum, and each is attached to the
dome by six support legs which not only provide structural
support but also distribute the heat input to the tank from the
wiring and plumbing. The weight of each valve panel is
approximately 20 lb. The forward dome valve panel is desig-
nated panel L and contains the following components: four
cryogenic valves, two relief valves, one J-T device, one check
valve, four pressure transducers, four temperature sensors, and
one flowmeter. The aft dome valve panel is designated panel K
and contains three cryogenic valves, two pressure transducers,
and two temperature sensors.
The design of the experiment system has been through
several iterations, so that the layout of the valve panels may not
correspond to the latest fluid schematic. The valve panel
designs are close enough in size. mass, and number of compo-
nents that another design iteration was not deemed effective at
.-_--" Temperature sensor
/
/
/
i j
/-- Liquid vapor
sensor
Figure 5.32.--Large receiver tank instrumentation
tree (partial).
this stage. Sufficient margins have been included to make this
design conservative.
5.5.1.7 External Heater
Hea .ers are required to provide the desired heat fluxes tbr the
pressme control experiments. Thin flexible heaters with the
same basic design as those on the supply tank are used on the
large receiver tank. (See section 5.3.1.1.4.)
5.5.1.8 Final Assembly
The large receiver tank was designed in a modular fashion.
The irternals are prefabricated assemblies that can be test-
verifie :1prior to installation in the vessel. The valve assemblies
are als) prefabricated and test-verified prior to installation. The
final it stallation sequence allows tot continuous system check-
out as the process continues. The final assembly sequence
(fig. 5 34) is as follows:
( 1) . kttach instrumentation tree and tangential spray system
o LAD
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Figure 5.33.--Large receiver tank valve panels. Dimensions are in inches. (a) Panel L (forward dome).
(b) Panel K (aft dome).
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Figure 5.34.--Large receiver tank assembly sequence.
• Install valves
• Hook up
plumbing
• Attach struts
• Insulate
(2) Weld all dome to cylinder
(3) Install LAD system and attach to tank wall
(4) Mate electrical connectors
(5) Perform electrical continuity check
(6) Weld forward dome to cylinder
(7) Complete plumbing penetration welds on domes
(8) Leak check tank
(9) Install external valve panels on domes
5.5.2 SMALL RECEIVER TANK DESCRIPTION AND
CHARACTERISTICS
The following requirements controlled the design of the
small receiver tank:
(1) Nearly spherical
(2) Length-to-diameter ratio, L/D, 0.8 to 1.2
(3) Diameter, 3 ft
(4) Tangential spray system
(5) Radial spray system
(6) Axial spray system
(7) External wall-mounted heat exchanger
(8) Direct vent to vacuum, minimum obstruction
(9) Baffled hydrogen inlet/outlet
( I0) Straight pipe pressurant diffuser
( 11 ) Liquid/vapor sensors
(12) Temperature sensors
The final configuration meets the requirements and has the
Ibllowiag characteristics (figs. D.33 and D.34 in appendix D to
this chapter):
(1) Nearly spherical vessel short barrel section (6 in.) with
el lipsoidal heads
(2) IVaterial, 5083-0aluminum
(3) Lmgth, 31.5 in.
(4) Diameter, 36.0 in.
(5) Taickness, 0.067 in.
(6) Volume, 13,55 ft 3
(7) Three electrical feedthroughs
(8) Five plumbing penetrations
Likt the large receiver tank, the design of the small receiver
vessel _s in accordance with the ASME Boiler and Pressure
Vessel Code Section VIII, Division I (ref. 3). By meeting the
boiler _ode standards, the amount of testing required is reduced
with th ,_penalty being a slight increase in the vessel weight. The
effect _f the weight increase is minimal as demonstrated in
section 5.5.2.1 herein.
The receiver is attached to the spacecraft structure with
10 strt ts. The length of each strut is 15.4 in, Like the large
receivtr and supply tank, the struts are made of S-2 glass
(0.040.in. wall) with stainless steel end fittings. This con-
figuralion was selected because of weight considerations and
combi_ed lower thermal conductivity. Also, the same design
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TABLE 5.36.--SMALL RECEIVER TANK MODULE WEIGHT
ESTIMATE SUMMARY
Component Weight. Ib
Tank assembly
Pressure vessel
MLI CAN
MLI
lntemals
Valve, harnesses, spray system, struts, instrumentation
Subtotal
29
35
12
II
91
178
Radiator tray
Tray 9
Valves, tubing, instrumentation, harnesses, connectors 13
Subtotal 22
Total module weight 200
considerations for thermal stresses and dome/attach fitting
normal torces were used for this receiver configuration.
Table 5.36 shows the weight estimate Ibr the entire small
receiver tank module including the tank, related plumbing and
components, and the portion of the radiator tray that is attached
to this mcxlule. See appendix A lor a more detailed weight
estimate.
5.5.2.1 Thermal Mass
The thermal mass is estimated by substracting the mass of
the MLI, MLI can, and half the mass of the struts from the tank
assembly mass. The thermal mass-to-volume ratio, M/V, can
be calculated as
Thermal mass, 123 lb
Volume, 13.55 ft 3
Mass-to-volume ratio, M/V, 123/13.55 = 9.0 Ib/ft 3
If the pressure vessel were designed to a yield factor of safety
of I. 1, the vessel would weigh 25 Ib and the M/V ratio would
be 8.8. As previously stated, the effect of the difference in
weight is minimal even though the design meets the boiler code
specifications.
The MLI can and MLI blanket (figs. D.35 and D.36 of
appendix D to this chapter) for the small receiver tank are the
same configuration as for the large receiver tank with the
exception of the size. The overall length of the can is 44.5 in.
and the diameter is 40.0 in. The addition of the ML1 blankets
adds 2 in. to the overall length and diameter. The can is also
supported from the struts in the same manner as the large
receiver tank. (See section 5.5.1.2 herein.)
5.5.2.2 Internals
The small receiver tank contains tangential, axial, and radial
spray systems, pressurant and vent lines, an inflow/outflow
baffle, and an instrumentation tree (fig. D.37 of appendix D to
this chapter). The tangential spray system inlet penetrates the
aft dome, and the tubing is supported internally by the radial
spray support tube and cross-member channel. There are two
spray nozzles 180 ° apart with a planar spray pattern directed
toward the vessel wall at approximately 15 °. There is a single
axial nozzle penetrating the aft dome and baffle platc, which
sprays with a full cone angle of approximately 60 °. This nozzle
is located 1.8 in. off the tank centerline. The radial spray inlet
penetrates the aft dome, also 1.8 in. off the tank centerline.
Internally, the radial nozzles are attached to a l-in. square
tube. There are three sets of four nozzles, equally spaced
longitudinally with each nozzle spraying with a full cone angle
of approximately 60 °. The pressurant inlet and vent are com-
bined into a single line penetrating the forward dome. In accord
with the requirements, the inlet is basically a straight pipe. The
cxit of this pipe is positioned at the 95-percent fill level and also
acts as the inlet to the tank vent. One of the requirements tor the
vent is that it be capable of dumping the fluid to space as directly
as possible with minimum restrictions in the line. To meet this
requirement and to minimize the effects of a possible propul-
sive vent force, the vent line is exited at the forward dome along
the x-axis of the spacecraft. To further reduce the effects of a
potential propulsive vent force, a 360 ° fluid deflection cap is
incorporated on the exit of the vent line to create a balanced vent.
The instrumentation tree is made from 1- by 0.5-in. alumi-
num channels attached to the baffle plate and the tangential
spray tube support channel. The tree contains 24 temperature
sensors and 40 liquid vapor sensors.
The flow baffle plate is 22.5 in. in diameter and has a two-
fold purpose. One is to retard the ingestion of vapor at the tank
outlet during a Iow-g fluid transfer. This enhances the outflow
process and reduces the amount of residuals in the tank. The
baffle also prevents a geyser from occurring during the tank
filling process. The design of the baffle follows the guidelines
of NASA TM X-2631 (ref. 19). The design philosophy of the
internals was to maintain the vessel internal wall surface as bare
as possible.
5.5.2.3 External Heat Exchanger
The external TVS system is sized at twice the receiver tank
heat leak. The inlet side of the J-T device is located next to the
pressure vessel wall to promote liquid delivery to the TVS. The
flow exits the tank at the tbrward dome and is routed around the
receiver tank through approximately 40 fi of 0.25- by 0.022-in.
aluminum tube attached to the tank wall. The attachment is
accomplished by welding the tube to the tank wall at prescribed
locations with the same weld technique required for the dome
strut pads. The flow should be completely vaporized at or above
the 5-psia saturation temperature (30.8 °R) befl, re it is routed to
the 1.5-psia vent system.
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5.5.2.4 External Heater 5.5.2.6 :inal Assembly
Heaters are required to provide the desired heat fluxes for the
pressure control experiments. Thin flexible heaters with the
same basic design as those on the supply tank are used on the
small receiver tank. (See section 5.3. I. 1.4.)
5.5.2.5 Valve Panels
There are two valve panels associated with the small receiver
tank (fig. D.38 of appendix D to this chapter). One panel is
mounted to each dome. The panels are made of 5083 aluminum,
and each is attached to the dome by six support legs which not
only provide structural support but also distribute the heat input
to the tank from the wiring and plumbing. The weight of each
valve panel is approximately 20 lb. The forward dome valve
panel is designated panel N and supports the following compo-
nents: five cryogenic valves, one relief valve, four pressure
transducers, three temperature sensors, and two orifices. The
aft dome valve panel is designated panel M and contains lout
cryogenic valves, four pressure transducers, lour temperature
sensors, and a J-T expansion device.
The small receiver tank, like the large receiver tank, was
designee in a modular fashion. The internals are prefabricated
assemblies that can be test-verified prior to installation in the
vessel. The valve assemblies are also prefabricated and test-
verified prior to installation. The final installation sequence
allows filr continuous system checkout as the process contin-
ues. The final assembly sequence (fig. 5.35) is as follows:
(I) As_;emble the internal instrumentation tree, tangential
spray system, and baffle plate
(2) Install external TVS heat exchanger to tbrward dome,
weid forward dome to cylinder
(3) Install instrumentation tree assembly, mate internal
electrical connectors, perform electrical continuity
check
(4) Install external heat exchanger to aft dome, weld all
dome to cylinder
(5) Complete plumbing penetration welds on domes, leak-
check tank, and install external valve panels on domes
Forward /__dome
Barrel
section [ J
._ Heat exchanger
tubing
Spray _ r"
and =--_ _•
• !instrument _ _ . fr"
I I |
I
' I 1"
I
1
* Install valves
• Hook up
plumbing
* Attach struts
* Insulate
dome
F I.leat exchanger
t Jbing
!
Figure 5.35.--Small receiver tank assembly sequence.
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5.5.3 ANALYSIS OF THE RECEIVER TANKS
The following sections describe mechanical and thermal
considerations used in the design of the two receiver tank
assemblies.
5.5.3.1 Structural
Using the same rational as for the supply tank (see section
5.3.2.1.1 ), aluminum 5083-(} was selected as the material for
the receiver tanks and filament-wound S-2 glass/epoxy for
the supporting struts.
The sizing of the receiver tank walls was done in accordance
with ANSI/ASME BPV-VIII-I (ref. 3) and governed by the
internal pressure load of 52 psia for both the on-ground and
on-orbit conditions. The tank wall thicknesses of 0.061 and
0.067 in. tbr the large receiver tank and small receiver tank.
respectively, were determined using the room temperature
allowable stress of 10 000 psi. The thermal stresses induced
during the liquid hydrogen filling process were also accounted
for in the tank wall sizing. The ground condition equivalent
factors of safety are 1.8 for yield and 4.0 for ultimate. For the
on-orbit condition, the factors of safety are reduced because of
the reduction of the ambient pressure and consequent increase
in the pressure differential across the vessel. The on-orbit
values are !.3 for yield and 2.9 for ultimate.
The large and small receiver tanks are both individually
supported by ten struts. Four pairs of these struts form a "V"
with the apexes attached to the spacecraft structure and the
opposite ends attached to the forward and aft domes. These
struts are used to support the tank in the longitudinal, lateral,
and bending directions. The remaining two struts are horizon-
tal, 180 ° apart, and are attached to the spacecraft structure and
the cylindrical portion of the tank, nearly tangential to the shell.
These struts are used to stabilize the tank in the torsional
direction.
The tubular struts for both the large and small receivers have
an outside diameter of 1.0 in. and a wall thickness of 0.04 in.
The lengths of the struts from pin to pin are 3 I. 1 and 33.9 in.
for the large receiver tank, and 15.4 in. for the small receiver
tank. The critical buckling force for the large receiver tank
supporting struts is 1137 lb versus its maximum compressive
force of 356 Ib during launch. Similarly. the critical buckling
three for the small receiver tank supporting struts is 4635 Ib
versus its maximum compressive force of 268 lb during launch.
At the same time. the maximum normal stress for all the struts
is 16 000 psi during launch versus its compressive proportional
limit stress of 63 000 psi. For more details on the structural
analyses of the receiver tanks see table A.4 in appendix A to
this chapter.
5.5.3.2 Receiver Tank Thermal Analysis
No detailed SINDA85 thermal model of either the large or
small receiver tanks was developed. However, hand calcula-
tions of heat flux to both receiver tanks via all possible conduc-
tion paths were performed (tables 5.37 and 5.38).
Radiation heat flux to the receiver tanks came exclusively
through the MLI layer. The Lockheed formulation (ref. 13)
gave the values ofk to be used in the linear heat transfer relation
kA
Q=T(T.-r,.)
where
Q heat transfer rate
A area of MLI blanket
L heat path length through MLI
T# obtained from external spacecraft thermal modeling
data
T. temperature of receiver MLI can (assumed equal to
supply tank can temperature)
All manganin wires and all phosphor-bronze wires were
grouped together into single conductors. The endpoint
temperatures of these bundles, which ran from the thermal tray
(-1(90 °F) to the receiver tank (-423 °F) were known, so the Tt4
and Tc of the linear heat flux relation were known. The thermal
conductivity k used was the average value along the wire length
L. The cross-sectional area A of heat flow was the combined
area of all wires in the bundle.
TABLE 5.37.--LARGE RECEIVER TANK THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS:'
Source Heal leak, Notes
Btu/hr
Radiation
Struts
Manganin wires
Phosphor-bronze wires
Plumbing
Total
9.3
0.1
.4
.2
1.6
11.6
80 layers MLI, I.I in. thick
10 fiberglass struts; length. 30 in.
3{}0 wires, 24 AWG: length, 4 fl
22 wires. 18 AWG; length. 4 ft
Length, 6 fl stainless steel: 3 by I/4 in.; 5 by 1/2 in.
Tray temperature of-100 °F
"By using a pressure vessel area of 38.92 fl:, we obtain an average heat flux of
{).3 Btu/hr-fl -'.
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TABLE 5.38.--SMALL RECEIVER TANK THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS _
Source Heal leak. Notes
Btu/hr
Radiation
Struts
Manganin wires
Phosphor-bronze wires
Plumbing
Total
7.5
0.4
.4
.3
19
10.5
80 layers MLI. 1.1 i_. thick
10 fiberglass struts; length. 12 in.
250 wires. 24 AWG: length. 3 ft
20 wires, 18 AWG; length. 3 ft
Length. 4 ft stainless steel: 3 by I/4 in.; 4 by 1/2 in.
Tray temperature of 100 °F
_'By using a pressure vessel area of 27.69 fl -_.we obtain an axerage heat flux of
0.4 Btu/hr-ft :.
Plumbing attachments were treated similarly to the wire
bundles, except a heat flux calculation was perlormed for each
individual plumbing line.
Struts were treated similarly to wires and plumbing, except
that they originated at the generalized spacecraft structure
(boundary with T= 0 °F) rather than the radiator tray.
A coarse receiver tank model was developed, by using
(1) A coarsely divided tank, honeycomb, and MLI layer
(2) One gross plumbing attachment, spacecraft to pressure
vessel
(3) One gross wiring attachment, spacecraft to pressure
vessel
(4) Heat rates from the external TRASYS model
(5) Radiation conductors front the internal TRASYS model
With the MLI can at -50 °F and the receiver tank at liquid
hydrogen temperature, it took approximately 5 hr for
the system to equilibrate, with Q/A = 0.272 Btu/hr-ft 2 and
an MLI can temperature of-101 °F (fig. 5.36)
5.5.4 MANUFACTURING
The manufacture of the thin-walled pressure vessels was
investigated and discussed at length with vendors. The
responses indicated that these vessels can be fabricated as
previously described. The domes will be spun to a given
minimum thickness and machined to remove the spinning
process ridges. This is necessary to attain a surface finish
compatible with thermal radiation requirements and to remove
possible contaminant entrapment regions. The cylindrical sec-
tions will be rolled, butt-welded along the seam, and machined
tbr surface finish characteristics and thickness requirements.
During the final assembly process, the domes will be butt-
welded to the cylindrical sections by the use of fixtures and
standard welding processes. This includes an internal thin ring
at the weld joint to preclude weld contaminants from entering
the tank. The ring then becomes an integral part of the weld
joint. If the tank must be reopened subsequent to welding, the
weld joint can be cut either through the weld seam or slightly
off the seam on the cylinder and then rewelded using the same
initial process. The effect on the length of the tank and its
volume by this reopening/closing process is determined by the
width of the cut and is minimal. All other parts can be manufac-
tured and assembled by using standard procedures and pro-
cesses.
5.6 Experiment Instrumentation and
Electronics
The experiment system instrumentation and electronics sys-
tem design begins with the transducers required to convert
physical process parameters such as temperature, pressure,
flow rat,,', and acceleration into electrical equivalent signals.
The tran _ducers require electrical excitation signals which are
providec by power supplies contained in the signal condition-
ing elec:ronics. The output signal of the transducers must be
conditioaed to a form compatible for input to the spacecraft
telemetry system. This is accomplished by signal converters,
amplifiers, filters, and analog-to-digital conveners. The ex-
perimen_ system contains three high-resolution, 12-bit, analog-
to-digits Iconverter signal conditioning units called experiment
data uni s (EDU's). The instrumentation and electronics sys-
tem also includes wire harnesses, sensor mounting hardware,
heaters, i liquid level capacitive probe signal conditioning unit,
acceler_meters, and fluid mixer power unit. Table 5.39 lists
the exlxriment system electronics boxes and their estimated
properties.
5.6.1 TELEMETRY, TRACKING, AND COMMAND
(TT&C) INTERFACE
The experiment instrumentation and electronic
system i uerfaces with the spacecraft TT&C system. The TI'&C
system ,:ontains CTU's and RCTU's which provide sensor
excitatic,n, and 8-bit analog-to-digital signal conversion lot the
experiment instrumentation and electronics system. The TI'&C
system flso contains relay sequencer units which distribute
electric_ I power to the experiment system valves and heaters.
Figure 5.37 is a block diagram of the COLD-SAT experiment
system _lectronics and its interface with the TT&C system. The
total nu nber of sensors is listed and the number of sensors
assignec t to each signal conditioner is indicated.
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TABLE 5.39.--EXPERIMENT ELECTRICAL/ELECTRONICS BOXES
hem
Experimental
data units
Accelerometer
data unit
Mixer motor
po_,rer unit
Signal condition
power unit
capacitive probe
Num_r Location
Electronics 7
ha)' 2
Electronics 6
bay 2
Electronics 7.5
bay 2
Electronics
bay 1
Weight Power
(each). leach),
Ib W
15
I0
15
12 15
5.6.2 ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS INTERFACE
The experiment electrical/electronic boxes receive power
from the spacecraft electric power system. Heaters and instru-
mentation receive controlled and conditioned electrical power
through the TT&C system which is powered by the electrical
power system.
5.6.3 SIGNAL CONDITIONING SYSTEMS AND
LIMITATIONS
The TT&C system's command and telemetry units (CTU's
and RCTU's) provide the majority of the power and data
acquisition electronics lor the COLD-SAT experiment instru-
mentation. The inaccuracies of the measurement electronics
must be considered in the selection of a sensor and included in
the measurement error analysis. Table 5.40 lists the combined,
worst-case excitation and data acquisition errors of a typical
l'light-qualified data acquisition system. The errors are com-
bined using the root sum square (RSS). These error values were
utilized to approximate overall measurement accuracies
obtainable for the transduccr candidates used with space-
flight-qualified signal conditioning systems.
5.6.3.1 Basic Instrumentation and Signal Conditioning
Operation
Figure 5.38 shows a block diagram of a basic measurement
system. Physical parameters such as temperature, pressure,
flow, and acceleration are converted to electrical signal equiva-
lents by the instrumentation transducers. Large numbers of
similar transducer measurements are to be made. and the
CTU's and RCTU's use multiplexers to electronically switch
a specific sensor's output to the signal conditioning circuitry.
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TABLE5.40.--TT&CVOLTAGEM ASUREMENT
ERRORRANGES
Voltagerange
I0niV
30mV
125mV
1.25V
Rootsun|square
error,percentoffullscale
1.790.68
.36
.27
Rootsuln
squareerror.
mV
0.179
204
.455
3.34O
This results in a reduction of hardware and savings in weight,
power, and cost. The system uses eight dual 4-channel multi-
plcxers per card which allow 32 double-ended measurement
channels.
Multiplexers arc not ideal and have leakage current
components. The w)ltage drop developed across resistive com-
ponents in the multiplexer circuits by these leakage currents
contribute to the circuit measurement error. The multiplexed
output level of the transducer is fed to an instrumentation
amplifier stage were the signal is converted to a 0- to 5-V level.
The analog output of the amplifier stage must be converted to
an equivalent digital form for the telemetry system. This
process is performed by analog-to-digital (A/D) converters.
The system' s use of 8-bit A/D converters sets the measurement
resolution to I part in 256 of its nominal analog range. The
measurement range can be thought of as being divided into
256 increments starting from zero and increasing in amplitude
by increments of magnitude equal to the resolution. The maxi-
mum error between the analog input and its digitized equivalent
can be as great as one-half the resolution value which is
equivalent to +0.195 percent of the range. This error component
is known as the quantization error.
5.6.3.2 Experimental Data Units (EDU's)
Three experimental data units were designed to provide
improved accuracy and resolution to meet measurement re-
quirements incapable of being met by an 8-bit data acquisition
system. The hardware of the EDU was assumed identical to the
TT&C system except for the use of a 12-bit A/D converter and
only one multiplexer per circuit card. These changes would
decrease the quantization error to _+0.012 percent and reduce
the multiplexer leakage current error by a factor of 1/8.
Figure 5.39 shows pie chart representations of the 8- and
12-bit system error magnitudes for a 30-mV measurement range.
The EDU's provide excitation and signal conditioning elec-
tronics lor the flow measurement systems, accelerometer, and
high-resolution tank pressure measurement transducers as indi-
cated in the block diagram of figure D.39 in appendix D to this
chapter. The qualification of a 12-bit A/D converter for space
flight use has to occur lor this system to be feasible.
5.6.4 EXPERIMENT MEASUREMENT
REQUIREMENTS
The type and number of sensors selected was determined
from the COLD-SAT experiment requirements. From the pri-
mary experiment data requirements the ibllowing types of
measurements were identified to be necessary:
(1) High-resolution liquid and gaseous hydrogen tempera-
lures (identified as type A)
(2) Tank structure temperatures (identified as type AB)
(3) Hydrogen liquid/vapor level
(4) Liquid/vapor two-phase flow detection
(5) Tank pressures and flow device pressure drops
(6) Liquid hydrogen flow rates
(7) Mixer llow rates
(8) TVS and vent llow rates
(9) Spacecraft acceleration
(10) Valve status indication
(I I ) Electrical power supplied to heaters and mixers
5.6.5 INSTRUMENTATION SELECTION
Literature surveys, cryogenic instrumentation testing facili-
ties. and instrumentation manufacturers were used to identify
sources of instrumentation capable of fulfilling the COLD-
SAT experiment measurement requirements. Space-flight-
qualified instrumentation and hardware which has been used
in, and shown to be reliable in, liquid and gaseous hydrogen
environments was also sought and used when at all possible.
A primary transducer type was selected from the candidates
for each measurement based on measurement range, accuracy,
and reliability. Signal conditioning techniques were selected to
achieve best possible measurement accuracy based on a mea-
surement error analysis. Table E.8 in appendix E to this chapter
lists the required measurements, measurement range, selected
transducer type, and number of transducers proposed. Calcu-
lated measurement accuracies and proposed sampling rates are
also listed. Detailed descriptions of the instrumentation candi-
dates and measurement error analysis are presented in the
COLD-SAT experiment system instrumentation report
(ref. I ). A measurement list is also provided in the Instrumen-
tation Report along with drawings of sensor locations.
The transducers, signal conditioning techniques, and electri-
cal harnessing were selected and designed to minimize heat
conduction to the cryogenic tanks which could result in exces-
sive boiloff of hydrogen over the course of the mission.
5.6.6 INSTRUMENTATION DESCRIPTION AND
ANALYSIS
To minimize cost and risk, during the design, every eflort
was made to identify existing components. In most cases,
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Figure 5.38.--Generic measuremenl system block diagram.
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Multiplexer
leakage 0.532
Programmable gain
instrumentation
amplifier gain 0.219
Analog-to-digital
converter (ADC) 0.012
Multiplexer
leakage
0.067
Analog-to-digital .276 Offset 0.276
converter (ADC)
0.195 Programmable gain
instrumentation
(a) amplifier gain 0.219 (b)
Figure 5.39.--Distribution of major signal conditioning errors of 8-bit "I-I'&Csystem versus 12-bit EDU system in 30-mV
measurement range. Numbers are percentages of error. (a) 8-bit system. (b) 12-bit system.
instrumentation was found that could meet COLD-SAT
requirements with little or no modification. Flow measurement
was identified as one area where some development was
needed. More experience is needed with pressure transducers to
determine repeatability over a mission with many thermal
cycles. Specific models are not identified in this report to avoid
the appearance of NASA endorsement of commercial products.
5.6.6.1 High Resolution Liquid Hydrogen and Gaseous
Hydrogen Temperature Measurement
Requirements
Measurement of the small temperature gradients that exist
from the liquid hydrogen supply tank wall into the bulk of
the fluid and also measurement of the temperature gradient
existing at the liquid hydrogen-gaseous hydrogen interface is
required. Accuracies on the order of _+0.2 °R are desired.
Temperature sensors capable of fulfilling this requirement
would also be used lbr all temperature measurements of struc-
ture and fluid in the saturated and subeooled hydrogen tempera-
ture ranges. The saturation temperature of hydrogen varies
from 30.8 °R at 5 psia to 45.4 °R at 50 psia. This range of
pressure covers the operating range of the cryogenic tanks and
TVS systems. The temperature measurement accuracy over
this range was considered most critical.
Thermocouples, thermistors, diodes, germanium resistance
thermometers (GRT's), and platinum resistance thermometers
(PRT' s) were considered for this measurement. Thermocouples
were not recommended because of their low sensitivities (uV/
deg) and poor accuracies. Thermistors were not recommended
because of their rapidly changing sensitivities and the need for
elaborate signal conditioning systems. Platinum resistance
thermometers were recommended over the other candidates
because of their extensive space-flight histories and measure-
ment accuracies of< 0.2 °R using a space-flight-qualified 8-bit
data acquisition system over the temperature range from 29 to
50 °R.
A modified version of a platinum resistance temperature
probe was selected for immersion temperature measurements.
This type of sensor has been qualified for space-flight use. It
contains a platinum sensing element encased in a 316L CRES
cone-shaped probe. The cone shape is designed to wick liquid
films away from the sensor tip, minimizing false ullage tem-
peraturc readings under low-gravity conditions. The probe is
very rugged, and the threaded mounting attachment ensures a
reliable mount to an instrumentation rake. The present model
contains a 300-_, ice point (Ro) PRT. The sensor is also
supplied with 3-conductor 22 AWG-shielded nickel-clad
copper leads. Desired sensor modifications include changing
the platinum sensor resistance to a 1000-f2 (Ro) value and
changing the wiring to 4 conductors. These changes would
increase the sensor sensitivity. Discussions with the manufac-
turer indicate that such changes are feasible. A similar platinum
probe has also been used on Atlas-Centaur vehicles.
To achieve the desired measurement accuracy and resolu-
tion, the 1000-f_ ice point sensor will be excited by a 10-mA
square wave current pulse provided by the RCTU's. The
excitation time required to achieve a steady-state measurement
must be experimentally verified but should be less than 1 msec.
The sensor would be energized once every 10 sec and would
produce a 30- to 150-mV peak output over the 28 to 50 °R
temperature range. The effective power dissipated by the
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sensorwouldvaryfrom0.03to0.150laWoverthistemperature
rangeandsoself-heatingshouldnotbeaconcern.Thesensors
willbeinstalledinafour-wireconfigurationinwhichtwowires
providecurrentexcitationandtwowiresensethevoltagedrop
directlyacrossthesensor.Thismethodeliminatesthewire
voltagedroperror.Amultiplexedwiringtechniqueinwhicha
commonexcitationwireissharedbyfoursensorshasbeen
developedto reducethenumberof wiresandconnectors
penetratingthecryogenictanks.Thesensoroutputvoltageis
conditionedtoa0-to5-Vlevelanddigitizedbythe8-bitA/D
converterofaCTUorRCTUoftheTI'&C system.
5.6.6.2 Surface Temperature Measurements
High accuracy (+0.2 °R) type A surface temperature mea-
surements are required to monitor the temperature of the tank
walls and thermally bonded structure. The information ob-
tained will be analyzed to determine the heat energy conducted
and radiated into the various tank systems. Liquid hydrogen
transfer lines and TVS lines will require temperature measure-
ments to determine the thermodynamic state of the fluid and the
efficiency of the operating systems.
Lcss accurate surface temperature measurements of the
cryogenic tanks, plumbing system, and structure components
arc required to provide experiment data and operation status
information during chilldown experiments and periodically
during the course of the COLD-SAT mission. A wide tempera-
ture range measurement from 36 to 540 °R is required.
Thermocouples, diodes, and PRT' s were considered for this
measurement and PRT's were recommended for the reasons
given in section 5.6.6.1 of this report. Total temperature range
measurements can also be made with an inaccuracy of less than
+2 °R by using the dual-range measurement capability of the
data acquisition system.
Platinum resistance temperature sensors were selected to
pertbrm the surface measurements. The sensor can also be used
for immersion measurements such as monitoring the fluid
temperature inside a LAD channel. The high-accuracy surface
temperature measurements will be achieved by the same method
used Ior the internal fluid measurements discussed previously.
The wide temperature range measurements will be obtained
by using 1000-if2 ice point sensors excited by I-mA current
pulse inputs. The total temperature range was divided into two
ranges, 29 to 110 °R, and 110 to 500 °R. The output of the PRT
will vary from approximately 5 to 120 mV over the temperature
range from 36 to 110 °R and 120 to 1100 mV over the
temperature range from !10 to 530 °R. The intput of the data
acquisition system uses programmable gain amplifiers which
will allow the two temperature spans to be monitored with
inaccuracies of less than +1.52 °R.
Surface temperature sensors must be attached to the struc-
ture in a manner such that intimate thermal contact is obtained
with adequate strength to withstand thermal cycling and stresses
of launch. Sensors will be mounted with adhesives or mounted
in a higl" thermal conductivity holder that will be attached with
screws _,r spot welded to the structure. The sensor leads can
conduct heat energy to the sensor resulting in errors. The wires
should be thermally bonded to the structure so that they are at
the same surface temperature. Reference reports detailing
recommended mounting techniques are available from the
sensor manufacturers.
The PRT transducers are the standard surface temperature
sensors of the Atlas-Centaur. Models have been flight-
qualifie_i for Skylab and the space shuttle.
5.6.6.3 Discrete Point Liquid/Vapor Detection Requirement
Liquid-level detectors are required to determine the level of
tank fill during ground-fill operation. In-flight uses include
liquid-level determination during periods of settling, two-
phase fl_w detection, and liquid/vapor distribution of tank fluid
during the overall course of the mission.
Point liquid/vapor detector candidates include thermo-
resistive elements such as thermistors, carbon resistors, or
resistance thermometers that are operated at a sell-heating
level. Other methods of determining fluid level include capaci-
tance prc,bes and resistive tape strips. These detectors will give
accurate liquid fill level measurement for systems with a well-
defined liquid/vapor interface. Inaccurate measurements could
result fr_m use of these types of detectors with fluids of a very
wetting nature especially while experiencing reduced-gravity
conditions. Point-level sensors could also give erroneous indi-
cations _f liquid presence under reduced-gravity conditions
because :_fwicking of a liquid film over the sensor. To mini-
mize thi_ problem, cone-shaped sensor holders have been
developt d. The surface tension forces experienced by the fluid
result in the wicking of the fluid film away from the sensor
located at the tip.
Figurc. 5.40 shows a drawing of a candidate liquid/vapor
detector. The conical shape of this sensor is required for low-
gravity nleasurements. The sensor tip of this probe consists of
a vacuum-deposited carbon film on a quartz substrate. A liquid/
vapor detector based on this design is recommended for the
COLD-5 AT experiment system.
The d,:tectors are excited at a electrical power level at which
self-heat ng of the sensor will occur. This causes the resistance
of the sensor to be significantly different when immersed in
liquid fr¢,m its resistance when immersed in vapor. The sensor
is used in series with a 226-E2 resistor in a voltage divider circuit
configur ltion and excited by a constant 5.15-V source. The
change i:, the voltage at the center tap of the voltage divider is
specifiec to be > 0.6 V within I sec after the sensor is withdrawn
from a li, luid hydrogen state to a gaseous hydrogen state. This
voltage I .'vel is detected by a comparator circuit located in the
RCTU _hich produces either a high- or low-voltage output
dependaJit on the liquid or vapor state of the measured fluid.
Large quantities of detectors are required to determine the
fluid phase throughout the COLD-SAT tanks. To reduce the
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_- 0.189 _+0.003
_ through (1WP 2 places)
1.040 I
----'--_ + 5.15 V
_# > Sensor cable
_ (2 leads)
\
(c) _- Sensor resistor
Figure 5.40.--Liquid/vapor sensor. Dimensions are in inches. (Tolerances (except when specified):
.x = +_.1, .xx = +_.03, .xxx = _+.010.) (a) Side view. (b) Mounting detail. (c) Electrical schematic.
number of wires and connectors penetrating the tanks, a multi-
plex wiring technique will be used. This method uses a com-
mon excitation wire for every four sensors inside the cryogenic
tanks. The specific sensor to be measured is selected by
addressing the appropriate switch positions of the multiplexers.
The number of wires penetrating the tanks by this method
would be one-fourth the number required for individually
wired detectors.
The liquid hydrogen level must be monitored during the
ground-fill operation. Ground test results indicate inaccuracies
in point-level detectors for measuring hydrogen fill level caused
by the vigorous boiling of the hydrogen. Capacitance probes
however, have performed satisfactorily and are used for liquid
hydrogen gauging for the space shuttle power reactant storage
assembly. A capacitance probe that will monitor the fill level
from 85 to 100 percent is proposed for the COLD-SAT ground-
fill measurement.
Two-phase flow detection inside the LAD channels and also
at the LAD and vent line exits is required. Thermistors which
have very high sensitivities (mV/T) characteristics will bc
mounted inside the channels or at the entrances to the plumbing
lines. The sensors will be excited at a power level such that
sensor self heating will occur. Thc rate and magnitude of
sensor self-heating in vapor will be far greater than when
immersed in liquid because of the large differences in convec-
tion coefficients. The output of the sensor will be monitored by
a comparator circuit which would indicate either liquid or vapor
slate.
The flowmeters used on the liquid hydrogen and vent lines
should also give two-phase flow indications. Two-phase flow
through a turbine meter is generally to be avoided and will
cause noticeable speed increases. Two-phase flow through a
differential pressure flow metering device should be detectable
by pressure surges.
5.6.6.4 Absolute Pressure Measurement Requirements
The absolute pressure of the cryogenic tanks, plumbing
systems, and gas pressure supplies must be monitored to
determine experiment pressurization rates, system operational
status, and fluid thermodynamic state intormation. Accuracies
of+0.2 psia are desired tor tank pressure control measurements.
Accuracies of _+0.5 psia are required for less critical
measurements.
Absolute pressure measurements of the cryogenic tanks
present unique problems. Standard temperature range trans-
ducers could be employed by tapping into the system with
stainless steel tubes. This procedure could result in thermal
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acoustic oscillations and also conduct large amounts of heat
energy into the cryogen. A transducer capable of operating at
the liquid hydrogen temperature range is therelore desired.
A number o fcompanies manufacture cryogenic-rated, abso-
lute pressure transducers. Four such companies which
manufacture aerospace-qualified cryogenic transducers are
IMO Delaval Inc., CEC Instrument Division, Teledyne Taber
Corporation, and Schlumberger Statham Transducer Division.
Sputtered, thin-film pressure transducers have been space-
lqight-qualified and can be compensated for use at liquid
hydrogen temperatures.
Strain-gauge pressure transducers that use four strain gauges
which are sputtered-deposited on an insulating substrate are
suggested for pressure measurements above-65 °F. The gauges
are connected into a Wheatstone resistance bridge configura-
lion. Pressure causes two of the gauges to tense and the other
two gauges to compress resulting in bridge unbalance and a
millivoll output that is proportional to applied pressure. The
recommended excitation for the transducers is 10 V and the
output is 30 mV at full-scale pressure.
Manganin wiring is to be used to minimize the heat energy
that is thermally conducted into the cryogenic tanks. The
voltage drop across the manganin wire is sufficient to change
the w_ltage actually supplied to the transducer. A second
w_ltage measurement directly at the transducer input terminals
must bc made to correct for this excitation error. This is
undesirable because of the added wiring, weight, and measure-
ments required. To overcome this problem, the transducers will
be calibrated and excited by an equivalent current source equal
to the recommended excitation voltage ( 10 V de) divided by the
transducers bridge resistance. A transducer with a bridge resis-
tance of I (X)0 _ would require a 10-mA excitation source, and
the same current source design required for the PRT tempera-
ture sensors will be used.
The lull-scale output of the candidate pressure transducer is
30 inV. Pressure measurements made by the 8-bit data acqui-
sition system would result in a error of+0.365 psia for a 50-psia
range measurement with a resolution of0.196 psia. To improve
the resolution and accuracy of the tank pressure measurements,
three transducers will be dedicated to each cryogenic tank and
the output of the transducers will be monitored by the EDU's.
This will improve the measurement resolution to 0.012 psia
and reduce the estimated measurement error Io-+0.23 psia. The
sensor has Space Shuttle SRBITitan/Arian/Atlas/Delta
heritage.
5.6.6.5 Liquid Hydrogen Flow Rate Measurement
Requirements
Liquid hydrogen flow rates o1"50, 100, and 2()0 Ibm/hr are
required for the various tank chilldown, tank fill, and liquid
hydrogen transfer experiments. Fluid inventories will also be
maintained by integrating the liquid hydrogen flow rates over
the COLD-SAT experiment timeline.
Error malyses were performed on turbine, target, and differ-
ential pr,_ssurc measurement systems based on manufacturer
specifications and estimated signal conditioning errors. The
influenct: of inaccuracy in fluid density measurement was also
consider,_d in the analysis. The target meter was not recom-
mended because of its high pressure-drop versus flow-rate
charactelistic and low millivolt output.
Turbiae flowmeters have been used extensively on ground
test facilities to measure liquid hydrogen flow rates. Measure-
ment inaccuracies of <1 percent were calculated tk)r turbine
meters from 50- to 100-percent rated flow rate. Over-speeding
of the turbine meter by liquid flashing into a vapor is a concern
with the _Jse of turbine meters. Plumbing designs must be used
that ensure that the meter and its plumbing is properly cooled
prior to i_troduction of the rated cryogen flow.
The desired COLD-SAT flow rates will be obtained by
sizing orifices or venturies to provide the required transfer-line
pressure drops. The pressure drop across a flow control device
is ideally proportional to the flow rate squared and can be used
for flow-rate measurement. Measurement of liquid hydrogen
flow rate by monitoring the pressure drop across the flow
control device is attractive since no moving parts are placed in
the flow path. The use of differential pressure transducers
mounted to tubes which are tapped to the flow lines would
conduct undesirable levels of heat into the system and present
thermal _coustic oscillation problems. A differential pressure
transduct'.r capable of operating in liquid hydrogen is therefore
required.
A variable reluctance differential pressure transducer has
shown the capability of operating satisfactorily at cryogenic
temperat ires. The estimated liquid hydrogen mass flow rate
error analysis based on the measurement of differential pres-
sure drol_ across a flow control orifice by use of a variable
reluctante transducer was estimated at <1 percent from
60 to ! 00 percent of rated flow rate.
Venturi or orifice flow control devices will be sized to
provide the required flow rates. The differential pressure devel-
oped acrgss the flow control devices will be monitored by
different al pressure transducers. A turbine meter will also be
used in tte main liquid hydrogen transfer line for redundancy.
The turb ne meter is located immediately downstream of the
supply tank and can be disconnected from the transfer line if
desired.
A variable reluctance transducer contains two series-
connecte ], impedance-matched coils. The differential pressure
developed across the transducers diaphragm causes a change in
the coil ir ductances and an output voltage which is proportional
to the aplplied differential pressure. The liquid hydrogen volu-
metric fl_ w rate would be determined from calibration data that
relates flow rate to pressure drop across the flow control
element.
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Therecommendedexcitationsignalforthesensoris5Vrms
at3to5kHz.Theoutputis30mV/Vfullscalenominal.The
signalconditioningcircuitryrequiredforthesensorwouldbe
containedintheEDU's.
Thebasicconstructionf a turbinemeterconsistsof a
turbinesuspendedinthemeterhousingbyrotorbearings.The
flowoffluidthrought emeterimpartsatorqueontheturbine
bladescausingtheturbinetorotateatarateproportionaltothe
fluid'svolumetricflowrateoverthedesignedoperatingrange
ofthemeter.Therotationrateoftheturbineisdetectedbya
pickoffassemblywhichproducesaelectricalpulseoutputata
frequencyproportionalto volumetricflow rate.Thepulse
outputof themeterwill be fedintofrequency-to-voltage
convertercircuitslocatedintheEDU'swhichwillconditionthe
meter's30-to2000-Hzoutputtoalormatcompatiblewiththe
TI'&Csystem.Thepulseoutputcanalsobesummedbya
countercircuitfor totalvolumetransfermeasurements.A
seriousproblemwithturbinemetersi overspeeddestructionf
bearingsduringtwo-phaseflow.
Differentialpressureandturbineflowmetersmeasurevolu-
metricflowrate,andthefluiddensitymustbeknownto
determinemassflowrate.Theliquidhydrogendensitywillbe
determinedfromthermodynamicpropertytablesbyusingthe
fluid'stemperatureandpressure,whichareobtainedat the
flowmeter'sinlet.
5.6.6.6 Thermodynamic Vent System Flow Rate
Measurement Requirements
The thermodynamic vent system (TVS) flow rates will be
monitored to determine system operational status and to quan-
tify the hydrogen mass expelled. The flow rates will be obtained
by the use of properly designed and sized flow control devices.
The TVS systems will be designed to provide single-phase
hydrogen vapor at their exit. Additional gaseous TVS flow rate
measurements are required with an inaccuracy of+_5.0 percent.
The TVS vent plumbing design uses tee connections located
on the radiator tray where the individual tank vent lines join to
a common TVS vent line. To individually meter each TVS line,
flowmeters will be located on the radiator tray and must be
capable of operating within a temperature range of
-423 to -100 °F.
The proposed volumetric flowmeter for the TVS' is a turbine
flowmeter. The turbine meters are designed for both liquid and
gas measurements and are operable over the temperature range
from -430 to 750 °F.
The turbine meter consists of a rotor mounted in a meter
housing with bearings that attach the rotor to the housing. Fluid
flow through the meter imparts a torque on the rotor blades
causing the rotor to spin at a rate proportional to volumetric
flow. Rotation rate is detected by a magnetic or carrier modu-
lated pickup assembly that detects a change in motional induc-
tance of the coil either as a voltage pulse or as a change in carrier
frequency. The meters are calibrated and a calibration
constant k relating meter output frequency to volume is deter-
mined. The deviation of the k factor over the measurement
range of the meter from its nominal value is given in the
linearity specification. The candidate turbine flowmeters have
a listed linearity of +1.0 percent of lull scale over a normal
10-to-1 flow range. Other gas service meter specifications
based on a gas density of 0.075 lb/ft 3 at 14.7 psia and 60 °F
are calibration accuracy of_+0.3 percent, repeatability of_+0.1
percent, and a dynamic response time of_<6 reset. The calibra-
tion of the meters using gaseous hydrogen at the actual operat-
ing temperature and pressure conditions will be required.
Turbine meters measure volumetric flow. and in order to
calculate mass flow rate the density must be determined.
Temperature and pressure measurements made at the meter
inlet will be used to determine density. Mass flow rate error is
therefore a function of the uncertainty of the turbine's volumet-
ric flow measurement and also the uncertainty in density
determination based on the temperature and pressure measure-
ment errors.
The influence of temperature and pressure on gaseous
hydrogen density was determined by finding the best-fit equa-
tions which mathematically described the change in hydrogen
density as a function of temperature and pressure over the
temperature range of 180 to 360 °R and the pressure range of
5 to 20 psia. The results of this analysis indicate that a root sum
square (RSS) density uncertainty of 3.66 percent could exist.
The total RSS inaccuracy caused by flowmeter, data acquisi-
tion, and density measurement uncertainties was estimated at
_<5.0 percent from 50 to 100 percent of design range.
5.6.6.7 Supply and Receiver Tank Vent Flow Rate
Measurement
Measurement of the vent flow rates of the supply and
receiver tanks is required for fluid inventory management and
receiver tank chilldown performance determination. Tank vent
flow rates of approximately 50 Ibm/hr are estimated.
A flow regulation device will be required to control the rate
of tank pressure decrease so that valve actuation and tank
pressure can be controlled. The tanks will be vented at pressures
of approximately 50 psiato a near vacuum condition. This large
pressure drop across a sonic flow nozzle will result in a choked
flow condition at the throat section of the nozzlc. The velocity
of the gas will reach the sonic value and will not be influenced
by changes in downstream pressure. The flow rate is dependent
only on the upstream pressure. Temperature of the vented gas
will also be measured so that density and mass flow rates can
be calculated. Estimated measurement inaccuracies of_<5.0 per-
cent were calculated over the operating range of 50 to 5 psia.
Commercial suppliers have designed flow nozzles which
develop sonic flow with downstream pressures as high as
80 percent of the nozzle inlet pressure.
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5.6.6.8Acceleration Measurement Requirement
The acceleration environment existing along all three axes
will be measured. The influence of acceleration levels on the
fluid dynamic and thermodynamic properties will be deter-
mined during the experiments by accelerating the spacecraft at
levels from 10to 100,ag.
A candidate system consists of three accelerometers. This
unit also contains the required power conditioning, analog
servo and signal conditioning electronics. The unit has been
used on the space shuttle orbiter program to measure low level
accelerations in the 1- to 10-ktg range.
The three-axis 0- to 5-V acceleration output signals of the
accelerometer will be measured at the experimental data unit
boxes and converted to their digital equivalent by the high-
resolution 12-bit analog-to-digital converters. A peak hold
circuit will register peak transient acceleration levels. The peak
detector will be read and reset every 1 sec.
Another candidate accelerometer is designed to measure
acceleration in the range of l0 -2 to 10-gg. The listed worst-case
accuracy is I percent of full scale. The lowest lull-scale range
for this model is 10 _g.
5.6.6.9 Mixer Flow Rate Measurement Requirement
A mixer is required for the active thermodynamic vent
system in the supply tank. The mixer-pump must be capable of
supplyieg liquid hydrogen flow rates of 3.0 to 12.7 gal/min. The
flow ratt of the mixer can be obtained by calibrating the mixer
shaft rolation rate with respect to flow rate. The mixer shaft
rotation ='atecan be detected by a number of methods such as by
use of a tachometer or by use of induction or magnetic pulse
detecting sensors.
A speed sensor compatible with the liquid hydrogen envi-
ronment will be required with the selected mixer-pump. The
frequency of the pulse output of the mixer speed sensor will be
proportional to the shaft rpm and so the flow rate. The fre-
quency output of the speed sensor is supplied to an EDU for
signal conditioning and fed to a RCTU/CTU of the TT&C
system. A candidate design is similar to a rotational speed
measurement design used in the Shuttle-Centaur design
(ref. 20),
5.6.6.10 Valve Status Indicators
The c_'yogenic and standard valves proposed for the COLD-
SAT plumbing system are manufactured with valve-position
indicating switches. The status of the switches (open/closed)
will be monitored by the RCTU's to verily operational status.
A candidate design is based on one proposed for the Shuttle/
Centaur (ref. 20). A modification to the design would utilize
manganin wiring for the cryogenic valve switches to minimize
heat con Juction.
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Figure 5.41.--Thermal conductivil y of wire materials.
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Thevoltageandcurrentsuppliedto the COLD-SAT experi-
ment system heaters and mixers will be measured to determine
the power dissipated by the components. The measurements
will be made at the relay sequencer units of the TT&C system.
5.6.7 HARNESSING
Electrical wiring is required to supply excitation power to
the sensors and to couple the sensor's output signal to the data
acquisition systems. The majority of the instrumentation will
be thermally bonded to the cryogenic tanks and a large heat
input to the tanks would occur if copper wire were used. To
minimize this problem, manganin wire will be used for instru-
mentation wiring. Phosphor-bronze wiring will be used for
valve and heater applications. The influence of temperature on
the thermal conductivity of copper, manganin, and phosphor-
bronze is shown in figure 5.41. Manganin has a distinct advan-
tage over other wire materials tot cryogenic use in that it has a
very low thermal conductivity at low temperatures. This prop-
erty helps to minimize heat leak into the system when manganin
wire is used. Unfortunately, the advantage in thermal conduc-
tivity is offset by manganin's high resistivity, so that the use of
manganin wire is not a panacea. For large current carrying
capability (e.g., for valves, motors, heaters), phosphor-bronze
provides a good mix of fairly low thermal conductivity com-
bined with reasonable resistivity. The mechanical properties of
these wire materials should be investigated more closely to
determine their suitability for flight use.
Connectors and receptacles used for cryogenic tank wire
feedthroughs will be similar to the type used on D- 1A Centaur.
Bulkhead connector assemblies exposed to temperatures
below -55 °F will be series 40M38294 (ref. 21 ). Connectors
exposed to temperatures above -55 °F will be series
MIL-C-38999. Detailed descriptions of the wire harness can be
found in the COLD-SAT Instrumentation Report (ref. I ).
5.7 Operations, Consumables
Inventory, and Experiment Timeline
5.7.1 INTRODUCTION
This section describes the COLD-SAT experiment opera-
tions, consumables inventory, and experiment timeline. The
consumables inventory and experiment timeline were used for
mission planning and spacecraft design. The experiment set
contains tests in each of the following categories:
• Low gravity tank pressure control
• No-vent fill and refill of cryogenic tanks in low gravity
• Cryogenic tank chilldown in low gravity
• Fill of liquid acquisition devices in low gravity
• Pressurization of cryogenic tankage in a low-gravity
environment
• Direct liquid outflow and vented fill with low-gravity
settling
• Liquid acquisition device performance in the on-orbit
environment
• Control of fluid thermodynamic state during liquid out-
flow
• On-orbit cryogenic fluid dumping
• Advanced instrumentation for in-space cryogenic sytems
The consumables inventory and timeline was developed by
using a computerized spreadsheet. It tracks experimental event,
liquid hydrogen use, tank pressures, tank fill levels, hydrogen
mass vented, hydrogen mass transferred, applied thrust dura-
tion, hydrazine mass, and g-levels. A bookkeeping section of
the spreadsheet tracks fluid losses by operation or experiment
event. The inventory/timeline is essentially a simple thermody-
namic model of the experiment system. It was used to deter-
mine how much of the experiment set could be accommodated
by a given system design. The hardware design and the
consumables inventory influenced each other in an iterative
process.
Key areas that benefitted from the inventory included: test
prioritization, number of tests accommodated, boiloff losses,
pressurant requirements, operations sequencing and events,
and identification of chilldown and other losses.
Supply, large receiver, small receiver, vaporizer and experi-
ment system helium tank volume, surface area, and heat flux
input data used in the spreadsheet calculations are shown below
in table 5.41.
Other basic inventory and timeline assumptions include
• The supply tank contains 525 Ibm of saturated liquid
hydrogen as a worst-case (minimum) amount at the start of
experiment operations.
• Experiment operations begin at T + 2 weeks.
• The large and small receiver tanks reach a fill level of
90 percent of total tank volume following a chilldown and fill
process.
TABLE 5.41 .--TANK DATA FOR SPREADSHEET
CALCULATIONS
Tank Volume.
ft _
Supply tank 144.0
Large receiver 20.9
Small receiver 13.4
Vaporizer 5.7
Helium bottles 4,7
Surface area, Heat flux.
It: Btu/hr-fl-"
142.7 0.1
0.3
0,6
38.9 0.5
27.7 0.5
15.5 NA
13,6 NA
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• Thereceivertankliquidhydrogenresidualstoltowing
expulsionareassumedto be5 percentby volumelor the
largereceivertankand10percentbyvolumeforthesmall
receivertank.(Thisisconsideredtobeaconservativeestimate.
Assumed receiver tank residual amounts have a great effect on
spacecraft liquid hydrogen inventory as residuals are ulti-
mately vented to space and are therefore lost tor the purpose of
future experimentation.)
• All transfer flow rates used in the analysis effort were
assumed to be 200 Ibm/hr.
The inventory was used to organize experiment operations
and to determine how much of the experiment set could be
accomplished under various conditions. At first, the inventory
consistcd of a simple allocation of liquid hydrogen to each
experiment. As the design progressed it was possible to make
better estimates of hydrogen use, for example, taking into
account boiloff rates over time, or using the latest tank and
plumbing masses lor chilldown estimates.
As the hydrogen use estimates became more refined, it
became necessary to use a computerized spreadsheet to do the
accounting. A timeline was developed to keep track of hydro-
gen use over time. It was determined that the amount of
pressurant required was an important design consideration
(there being a large uncertainty in the amount needed with the
worst-case amount causing severe mass and volume problems
in thc spacecraft configuration), so helium and hydrogen
pressurant gas were added to the inventory lor tracking. Later,
hydrazine propellant was alsoadded tothe inventory to account
for the experimental acceleration requirements over time as
well as normal attitude control.
Once the timeline of operations was incorporated into the
inventory, it was possible to make more refinements in the
estimates of fluid use. Certain tests are best run in a particular
order, such as achilldown followed by a fill. One result from the
inventory was that not all experiment tests could be accommo-
dated in the worst case, and some prioritization of tests was
needed.
High priority tests were scheduled early in experimental
operations to maximize the data return in the event of a shorter
mission than nominally planned. This called for storage of
liquid hydrogen in the receiver tanks in order to reach the proper
fill level lor some pressure control tests. The higher boiloff
rates caused by the higher heat leak into the receiver tanks could
be accounted for more accurately with the computerized inven-
tory/timclinc. Another refinement was that instead of linking a
chilldown with each fill, several fills could be accomplished
while the system was cold.
It was determined by looking at the timeline that additional
time would be required between tests for experimenters to
analyze the data. Time was also added to allow the spacecraft
operators and experimenters some rest after long experiment
runs and to provide some time l_)r problem solution. Time was
also added in cases where a tank needed to warm up to get to
initial cc,nditions for a test. This refinement of the operational
timeline allowed more accurate accounting of boiloff losses
and provided a more realistic estimate of experiment system
life.
The inventory was expanded to track tank pressures as well
as the mass of fluid in the tank. It became clear that the fluid
would have to be "conditioned" in some cases to obtain the
experiment requirements for fluid thermodynamic state. Alter
introducing hot pressurant gas into a tank to pertbrm a pressur-
ized outflow, the removal of the added thermal energy to return
the tanl, to its initial pressure could be accounted tor more
ace uratc.ly with the computerized inyen tory. The in yen tory was
updated to include the latest design volumes and masses of
tanks arid plumbing to better account tor losses. It was planned
to eventually track tank and plumbing temperature, but the
inventory never reached that level of refinement, and worst-
case estimates were used for ehilldown losses. As the inventory
became more refined, it began to resemble a model of the
experiment system.
Because of the experimental nature of the operations, some
of the engineering estimates used in the inventory are prelimi-
nary. In some cases, engineering assumptions are the only
means available to quantify low- gravity cryogenic fluid behav-
ior. The biggest uncertainty is the location and shape of the
liquid/vapor interface(s) and its effect on liquid/pressurant heat
transfer. Another problem is para-to-ortho conversion, which
was no: included in the inventory as a specific item, but was
treated as an overall lump contribution to boiloff loss. Further
refinen_ents to the inventory to explicitly calculate these effects
were begun, but not completed. To investigate their potential
impact on the inventory, the spreadsheet was calculated twice,
once with best-case assumptions and once with worst-case
assumptions.
5.7.2 INVENTORY AND TIMELINE LAYOUT
Spr,'.adsheet column headings are shown in table E.9 in
appem ix E to this chapter for a typical spreadsheet run. This
figure ;hows the types of information that were included in the
inventory. Each row corresponds to an operation or experiment
event. The inventory tracks fluids in the supply tank, large
receivt'.r tank, small receiver tank. two hydrogen vaporizers, a
lumpe t gaseous helium volume, and a lumped hydrazine mass.
The spreadsheet tracks experiment event, liquid hydrogen
use, t_ nk pressures, tank fill levels, hydrogen mass vented,
hydrol,,en mass transferred thrust duration, and gravity levels.
A boo='&eeping section of the spreadsheet tracks fluid losses by
operation or experiment event.
Tal-4e E.10 shows a simplified spreadsheet that gives an
exami4e of a possible timeline lbr a COLD-SAT mission. The
figure lists item numbers, times, events, and the total amount of
liquic hydrogen on board. The first column, "ITEM
NUM 3ER." assigns a number to each line of the spreadsheet.
This dlows easy reference to a specific event across the
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spreadsheet.It iscalculatedbyaddingone to the item number
in the previous row.
The next two columns in the spreadsheet, "TIME" and
"CHANGE IN TIME," keep track of the total mission time
elapsed (in weeks) and the time used by the event (in hours).
The "EVENT" columns list the events that are occurring in each
of the tanks. The abbreviations used are:
Boiloff An idle period with liquid in the tank that
is being heated at thc tank heat-leak rate
CD Chilldown of a tank
Condition Removal of thermal energy from the bulk
liquid in preparation tor a test
Dump Dumping liquid hydrogen overboard to
empty a tank
Empty Empty tank. nothing happening
GH., tank CD Pressurant bottle ehilldown for recharge
(gaseous hydrogen)
GH 2tankVF Pressurant bottle recharge (gaseous
hydrogen)
Launch/orbit Launch and deployment activities
LG Large receiver tank
NVF No-vent fill test
NVRF No-vent refill
PC Pressure control test
Preparation/
checkout
System preparation and checkout after
launch
Recondition Removal of thermal energy from the bulk
liquid following a test that may have
added heat
SM Small receiver tank
SU Supply tank
VF Vented fill test
VRF Vented refill test
Transfer line CD Transfer line chilldown operation
The order in which events occur is dictated by individual
experiment requirements and operation efficiency. For ex-
ample, pressure control experiments require specific tank fill
levels. Transfer line chilldowns are needed before tank
chilldowns or fills. Conditioning brings the liquid in a tank to
specific thermodynamic conditions prior to a fill test. Recondi-
tioning prepares a tank for a refill operation. A dump is used to
evacuate a tank in preparation for the next sequence of tests.
Some nonexperimental operations are needed to place the
system into a state suitable for the next test.
The total liquid hydrogen on board versus time is plotted in
figure 5.42 tor a typical inventory run.
5.7.3 OPERATIONS
The supply tank will be chilled and filled on the ground
several hours betore launch. The tank will be vented to atmo-
sphere until T - 95 sec when it will be locked up tbr launch.
The tank should remain locked up until it reaches orbit, but the
capability to vent through the Centaur vent system will exist for
contingencies. The tank will vent through the passive TVS and
the mixer will be run periodically to keep the tank pressure
under control during deployment. No experimentation is plan-
ned during the first two weeks on orbit to allow for spacecraft
deployment and checkout and thermal equilibration. Data on
the supply tank will be taken throughout this time.
5.7.3.1 Experiment Sequencing
The order in which experiments are performed depends on
the initial conditions required for one test and the final condi-
tions provided by another. Certain sequences of vdsts naturally
follow one another, lor example, a chilldown test is followed by
a no-vent fill.
The pressure control experiment tests are the drivers for the
overall structure of the experiment sequence because of fill
level requirements tbr the tests. Pressure control tests are run at
three fill levels in the supply tank, designated 90, 65. and 50
percent. The 90-percent full tests have to be run soon after
launch because the initial fill level is 92 percent and hydrogen
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Figure 5.42.--Total COLD-SAT liquid hydrogen inventory
(average liquid hydrogen use during experiment oper-
ations is 9.2 Ibm/day).
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islostdailybyboiloffatarateofabout1.5Ibm/day.Toperform
thenextsetoftests,thefill levelhastobedroppedtoaround65
percentbyremovingliquidhydrogen,whichimpliesdoing
transferxperiments.
Transferxperimentsusuallyrequireatransferlinechilidown
operation,receivertankchilldowntest,anda fill test.The
chilldownsinvolvealossof liquidsinceheatisremovedby
vaporizingliquidhydrogenwhichis thenventedoverboard.
Alterafill thereareadditionallossescausedbyremovalof
energyaddedtotheliquidduringthetransfer,higherboiloff
ratesinthereceivertanks,andresidualliquidbeingtrappedin
thereceivertanksalterabacktransfertothesupplytank.
Thcrcaretwoi-x_ssibleapproachestoachievingtherequired
initialfill levelsforpressurecontroltestsin thesupplytank:
(I) use up the liquid by performing transfers, or (2) store the
excess liquid in the receiver tanks while performing the pres-
sure control tests in the supply tank. The second method is more
convenient and provides for performance of the higher priority
pressure control tests as soon as possible, but suffers from
higher losses caused by boiloff (which is nonproductive) be-
cause of the higher heat leak in the receiver tanks. The nominal
sequence is a combination of the two. Four transfers are
perlormed and then some liquid is held in the receiver tanks
while the 65-percent pressure control tests are run. The four
transfers are the first four no-vent fill tests which are the highest
priority transfer tests. Thus the relative priority of the various
experiments and tests enters in as a factor in the sequencing of
events with high priority tests being performed as soon as
possible.
5.7.3.2 Pressure Control
The pressure control experiment primarily consists of
parametric variations on a set of five tests. The basic test set is:
(1) thermal stratification. (2) mixing, (3) passive TVS,
(4) another mixing test, and (5) active TVS. The final condi-
tions for one test provide the initial conditions for the next. This
set of tests is repeated at different tank fill levels (90,
65, 50 percent), different applied heat fluxes (0.1, 0.3, and
0.6 Btu/hr-t't 2) and different acceleration environments (back-
ground. 3x 10-5g. and I 0--4g).
The tests are largely passive from a control standpoint. The
thermal phenomenon have long time constraints. Some pres-
sure spikes are possible during mixing especially if regions of
superheated liquid have lbrmed during the stratification tests.
For thc most part, it is anticipated that pressure control test con-
ditions will be set up and the tank observed until the time limit
or pressure limit of the test is reached. The passive TVS is
oversized for low heat input so the TVS valve will be cycled to
provide an average flow rate corresponding to the tank heat
flux (e.g., 10 min on, 20 min off).
Supply tank pressure control tests typically occur in the
sequencc shown in figure 5.43. During thermal stratification
tests, tank pressure rises at rates that depend on the experimen-
Days
Thermal
stratification _ 1 to 3
2-dayhold 6 to 7
Figure 5.43.--Typical pressure control test sequence.
tal heat flux level (0. I, 0.3, or0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2) and the tank liquid
hydrog,.'n fill level. During mixing tests, supply tank pressure
is lowered to that value which corresponds to a saturated,
homogeneous pressure rise from the last mixing or active TVS
operating event. During passive TVS tests, the tank is vented at
the TVS vent rate shown in table 5.1 I and energy removal is
estimated to be at the rate shown in the design heat load column.
During active TVS tests, the supply tank is vented and
energy removed at the rates shown in table 5. ! I and the tank is
brought to a saturated, homogeneous condition. Tank pressure
reduction is a consequence of mixing and energy removal
during active TVS operation.
5.7.3.3 Chilidown
Figure 5.44 shows a typical 7-day operating sequence for
tank chilldown and fill experimentation. The cycle begins with
a thermally conditioned supply tank (pressure less than 20 psia)
and pr_)ceeds through a chilldown of the transfer line and a
chilldcwn of either the large or small receiver tank. The
subseq aent no-vent fill of the receiver tank is followed by an
operational transfer back to the supply tank where the liquid
hydro__en can be reconditioned by the active thermodynamic
vent s_,stem. The tank chilldown and fill sequence begins again
with the reconditioned liquid hydrogen. A 2-day quiescent
spacecraft period concludes the 7-day week.
The transfer lines and receiver tanks must be cold to perform
a fill. ]'formally, a fill test will be preceeded by chilldown tests.
Chiild _wns may not be needed for fills and refills that immedi-
ately t._llow one another. Heaters have been included on the
receiv,.'r tank designs to provide a way of warming the tank to
the de, ired initial temperature (e.g., >400 °R) without having to
wait a week. If there are more chilldown tests desired than are
neede41 for fills, the chilldowns can be done at the end of the
missic n by using the heaters to warm the tanks.
Transfer line chilldown is primarily a continuous flow
proce, s. The possibility of pressure spikes over 1IX)psi exists,
so the vents must be sized to handle warm hydrogen gas at
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l Start with
conditioned
supply tank
Chill
transfer
line
Chill
-_ receiver
tank
Pressurize Isupply tank
to 30 psia
Pressurize
receiver tank I
to 30 psia
No-vent fill
receiver
tank
Thermally
condition
supply and --1receiver
Operationally J I Vent residuals /
transfer back I_ and heat
to supp y tank J I receiver tank
I Repeat tank
chill and
fill sequence
_I 2-dayhold I
Figure 5.44.mTypical sequence of transfer-related tests.
Days
1 to3
4to 5
6to7
chilldown flow rates. Pressure surges could cause backflow
into the supply tank. An initial low flow rate or pulsed flow
chilldown may be needed to reduce the initial pressure spike
depending on the line temperature.
The COLD-SAT transfer line has many branches that will be
difficult to chill with a continuous flow through only one leg.
Branch shutoff valves must be located as close to the main
transfer line as possible to allow easy chilldown of the shutoff
valve, otherwise the heat leak to the transfer line will be large.
The best approach would be to vent the line through the tank
that is to be filled, but this must be done carefully to avoid
chilling the tank below the initial starting temperature for the
tank chilidown test.
Tank chilldown is primarily a charge-hold-vent procedure in
which a charge of liquid is introduced into the tank and held,
while heat is transferred between the tank and the liquid,
generating vapor, and finally the vapor is vented OUl of the tank,
removing the heat. The charge can be introduced through one
of the spray systems used for fill; each of the types of sprays will
be evaluated in separate chilldown tests.
A typical chilldown would consist of the following steps:
( I ) flow through the transfer line (low flow leg) to the selected
spray of the desired receiver tank is initiated, (2) flow continues
for approximately one minute until the desired charge mass
(~1 Ib) is injected, (3) the pressure in the locked-up receiver
tank is allowed to rise to 30 psia as heat is transferred from the
tank to the hydrogen, (4) the vent is opened tbr approximately
10 sec to reduce tank pressure by 5 psi, (5) steps 3 and 4 are
repeated four times, and (6) the tank is vented to space and
another charge-hold-vent cycle is initiated until the target
temperature of the tank is reached.
5.7.3.4 No-Vent Fill
No-vent fill in at least two tanks with different mass-to-
volume ratios will be investigated. The tank will be initially
chilled down to a target temperature, vented to near space
vacuum, thc vent valves closed, and liquid hydrogen will be
introduced into the tank via a tangential spray system. The
initial use of the tangential inflow nozzles is intended to
promote mixing, thereby minimizing the rate of pressure rise
and thus aiding the pressure-driven liquid transfer operations.
Inflow through the tangential nozzles is also expected to cause
centrifuging of the liquid to the tank walls with the resultant
vapor region being centrally located in the tank. As the filling
proceeds, the pressure will rise causing the liquid transfer rate
to decrease. As the pressure continues to rise, it will be neces-
sary to introducc a portion of the liquid hydrogen flow through
the radial spray system into the vapor region to promote vapor
condensation. The filling process will terminate when the
source tank and receiver tank pressures are nearly equal. The
TVS will be activated to maintain the tank pressure within
acceptable limits following the transfer operation.
Key variables affecting the results are expected to be: the
acceleration environment, the thermodynamic state of the
inflowing liquid, the receiver tank initial temperature, the
timing of the initiation of flow through the radial spray system,
and tank mass and volume. The thermodynamic state of the test
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fluid is primarily controlled by the operating conditions main-
tained in the source tank. However, heat addition and pressure
loss in the transfer line will also contribute to the establishment
of the thermodynamic state of the liquid hydrogen as it enters
the tank,
No-vent fill through the LAD will follow an identical proce-
dure with the exception that llow will be introduced into the
tank via the LAD.
The refilling of tanks will follow an identical procedure with
the addition of continuous TVS operation throughout the fill.
Additional key variables are the quantity, position, and thermo-
dynamic state of the residual hydrogen in the tank prior to the
initiation of the refill.
For no-vent fills that employ an axial spray, a nozzle will be
used which will break the flow into a spray of liquid droplets.
The nozzle will be oriented so that the centerline of the spray
and the long central axis of the tank are aligned (the configura-
tion will be designated "axial spray"). Spacecraft maneuvers
will be used to maintain the bulk liquid away from the nozzle
for as long as possible. The tank is designed to be of sufficient
size so that the spray volume is representative of the volume
which a singlc nozzle would be expected to cover in a full-scale
system. Flow will continue until tank pressure reaches within
5 psia of inflow pressure.
5.7.3.5 Vented Fill
An axial acceleration environment will be provided lor this
experiment. Numerical modeling predictions of liquid residu-
als following outflow from a tank will be compared with test
results. The key variables affiecting the results are expected to
be the acceleration environment and liquid flow rate. The
quality of the liquid outflow can be utilized to determine the
effectiveness of the settling maneuver.
Following tank chilldown and evacuation, liquid hydrogen
will be introduced through the end of the tank where liquid is
located by applied acceleration while pressure-activated vent-
ing will be permitted at the other end of the tank. The vented
fluid will be continuously monitored and the venting operation
will be terminated when the source tank and receiver tank
pressures are nearly equal. The on-the-wall TVS on the receiver
tank will be activated following the transfer operation to
maintain the tank pressure within acceptable limits,
5.7.4 DESCRIPTION OF ANALYSES
The fluid inventory and timeline is composed of a number of
interdependent thermodynamic analyses. Basic thermodynamic
principles were applied to COLD-SAT experimental and op-
erational prt_cesses in an attempt to model experiment opera-
tions as accurately as possible. The operating range for the
supply, large receiver, and small receiver tanks is 15 to 30 psia.
It was n,;cessary for the model to have access to hydrogen
thermod?,namic data in this range. To fill this need, the least
squares, best linear fit equations plotted in figures D.40a
through I in appendix D to this chapter were incorporated either
directly into the spreadsheet or indirectly through subsequent
analysis. Data points for the linear representations of hydrogen
propertks were obtained from reference 22.
5.7.4.1 Boiloff
Boiioff is an idle period where the only occurrence is that
heat leaking into the tank is adding thermal energy to the tank
and its contents. This heat leak is assumed to be constant and is
remove¢ from the tank by the TVS. The TVS is assumed to
remove heat at the rates given in table 5. I I, which are assumed
to include any TVS inefficiency. Boiloff losses are added to
most events in which there is liquid in a tank.
5.7.4.2 Liquid Hydrogen Tank Ullage Calculation
The toltowing equation was used for the supply tank ullage,
large receiver tank ullage, and small receiver tank ullage
column._,:
Gaseous aydrogen ullage (Ibm) =
liquid hydrogen masstank ,olume ..... / × (gaseous hydrogen density)liquid hydrogen density )
In the previous equation, liquid hydrogen dens.ity is calcu-
lated a_ the saturated, homogeneous pressure and gaseous
hydrog_'n density is calculated at two times the saturated,
homog_:neous pressure. The use of two times saturation pres-
sure is t compromise lumped estimate to account for thermal
energy in the ullage. A completely homogeneous condition is
not expected in low gravity except after mixing. The estimate
of two times saturation was suggested by the experimenters.
This is an area tor further refinement.
5.7.4.3 Liquid Hydrogen Tank Pressure Rise Calculation
Hydrogen tank pressure rise rates were calculated from the
saturaled, homogeneous model of NASA TN D-4171
(appen tix B) (ref. 23) for the supply tank pressure, large tank
pressme and small tank pressure columns. The saturated,
homogeneous rate was multiplied by two, and the resultant
values :or each tank at the assumed heat flux levels were plotted
as aft nction of tank fill level. The second-order curve fits
shown in figures D.41 to D.45 in appendix D to this chapter
were iJ_corporated directly into the spreadsheet.
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5.7.4.4 Pressure Control Experiment Calculations
During thermal stratification experiments, tank pressure is
estimated to rise at the rates shown in figures D.41 to D.43 in
appendix D to this chapter depending on the experiment heat
flux level (0.1, 0.3, or 0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2) and the tank liquid
hydrogen fill level. During mixing experiments, supply tank
pressure drops to a value which corresponds to a saturated,
homogeneous condition.
During passive TVS experiments, the following changes
occur in the spreadsheet:
( I ) Tank is vented at the rate shown in table 5. I I. (Supply
passive, large receiver, and small receiver vent flow rates)
(2) Energy is removed at the TVS design rate (given in
table 5. ! 1, design heat load column)
During active TVS experimentation, the following changes
occur in the spreadsheet:
( 1) Supply tank is vented at the rate given in table 5.11.
(2) Energy is removed at the rate given in table 5.11.
(3) Tank is brought to a saturated, homogeneous condition.
The amount of liquid hydrogen vented during active and
passive TVS operation is determined according to the follow-
ing equation for both the active and passive thermodynamic
vent systems:
Ibmof liquidhydrogen vented = (timeof TVSoperation) x (vent flow rate)
Tank pressure reduction is a consequence of mixing and
energy removal during active TVS operation. Liquid hydrogen
temperature is reduced according to the following equation for
both the active and passive thermodynamic vent systems:
(design heat load) × (TVS operation time)
(tank liquid hydrogen mass) x (liquid hydrogen specific heat)
The new tank pressure is the liquid hydrogen saturation pres-
sure at the calculated final temperature.
5.7.4.5 Line/Tank ChUldown and Fill Experiment
Calculations
For fluid inventory purposes, the total mass of liquid hydro-
gen required for one chilldown of the COLD-SAT transfer line
was calculated as the average between two extreme values. The
low value represents the mass of liquid hydrogen that would be
needed at the heat transfer rate expected at the beginning of the
chilldown process while the high value represents the mass of
liquid hydrogen that would be needed at the heat transfer rate
expected at the end of the process.
At the start of the process, the large amount of transfer line
thermal energy is expected to completely vaporize the liquid
hydrogen as it enters the hot line. The process uses both the heat
of vaporization and subsequent sensible heating of the hydro-
gen vapor (to 100 °R) to cool the transfer line betore venting to
space. At the end of the process, the lower transfer line tempera-
ture is assumed to only vaporize the liquid hydrogen by the time
it is vented: no subsequent sensible heating of the vapor is
assumed. For cases where the transfer line has not had a chance
to warm up to ambient temperature a cold chilldown estimate
using the heat of vaporization only was calculated from a
starting line temperature of 300 °R.
The equation used for transfer line chilldown is
T_
Ibm of liquid hydrogen = ( H v + H s )( M I )_ C_T) dT
where
H v the enthalpy of vaporization of hydrogen
M S the change in enthalpy caused by sensible heating of
the vapor (41.3 to I(X) °R at 30 psia); zero for no
sensible heating
T 1 initial transfer line temperature: 540 °R (initial
transfer line chilldown); and 300 °R (subsequent
chilldowns)
T_ the final transfer line temperature: 41.3 °R
C(T) the specific heat of stainless steel as a function of
temperature (fig. D.46 in appendix D to this chapter)
M t transfer line mass (estimated to be 20 Ibm)
Average values between process beginning results and process
end results yield the following:
Warm line chilldown: 4.0 Ibm liquid hydrogen
Subsequent line chilldowns: 1.4 Ibm liquid hydrogen
The mass of liquid hydrogen used to chill the receiver tanks
was estimated to be
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TABLE 5.42.--HYDROGEN PRESSURANT REQUIRE-
MENTS FOR TRANSFER OPERATIONS
Operation Requirements.
Ibm/transfer
Supply tank to large receiver tank
Supply tank to small receiver tank
Large receiver tank to supply tank
Large receiver tank to small receiver tank
Small receiver tank to supply tank
Small receiver tank to large receiver tank
2.0
1.9
0.56
30
Large receiver tank chilldown: 7.2 Ibm liquid hydrogen
Small receiver tank chilldown: 2.8 Ibm liquid hydrogen
The previous values include an estimated 0.3 Ibm of transfer
line residuals for all operations. The tank chilldown require-
ments were obtained from the CRYOCHILL computer model
for charge-hold-vent chilldowns which makes certain assump-
tions about the efficiency of heat transfer between the tank and
the hydrogen.
For all fills it is assumed that the receiver tank will achieve
a 90-percent fill level regardless of the filling method. Losses
duc to residual liquid in the tank after it is emptied are reflected
in dump operations following the transfer.
5.7.4.6 Pressurization of Hydrogen Tanks in Low
Gravity
Autogenous tank pressurization for liquid hydrogen expul-
sion involves the injection of gaseous hydrogen pressurant into
the ullage space of a cryogenic tank for the purpose of expelling
liquid hydrogen from the tank through a connecting line to a
receiving tank. The phenomena involved in autogenous pres-
surization in low gravity are not well understood. The data
supplied by the COLD-SAT cxperiments in this area will
attempt to fill this void.
Two ;imple pressurization analyses were performed for
each of tie six different COLD-SAT pressurization and trans-
fer operations. These two analyses represent extreme cases,
which provide upper and lower bounds for the actual quantity
of pressarant required. The set of operations characterized
includes supply tank to large receiver tank or small receiver
tank transfers; large receiver tank to supply tank or small
receiver tank transfers; and small receiver tank to supply tank
or large receiver tank transfers. The results of these analyses are
shown in figures D.24(a) to (f) in appendix D to this chapter.
The tanks were assumed to be pressurized to 30 psia from an
initial saturated, homogeneous condition at 15 psia with gas-
eous hyc_rogen at 520 °R.
The best case (minimum pressurant required) assumes that
the bulk cryogenic liquid and the incoming warm pressurant
gas each undergo reversible, adiabatic (isentropic) processes in
reaching the final state. The isentropic case is characterized by
total thetmal stratification. The worst case (maximum pressurant
required) assumes that thermal equilibrium is maintained be-
tween the bulk liquid and the pressurant gas at all times during
the process. The thermal equilibrium case is characterized by
substantial condensation of the incoming pressurant gas. Clearly,
neither the isentropic nor the thermal equilibrium models
predict the actual COLD-SAT pressurant use. The nominal
pressurant mass required was estimated as the midpoint of the
two extremes.
Nominal hydrogen pressurant requirements for each of the
six difft:rent COLD-SAT pressurization and transfer opera-
tions art, given in table 5.42.
Accurate estimates of pressurant gas required for space-
based transfer operations arc important. Excess pressurant
carries a substantial weight penalty (tor high pressure bottles) while
insufficient pressurant will result in an incomplete mission. This
area (pressurization of hydrogen tanks in low gravity) has the
most cri!ical need for future re,arch of all the problems laced by
the COl_ D-SAT experiment systcm design team.
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Appendix A
Experiment System Mechanical and
Structural Analyses
This appendix contains summaries, generally in tabular fi)rm, of the following mechanical and structural analyses:
(I) Dimensions of Principal Components and Structural Data Summary
(2) Experiment System Mass Estimates
(3) Structural Analyses
(a) Supply Tank Structure.
(b) Large Receiver Tank Structure
(c) Small Receiver Tank Structure
(d) Hydrogen Vaporizer Struts
(e) Helium Bottle Struts
(4) LAD Pressure Drop Calculations
Table A. I provides a summary of the dimensions of, and
other structural data for. the major components of the experi-
ment system, which are the supply tank. the two receiver tanks,
the hydrogen vaporizers, and the helium pressurant bottles.
Table A.2 provides a summary of the experiment system
mass. The organization of this table corresponds to the organi-
zation of the more detailed listing in Table A.3, which contains
a listing of all components in the experiment system, the
number of flight units, and an estimate of their mass.
Table A.4 summarizes structural analyses performed
on various portions of the major components of the experi-
ment system, specifically, the supply tank, the large and
small receiver tanks, the hydrogen vaporizer struts, and
the helium bottle struts.
Table A.5 liquid acquisition device pressure drop cal-
culations are based on the methods ofE. C. Cady's Study
of Thermodynamic Vent and Screen Baffle Integration for
Orbital Storage and Transfer of Liquid Hydrogen (ref. 24).
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Vessel
TABLE A. I.--COLD-SAT EXPERIMENT SYSTEM STR[ CTURAL DATA SUMMARY
[Room-temperature dimension .1
Supply tank Vaporizers Ht lium bottles Large receivers Small receivers
Number 1 2 2 I I
Volume. l't_ 143.9 5.7 5.7 21.0 13.6
Sphere SphereShape
Cylinder. 1"I
Elliptical ends
Length, fl
Outside diameter, fl
Surface area, fl-"
Wall thickness, in.
5.0-by 5.03
SR.2
8.6
5.0
142.7
0.080
2,4
17.4
0.60
2.2
15.2
0.364
2.71-by 2.375
SR,2
4.3
2,7
38.9
0.061
3.0-by 0.5
SR.2
2.6
3.0
27.7
0.067
Material
Pressure vessel emissivity,
Mass {dry;., Ib
Ground nlaxinmm expected
operating pressure, psia
Safety factor on uhimate
Sal'el_ factor on yield
On-orbit maximmn expected
operating pressure, psia
Safely factor on ultimate
Safely factor on yield
Liquid hydrogen capacity at
21) psia saturated, Ib
Tube coils
Tube o.d., in.
Wall thickness, in.
Length. ft
Number of coil supports
Aluminum 5083 Alunfinum 6061 -T6, Aluminum 6061 -
T6,
Kevlar 49-epox_
Aluminum 5083 Aluminum 5083
(I.(;.5 . - .......... 0.05 0.05
194.0 143.6 73,5 38J) 29.(;.
49.0 2(10010 3000.0 49.0 49.0
5.4 2.2 2.0 4.4 4.3
1.9 1.9 1.7 2.[;' 1.9
49.0 20(10.0 30(X).0 49.1) 49.0
3,8 1,3 2.0 3. I 3.0
1.4 I. I 1.7 1.4 1.4
565.0 at 92 percent 3.5 ...........................
NA2
1.5
0.035
75,0
2.0
NA
I
I
NA
Mass
Material
Supp.ons
Type
Number
Material
Length. in.
Outer diameter, in.
Wall thickness, in.
Ends
Struts
16
S-2 glass
19.3
1.375
0.04
14.5
Aluminum 3(XJ3-H 14
Struts
4 per bottle
6061-0 Aluminum
2 at 8.0. 2 at 19.3
1.5 by 2.0
0.125
Struts
4 per bottle
6 )61-0 Aluminum
: at 8.0. 2 at 19.3
1.5 by 2.0
0.125
Struts
10
S-2 Glass
8 at 31. I, 2 at 33.9
1.0
0.04
Stainless steel Aluminum Aluminum Stainless steel
NA
!
Struts
10
S-2 Glass
10at 15.4
1,0
0.04
Stainless steel
Mass, Ib
Thermal length, in.
Thermal area, in.
Support brackets
Factor of safety
MLI can
Length, in.
Diameter, in,
Shaw
Cylinder, in.
Frustum ends, in.
Surface area. ft-"
Inner
Outer
Can inner emissivity
Honeycomb
Material
Thickness, in.
Facesheets
Material
Thickness. in.
Mass. Ib
21,6
13.1
0.168
8
5A
Y_s
114.8
65.2
65.18-by 84.77
65.18-by 35.5-by 15.0
176.8
180.6
0.05
17.7
0.813
3.3
N/A
17.7
0.813
6,2
N/A
15.6
8 at 25.1.2 at 27,9
0.062
6
6.4
Yes
64.5
37.5
37.5-by 49
37.5-by 22-by 7,75
57,4
59.6
" 0.05
Aluminum 5(;.56
0.375
Aluminum 2024
0.020
119.1
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
Aluminum 5056
0,3755
Aluminum 2025
0.020
42.9
15.6
10 at 9.4
0.062
6
16.6
Yes
44.5
40.0
40-by 28.5
40-by 24-by 8
45.1
47.0
0.05
Aluminum 5056
0.375
Aluminum 2024
0,020
34.8
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TABLEA.2.--COLD-SATEXPERIMENTSUBSYSTEMMASSUMMARY
Subsystem
SUPPLYTANKMODULE
LiquidhydrogensupplytankassemblyGaseoushydrogensupplyHeliumsupplyTotal
LARGERECEIVERTANKMODULETotal
SMALLRECEIVERTANKMOI)ULETotal
FLUIDINTERFACESUBSYSTEMSupplytankmodule
Larger ceivertankmoduleSmallrcceivertankmodule
Venlsystem
Groundinterfacepanel
Total
ELECTRONICS
Total
CONSUMABLES
Supply tank liquid hydrogen
Helium pressurant
Vaporizer hydrogen
Total
TOTAL SUBSYSTEM MASS
Weight.
lb
89(I
426
188
1504
2{)7
178
134
56.4
22.5
49.1
9
271
46.5
565
17.4
7.4
589.8
2796.3
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TABLEA,3.--COLI)-SATEXPERIMENTSYSTEMCOMPONFNTSLISTANDMASSSUMMARY
Item
SUPPLY TANK MODULE
Liquid Hydrogen Supply Tank !subtotal)
Pressure vessel (Aluminum 5083, I).096 Ib/in. _)
Elliptical domes (10 percent margin)
Number cf
flight unis
2
Cylinder 1111 percent margin)
Girth rings
Panel supports
Healers
Strips 11,25 in. by 15,7 It)
Patches 110 in, diam)
Struts
Glass
Aluminum ends
Spacecraft brackets
Tank brackets
LAD assembly
Channels
l/2-in, tubing 10.035-in. wall), fl
3/4-in. tubing (0.049-in. wall), ft
Sidewalls tO.050-in, thick)
Perforated plate (().()5-in thick)
Screen (Dutch twill)
Manifolds
Structural rings
Brackets
Rings
LAD
Instrumentation rakes
Support rods
Temperature cones
Liquid-vapor cones
Pump
MLI can
18
16
32
8
16
4
130
131)
8
4
4
2
2
4
51
35
Facesheets - 2024 Aluminum - 0.020 in.
Inner ( 176.8 fl-' )
Outer { 180.64 fl -_)
Honeycomb 13/8-in. 5056 Aluminum)
Vent doors
Pyrotechnic pin pullers
Fasteners and doublers
Thermal insulation
MLI
Nylon pins
Purge bag
Bag (130 in. _)
Vent doors
Pyrotechnical pin pullers
Support rings
Relief valves
Valves
Cryogenic valves
Relief valves
l
I
1
2
2
30
I
130
18
3
Unit mass, Total Assembly
]b 111ass. mass,
Ib Ib
.................. 151)4
............... 891)
...........................
39 78.1) ..........
95.5 95.5 ..........
5.09 2/).4 ..........
0.75 13.5 ..........
.13 1.2
.0433 0.3
•188 3.1)
.256 8.2
1.094 8.8
•I 1.6
22.95 91.8
_'.061N 7.9
_'.1285 16.7
.5_._.9 4.4
.78 3.1
.421 1.7
7.89 15.8
26. I 52,2
.."9 2.3
.33 1.3
2.2 8.8
.(X)66 3
.0432 1.5
2.0 4.O
49.9 499
51 51.0
10.71 10.7
.5 1.0
1.0 2.0
25 7.5
46.1 46.1
.03125 4.1
13.0 131)
.3 .6
1.1) 2.0
1.25 2.5
.156 .3
3.5 63.0
.156 .5
_'Measured in Ib/fl.
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TABLEA.3.--Continued.
Item
Harnesses
Fairleads
Phos-bronzewirest25fl)
Mangnin wires (25 fl)
Connectors
61 -pin
37-pin
5-pin
Instrumentation
Harnesses
Internal tank wiles (4 ft)
External tank wires (5.2 fi)
External MLI can (6.5 fl)
Fairleads
Connectors
61 -pin
Tank feedthroughs
Flowmeters
Turbine
Venturis
Joule-Thompson device
Pressure sensors
Ahsolule
Differential
Temperature sensors
Burst disk
Piping (lengths in feet)
I/4-in. o.d
3/8-in. o.d.
l/2-in, o.d
3/4-in. o.d,
I I/2-in. o.d.
Fairleads
Panels
E - Fill/drain
F - Active TVS/TVS vent
G - Tank vent
H - TVS flow
I- Transfer
J - Transfer control
Gaseous Hydrogen Supply
Vaporizcr
Bottles
Coils
Struts
Horizontal (8.0 in.l
Vertical (19.3 in.)
Tubing I/4-in. o.d. (length in feet)
Instrumentation
Sensors
Temperature
Absolute pressure
Number of Unit mass.
flight units Ib
16 O. 125O
38 .15
57 .(1675
16 1,0
I0 2
24 25
186 .0108
289 .01404
20 .01755
35 .125
16 2
I0 2
3 .5
3 .8
3 .(_
14 .3125
3 .688
116 .(1(13
1 2
12 _'.054
I0 LI04
21 ".174
15 :'.476
14 _'.996
35 .25
I 4.0
1 4.0
I 4.0
I 5.6
I 7.2
I 4.0
2 143.6
2 26.4
4 ,65
4 1.57
25 .O54
9 .(1()3
9 .3125
:'Measured in lb/ft.
Total
nlass,
Ib
2.0
5.7
3.8
16.0
20.0
6.0
2.0
4.1
.4
4.4
32.0
20.0
1.5
2,4
.3
4.4
2.1
.3
2.0
0.7
1.0
3.7
7.3
13.9
8.8
41)
4.0
4.0
5.6
7.2
4,0
287.2
52.8
2.6
6.3
1.4
.(13
2.8
Assembly
nlass,
Ib
426
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TABLEA.3.--Continued
Item Number3f Unit
flight un its mass,
Ib
9 0.125
136 .0189
Fairleads
Harnesses (7 fl)
Connectors
61 -pin
37-pin
Pressure sensors
Valving
Cryogenic valves
Check valves
Gas valves
Relief valves
Regulators
Valve harnesses
Phos-bronze wires (7.5 ft)
Manganin wires (7.5 ft)
Fairleads
Connectors (at valves)
Connectors (at sequencers)
Panels (22 by 20)
Helium Supply
Helium bottles
Struts
Horizontal (8.0 in.)
Vertical (19.3 in.)
Tubing l/4-in, o.d.
Panel
Plate II6- by 16- by 0. l-in.)
Regulator
Gas valves
Instrumentation
Harnesses 17 ft)
Pressure sensors
Flow meters
Miscellaneous structure, fasteners, and fittings
LARGE RECEIVER TANK MODULE
Pressure vessel
Elliptical domes (10 percent added)
Cylinder (10 percent added)
Panel supports
Supporting struclure
Struts
Glass-tension
Glass-torsion
Aluminum ends
Spacecraft brackets
Tank brackets
LAD assembly
Channels
Sidewalls ( 144- by 2.2- by 0.06-in.)
Screen (t400 by 2Or))
Perforated plate t0.05 in.)
Tubing I/4 in.
g
12
3
16
16
2
25
36
2
I
2
I
12
8
2
2O
6
I0
2
I
I
26
1.5
2.0
.05
3.5
.156
2
.2
2.6
.045
.0203
.125
kS
.Z5
8.8
73.5
0.65
1.57
.054
2.6
2.6
2
.0189
.31
.5
9.(P_
19.72
.75
.188
.188
.256
1.094
.2
1.9
.47
.9
.0236
Total
mass,
Ib
1.1
2.6
15
4.0
,5
14.(I
.3
16.0
1.4
5.2
.4
.2
.4
4.0
4.0
17.3
147.0
2.6
6.3
1.4
2.6
2.6
8.0
.7
,6
.5
15.7
18.(I
19.7
91J
t.5
.4
5.1
6.6
2.0
3.8
,5
.9
.6
Assembly
mass,
lb
188
207
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TABLE A.3.-- Continued.
Item Number of Unit mass.
flight units Ib
2 .Z'i
12 .05
Manifolds (6- by 6- by 2-in.)
Ring-to-wall brackets
Instrumentation rakes
Support rods
Temperalure cones
Liquid-vapor cones
Tangential spray system
Tubing (I/4-in.)
Nozzles
Tubing support brackets
Axial spray system
Nozzles
Pressurant diffuser
Insulation system
MLI
MLI can
Faccsheets - 2024 Aluminum
Inner (57.4 It: )
Outer (59.6 ft-"l
Honeycomb (3/8 in. 5056 Aluminum)
Valving
V isc_tiets
Check valve
Cryogenic valves
Relief valves
Harnesses
Fairleads
Phos-bronze wires (7.5 ft)
Manganin wires (7.5 It)
Connectors
55-pin
5-pin
Instrumentation
Harnesses
Valve panel t6 ft)
Internal tank wires (5 ft)
External tank wires (8 fl)
External MLI can (8 fl)
Fairleads
Connectors
55-pin
Tank fcedthroughs
Flovcmeters
Venturis
Pressure sensors
Absolute
Differential
Temperature sensors
Tubing
I/4-in. o.d.
l/2-in, o.d.
Miscellaneous fittings and fasteners
4
19
40
I
I
9
,.)
6
18
27
72
120
225
24
40
9
I
86
17
23
.62
.00655
.0432
.0236
.0625
.03
.0625
.3
15.2
165
17.2
4.2
.095
.15.6
3.5
.156
.125
.045
.0203
I
.25
.0162
.I)135
.0216
.0216
.125
.31
.688
.0O33
.054
.174
Total
II|ass,
Ib
.5
.6
2.5
.I
12
.2
.3
.2
15.2
16.5
17.2
4.2
.I
.2
31.5
.3
.75
.81
,.548
2.0
2.3
1.2
1.6
4.9
.5
5.0
7.0
8.0
2.8
2
.3
.9
4.0
3.1
Assembly
mass.
Ib
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TABLEA.3.--Continued.
Numbertf
flightunis
SMALLRECEIVERTANKMODULE
Pressurevessel
Ellipticaldomes(10percentaddedlCylindert10percentaddedl
Panelsupporls
SupportingstructureSlrutsGlass-tensionGlass-torsion
Aluminunle ds
SpacecraftbracketsTankbrackets
SpraysystemRadialtube
Nozzles
I/4-in.tangetialube(3ft)
Flowbaffle(22-in.diameter)
InsulationsystemMLI
MLIcanFacesheets-2024Aluminum-0,020in.
Inner(45.1fl-')Outer(47,0ft-")
Honeycomb13/8in.5056Aluminum)
Valves
CryogenicvalvesReliefvalves
Harnesses
Fairleads
Phos-bronzewires(7.5It)
Manganinw resI7.51"1tConnectors
55-pin
5-pin
TVS
Visccojet
I/4-in. tube
Instrumentation
Rake support rods
Brackets
Harnesses
Valve panels 14 It)
Internal tank wires t6 It)
External tank wires (6 It)
Fairleads
Connectors
55-pin
Tank feedthroughs
Pressure sensors
Absolute
Temperature sensors
Liquid/vapor sensors
Tubing
1/4-in, o,d
I/2-in. o.d
Miscellaneous fittings and fasteners
I
12
g
2
20
6
10
I
15
l
6
20
21
I
5o
4
68
96
239
35
8
3
8
24
40
8
13
Unit mass.
Ib
12.13
4.98
.83
.188
.188
.2.%
1.094
,2
3.8
.8
.0625
.06
12.0
13.0
13.5
3.3
3.5
.I.%
.125
.045
.0203
I
.25
,095
.02,36
.3
.1
.0108
.0162
.0162
.125
I
.31
.(X)655
.0432
.054
.174
Total
mass,
Ib
24.3
5.0
10.0
1.5
.4
5.1
6.6
2.0
3.8
12.0
13.0
13.5
3.3
31.5
.2
.75
.9
.426
1.0
2.0
.I
1.2
1.2
.2
.7
1.6
3.9
4.4
8.0
6.0
2.5
.2
1.7
.4
2,3
4.5
Assembly
mass,
lb
178
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TABLEA.3.--Conlinued.
Item Numberof Unitmass.
flightunits lb
FLUIDINTERFACESUBSYSTEM
SupplyTank Module
Radiator tray
Tray
Radiating surface
Support brackets
Valves
Cryogenic
Relief
Harnesses
Connectors
Instrmnentation
Harnesses ( I I It)
Connectors (55-pin)
Piping
1/4-in. o.d. (13.3 + 13,3 It)
3/8-in. o.d. (7.4 + 13.3 ftl
l/2-in, o,d. (3.3 It)
3/4-in. o.d. (5.6 It)
I I/2-m o.d.
Large Receiver Tank Modutc
Radiator tray
Tray
Radiating surface
Support brackets
Valves
Cryogenic
Relief
Harnesses
Connectors
Instrumental(on
Harnesses (6,3 It)
Connectors
Piping
l/4-in, o.d. (60 + 6.0 It)
3/8-in. o.d. (6.1) + 6.0 It)
l/2-in, o.d. (6.0 ft)
Small Receiver Tank Module
Radiator tray
Tray
Radiating surface
Support brackels
Valves
Relief
Harnesses
Connectors
Instrumentation
Harnesses
Connectors
Piping
I/4-in. o.d. t3,0 + 3.0 It)
3/8-in. o.d 13.0 + 3.0 It)
l/2-in, o.d. (3.0 ft)
:'Measured in Ib/ft.
82O
15
26.6
20.7
3.3
5.6
5.6
2
3
52
I
442
9
12
12
6
I
41
I
318
6
45
II
0,5
3.5
.156
.0296
.25
.0296
1.5
.054
.I(M
,174
.476
.996
17.8
4.1
.5
3.5
,156
.0169
25
.0169
1.5
:' .054
;'. 104
". 174
5.8
1.2
.5
.156
.I)169
.25
.(X)594
1.5
".054
_'.I(M
",174
Total
mass,
Ib
45.0
I1.0
4.0
14.0
.2
.3
.3
24.3
22.5
1.4
2.2
.6
2.7
5.5
17.8
4.1
2,0
7.1)
.5
.9
.3
7.5
13.5
15
1.0
1.0
5.8
1.2
2.0
1.9
9.0
As_mbly
mass,
Ib
271
134
_.4
22.5
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TABLEA.3.--Concluded
Item Numbert,f Unitmass,
flightunits Ib
VentSystemPanelstructure
Pancl
Brackets
Valves
CryogenicReliefCheck
HarnessesConHector
Instrumentation
Flowmeter
TemperaturesensorPressuresensor
HarnessesConnector
Ventheater
Piping3/gin.(9.9+9.9ft)
Healexchanger
Tubing 3/8-in. stainless steel (3(1 fl)
Panel
Brackets
Ground Interface Panel
Ground interface panel
Disconnects
EXPERIMENT SYSTEM ELECTRONICS
4
2
22
I
2
2
2
46
I
2
19,8
I
2
Signal conditioner
Experiment data unil
Acceleronleler
Mixer nlOlOr
Total Experiment System Mass, Dry
CONSUMABLES
Supply lank liquid hydrogen
Helium pressurant
Vaporizer liquid hydrogen
TOTAL EXPERIMENT SYSTEM MASS, LIFT OFT
_'Measured in Ib/ft.
9
0.5
3.5
.156
.156
.02,%
1.5
2.2
.(X)3
.31
.02%
1.5
.1
_'.104
3.9
5,2
5
3
3
12.0
7
6
7.5
Total
niass.
lb
9.(}
2.0
14,0
.3
,3
2
1.5
4.4
.01
.6
1.4
1.5
2.1
3.9
5.2
2.0
3.0
6.0
12.0
21.0
6.0
7.5
565
17.4
7.4
Assembly
inass,
Ib
49. I
9.0
46.5
22(;6.5
589.8
2796.3
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TABLE A.4.--STRUCTURAL ANALYSES SUMMARIES
SUPPLY TANK
Material - 5083-0 Alurninunl
Ground operation
Relief pressure, psia .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 52.0
Maximum expected operating pressure (MEOP). psia ............................................................................................................................................ 49.('1
Design pressure (P), psi .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... ._I-.3
Wall thickness (t), in .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.080
Radius of tank (R). in .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 30
Ultimate strength (at cryogenic temperature), psi ................................................................................................................................................ 70 (XX)
Yield strength (at cryogenic temperature), psi ....................................................................................................................................................... 25 f_XI
Weld efficiency (E) .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1.1)
Allowable stress per ASME boiler and pressure vessel code. section VIII. division I, psi ................................................................ 13 400
For internal pressure on cylindrical shell
Stress = S = P IR + O.6t)/( Et). psi .............................................................................................................................................................................. 12 883
For internal pressure on ellipsoidal shell 11.4:1 )
Stress = S = P (0.66D + 0.2t)/(2Et). psi ...................................................................................................................................................................... 8471)
Factor of safety on ultimate ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 5.4
Burst pressure, psia .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 201.1
Factor of safety on yield ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ 1.9
Proof pressure, psia ............................................................................................................................................................................................................... 81.3
On-orbit
Relief pressure, psia .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 52.0
Maximum operating pressure, psia .................................................................................................................................................................................... 49.0
Design pressure IP ), psi .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 49.0
Wall thickness U), in ................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 0.80
Radius of tank (R), in .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 30
Ultimate strength, psi ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 71) (X)O
Yield strength, psi ................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 25 000
Weld efficiency IE) ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1.0
For internal pressure on cylindrical shell
Stress = S = P ( R + 0.6t)/(Et). psi .............................................................................................................................................................................. 18 404
For internal pressure on ellipsoidal shell ( 1.4:1 )
Stress = S = P (0.66D + 0.2t)/(2Et). psi .................................................................................................................................................................. 12 100
Factor of safety on ultimate ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 3.8
Burst pressure, psia .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 186.4
Factor of safety on yield ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ 1.4
Proof pressure, psia ................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 66.6
Structural analysis for supply tank struts
Wet weight of supply tank, Ib ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 1275
Weight of MLI, MLI can, and purge bag, Ib .................................................................................................................................................................. 187
Vertical loading, g ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 6
Horizontal loading, g ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2
Strut angle with respect to horizontal (0). degree ..................................................................................................................................................... 28.5
Strut length
Total length, in ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 19.73
Length from spacecraft structure to honeycomb, in ................................................................................................................................................ 9.87
Length from honeycomb to pressure vesseL, in ......................................................................................................................................................... 9.87
Strut o.d.. in ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1.375
Strut wall thickness, in ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ 0.04
Strut cross-sectional area. in.-' ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.1678
Moment of inertia (1), in. 4 ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 0.03741
Z, in. _ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.0544
E 1S-2 glass epoxy strut), psi .................................................................................................................................................................................... 8 000 O_X)
Tensile strength, psi ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... 235 (X)O
Compressive strength, psi ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 1211 iX)0
(Assume all vertical load is taken by top eight struts, but horizontal load is taken by four struts. Analysis is tbr strut in
compression from horizontal and vertical load combined,)
For vertical loads
P_;I = (supply tank weight)/8, Ib .................................................................................................................................................................................... 159.4
Ps_l = (MLI weight)/8, lb ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 23.4
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TABLE A.4.--42ontinued
For horizontal loads
Psr = lsupply lank weight. Ib)/4 .................................................................................................................................................................................... 318.8
Pmlt = (MLI weight, Ib1/4 ................................................................................................................................................................................................. 46.8
14,'= toad perpendicular to strut length, lb ................................................................................................................................................................ 167.9
P = axial load on strut, Ib ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1165.6
• a ""1 • b
Spacecraft end P---)
1"
w
'1
6-- P Tank end
Displacement, in. = _,-Wa (( L z - a_ )/3) ' _)/3 ElL ................................................................................................................................................. 0.0898
Buckling = Per = ( rtz) EII[ L:), lb ................................................................................................................................................................................. 7587.3
Buckling amplification factor = I/( 1 - P/Per) ........................................................................................................................................................... 1.18
Total displacement, CA), in .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.1060
M ...... = Wab/L, Ib-in ............................................................................................................................................................................................................... 828.9
Total bending moment = M ...... + ( PA ). Ib-in ............................................................................................................................................................. 925.5
Bending stress = MIZ, psi .................................................................................................................................................................................................. 17 505
Axial stress = P/A, psi ............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 6948
Total stress = (P/A)+ (M/Z), psi ...................................................................................................................................................................................... 22 181
Factor of safely in compression ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 5.4
LARGE RECEIVER TANK
Material - 5[)83-0 Aluminum
Ground operation
Relief pressure, psia ................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 52.0
M:_xinmm operating pressure, psia .................................................................................................................................................................................. 49,0
Design pressure (P). psi .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... M.3
Wall thickness (11, in ............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.061
Radius of tank (R), in ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ 16.25
Ultimate strength 1room temperature), psi .............................................................................................................................................................. 40 000
Yield strength lroom temperature), psi ................................................................................................................................................................... 18 0(X)
Weld efficiency (E) .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1.0
AIIo_'able stress per ASME boiler and pressure vessel code, section VIII. di vision I, psi ................................................................ IO O(X)
For internal pressure on a cylindrical shell
Stress = S = P (R + (0.6t))/(Et), psi ............................................................................................................................................................................ 9158
For internal pressure on ellipsoidal shell (1.4:1)
Stress = S = P (0.66D + 1).21)/(2Et), psi ..................................................................................................................................................................... 6537
Factor of safety on ultimate ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 4.4
Burst pressure, psia ............................................................................................................................................................................................................... 164.5
Factor of safety on yield ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ 2.0
Proof pressure, psi ................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 82.1
On-orbit operation
Relief pressure, psia .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 52.0
Maxinmm operating pressure, psia ................................................................................................................................................................................... 49.0
Design pressure (P), psi ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ 49.0
Wall thickness it), in ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.061
Radius of tank (R), in ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ 16.25
Ultimate strength (room temperature), psi ............................................................................................................................................................... 18 000
Weld efficiency [E) .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1.0
For internal pressure on cylindrical shell
Stress = S = P ( R + (0.6t))/(Et), psi ........................................................................................................................................................................ 13 [)83
For internal pressure on ellipsoidal shell ( 1.4: I )
Stress = S = I' (0.66D + 0.2t)/(2 Et), psi .................................................................................................................................................................... 8588
Factor of safety on ultimate .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 3.1
Burst pressure, psia ............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 149.8
Factor of satety on yield ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1.4
Proof pressure, psi .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 67,4
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TABLEA.4.--Continued
Structuralanalysisforlargereceivertankstruts
Dry weight of large receiver tank. Ib .................................................................................................................................................................................. 153
Weight of MLI and MLI can, lb ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 58
Vertical loading, g ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 6
Horizontal loading, g ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2
Strut angle with respect 1o horizontal (0), degree ......................................................................................................................................................... 39
Strut length
Total length, in ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 25.1
Length from spacecraft structure to honeycomb, in .............................................................................................................................................. 12.55
Length from honeycomb to pressure vessel, in ....................................................................................................................................................... 12.55
Strut o.d.. in ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... I.(X)
Strut wall thickness, in ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ 0.04
Strut cross-sectional area, in.-_ ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.1206
Moment of inertia (1). in/' ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 0.01392
Z, in. _ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.0278
E (S-2 glass epoxy strut), psi .................................................................................................................................................................................... 8 000 000
Tensile strength, psi ........................................................................................................................................................................................................... 235 000
Compressive strength, psi ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 120 000
(Assume all vertical load is taken by top I'our struts, but horizontal load is taken by two struts. Analysis is for strut in
compression from horizontal and vertical load combined.)
For vertical loads
P_._ = large receiver tank weight/4, lh .......................................................................................................................................................................... 38.3
P_,ll [ = MLI weight/4. Ib .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 7.3
For horizontal loads
PtJ¢ = large receiver tank weight/2. [b .......................................................................................................................................................................... 76.5
Prml = MLI weight/2. Ib ....................................................................................................................................................................................................... 29.0
W = load perpendicular to slrut length. Ih .................................................................................................................................................................... 70.3
P = axial load on strut, Ih ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 335.8
I, a "1" h ,,1
Spacecraft end P ---) [ / _ p Tank end
L 1
T
W
Displacement, in. = t-Wa(IL z- a" )/3) j _)/(3 ElL) .................................................................................................................................................. 0.2080
Buckling = Pc_ = [1t'-JEI/(L'-), lb .................................................................................................................................................................................... 1744.7
Buckling amplification factor = I/(I - P/P(k) ............................................................................................................................................................. 1.24
Total displacement. (A). in ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.2575
Mm,,, _= Wab/L. lb-in ............................................................................................................................................................................................................... 441.2
Total bending monmnt = M,,,_,_ + PA. lb-in ................................................................................................................................................................... 527.6
Bending stress = M/Z. psi ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 18 95 I
Axial stress = P/A, psi ............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 2783
Total stress = (P/A) + (M/Z). psi .................................................................................................................................................................................. 18 628
Factor of safety in compression .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 6.4
SMALL RECEIVER TANK
Material - 5083-0 Aluminum
Ground operation
Relief pressure, psia ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 52.0
Maximum operating pressure, psia .................................................................................................................................................................................... 49.0
Design pressure tP ), psi .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... .M.3
Wall thickness (tL in .............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.(_7
Radius of lank IR). in .................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 18
Ultimate strength (room temperaturel, psi ................................................................................................................................................................ 40 00()
Yield strength (room temperatureL psi ...................................................................................................................................................................... 18 O(X)
Weld efficiency rE) .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1,0
Allowable stress per ASME boiler and pressure vessel code, section VIII, division I, psi ................................................................ 10 (X_,)
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For internal pressure on cylindrical shell
Stress = S = P (R + (0.6t))/(Et). psi ........................................................................................................................................................................... 9 236
For internal pressure on ellipsoidal shell 11.4:1)
Stress = S = P (0.66D + 0.2t)/t2 El), psi ................................................................................................................................................................... 6 593
For MOP
Factor of safety on ultimate ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 4.3
Burst pressure, psia ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ 163.3
Factor of safety on yield ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1.9
Proof pressure, psi ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 81.6
On-orbit operation
Relief pressure, psia ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 52.0
Maxmmm operating pressure, psia .................................................................................................................................................................................. 49.0
Design pressure (P), psi ......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 49.1)
Wall thickness (t), in ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ 0.067
Radius of tank (R), in ................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 18
Ultimate strength (room temperature), psi ............................................................................................................................................................... 40 000
Yield strength (room temperature), psi ..................................................................................................................................................................... 18 O00
Weld efficiency (E) .................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1.0
For internal pressure on cylindrical shell
Stress = S = P (R + (0.6tD/(Et), psi ......................................................................................................................................................................... 13 194
For internal pressure on ellipsoidal shell 11.4: I )
Stress = S = P(O.66D +0.2t)/(2Et), psi ................................................................................................................................................................... 8661
Factor of safety on ultimate ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 3.11
Burst pressure, psia ............................................................................................................................................................................................................. 148.6
Factor of safety on yield .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 1.4
Proof pressure, psi ................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 66.9
Structural analysis for small receiver tank struts
Dry weight of small receiver tank, Ib ............................................................................................................................................................................... 122
Weight of MLI and MLI can, lb ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 47
Vertical loading, g ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 6
Horizontal loading, g ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2
Strut angle with respect to horizontal (0), degree ....................................................................................................................................................... 50
Strut length
Total length, in .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 9.4
Length from spacecraiq structure to honeycomb, in ................................................................................................................................................. 4.7
Length from honeycomb to pressure vessel, in ......................................................................................................................................................... 4.7
Strut o.d., in ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1.00
Wall thickness, in ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.04
Strut cross-sectional area, in. z ....................................................................................................................................................................................... O. 1206
Mmnent of inertia (1), in. 4 ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 0,01392
Z, in. _ ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.0278
E (S-2 glass epoxy strut), psi .................................................................................................................................................................................... 8 0011 (X)O
Tensile strength, psi .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 235 (_)0
Compressive strength, psi ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 120 000
(Assume all vertical load is taken by top four struts, but horizontal load is take_, by two struts. Analysis is for strut in
compression fronl horizontal and vertical load combined.)
For vertical loads
Ps_ = small receiver tank weight/4, Ib ....................................................................................................................................................................... 30.5
PMI_ = MLI weight/2. Ib ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ 5.9
For horizontal loads
t's_ = small receiver tank weight/2, Ib ........................................................................................................................................................................ 61.11
PM_I = MLI weight/2, Ib ...................................................................................................................................................................................................... 23.5
W = load perpendicular to strut length, Ib ................................................................................................................................................................... 58.7
P = axial load on strut, Ib ................................................................................................................................................................................................. 275.8
Spacecraft end P ---)
,, a "1" b '1
I ,_-P Tank end
1"
W
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TABLE A.4.--Continued,
Ym_,_= (-Wu ((L" - a:)/3) IS)(/3 Ell.) ............................................................................................................................................................................... 0,0091
Buckling = t'cR = n-" Ell(l?), lb ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 12 440.0
Buckling amplification factor = t/( I - P/Pck) .................................................................................................................................................................. 1.02-
Total displacement = A. in .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.(XD3
M,,,:. = Wab/L, lb-in ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 137.9
Total bending moment = M ...... + p A. Ib-in ...................................................................................................................................................................... I,-R).4
Bending stress = M/Z. psi .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 5044
Axial stress. P/A. psi ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2286
Total stress = (P/A)+ (M/Z), psi ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 7238
Factor of safety in compression .................................................................................................................................................................................................... 16
HYDROGEN VAPORIZER STRUTS
Wet weight of vaporizer, lb .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... 17 I
Vertical loading, g ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 6
Horizontal loading, g ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 2
Strut angle with respect to horizontal (0). degree .............................................................................................................................................................. 65
Strut length
Near verical strut, in ................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 19.3
Horizontal strut, in ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 8
Strut dimensions
Height. in ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2
Width. in ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1.5
Wall thickness, in ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.125
Strut cross-sectional area, in.-" ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.8125
E. psi ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 10 (X)0 000
Yield strength 1606[_0 Aluminum). psi ........................................................................................................................................................................ 12 0(X)
Ultimate strength (606 I-0 Aluminum), psi .................................................................................................................................................................. 22 ()_X)
(Analysis is for combined horizontal and vertical load on struts.)
For vertical loads
Psi = vaporizer weight/two sides, lb ........................................................................................................................................................................... 513.0
Load on near vertical strut, lb ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 566.0
Axial stress in vertical strut, psi ................................................................................................................................................................................... 696.7
Load on horizontal strut, Ib ........................................................................................................................................................................................... -239.2
Axial stress in horizontal strut, psi ........................................................................................................................................................................... -294.4
For horizontal loads
Psi = vaporizer weight/two sides. Ib ........................................................................................................................................................................... 171.0
Using cantilever beam equations
/xx, in. a ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.2836
Z = lh', in. _ ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.3781
Load on vertical strut, Ib ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 11.4
Moment on near vertical strut, Ib-in ............................................................................................................................................................................ 219.4
Deflection in near vertical strut, in ............................................................................................................................................................................. 0.010
Bending stress in near vertical strut, psi ...................................................................................................................................................................... 580
Load on horizontal strut, lb .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 159.6
Moment on horizontal strut. Ib-in ......................................................................................................................................................................... 1277.(kl.9
Deflection in near horizontal strut, in ......................................................................................................................................................................... 0.10
Bending stress in near horizontal strut, psi ............................................................................................................................................................. 3 378
Total stress in near vertical strut, psi ........................................................................................................................................................................ I 277
Total stress in horizontal strut, psi .............................................................................................................................................................................. 3 672
Yield strength factor of safety
Vertical strut ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 9.4
Horizontal strut .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 3.3
Ultinmte strength factor of safety
Vertical strut .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 17.2
Horizontal strut ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 6.0
HELIUM BOTTLE STRUTS
Wet weight of helium bottle, Ib ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 89.5
Vertical loading, g ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 6
Horizontal loading .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 2
Strut angle with respect to horizontal (0), degree ........................................................................................................................................................ 65
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TABLEA.4.--Concluded
StrutlengthNearverticalstrut,in...............................................................................................................................................................................................................19.3
Horizontals rut,in.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................8Strutdimensions
Height.in. ...........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................2Width.in.........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................1 5
Wallthickness,in.....................................................................................................................................................................................................................0 125Strutcross-sectionalare .in.2 ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.8125
E, psi ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... I 0 00(I 000
Yield strength _6061-T6 Aluminum), psi ..................................................................................................................................................................... 12 000
Ultimate strength (6061 T6 Aluminum), psi ............................................................................................................................................................. 22 _X_O
(Analysis is for combined horizontal and vertical load on struts.l
For vertical loads
Ps, = Vaporizer weight/two sides. Ib ....................................................................................................................................................................... 268.5
Load on near vertical strut, lb ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 296.3
Axial stress in vertical strut, psi ............................................................................................................................................................................... 364.6
Load on horizontal strut, lb ........................................................................................................................................................................................ -125.2
Axial stress in horizontal strut, psi ......................................................................................................................................................................... -154. I
For horizontal loads
t's_ = Vaporizer weight/two sides, Ib ....................................................................................................................................................................... 89.5
Using cantilever beam equations
Ixx, in. _ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 0.2836
Z = IA, in. _ .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 0.3781
Load on vertical strut, Ib ..................................................................................................................................................................................................... 6.0
Moment on near vertical strut, Ib-in ......................................................................................................................................................................... 114.8
Deflection in near verlical strut, in ........................................................................................................................................................................... 0.(X)5
Bending stress in near vertical strut, psi .................................................................................................................................................................... 304
Load on horizontal strut. Ib ............................................................................................................................................................................................. 83.5
Moment on horizontal strut. Ib-in ........................................................................................................................................................................ 668.3972
Deflection in near horizontal strut, in ...................................................................................................................................................................... 0.005
Bending stress in near horizontal strut, psi ............................................................................................................................................................ 1768
Total stress in near vertical strut, psi .................................................................................................................................................................................... 668
Total stress in horizontal strut, psi ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 1922
Yield strength factor of safety
Vertical strut ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 18.0
Horizontal strut .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 6.2
Ultimate strength factor ol +safety
Vertical strut ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 32.9
Horizontal strut .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... I 1.4
I
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TABLEA.5.ILIQUIDACQUISITIONDEVICEPRESSURED OPCALCULATIONS
SCREENCONFIGURATION--2(X)by1400 DUTCH TWILL
Total LAD flow rate, lb/h 350
Liquid hydrogen properties
Density (p), Ib/ft ' 4.3
Viscosity ( la k lbnVl_-sec .___ 6.24x I 0 _'
Bubble point, Ib/ft 2 4.432
Gravity constant (g). ft/sec 2 32.17
Gravity (on orbit), fl/sec 2 .0.O0(R) I
LAD geornetry
Channel width, in. 2.25
Channel depth (tube on screen), in. 0.5(}0
Channel length (one leg). in. 130
Tube outside diameter, in. .__0.75
Screen area open to flow,, percent 50
Drop-through screen
Flow area, in. 2 585
Velocity (V), ft/sec 0.00557
Pressure drop = (0.885V + 2.01(V2))p. Ib/fl -_ 0.01995
Dynamic drop in channel
Flow area, in.: 1.306
Velocity (Vk ft/sec 0.623
Pressure drop = pVZ/(2g). Ib/ft: 0.0260
Friction drop in channel
Wetted perimeter = 1',, in. 7.53
Hydraulic diameter = D _,= (4 A )/p,, in. __. 0,6934
Reynolds number = (pVD_,)/_, 24 815
e (roughness) 0.(XX)9
e/D_, O.(X) 13
Friction factor = f 0.0275
Pressure drop = (jpLV_-)/(2gDh), Ib/ft-"
Turning drop in channel
L/D =
0.134
2O
Pressure drop = (L/D_fpVZ/(2g). Ib/l"t -_ 0.0143
Total drop in LAD, Ib/I'l-" O. 194
Hydrostatic pressure in channel
Height, l't 7
Pressure. Ib/fl_"
Total pressure drop in LAD tincluding hydrostatic drop), Ib/ft z
_ O,O(XX)I
0.194021
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Appendix B
Analysis of LAD/TVS Heat Exchanger Operation
This appendix presents a description of the integrated liquid
acquisition device/thermodynamic vent system (LADFFVS)
proposed for use in the COLD-SAT supply tank and an analysis
of its various modes of operation.
B.1 Description
The integrated LAD/TVS is composed of two principal
parts: a screen channel liquid acquisition device (LAD) and an
integral counterflow heat exchanger which forms the major
portion of the thermodynamic vent system (TVS).
B.I.1 LIQUID ACQUISITION DEVICE
The integrated LAD/TVS is a component part of the liquid
hydrogen supply tank. Each of the four LAD channels extends
lore and aft along a longitudinal line in close proximity to the
inner wall of the tank. The LAD assures phase separation so that
hydrogen vapor is excluded when liquid is withdrawn from the
supply tank. The TVS component of the LADFFVS provides a
heat sink during its operation to enable preconditioning of the
outflow liquid, cooling of the bulk liquid, or condensing of
vapor inadvertently trapped within the LAD channel. The
integrated design promotes direct and intimate contact of the
surrounding fluid with the cold surfaces of the TVS heat
exchanger, for maximum performance and structural integrity
in addition to compactness for minimum weight penalty.
Figure B.I shows a cross-section view of a typical LAD/
TVS channel. Three heat exchanger tubes are welded together
along their sides to torm one face of the channel. The opposite
face consists of the phase separation screen mounted between
the two side walls of the channel. A specific requirement of this
construction is that no part of the weld can have porosity or a
leakage area larger than the mean pore size of the screen even
though the pressure difference across the channel wall is
negligible. The surface tension and wetting characteristics of
liquid hydrogen are expected preferentially to fill and to cause
flow along the valleys lormed between the tubes. Intimate
contact between the heat exchanger tubes and liquid is thus
further assured.
B.I.2 TVS HEAT EXCHANGER
The heat exchanger is an integral part of the LAD channel.
Each of the 4 channels has 3 heat exchanger tubes for a total of
12 tubes, each nominally 137 in. long. The dimensions of a
typical heat exchanger tube arc shown in the cross-section
drawing of figure B.I. The inner tube has a 0.5-in. diameter
with a 0.035-in. thick wall. The liquid hydrogen, or hot-side
fluid, enters an aft manifold, flows through the inner tubes, and
exits into a torward manifold. The outer tube has a 0.75-in.
diameter with a 0.049-in. thick wall. The TVS, or cold-side
fluid, usually two-phase, enters its own forward manitbld,
flows through the annulus between the inner and outer tubes in
a direction counter to the hot-side liquid, and exits into the aft
TVS manifold.
All parts are fabricated of 5083 aluminum alloy which has
desirable physical and thermal properties at cryogenic tem-
peratures. The alloy has a mean density of 0.096 Ib/in. 3.
Specific heat is about 3×10 -3 Btu/lb/°R over a temperature
range of 36 to 40 °R.
B.2 Modeling and Performance Analysis
The LAD/TVS system was analyzed to evaluate its thermal
perlormance. The overall operating requirements such as heat
load, flow rates, pressure, and temperature were specified by
the COLDSAT experiment requirements. Physical sizes and
dimensions of the supply tank and LAD/TVS components were
established by the experiment subsystem design. The adequacy
of the LAD/TVS thermal design, however, remains to be
verified over the full range of operation imposed by the experi-
ments. Furthermore, the analytical model and method of analy-
sis require verification betore ultimate use in designing a
full-scale system in the future.
B.2.1 OPERATIONAL MODES
In the active TVS mode, the primary objective is supply tank
pressure control. The heat exchanger operates steady-state at
constant TVS and liquid hydrogen flow rates. The cooled liquid
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hydrogenisrecirculatedbacktothesupplytanktoreducethe
bulkliquidtemperatureandhencethetankpressure.For
purposesof analysis,thefluidstatesin thesupplytankare
assumedto beuniformwithliquidandvaporcoexistingat
saturationconditions.
ThesubcoolerTVSmodeisusedtoconditiontheliquidto
betransferredfromthesupplytanktoareceivertank.Depend-
inguponthedegreeofsubcoolingrequired,theTVSandliquid
flowratesaresetatsteady-statelevelstovent100percent
qualityvaporattheTVSoutlet.
ThepassiveTVSmodeisintended|'orlong-termcontrolof
thesupplytankpressure.Nobulkliquidiscirculated,hence
heatransferfromthetankliquidtotheheatexchangeris
byconductiononly.IntermittentandcontinuousTVSopera-
tionsareexamined.Becausetheheatransferratesaretime-
dependent,theflowratesareexpectedtovarywithtime.The
temperatureprofilesthroughoutthebulktankliquidandthe
resultingpressureswillalsobetime-dependent.
Inthisappendixeachofthemodesofoperationpreviously
mentionedwill beexaminedfor theirsalientfeaturesand
overalleffectuponthefluidstate.Whereverpossible,uniform
orone-dimensionalanalyticalpproximationsareusedtoavoid
therigorsof morerealisticbutcomplexmultidimensional
models.
B.2.2 PROCESS THERMODYNAMICS
The thermodynamic state of the TVS fluid can be defined by
a temperature-entropy diagram for hydrogen, which is shown
in figure B.2. The let) and right boundaries are the saturated
liquid and vapor lines, respectively. The region to the far left is
sub-cooled liquid and, although not shown, lines of constant
pressure run nearly parallel to and in close proximity to the
saturated liquid line. The far right region is superheated vapor
with curves that define the temperature-entropy relationship at
various pressures. In the region between the liquid and vapor
lines are the two-phase mixtures varying in quality from zero at
the liquid line to 100 percent at the vapor line. In this region,
temperature and pressure are not independent, that is, when one
is specified so is the other. Hence, a line of constant temperature
is also a line of the corresponding constant pressure.
To follow the thermodynamic vent process, saturated liquid
at 15 psia, for example, is passed through a Joule-Thomson
(J-T) device and expanded along a line of constant enthalpy to
5 psia. The vapor quality downstream of the J-T device, orat the
inlet to the heat exchanger, is 6.4 percent at 5 psia. Assuming
negligible pressure drop in the TVS channel, the two-phase
fluid follows a constant-pressure, constant-temperature path
while absorbing heat and increasing in quality. Beyond the
saturated vapor condition, further addition of heat results in
superheated vapor of increasing temperature along a constant
pressure line. assuming negligible pressure drop during super-
heating. If nonnegligible pressure drop exists in the vent line,
there will be a pressure difference between the exit of the heat
exchanger and the vent outlet. For analysis purposes, the
pressur_ is assumed to be constant throughout the domain of the
TVS heat exchanger.
B.2.3 rrERATIVE INCREMENTAL MODEL
The heat transfer calculation |'or the LAD/TVS heat ex-
changer is an iterative procedure. The inlet states of both the
liquid h:/drogen and the TVS fluid are known but at opposite
ends of the counterflow heat exchanger. The total length is
divided into a number of segments shown typically in
figure B.3. Calculation is initiated at the TVS inlet end. If the
TVS fluid is known to remain two-phase throughout the heat
exchanger, its temperature remains constant, and calculation
can be ,,tarted at either end. The temperature of the liquid at
its exit from the heat exchanger is first estimated by performing
an overall heat balance between the liquid and the TVS fluid
assuming that the TVS fluid exits as 100 percent saturated
vapor. Other assumptions are that pressure drops in both
channels are negligible and that hot-side and cold-side
temperatures are uniform at any cross section. The overall heat
transfer coefficient consists of the hot-side (liquid hydrogen)
and cold-side (TVS) individual heat transfer coefficients,
and the intervening wall resistance. For thin walls of high
conduct ivity material, this resistance can be neglected although
its inclusion does not add significantly to the computation
procedure.
A fl_+wchart of the computation procedure when the heat
exchange occurs from single-phase liquid to a two-phase mix-
ture of liquid and its vapor is shown in figure B.4a. A length
increm_ nt of the heat exchanger over which the iteration occurs
is repre_ ented in figure B.3. At station 1of the first segment, the
fluid st_,tes, individual heat transfer coefficients, overall tem-
peraturt: difference between the liquid side and TVS side, and
the overall heat transfer coefficient are calculated. This overall
coefficient is kept available to a later part of the computation.
A guess is then made for the liquid temperature T2 at station 2,
which allows an estimate of properties and coefficients at the
end of the segment. The heat transfer rate, Q, within the
segmen t, is calculated, by using the following equation for heat
transfel from single-phase liquid to two-phase flow:
(n ( UI xAT2
I 2 I
- -+-
U h L hG
where
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Q heat transfer rate
hG two-phase heat transfer coefficient
hL liquid heat transfer coefficient
A heat transfer area
U overall heat transfer coefficient
AT hot-side to cold-side temperature difference
D characteristic dimension
G mass velocity
Cp specific heat
/,' conductivity
p viscosity
1, 2 denotes station position of the increment
hG two-phase heat transfer coefficient
This Q is then used to calculate the properties of both fluids at
station 2. The properties thus calculated are not necessarily the
same as the estimated values based on the guess temperature
unless there is a balanced match of the fluid enthalpies, heat
transfer coefficients, and temperature differences. Successively
better guesses of the liquid temperature at station 2 lead to a
converged solution which then becomes the inlet conditions for
the next segment. In practice, the best guess for each iteration
was tbund to be the calculated value from the preceding
iteration. The TVS quality, X 2, was monitored at each con-
verged solution, and if greater than 100 percent, the calculation
for that segment was repeated, using a smaller increment size
to define the heat exchanger location at which the quality
attained exactly 100 percent. Beyond the 100 percent quality
location, the TVS flow is single-phase, and this second equa-
tion for Q, was used:
Q:UA A T2 - A T1
_n( AT2 ]
h = 0.023 for liquid or gas
Fluid properties constantly change throughout the calculation.
Computer programs for fluid properties are available, but it was
found more convenient and faster to use curve-fitted polynomi-
als of first to third degree over the limited temperature range of
interest.
The two-phase heat transfer coefficients were calculated
from a correlation method developed by Chen (ref. 25). The
single-phase coefficients were calculated by the Dittus-Boelter
equation (ref. 26) for liquid or gas.
When both heat exchanger passages contained single phase
fluid, the second form of the equation lbr Q, shown previously,
was used. A flow chart of the computation for single-phase
fluids is shown in figure B.4(b). The iteration process is similar,
but instead of temperature, a guess value of temperature differ-
ence, AT 2, is used at station 2. The overall coefficient, U, is
assumed constant over the segment, and iteration is repeated
until the calculated temperature difference equals the guess
value. As before, the computation algorithm must allow for
variation of increment length, especially if the overall coeffi-
cient evaluated at the inlet of the next segment shows that the
coefficient change was too large, in which case the assumption
of constant U over the preceding segment had been violated.
The allowable change for the coefficient is a matter of judgment
and compromise to avoid excessive calculation time for incre-
ment sizes which are too small.
It should be noted that the first pass through the full length
of the heat exchanger may not necessarily yield the correct
solution. If the assumed exit temperature of the liquid side is too
high at the start of the calculation pass, the calculated liquid
inlet temperature may likewise end up higher than the actual
inlet temperature. A second pass will then be necessary using
a lower exit temperature. For a case in which the TVS fluid is
known to be at constant temperature throughout the heat
exchanger and exiting at exactly 100 percent vapor without
superheat, the iterative incremental model calculation can be
started at the liquid hydrogen inlet end. The computation
algorithm should be checked to assure that heat is being
removed from the liquid and added to the TVS fluid as the
calculation proceeds from one increment to the next.
Clearly, the validity of the calculated results depends upon
the correctness of the various heat transfer coefficients
involved. Two-phase boiling heat transfer, especially of cryo-
genic fluids flowing at low mass velocity in a weightless
environment, is a subject of much uncertainty and on-going
research. The proposed COLDSAT experiment is a vital part of
this research.
B.2.4 PASSIVE TVS MODEL
In the passive TVS mode, no bulk liquid is circulated
through the heat exchanger. This mode requires a transient
analytical model, not only because the operation might be
intermittent, but also because the nature of the process itself is
strongly time-dependent. Without liquid convection, the heat
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transfermechanismfromthetankbulkliquidto theheat
exchangerisbyconduction ly,whichisrelativelyslow.The
TVSheatexchangertemperatureisassumedto be30.8°R
whenevertheTVSisinoperationbecausethetransientsinthe
exchangertubesareshortcomparedtothoseoftheliquid.If
operatedintermittently,theliquidadjacentto theheatex-
changeriscooledandwarmedcyclicallyastheTVSflowis
startedand stopped. Even with continuous operation from an
initially uniform temperature, transient cooling of the adjacent
liquid leads to progressively less heat transfer into the TVS
fluid. Unless the TVS flow rate is varied to match the decreas-
ing heat input rate, vapor efflux at 100-percent quality cannot
be assured.
A simple one-dimensional cylindrical coordinate model
shown in figure B.5 was used to analyze the problem. The size
of the LAD is small relative to the rest of the tank, so that
conducted heat flux is assumed to follow radial lines with
uniform flux density at any given radius. In order to keep the
model one-dimensional and transient, it was assumed that the
radial heat flux density was constant along the length of the heat
exchanger. This assumption is considered acceptable if the
LAD cross-sectional dimensions are small relative to the liquid
bulk in which there is no convection, and if the distance
between the liquid/vapor interlace and the LAD is nearly
constant over its length. The liquid region between the heat
exchanger and the liquid/vapor interface was divided into 30
equal increments. A time-dependent conduction equation was
written for each node and solved simultaneously using a Runge-
Kutta-Gill integration scheme.
The liquid confined within the LAD channel was set up as a
transient one-dimensional conduction problem in Cartesian
coordinates and divided into 5 equal increments. The corre-
sponding 5 equations were included as a set with the other 30
and solved together. The governing equations and their bound-
ary conditions are listed in figure B.5. By using suitable logical
conditions, the computer program could also be used to solve
the problem as a continuous TVS operation.
B.3 Performance Calculation Results
As mentioned earlier, three modes of TVS operation are
being considered for the COLD-SAT flight experiment.
Although essentially the same experiment hardware is used for
each modc, the method of operation is varied to fulfill the
specific objectives of the different experiments. The para-
meters of the experiment such as heat load and flow rates were
considerably different in some cases and the calculation proce-
dure needed to be adjusted accordingly. In particular, the
passive TVS mode involved totally different heat transfer and
process physics, so that the problem required a formulation
much different from the active and subcooler modes.
In the following sections, the objectives, operating condi-
tions, and results of each operating mode will be presented.
Characteristics unique to each mode will be shown and dis-
cussed in greater detail in a subsequent section.
B.3.1 ANALYSIS OF ACTIVE TVS
The active TVS mode is used primarily tor pressure control
in the sui)ply tank. Liquid hydrogen from the tank is "actively"
pumped through the heat exchanger and returned to the tank as
cooled liquid. Operating parameters for this mode are shown in
the conceptual diagram of figure B.6. The liquid pump rate and
TVS flow rates were established at 440. I Ib/hr and 5.6 lb/hr,
respectively, and held constant. The various inlet and outlet
states are indicated in the figure and were either specified by the
experiment requirements or calculated by the heat exchanger
analysis method described earlier. The supply tank pressure
was taken to be 15 psia with the liquid at saturation temperature.
These conditions were input to the J-T device and to the aft
manifold of the LAD channels. The circulation pump is shown
downstream of the LAD heat exchanger, but system design
modifications to locate the pump upstream have been consid-
ered. Energy addition to the liquid from the pump could thus be
removed by the heat exchanger.
The constant-enthalpy expansion to 5 psia through the J-T
device resulted in a quality of 6.4 percent and a saturation
temperature of 30.8 °R at the inlet of the heat exchanger. The
temper_ ture and quality profiles throughout the exchanger are
shown n figure B.7. The TVS flow was two-phase and at
constan; temperature for about 12 in. from its inlet. Most of the
liquid cooling occurred over this length. Beyond this length, the
heat removed from the liquid went into superheating of the TVS
fluid which exited the heat exchanger at the same temperature
as the incoming liquid.
The ,;orresponding quality profile of the TVS fluid is shown
as a br_ ken line in figure B.7. Following a linear increase to
100 pc'cent quality at about 12 in., the flow continued as
superht ated vapor to the exit at 137 in. from the inlet.
The time-dependent change in supply tank pressure under
active TVS operation over a 2-hr period is shown in
figure t',.8. The heat rejection rate of 1021 Btu/hr was assumed
to be constant and the cooled liquid was assumed to be uni-
lormly mixed with the bulk liquid in the supply tank. The
coexistmce of liquid and its vapor as a uniform mixture of
known enthalpy defines the temperature and pressure which
decrea_, cd at a rate of about 2.5 psi'a/hr.
B.3.2 _NALYSIS OF SUBCOOLER TVS
The subcooler TVS mode is used to pre-condition the liquid
hydro[en prior to pressurized transfer into a receiver.
Figure B.9 shows the various parameters associated with this
operating mode. Becausc the supply tank is prcssurized rapidly
within _short time period betore transfer begins, the bulk liquid
is essentially at saturation conditions corresponding to the
initial .ank pressures of 15 and 25 psia used in the analysis.
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Flowratesrangingfrom50to350lb/hrwereexamined.The
degreeof subcoolingvariedfrom8.8to 1.1°Rdependingon
flow rate.TheTVSfluidwasdrawnfromthetwoinitial
conditionsinthesupplytankatflowrateswhichassuredthat
noliquidwouldbevented.Undertheseconditions,theheat
exchangerperlormanceanalysiswasmoreexactingthanwas
thecasefortheactiveTVSmode,becauseintheactiveTVS
modetheheattransferatesandliquid flow rateswere
interdependent.
FigureB.10showsthetemperatureprofilethroughoutthe
heatexchangerforaliquidflowrateof50lb/hrandaTVSflow
rateof 5.6Ib/hr.Temperaturesas ociatedwiththe25-psia
initialtankconditionsareshownasbrokenlines.TheTVSfluid
reached100percentqualityatadistanceofabout120in.from
theinlet,followedbysomesuperheatingbeforexitingtheheat
exchanger.Theliquidenteredat40 °Randwassubcooled
8.8°Rtoexitatatemperatureof31.2°R,or0.4°Rabovethe
TVSinlettemperature.
Whenliquidwasdrawnfromthe15-psianitialtankcondi-
tions,thedegreeofsubcoolingwasreduced,enteringat36.6°R
andexitingat30.9°R.Accordingly,areductioni theTVS
flow rateto 3.5Ib/hrwasrequiredto obtain100-percent
saturatedvaporventingattheheatexchangerxit.
TheTVSqualityprofileforthetwoflowratesareshownin
figureB.I I.Withliquiddrawnfromthe25-psiainitialcondi-
tion.thefull lengthoftheheatexchangerwasnotrequiredto
vaporizeallofthe5.6lb/hrTVSflow.Atthe15-psiainitialtank
conditions,aTVSflowrateof5.6Ib/hrwouldhavexitedthe
heatexchangeratonly60.I-percentquality.Evenatthere-
ducedflow rateof 3.5Ib/hr,thefull lengthof 137in.was
requiredtojustreach100-percentsa uratedvaporattheexit.
B.3.3 ANALYSIS OF PASSIVE TVS
Figure B. 12 illustrates the conditions and assumptions asso-
ciated with the passive TVS mode for intermittent operation
over a period of 84 hr. As stated earlier, the tank bulk liquid was
not circulated, and heat transport to the heat exchanger was by
conduction only. Because of the time-dependent low heat flux,
the TVS flow rate was less than I Ib/hr and decreased with time.
As the liquid in the tank is gradually cooled over time, the TVS
fluid, expanding to a constant 5-psia pressure downstream of
the J-T device, can be expected to decrease in quality, but this
variation was neglected. The exterior surface of the heat ex-
changer was assumed to be liquid-wetted at all times without
exposure to the ullage vapor. The TVS flow was varied to
obtain If)() percent quality at the outlet before venting.
The intermittent passive TVS mode was analyzed for a tank
liquid condition at 15-psia saturation pressure. The radial
distance from the tank wall to the liquid-vapor interface, a
significant parameter of the problem, was selected to corre-
spond to a 95-percent full tank with axisymmetric ullage.
Because the small TVS flow rate was the sole mechanism
for liquid mass loss, the radial distance to the interface was
assumed constant throughout the analysis.
Intermittent passive TVS operation over an 84-hr period
with a duty cycle of 12 hr on and 24 hr off was arbitrarily
sclected to examine its transient characteristics. A continuous
passive TVS mode was also run tor a pressure history compari-
son to be made later.
Figure B. 13 shows a history of the TVS, liquid, and interlace
temperatures over the 84-hr period. Only 3 of the 35 nodal
temperatures available in the model are presented in
figure B.13 for the sake of clarity. The TVS temperature
corresponds to a liquid node (node I ) within the LAD channel
closest to and located 0.22 in. from the heat exchanger tube
surface. The liquid temperature is node I, located in the bulk
tank liquid 0.45 in. from the heat exchanger tube surface. The
interface (node 30). is at a radial distance of 15.35 in.
At the beginning of the cycle, at () hr, the TVS temperature
dropped rapidly to approach the two-phase saturation tempera-
ture of 30.8 °R. A small lag is noticeable because this tempera-
ture is of a liquid node that is a finite distance removed from the
heat exchanger surface. When the TVS flow was stopped at
12 hr, the temperature rose linearly during the off period.
Because of the constant heat input from the tank wall nearby,
the TVS temperature could exceed the liquid temperature if kept
in the offcondition too long. When the TVS flow was on again,
the temperature dropped rapidly as before to repeat the cycle.
The liquid temperature exhibited characteristics similar to
the TVS temperature but with a larger lag, presumably because
this node was twice as far from the cold heat exchanger surface
and surrounded by a radial expanse of bulk tank liquid. As the
off period progressed, the temperature seemed to approach an
asymptote without exceeding the interface temperature be-
cause the source for the heat conducted toward the heat ex-
changer was the interface, which was the farthest liquid node
and presumably the warmest.
The interface temperature had the largest lag and because of
the damping effect of the liquid thermal capacity, did not
exhibit wide temperature excursions during the on/off periods.
The interface temperature decreased monotonically because
heat was being conducted continuously toward the heat ex-
changer whether the TVS was on or off. A small amount of
nonlinearity existed and was observed to be out of phase with
the TVS cycle. The total change in interface temperature over
the 84-hr period was of the order of I °R.
The corresponding change in tank pressure during the inter-
mittent passive TVS operation is shown in figure B. 14. Also
shown for comparison is the pressure history Ibr a continuous
passive TVS operation. The time-temperature profile for a
passive TVS operation in continuous mode is shown in
figure B.15, which requires little comment because of its
apparent simplicity. As expected, the continuous mode resulted
in a more rapid and eventually larger decrease in pressure (fig.
B.14), because heat extraction was uninterrupted over the
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entireperiod.ThetotaldecreaseinpressurefortheintermiUent
modeoverthe84-hrperiodwasabout2.5psi,whichcorre-
spondsto the saturation pressure change fi_r a 1° change in
interface temperature.
A requirement of the TVS operation was that the flow
remain two-phase throughout the heat exchanger but exit
without venting any liquid, that is, reach 100-percent vapor at
the heat exchanger outlet. To meet this requirement during
passive TVS operation, the TVS flow rate had to be varied
according to the lime-dependent heal load. The TVS flow rate
variations throughout the 84-hr period under continuous mode
and the intermiuent mode of 12 hr on and 24 hr off are shown
in figure B. 14. At the beginning, the required flow rate was of
the order of 0.8 Ib/hr, but it decreased rapidly to approach
0. I Ib/hr at the 12-hr turn-offtime. Note that the initial phase of
the intermittent mode is identical with the initial part of the
continuous mode because both start from identical initial con-
ditions. When the TVS was turned on again at 36 hr, the
required flow rate rose to nearly 0.6 lb/hr but rapidly dropped
to about 0. I Ib/hr by the 48-hr turn-off time. Similar patterns
repeated at 72 hr and 84 hr, except that the peak and minimum
flow rates continued to decrease slightly because of the slowly
decreasing heat load as the bulk liquid gradually cooled down.
For the continuous TVS operation, the first "on" cycle was
identical to the intermittent mode. Thereafter, the continuous
TVS flow rate decreased slowly as expected.
As an arbitrary alternative, a duty cycle of I hr on and 2 hr
off was investigated, and the results are shown in figure B. 16.
The time scale is highly expanded so (comparisons with the
84-hr case should be made accordingly. Initial conditions and
fill levels were kept identical. Quantitatively, the liquid tem-
perature minimum in the first cycle was 32.8 °R after 1 hr
compared with 31.7 °R after 12 hr in the 84-hr cycle. During the
2-hr off period, the temperature recovered Io nearly the same
level as in the longer 24-hr off part of the 84-hr cycle. The more
noticeable difference between the two duty cycles was in the
TVS temperature. In either case, the temperature minimum
during the on period was nearly the same because the same TVS
temperature of 30.8 °R was reached rather quickly. The recov-
ery process was much slower and thus 2 hr off was insufficient
time to cause a significant temperature rise. The short duty
cycle thus tended to approach a conlinuous"'on" mode. In terms
of the interface temperature, alter the first 7 hr of operation the
continuous mode reached a temperature of 36.588 °R com-
pared with 36.591 °R for the short duty cycle in which three
"on" periods and two +'off" periods had occurred.
B.4 Discussion of Results
The performance calculations presented above were ob-
tained using various simplifying assumptions. Although the
results a_e not unreasonable, their accuracy cannot be verified
without comparison against experimental data. Recalculations
with different models or parameter values can determine the
sensitivi+y of each assumption, but an effort of such magnitude
was not considered justifiable at the time. As an alternative, the
context and possible impact of various assumptions will be
discussed to temper the results and possibly to obtain a better
understanding of the experiment subsystem performance.
B.4.1 ACTIVE TVS
The heat exchanger performance calculations for the active
TVS mode assumed liquid drawn from the supply tank at
constant inlet conditions. Actually, the cooled liquid was re-
turned to the tank at a flow rate of 440. I Ib/hr which would
cause the supply tank liquid to cool down continuously. Two
departures from the assumed conditions are expected to occur:
(1) The liquid entering the heat exchanger changes continu-
ously thus making its performance time-varying. (2) The TVS
liquid drawn through the J T device also changes, and the exit
quality therefore changes with time. These effects in turn affect
the end-to-end performance of the heat exchanger and the
cooling rate of the supply tank liquid. Another factor of greater
uncertainty is the extent of mixing between the supply tank
liquid and the recirculating cooled liquid from the heat ex-
changer The present calculation assumed uniform mixing at all
times. I'he actual mixture might have considerable
nonunifiwmity which could manifest itself as irregular varia-
tions in tank pressure as liquid masses of varying temperature
are convected to the liquid-vapor interface. An inclusive model
representing all of the possible fluid physics would involve
considerable effort and difficulty. A reasonable compromise
may be to allow incremental changes in the heat exchanger
operating point and to calculate its performance as a quasi-
steady s 1stem. The supply tank pressure may then be assumed
as a smcothed average from point to point.
Anotiler related question is how the performance might be
affected by the fact that the outer halves of the heat exchanger
tubes art: exposed to the bulk tank liquid while the inner halves
face the iquid flowing within the LAD channel before entering
the aft n anifold. From an overall heat balance viewpoint, heal
is being ransferred from bulk tank liquid conditions to the TVS
heat sink temperature. How the heat transfer is distributed
betweer different sides of the tube, and where the exact
boundary between bulk liquid and heat exchanger is located
does nol affect the overall process, although the details of local
temperature gradients and heat flux density may be interrelated.
Stated _nother way, the heat transfer rate depends upon the
transfer coefficient, the effective area, and the temperature
differen :e. If only one of the three factors is known, the overall
heat balance can still be satisfied by appropriately defining and
specifyi ag the other two.
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B.4.2 SUBCOOLER TVS
The liquid conditions under subeooler TVS operation are
expected to be more like those assumed in the analysis. Because
liquid is withdrawn but not recirculated, the bulk tank liquid is
expected to remain essentially constant and unmixed. As the
ullage volume increases, however, the supply tank pressure
will decrease. Evaporation from the interface and lowering of
the interlace temperature would tend to maintain saturation
conditions. Eventually as tank pressure drops below the satura-
tion pressure oftbe warmest liquid in the bulk, nucleate boiling
can be expected+ thus promoting mixing and a trend toward a
uniform mixture at a lower pressure.
A further refinement on the performance calculations would
be to model the system as a transient problem similar to that
suggested for the active TVS mode. The temporal changes are
expected to be slower, and the point to point approximation
should be sufficiently accurate.
B.4.3 PASSIVE TVS
The one-dimensional transient model used for analyzing
the passive TVS performance was selected as a reasonable
compromise considering realistic limitations of time and re-
sources. Clearly, a transient model was needed to represent the
strong time dependence. It was reasoned that the temporal
variations would be of more concern than the spatial details
because as heat transport through the bulk liquid was by
conduction. Even using commercially available codes such as
SINDA to analyze the problem, modeling and computing time
would be considerable.
The one-dimensional model, as formulated, has some limi-
tations which should be recognized. Whereas the uniform heat
leak rate through the tank wall was included with the liquid
confined within the LAD, it was not included for the bulk liquid
in the tank. The boundary condition representing the wall heat
leak could not be specified without using a second dimensional
variable. The second variable would also have permitted estab-
lishing axes of symmetry tier a better modeling of each of the
four LAD channels. Such a refinement would prompt the
addition of a third dimensional variable because of variations
along the length of the LAD and the shape of the tank. Because
the region of primary interest was the LAD/TVS heat ex-
changer and its transient behavior, external details were sacri-
ficed fl)r simplicity. The results are credible and indicative of
the salient features of the passive TVS operation.
Another deviation inherent in the one-dimensional model is
the curvature of the liquid/vapor interface which, in reality,
should be concave as viewed from the tank centerline. Interface
definition is necessary for determining the tank pressure. The
boundary condition lk)r the interface was specified as an adia-
batic surface, and the significant parameter was its distance
from the heat sink. For an actual system, the interlace is an
isothermal surface, hence the temporal behavior of a leading, or
most responsive, spatial point could be considered as represen-
tative of the entire interface.
The TVS flow rate calculated to obtain 100-percent vapor at
the heat exchanger outlet varied with time over a wide range
because of the time-varying heat load. Obtaining such a flow
profile, hereafter referred to as ideal flow, would require a
continuously variable flow controller at the TVS inlet. The
COLD-SAT TVS system as presently configured does not
include a continuously variable flow control valve. Instead+
three on-off valves of different flow capacities are to be used
singly or in parallel combinations to produce up to seven
discrete levels of flow. These seven flow levels cannot be
expected to match the infinite variability of a continuously
variable flow control valve. If the discharge of even a small
amount ofunvaporized liquid at the TVS outlet is forbidden, the
three on-off valves will have to be operated in a scheduled
combination such that the heal transfer rate is always equal to
or less than that calculated previously. There will thus be
periods when the TVS outlet vapor is slightly superheated and
the resulting overall heat removal will be less than for the ideal
1low.
The other alternative is to cycle the on-off valves intermit-
tently and rapidly in the correct combinations to obtain a time-
integrated quantity of flow equal to the ideal flow. This approach
assumes that a momentarily excessive amount, or slug. of TVS
fluid+ introduced during the valve-open period, will flow
smoothly through the heat exchanger during the valve-closed
period. Heat exchanger perfi_rmance calculation will be con-
siderably more difficult in this mode, and in practice, smooth
flow of a vaporizing slug of liquid through the heat exchanger
tubes may not be physically obtainable.
B.5 Vapor Condensation and Bubble
Collapse
The purpose of the LAD is to separate the phases of hydro-
gen so that only liquid is drawn into the LAD channel. Inadvert-
ently high pump-out rate and heat leak or incomplete initial
venting could cause vapor bubbles to be trapped. It is of interest
to evaluate the effectiveness of the TVS system in condensing
the vapor and causing the bubble to collapse. Tegart and
Dominick (ref. 27) performed an analysis and compared it with
experiments in Freon 11 to determine the collapse time of
spherical and rectangular bubbles. The analysis was applied to
liquid hydrogen, and the results are shown in figure B.17 for
lank pressures of 15 and 25 psia. The characteristic dimension,
D, is the length of bubble in a rectangular channel with a cross
section of 0.45 by 2.2 in. corresponding to the supply tank
LAD. In the spherical bubble+ the dimension, D, refers to the
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bubblediameter.For the large receiver LAD having a triangu-
lar cross section, the maximum trapped spherical bubble
diameter is limited to 1.5 in.
Both the rectangular and spherical bubbles were found to
require less than 3 minutes lor total collapse. The rectangular
bubble, in particular, required moderate times even tbr lengths
up to 100 in. These characteristics are believed to be due to the
heat transfer areas available in the bubbles. A spherical bubble.
for any _,iven volume, has the minimum surface to volume ratio.
which _,ary as 6/D for a diameter. D. A rectangular bubble, on
the other hand, has the same surface area per unit length of the
bubble, however long. The analysis of Tegart and Dominick
assumed that liquid at the condensing temperature totally
surroun,ted the vapor bubble. To first order, conditions within
a LAD channel cooled by the TVS heat exchanger were
assumed to be amenable to the same assumption and analysis.
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Assumptions
(1) Negligible pressure drop
(2) Any given cross section hot-side
cold-side temperatures uniform
(3) Overall heat transfer coefficient, U
llU = 1/h L + -cw/k w + 1/hg; but
kw/'C w << hL or hg, thus
1/U = 1/h L + 1/hg
where
xw Wall thickness
k w Thermal conductivity
hg Convective heat transfer
coefficient for hydrogen gas
h L Convective heat transfer
coefficient for hydrogen liquid
i
_l _'W7 Two-phaseWSflow----- Jr
//
hi__
.... m
Liquid hydrogen flow
Two-phase TVS flow
i <:1
Station 1 Station 2
Figure B.3.--Counter-flow heat exchanger performance
iterative incremental model, typical segment.
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Assumptions
at this point
PG = Pressure of gas
is constant
T = TG temperature
of gas (constant)
m G = Constant mass
flow rate
TVS _ ,I 2-phase H Calculate
_ ]_ enthalpy qualityin I HG2 = HG1 + _ X2
I '°haseII 1
Ca'cu'ateI _
U1 I _, "_ _ TO calculation
A • / of Q
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.... __i-_iquid--_---II Liqui-"_'d
L,qu,o I/ hydrogen | _.J hydrogen
I n.L1 I/ =- _ properties
/ _ to 2-phase I I at station 2
•,,,aid/ / '
hyd::gen f _ "LI_ TL2
Assumptions at this point
PL = Constant pressure of liquid
T = TL1 Temperature of liquid
r_ L = Constant mass flow rate
of liquid
(a)
A Area
CL Specific heat of liquid
H Enthalpy
h Heat transfer coefficient
r_ Mass flow rate
Q Total heat transfer rate
T Temperature
U Overall heat transfer coefficient
X Quality
Calculate
hG2
=- Q=A
H CalculatehL2
Calculate _. Selectheat transfer length
area I increment
A
r _u_
-U_T_-U_U2A T1 I _J
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- -- -_ new
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..... |
Guess
rL2
TL2 (calculation)
/ := \ Yes I .
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/ Input to next
increment
TL2 = TL1 + Q
_rnL C L
Figure B.4.--Heat exchange calculation flow charts. (a) Single-pha..;e to two-phase liquid. (b) Single-phase liquid to
single-phase vapor.
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Assumptions
at this point
PG = Pressure of gas
is constant
T = TG1 temperature
of gas
m G = Constant mass flow
rate of gas
TVSin
Calculate
hG1
1_1+1
U hL h G
Calculate
hL1
Liquid
hydrogen
out
Assumptions at this point
PL = Constant pressure of liquid
T = TL1 Temperature of liquid
rn L = Constant mass flow
rate of liquid
(b)
Select length increment
Calculate
heat transfer
area, A
, TG1 l A
FAT2 - AT1]
Q=UAIIn{AT211
TL1 AT 2
TG2 = TG1
_T2= TL2-TG2
-_ TL2= TLI+ ATL
AT 2 (guess) AT 2 (calculation)
I so
Figure B.4.--Concluded. (b) Single-phase vapor to liquid.
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p Liquid density
C Liquid specific heat
k Liquid conductivity
Q Heat flux
ru Distance from wall to ullage
r Radial distance
T Temperature
t Time
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x Distance from heat exchanger
internal to LAD
Figure B.5.--Passive TVS (intermittent model) (usirg one-dimensional transient model).
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From LAD
P = 15 psia
T = 36.6 °R
P = 5 psia
T = 30.8 °R
X = 6.4 percent
J-T
device
_ger tubes
liquid (Q = 1021 Btu/hr)
To vent
r_ = 5.6 Ib/hr
P = 5 psia
T = 36.6 °R
X = 100 percent
From LAD
- - - (bottom)
_-_- P = 15 psia
-_-- T = 36.6 °R
Pump
r_ = 440.1 Ib/hr
T = 35.5 °R
To tank bulk
lank wall Screen
Figure B.6.--COLDSAT TVS system conceptual diagram, active TVS.
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Figure B.7.--Temperature and quality profile of active
TVS mode heat exchanger (TVS flow rate, 5.6 Ib/hr from
15 psia; liquid hydrogen flow rate, 440.1 Ib/hr).
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Figure B.8._Supply tank pressure in active TVS mode.
(144 ft 3 tank, 95 percent full; TVS flow, 5.6 Ib/hr; heat
leak, 0.1 Btu/hr-ft2; uniform mixture assumed.)
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From LAD
T = 36.6;
40 °R
To
transfer
line
P = 5 psia
T = 30.8 °R
X = 6.4; 10.8 percent
J-T
device
Texit
Tank, bulk
liquid hydrogen
/
-- Heat e__changer tubes
(Q = 60,-3 to 991 Btu/hr)
_--Tank wall _ Screen
To vent
n_7_s = See table below
P = 5 psia
T = 30.8 to 40 °R
X = 100 percent
From LAD (bottom)
P = Pressurized as
required
Tbuik = 36.6; 40 °R
n_, Ib/hr a
Flow rate n_ from LAD (bottom) to transfer line
(subcooler operating modes)
"/'exit,°R _T, °R ° I n_Tw` , Ib/hr Ti0ulk ,°R
I
50 30.9 5.7 I 3.5 36.6
50 31.2 8.8 I 5.6 40
100 32.6 ,, , 4.75 36.6
200 34.6 2 I 5.0 36.6
350 35.5 1.1 I 5.6 36.6
i
a m = Flow rate from LAD to transfer hne
bAT = Degree of subcooling
Figure B.9.--COLDSAT TVS system conceptuz I diagram, subcooler TVS.
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Hot side liquid hydrogen temperature
Tank liquid hydrogen temperature 36.6 °R
(15 psia saturation pressure)
TVS flow rate 3.5 Ib/hr
Cold side "FVS fluid temperature
Tank liquid hydrogen temperature 36.6 °R
(15 psia saturation pressure)
"I'VS flow rate 3.5 Ib/hr
---_-- Hot side liquid hydrogen temperature
Tank liquid hydrogen temperature 40 °R
(25 psia saturation pressure)
TVS flow rate 5.6 Ib/hr
--_-. Cold side TVS fluid temperature
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Figure B.10.--Heat exchanger temperature profile in
subcooler TVS mode (liquid hydrogen flow rate,
50 Ib/hr; TVS exit quality, 100 percent).
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Figure B.11 .--Heat exchanger quality profile in sub-
cooler TVS mode (liquid hydrogen flow rate, 50 Ib/hr).
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=
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(1) TVS inlet quali_ may
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(2) No ullage vapor exposed
to heat exchanger
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at "I'VS outlet
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Figure B.12.--COLDSAT TVS system conceptual diagram, intermittent passive TVS.
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Figure B.13.--Transient temperature profile, 84-hr
intermittent passive TVS mode (on, 12 hr; off, 24 hr;
interface, 15.35-in. radial distance).
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Figure B.14._Supply tank pressure and passive TVS
flow rates versus time (interface, 15.35-in. radial
distance; intermittent cycle: on, 12 hr; off, 24 hr; TVS
exit quality, 100 percent).
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Figure B.15.--Transient temperature profile at 84-hr
continuous on passive TVS mode (interface, 15.35-in.
radial distance; liquid temperature, 2.3-in. radial
distance).
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Figure B.16.--Transient temperature profile, inter-
mittent passive TVS mode (on, 1 hr; off, 2 hr;
interface, 15.35-in. radial distance; liquid temper-
ature, 2.3-in. radial distance).
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Figure B.17.--Vapor collapse time for rectangular and
spherical bubbles (ref. 29; "I'VS temperature, 30.8 °R;
rectangle, 0.45 by 2.2 by D (sphere diameter)).
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Appendix C
Fluids Schematic Symbols
Piping component symbols
Butterfly valve
Check valve
Gate valve
_ Relief valve
Ball valve
Globe valve
--_ 3-way valve
Directional valves
3-way 4-way
____ Pressure
regulator
Loader
Cylinderregulator
Pressure
gauge
Filter
Turbine
flowmeter _ Strainer
Orifice
Venturi
__L_
Rupture diskT
Flowmeter
Heat
exchanger
(_ Pump
Motor
---7 Cap
Actuator symbols Primary control element symbols Item designations
Cylinders
Hand
Pneumatic
control
Rotary motor
[_ Solenoid
Electron-pneumatictransducer
Pressure
[_ switch
Pressure differential
transducer
Pressure
I_ Electron-hydrolic _ transducertransducer
Liquid levelswitch _ Thermocouple
Liquid level [_ Temperature
transducer switch
@ Limit switch _ Liquid/vapor
sensor
Pressure differential I--_ Temperature
switch sensor
Locally
(_ mounted
(_ Control roomlocated
Alternate
@ control
room located
(_) Reference
drawing
First letter
Succeeding
letters
Instrument letter designations for (_ [_ _ Instrument symbols
B-burner L-level Z-position
E-emergency
F-flow
H-hand
A-alarm
C-control
D-differential
H-high
P-pressure
S-speed
T-temperature
I-indicate
L-low
P-permissive
R-record
S-shutdown
Y-datalog
Q General
Program
_ logic
controller
Data
[3 collector
facility
Program
[_ process
controller
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Appendix D
Reference Figures
Flight balanced vent _ater
Reliefvent lj_
 an von,i
manifold _ _-_
@
TVS vent _l_
(a)
@
(_ BalancedTVS v nt
__ V_ent heater
I 7
\
\
\
\_--Panel 0 (part of
supply module)
Figure D.1 .--Experiment system plumbing schematic. Pipe dimensions are in inches. (See appendix C for
interpretation of symbols.) (a) Vent panel. (b) Supply tank syster _ of supply module. (c) Pressurant supply
system. (d) Large receiver tank module. (e) Small receiver tank t nodule.
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_-- Panel I
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LAD --J
screen
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I
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Figure D.1 .---Continued. (b) Supply tank system of supply module.
(b)
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To reliefvent
To tank vent
manifold Pressurization
" line
!
i
Vapor-
izer A
Heater
u
(c)
I.-
Supply module To t,ansfer line
boundary --_
Figure D.l._Continued. (c) Pressurant supply system.
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vent To TVS
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To tank
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(d)
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MLI blanket --_ _-- Large receiver tank
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Figure D.1 .---Continued. (d) Large receiver tank module,
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Figure D.2.--Expedment system vertical fluid schematic. Dimensions are in inches. (See appendix C for interpre-
tation of symbols.) (a) Supply tank module (ST). (b) Large receiver tank module and small receiver tank module.
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Figure D.4.--Supply tank aft dome panels. Dimensions are in inches. (a) Valve panel layout. (b) Panel E, ground
fill/drain/purge. (c) Panel F, active I'VS.
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Figure D.5.--Supply tank forward dome panels. Dimensions are in i _ches. (a) Forward dome layout. (b) Panel G,
tank vent. (c) Panel H, passive TVS panel. All panel H lines and fitings are 318 in. (d) Panel I, transfer. (e) Panel J,
transfer/TVS control.
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Figure D.5.--Continued. (b) Panel G, tank vent.
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Figure D.5._Concluded. (e) Panel J, transfer/TVS control.
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Figure D.6.--Supply tank strut detail. Dimensions are in inches. (a) Top view of tank supported by struts. (b) Enlargement
of strut top view detail. (c) Side view of enlarged strut top view detail. (d) Side view of strut.
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Figure D.15.--Radiator tray structural attachment.
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Figure D.16.--Helium bottle cross section. Dimensions are in inches.
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Figure D.19.DTRASYS supply tank model with vave panels; pressure vessel (PV)
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point where panel legs attach. Dimensions are irl inches. (a) Top, panels G to J.
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Figure D.21 .--Pressure vessel (PV) penetrations in thermal model. (a) PV barrel hot side. (b) PV barrel cold
side.
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Figure D.26.mVaporizer SINDA85 thermal model cross section. Dimensions are in inches.
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Figure D.29.--Large receiver tank multilayer insulation (MLI) can. Dimensions are in inches.
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Figure D.30.--Large receiver tank multilayer insulation (MLI) blanket.
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Figure D.35.---Small receiver tank MLI can. Dimensions are in inches.
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Figure D.39.--Experiment data unit block diagram.
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Figure D.40.--Thermodynamic properties of hydrogen. (a) Saturated liquid hydrogen temperature versus pressure.
(b) Saturated liquid hydrogen density versus pressure. (c) Saturated hydrogen vapor intemal energy versus pressure.
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Figure D.41 .--Supply tank pressure rise rate (2 x homo-
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Figure D.45.--Small receiver tank pressure rise rate
(2 x homogeneous model) 0.5 Btu/hr-ft 2.
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Figure D.43.--Supply tank pressure rise rate (2 x homo-
geneous model) 0.6 Btu/hr-ft 2.
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Figure D.46._Specific heat of stainless steel.
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Appendix E
Reference Tables
TABLE E. I_OLD-SAT EXPERIMENT SET
Test I Characteristics
Experiment I--Low-gravity tank pressure control (class I)
I Thermal stratification, low heat flux, 90 percent full
2 Mixing. low heat flux. 90 percent full
3 Passive TVS, low heat flux, 90 percent lull
4 Mixing. low heat flux, 90 percen! full
5 Active TVS, low heat input. 90 percent full
6 Thermal stratification, nledium heat flux, 90 percent full
7 Mixing. medium heat flux, 90 percent full
8 Passive TVS, medium heat flux, 90 percent full
9 Mixing. medium heat flux, 90 percent full
10 Active TVS, medium heat input. 90 percent full
I 1 Thermal stratification, high heat flux. 90 percent full
12 Mixing, high heat flux, 90 percent full
13 Deleted (passive TVS, high heat flux. 90 percent full)
14 Active TVS. high heat input. 90 percent full
15 Thermal stratification, high heat flux. 65 percent full
16 Mixing, high heat flux, 65 percent full
17 Active TVS, low heat flux, 65 percent full
18 Passive TVS, low heat flux, 65 percent full
19 Mixing. low heat flux. 65 percent full
2(J Active TVS, low heat input. 65 percent full
21 Thermal stratification, high heat flux, 50 percent full
22 Mixing, high heat flux, 50 percent full
23 Stratification, high heat flux. 50 percent full. low thrust
24 Mixing. high heat flux. 50 percent full. low thrust
25 Active TVS, high heat flux. 50 percent full, low thrust
26 Stratification, high heat flux. 50 percent full, high thrust
27 Mixing. high heat flux. 50 percent full. high thrust
28 Active TVS. low heat flux, 50 percent full, high thrust
29 Passive TVS. low heat flux. 50 percent full
30 Active TVS. low heat flux. 50 percent full
31 Deleted (passive TVS. low heat flux. 50 percent full)
32 TVS operation in large receiver tank
33 TVS operation in small receiver tank
34 Pressure rise in nearly empty tank
Experiment 21No-vent fill and refill of cryogenic tanks in low
gravity (class I)
1 No-vent fill of large receiver through axial spray
2 No-vent fill of large receiver through submerged spray
3 No-vent fill of small receiver through submerged spray
4 No-vent fill of small receiver through radial and tangential spray
5 No-vent refill of 70-percent full large receiver tank through
submerged spray
6 No-vent fill of small receiver through radial spray
7 No-venl fill of large receiver through axial and tangential spray
8 Parametric fill of small receiver tank
9 Parametric fill of small receiver tank
10 Parametric refill of small receiver lank
I I Parametric refill of small receiver lank
12 Deleted (no-vent fill through LAD)
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TABLE.I.-Concludec.
TestI Characteristic'_
Experiment3_ryogenictankchilldownielowgravity(class1)
I Tangentialsprayinsmallreceivertank
2 Radialsprayinsmallreceivertank3 Deleted
4 Combinedsprayinsmallreceivertank
5 Combinedsprayinsmallreceivertank
6 Combinedsprayinsmallreceiverta_k
7 Tangential then radial spray in small receiver tank
8 Deleted
9 Radial spray partial chilldown in lov,-g, small receiver tank
10 Radial spray partial chilldown in lo_-g, small receiver tank
11 Deleted
12 Deleted
13 Deleted
14 Axial jet in large receiver tank
15 Axial spray in large receiver tank
16 Deleted
17 Deleted
18 Large receiver heat exchanger chilldown
Experiment 4--Fill of liquid acquisition d,:vices (LAD} in low
gravity (class I)
I I Collapse of vapor with TVS
I
Experiment 5--Mass gaging ideleted)
Experiment 6--Slosh (deleted)
Experiment 7ITank thermal perforalance (deleted}
Experiment 8Ipressurization of cryogenic tankage in a low-gravity
environment
I Hydrogen pressurization, in microgr_vity, diffuser
2 Hydrogen pressurization, settled, diffuser
3 Hydrogen pressurization, in microgravity, pipe
4 Hydrogen pressurization, settled, pipe
5 Helium pressurization, in micrograv_ty, diffuser
6 Helium pressurization, settled, diffu:.er
7 Helium pressurization, in micrograv!ty, pipe
8 Helium pressurization, settled, pipe
Experiment 9--Direct liquid outllow and vented fill with low-
gravity settling
I Vented fill of large receiver tank
2 Vented fill of small receiver tank. _ ann
3 Vented refill of large receiver tank. tong pulse settling
4 Vented refill of large receiver tank. _horl pulse settling
5 Vented fill of small receiver tank. c_ld
Experiment 10---Liquid acquistion device performance in on-orbit
environment
I I Outflow through large receiver lank _AI)
Experiment I l--Transfer line chilldowl under low-gravity
conditions (deleted}
Experiment 12_ontrol of fluid thermodyn kmic state during liquid
outflow
I [ Subcooler not active during fill
i
Experiment 13--On-orbit cryogeni( fluid dumping
I I Dumping of half-full small receiver tank
I
Experiment 14--Advanced instrumentation for in-space cryogenic
systems (deleted)
Experiment 15--Partial LAD (deleted)
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TABLEE.2.--EXPERIMENTREQUIREMENTSSUMMARY
Parameter 1 Characteristics
Pressureconlrolrequirementssummary
SupplytankcharacteristicsLc/D > 0.7 ( Lc = length of cylindrical section of tank (end caps excluded_)
D > 4 ft (D = diameter of cylindrical section)
Thermal performance < 0.t Btu/hr-ft :
Uniform heal flux levels of O. I, 0.3, 0.6 Blu/hr-ft-" for 5 psi rise
Passive TVS capable of controlling 0.3 Btu/hr-ft-"
Active TVS capable of controlling applied heat fluxes of 0. I, 0.3, and
0.6 Btu/hr-ft "
Mixer with 2 speeds, nozzle ~ 1/20 to 1/60 lank diameter
Tests at three fill levels: -90. 75, 51) percent
No helium in system
High-resolution temperature rakes near wall
High-resolution pressure measurement
Internal temperature and level sensors
Heat exchanger temperatures
Mixer flow rate, TVS flow rate
Receiver tank characteristics Passive TVS with wall-mounted heat exchanger on at least one tank
Acceleration Three acceleration levels between 10 _' and 10 4 g, one level may be
"'background"
Minimize disturbances during applied accelerations
No-vent fill requirements summary
Transfer
Receiver tanks
Subcooled liquid hydrogen, -20 psia receiver tank pressure 50, 100, and
200 lb/hr flow rates
At least two different tanks with different length-diameter ralio (L/D)
and shapes
One cylindrical tank with LID >_ 1.6, L > 4 ft 4 in.
Tangenlial spray '_ilh 10 percent of maximum flow
Axial spray, fluid settled over or away
Diffused inlel
One nearly spherical tank with L/D = 0.8 to 1.2, D _> 3 ft
Tangential spray with 10 percent of maxinlum flow
Radial spray
Axial spray
Tank pressure, temperature throughoul tank. inlet temperature and pressure,
and fill level
Target lemperature of 140 °R
Accleration Bond number (Bo) > 4 during some fills
Chilldown requirements summary
Transfer/venl
Receiver tanks
Acceleration
Flowrates of 50, I00, and 200 Ibm/hr
Venl to vacuum
Controlled vent in 5 psi increments
At least two receiver tanks with different thermal mass/volume values
Heat flux < 0.5 Btu/hr-ft-"
Axial, tangetial spray systems in all receivers
Radial spray in one lank
Initial temperature ->400 °R
No LAD or obstructions near wall in one tank
Some chilldown at low-gravity
Liquid acquisition device (LAD) requirements summary
Large receiver tank
Acceleration
Transfer line
Total communication LAD
Measure residuals
Channel temperatures, vapor sensors
Channel cooling via passive TVS
/_ > 4 for some tests, others at background
Liquid settled away from outlet
Two-phase flow detection
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TABLE.2._Concluded
Settledoutflow/tankventedfillrequirmlentsummary
50,100,and150Ibm/hrTransfer
Small receiver tank
Acceleration
Transfer line
Supply tank
Baffled inlet/outlet
Liquid settled away from vent _ ver inlet/outlet
Tank pressure, internal and wal temperatures, level sensors, and lank
vent liquid/vapor sensor
2<Bo_< 10
Two-phase flow detection
Thermod_,namic state requirements summary,
Subcooler to provide 5 °R coolilg at 50 lbm/hr flow rate, 2 °R at
100 lbm/hr
Heat exchanger temperatures
Dumping requirements summary
Small receiver tank Direct vent to vacuum. (minimal restrictions)
Initial fill level at least 50 percent
Tank pressure, internal temperature and wall temperature measurements
Acceleration Background
Advanced instrumentation requirements summary (deleted)
Transter line Two-phase mass flowmeter
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Valve
designation
VI
V2
V3
V4
V5
V6
V7
V8
V9
VIf
VII
VI2
VI3
VI4
VI5
VI6
VI7
VI8
VI9
V20
V21
V22
V23
V24
V25
V26
V27
V28
V29
V31
V32
V33
V.M.
V35
V36
V37
V38
V39
V40
V41
V42
V43
V4.4
V45
V46
V47
V48
V49
V50
Panel
designation
F
F
E
E
J
Tray
J
F
G
G
C
B
B
C
Tray
K
1.
K
K
Tray
L
1.
L
M
M
N
N
Tray
M
N
N
O
L
M
Tray
Tray
Tray
N
(ST.
SRT. small receiver tank)
Descriptive name
supply tank: LRT. large receiver tank:
TABLE E.3.IEXPERIMENT SYSTEM FI.UID COMPONENTS SUMMARY
Manufacturer/ Current/tmle
part number required
ST - active TVS
ST - active TVS (redundant)
ST - ground fill/drain/purge I
ST- ground fill/drain/purge 2
ST - pressuraut control
ST - ground fill bypass
ST - LAD outlet transfer
ST - transfer line chilldown
ST - LAD outlet metered translcr
ST - TVS vent chilldown
ST- TVS (low flow)
ST - TVS (medium flow)
ST- TVS (high fow)
ST - bidirectional transfer (Iov,, flow)
ST - bidirectional transfer qmedium flow
ST - bidirectional transfer (high flow)
ST - return transfer
ST - tank vent I
ST - tank vent 2
ST - vaporizer A liquid hydrogen supply
ST - vaporizer B liquid hydrogen supply
ST - vaporizer B liquid hydrogen bypass
ST - vaporizer A liquid hydrogen bypass
LRT - transfer
LRT axial spray Itop)
LRT - LAD outlet transfer
LRT - axial spray (bottom)
LRT - tangential spray
LRT - transfer bypass
LRT - pasive TVS vent
I.RT - pressuraut control
I+RT - tank vent
SRT - axial spray
SRT - raidal spray
SRT - tangential spray (low flow)
SRT - tangential spray (high fow)
Moog/_)20
Moog/_d20
Moogl_)30
Moog/4)30
Moog/4)20
Moog/4) 20
Moog/_)30
Moog/_)20
Moog/_)30
Moog/-020
1
Moog/4)30
Moog/-020
Moog/-020
Moog/J.)20
Moog/_)30
Moog/_030
Moog/-020
1
Moog/_)30
Moog/-O20
i,
Moog/4) 30
Moog/-030
Moog/_)20
SRT subsystem transfer chilldown bypass
SRT - passive TVS
SRT - tank vent
SRT - pressurant control
ST - subsystem TVS vent
ST- subsystem TVS vent (redundant)
ST - subsystem primary vent
ST- subsyslem primary vent (redundant)
SRT - low-gravity transfer
ST - chilldown isolator
ST tank venl isolator
ST - tank venl isolator (redundant)
SRT - dump vent
,r
Moog/_)30
Moog/-020
Moog/_)20
Moog/_)20
Moog/_30
Relief
pressure.
psi
NA
I
5A/200 msec
Coils Redundancy
cluster
B
A
B
A
B
E
A
C
B
D
A
D
C
C
D
D
D
G
G
F
1.
L
F
E
.1
M
J
J
J
K
E
E
K
J
K
H
C
D
Estimated
cycles
<100
1
<500
<1(30
<5O0
,r
<lfO0
< I O(X)
<I(XX)
<5(10
<5O0
<500
<lOI)
<5(X)
<I(X)
1
<NX)
<5(X)"
<5(X)
<I(X)
1'
<1_)
<S_)
<1_)
Safe
state
X h
[
O _
X h
O a
O ._
X I,
O _,
O ,b
X _,
X r,
O •
l
X I,
(y'
0"
Xt,
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Valve Panel
designation designation
CVI 13
CV2 C
CV3 Tank
CV4 O
CV5 O
GVI B
GV2 B
GV3 H
GV4 B
GV5 C
GV6 C
GV7 C
GV8 C
(;V9 D
GVIO I)
GVI 1 D
G V 12 D
R1 H
R2 C
R3 D
RVI E
RV2 F
RV3 (]
RV3 G
RV5 B
RV6 B
RV7 B
RV8 C
RV9 C
RV 10 C
R V I I Tray
R V 12 Tray
RVI3 1.
RVI4 l_
R V 15 Tray
RV 16 N
RVI7 O
RVI8 O
RVI9 B
_'X = closed.
"Relief pressure in psia.
TABLE E.3.--Concluded.
Descriptive name Manufacturer/ R ." ief
ST. supply tank: LRT. large receiver tank:
SRT. small receiver tank)
ST - vaporizer B coil
ST - vaporizer A coil
I.RT - passive TVS
ST - subsystem TVS vent
ST - subsystem TVS vent (redundant)
ST - vaporizer B ground fill
ST - vaporizer H coil-to-bottle isolator
ST - vaporizer B coil chilldown vent
ST - vaporizer B pressurant supply
ST - vaporizer A ground fill
ST - vaporizer A coil-to-bottle isolator
ST - vaporizer A coil chilldown vent
ST - vaporizer A pressurant supply
ST - helium pressurant supply
ST - helium pressurant supply
I redundant I
ST - helium ground fill
ST - pressurization (meter bypass)
ST - vaporizer B pressurant control
ST - vaporizer A pressurant control
ST- helium pressurant supply
ST - ground fill/bypass
ST- retum transfer
ST - tank ground vent
ST - tank ground vent (redundant)
ST - vaporizer B liquid hydrogen charge
ST - vaporizer B vessel
ST - vaporizer B coil
ST - vaporizer A liquid hydrogen charge
ST - vaporizer A vessel
ST - vaporizer A coil
IRT transfer line
LRT - transfer line/spray
LRT - TVS vent
LRT - trank vent
ST- transfer line
ST - tank vent
ST - subsystem TVS vent
ST - subsystem tznlk vents
ST - chilldown isolator
pan number pre ;_ ure.
Circle seal/K22OT \_
Valcor/V27200
Ketema/548
Ketema/548
Valcor/V272o0
Valcor/V272o0
Ketema/548
Ketema/548
Valcor/V272o0
Valcor/884000
Valcor/884000
Valcor/884000
Circle seal/KS 120
,r
100
52 _
52'
52"
O0
2 2O0
IO0
IO0
2 2(30
1(30
,r
46
1(30
46
15
15
Current/time
required
NA
2A/300 msec
IA/15 rain
IA/15 min
2A/3O0 msec
2A/3O0 msec
I All 5 rain
IA/15 rain
2A/300 msec
NA
Cc LIs Redundancy
cluster
I',A
,r
i
i
i
i:
,r
bA
?
Estimated
cycles
NA <5(10
E <1(30
I. <100
I. <I(W)
L <I0(X)
E <100
F <I(X)
F <I(X)
F < 1(XX)
K <1O00
K <1000
E <1(30
I) <1O0
NA <1000
<1O00
<1O00
<tOf)
<l(X)
<500
<5O0
<I(W)
<50(t
<100
<lo0
<5O0
<IO0
<5O0
<5O0
<I(30
S_ fe
st tie
bA
,p
_h
'r
bA
?
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Total components
Component name Quantity
Pressure transducer l
Temperature sensor I
Valves 2
Pressure transducer I
Pump/nil xers 2
Temperature sensors 2
Relief valve 1
Valves 3
Pressure transducers 3
Temperature sensor I
Relief valves 2
Valves 2
Pressure transducers 2
Visco jets 3
Temperature sensors 3
Valves 3
Venturis 3
Differential pressure 3
transducers
Pressure transducer I
Temperature sensors 2
Valves 3
TABLE E.4.--PANEL COMPONENTS
Valve details
Valve Description Manufacturer/
designation number
Valve panel E
Valve 3 Supply tank-ground fill/drain/purge I Moog/-030
Valve 4 Supply tank-ground fill/drain/purge 2 Moog/-030
Valve panel F
Relief valve 2 Supply tank-return transfer Circle Seal/K5120
Valve I Supply tank-active TVS Moog/-020
Valve 2 Supply tank-active TVS (redundant) M___g/-020
Valve 17 Supply tank-return transfer Men, g/-020
Valve panel G
Relief valve 3 Supply tank-tank ground vent Circle seal/K5120
Relief valve 3 Supply tank-tank ground vent (redundant) Circle seal/K5120
Valve 18 Supply tank-tank vent I Moog/-030
Valve 19 Supply tank-tank vent 2 Moog/-030
Valve panel H
Valve 11 Supply tank-TVS (low flow) Mt_._g/-020
Valve 12 Supply tank-TVS (medium flow) Moog/-020
Valve 13 Supply tank-TVS Ihigh tlow) Moog/-020
Valve panel I
Valve 14
Valve 15
Valve 16
Flow meter 1 Valve 5
Pressure transducers 3 Valve 7
Orifice 1 Valve 8
Temperature sensors 2 Valve 9
Valves 5 Valve 10
Supply tank-bidirectional transfer (low flow)
Supply tank-bidirectional tranfser (medium flow)
Supply tank-bidirectional transfer (high flow)
M oog/-030
Moog/-020
Moog/-020
Valve panel J
Supply tank-pressurant control
Supply tank-LAD outlet transfer
Supply tank-transfer line chilldown
Supply tank-LAD outlet metered transfer
Supply tank-TVS vent chilldown
Moog/-020
Moog/-030
Moog/-020
Moog/-030
Moog/-020
TABLE E.5.--RADIATOR TRAY PLUMBING COMPONENTS
Total components Valve details
Component name Quantity Valve Description Manufacturer/
designation number
Pressure transducer I
Temperature sensor I
Filter I
Orifice I
Relief valves 2
Valves 4
Relief valve 1
Relief valve 19
Valve 6
Valve 47
Valve 48
Valve 49
Supply tankIGround fill/bypass
Supply tank--Chilldown isolator
! Supply tank--Ground fill/bypass
]Supply tank--Chilldown isolator
:Supply lank--Tank vent isolator
Supply tank--Tank vent isolator (redundant)
Circle seal/K5120
Circle seal/K5120
Mcn)g/-020
Moog/-020
Moog/-020
Moog/-020
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TABLE.6--VALVEPANELOCONPONENTS
Totalcomponents Valvesdetails
Component name Quantity Valve Description Manufacturer/
designation number
Pressure transducers 2
Flowmeters 2
Balanced vents with strip,heaters 2
Temperature sensors 2
Check valves 2
Relief valves 2
Valves 4
Check valve 4
Check valve 5
Relief valvel7
Relief valve 18
Valve 42
Valve 43
Valve 44
Valve 45
Supply tank--Subsystem TVS vent
Supply tank--Subsystem TVS vent (redundant)
Supply tank--Subsystem TVS vent
Supply tank--Subsystem tank vent
Supply tank--Subsystem TVS vent
Supply tank--Suhsystem TVS vent (redundant)
Supply tank--Subsystem primary vent
Supply tankISubsystem primary vent (redundant)
Circle Seal/K220T
Circle Seal/K220T
Circle Seal/K5120
Circle Seal/K5120
Moog/-020
1
Total conlponenls
Component Quantity
Pressure transducers 3
Filters 2
Orifice I
Temperature sensors 2
Check valves 2
Gas valves
Regulators
Relief valves
Cryogenic valves
TABLE E.7.--VALVE PANEL B AND C COMPONENTS
Valve details
Valve designation
Check valve 1
Description
Supply tank--Vaporizer B coil
Check valve
Gas valve I
Gas valve 2
Gas valve 3
Gas valve 4
Gas valve 5
Gas valve 6
Gas valve 7
C3as valve 8
Regulator I
Regulator 2
Relief valve
Relief valve
Relief valve
Relief valve
Relief valve
Relief valve
Valve 20
Valve 21
Valve 22
Valve 23
2
5
6
7
8
9
IO
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
Supply
tank--Vaporizer A coil
tank--Vaporizer B ground fill
tank--Vaporizer B coil-to-bottle isolator
tank--Vaporizer B coil chilldown vent
tank--Vap-)rizer B pressuranl supply
tank--Vaporizer A ground fill
tank--Val_Jrizer A coil-to-bottle isolator
tank--Vap)rizer A coil chilldown vent
tank--Vap)rizer A pressurant supply
tank--Vap)rizer B pressuranl control
tank--Vaporizer A pressnrant control
tank--Vaporizer B liquid hydrogen charge
tank--Vaporizer B vessel
tank--Vaporizer B coil
tankiVaporizer A liquid hydrogen charge
tank--Vaporizer A vessel
tank--Vaporizer A coil
tank--Vap3rizer A liquid hydrogen supply
tank--Vaf 3rizer B liquid hydrogen supply
tank--Val: arizer B liquid hydrogen bypass
tankIVal: arizer A liquid hydrogen bypass !
Manufacturer/
number
Circle SE
Circle SE
Valcor/V2
Ketema/54
Ketema/54
Valcor/V2
Valcor/V2
Ketema/54
Ketema/54
Valcor/V2
Valcor/88
Valcor/88
Circle SE
Moog/-020
Moog/4)20
Mc×,g/-020
M_u_g/-020
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TABLE.8.--COLI)-SATEXPERIMENTSUBSYSTEMMEASUREMENTR QUIREMENTSUMMARY
Measurement Measuremenl Candidate MeasurementResolution,Sample Number
requirement range transducer error bits frequency,requirementHz
30to50°R Platinum resistance _<-+0.2 °R 8 0.1 90
thermolneter
High-accuracy
fluid temperature
Thermally bonded
liquid hydrogen
tank struclure
Structure
temperatures
Hydrogen liquid/vapor
level detection
Two-phase flow
detection
High-resolution
tank pressures
Plumbing system
pressures
Liquid hydrogen
transfer flow rates
Mixer flow rate
TVS flow rates
Supply tank
Large receiver tank
Small receiver tank
Vent flow rates
Acceleration
Valve status
30 to 50 °R
36 to 540 °R
Platinum resistance
therluomeler
Platinum resistance
thermometer
< _).2 °R
_<+1.5 °R
Tank voluule
Liquid/vapor
0 to 50 psia
2 to 5000 psia
50 to 200 Ibnghr
Thermistor
Thermistor
Strain gauge
transducer
Strain gauge
transducer
Venturi/AP
+1.0 percenl I
NA I
_+0.23 psia 12
+1.0 percent 8
+2.1) percent 12
960 to 4000 rpm
O. 16 to 5,6 IbnVhr
0.21 Ihm/hr
O,15 lbm/hr
5 to 50 Ibm/hr
I to I00 pag
open/close
Mag speed sensor
i Turbine
Flow
Meters
Sonic nozzle
HiRAP
Switch
TBIY'
+5.0 percent
+5.0 percent
TBW'
NA
12
12
12
12
8
12
1
_r
I0
10
0.1
49
162
106
I0
33
2
I
I
3
3
61
_To be determined.
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Jleln
nunlhcr
I
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
IO
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2o
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
3_
41)
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
4v
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
6O
61
62
63
Time,
week
0.011
2.011
2.3{)
2.45
2.54
3,011
3.14
3.29
3.30
3.45
3.46
4.00
4.14
4.16
4.17
4.17
4.17
4.19
4.2{)
4.25
4.39
4.48
4.57
5.00
5.{)'9
5.23
5.38
5.39
5.4(I
5.54
5.55
5.55
5.55
5.57
6,00
6.14
6.16
6!5
6.39
6.41
6.43
6.57
7.00
7.00
7.0 I
7.0 I
7D2
7.03
7.04
7.04
7.(15
7.05
7.39
7._
7..54
7..54
7.55
7.57
8.00
8.14
8.27
8.27
8.28
TABLE E. I O--S IMPLIFIED INVENTCRYfrlMELINE
Change
in time.
hr
0.00
336011
5000
25.011
15.011
78.011
24.00
24.00
3.00
24.011
3,011
90.011
24.1X1
3.011
0.75
0.25
1.011
2.46
I._
9.011
24.011
15.(X)
15.01)
72.00
15.00
24.(X1
24.01t
3./111
1.011
24.011
0.75
0.25
1.011
3.011
72.011
24.011
3.(X)
15.011
24.011
3.011
31X)
24.0O
72.1X)
0.25
1.011
0.75
1._
1.46
1.(30
1.011
t .(X)
1.011
57,011
24.0(I
1.011
0.25
1.75
3.01)
72.(X1
24.011
21.011
0.25
1.011
Supply tank event
Launch/orbit
Preparation/checkout
PC 1
PC 2
PC 3
Boiloff
Condition
PC 4
PC 5
PC 6
PC 7
Boiloff
PC 8
PC 9
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
CD 12 (LGt
Boiloff
VF I (LG)
Boiloff
Condition
PC 13
PC 14
Boiloff
PC 15
Condition
PC 16
PC 17
Boiloff
Boiloff
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
Boiloff
VRF 5a (SU)
Boiloff
Recondition
Boiloff
PC 10
PC 11
PC 12
Boiloff
Condition
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
CD 13 (LG)
Boiloff
NVF 18 (LG)
Boiloff
Boiloff
GH_ tank CD
Boiloff
GH_ tank VF
Boiloff
Condition
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
Boiloff
VRF 5b (SU)
Boiloff
Recondition
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
CD 14 (LG)
Large tank
eve.q)
Empty
_p
VF 1 LG)
Boil )ff
PC i9
Boiloff
Boil )ff
Boil )ff
Condi lion
Boil )ff
Boil )fl"
Boiloff
VRF 5a (SU)
Boil )ff
_p
l)m ip
Em I ly
NVF 1[ {LG)
Boiloff
_p
Condi :ion
Boil )ff
Boil )ff
Boil )ff
VRF 5[" (SU)
Boil)ff
Boil)ff
Dm lp
Em I ty
Em I ty
Small tank
event
Empty
Liquid hydrogen
on-N)ard total,
Ib
576.04
568.88
565.33
560.1X1
553.6(I
551.94
517.73
507.50
5/)6.22
501.11
5OO.47
498.55
49836
498.55
498.53
494.54
487.32
487.26
486.48
486.15
463.59
456.%
45O.34
447.7 I
44 1.08
421.14
419.117
418.81
418,77
410.08
410.05
406.05
406.01
405.67
403.03
395.3 I
395.20
388.58
386.5 I
386.25
381 ./)5
371.86
37O.33
366.33
359. I I
359.09
358.31
358.25
358.22
348.18
348.14
341.82
339.74
318.12
318,08
314.08
314.02
313.67
311.04
303.19
296.97
292.97
285.75
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Item
number
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
9O
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
I00
I01
102
103
I04
I05
I06
107
108
109
110
III
112
113
114
115
116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
Time,
weck
8.29
8.29
8.40
8._
8.55
8.55
8.55
8.57
9.(10
9.14
9.29
9.29
9.29
9.31
9.31
9.55
9.55
9.56
9.57
9.57
I().(X)
10.14
10.15
10.15
10.16
10.16
10,17
10,17
10,18
10,19
10,26
10,40
10.41
10,41
10,42
10,42
10.,56
10.57
10.57
I I .(X)
11.14
11.14
11.14
11.15
11.15
11.15
I 1.29
I 1.29
11.29
11,30
11.30
11.30
I 1.30
11.45
l 1.45
11.45
11.45
11.46
11.46
11.46
11.46
Change
in time.
hi"
1.75
1.54
17.46
24.(X)
I.(X)
0.25
0.75
3.(X)
72.00
24.00
24.(X)
0.25
I,(X)
2.75
0.77
39.98
O.25
1,(X)
I .(X)
1,(IJ
72.(X)
24.(X)
1.(}0
0.25
I .IX)
I,(K)
0.75
0.88
2.12
0.44
11.56
24.(X)
1.75
0.25
I,(lO
0.75
24.00
0.25
I .(X)
72.00
24.(X)
0.08
0.25
0.08
0.47
0.28
24.00
0.13
0.25
I,(X)
0.08
0.44
0.06
24,(X)
0.13
0.25
0.08
I .(X)
0.13
0.25
0.08
TABLE E.I 0._onlinued
Supply tank
event
Boiloff
NVF 16 (LG)
Boiloff
Condition
Boiloff
Transfer line CI)
Boiloff
VRF 5c (SU)
Boiloff
Recondition
Boiloff
Transfer line CI)
CD 15 (LG]
Boiloff
NVF 17 (LG)
Boiloff
_r
Condition
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
Boiloff
NVRF 11 (LG)
Boiloff
PC 20
Boiloff
Large tank event
Empty
NVF 16 (LG)
Boiloff
Condition
Boiloff
Boiloff
Boiloff
VRF 5c (SUt
Boiloff
Boiloff
Dump
Empty
Empty
Empty
NVF 17 (LG)
Boiloff
,q
Condition
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
CD I (SM)
CD 2 (SM)
Boiloff
NVF 2 (SM)
Boiloff
NVF 3 (SM)
Boiloff
Condition
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
VRF 2b (LG)
Boiloff
Recondition
Transfer line CD
VRF 2a {LG)
Boiloff
Recondition
Boiloff
Boiloff
Boiloff
NVRF 11 (LGI
Boiloff
Recondition
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
CD 4 (SM)
Boiloff
NVF 7 (SM)
Boiloff
Condition
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
Boiloff
VRF 3 (LG)
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
Boi loft
Small tank
event
EmpLv
,q,
NVF 2 (SM)
Boiloff
NVF 3 (SM)
PC 18
Condition
Boiloff
Boiloff
VRF 2b (LG)
Boiloff
Boiloff
Boiloff
VRF 2a (LG)
Boiloff
l)ump
Empty
Empty
Empty
NVF 7 (SM)
Boiloff
Condition
Boiloff
Boi[off
Boiloff
VRF 3 (LG)
Boiloff
Boiloff
Boiloff
Liquid
hydrogen
on-board
total, Ib
285.7 I
284.93
284.29
266.(k5
266.02
262.02
261.99
261.65
259.01
251.12
244.84
24O.84
233.62
233.56
232 39
231.33
231.32
231.29
231.25
231.21
228.58
219.81
219.77
215.77
212.93
210.09
210.07
209.6 I
209.48
209.03
208.08
199.40
199.26
195.25
194.90
194.84
190.93
186,91
187.14
181.21
171,46
171.45
167.44
167.43
167.12
167. I0
161.90
159.26
155.25
152.42
152.41
151.97
151.97
143.20
143.19
139.19
139.18
138.86
138.86
I .M.85
134.84
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Item Time. Change
nunlbcr week in time,
hr
125 I 1.46 0.22
126 [ 1.46 0.16
127 I I._) 24.00
128 11.60 0.17
129 11.61 0.25
130 11.61 0.17
131 11.61 1.00
13 2 12,(X) 65.00
133 12.14 24.00
134 12.31 28.75
135 12.32 0.25
136 12.32 1.00
137 12.33 I.(X)
138 12.33 0.22
139 12.42 14.78
140 12.56 24.00
141 12,56 0.25
142 12.56 0.25
143 12.57 ()._)
144 12.57 1._)
145 13.(Xl 72.0[)
146 13.14 24.(X)
147 13.14 0.25 I
148 13.15 0.25
149 13.15 I.(l)
151) 13.15 0.25
151 13.16 0.44
152 13.16 0.06
153 13.30 24.0tl
154 13.30 0.25
155 13.30 025
156 13.31) 0 25
157 13.31 I 00
158 13.31 025
159 13.45 2400
160 13.46 0.25
161 13.46 0.25
162 13.46 0,25
163 13.46 0,14
164 13.46 0,11
165 13.60 24.00
166 13.60 0.25
167 13.61 025
168 13.61 0.25
169 13.61 1.0[)
170 14.(X) 65.0[)
171 14.14 24.0[)
172 14.15 1.75
173 14.15 0.25
174 14.16 1.00
175 t4.17 I.{X)
176 14.17 I.(X)
177 14.18 1.00
178 14.18 1.00
179 14.19 1.00
181) 20.16 1003.18
TABLE E. 10.--Concludec.
Supply tank
cvent
Boiloff
Lm'ge tank e ,ent
NVRF 9 (SM)
Boiloff
Reconditk_n
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
Boiloff
VRF 2c (LG)
Boiloff
Reconditk n
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
CD 6 (SM)
Boiloff
NVF 13 (SM)
Boiloff
Conditiot;
Boiloff
Transfer line CD
Boiloff
VRF 4 (L'31
Boiloff
Reconditb m
Boiloff
Transfer lin_ CD
Boiloff
NVRF 10 (_;M)
Boiloff
Condilioa
Boiloff
Transfer lin,_ CD
Boiloff
VRF 2e (1 G)
Boiloff
Reconditi m
Boiloff
Transfer lin,_ CD
CD 7 (SM)
CD 9 (Si'4)
CD 10 (S_I)
CD 12 (SM)
CD 5 (St4)
Dump
Empt_
Small tank
event
NVRF 9 (SM)
Boiloff
Recondition
Boiloff
Boiloff
Boiloff
VRF 2c (LG)
Boiloff
Boiloff
Dump
Empty
NVF 13 (SM)
Boiloff
Condition
Boiloff
Boiloff
Boiloff
VRF 4 (LG)
Boiloff
Condition
Boiloff
Boiloff
Boiloff
NVRF 10 (SM)
Boiloff
Recondition
Boiloff
Boiloff
Boiloff
VRF 2e (LG)
Boiloff
Boilofl
Dump 2
Empty]
Liquid
hydrogen
on-board
total. Ib
134.55
134.54
131.16
131,15
127.14
127.13
126,81
t 22,94
I 19,48
116,1)7
16.06
16,113
15.99
15.98
15.44
14.56
14.56
14.55
14.53
14.49
11.86
10,98
10.97
106.97
1[)4.13
1()4.12
103.68
103.68
97.45
97.4,4
93,43
93.41
93.11)
93.08
89.43
89,41
85.4 I
85,39
85. I0
85.10
81.68
81.66
77.65
77.64
77.32
73.45
69.96
67.55
63..54
62.7 I
61.87
61.03
58.20
55.36
21,38
0.00
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Chapter 6
Spacecraft Structure and Configuration
Kim Otten
Analex Corporation
ClevelamL Ohio
6.1 Introduction
This chapter addresses both the configuration and the
structural system of the COLD-SAT spacecraft (see fig. 6.1). It
also covers the mechanical and confiourational interfaces and
mass properties requirements which have significantly influ-
enced the spacecraft design. The major challenge to the
COLD-SAT design is fitting the required equipment into an
available expendable launch vehicle (ELV) payload fairing
while preserving an acceptable on-orbit configuration. The size
and shape of the cryogenic tanks and their thermal control
requirements are also a major constraint on the design of the
structure. The spacecraft configuration and supporting struc-
tural system thai have been developed meet the program,
experiment, spacecraft, and launch vehicle requirements with
more than adequate margins.
6.1.1 SPACECRAFT DESCRIPTION
COLD-SAT is 24.8 ft long (without payload adapter),
9.6 ft in diameter, and weighs 6615 lb. COLD-SAT is com-
posed of five vertically stacked modules: two electronics bay
modules, one supply tank module, and two receiver tank
modules (see fig. 6.2). Starting aft and mating to the spacecraft
adapter is electronics bay 1. This module houses the majority of
the spacecraft electronics boxes as well as the propulsion
system. The electronics bay itself is a 2-t"I high octagonal
framed structure that is 7 ft in diameter across a flat. Detachable
honeycomb panels mounted across the flats of the structure are
used for mounting electronics boxes. Inside the electronics bay
are four 22-in. diameter hydrazine tanks. These tanks arc
supported on a honeycomb plate that spans the diameter of the
bay and has cutouts to accommodate lhc tanks.
Forward of electronics bay I is COLD-SAT's largest
module, the supply tank module. The supply tank module
houses the liquid hydrogen supply tank and its associated
pressurant bottles. The 145-ft 3 supply tank is located on the
spacecraft's longitudinal axis and |bur 30-in. pressurant bottles
are located symmetrically in four quadrants immediately aft of
the supply tank. The supply tank module also supports the
spacecraft' s deployable appendages, the high-gain antenna and
the solar arrays. The stowed solar arrays are body-wrapped
around the perimeter of the supply tank module and the antenna
is located in a gap between the arrays (see fig. 6.3).
Forward of the supply tank module is electrbnics bay 2.
This module is similar in configuration and construction to
bay 1 but the two modules are different in detail. These differ-
ences pertain to the spacecraft structure within the module and
the components enclosed by it.
Forward of electronics bay 2 are COLD-SAT's fourth and
fifth modules, the large and small receiver tank modules. They
house a 21- and a 13.5-ft 3 receiver tank, respectively. Both
tanks arc located along the spacecraft's centerline and are
supported by struts that extend to the spacecraft's enveloping
structure.
6.1.2 CONFIGURATION DRIVERS
The objectives of the spacecraft configuration are derived
from experiment, spacecraft, program, and expendable launch
vehicle (ELV) requirements. Thc experiment requirements
drove the number of experiment tanks, tank volumes, tank
configurations, etc. The spacecraft requirements drove the
size and location of the electronics bays: the location of the
antennas; and the number, location, and weight of electronics
boxes. Program requircments drove choice of hardware (flight
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Electronics
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Small receiver tank
Large receiver tank
Solar array
Thruster module _ ,_ /
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Sun sensor --_j /_;' "_1,_
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Electronics High-gain antenna
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Figure 6.1 ._OLD-SAT configuration and structural subsystem.
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Figure 6.2.--COLD-SAT modular configuration.
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Figure 6.3.--Stowed arrays and high-gain antenna.
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qualified),meansof fabrication(lowtechnologymaterials
andstandardmanufacturingprocesses),meansof assembly,
marginlotspacecraftgrowth(weightandmountingsurfaces),
etc.Andfinally,theELVrequirementsdrovethespacecraft
configurationthroughtheallowedpayloadfairingenvelope,
andthecomponentdistributionbylaunchvehicleweightand
centerofgravityrestrictions.
6.1.3 MODULAR DESIGN
COLD-SAT's modular design was mandated by system
design requirements. It caused certain complications in the
configuration of the spacecraft but was deemed to benefit the
overall system design. The benefits of a modular design include
enhancement of the spacecraft's maintainability, accessibility,
inspection, integration, assembly, and testing; and reduction in
program cost and risk.
6.1.4 SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE
COLD-SAT's structure system uses a tongeron-based ex-
ternal structure. This design is driven by thermal control
requirements to keep the experiment tanks thermally isolated
while having good view factors to deep space. The outside
structure envelopes the tanks and provides long conduction
paths between the experiment tanks and spacecraft structure.
which thcrcby enhances the tank's thermal isolation. The
Iongeron-based structure creates an open structure that pennits
view factors to deep space from the experiment tanks, which
thereby capitalizes on the infinite heat sink of deep space and
enhances the thermal performance of the tanks.
The structural system consists primarily of off-thc-shelf
aluminum hardware. Low technology manufacturing tech-
niques and assembly practices are used to fabricate the design.
The structural system design is conservative both in terms of
safety factors and materials used.
6.1.5 DESIGN PROCESS OVERVIEW
COLD-SAT's design process started by developing a mod-
cst understanding of the experiment, program, spacecraft, and
launch vehicle requirements. Based on this understanding,
concepts for the various spacecraft systems were initially
developed with an estimate of component characteristics (i.e.,
weight, volume, power consumption, quantity). Spacecraft
configuration concepts were then generated from these system
requirements. As the requirements were better defined and
understood, changes and refinements were incorporated into
the spacecrafl "sconfiguration, but notbefi_re careful investiga-
tion of thc corresponding impacts on all spacecraft systems.
Configuration changcs were reviewed with the engineers Ior
the various spacecraft systems and the Icad prqiect engineer
prior to implementation.
The spacecraft design was a highly iterative process with a
number of fundamentally different configurations and literally
dozens ff detailed layouts. Naturally, negotiations and com-
promise: sbetween the various spacecraft systems were common.
Impassts were resolved by a committee of system engineers
and the COLD-SAT project engineer. The committee resolved
the disputes by determining what was in the best interest of
COLD-SAT.
Initially, COLD-SAT configurations were developed for
the Delta launch vehicle. However, because ofconfigurational
problems using available payload fairings and mass properties
limitations, this configuration was eventually discarded and
new configurations were developed for the Atlas I launch
vehicle This also occasioned major changes in the experiment
hardwa_'e with one receiver tank being dropped and significant
changer, made in the volume- and weight-intensive gaseous
hydrogen storage. It is this latter configuration, considerably
changed in detail, which tbrms the basis of thc COLD-SAT
conceptual design.
6.2 Major Requirements
The major requirements which drove the selection of space-
craft cenfiguration and the design of the structural system are
lound in this section. Additional details, in many instances, can
be found in section, 6.3, Interfaces, of this report.
6.2.1 SOURCES OF REQUIREMENTS
Requirements that significantly impact COLD-SAT's con-
figurat,on and structural system arise from the gelection of
launch vehicle, from various system level design decisions,
from the individual spacecraft systems (especially the experi-
ment system), and from general safety, ground handling, and
qualification requirements. The specific requirements are de-
lineated in the remainder of this section.
6.2.2 ,_.TLAS I EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE
ELV)
CC LD-SAT requires an Atlas I or Atlas II launch vehicle
with az_ I I-ft (medium) payload fairing. This launch vehicle is
requirt d largely because of its allowable payload w)lume, its
perlbrmance, and its facilities for handling liquid hydrogen on
the launch pad.
6.2.3 VIODULARITY
C( ,LD-SA T requires a modular spacecraf_ design. This was
a system level design requirement. A modular design is re-
quired because it enhances spacecraft assembly, testing,
integration, accessibility and maintainability, and because it
minimizes program cost and risk.
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Thismodulardesigneedstoaccommodateindependent
and/orparalleltestingofthethreemajorexperimenttanks.As
aresult,thevariouspacecraftcomponentsmustbegrouped
intomodulestocreatefunctionalunitswithstraightforward
interfaces.Itspecificallyrequiresthatvirtuallyallmechanical
andplumbinginterfaceswithinthemodulebecomplete.
6.2.4CONFIGURATION
There are several requirements that significantly impact
COLD-SAT's configuration and they are identified below.
6.2.4.1 Center of Gravity (CG)
COLD-SAT is required to meet the launch vehicle's longi-
tudinal CG restraint which is a function of the spacecraft
weight. This requirement is imposed by the launch vehicle (see
section, 6.3, Interfaces, of this report for additional details).
6.2.4.2 Lateral Center of Gravity (CG) Offset and
Moments and Products of Inertia
COLD-SAT also requires the gravity gradient torques to be
minimized. These are proportional to the difference in moment
of inertia terms about the three axes and to the products of
inertia which are influenced by the CG location. This require-
ment is imposed by the attitude control system.
6.2.4.3 Sensor View Factors
COLD-SAT requires two horizon sensors on opposite sides
of the spacecraft along the spacecraft +z-axis for attitude
control (see fig. 6.4 for a definition of the spacecraft coordinate
system). Each horizon sensor requires an unobstructed view of
the Earth over a 90 ° cone angle.
COLD-SAT also requires two Sun sensors lbr spacecraft
attitude determination. Each Sun sensor must be mounted on
the spacecraft's aft end and have an unobstructed view of the
Sun for a cone angle of 32 °. The Sun sensor requires an angled
mount to bisect the expected Sun angle (see fig. 7.19 in
Chapter 7, Attitude Control System, of this report).
6.2.4.4 Solar Arrays
COLD-SAT's lateral CG offset is required to be 0.5 in. or
less from the spacecraft's axial centerline. This is a system-
level requirement to minimize thrust vector misalignment
torques and associated thruster compliance during thrusting.
This requirement is well within the launch vehicle's lateral CG
restriction.
COLD-SAT requires two solar arrays with a total surface
area of "_ "190 it- lor power generation. The deployed arrays must
be an adequate distance from the spacecraft to minimize the
thermal radiation view factor of the arrays to the experiment
system tanks, particularly the supply tank. The arrays must
be located to minimize blockage of the high-gain antenna's
-y
÷Z
Cold
side
]1
J
_ /
//
/
/
Center of gravity --/
Figure 6.4.---Spacecraft coordinate system.
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line-of-sightwiththeTrackingandDataRelaySatelliteSystem
(TDRSS).Thearraysrequirecantingwithrespecttothespace-
craftlongaxistoprovidemoreefficientuseofthearrays(see
Chapter10,ElectricPowerSystem,ofthisreport,foradditional
details).
6.2.4.5 Antennas
COLD-SAT requires a high-gain antenna for spacecraft
communications. The antenna's final deployed position must
be located on the spacecraft's +z-axis such that blockage of the
antcnna's line-of-sight with TDRSS is minimized.
COLD-SAT also requires two low-gain, omnidirectional
antennas for spacecraft communications. The low-gain anten-
nas are used when the high-gain antenna is not deployed or is
not functional. The antennas must be located in opposing
positions where they collectively provide nearly continuous
coverage irrespective of spacecraft attitude.
6.2.4.6 Experiment System Requirements
The COLD-SAT experiment system requires three cryo-
genic tanks having the dimensional requirements identified in
table 6. I. The tanks must meet these minimum requirements,
but are also to be adjusted to provide a balanced system with
proper hydrogen consumption characteristics while meeting
payload fairing w)lume restrictions and other spacecraft con-
figuration requirements.
To minimize the heat leak to the cryogenic tanks, the tanks
must be isolated from the warm portions of the spacecraft and
provided with the maximum view factor to deep space. The
tanks arc to be located so that portions of the spacecraft can be
used to shield the tanks from the Sun in the nominal attitude.
COLD-SAT also requires a pressurization system to facili-
tate fluid transfer between experiment tanks. Specifically
COLD-SAT requires storage for 7.4 lb of gaseous helium and
3.7 lb of gaseous hydrogen pressurant. The pressurant system
is required to be located immediately adjacent to the supply
tank. The gaseous hydrogen supply is required to be located on
the Sun side of the spacecraft and the gaseous helium supply is
required on the anti-Sun side (see fig. 6.4 tor definition of the
Sun sidc). In addition, provisions must be made for the cryo-
genic and pressurant lines which interconnect the system.
TABLE ,5. I.--EXPERIMENT TANK REQUIREMENTS
Experiment tank Length-to-diameter Length or diameter
ratio requirement, ft
Supply "_>0.7 D > 4
Large receiver >1.6 L -> 4
Small receiver 0.8 to 1.2 I) _>3
:'Cylindrical portion.
6.2.4.7 Propulsion System Requirements
COI,D-SAT requires 600 Ib of hydrazine for spacecraft
attitude control and experiment accelerations and 3.5 Ibm of
gaseous helium pressurant for hydrazine expulsion. The entire
propuls__on system requires thermal control and must be located
in the _ame spacecraft module to permit system testing
before final integration and to minimize weight and power
consumption.
All hydrazine thrusters are to be located on the aft end of the
spacecraft. They must be located so that their exhaust plumes
do not c_ntaminate any other component and render it non func-
tional (below specification) or obstruct the view of the Sun
sensors. The control thrusters shall be located such that the
lateral distance from the spacecraft centerline (moment arm) is
maximized to produce the largest control torque Ior a given
propelh_nt utilization. Additional requirement details can be
tbund il_ Chapter 8, Propulsion System, of this report.
6.2.4.8 Access
COLD-SAT requires access to spacecraft components dur-
ing specific mission phases, namely, assembly/preflight and
launch pad operations. The spacecraft access requirements are
delinea! ed below.
6.2.,f.8.1 Assembly/Preflight.--During assembly and pre-
flight, £ OLD-SAT requires access to electrical connectors for
the pov_ er and the telemetry, tracking, and command system
(TT&C, to the hydrazine panel tor hydrazine fill/drain, to the
gaseous helium and gaseous hydrogen fill/drain valves for
supply tank pressurant, to the solar arrays for installation, to
the attittlde control components (sensors) for alignment, to the
liquid t ydrogen fill/drain/vent connections and for pyro-
technic nstallation.
6.2.4.8.2 Launch pad.--During launch pad operations.
COLD-_;AT requires access through the payload fairing to
several ._pacecraft components. These components include the
T - 4 u,nbilical panel for fill and drain of liquid hydrogen;
hydrazil_e fill and drain valves: electrical connections for the
spacecr_ ft batteries, for enabling the propulsion system, and for
safing ar _darming the pyrotechnic devices; and the fill and drain
valves f)r the vaporizer system and the pressurant supply.
6.2.4.9 Fhermal Requirements
CO[ D-SAT requires that the heat leak to the experiment
tanks bt minimized to reduce liquid hydrogen boil-off. This
requires the tanks to be thermally isolated from the spacecraft
primary structure to the maximum extent possible and also
requires that the view factors from the experiment tanks to deep
space bt maximized. The tanks must also be shielded to the
maximurn extent possible from the Sun and also from warmer
portions of the spacecraft such as the electronics boxes and the
solar art ays.
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COLD-SAT requires the electronics boxes to be thermally
conditioned on a volume basis rather than on an individual box
basis to minimize the temperature control equipment, increase
thermal control reliability, and minimize the power consump-
tion. The boxes must be grouped appropriately to efficiently
achieve this requirement.
6.2.5 STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
COLD-SAT's structural system is required to provide the
mechanical interface with the launch vehicle, give mechanical
support to all spacecraft systems, sustain launch loads, and
provide precise alignment where needed, such as for antennas
and attitude sensors. The structure shall also satisfy the mini-
mum spacecraft frequency requirements defined by the launch
vehicle.
6.2.5.1 Materials
Program requirements mandate that low technology aero-
space materials and A-rated material properties be used to the
maximum extent possible.
6.2.5.2 Assembly Methods
The structural system must be assembled by using standard
methods such as welding and bolting.
6.2.5.3 Openness/View Factors
The structural system requires an open configuration that
maximizes the view factor to deep space lot the experiment
tanks.
6.2.5.4 Factors of Safety
The structural system requires a feasible design with con-
servative factors of safety as identified in table 6.2. These safety
factors are for feasibility and are not final program factors.
TABLE 6.2.--SAFETY FACTORS FOR FEASIBILITY
Arlicle Yield Ultimate
Proof on FA" 1.6 2.0
TAh to uhimate 1.6 2.0
•'FA = flighl article.
hTA = test article.
6.2.6 TRANSPORTATION AND HANDLING
The structural system is required to accommodate the
transportation loads for both truck and plane transportation.
6.3 Interfaces
This section describes the interfaces between the spacecraft
configuration and structural system and those various entities
thai interact with them. Specific interlaces include those with:
Atlas I launch vehicle, launch site, experiment system, electric
power system, "Iq'&C system, propulsion system, attitude
control system, and transportation and handling.
6.3.1ATLASILAUNCH VEHICLE
The interfaces with the Atlas I launch vehicle include the
usable payload envelope inside the fairing, orientation and
access while mounted at the launch pad, the launch vehicle/
spacecraft adapter, spacecraft mass properties restraints, flight
loads and environments, purge gas while on the launch pad, and
liquid hydrogen loading and venting umbilicals. These inter-
faces are discussed below.
6.3.1.1 Payload Envelope
The payload fairing establishes the maximum allowable
outside envelope for COLD-SAT's configuration. This enve-
lope is commonly referred to as the usable static envelope and
is established by accounting for the spacecraft dynamic deflec-
tions, the payload fairing static and dynamic deflections, the
manufacturing tolerances, the out-of-round conditions, and
misalignments. COLD-SAT surfaces are not permitted to pro-
trude outside the usable static envelope without permission
from the ELV contractor. Details of the usable static envelope
are described in the Atlas Mission Planner's Guide (ref. I ), but
arc presented in figure 6.5 for reference.
It should be noted that the payload envelope is only valid
when the spacecraft primary structure has fundamental fre-
quencies in the axial and lateral directions above those specified
in table 6.3.
TABLE 6.3.--MINIMUM SPACECRAFT
FREQUENCY REQUIREMENTS
] l)irecti°n I Axial I Lateral IFrequency,. Hz I 0 15
6.3.1.2 Relative Orientation
COLD-SAT must be oriented on the launch pad so that its
hardware is aligned appropriately relative to the payload fair-
ing access doors and launch service tower. Items that require
orientation on the pad include the liquid hydrogen fill/drain
plumbing, electrical lines, propellant venting plumbing, pay-
load fairing conditioned air/gaseous nitrogen line, battery
connectors, hydrazine valve panel, and pyrotechnic control
box.
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llle.il
Figure 6.5.--Atlas launch vehicle payload fairing (ref. 1).
6.3.1.3 Fairing Access Doors
Fairing access doors are required because several COLD-
SAT components require access capability after the spacecraft
has been encapsulated in the payload fairing. COLD-SAT
requires four mission-peculiar doors. These doors are de-
scribed in table 6.4 and their relative orientation is shown in
figure 6.6.
A chute is required for guiding the T - 4 umbilical discon-
nect safely away from the spacecraft to outside the payload
fairing after disconnect separation (four seconds prior to lift-
off). The chute extends from the spacecraft's T - 4 umbilical
panel to the payload |'airing's T - 4 umbilical access door,
COLD-SAT's chute is based on an existing chute used in the
Centaur program and is shown in figure 6.7. The T-4 umbilical
panel access door is spring-loaded so that it shuts automatically
after the umbilical is pulled.
6.3.1.4 Spacecraft Adapter
COLD-SAT interlaces directly to the launch vehicle via the
spacecraft adapter. The spacecraft adapter provides the hard-
ware interface between the spacecraft and launch vehicle.
COLD-SAT's adapter requires the standard interlaces includ-
ing a ba_'ic attach ring with its securing provisions, two spacecraft
rise-off electrical disconnects, and separation springs. The rise-
off dis,'onnects provide a spacecraft-dedicated umbilical
interfac _ between the spacecraft, ground support equipment,
and the ELV. A typical adapter and interfaces are shown in
figure 6.8. A vee-band clamp provides the latching interlace
between the spacecraft and adapter and is shown in figure 6.9.
6.3.1.5 Mass Properties
The Atlas launch vehicle places certain restraints on the
COLD-SAT mass properties. The available launch vehicle
perforn ance restricts the overall mass of the spacecraft. In
additio)h launch vehicle structural and control limitations re-
strict th_ vertical location of the spacecraft center of mass and
its dev ation from the axial centerline. Spacecraft attitude
control requirements limit the motion of the center of mass.
6.3. !.5,1 Launch weight.--The allowable spacecraft launch
weight is dictated by the launch vehicle performance and the
spacecraft orbit requirements. COLD-SAT requires a 550-n mi
altitude orbit with a 18° inclination. Figure 6.10 shows the
Atlas I performance lbr nearly circular orbits. This figure is
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TABLE 6.4,--FAIRING ACCESS IXX)RS
Description Door size required. Function
in/
T - 4 umbilical 12 by 12 Fill and drain
Hydrazine 24 by 24 Drain
Electrical connections 24 by 24 Batteries and pyro's
Vaporizer 24 by 32 Fill and purge
_'Measurement = width x height. Standard size access door: 18.4- by 15.6-in.
Maximum size access door: 24.4- by 32.2-in.
Size
< Standard
< Maximum
< Maximum
= maximunl
Electrical connection -Y
access door --_\ __
DU .l ",5_,,
-z .=_' _ _J_-+z
Vaporizer panel//_ _\ I C"V#Ij//_
access.oor__,'_'_ t _"Y
_..'--_ /_--"._
_-- T - 4 panel
access door
"_ Hydrazine panel access door
Vaporizer panel +y
access door --_ A-A /-- Electrical connection
\\\\ _ access panel
°-:"\ 7- _'-/I (/ _ T-4panel
""" I-- _ _--_I access
°' 0oor
I t\
J -\
\
\
\
\
_-- Hydrazine panel
access door
Figure 6.6.--Fairing access doors.
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7 Ground fill// and drain
/_ valve
\
\\
_- Chute
/-- Payload fairing
f
/
Figure 6.7.--T - 4 umbilici d chute.
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(a)
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I
_ _z " 7Di4a._le0ter,
Electrical disconnects _\ J _ _ /ff
2 places 180 ° apart (no _._/ / i \ /_"
angular requirements) _ __
Separation spnngs / I 4
6 or more places Diameter, 0.1875
(no angular requirements) 62.500
initial force, 200 Ib maxium
C-C
t
35.000
c f-
-"_ C
65.594 _ _ See (c)
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Figure 6.8.--Typical spacecraft adaptor. Dimensions are in inches. (a) Top view.
(b) Side view. (c) Spacecraft mounting surface.
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Figure 6.9.--Typical vee-band clamp _eparation system.
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reproducedfromtheAtlasMissionPlanner'sGuide(ref.1)and
isusedtoguidethepreliminarydesign.Amorerefinedanalysis
of launchvehiclecapabilitiescanbefoundinChapter13,
LaunchVehicle,Launch,andAscentOperations,ofthisreport.
6.3.1.5.2 Center of gravity (CG).--The spacecraft's lon-
gitudinal CG restraint is dictated by launch vehicle strength and
spacecraft weight. The limiting hardware within the launch
vehicle is the Centaur equipment module (since the space-
craft adapter is mission unique). This limitation is shown in
figure 6.11.
6.3.1.5.3 Balanee.--The balance requirements reflect
COLD-SAT's allowable CG offset in the lateral direction. CG
oft'set is the radial distance from the spacecraft's longitudinal
axis to the spacecraft's center of gravity. The COLD-SAT
balance requirement is 0.5 in. which is more stringent than
the launch vehicle requirement of a couple of inches. This
requirement is dictated by the spacecraft attitude control system.
6.3.1.6 Launch Loads
Durng the launch and ascent portion of the flight, the
spacecr aft structural system and other spacecraft hardware are
subjectt:d to a variety of loads and environments. These loads
and environments are described by quasi-static and dynamic
load factors, acoustic loads, random vibrations, and separation
shock. The requirements are given below.
6.3.1.6.1 Loadfactors.--Quasi-static and dynamic loads
interact with the spacecraft's structural system during various
phases _f launch and ascent. Load factors, developed by the
ELV manufacturer, represent the acceleration load environ-
ment during powered flight and are to be used for the preliminary
design of primary structure. The load factors provide a conser-
vative design envelope for a typical spacecraft when its first
lateral mode of vibration is above 10 Hz and the first axial
mode c,f vibration is above 15 Hz. Table 6.5 illustrates the
12xl 03
11
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9
8
4
3
0
Equipment module spacecraft
weight versus center of gravity
Allowable
range
50 100 150 200 250
Spacecraft center of gravity location, in.
(inches forward of equipment module forward ring)
Figure 6.11 .---Atlas launch vehicle ce=lter of gravity constraint.
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Figure 6.12.--Typical Atlas dynamic environments. (a) Acoustic levels for Atlas 1with the 11 -foot
payload fairing. (b) Atlas I pyrotechnic shock levels. (c) Atlas I random vibration levels at
payload adapter (ref. 1)o
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TABLE 6.5.--PRELIMINARY DESIGN LOAD FACTORS
Direction !Load condition
Lilioff
Flight winds
Booster engine cutoff (BECO)
(maximunl axial)
Booster engine cutoff/booster pod
jettison (BECO/BPJ) tmaxinmm
lateral)
Sustainer engine cutoff ISECO)
Main engine cutoff (MECO)
Axial i
Lateral i
Axial
Lateral
Axial
Lateral
Axial
Lateral
Axial
Lateral
Axial
Axial
Lateral
Steady-slate, Dynamic,
1.2 +1.5
NA + 1.0
2.2 _+0.3
0.4 + 1.2
5.5 _).5
NA -+0.5
2.5 to 1,0 +1.0
NA _.0
2.0 to 0.0 _-+0.4
NA _+0.3
4.0 to 0.0 _+0.5
0 +_.2.0
NA _+0.5
recommended load factors tor the different phases of flight.
The load factors are to be applied at the spacecraft CG.
6.3.1.6.2 Acoustic levels.raThe launch vehicle acoustic
environment impacts COLD-SAT, particularly the large sur-
face areas. The acoustic environment starts at lift-off and
continues through the boost phase of flight until the vehicle is
out of the sensible atmosphere. The highest acoustic level
occurs for approximately 5 sec during lift-off, when the acous-
tical energy of the engine exhaust is being reflected by the
launch pad. The Atlas 1 acoustic levels for lift-off, with and
without acoustic blankets, for the I I-ft payload fairing are
shown in figure 6.12.
6.3,1.6.3 Random vibration.IRandom vibrations are
primarily caused by the acoustic noise field, with a very small
portion being mechanically transmitted from the engines, and
tends to be the design driver lor components, small structure
supports, etc. The random vibration levels and the acoustic
pressures reach maximum at about the same time. Figure 6.12
identifies the expected flight random vibration interlace levels
for the spacecraft. This environment is to be applied to the
mechanically coupled interface at the payload adapter.
6.3.1.6.4 Separation shock.--Four pyrotechnic shock
events are coupled to the spacecraft during flight. These are
insulation panel jettison, payload fairing ,jettison, Centaur
separation from Atlas sustainer, and spacecraft separation.
Spacecraft separation occurs at the spacecraft/Centaur inter-
face and produces the highest shock levels for the spacecraft.
The expected shock environment lor spacecraft separation is
shown in figure 6.12.
6.3.1.7 Air Conditioning/Purge Gas and Duct
After encapsulation, the payload fairing environment is
continuously purged with filtered gases (nitrogen or air) to
ensure cleanliness of the enclosed environment. The purge air/
gas duct within the payload fairing interfaces with the
spacecraft's configuration. The duct is located on the inside of
the payload fairing and impacts the configuration of the usable
static eavelope. The duct enters the fairing near the intersection
of the fairing's cylindrical and conical section and runs along
the conical section. The duct interlace is shown in figure 6.5.
6.3.1.8 Liquid Hydrogen Loading
Liquid hydrogen loading hardware consists of the T - 4
umbilical panel and its associated lines (fill, drain, and vent)
and the liquid hydrogen/gaseous hydrogen vent. The umbilical
panel dimensions are 12 in. by 12 in. and its interface is required
along the lower end of the supply tank module on the anti-Sun
(cold) side of the spacecraft to minimize heat leak into the
supply tank. The vent interface is located further up the supply
tank rrodule and mates with launch vehicle mission-peculiar
hardwa xe supported off the payload fairing.
6.3.2 EXPERIMENT SYSTEM
The experiment system has a large number of interlaces
with the spacecraft configuration and the structural system.
These include interfaces for the three cryogenic tanks, the
radiat_ r tray and associated valve panels, pressurant tanks and
liquid lydrogen vaporizers, electrical harnessing, and the T- 4
umbili'al. These interfaces are addressed below.
6.3.2.1 Experiment Tanks
The rather large envelopes of the experiment tanks and their
associated insulation systems are one of the principal drivers
for the spacecraft configuration. Their characteristics are sum-
mariz{ d in table 6.6.
Th,_ mounting interface between the structural system and
the experiment system is at the structural system (i.e., the
experi'nenl system is responsible for supporting their tanks and
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TABLE 6.6.--MULTILAYER INSULATION (MLI) CAN DIMENSIONS
Description Overall can dimensions, Barrel portion. Heads (truncated cones),
in. in. in.
Supply tank MLI can Length, 118_75 Length, 87.75 Height, 15.5
Diameter, 68 Diameter, 68 Large radius, 34
Small radius, 18.85
Large receiver tank MLI can Length, 67.5 Length. 50.44 Heighl. 8.53
Diameter. 40.5 Diameter, 40.5 Large radius, 20.25
Small radius, 11.72
Small receiver tank MLI can Length. 47.5 Length, 25.5 Height, I I
Diameter, 44 Diameter, 44 Large radius. 22
Small radius. II
associated components from the structural system). The experi-
ment system is responsible for the tanks' support struts and
their interface with the tanks, whereas the structural system is
responsible for the strut interlace at the spacecraft structure.
Additional details regarding the strut interfaces can be found in
Chapter 5, Experiment System, of this report.
6.3.2.2 Radiator Tray and Valve Panels
The experiment system's radiator tray, valve panels, plumb-
ing+ and interconnects must be accommodated in the spacecraft
configuration. The experiment system plumbing and radiator
tray run nearly the entire length of the spacecraft (the tray
supports the plumbing). The tray runs continuously from the
base of the supply tank module to the middle of the small
receiver tank module. The tray is required to be on the anti-Sun
side of the spacecraft (to minimize heat leak). The volume
allocated for the plumbing tray is constant from the bottom of
the supply tank module through the electronics bay 2 module,
and then tapers in accordance with the taper on the spacecraft
structural system in the large and small receiver tank modules
(fig. 6.13). As with the tank supports, the experiment system is
responsible for mounting the plumbing tray to the structural
system.
Two vent panels, two vaporizer panels, and a helium panel
must be accommodated. The panels, whose configuration char-
acteristics are summarized in table 6.7, must be located at the
perimeter of the supply tank and large receiver tank modules tbr
easy access (fig. 6.14).
6.3.2.3 Pressurant Tanks
The experiment system has four pressurant tanks whose
configuration and mechanical characteristics are summarized
in table 6.8. The four pressurant tanks are required to be
immediately adjacent to the supply tank and equally spaced in
four quadrants (because of the mass balance requirement)
(fig. 6.15).
6.3.2.4 Electrical Harnessing
The electrical harnesses required tor the experiment and
power systems must be accommodated within the spacecraft
configuration. The harnessing runs between the two electronics
bays and to the experiment tanks (for instrumentation). The
harnessing is routed in the radiator tray to the maximum extent
possible.
6.3.2.5 T - 4 Umbilical Panel
The T- 4 umbilical panel's layout and design is under the
auspices of the experiment system. The spacecraft configura-
tion must provide the interface w)lume at the aft end of the
radiator tray in the appropriate orientation relative to the service
towers at the launch pad. The interface is located at the lower
end of the supply tank module (fig. 6.16).
6.3.3 ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM
The major portions of the electric power system which must
be accommodated within the spacecraft configuration are the
solar arrays and their associated deployment mechanisms, the
spacecraft batteries, and the various electronics boxes required
for the system. The interfaces for these items are discussed
below.
6.3.3.1 Solar Arrays
COLD-SAT has two symmetric array interfaces (to meet
balance requirements) along the spacecraft's +y-axis. The
arrays are based on the Fleet SATCOM (FLTSATCOM)
design which uses a three panel body-wrapped array in the
stowed configuration. The solar cells are directed outward in
the stowed configuration for power generation in the event of
deployment difficulties. The arrays are configured so that they
permit access to critical components and valve panels (on the
launch pad) post encapsulation (fig. 6.17).
A total surface area of 190.6 ft 2 is required tot the arrays.
The arrays extend 99.8 in. from the spacecraft longitudinal axis
(fig. 6.18) which is needed to minimize the view factors with
the experiment tanks. The arrays must be located so that the
center of pressure is near the spacecraft center of mass to
minimize solar pressure torques. The arrays are fixed once
deployed (and do not articulate). Table 6.9 summarizes the
characteristics of the arrays. On deployment, the arrays are
canted I 0° to allow for a higher average incidence of sunshine
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Figure 6.13.mRadiator (plumbing) tray.
TABLE 6.7.--VALVE PANEL CHARACTERISTICS
Description
Vent panel A
Vent panel B
Vaporizer panel A
Vaporizer panel B
Helium panel
Size. in.
30 by 22 by 6
22 by 20 by 6
30 by 30.5 by 6
30 by 30.5 by 6
15 by 20 by 6
L 3cation
Supply tank moc ule Sun side
Large receiver 1;nk module Sun side
Supply tank mot ule Sun side
Supply tank mo_ ule Sun side
Supply tank mo_ ule
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Figure 6.14.--Valve panels interface.
TABLE 6.8.IEXPERIMENT SYSTEM PRESSURANT BOTTLE CHARACTERISTICS
Description Size Volume, ft_ Weigh! Quantity,'
Helium pressuran! 2-1i 6-in. sphere 5.7 105-1b lank 2
7.4-1bin gaseous hydrogen
Vaporizer 2-ft 6-in. sphere 5.7 170-1b tank 2
3.7-1bin gaseous hydrogen
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Figure 6,15.--Pressurant tanks.
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Figure 6.16.--T - 4 umbilical panel.
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Figure 6.18.BSolar arrays. Dimensions are in inches.
TABLE 6.9.--SOLAR ARRAY CHARACTERISTICS
(Two panels)
I Description I Size. ft-" I Wei,ht. lbSolar arrays I 190.6 210
TABLE 6.10.--BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS
i I IWei "t'"lQoan,',, IBatteries 16 bfv 15 by 9 85 2
on the arrays (fig. 6.18). The solar array stowage and deploy-
ment requirements are based on the FLTSATCOM satellite
design.
6.3.3.2 Batteries
The battery interface characteristics are summarized in
table 6. I0. COLD-SAT must accommodate the volumc, weight,
and quantity of the batteries. The batteries must be located in a
warm and thermally stable environment and in close proximity
to one another as well to other power system boxes (to minimize
cable runs). The batteries must be easily accessible for instal-
lation and removal.
6.3.3.3 Boxes
Three electrical boxes are required by the system. These
boxes are the power control box, ordinance control box, and
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TABLE 6. I I.--POWER SYSTEM ELECTRONII _'BOX DESCRIPTION
Box description Size, in. V-'eight, Ib Quantity,
Power control I0 by 12 by 12 32 1
Ordnance control 4 by 5 by 4 5 I
Power distribution 8 by 12 by 5 25 1
TABLE 6.12.--TELEMETRY. TRACKING AND COMMAND SYSTEM ANTENNA CHARACTERISTICS
Description Size. in. Weight. Ib ()uantit_ r Location
High-gain antenna Diameter. 27.5; depth. 16 16 1 Sun side
Low-eain antenna Diameter, 7: depth, 5 3 2 Forward and aft end of spacecraft
TABLE 6.13.--TELEMETRY, TRACKING, _.ND COMMAND SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Description
Flight computers
Sequencers
Data storage units
Radiofrequency processing box
Remote conunand and telemetry unil (RCTU)
Command and telemetry unit (CTU)
Antenna gimbal motor
Transponders
Motor drive electronics
Redundancy' control unit
Size in.
12by I1 by9
12 by 12 by 9
10 by I1:1by 10
10 by 4 by 10
12by'_by 5
19 by 'J by 5
Diameter, ;_: depth. 5
14by._by 6
8by I by6
6 b_, 6 by 3
Weight, Quantity
Ib
35 2
51 2
28 2
10 I
II 2
17 I
5 I
14 2
I1 I
4 I
power distribution box. The boxes must be located in a ther-
mally warm and relatively stable environment in the vicinity of
the batteries. The structural interface is hard-mounted and posi-
tioned relativcly low in the spacecraft. A summary of the electrical
power system box characteristics is provided in table 6.11.
6.3.3.4 Pyrotechnic Actuators
Four pyrotechnic actuators are required for the deployment
of each solar array. The interface will be similar to the
FLTSATCOM design.
6.3.4 TELEMETRY, TRACKING, AND COMMAND
(TT&C) SYSTEM
The interfaces between the TI'&C system and the space-
" O " "craft structural system and spacecraft confi_uratton are addressed
below.
6.3.4.1 Antennas
The COLD-SAT configuration must accommodate the
TF&C system's antennas, one high-gain and two low-gain.
Their interlace characteristics are summarized in table 6.12.
The high-gain antenna must be located on the spacecraft's
perimeter where deployment can occur unencumbered. The
antenna's final deployed position must be located where ob-
struction of the linc-of-sight with TDRSS is minimized. The
antenna interlace is to be located in the same plane as the solar
arrays _to minimize line-of-sight blockage with TDRSS) and
on the ;_,un side of the spacecraft.
Th,_ low-gain antennas are to be located on opposite ends
of the spacecraft (fore and aft), 180 ° apart, and in open areas.
With tl ese mounting arrangements, the antennas can collec-
tively _rovide nearly continuous coverage irrespective of
spacecraft attitude.
6.3.4.2 Electronics Boxes
Th_ TT&C system requires accommodation of several
electro lies boxes in the COLD-SAT configuration. Their inter-
face ci aracteristics are summarized in table 6.13.
Tht: "I"I'&C boxes are to be located in a thermally stable
enviroument. The radiofrequency (RF) processing box and the
two transponders are to be in close proximity to the high-gain
antenn _(to minimize RF loss). The mounting of the sequencers
should minimize shock and vibration. One remote command
and tel _'metry unit must be placed in each electronics bay (for
data c_ llection efficiency).
6.3.5 _ROPULSION SYSTEM
A number of propulsion system components must be
accommodated by the spacecraft configuration and the struc-
tural s ;stem. These include rocket engine modules, hydrazine
propel ant tanks, a gaseous helium pressurant tank (for hydra-
zine e :pulsion), and a hydrazine valve panel (for servicing).
Detail ; of these interfaces are discussed below.
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Description
TABLE6.14.--THRUSTERMODULECHARACTERISTICS
Size.in. Weight, Location
RocketnginemoduleI
Rocket engine module 2
Rocket engine module 3
8 by 6 by 10
lb
8
Rockel engine module 4
Gimbal thruster module 7 by 7 by 1o 15
-z-axis at outside spacecraft radius
+z-axis at outside spacecraft radius
-y-axis at outside spacecraft radius
+y-axis at outside spacecraft radius
x-axis
Orientatmn
-x-axis
+y-axis
-y-axis
-x-axis
+y-axis
-y-axis
-x-axis
+z-axis
z-axis
-x-axis
+z-axis
-z-axis
-x-axis
TABLE 6,15.--PROPELLANT TANK CHARACTERISTICS
Description Size Volume. Weight, Ib Quantity
Hydrazine propellant tank 22.125-in. sphere 3.2 14; Tank 4
150; H_,drazine
TABLE 6.16.--PROPULSION SYSTEM PRESSURANT BOTTLE CHARACTERISTICS
Description Size Volume. ft_ Weight. Ib Quantity
Hydrazine pressurant bottle 15-in. diameter 1.03 15 I
sphere
TABLE 6.17.--HYDRAZINE VALVE PANEL CHARACTERISTICS
H_drazine valve panel l 22 b_' [2 b_, 15 Electronics ba_, module I. outside perimeter
6.3.5.1 Thruster Modules
The structural and configuration interface characteristics of
the five rocket engine modules are summarized in table 6.14.
The thruster modules interface shall be at the spacecraft's aft
end.
The thruster modules must be so located that the thrusters"
exhaust plumes are directed away from the spacecraft, particu-
larly away from sensitive components such as sensors, solar
arrays, and thermal control surfaces. The thruster modules
must be located at the spacecraft's perimeter to maximize
control torque and to minimize the component performance
degradation.
6.3.5.2 Propellant Tanks
runs to the thruster modules is minimized and CG problems
caused by the propellant weight are reduced.
6.3.5.3 Pressurization System/Valve Panel
The pressurant bottle and valve panel for the propulsion
system must be aecommcvdated in the spacecraft configuration
and their interface characteristics are summarized in tables 6.16
and 6.17, respectively. The pressurant bottle must be located in
close proximity to the valve panel and hydrazinc supply.
Likewise, the valve panel is located near the propellant tanks.
The panel must be accessible tbr detanking hydrazine on the
pad in the event of an extended launch delay. The panel's
thermal requirements are similar to those for thc hydrazine
tanks.
Four propellant (hydrazine) tanks are required tor the
propulsion system. The configuration and mechanical charac-
teristics of the propellant tanks are summarized in table 6.15.
Since the hydrazine propellant tanks require a temperature-
controlled environment, the tanks are to be located within the
electronics bay 1 module. By locating the tanks aft, piping that
6.3.6 ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
The principal elements of the attitude control system which
must be accommodated in the spacecraft configuration are the
attitude sensors, the inertial reference unit, and their associated
electronics boxes.
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TABLE 6.18.--ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEk, CHARACTERISTICS
Description
Horizon sensors
Sun sensors
Inertial reference unit
Horizon sensor electronics
Sun sensor electronics
Attitude control I/F electronics
Magnetometers
Size. in.
Diameter. 4. I; length, 7.9
3.3 by 4.3 by 0.94
12.5 by 9 by 9
10.3 by 5.8 by 4
4.5 by 7.8 by 2
8by 15by4
1.25 by 1.375 by 4
Weight. Ib Quantity,
2.5 2
0.7 2
37 I
7.5 2
2.3 2
15 I
0.33 2
6.3.6.1 Attitude Sensors
Four different types of attitude sensors are required. These
include Sun sensors, horizon sensors, magnetometers, and the
gyros. Details of size, weight, and shape are given in table 6.18.
Additional interface details are discussed below.
6.3.6.1.1 Sun sensors.--Two Sun sensors are required.
They must be located on the spacecraft's aft end facing the Sun.
The sensor requires a view of the Sun with a cone angle of 32 °
and tilting 20.5 ° (from the spacecraft's longitudinal axis in the
spacecraft x-y plane) to bisect the Sun angle during various
mission phases (see fig. 7.19 in Chapter 7, Attitude Control
System. of this report). The sensor electronics are to be located
in the immediate vicinity of the sensor.
6.3.6.1.2 Horizon sensors.--Two horizon sensors are re-
quired and their interface location is in electronics bay 2 facing
outward perpendicular to the orbit plane. The horizon sensors
are located 180° apart with one sensor facing parallel to the
spacecraft's positive y-axis and the other sensor facing parallel
to negative y-axis. Each sensor requires a view of the Earth with
a cone angle of 90 °.
6.3.6.1.3 Magnetometers.--Two magnetometers are re-
quired. The magnetometers must be isolated from interfering
magnetic fields to the maximum extent possible.
6.3.6.1.4 Inertial reference unit (gyros).--The inertial
reference unit has no peculiar mounting or view factor require-
ments. However, it requires a rigid mount and with a known
orientation with respect to the remaining sensors.
6.3.6.2 Stability and Alignment
All of the sensors require a stable mount with access for
alignment. Except for the Sun sensors, each sensor is to be
located in an electronics bay for thermal stability and on the
spacecraft's perimeter for ease of alignment and so that view
factors are not obscured. The electronics associated with each
sensor should be located immediately adjacent to that sensor.
6.3.6.3 Electronics Boxes
The Sun sensors and the horizon sensors have separate
electronics boxes associated with them. In addition, there is the
attitude control interface electronics box. The characteristics of
the electronics boxes and the sensors are presented in table 6.18.
6.3.7 TRANSPORTATION AND HANDLING
The .:ompleted spacecraft must be transported between the
various iest sites and to the launch site. Hard points are required
for attachment of the transportation and handling fixtures. The
hardpoints must safely support the spacecraft under expected
loading.
6.3.7.1 Handling Hardpoints
The _andting hardpoints are to be located on the structural
system and require enough strength and stiffness to handle
the transportation and handling loads without damage to the
spacecr,,ft. Additional information on handling equipment and
lifting rigs is given in Chapter 14, Ground Operations, of this
report.
6.3.7.2 Transportation Loads
The transportation loads interface with the structural sys-
tem and are identified in table 6.19.
TABLE 6.19.--TRANSPORTATION LOADS (_'s)
Mode Fore/aft Lateral Vertical
Truck _+_3.5 :L2.0 +3.5. -1.5
Plane _+__.5 +_'_.5 +3.5
6.4 Alternate Configurations
COLD-SAT was originally configured for a Delta launch
vehicle. At that time, COLD-SAT contained four cryogenic
tanks anJ a large number of hydrogen pressurant bottles. The
design path to an acceptable configuration was long and tortu-
ous. Evt ntually configuration problems, among other factors,
led to tile switch to the Atlas launch vehicle. This section
presents a brief overview of the COLD-SAT design process.
6.4.1 BRIEF HISTORY
The first COLD-SAT layout began 50 iterations ago. Ini-
tially, a ;mall team of subsystem engineers and a lead project
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engineergotogethertoidentifytheCOLD-SATrequirements.
Systemconceptsweredevelopedbasedonamodestunder-
standingofexperiment,spacecraft,program,andlaunchvehicle
requirements.Component characteristics for these systems,
such as volume, weight, power consumption, quantity, location
restrictions, thermal requirements, etc. were estimated. The
estimates were submitted to the spacecraft configuration team
who laid out the initial spacecraft concepts. As thc process
continued, numerous configuration changes and refinements
were made. Each change was reviewed by a team of lead system
engineers and configuration modifications were made as ap-
propriate. Configuration changes were fairly dramatic in thc
program's early stages, but gradually the dramatic changes
transformed into refinements as the configuration matured.
COLD-SAT's configuration was initially developed fl)r the
Delta II Launch Vehicle with a 10-ft diameter payload fairing.
Twenty-one iterations were performed using the Delta until
some design problems became overwhelming. This situation
prompted the investigation of an alternative launch vehicle.
After the investigation, an Atlas I was selected to continue the
feasibility study. Much of the work performed and experience
gained while working on the Delta was carried over to the
Atlas I.
6.4.2 FINAL DELTA CONFIGURATION
The final COLD-SAT configuration on a Delta was a viable
configuration, but it had essentially no volume margin. Space-
craft CG restrictions also caused continuing problems. The
final configuration on the Delta II is described below.
6.4.2.1 Description of Configuration
The final COLD-SAT configuration for a Delta launch
vehicle evolved through 20 iterations. The design requirements
used to establish this configuration are similar to the ones
described in section 6.2, Major Requirements, of this report.
Some requirement differences include the mass property re-
straints (for different launch vehicles), the payload fairing (the
Delta II 10-ft (diameter) fairing versus the Atlas I I-ft fairing),
the number and size of experiment tanks, the launch vehicle
performance, the spacecraft loads and environments, and the
payload stiffness requirements.
Figure 6.19 shows the final COLD-SAT configuration
using a Delta launch vehicle. Table 6.20 identifies the various
components shown in the figure. The usable payload envelope
is 20 ft long and 10 ft in diameter. This configuration includes
a 150-ft 3 vacuum jacketed supply tank, a 36-ft 3 large receiver
tank. two 10-ft 3 small receiver tanks, two 8.9-11.3 gaseous
helium pressurant spheres, one 8.9-ft 3gaseous hydrogen accu-
mulator, and one 8.9-ft 3 vaporizer (see table 6.20 fl_r the
component number index and additional details). In addition.
this configuration contains four reaction wheels, two electron-
ics bays for housing electronics boxes, and four 3.2- ft 3hydrazine
spheres. The solar arrays are body-wrapped around the supply
tank and mounted from the supply tank's vacuum jacket. The
high-gain antenna is also mounted to the vacuum jacket and is
kx:ated in the same plane as the deployed solar arrays. The
attitude control thrusters are mounted fore and aft on the
spacecraft.
The spacecraft's structural system (shown in fig. 6.20)uses
a longeron-based outside structure. This design was driven by
the experiment requirements of keeping the experiment tanks
thermally isolated and as cold as possible. The outside structure
envelopes the tanks and provides long conduction paths thereby
enhancing thermal isolation to the experiment tanks. The
longeron-based structure creates an open structure that permits
view factors to deep space from the experiment tanks and
thereby capitalizes on the very low temperature of deep space
and enhances the tanks' thermal performance. The supply tank
vacuum jacket was regarded as a primary structure. Other
spacecraft structure and the deployable components were
mounted to it.
The Delta configuration incorporates a modular design
which is derived from the program requirements. The modular
configuration enhances the spacecraft' s maintainability, acces-
sibility, inspection, integration, assembly, and testing producing
reduced program costs. Flat rectangular cross-section rings are
the mating interface between the modules. Both electronics
bays can be detached and serviced during testing operations or
during prelaunch checkout. Also, the framed electronics bay
structure uses detachable honeycomb panels tbr mounting
electronics boxes.
The Delta concept has five vertically stacked modules (i.e.,
two electronics bay modules, one supply tank module, a large
receiver tank module, and a small receiver tank module that
includes the pressurant). The aft module houses electronics bay
I and the spacecraft's propellant. The next module is the supply
tank module and it houses the supply tank, the solar arrays, and
the high-gain antenna. The solar arrays completely envelope
the supply tank module's perimeter.
Forward of the supply tank module is the small receiver tank
module. This module houses two 10-ft 3 tanks (small receiver
tanks) in addition to two gaseous helium pressurant cylinders,
a hydrogen system accumulator, and a hydrogen system
vaporizer.
Forward of the small receiver tank module is the electronics
bay 2 module which houses an appreciable portion of the
electronics, and finally, lorward of this module is the large
receiver tank module which houses the large receiver tank and
the gaseous helium for the propulsion system. The entire
spacecraft is enveloped by a I 0-it payload fairing and mounted
on top of a Delta II launch vehicle.
The structural system primarily consists of off-the-shelf
aluminum shapes. Low technology manufacturing techniques
and assembly practices are used to assemble the design. The
design of the structural system is conservative both in terms of
safety factors and materials used.
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Figure 6.19.IFinal spacecraft configuration for Delta launch vehicle. Dimensions are m inches. See table 6.20 for a list of
components identified by numbered circles in this figure.
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TABLE 6.20.--FINAL COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS FOR DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLE
Item Description
I Tanker tank
2 Depot tank
3 Orbit transfer vehicle tank
4 Helium pressurant cylinder
5 Hydrazine sphere
6 Hydrogen system (accumulator)
7 Batteries
8 Sequencers
9 Flight computers
10 Data storage units
11 Control data units
12 Command decodcr
13 Radiofi'equency processing box
14 Remote data units
15 Power control
16 Reaction wheels: roll. pitch, and yaw
17 Attitude control electronics
18 Propellant distribution assembly
19 High-gain antenna
20 Antenna gimbal motor
21 Transponders
22 Earth sensors 1 and 2
23 Coarse Sun sensor I and 2
24 Fine Sun sensor I and 2
25 Gyro assemblies 3-200F
26 Hydrogen system (vaporizer)
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
Solar panels
Low-gain antenna
Electronics-Earth sensors I and 2
Electronics-coarse Sun sensors I and 2
Electronics-fine Sun sensors 1 and 2
Uplink formatter I and 2
Flow meter electrnnics boxes
Experimental signal conditioning boxes
(transducer}
Experimental signal conditioning boxes
(data)
Rocket engine modules I to 4
(4 thrusters eachJ
Rocket engine modules (4 thrusters
each)
Rocket engine module 7 (4 thrusters)
Hydrazine pressurant (gaseous helium)
Power distribution box
Ordnance control bnx
Rocket engine module
Hydrazine pressurant tgaseous helium)
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
44
Size. in. Volume Weight, Ib Quantity,
6-fl-4-in. diameter by 5-fl-9.5-in. long 15t) ft _ 1618 Tank I
Cassini heads: 6-in. all around lot 660 Liquid hydrogen
vacuum jackct
3-ft-0.5-in. diameter by 6-ft-l-in. long 36 ft _ 285 1
hemispherical heads: 4 in. insulation
all around
2-ft-7-in. diameter by 2-1`1-6.25-in. long 10 l'l_ 83 2
elipsoidal heads: 2 in. insulation all
around
2-fl diameter by 3-fl-6-in. long 8.9 fi _ 95 Tank 2
hemispherical heads (200(I psia, 11.55 Helium
540 °R, 2.47 lb/ft)
I-It- 10.125-in, diameter 3.2 ft _ 17.25 4
2-t't diameter by 3-fl-6-in. long 9.9 1`1_ 95 I
hemispherical ends
16 by 15 by 9 2160 in. _ 102 2
11 by 8 by I I 968 in. _ 51/45
15 by 10by 12 1800in. _ 25
10 by 16 by l0 16(_) in. _ 19
12 by 8 by I 0 960 in._ 15
I0 by 8 by 10 8(X) in? II) I
It) by It) by 4 400in? 5 I
8 by 12 by I0 96()in. _ 15 3
12 by 10 by 12 1440 in. _ 32 I
15-in. diameter by 5-in. long 1183 in. _ 21 4
8by II by 14 1232 in. _ 18 2
20 by 6 by 12 1440 in. _ IO 1
24-in, diameter by 12-in. deep ..... 17 1
8 by 6 by 6 288 in. _ 5 I
14 by 6 by 6 504 in. _ 14 2
3-in. diameter by 5-in, long 35.4 in. _ 2 i
3by I by3 9n, I /
3by I by3 9in. _ I ,0'
12 by 9 by 12 1296 in? 37 I
2-ft diameter by 3-ft-6-in. long. 8.9 fl _ 95 1
hemispherical ends
2-t"1-3 in. by 9-ft-10.75 in. 27.2 fl-_ 21.5 I()
...................... 2 2
7 by 3 by 6 126 in. ' 4 _,
4 by 6 by 7 168 in. _ 3
4 by 6 by 7 168 in. _ 3 2
8 by 9 by 3 192 in. _ 9
15 by 7 by 12 1260 in. _ 15
12 by 7 by 7 588 in. _ 15
12 by 7 by 7 588 in.' 20
10 by 8 by 4 320 infl 8 4
1(1 by 4 by 4 18t)in. _ 2 2
10 by 4 by 4 400in. _ 8 I
19-in. sphere (low press) 2.08 fl_ 7.75 2
12 by 8 by 5 480infl 25 I
4 by 5 by 4 80 in._ 5 I
lOby4hy4 160in. _ .... 2
15.8-in. sphere 1.24 fl _ 21.5 2
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Figure 6.20.--Final spacecraft configuration for Delta, structural system.
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6.4.2.2 Mass Properties Verses Delta II Capabilities
Spacecraft mass properties were tracked throughout the
feasibility study. The properties tracked included the spacecraft's
weight and CG (longitudinal axis). These properties were
tracked because of concerns regarding compliance with the
Delta's CG restraint. In fact, during most of the first 20COLD-
SAT iterations, COLD-SAT's configuration was not in
compliance with the Delta's published CG capability.
Initially, the maximum Delta capability published was lbr
a 4300 Ib spacecraft, but COLD-SAT was an 8000 lb class
spacecraft (see Delta 11Commercial Spacecraft Users Manual,
ref. 2). In addition, the 6019 payload attach fitting described in
the users manual was only capable of supporting a 4800 lb
spacecraft with a CG 82 in. above thc separation plane (assum-
ing a 2-in. radial CG offset). At the time, COLD-SAT' s CG was
in the 82-in. ballpark and it weighed significantly more than the
published payload adapter weight capability. Until additional
launch vehicle capability was published, COLD-SAT's con-
figuration and corresponding mass properties were a major
concern and put tremendous pressure on the COLD-SAT
feasibility team.
COLD-SAT's final weight and CG location for the Delta
configuration are shown in figurc 6.21. COLD-SAT's final
weight is 8007 lb (includes growth margin) and its CG is
76.9 in. from the spacecraft separation plane (station 494.37
which assumes a 6-in. spacecraft adapter). Figure 6.21 shows
adequate margin in the launch vehicle without modification.
Other factors that provided impetus to consider alternative
launch vehicles were the launch vehicle lift capability, the
usable payload fairing volume, estimated COLD-SAT cost.
and the experience base and ground capability to handle liquid
hydrogen.
From figure 6.20 one can see that the last COLD-SAT
concept on the Delta is severely volume-limited. In addition, at
that time many components had not been incorporated into the
configuration, including the plumbing trays, harnessing trays,
valve panels, interface panels, secondary structure, etc. Serious
doubts were raised about whether it was wise to proceed with
a concept on a launch vehicle so w)lume-limited at this early
design phase with all the missing components.
Another major concern was the estimated cos_ of COLD-
SAT. A preliminary COLD-SAT cost estimate was deemed too
expensive lbr the Agency. The size and cost of COLD-SAT had
to bc reduced. The vacuum jacketed supply tank was the most
expensive single item on COLD-SAT and only useful on the
ground. Theretbre it was considered an ideal candidate for
omission in subsequent iterations.
6.4.3 CAPABILITIES OF DELTA VERSUS ATLAS
As further configuration problems mounted for COLD-
SAT on a Delta launch vehicle with little relief in sight,
alternative launch vehicles were investigated for relief on CG,
volume, and cost. Below, the capabilities of the Atlas/Centaur
and the Delta launch vehicle are compared.
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Figure 6.21 .--Final COLD-SAT center of gravity relative to Delta launch vehicle capability.
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6.4.3.1 Comparative Payload Envelopes
The usable payload envelope defines the volume available
to the spacecraft developers using a given payload |hiring. The
usable payload envelopes for the Delta II and Atlas I are shown
in figure 6.22. Two different size fairings are shown lor the
Delta (9.5- and I 0-ft) and for the Atlas launch vehicle (1 I- and
14-ft). Clearly, the Atlas provides a larger usable envelope.
6.4.3.2 Mass Properties Restrictions
Figure 6.23 illustrates the launch vehicle CG restraint tbr
the Delta II and Atlas 1 launch vehicles based on existing
capability. Under no circumstance did the COLD-SAT team
want to exceed the existing CG restraints for either launch
vehicle because of the cost associated with modifying and
requalifying the launch vehicle. Assuming the same size space-
craft adapter, the Atlas I providcs additional CG capability.
6.4.4 INITIAL ATLAS CONFIGURATION
The first COLD-SAT concept laid out using the I I-ft
medium Atlas/Centaur payload fairing is shown in figure 6.24.
This iteration was based on the final COLD-SAT concept on a
Delta and from the freshly revised experiment requirements.
Shortly after the transition to the Atlas I, a revised set of
experiment requirements were issued. Four experiment tanks
were no longer optional. Three tanks were mandated and the
length-to-diameter ratios of the experiment tanks were changed
along with the experiment acceleration requirements, etc.
A summary of the differences between the final Delta configura-
tion and initial Atlas configuration is given in table 6.21. These
changes had a significant impact on COLD-SAT's configuration.
6.4.4.1 Description of Configuration
The first COLD-SAT layout in the 1 l-ft medium fairing
includes a 145-fl 3 supply tank, a 21-ft 3 large receiver tank, a
13.5-ft 3 small receiver tank, two 5.3-ft 3 gaseous helium
pressurant tanks, and two 5.3-ft 3gaseous hydrogen pressuranl
bottles. The spacecraft still has two electronics bays, propul-
sion thrusters located fore and aft, reaction wheels, hydrazine
prcssurant bottles, and body-wrapped solar arrays. The
pressurant cylinders have been replaced by pressurant spheres.
Additional component details (i.e., weight, quantity, size, vol-
umc, etc.) can be found in table 6.22.
The experiment tanks are aligned on the longitudinal axis of
the spacecraft to minimize induced accelerations and hydrazine
propellant usage. The experiment tanks have also added an
MLi (multilayer insulation) can to simplify the insulation layup
(fig. 6.24).
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TABLEB.21.IMODIFICATIONSOINITIALATLASCONFIGURATION
Component Updatedconfiguration Previousconfiguration
Launchvehicle
Fairing
Supplytank
Receivertank
Orbit transfer vehicle tank 2
Orbit transfer vehicle tank 1
Pressurant bottles
Electronics bay I
Electronics bay 2
Avionics boxes
Hydrazine thrusters
Sensors
OMNI antenna
Solar array deploy mechanics
Power subsystem boxes
I Experiment system
(configuration 16(_))
Atlas/Centaur
1I-ft diameter
Eliminated vacuum jacket
Decreased volume (145 l't _)
Altered shape (length-to-diameter ratio)
Added MLI can
Eliminated vapor-cooled shield
Reduced volume (21 fl_)
Eliminated
Reoriented on-axis
Altered bottle size
Added vaporizer
Contracted and lengthed
Lenghtened and changed sides
Reo,iented and reshuffled
Diameters altered
Added
Added
Added
Added 2 boxes
Relabeled boxes
(configuration 01 qO0)
Delta I1
lO-ft diameter
Vacuum-jacketed
15Oft _
Vapor-cooled shield
136 |t _
Existed
Off-axis
lO-sided
Missing
Missing
Missing
Missing
One significant difference between the final Delta and the
initial Atlas configurations is the elimination of the supply tank
vacuum jacket. The vacuum jacket was eliminated to save
1000 Ib of spacecraft weight and to significantly reduce the
estimated cost of COLD-SAT. The deletion of the vacuum
jacket comes at the expense of more sophisticated ground
operations, but the Atlas I ground crew and launch site are well
suited for the additional sophistication because of their experi-
ence and capability in handling liquid hydrogen associated with
the Centaur upper stage.
6.4.4.2 Mass Properties
The dry spacecraft weight for the initial configuration on
the Atlas was 2912 lb. However, this value did not include the
weight of the spacecraft structure which would not be config-
ured or sized for several more iterations (until the configuration
began to settle down).
6.4.4.3 Alternative Solar Array Concepts
Two different configurations for stowing solar arrays (on
the Atlas I) were investigated (figs. 6.25 and 6.26). Both
schemes employed the same sized arrays and used identical
deployment mechanisms with one exception. The configura-
tion shown in figure 6.25 requires a torsional spring for canting,
whereas the concept in figure 6.26 does not. However, the
concept shown in figure 6.26 contributes to unsymmctric mass
properties during powered flight, but deploys the arrays into the
canted position naturally. Both concepts are feasible, and in
fact, rcmarkably similar. However, only one concept could be
selected for COLD-SAT feasibility and the symmetric concept
(figure 6.25) was selected.
6.4.5 SUMMARY OF SUBSEQUENT ACTIVITIES
Using the initial COLD-SAT configuration on an Atlas I as
a baseline, subsequent iterations refined the configuration.
After the tank and component sizes were relatively firm,
additional detail was added. For example, the structural system
was added, plumbing trays and valve panels were added,
interface panels for fill/drain and electrical connections were
added, the alignment and oricntation with the launch pad was
established, the propulsion system was consolidated in the
spacecraft's aft end, etc. Twenty-odd iterations later, the final
COLD-SAT concept for the Atlas launch vehicle arrived.
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TABLE 6.22.--INITIAL ATLAS COMPONEN r CHARACTERISTICS
Description
Tanker tank
Depot tank
Orbit transfer ",'chicle
Helium pressuranl
Hydrazine sphere
Hydrogen system (accumulator)
Batteries
Sequencers
Flight computers
Data storage units
Control data units
Command decoder
Radiofrequency processing box
Remote data units
Power control
Reaction wheels: roll. pitch, and yaw
Attitude control electronics
Propellant distribution assembly
High-gain antenna
Antenna gimbal motor
Transponders
Earth sensors I and 2
Coarse Sun sensor I and 2
Fine Sun sensor I and 2
Gyro assemblies 3-20OF
Hydrogen system Ivaporizer)
Solar panels
Low-gain antenna
Electronics-Earlh sensors I and 2
Electronics coarse Sun sensors I and 2
Electronics-fine Sun sensors I and 2
Uplink formatter I and 2
Flow meter electronics box
Experiment signal conditioning box
(transducer)
Experiment signal conditioning box
data)
Rocket engine modules I to 4
(4 thrusters)
Rocket engine modules (4 thrusters)
Rocket engine module 7 (4 thrusters)
Hydrazine pressurant (gaseous helium)
Power distribution N_x
Ordnance control box
Rocket engine module
H_,drazine pressurant (_aseous helium)
Size, in.
6-ft-4-in. diameter by 6-fi-l-ir. long
elipsoidal heads
2-fl-1.5-in. diameter by 4-ft-3-in. long
henfispherical heads: 4-in. in-;ulalion all
around
2-fl-7-in. diameter by 2-fl-6.2:-in. long
elipsoidal heads: 2-in. insulation all
around
2-h-2-in, sphere (2000 psia, 540 °R.
2.47 lb/fl)
I-ft-10.125-in. sphere
2-fl-2-in. sphere
16 by 15 by 9
II by 8by 11
15by 10by 12
10by 16by 10
12 by 8 by 10
I 0 by 8 by I 0
t0 by 10 by 4
8by 12by 10
12by 10by 12
16-in. diameter by 5-in. long
8by 11 by 14
20 by 6 by 12
24-in. diameter by 12-in. dee 1,
8 by 6 by 6
14by6by6
3-in, diameter by 5-in. long
3by l by3
3by 1 by3
12 by 9 by 12
2-ft-2-in. sphere
2fl9in. by9 ft 10.75 in.
.....................
7by3by6
4by6by7
4by6by7
8by8by3
15by 7by 12
12 by 7 by 7
12by7by7
10bySby4
IOby4by4
I 0 by 4 by 4
19-in. sphere (low pressure)
12 by 8 by 5
4by5by4
I 0 by 4 by 4
15.8-in. sphere
Volume
145 fi_
20 ft _
10 fl _
5.3fl'
3.2fi _
5.3fi _
2160in]
968 in.
1800 in ]
1600 in.
960 in.
800 in.
4(X) in.
960 in.
1440 in/'
1183 in.'
1232 in?
1440 in.'
288 in]
504 in.
35.4 in. '
9 in]
9 in]
1296 in.
5.3 fit
27.2 ft 2
126 in?
168 in)
168 in. _
192 in?
1260 in.
588 in. _
588 in. _
320 in?
160 in. _
400 in.
2.08 fit
480 in?
80 in)
160 in. _
1.24 fit
Weight, lb
414 Tank
660 Liquid hydrogen
100
83
57 tank
6.9 Gaseous helium
17.25
57
102
51/45
25
19
15
IO
5
15
32
21
18
IO
17
5
14
2
I
I
37
57
21.5
2
4
3
3
9
15
15
2O
8
2
8
7.75
25
5
21.5
Quantity,
I
1
I
4
4
I
2
2
2
2
2
I
1
3
I
4
2
I
1
1
2
2
2
2
I
I
10
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
2
I
2
I
I
2
2
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Figure 6.25.--COLD-SAT Atlas ! solar array configuration.
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6.5 Supporting Analyses
This section describes some of the trade studies and analy-
ses conducted in establishing COLD-SAT's Atlas I con figuration
and structural system. Topics investigated pertain to spacecraft
balancing, sensor field of view, longeron sizing, hydrazine
support plate sizing, payload adapter, and vee-band clamp.
6.5.1 SPACECRAFT BALANCING AND
BALLASTING
During the development of COLD-SAT, the spacecraft was
balanced periodically to insure the spacecraft CG was within
launch vehicle and attitude control restraints. Balancing con-
sisted of arranging the spacecraft components so that the
spacecraft' s axial CG and lateral CG off\set were minimized and
also complied with restraints. A reduced lateral CG offset
reduces the hydrazine consumption and helps minimize prod-
ucts of inertia terms which contribute directly to the gravity
gradient torques (GGT) acting on the spacecraft.
The spacecraft's lateral CG offset is strongly influenced by
the arrangement of the boxes within the electronics bays. The
major concentrated masses on the spacecraft are distributed
symetrically about the x-axis: three major experiment tanks are
aligned along the spacecraft longitudinal axis (centerline); the
four supply tank pressurant bottles and ftmr hydrazine bottles
are located equal distances radially away t¥om the spacecraft's
centerline and are equally spaced with respect to each other.
The location of the nonsymmetric components (e.g., high-gain
antenna) are relatively fixed. Consequently, by arranging the
boxes in the electronics bays, the lateral spacecraft CG could
be closely aligned with the spacecraft centerlinc. This exercise
was performed with much success on several occasions (with
various configurations). The mass properties of the spacecraft
alter realignment are identified in section 6.7, Operation, of this
report.
The spacecraft's axial CG location was always a major
concern during the initial stages of the feasibility study. During
the first phase of the feasibility study, when COLD-SAT used
the Delta launch vehicle, the configuration exceeded the allow-
able published axial CG restraint. Only alter increased CG
allowables were published by the Delta launch vehicle devel-
oper and enormous pressure placed on the system engineers for
lighter systems did the axial CG issue resolve itself. However,
the axial CG issue reappeared with the Atlas I because the major
experiment tanks were stacked vertically on axis. The specified
length-to-diameter ratios created longer tanks which were
adiusted (lengthened) to capitalize on the volume within the
payload fairing. Throughout the feasibility study, the space-
craft mass and CG location were constantly calculated and
compared with the launch vehicle constraint. In addition, a
20 percent weight margin on dry spacecraft weight was allo-
cated for COLD-SAT's growth from feasibility to actual
hardware. To help insure the lowest possible axial CG, cross
sections of COLD-SAT's configuration were evaluated to
insure that the greatest weight per vertical inch of spacecraft
components were at the aft end of the spacecraft and that this
number decreased as one ascended the spacecraft. This is
illustrated in figure 6.27 (without structure).
A ballast analysis was conducted to minimize the distur-
bance torques on the spacecraft. The ballast analysis determined
the ballast magnitude, the ballast locations, and the effective-
ness in reducing the product of inertia terms which contribute
directly to gravity gradient torques. The objective of the space-
craft ballast is to eliminate or very nearly eliminate the products
of inertia terms. The results of the ballast analysis were tbr-
warded to the attitude control system engineers to aid their
decision process pertaining to which attitude control system to
use for COLD-SAT.
• .____-
!I_ 3.7 Ib/in.
_11 3.8 li/in.
10 Ib/in.
19 Ib/in.
40 Ib/in.
Figure 6.27.--COLD-SAT weight distribution.
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Figure 6.28.mBallast locations.
The ballast magnitude was calculated so that it could be
added to the spacecraft weight (65 Ib). The ballast location was
determined to insure volume availability within the spacecraft
configuration (fig. 6.28).
6.5.2 SENSOR FIELD OF VIEW
The field of view (FOV) for the horizon and Sun sensors
was investigated to insure that they were not obscured by the
solar arrays or any other components. Figure 6.29 illustrates the
available FOV for the horizon sensor in a two-dimensional
sense. The minimum FOV requirement is satisfied for both
sensors. The horizon sensor requires that unobstructed hall'-
angles of45 ° and 46 ° are available. The Sun sensor requires a
unobstructed half angle of 16 ° and that is readily available.
Hence, COLD-SAT's configuration is in compliance with the
F()V requirements. A two-dimensional analysis was used to
compute the available 46 ° FOV tbr the horizon sensor. A more
accurate three-dimensional analysis would have resulted in an
even larger computed FOV.
6.5.3 SOLAR ARRAY MOUNTING
The alternative mounting methods tbr the solar arrays are
described in section 6.4.4.3, Alternative Solar Array Concepts,
of this report, and will not be further elaborated upon here.
6.5.4 EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE (ELV)
INTERFACE
Two, ELV interfaces, the spacecraft adapter and vee-band
clamp, 'equired investigation and are discussed below.
6.5.4.1 Spacecraft Adapter
The spacecraft adapter, which is the hardware interface
between the spacecraft and the launch vehicle, was structurally
sized b', General Dynamics (ref. 3), the ELV contractor (see
figure ,.30). The adapter was sized based on a spacecraft
weight )f 8078 Ib (which is heavier than the current spacecraft,
6456 lb, even when margin is added) and CG 101 in. forward
of the spacecraft separation plane (which is nearly the same as
COLD-SAT CG location. 104 in.). Conservatively ignoring
post-buckling load capability, the skin was sized tor local
buckling using a criterion of no buckling at ultimate. For these
assumptions, a skin thickness of 0.090 in. was required. Ring
section:, were sized for twisting loads caused by load path
eccentr cities. Conservatively ignoring the stiffness contribu-
tion of the skin, sections sized lbr twisting strength required
more rr aterial than existing adapter rings. Anole of twist may
prove t_ be a more critical criterion for the ring gripped by the
vee-ba[ d clamp, but allowable rotations are yet to be deter-
mined, a.dditional details can be found in reference 3. the final
report f )r the General Dynamics COLD-SATFeasibility Study.
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_- 129.99 -_
Figure 6.29.--Horizon sensor locations and unobstructed view, Dimensions are in inches.
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65.600
diameter
62.600 .._diameter
23.000
Part
Forward ring
Weight, Ib
28.35
Intermediate frame 5.74
Aft ring 13.60
Skin 22.69
Stringer (30) 19.92
Fasteners 7.48
Electrical disconnects 4.80
123.10
Total weight (102.58 + 20 percent
margin)
Figure 6.30.--Spacecraft adapter.
6.5.4.2 Vee-Band Clamp
Analysis by General Dynamics (ref. 3) indicates that an
existing qualified vee-band clamp from Saab has sufficient
strength to serve COLD-SAT's requirements. The vee-band
clamp is used to hold the spacecraft onto the spacecraft adapter
until separation. The loads acting on the clamp were calculated
based on the predicted spacecraft weight plus 20 percent
contingency. Tension loads acting normal to the plane of the
clamp are the most critical, and side-load bending moments are
the source of these loads. Loads at the interface plane were
calculated for the maximum side-load condition, BECO/BPJ
(booster engine cut off/booster pod jettison). See reference 3
for more details.
6.5.5 SPACECRAFT STRUCTURE
A number of studies were pcdbrmed to assist in the design of the
structural system. These studies addressed longeron crcrss-sectional
properties, material selection, sizing of the primary structure, and
sizing of the honeycomb plate that supports the hydrazine bottles.
Details of the_ studies are found below.
6.5.5.1 Structural Member Shape
A trade study was conducted to evaluate the relative advan-
tages of different longeron cross sections for the spacecraft's
primar:_ structure. The cross sections were investigated with
respect to their axial load capability, bending resistance, and
weight-per-unit gross section. Three different configurations
were investigated: a solid rectangular cross section, a rectangu-
lar hol!ow cross section, and a hollow circular cross section.
Table q_.23 summarizes the results of the trade study.
FoJ comparison basis, each cross section was normalized
with re _pect to width and was limited to off-the-shelf hardware.
A (soli l) rectangular cross section, 3-in. wide and 0.25-in. high,
was se ected as the baseline cross section. This was compared
to the 3-in. by l-in. hollow rectangular cross section and a 3-in.
diameler tube. Notice that the 3-in. width is common to every
cross s :ction and provides a common baseline tor comparison.
The I-n. height was selected for the rectangular hollow cross
sectio= because it was the shortest 3-in. wide off-the-shelf cross
sectiou found. The tube's wall thickness was calculated such
that its area moment of inertia term was identical to that of the
hollou rectangular cross section, thereby establishing another
basis ( f comparison between those two cross sections.
The cross sections were evaluated based on axial load
resistaace, bending resistance, and weight and the results are
shown in table 6.23. Table 6.23 illustrates that the hollow
rectan ,,ular cross section can withstand 15 percent less axial
load, 7800 percent more bending load, while being 15 percent
lightel than the baseline solid rectangular cross section. The
hollow circular cross section, on the other hand. can withstand
87 percent less axial load, 2800 percent more bending load,
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TABLE 6.23.--STRUCTURAL SYSTEM CROSS-SECTION INVESTIGATION RESULTS
Ring cross section
3_  1/4
.... I .....
Q:
Area, in. z
(axial loadt
0.75
0.6364
- 15 percent
0.101
-87 percent
Section properties
Inertia, in?
(buckling)
0.(_039
0,113
2800 percent
0.113
2801) percent
Weight,
Ib/fi
0.0735
0.(1624
15 percen!
Conlnlenls
Reference
Proposed for Delta
configurations
Off-the-self hardware
Base on width tbr Delta
configurations
Representative
Same area moment of
inertia as hollow
rectangular tube
while being 87 percent lighter than the solid cross section. The
comparison between the two hollow cross sections reveal that
the cross sections are identical in bending resistance. However,
the circular cross section is 84 percent lighter, but can withstand
84 percent less axial load than the rectangular cross section.
Since the bending resistances are the same, COLD-SAT's
longerons fi)r initial sizing would be selected on the basis of
weight. Thus. the lighter tubular cross-section was selected.
Note however, if the need arises the cross-sectional configura-
tion can readily be changed in the COLD-SAT structure.
Obviously, the results from this trade study werc not all
inclusive, but do indicate general trends tot particular cross
sections. It should also be noted that a square hollow cross
section (which was not investigated as part of the study)
provides greater bending resistance lbr the same weight and
axial strength when compared to a hollow circular cross sec-
tion. So. if problems arise "downstream," other cross sections
can be considered as a viable alternative.
6.5.5.2 Material Selection
A material selection trade study was conducted for COLD-
SAT' s structural system. The trade study consisted of two parts.
First, determining the parent material for the primary structure,
and then, the specific alloy and temper. The first phase of the
trade study established the parent material. The criteria em-
ployed for evaluating the parent materials includes flight history,
ability to be easily manufactured, strength-to-weight ratio,
relative expense, etc. Because of the relatively high density of
steel and the excessive cost of high-technology materials,
aluminum was the obvious choice tor the parent material.
Aluminum has several advantages, including an extensive
flight history, high strength-to-weight ratio, ease ofthbrication,
diversity oftorm, low density, ready availability, and relatively
low cost. The second phase of the material selection trade study
determined the specific aluminum alloy and temper combina-
tion for the primary structure. Several different specific alloy/
temper combinations were investigated including 5083-T0,
5083-H I 12, 6061 -TO, 6061 -T6, 2219-T0, 2219-T6, and 2219-
T87. Each combination was evaluated for strength (yield and
ultimate), fracture toughness, density, stress corrosion crack-
ing, corrosion ratings, hydrogen embrittlement rating,
weldability, l%rmability, and common forms. The trade study
results are summarized in table 6.24.
After considering several well-qualified candidates, alumi-
num 6061 -T61 was selected for COLD-SAT' s structural syslem
for this conceptual design. Aluminum 6061-T61 has several
excellent qualities including weldability, formability, stress
corrosion resistance, and hydrogen embrittlement rating. The
mechanical strength properties are also considered adequate.
The only drawback to 6061-T61 occurs when the material is
welded. The parent material immediately adjacent to the weld
(i.e., in the beat-affected zone) changes state because of the
high temperature from welding. The material within the heat
affected zone assumes the annealed condition (606 I-T0). The
annealed material still retains the excellent characteristics
(weldability, etc.), however the mechanical strength properties
decline, A listing of material properties fi)r 6061 -TO and 6061 -
T6 are provided in table 6.25. It should be noted that aluminum
alloys with greater mechanical strength post-welding could
have been selected tor COLD-SAT's structural system, how-
ever for a feasibility study a conservative approach was deemed
appropriate.
Therefore, to demonstrate feasibility of COLD-SAT" s struc-
tural system, the material used for primary structure is 6061-7'6 I
and sized using the 6061-T0 properties. If a problem werc to
develop in subsequent analyses, one option for relief would be
changing the material.
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TABLE 6.24.---COLD-SAT MATERIALS NVESTIGATION
Aluminur Laliov and temper¢Property"
5083-0 5083-H 112
Ultimate (ksi) 40 40
Yield-tension (ksi) Ig Ig
Yield-compression (ksi) 18 18
Young's modulus (psi x I(P) 10.2 10.2
KiC (ksi(in.)l/2) NA NA
Density (Ib/in. _) 0.096 0.097
Thermal expansion coefficient 13.2 13.2
( I/°FI× I0 x>
Thermal conductivity, 67.5 67,5
(Btu/hr-fi-°F)
SCC rating B A
Corrosion rating B B
Hydrogen embrittlemenl rating A A
Weldability Excellent Excellent
Formability Excellent Excellent
Comn_on forms All All
:'Room telnperat u_.
6061-T0 6061-T6 2219-0 2219-T6 2219-T87
22 42 32 54 63
12 35 16 36 51
NA 35 NA 3g 52
9.9 9.9 10.5 10.5 10.5
NA 27 NA NA 32.5
0.098 0.098 0. I(_ O. 102 O.102
12.75 12,75 12.4 12.25 12.25
104.2 89 99 72 72
A A A A A
B B B B B
A A A A A
Excellent Excellent Good Good Good
Excellent Excellent Fair Fair Fair
All i All All All All
TABLE 6.25.--MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF
6061 ALUMINUM _
Property
Ultimate (ksi)
Yield-tension (ksi)
Yield-compression (ksi)
Young's modulus (psi × I_)
KiC (ksi (in.)l/2)
Density (lb/-in. _)
Expansion coefficient ( I/°F)x 10_
K 1Btu-fl/hr-lt-'-°F)
SCC rating
Corrosion rating
Hydrogen cmbrittlement rating
Weldability
Formability
Common forms
Tt_lllper
6061 -T0 62)61 -T6
22 42
12 35
NA 35
9.9 9,9
NA 27
0,098 0.ff98
12,75 12,75
104.2 89
A A
B B
A A
Excellent Excellent
Excellent Excellent
All All
aRoom temperature.
6.5.5.3 Methodology for Sizing Structural Members
A sizing analysis was performed for the Iongerons in the
structural system. The longerons were sized for yield strength,
ultimate strength, and buckling on a per module basis using
hand calculations. It should be noted that the sizing analysis
was not complete at the conclusion of this feasibility study,
however it was complete enough to demonstrate feasibility of
the structural system and to establish a reasonable weight for
the structural system. More refined analyses will be conducted
in later phases.
The sizing analysis for the structural system was conducted
in a series of steps. First, the preliminary design load factors
were established in the axial and lateral directions for the
different flight events during powered flight. The static and
dynamic load factors (described in section 6.3.1.6.1, Load
Factors, of this report) were combined to tbrm the total load
factors in those axial and lateral directions (see table 6.26). The
total load factors were then multiplied by the appropriate
ultimate and yield safety factors (identified in section 6.2.5.4,
T-kBLE 6.26.--COMBINED DESIGN LOAD FACTORS
Load condition Direction
Launch
Flight winds
BoosteJ engine cutoff (BECO)
(maximum axial)
Booster engine cutoff/booster pod
jettison (BECO/BPJ)
(maximum lateral)
Sustain.x engine cutoff ISECO)
Main e_gine cutoff (MECO)
Axial
Lateral
Axial
Lateral
Axial
Lateral
Axial
Lateral
Axial
Lateral
Axial
Axial
Lateral
Combined
loads,
2.7
1
2.5
1.6
6
0.5
3,5
O
2.4
0.3
4.5
,.)
(1.5
Factors of Safety, of this report) to establish the load to be
applied Io the structure for each flight event.
The ,_econd step in the sizing analysis is to develop a series
of ball and stick models that represent that portion of the
spacecraft seen at specific interlaces (fig. 6.31). The models
allow one to determine the maximum axial, bending, and shear
load at each module interface. A ball (lump mass) and stick
model was developed at the base of each module (5 models in
total). _le weight of the ball (lumped mass) represents the
weight c f the spacecraft above the interface being modeled.
The heig at of the stick represents the height of the axial CG of
the porti )n of spacecraft above the interface being evaluated
(fig. 6.31).
For e tample, the small receiver tank module is represented
by a ball and stick model cantilevered from the interface
between the large and small receiver tank modules. The height
of the stick is equal to the height of the CG of the spacecraft
mass abc,ve the interface being investigated (i.e., to the CG
height ot the small receiver tank module above the interface).
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The weight of the ball is equal to the weight of that portion of
the spacecraft above the interface (i.e., the weight of the small
receiver tank module). Similarly, for the large receiver tank
module, another bali and stick model is formed. This time the
weight of the ball (lumped mass) is equivalent to the weight
above the large receiver tank/electronics bay 2 interface (i.e.,
the weight of the large and small receiver tank modules
combined). The height of the stick is equal to the height of the
CG of all components in these two modules.
The reference plane tk)r the stick model is always at the base
of the module being analyzed. As one works down the space-
craft, a similar procedure is used for each module. For the last
module (electronics bay I ), the ball and stick model is again
formed at its base (the spacecrali's separation plane). The lump
mass is equivalent to the spacecraft weight above this juncture
(i.e., total spacecraft weight) and the stick height is equal to the
CG of the weight above this juncture (i.e., the spacecraft CG).
The third step in the sizing analysis is to apply the total load
factors (in the lateral and axial direction) to the ball and stick
models which then produces the maximum axial force and
bending moment tk)r each model (see the resultant loads steps
in fig. 6.32).
The fourth step in the sizing analysis is to determine the
peak lo_ d on a longeron within each module. The axial load
produce _a uniform compressive load around the entire perim-
eter of tqe spacecraft structure. Each Iongeron equally resists
the compression lk_rce so the load seen by each longcron is
uniform and relatively straightforward. The peak load from the
bending moment is a little less straightlorward. The bending
moment results in a force distribution that adds to one portion
of the axial load and subtracts from another (see the distributed
loads steps in fig. 6.32). For sizing, the worse-case loads arc
needed _axial combined with worst-case bending). The bend-
ing moment was integrated to find the peak load for a particular
longeron. This load from the bending moment was added to the
axial load to form the total compressive load acting on a
longeron.
The filth step of the sizing analysis determines the mini-
mum longeron cross-sectional properties required to prevent
failure based on the worse-case compressive load (calculated
above). In effect, the minimum cross-sectional properties that
prevent yielding and buckling are calculated for both the
applied load and the longeron length and contiguration. The
sizing criteria used for these calculations are shown below.
W" ---. Axial
t-1 _\\ _ _G-Ioad
........ t I _-- Lateral
nnuuu_ _' ' _ G-load
Module 1 Section
model resultant loads
O
Segments
Section Structural
distributed loads configuration
_]]]_ Maximum bending
Axial
Segment
distributed loads
_ Rbending
Segment
resultant loads
E>
Segment
total load
Figure 6.32._Sizing methodology.
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Yield/rupture:
A = P/S
rain YLD/ULT
Buckling:
/rain = PCR (0"707L2)/n'2(E)
where
A Minimum column area needed to sustain
rain applied load
lmin Minimum column moment of inertia to resist
buckling
P Applied load to column
SyLD/UL T Allowable strength of column material, either
yield or ultimate
PCR Theoretical maximum load that an initially
straight column can support without buckling
0.707L 2 Effective column length that accounts for end
conditions, assumed somewhere between fixed
and pinned end constraints
rr 3.14
E Young's modulus
The criteria used to size the structure included an axial load
criteria and an Euler buckling criteria. For the axial load
criteria, the minimum cross-sectional area was determined for
the worst-case compressive load on the longeron and allowable
material property (yield or ultimate strength). For the buckling
criteria, the minimum area moment of inertia that prevented
buckling was determined from Young's modulus, the effective
column length, and the column load. The effective column
length was assumed to be 0.707. This is because the end
conditions are somewhere between fixed and pinned. Because
this assumption is not conservative, a more detailed investiga-
tion of the end conditions will occur in the next design phase.
The sixth step of the sizing analysis is to select the Iongerons
with off-the-shelf cross-sectional properties that exceed the
properties required to prevent yielding and buckling. A catalog
of longerons was used that identified the cross-sectional prop-
erties of stock items. The results from this analysis are presented
in figure 6.33.
The reader should note that the spacecraft structure has not
been thoroughly analyzed and would not normally be during a
feasibility study. Future work includes investigation of shear
loads at the module interface, investigation of the kick loads
between the supply module and the electronics bay I module,
examination of load uniformity at the spacecraft adapter, inves-
tigation of COLD-SAT's fundamental modes of vibration, and
extending the sizing analysis beyond a module basis to an
integrated spacecraft approach. The hand calculations also
need to be validated by a finite element analysis. Despitc the
work remaining, the author feels comfortable with the system's
present weight alkvcation, structural configuration, design con-
servatism, and possible work-arounds if the unexpected occurs.
Therefore, the sizing of COLD-SAT's structural system dem-
onstrates a feasible structural configuration and results in
cnough detail to derive a reasonable weight and complexity
factor for the structural system.
6.5.5.4 Sizing of Hydrazine Tank Support Plate
A sizing analysis was performed for the hydrazine support
plate located in electronics bay 1 (fig. 6.34). The function of this
plate is to support the propulsion system's propellant and
pressurant bottles. The plate was sized solely on the basis of
axial fundamental frcqucncy (15 Hz) and so on its stiffness in
the out-of-plane direction because this was deemed the most
significant sizing restraint. This direction is sensitive to vibra-
tion because the plate is mass loaded by several relatively heavy
hydrazine propellant bottles and because the plate is most
flexible in that direction. The plate was sized by hand calcula-
tions and the sizing was then verified by using finite element
analysis (MSC/NASTRAN).
The octagonal plate is constructed from honeycomb to
minimize weight. The plate spans essentially the width of the
spacecraft and is perpendicular to the spacecraft's longitudinal
axis. The plate's radius is 31 in. (to a flat) and the plate has four
symmetric 22-in. recessed holes for mounting the hydrazinc
propellant bottles. The plate is attached to structural Iongerons
at each corner and is supported along its perimeter with an
angled member (fig. 6.34).
The objectives of the sizing analysis are to determine the
honeycomb core and facesheet thicknesses required so that the
vibration restraint is met, to estimate the plate's mass proper-
ties, and to calculate the plate's thickness so that it can be
accounted for in the spacecraft configuration.
The hand calculations were made with a number of simpli-
fying assumptions. The plate was assumed to be circular and to
have uniform loading smeared over the entire plate (no recessed
holes). The mass loading on the honeycomb plate was assumed
to be twice the actual load.
Hand calculations determined the plate's fundamental fre-
quency in two ways: (I) using a sandwich construction and
(2) by using an equivalent solid plate. By using a sandwich
construction, a conservative core thickness lor COLD-SAT is
3 in. These calculations were checked by utilizing an equivalent
solid plate. The out-of-plane plate frequency for an equivalent
solid plate agreed with the one obtained with the sandwich
construction.
To verily the hand-calculated vibration predictions, a finite
element model was developed of the (equivalent solid) plate.
In this case, an octagon configuration was employed rather than
a circular plate. NASTRAN's predicted fundamental frequency
is very similar to the hand calculations. NASTRAN predicted
a first mode of 45 Hz, which was slightly below the hand
calculations predicted, 52 Hz. In either casc the fundamental
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frequency of the plates significantly exceeds the launch ve-
hicles minimum vibration requirement of 15 Hz. Thus a
23-1b honeycomb plate with a 3-in. core and 0.0A8-i n. facesheets
more than adequately meets the vibration requirement (with
margin).
6.6 Selected Configuration
This section describes the final COLD-SAT conceptual
configuration and structural system. Also included is a discus-
sion of the principles which guided the development of the
spacecraft configuration.
6.6.1 PRINCIPLES GUIDING THE
CONFIGURATION
A number of ideas have guided the development of the
COLD- SAT configuration. Historically, spacecraft have grown
significantly in weight and volume from conceptual design to
final delivery. To allow for this growth, a weight margin is
always carried in the spacecraft mass estimates and the space-
craft layout allocates significant mounting area and volume
margin for future growth. In addition, failures are a regular
occurrence during assembly, integration, and test. Therefore
accessibility and maintainability were constantly considered in
defining the configuration. Items considered more likely to
require access, such as electronics boxes, are located near the
periphery of the spacecraft.
Thermal control is intimately associated with layout on a
spacecraft of this type. Warm items such as the electronics
boxes and hydrazine tanks are grouped together and isolated
from the cryogenic systems. The cryogenic plumbing is grouped
together on a cold side radiator tray to minimize heat leaks into
the liquid hydrogen tanks.
For spacecraft, development costs regularly exceed hard-
ware costs so maximum use of existing hardware and proven
materials and techniques was always a major consideration.
The remainder of this section covers, in more detail, some of the
goals which strongly influenced the final spacecraft
configuration.
6.6.1.1 Minimum Lateral Center of Gravity (CG) Shift
COLD-SAT is configured to minimize its lateral CG shift
during spacecraft operations. On orbit, the spacecraft's CG
shifts because of fluid movement (i.c., experimentation and/or
propellant usage). COLD-SAT's configuration controls the
lateral CG shift by component location. Components with
consumables are either aligned on the spacecraft longitudinal
axis (as in the case of the experiment tanks) or aligned sym-
metrically with respect to the longitudinal axis and with respect
to each other (as in the case of the hydrazine propellant bottles).
This serves to minimize the lateral CG shift (notice that the
propulsion systcm is designed to use its hydrazine supply from
all tour tanks equally and simultaneously).
6.6.1.2 Control of Axial Center of Gravity (CG) Location
COLD-SAT is configured with the lowest reasonable axial
CG because of launch vehicle CG restraints. This goal is
achieved by configuring COLD-SAT such that it has its highest
density aft and becomes less dense as one proceeds forward in
the spacecraft (fig. 6.27).
6.6.1.3 Minimization of Solar Pressure Torques
Solar pressure disturbance torques are minimized by locat-
ing the axis of the (deployed) solar arrays through the spacecraft
CG. This also enhances thc spacecraft symmetry and reduces
gravity gradient torques.
6.6.1.4 Control of Moments and Products of Inertia
The gravity gradient torques acting on the spacecraft are
proportional to the differences between the moments of inertia
and the products of inertia. Differences between moments of
inertia are minimizcd by increasing thc mass symmetry of the
spacecraft. The products of incrtia arc minimized by, among
other things, the appropriate use of ballast.
6.6.1.5 Large Volume Margin
COLD-SAT tends to be a volume-limited spact/craft within
the confines of existing payload fairings. COLD-SAT's con-
figuration preserves a large volume margin for potential growth
with respect to mounting surfaces for electronics boxes.
Specific uncommitted locations in the electronics bays are
carried through the design.
6.6.1.6 Simple Supporting Structure
The COLD-SAT structural configuration is designed to use
common materials and proven fabrication and assembly tech-
niques. Off-the-shelf hardware and traditional manufacturing
and processes are employed throughout. This approach reduces
program cost and risk.
6.6.1.7 Use of Spacecraft as a Sun Shield
COLD-SAT's configuration uses its aft end, electronics
bay 1, as a Sun shield to block direct sunlight from impinging
on the experiment tanks, particularly the supply tank. This
approach minimizes heat leak into the cryogenic tanks and so
minimizes liquid hydrogen boiloff.
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6.6.1.8 Accessibility
COLD-SAT is configured to provide easy access to
components which may require inspection or maintenance
during ground testing and pad operations. Accessibility is
accommodated by use of a modular design, open structure,
valve panels located at the spacecraft's perimeter, removable
mounting panels in the electronics bays, and solar arrays that
do not completely envelope the spacecraft in the stowed
con figuration.
6.6.1.9 Summary
A configuration and structural system have been developed
tor COLD-SAT which meet all requirements and satisfy all
interface compatibility constraints. The concepts developed
provide a good basis for the continued development of the
spacecraft.
6.6.2 FINAL DESIGN
The final spacecraft configuration, structural system, and
mass properties are described in this section.
6.6.2.1 Final Configuration
COLD-SAT is 24.8 ft long and 9.6 ft in diameter and fits
within the Atlas 11-ft medium payload fairing (fig. 6.35). The
prominent components include three experiment tanks (supply,
large receiver, and small receiver), tour supply tank pressurant
bottles, four hydrazine propellant tanks, two electronics bays,
two deployable solar arrays, and one high-gain antenna.
Additional component details are found in figure 6.36 coupled
with table 6.27. In the remainder of this section COLD-SAT's
configuration is described on a modular basis starting with the
spacecraft adapter.
6.6.2.1.1 Spacecraft adapter.--The spacecraft adapter
is the interface hardware between the launch vehicle (Centaur
equipment module) and the spacecraft (electronics bay
1 module). The adapter is 23-in. long and slightly conical in
configuration (fig. 6.37). COLD-SAT's adapter is a mission-
peculiar piece of hardware that is a beefed-up version of an
existing flight-qualified design developed by General
Dynamics. COLD-SAT's adapter requires strengthening be-
cause of the spacecraft's weight and axial CG location. The
adapter is of skin-stringer construction with tings at the upper
and lower ends. The basic material is aluminum with the skin
and stringers made from 2024-T81 sheet, and the rings from
2124-T851 plate.
The hardware device that physically holds the spacecraft
adapter to the spacecraft is the vee-band clamp. At spacecraft
separation, the vee-band clamp, when signaled, will release by
firing pyrotechnic bolt cutters setting the separation springs
free to give the necessary separation energy to the spacecraft.
COLD-SAT uses an existing vee-band clamp produced by
Saab. q-he location of the vee-band clamp is at the separation
plane shown in figure 6.37 and a typical vee-band clamp is
shown in figure 6.9.
6.6.2.1.2 Electronics bay number L--Forward of the
spacecraft adapter and the vee-band clamp is the COLD-SAT
spacecraft itself. COLD-SATconsists of five vertically stacked
modules: the electronics bay I module, the supply tank module,
the electronics bay 2 module, the large receiver tank module,
and the small receiver tank module (fig. 6.2).
The module located furthest aft (which interfaces with the
spacecraft adapter) is electronics bay I (fig. 6.38). This module
contain-; electronics bay 1 as well as the propulsion system
(hydrazine propellant tanks, a gaseous helium pressurant bottle,
and rocket engine modules). Electronics bay I houses a signifi-
cant pc_rtion of the spacecraft's electronics boxes. The box
layout is identified in figure 6.39, which includes an allocation
for harnessing. Box removal can be achieved by removing the
mounting panel (fig. 6.40). The panel labels (N, NW, SE, etc.
shown in figure 6.39) are derived from directions with respect
to COLD-SAT's attitude. The boxes in the bay (batteries, etc.)
can be specifically identified from figure 6.39 coupled with
table 6.27.
Physically, the electronics bay I module is 37.35 in. high
and 88 in. in diameter. The electronics bay portion of the
module is a 2-ft high octagonal framed structure that is 85 in. in
diameter across a flat. The framed structure uses 2 I- by 30-in.
detach.' hie honeycomb panels for mounting electronics boxes.
The vclume enveloped by the electronics bay contains four
22-in. _ iameter hydrazine bottles which store propellant for the
propubion system. The bottles are supported on a 3-in. honey-
comb plate that nearly spans the bay and has recessed holes to
accommodate the hydrazine bottles. The propellant bottles are
located low in the spacecraft because of their weight and within
electronics bay I to take advantage of the heat radiated from the
operating electronics boxes, which provides a warm thermal
enviroHment lbr the hydrazine. This arrangement protects
againsl hydrazine freezing and minimizes required heater power.
The bc,ttles are located equal distances from the spacecraft
longitl:dinal axis at 90 ° intervals to provide mass balance and
to miv, imize lateral CG shift. The propulsion system also
requires a 15-in. gaseous helium pressurant bottle tbr propel-
lant ex )ulsion and this bottle is located immediately adjacent to
the hyqlrazine bottles. This location minimizes the pressurant
line lellgth and weight and consolidates the entire propulsion
systerr within one module.
AI,' o attached to the electronics bay 1 module are COLD-
SAT's hydrazine thrusters. COLD-SAT has 20 individual
thrusters that are used for experiment-induced accelerations
and spacecraft attitude control. The thrusters are housed in five
rocket engine modules (REM's) which have four thrusters
each. =our of the REM's are located around the module's
periph :ry on the spacecraft's +z and +y axes. The remaining
REM is located on the spacecraft's (longitudinal) x-axis.
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TABLE 6.27.--COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS FOR F INAL ATLAS CONFIGURATION
hem Description
I Supply tank
2 Large receiver tank
3 Small receiver tank
4 Helium pressurant
5 Hydrazine sphere
6
7
8
9
Itl
II
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
2O
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
Size, in. Volume Weight, Ib
5-fl diameter by 8-ft-6.75-in. long 145 fl_ 800 Tank
elipsoidat heads 600 Liquid
hydrogen
2-ft-8.5-in. diameter by 4-ft-3.5-in. long 21 ft _ 200
elipsoidal heads; 2-in, insulation all
around
kit. diameter by 2-fl-7.5-in. long elipsoidal
heads; 2-in, insulation all around
2-ft-6-in. sphere, (2000 psia, 540 °R
1.35 Ib/ft _t
I -fl- 10.125-in. sphere
13.5 fl_ 1 I0
5.7 ft _ I05 tank
7.4 Helium
3.2 fl _ 14.0 tank
150 Hydrazine
Hydrogen pressurant (vaporizer)
Batteries I and 2
Sequencer I and 2
Flight computer I and 2
Data storage unit I and 2
Comnland and telemetry unit
2-r-b-in. sphere (20(X) psia. 540 °R)
16by 15by9
12by 12by9
12by II by9
10by 16by 10
19 by 9 by 5
Radiofi-equency processing box 10 by 4 by 10
Remote command and telemetry 12 by' 9 by 5
units I and 2
Power control 10 by 12 by 12
.....................................
Attitude control system
interlace eleclrontics
Propellant distribution assembly
High-gain antenna
IAntenna gimbal motor
Transponders I and 2
Horizon sensors I and 2
Electrically gimbaled thruster
Digital Sun sensor I and 2
Inertial reference unil
assemblies 3-2 DOF
Motor drive electronics unit
Solar panels
Low-gain antenna
Horizon sensor electronics
Mixer motor inverter
Sun sensor electronics
Magnetomers
Experiment data units I to 3
Signal condition
Data acquisition
Rocket engine modules (6 to 8)
I thruster
Rocket engine modules ( I to 4_
4 thrusters
Rocket engine module (5)
1 gimhalled thruster
8by 15by4
I2 by 20 by 6
27.5-in. diameter by 16-in. deep
6-in. diameter by 5-in. deep
14 by 6 by 6
4. l-in. diameter by 7.9-in. long
6.5 by 6.5 by 5
3.3 by 4.3 by 0.94
12,25 by 9 by 9
8by II by6
3 fl 8in. by 8 ft 8in.
7-in. diameter by 5-in, long
10.3 by 5,8 by 4
12 by 15 by 7
,4.5 by 7.8 by 2
1.25 by 1.375 by 4
9by5by5
7by 12by7
7by 12by7
3by3by6
8 by 6 by I0
7 by 7 by 10
Quantit_¢
I
5.7 fl _ 170 tank 2
3,7 Hydrogen gas I
2160 in, _ 85
1296 in, _ 5 I
1188in, _ 35
16(X) in. _ 28 _'
855 in,_ 17 1
4(_) i n._ I 0 1
540 in.' I I 2
1440 in? 32 1
480 in,_ 15 I
1440 in) 15 :
..... 16 i
141 in] 5
504 in._ 14 2
102 in] 2.5 2
211.25 in. _ 4 I
13.3 in. _ 0.7 2
993 in._ 37 I .
528 in. _ I 1 I
31.8 ft 2 35 6
192 in/ 3 2
239 in) 7.5 2
1260 in, _ 7.5 I
7(1.2 in/ 2.3 2
6.93 in. _ 0.33 2
225 in/ 7 3
588 in? 12 1
588 in) 20 I
54 in] 4 3
480 in) 8 4
49(21in. _ 15 I
25
5
6
15
4
Power distribution box 8 by 12 by 5 480 in]
Ordnance control box 4 by 5 by 4 80 in, _
..............................................
Accelerometer conditioner 8 by 5 by 4 160 inJ
Hydrazine pressurant 15-in. sphere 1.03 fl_
(gaseous helium)
Redundancy control unit 6 by 6 by 3 t08 in/
I
I
I
I
I
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Notice that the thrusters aligned along the x-axis are only
directed in the -x-axis direction (aft), whereas the other thrust-
ers are directed in both the plus and minus y- and z- axes. To
minimize the plume impingement, the thrusters are located on
the spacecraft's aft end and on its perimeter. This location not
only minimizes contamination, but also provides the largest
moment arm, maximizes control torque, and minimizes hydra-
zine usage.
The electronics bay I module contains a hydrazine panek for
servicing the propulsion system. The panel is located on the
positive y-axis in the top portion of the electronics bay module
(fig. 6.14).
The electronics bay 1 module also supports one of two
omnidirectional antennas that are used when the high-gain
antenna is not deployed or functional (the small receiver tank
module houses the other). This low-gain antenna is located on
the aft end of the spacecraft such that its operation is not
hindered by the solar arrays prior to deployment and by space-
craft attitude. The module contains the two Sun sensors for
spacecraft attitude control (fig. 6.41). The Sun sensors are
located on the aft end okthe spacecraft and are canted at 26.0 °
to bisect the path of the Sun.
6.6.2.1.3 Supply tank module.--Forward of the electron-
ics bay 1 module is COLD-SAT's largest module, the supply
tank module (fig. 6.42). This module is 121.6 in. long and 88.76
in, in diameter. The supply tank module houses the 145-ft 3
liquid hydrogen supply tank and its associated pressurant
bottles along with spacecraft deployables, a majority of the
valve panels, and a portion of the plumbing tray. The four
30-in. diameter pressurant bottles located immediately aft of
the sup'_ly tank provide pressurant for experiment fluid trans-
fer. They are located aft of the supply tank because of their
weight= They are also located symmetrically with respect to the
spacecraft longitudinal axis and to each other for mass balance.
Two of the pressurant bottles use gaseous helium pressurant
and theother two use gaseous hydrogen. The gaseous hydrogen
bottles have plumbing internal to their shell so they can gener-
ate pressurant gas from liquid hydrogen extracted from the
supply ank while in-orbit and thus are referred to as vaporizers.
The su )ply tank is enveloped by an MLI can that simplifies
insulati an layup. The supply tank and MLI can are located on
the spa_'ecraft's longitudinal centerline. Both the experiment
tanks and propellant bottles are supported from the spacecraft' s
outside structure where hardpoints are provided for the tank's
mounting struts.
The supply tank module also supports the spacecraft's
deployable appendages: the high-gain antenna and the solar
arrays. _OLD-SAT's high-gain antenna is used to communi-
cate to ! heground through TDRSS. COLD-SAT's antenna dish
is 27.5 in. in diameter and its final deployed location is over
4 ft frown the spacecraft's perimeter where the antenna's line-
of-sigh_ to TDRSS is not obscured. The high-gain antenna is
attached in the same (spacecraft) y-z plane as the solar arrays,
but 90 _ away so that obstruction of the antenna by the solar
arrays i_ minimized (fig. 6.18).
COLD-SAT's two solar arrays have a total surface area of
190 ft 2 In the stowed configuration, the arrays are body-
wrappe:l around the spacecralt's perimeter such that their
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Figure 6.42.--Supply tank module. Dimensions are in inches.
on-orbit deployment is uninhibited. Alter deployment, the
arrays extend a sufficient distance from the spacecraft to
minimize the array's radiation view factor to the experiment
tanks, particularly the supply tank.
COLD-SAT's solar arrays are based on the arrays used on
FLTSATCOM and TDRSS. Similarities include: body-wrapped
solar arrays (in the stowed position), two deployable arrays per
spacecraft, three rectangular panels per array, and the deploy-
ment sequence. In fact, the array size between FLTSATCOM
and COLD-SAT are remarkably similar. The arrays are con-
structed of aluminum honeycomb that is stiffened with a frame
of aluminum hat sections on the side opposite the solar cells.
Machined aluminum hinges and corner fittings are riveted
to the hat sections and the entire frame-hinge-fitting assembly
is fastened to the honeycomb with screws into threaded
inserts. The differences between the arrays are:
(1) FLTSATCOM/TDRSS arrays completely envelope the
perimeter of the spacecraft, whereas COLD-SAT's arrays do
not and thereby permit access to COLD-SAT's valve panels
and plumbing tray located in the open areas (figs. 6.13
and 6.17), (2) FLTSATCOM/TDRSS solar arrays require a
solar array drive for articulation, whereas COLD-SAT' s arrays
do not since they are fixed and, (3) COLD-SAT deployment
sequence requires torsion spring motors tbr canting the arrays
(to optimize the sunlight impinging on the arrays), whereas
FLTSATCOM does not.
The supply tank module also contains a portion of the
plumbing tray (fig. 6.13) and a number of valve panels, namely,
vaporizer panels A & B, vent panel A, and the helium panel (a
servicing panel) (fig. 6.14). Each one of these panels and trays
are located on the spacecrafrs perimeter and are accessible
after the solar arrays have been mounted on the spacecraft.
6.6.2.1.4 Electronics bay number 2.--Forward of the
supply tank module is electronics bay 2. This module is 27 in.
high and 88 in. in diameter (fig. 6.43). The electronics bay
portion of this module is identical in configuration and con-
struction toelectronics bay 1. However, the modules themselves
differ significantly because the electronics bay 2 module does
not house the propulsion system. In addition the electronics
boxes and sensors associated with electronics bay 2 are differ-
ent from those in electronics bay I (fig. 6.44). Electronics bay
2 houses the overflow boxes from electronics bay I and also
provides a preferred location for some sensors and boxes (e.g.,
instrumentation data recovery boxes associated with the re-
ceiver tanks). Figure 6.44 shows a relatively large amount of
unused mounting surface to accommodate spacecraft growth.
Electronics bay 2 houses the Earth (horizon) sensors which are
directed outward parallel to the spacecraft's z-axis and are
required for spacecraft attitude control.
6.6.2.1.5 Large and small receiver tank modules.-
Forward of electronics bay 2 are COLD-SAT's last two mod-
ules, the large receiver tank module and the small receiver tank
module (figs. 6.45 and 6.46, respectively). The large receiver
tank module is 54 in. long and 88.76 in. in diameter at its widest
point and houses the 2 l-It 3 large receiver tank. This tank and its
associated MLI can are aligned along the spacccrafrs longitu-
dinal axis. This module also houses vent panel B which is
located on the spacecraft's perimeter along the spacecraft's
-z-axis (fig. 6.14). Vent panel B contains valves and other
small plumbing components.
The small receiver tank module is 58.55 in. long and
64.16 in. in diameter at its widest point and houses the 13.5-ft 3
small receiver tank. This tank and its associated MLI can are
aligned on the spacecraft's longitudinal axis. This module also
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houses one of two omnidirectional antennas that are used when
the high-gain antenna is not deployed or functional. This low-
gain antenna is located on the forward end of the spacecraft so
that its operation is not hindered by the solar arrays prior to
deployment and by spacecraft attitude.
Both receiver tank modules support a portion of the radiator
tray that runs along the +z-axis at the spacecraft's perimeter
(fig. 6.13). Also, both experiment tanks are supported by struts
that extend from the tank to the spacecraft's outside structure.
The integration of the five aforementioned modules
forms the COLD-SAT spacecraft (see fig. 6.1 for an artist's
conception).
6.6.2.2 Structural System of Final Configuration
Aft ;r the spacecraft configuration was firmly rooted, the
spacec_ aft structural design was initiated. The structural system
is requi :ed to provide the mechanical interface of the spacecraft
with tl'e launch vehicle, furnish mechanical support to all
spaceclaft systems, sustain launch loads, permit access for
sensor alignment and component maintenance, comply with
the lam_ch vehicle constraints, provide a modular configuration
that pt-rmits independent tank testing, use low-technology
materi,'ls and manufacturing processes, minimize heat leak
into the experiment tanks, and maximize the tanks' view factors
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to deep space for thermal radiation. The structural system that
meets these requirements is shown in figures 6.47 and 6.33.
From all these requirements, two were major drivers lor the
structural configuration, namely the experiment requirements
pertaining to minimizing heat leak into the experiment tanks
and maximizing experiment tank view factors to deep space.
The minimum heat leak into the experiment tanks requirement
(coupled with the low technology materials) drove the struc-
tural configuration to be an outside structure (i.e., one that
envelopes the experiment tanks) thereby providing long con-
duction paths to the tanks. The other requirement, maximum
view factors to deep space, drove the structural configuration to
an open configuration, thereby allowing the tanks to "see" deep
space. Thus. COLD-SAT's structural system can be referred to
as an open-external structure that is constructed from longerons
(see fig. 6.1 for artist's concept).
The structural system is required to provide the mechanical
interface with the launch vehicle and does this by means of the
spacecraft adapter. The adapter is a 23-in. piece of mission-
unique hardware that mates between the launch vehicle and
spacecraft. COLD-SAT's adapter is a stronger version of an
existing General Dynamics design. Preliminary analysis by
General Dynamics revealed no problems with COLD-SAT's
adapter. Further adapter details can be found in sections 6.5.4. I,
6.3. 1.4, and 6.6.2. I, of this report.
The structural system provides mechanical support to the
other spacecraft systems, For example, a honeycomb plate is
provided for mounting the hydrazine bottles; mounting panels
and electronics bays are provided lor the electronics boxes, An
outside structure supplies hardpoints lor the experiment tank
mounting struts, and so forth. The structural system is required
to sustain launch loads and other dynamic environments during
powered flight. COLD-SAT's structural system was sized to
withstand the quasi-static load factors (static and dynamic)
recommended for preliminary design. These load factors are
expected to envelope maximum expected flight loads. How-
ever, in the event they do not, a conservative factor of safety was
used to provide additional design margin. Additional details on
the sizing analysis, load factors, and factors of safety can be
found in sections 6.5.5.3, 6.3. 1.6. I, and 6.2.5.4, respectively, of
this report.
Figures 6.33 and 6.47 identify the structural system con-
figuration and Iongeron size tbr each spacecraft module. The
Iongeron size is derived from the launch loads and the sizing
analysis (see section 6.5, Supporting Analyses, of this report).
The structural system is sized based on yield strength, ultimate
strength, and buckling of the longeron. Figure 6.33 illustrates
size of the structural members that preclude these failures with
safety factors (see table 6.2). The size of the longerons for the
small and large receiver tank module is a l-in. outside diameter
with a 0.0312-in. wall thickness. The longeron size used for the
electronics bay 2 module has a 1.5-in. outside diameter and a
0.0312-in. wall thickness. The supply tank module uses the
same outside diameter as the electronics bay 2 module, but
requires a greater wall thickness (0.1875 in.). The final module,
electronics bay I, uses 2-in. outside diameter Iongerons with a
0.3125-in. wall. The Iongerons that comprise the structural
system are constructed from off-the-shelf sizes and shapes. The
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Figure 6.47.--_OLD-SAT structural system.
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intent was to develop a low-technology and low-cost structural
system that fulfills the launch vehicle, program, and experi-
ment requirements.
Included as part of the structural system is the honeycomb
plate that supports the propulsion system's propellant supply in
electronics bay I (figs. 6.47 and 6.34). This plate is octagonal
in configuration, constructed from honeycomb, and located
perpendicular to the spacecraft's longitudinal axis. The plate
radius is 31 in. to a flat and has four symmetrical 22-in. recessed
holes for mounting the propellant bottles. The plate is attached
to structural Iongerons at each corner and is supported along its
perimeter by an aluminum angled member.
The octagonal plate was sized solely on the basis of stiffness
in thc out-of-plane direction because this was deemed the most
significant sizing restraint. This direction is sensitive to vibra-
tion because it is a rather large plate that is mass-loaded by
several relatively heavy hydrazine propellant bottles.
The plate characteristics comply with the launch vehicle's
minimum frequency requirements of 15 Hz. With a 3-in. thick
corc and 0.05-in. thick aluminum facesheets it exceeds the
minimum vibration requirements. A completed description of
the plate and method of analysis is found in section 6.5.5.4,
Sizing of Hydrazine Tank Support Plate.
Structurally, the electronics bays are composed of an alumi-
num frame structure with detachable honeycomb windows (to
accommodate box access and maintenance). The frame is
constructed from aluminum 6061 and consist of welded sup-
port angles to accommodate the 30- by 21-in. detachable
(bolted) honeycomb panels. The panels are constructed of
aluminum 5052 honeycomb cores with aluminum 2024-T81
faccshects. Thc specific honeycomb and frame characteristics
arc summarize in table 6.28. The panel characteristics are based
on the Advanced Communication Technology Satellite (ACTS).
The electronics bay frame structure has not been sized, but
the weight estimate should be reasonable. The electronics bay
flame is not considered part of the spacecraft's primary load
path. The bays are attached to the primary structure.
TABLE 6.2g.--ELECTRONICS BAY
STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS
Honeycomb
Cell size
Cell shape
Cell thickness
Density
Plate thickness
Facesheets
Material
Size
Weight
Supporl angles
Material
Size
Weighl/fl
0.125 in.
Hexagonal
0.007 in,
3.2 Ib/ft _
0.75 in.
Alulllinum
0.01 in.
0.098 Ib/in. z
Aluminum
2- by 2- by 0.25-in.
1. I I Ib/ft
6.6.2.3 Mass Properties of Final Configuration
The: mass properlies of COLD-SAT's final configuration
on an Mlas I are discussed below. Mass properties include
spacec 'aft weight, CG location, and mass moment of inertia.
6.62.3.1 Weight.--COLD-SAT's launch weight is
6693 Ib which includes a 20-percent margin on dry spacecraft
weight (see table 6.29). The 20-percent margin is not applied to
the consumables because the test fluid quantity is fixed by the
experiment requirements, the spacecraft design, and the avail-
able volume within the payload fairing. The 20-percent margin
was derived from historical data (i.e., the average growth of
past flight programs) from conceptual design to final hardware.
Notice _hat a 65-1b ballast weight is included in COLD-SAT's
weight estimate. The ballast weight minimizes the spacecraft's
disturbance torques. COLD-SAT's weight is described on a
component level in table 6.30.
6.6.2.3.2 Center of gravity (CG).--COLD-SAT" s CG is
identified in table 6.31 (COLD-SAT's coordinate system is
shown in figure 6.4). The reference plane for the spacecraft's
axial CG is the top of the Centaur's equipment module.
COLD-SAT's weight and CG are required to be within the
launch vehicle's allowable range. This range is dictated by the
Centaur equipment module. Figure 6,48 shows that COLD-
SAT falls within the allowable range and meets the launch
vehicle (equipment module) requirement. In fact, figure 6.48
shows ttmt COLD-SAT has an additional 20-percent margin by
weight Cassuming the same spacecraft CG) or 26-percent mar-
gin by CG (assuming the same spacecraft weight).
TABLE 6.29._OLD-SAT MASS PROPERTIES
System Weight,
Ib
Experiment (dry)
Structure
"fhermal
Power
Attitude control
Propulsion (dry)
TT&C
Ballast
Total. dry spacecraft
20 percent margin (dry)
Hydrazine (maximum)
Propulsion pressurant
(gaseous helium)
Liquid hydrogen
Gaseous hydrogen
Gaseous helium
Total. wet spacecraft
Adapter and clamp
Total spacecraft weight
Centaur batteries
lnadvenant separation
destruct system
Total lift weight
Vehicle allowable ( 18 °)
Launch mar[zin
2206
680
62
690
79
158
427
65
4367
873
_)
3.5
565
7.4
17.4
6434
159
6593
75
25
6693
7430
737
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TABLE 6.31._OLD-SAT CENTER
OF GRAVITY
Axis CG loca ion,
in.
x 104
_,).():
0.18
TABLE 6.32.--COLD-SAT'S MASS MOMENTS i)F INERTIA PROPERTIES
lin.-Ib-sec-" _
Configuration lxx 1_ Iz/ Ixv Ix, Iy]
Stowed 16908 85680 86400 371 - 191 93
Beginning of life 35766 85814 102896 426 28 93
End of life 36840 75807 93707 452 46 97
Forward axial CG 30361 71962 86755 9 31 10
Meters
12xl 03 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
i-
o
(3.
or)
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0
Allowable
range
Equipment module spacecraft
weight versus center of gravity
50 100 150 200 250 300
Spacecraft center of gravity location, in.
(inches forward of equipment module forward ring)
Figure 6.48.--COLD-SAT center o _ gravity restraint.
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6.6.2.3.3 Moments and products of inertia.--COLD-
SAT's final mass moment of inertia properties are shown in
table 6.32. The table identifies the inertial properties for three
different mission phases and one unrealistic condition (forward
axial CG). The three mission phases include stowed, beginning
of life (BOL), and end of life (EOL). The worst-case shift in the
axial CG occurs when all the tanks (supply, pressurant, hydra-
zinc) on COLD-SAT are empty except for the two receiver
tanks, which are completely full. This (unrealistic) case was run
to get the worst possible longitudinal CG shift tor the attitude
control system so they could size their system for control
torque.
COLD-SAT's mass properties vary because of movement
of the spacecraft deployables (antenna and solar arrays), pro-
pellant consumption (hydrazine), and because of the movement
and venting of test fluid and pressurant (gaseous helium and
gaseous hydrogen). In the stowed configuration, the arrays are
body-wrapped around the spacecraft and the high-gain antenna
is stowed. The supply tank, hydrazine bottles, and pressurant
bottles are full. In addition, the two receiver tanks are empty
except for a gaseous helium pad pressure to keep contaminants
out. At the BOL, the arrays and the high-gain antenna are
deployed and the fluid levels are similar to the stowed configu-
ration. At the EOL, COLD-SAT's arrays and antenna are still
deployed, but the fluid levels arc depleted in the tanks.
6.7 Operation
During normal spacecraft operation, very little occurs from
a spacecraft configuration and structural system viewpoint
other than changes in the CG location caused by depletion of
consumables. However, at the beginning of on-orbit activities,
separation from the Centaur and deployment of appendages
occur. These items are discussed below.
6.7.1 SEPARATION
The spacecraft separation sequence is under the control of
the launch vehicle. It is initiated by redundant commands from
the upper stage guidance system. Power for this event is
supplied from the main vehicle battery. Positive spacecraft
separation is detected through breakwires installed in the space-
craft rise-off disconnects and wired to the Centaur
instrumentation system. The separation event is then telemetered
to the ground by the launch vehicle.
The COLD-SAT separation system consists of a vee-band
clamp set and the separation springs required to give the
necessary separation energy alter the clamp band is released.
The clamp band set consists of a clamp band for attaching the
satellite to the adapter structure plus devices to catch, extract,
and retain the clamp band on the adapter structure after separa-
tion. The separation spring assemblies are mounted inside the
spacecraft adapter. The springs are integrated with the space-
craft adapter and bear on supports fixed to the spacecraft rear
frame. The springs will be sized appropriately for the COLD-
SAT mission to provide the proper separation velocity between
launch vehicle and spacecraft.
6.7.2 SOLAR ARRAY DEPLOYMENT
The deployment sequence of COLD-SAT's solar arrays
from the body-wrapped stowed configuration to the final ex-
tended deployed configuration is largely based on an existing
flight-qualified design used for the FLTSATCOM and TDRS
spacecraft. Deployment occurs in three steps. First, three panels
of each array are unwrapped from the spacecraft bc_ly into a
single plane. This process is permitted by firing four ordnance
devices. Second, the array booms are extended into their final
position. Again, this is initiated by firing tour additional ord-
nance devices. Finally, the arrays are rotated to their final canted
position by spring motors. The final array deployment is veri-
fied by monitoring array output data and limit switches. The
deployment sequence for the FLTSATCOM and TDRSS solar
arrays is illustrated in figure 6.49.
6.7.3 VARIATION IN MASS PROPERTIES
Spacecraft mass properties change throughout the mission
life lot a variety of reasons including venting of boil-off from
cryogenic fluids, transfer of test fluid, hydrazine propellant
usage, and deployment of solar arrays and antenna. The range
that the mass properties vary was calculated and supplied to the
attitude control team so they could design that system properly.
Mass properties from several exaggerated conditions were
examined including the worst-case axial CG shift, the worst-
case lateral CG location, and the mass moment of inertia
properties.
The axial CG shift is summarized in table 6.33. The lowest
axial CG condition occurs at spacecraft separation when the
hydrazine propellant tanks and supply tank are full and the
receiver tanks are empty. The other extreme occurs when the
supply tank and hydrazine propellant tanks are empty and the
two receiver tanks full. It was not evident if this case produced
the worst-case axial CG shift or if it was produced by just the
small receiver tank being full (and the large receiver tank being
empty). However, after analyzing both alternatives, both re-
ceiver tanks full produces the worst-case shift. The worst-case
CG shift was 12.4 in.
TABLE 6.33--COLD-SAT CENTER OF GRAVITY (CG) SHIFq"
Configuration Xcc;. Ycc;, Zc_;.
in. in, in.
Slowed, with 20 percent, loaded 103.9 _).1)5 0.18
B()L, with 2(I percent margin 103.7 -.05 .16
EOL, v¢ith 2(I percent margin 109.5 -.07 -.21
Most lorward axial CG 115.3 -.07 -.21
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Figure 6.49.--FLTSATCOM and TDRS solar array deployment sequence.
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The worst-case lateral CG is used to size the control torque
required to counterbalance the torque prCxluced by axial thruster
misalignment. It is also used to determine the worst-case
products of inertia terms which contribute to the gravity gradi-
ent torques (based on the greatest difference between the largest
and smallest cross-product terms). The worst-case CG oft_et is
0.21 in. (table 6.33) and it complies with the launch vehicle
alignment requirement as well as the attitude control system
requirements.
6.8 Components
One of COLD-SAT's design goals is the use of existing
designs and proven components. The spacecraft configuration
and structural system uses flight-qualified solar array mecha-
nisms as well as off-the-shelf hardware for the structural
system.
6.8.1 SOLAR ARRAY MECHANISM
COLD-SAT baselined the solar array design, deployment
sequence, and deployment mechanisms used on the TDRS and
FLTSATCOM satellites. However, there are some minor dif-
ferences. The COLD-SAT arrays are slightly larger than TDRS.
Plus, COLD-SAT's solar arrays are fixed whereas the others
articulate and require a solar array drive. The last difference is
that COLD-SAT requires a torsional spring tor canting where
the others do not.
6.8.2 MATERIALS/STRUCTURAL SHAPES/
STRUCTURES
COLD-SAT's structural system is composed of off-the-
shelf hardware. The configuration lends itself to hand
calculations. The material used for the structural system is well
known and has an extensive flight history. The longeron cross
section is common in the aerospace industry and the sizes are
off-the-shelf.
6.9 Reliability
The reliability goal for the entire COLD-SAT spacecraft is
0.92 or better. This overall objective was subdivided into
allocations tor each system that resulted in a reliability alloca-
tion tor the structural system of 0.999. The reliability for the
structural system was set equal to the reliability allocation. This
equilibration was done in part because the tailure of properly
designed structure is deemed noncredible because of the con-
servative safety factors, well-known material properties,
extensive testing, etc. The reader should note that reliability of
solar array deployment and antenna deployment is included as
part of the power and q-'Y&C systems, respectively.
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Chapter 7
Attitude Control System
Dave Repas
Gary Bollenbacher
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
and
Neil Adams
Analex Colporation
Cleveland, Ohio
The attitude control system (ACS) provides t.or attitude
determination, orientation, and stabilization of the COLD-SAT
spacecraft during on-orbit operations.
7.1 Introduction
The COLD-SAT spacecraft will be placed into a circular
low Earth orbit (LEO) at an initial altitude of 550 n mi and an
inclination of 18° . During normal orbital operation, the space-
craft will maintain a pseudo-inertial attitude with the x- and
y-axes in the orbit plane and the z-axis aligned with the orbit
normal as shown in figure 7.1. The positive z-axis is on the side
of the orbit opposite the Sun. The negative x-axis is pointed at
the projection of the Sun vector in the orbit plane. The rationale
for selecting this attitude is given in chapter 4, section 4.3 of
this report.
The selected attitude causes the spacecraft to rotate very
slowly with respect to inertial space. This motion consists of a
counterclockwise rotation (as viewed from north) about the
spacecraft z-axis at the rate of 1 rev/yr to track the Sun as
illustrated in figure 7.2. Additional motion results as the space-
craft altitude is adjusted to keep the spacecraft x-y plane aligned
with the rotating orbit plane.
The angle between the Sun vector and the orbit plane is
called the [3angle. The [3 angle varies continuously over the
range of approximately +41 ° for an 18° inclined orbit. The
variation in 13angle is due in part to the Earth's orbit about the
Sun and in part due to the rotation of the orbit plane caused by
the Earth's oblateness. When the ]3angle crosses through zero,
that is, when the Sun crosses the orbit plane, the spacecraft must
be rotated 180 ° about the x-axis to keep the positive z-axis
opposite the Sun.
In addition to maintaining the desired attitude, several fac-
tors unique to COLD-SAT need to be considered in the design
of the ACS. These are
( 1) The large quantity of liquid hydrogen onboard with the
potential for slosh
(2) Long-term application of axial thrust in the spacecraft
x-direction to satisfy experiment requirements
(3) Spraying liquid hydrogen into the receiver tanks with
tangential spray nozzles
(4) Venting gaseous hydrogen
(5) Fluid disturbances that are to be maintained below some
specified level so as not to degrade scientific data.
Items ( I ) to (4) all cause disturbance torques on the space-
craft that the ACS must counteract to maintain the desired
attitude. Item (5) places constraints on the ACS and influences
the selection of ACS actuators.
Three levels of axial thrust are required for approximately 42
separate thrusting periods. The three thrust levels are 0.04,
0.16, and 0.52 lb. The cumulative time ['or axial thrust is 56 hr
out of a total mission time of 6 months. The longest continuous
application of axial thrust is 9 to 10 hr which occurs three times
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Figure 7.1 .--COLD-SAT attitude. (COLD-SAT attitude is pseudo-inertial with x-axis
in orbit plane, parallel to projection of Sun vector =n orbit plane, and pointing
away from Sun; y-axis in orbit plane; z-axis normal to orbit plane on opposite
side from Sun.)
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Figure 7.2._Sun tracking with COLD-SAT attitude. (COLD-SAT spacecraft rotates counter clockwise about
z-axis at I rev/yr to track Sun. COLD-SAT orbit plane rotates clockwise about polar axis at approximately
5.7 rev/yr due to nodal regression.)
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in the course of the mission, once fi_reach level of axial thrust.
It is primarily during application of axial thrust that the fluid
disturbances are to be minimized.
The ACS requirements, alternative designs considered, the
selection process, and description and performance of the
selected system are the subject of the remainder of this chapter.
7.2 Requirements
The pointing capabilities of the ACS are driven by the high-
gain antenna pointing requirement. This antenna is required to
be pointed toward the tracking and data relay satellite system
(TDRSS) to an accuracy of+3 °. For the purpose of the concep-
tual design, it was assumed that the contribution of the ACS
sensor errors to pointing accuracy was +1 ° and that the high-
gain antenna could be pointed to within +1 ° of the desired
position. Accordingly, thc ACS was designed to maintain the
attitude to + I° exclusive of sensor errors.
The ACS must have the capability to acquire the desired
attitude from any arbitrary orientation. If the spacecraft is
tumbling, the ACS is required to reduce the attitude rate to
acceptable levels and then reorient the spacecraft to the desired
attitude.
For some experiments the microgravity environment of the
spacecraft needs to be controlled so as not to disturb the liquid
hydrogen in the supply or receiver tanks. The ACS is onc
contributor to these deviations. Other contributors to
microgravity disturbances are gravity-gradients, aerodynamic
drag, axial experiment thruster misalignments, and distur-
bances caused by pumps, valve actuation, antenna slewing, and
venting. The ACS must be designed such that the total distur-
bances do not exceed the maximum total allowance. The
microgravity environment is of particular concern during ap-
plication of axial thrust.
The ACS is also required to perform the 180° roll maneuver
and to have a reliability of at least 0.997 for the 6-month mission
life.
The ACS must meet all of the above requirements over a
range of mass properties, center of gravity locations, and orbit
altitudes as discussed below.
7.2.1 ORBIT ALTITUDE
The initial orbit altitude is planned to be 550 n mi, Analysis
shows that, because of axial thrusting, the orbit altitude will
reach a minimum of approximately 490 n mi. The eccentricity
of the orbit ranges from 0 to 0.04.
7.2.2 MASS PROPERTIES
The ACS must function properly over the range of mass
properties shown in table 7.1. The minimum inertias shown in
the table are approximately 90 percent of the total estimated
minimum inertias of the COLD-SAT spacecraft at the time the
TABLE 7. I.--COLD-SAT MASS PROPERTIES
Inertial properties, in.,Ib.sec z
',, I I I,, I'vl,,,
Maxinluln
39343 i 94395 I 113186 I 469 I 31 ] 102
Minimum
I (,4766 I 78080 I c) I 0 I
Nominal
33 265174 366 19O366 I 226 I 23 [ 49
ACS analysis was started; the maximum values shown are
10 percent higher than the highest estimate.
7.2.3 CENTER OF GRAVITY LOCATION
The ACS must be capable of normal operation over a range
of center of gravity locations as lollows:
Xc_; (from rear of spacecraft). 79 to 92 in,
YCG (from spacecraft centerline), _+0.5 in.
ZC6 (from spacecraft centerline), +0.5 in.
7.3 Disturbance Torques
For analysis purposes the disturbance torques have been
divided into two categories, external and self-induced.
The external torques considered in the design of the ACS are
(I) Gravity-gradient torque
(2) Aerodynamic torque
(3) Magnetic torque
(4) Solar pressure torque
The self-induced disturbance torques that affect the ACS are
( I ) Axial experiment thruster misalignment torque
(2) Control thruster misalignment torque
(3) Slosh torque
(4) Tangential spray torque
(5) Antenna slewing torque
(6) Pump turn-on and turn-off transient torques
(7) Venting torque
All of the external and the first four sell-induced disturbance
torques have been analyzed. For the external disturbance torques,
worst-case values for both nominal and random attitudes were
determined. The worst-case disturbance torques are given in
table 7.2. The assumptions for deriving the worst-case torques
are given in tables 7.3 and 7.4 for external and self-induced
torques, respectively. The self-induceddisturbancetorques were
evaluated over the range of center of gravity locations; the
worst-case self-induced torques are with the center of gravity in
the most forward location.
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TABLE 7.2.--WORST-CASE DISTURBANCE TORQUES
Disturbance torque ] x-axis (in.-Ib) [ _,-axis (in.-Ib) I z-axis (in.-Ib) i
INominal attitude without axial thrust
Gravity-gmdienl
Magnetic
Aerodynamic
Solar pressure
Axial thruster nfisalignment
Control thruster misalignmenl
Slosh
Tangential spray
Worst-case (arithmetic sum)
0.001)7 I
,00650
0
0
0
• 101)52
0
0.42673
, _.00403
.00750
.00023
|+
•19686
.110390
0.24452
(I.08520
.00590
•00210
0
0
.0967W,
.01870
0.24024
Nonimal attitude with axial thrust
(_imballed thruster operatin_ normall Y)
Gravity-gradiem
Magnetic
Aerodynamic
Solar pressure
Axial thruster misalignmen)
Control thruster misalignment
Slosh
Tangential spray
Worst-case <arithmetic sum)
0.00071 (L00403
.00650 .00750
0 (_
0 .00023
0 .53800
0 .10052
0 .06600
0.32621 /)74828
0.08521)
.011590
.00210
0
.53800
0
•05550
0,7187(1
Nonimal atlitudc with axial thrust
(failed _imhalled thruster)
Gravity-gradient
Magnetic
Aerodynanlic
Solar pressure
Axial thruster misalignment
Control thruster misalignment
Slosh
Tangential spray
Worst-case (arithmetic sum)
0.0007 I
.00650
0
0
0
• 10052
0
0 00403
007511
11
OO023
538O0
19686
.0811)0
_03200
0.08520
.00590
.002 I1)
0
.53800
.09634
.06800
//.42673 0 85962 11.82754
Random Attilude
Gravity-gradient
Aerodynamic
Magnetic
Solar pressure
Axial thruster m_salignmenl
Control thruster misalignmenl
Slosh
Tangential spray
Worst-case iarithmetic sum)
0.02910
()
.1)1111
0
0
• 10052
0
0
0.14073
I) 11930
30330
31111
30100
0
• 19686
.00390
0
0. _3547
/).08520
.00330
.01111
.00100
0
.096_t4
.01870
0
11.21565
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TABLE 7.3.IASSUMPTIONS FOR WORST-CASE EXTERNAL
DISTURBANCE TORQUES
Gravity-gradient
Altitude .................................................................................................... 490 n mi
Mass properties ................................................................ Maxinmm inertias
Magnetic
Altitude .................................................................................................... 490 n mi
Spacecraft magnetic mon_ent ......................................................... 30 A-m-"
Magnetic moment orientation
Nominal attitude ............................ Aligned with spacecraft y-axis
Random attitude ........................................................................... Arbitrary
Aerodynamic
Altitude .................................................................................................... 490 n mi
Geomagnetic activily index ......................................................................... 23
Daily It).7-cm solar flux .............................................................................. 193
81-Day mean solar flux ................................................................................ 193
Solar pressure
antic ................................................................................................................ 41':
TABLE 7.4.--ASSUMPTIONS FOR WORST-CASE SELF-INDUCED
DISTURBANCE TORQUES
Axial thruster misalignment torque
Center-of-gravity off_et ...................................................... 0.5-in. positive y: 0.5-in. positive z
Axial thrust vector angular misalignment ............................................................................... 1/3 °
Direction of angular misalignment...................Chosen to maximize disturbance torque
Center-of-gravity distance tiom rear of spacecraft ............................................................92 in
RCS thruster misalignment torque
Angular thruster misalignment (two directionsl ....................................................................1 0°
Center-of-gravity distance from rear of spacecraft ............................................................92 in+
Slosh torque
Tanks filled with liquid hydrogen ...................................................................................................All
Tank fill level lall tanks) ...................................................................................................80 percent
Center-of-_.ravitv distance from rear of spacecraft ............................................................79 in
The worst-case disturbance torques shown in tablc 7.2 are
given for four scenarios as follows:
(1) Nominal attitude without axial thrust
(2) Nominal attitude with axial thrust (gimballed thruster
operating normally)
(3) Nominal attitude with axial thrust (failed gimballed
thruster)
(4) Random attitude
The last scenario assumes that attitude reference has been lost
and that all experiments are shut down. that is, no axial thrust
and no use of the tangential spray system.
7.3.1 EXTERNAL DISTURBANCE TORQUES
Each of these torques (except solar pressure torque) is a
function of spacecraft altitude. Current analysis shows that the
spacecraft altitude will rangc from an initial value of 550 n mi
to a minimum altitude of 490 n mi.
The pseudo-inertial spacecraft attitude gives rise to a cycli-
cal gravity-gradient torque predominantly about the spacecraft
z-axis. This torque is nearly sinusoidal with a frequency equal
to twice the orbital frequency. The gravity-gradient torque is
the dominant external disturbance torque acting on the
spacecraft.
For magnetic torque calculations, the spacecraft was as-
sumed to be designed to Class IIl standards (ref. I). This
standard assumes that thc spacecraft magnetic-moment is
greater than 10xl0 -3 A-m2/kg. The orientation of the space-
craft magnetic moment was assumed to be along the spacecraft
y-axis. This orientation approximates the location of the space-
craft magnetic moment that results in the worst-case magnetic
torque.
The worst-case atmospheric density was assumed for aero-
dynamic torques. Atmospheric density is computed using the
Jacchia 1970 model (ref. 2).
The external disturbance torques were analyzed through the
use of a computer model (see section 7.10 of this report) which
simulates each of the torques. Reference 3 contains a detailed
discussion of how each of the torques is modeled. Some
representative curves of external disturbance torques are shown
in figures 7.3 to 7.6. Each of the figures represents approxi-
mately one orbit.
7.3.2 SELF-INDUCED DISTURBANCE TORQUES
Each of the self-induced disturbance torques is discusscd
briefly in this section. The self-induced disturbance torques arc
independent of attitude.
It is assumed that the axial thrust vector is offset from the
spacecraft center of gravity and in addition that a small angular
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misalignment with respect to the spacecraft x-axis exists. The
offset from the spacecraft center of gravity causes an undesir-
able, self-induced disturbance torque on the spacecraft when-
ever the experiment thrusters are in use. The angular
misalignment causes undesirable microgravity accelerations in
the spacecraft y and z directions.
The control thruster misalignment torque is produced by the
angular misalignment of the attitude control system thrusters.
Each thruster is assumed to be misaligned in both planes such
that, for example, if the roll thruster is actuated to produce a
control torque about the x-axis, small, undesirable torques
about both the y- and z-axes are also produced.
The slosh torque is the result of liquid hydrogen sloshing in
the supply tank and in both receiver tanks. For analysis pur-
poses it was assumed that the sloshing liquids would only
produce torques about the y- and z-axes and that the y and z
torques would be independent. In addition only the fundamen-
tal slosh frequency was considered. The slosh model assumes
cylindrical tanks and the slosh is modeled as a spring/mass/
dashpot analogy. Computation of the slosh mass, slosh spring
constan_t, and the damping ratio are based on reference 4. The
slosh model is described further in section 7.10 of this report.
To compute the worst-case slosh torque shown in table 7.2,
slosh _,as modeled in all three tanks simultaneously. Each tank
was asmmed to be 80-percent filled with liquid hydrogen.
From t _e simulations, the worst-case slosh torque from each
tank w_ s determined and the results were added arithmetically.
In all slosh simulations initial attitude errors and slosh mass
displac,_ments were zero. Slosh torque generally peaks when
there are rapid changes in spacecraft body rates, and decays
thereaf_:er.
Typ cal total slosh torque acting on the spacecraft is shown
in figul c 7.7.
Tan:_ential spray torque results from the injection of liquid
hydrogen into the receiver tanks by means of the tangential
spray s/stem. The reaction force from these nozzles is eventu-
ally op-_osed by an equal and opposite frictional drag of the
fluid a_,ainst the tank walls. The frictional drag is assumed
negligi'_le for purposes of evaluating the tangential spray
torque. Thus, it is assumed that 100 percent of the torque
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produced by the tangential spray nozzles has to be reacted to by
the ACS for the duration of the tangential spray. The tangential
spray torque may be present with and without axial thrust. The
magnitude of the tangential spray torque shown in table 7.2 is
taken from a General Dynamics analysis.
Venting of gaseous hydrogen overboard through a balanced,
nonpropulsive vent system is planned. However, it is antici-
pated that some imbalance will exist for the duration of the
venting which will produce a small, residual disturbance torque
on the vehicle. The magnitude of this torque has not yet been
estimated.
Pump torques, antenna slewing torques, and torques pro-
duced by valve actuation are transient in nature and occur
whenever any of these devices are actuated. The magnitude or
frequency of these torques has not yet been evaluated.
7.4 ACS Alternatives Considered
7.4.1 ATTITUDE DETERMINATION
In selecting an attitude determination system, the feasibility
of the method, cost, and availability of components wcrc
considered.
An inertial reference unit (IRU) was selected as the primary
attitude sensor. Gyro rate drift and IRU attitude data will be
updated by inlbrmation from two-axis digital Sun sensors and
scanning horizon sensors. Star trackers were eliminated l'rom
consideration because of the associated hardware and software
costs. Additionally, the accuracy provided by star trackers was
not needed for COLD-SAT. Magnetomcters were included tk)r
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use in attitude acquisition. No other alternatives lor attitude
determination were considered.
Exact algorithms for updating attitude from the Sun and
horizon sensors were not determined. Discussions have been
held with spacecraft contractors and horizon sensor manufac-
turers regarding possible methods. One sensor manufacturer
stated that a method for an inertially oriented spacecraft had
been developed on a previous program and algorithms were
available although proprietary.
7.4.2 ATTITUDE CONTROL
Several systems tor attitude control were studied. The most
important consideration in choosing systems to study was the
microgravity environment to be provided for the experiments.
Thc various alternatives considered are discussed in the
following subsections.
7.4.2.1 Alternative 1
Alternative 1 is an all-thruster system using coupled thrust-
ers for x-axis control and uncoupled thrusters for y- and z-axes
control. The control thrusters are sized at 0.06 lb and produce
a coupled torque of 5.76 in.-lb about the x-axis and an un-
coupled torque of 2.88 in.-lb about the y- and z-axes.
7.4.2.2 Alternative 2
Alternative 2 is an all-thruster system which uses coupled
thrusters on all three axes. The control thrusters are sized at
0.06 Ib and produce a coupled torque of 5.76 in.-lb about the
x-axis and 4.08 in.-lb about the y- and z-axes.
7.4.2.3 Alternative 3
Alternative 3 is an all-thruster system combined with a
single reaction wheel with its spin-axis aligned with the
spacecraft z-axis. The inertia of the reaction wheel is
0.144 in.-lb-sec 2 and the maximum developed torque is
4.43 in.-lb. Maximum wheel speed is 6685 rpm.
7.4.2.4 Alternative 4
Alternative 4 is an all-thruster system combined with a
two-axis gimballed thruster system. The system consists of a
fixed nozzle thruster mounted on two single-axis antenna
gimbals. The size of the thruster is 0.04 lb. Each gimbal is
capable of rotating +20 °.
7.4.2.5 Alternative 5
Alternative 5 is an all-thruster system combined with a
single reaction wheel and a gimballed thruster.
The thruster system used with alternatives 3 to 5 could use
uncou[ led thrusters as in alternative 1or coupled thrusters as in
alterna ive 2.
7.5 Tradeoff Analysis
Both qualitative and quantitative tradeoff analyses were
perfonaed for the five attitude control alternatives.
7.5.1 QUALITATIVE EVALUATION
Alternative 1 was the least complex option considered and
had the lowest cost. All thrusters and propulsion system com-
ponents would be located on the aft end (negative x-axis) of the
spacec'aft. Fewer thrusters are required and propellant line
heater.'- would be eliminated. In addition to control torques, this
system would produce linear accelerations. During zero-g
operations, most control thruster activity produces torque about
the sp_cecraft z-axis.
Alttrnative 2 would produce pure torques and eliminate
linear accelerations. Thrusters would be required to be located
on the forward end (positive x-axis) of the spacecraft in addition
to the aft end, thus requiring additional propellant line heaters
and as_ociated power consumption. As in alternative I, most
control thruster activity produces torque about the spacecraft
z-axis.
Alternative 3 would provide an improved microgravity
enviroament during quiescent periods of experimentation. The
reacti(n wheel would eliminate the control thruster firings
about he z-axis, which is caused by gravity-gradient torques,
by ab_'orbing these torques and therefore reduce hydrazine
usage. The reaction wheel would not be used during periods of
axial ,;xperiment thrusting since it would quickly saturate
becau_'e of the secular torque about the z-axis that is produced
by axial experiment thruster misalignment.
Alt_;rnative 4 would provide an improved microgravity
envircnment during the induced acceleration experiments. The
gimbailed thruster provides a means of directing the thrust
vector through the spacecraft center of gravity for the y- and
z-axes, thus minimizing control thruster firings due to center of
gravit:-' offset. At the lowest g-level (0.04 lb thrust), the gimballed
thrustt:r is the only thruster used. At the higher g-levels, the
gimballed thruster is used in conjunction with fixed axial
thrustq '.rs.
The: gimballed thruster would use existing hardware but
some :levelopment would be required for the interfaces be-
tween the thruster and the gimbals. A detailed discussion of the
gimb_ lied thruster is given in chapter 8, Propulsion System, of
this re port.
Alternative 5 would provide an excellent microgravity envi-
ronmt nt during both induced acceleration experiments and
quiescent periods. It is the most complex and costly of all the
syster is considered.
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7.5.2 QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION
The purpose of the quantitative evaluation of the five alter-
natives was to determine the ability of each of the systems to
maintain the desired attitude and to assess the impact on the
microgravity environment. An accurate six-degrees-of-free-
dom model of the COLD-SAT spacecraft was created using
EASY5 on the CRAY X-MP computer. All disturbance torques
including slosh were included in the simulation. The model was
run to determine ACS performance and the microgravity envi-
ronment for the various options. Details of the model are given
in section 7.10 of this report.
The ACS performance was evaluated by plotting attitude
errors and attitude rates. Microgravity environment was evalu-
ated by comparing the actual microgravity against the ideal.
The ideal microgravity environment would be a constant accel-
eration in the spacecraft positive x direction and zero accelera-
tion in the y and z directions. Two measures were defined to
evaluate the microgravity deviations from the ideal:
( I ) Maximum instantaneous deviation (MID)
MID(i) = M._,-t_,C//- a.(i)[
where
Max Maximum value function
MID(i) Maximum instantaneous deviation ahmg the i-th
spacecraft axis
at(i) Instantaneous value of linear acceleration along the
i-th spacecraft axis at time t
a,,(i) Desired level of acceleration along the i-th spacecraft
axis taken to be the nominal axial thrust along the i-th
axis divided by the spacecraft weight at the start of the
experiment
(2) Root mean square deviation (RMSD)
'_ 112}
where the integration is over the orbit period T and at(i) and
a+,(i) are as defined previously and RMSD(i) is the root mean
square deviation along the i-th axis.
MID and RMSD were computed under conditions of applied
axial thrust when the microgravity environment is of greatest
concern. Alternatives I+ 2, and 4 were evaluated. Since the
reaction wheel is not used during axial thrusting, alternatives 3
and 5 were not evaluated. The microgravity environment
during thrusting lbr alternative 3 is the same as for alternatives
I and 2; that for alternative 5 is the same as for alternative 4.
Computations were made for the high axial thrust level of
0.52 lb and for the assumed spacecraft weight of 5610 lb. For
this case the value of a, is 92.69 micro-g in the x direction. The
value of a, in the y and z directions is zero. The instantancous
linear acceleration a_ is the combination of the desired axial
acceleration plus a number of disturbance accelerations. The
valuc of a_ is a function of location relative to the spacecraft
center of gravity. The disturbance accelerations included in the
analysis arc the tollowing:
( I ) Gravity-gradient accelerations
(2) Linear, tangential accelerations resulting from space-
craft angular accelerations (caused primarily by control
thruster firings with contributions from all other torques
acting on the spacecraft)
(3) Linear, radial accelerations resulting from spacecraft
angular rotations
(4) Accelerations caused by the experiment axial thruster,
which was assumed to have an angular misalignment of
I/3 ° (this angular misalignmcnt causes acceleration in
the spacecraft y and z directions)
(5) Accelerations caused by the gimballed thruster, which
causes accelerations in the spacecraft y and z directions
with its gimballing action
(6) Aerodynamic drag
(7) Variations in acceleration because of changes in space-
craft weight (caused by consumption of hydrogen and
hydrazinc)
(8) Linear accelerations resulting from uncoupled control
thrusters
Of these disturbance accelerations, the dominant contributor
is the tangential acceleration resulting from spacecraft angular
accelerations. Also significant are gravity-gradient accelera-
tions and linear accelerations resulting from uncoupled control
thrusters. Radial accelerations, aerodynamic drag, and changes
in acceleration caused by spacecraft weight changes, are neg-
ligible. Linear accelerations due to uncoupled control thrusters
are significant for alternative I but not for alternatives 2 and 4.
7.5.3 RESULTS OF EVALUATION
The performance of the ACS alternatives 1 to 5 is shown in
figures 7.8 to 7.12. Each of these figures represents two complete
orbits; the first orbit is without axial thrust and the second orbit
is with 0.52 lb axial thrust. The figures show attitude errors,
attitude rates, and microgravity accelerations at one
representative point. For proper plotting, the microgravity
pulses in these figures are time-stretched by a factor of 40. All
simulations arc with nominal inertial properties.
The coordinates of the point at which the microgravity
accelerations were computed are as follows:
x, 142.0 in. forward of the spacecraft center of gravity
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y,11.5in. fromthespacecraftcenterline
z,11.5in. fromthespacecraftcentcrline.
Thispointis locatedonthelargereceivertankwallatthe
forwardendofthecylindricaltanksection.
Asthesefigureshow,allACSalternativesconsideredare
ableto maintainthedesiredattitudewithintherequired
accuracy.
Foralternatives4and5,thegimbalanglesforthegimballed
thrusterwerehulledatthestartofthesimulation.Uponinitia-
tionof axialthrusting,a transientperiodof approximately
15minisobserveduntilthegimbalanglestabilize.Duringthis
period,thecontrolthrustersassistinmaintainingtheproper
attitude.Althoughnotshownin thefigures,themaximum
gimbalanglerequiredtomaintainattitudewas10° on both
axes.
The initial reaction-wheel speed for alternatives 3 and 5 was
zero. During the simulations, the speed increased to a maxi-
mum of 400 radians/sec. At the start of the second orbit, when
axial thrust was applied, the reaction wheel was allowed to
coast. Because of friction, the wheel speed gradually decreased
to near zero by the end of the second orbit.
The microgravity environment at the selected point de-
scribed previously was analyzed in more detail lor alternatives
I, 2, and 4 during application of 0.52 Ib of axial thrust. The
results of this analysis are shown in figures 7.13 to 7.15. Each
figure represents one complete orbit which starts after the
gimbal angle transient discussed previously has subsided. The
time duration of the pulses in these figures is magnified by a
factor of 20 to ensure consistent plotting by the graphics program.
This stretching leads to a visualization of the microgravity
disturbances that is highly exaggerated.
The MID's and the RMSD's were computed for the three
cases shown in figures 7.13 to 7.15. The results of this analysis
are presented in table 7.5.
7.5.4 SELECTED SYSTEM
Alternative 4 was selected, with input from the experiment-
ers, after the quantitative results and qualitative evaluation
were reviewed. Alternative 4 is a gimballed thruster combined
with an all-thruster system using coupled thrusters for x-axis
control and uncoupled thrusters for y- and z-axis control.
While all the alternatives were fully capable of maintaining
the spacecraft attitude within the required accuracy, alternative
4 was the least complex, lowest cost system that would satisfy
the experiment requirements for minimal fluid perturbations
during the application of axial thrust. Since the control of
microgravity disturbances is not considered critical under zcro-g
conditions, alternatives 3 and 5 were eliminated from consid-
eration to avoid the cost, weight, power consumption, and
complexity of the reaction wheel. On the other hand, the
improvement of the microgravity environment during axial
thrusting of alternative 4 over alternatives 1 and 2 because of
the addition of the gimballed thruster was judged to be worth
the risk entailed in developing such a system. The risk of
developing a gimballed thruster system is mitigated through the
use of off-the-shelf hardware.
7.6 Description of Selected System
7.6.1 ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM (ACS)
OVERVIEW
A functional block diagram of the ACS showing the various
components and interfaces with other spacecraft systems is
shown in figure 7.16. The ACS hardware consists of a comple-
ment of sensors and an interface electronics box. All data and
command transfers between ACS sensors and actuators and the
computers are provided by the TT&C system.
The primary attitude sensor is the inertial reference unit
(IRUt. Attitude data and gyro rate drift for the IRU will bc
updated by information from the digital Sun sensors and
horizon sensors. Magnetometers are used to provide three-axis
attitude information ior on-orbit orientation during acquisition
or tumble recovery.
During quiescent periods, hydrazine control thrusters will
be used for attitude control. These thrusters provide coupled
torque on the x-axis and uncoupled torques on the y- and z-axes.
During the induced acceleration experiments, the primary
attitude control system will be a two-axis gimballed thruster.
The gimballed thruster provides a means of directing the thrust
vector through the spacecraft center of gravity for the y- and
z-axes, thus minimizing control thruster firings for these axes.
For x-axis control, the coupled thrusters will still be used. All
thrusters are part of the propulsion system.
Algorithms tbr determining attitude and issuing commands
from tbe ACS are implemented in the computers which are part
of the TT&C system. The on-orbit flight software is responsible
tbr spacecraft control and attitude determination.
7.6.2 HARDWARE DESCRIPTION
A description of the sensors, actuators, and ACS interlace
electronics is given in the tbllowing paragraphs. Key param-
eters of the ACS sensors and actuators are given in table 7.6.
The approximate location of the various ACS components on
the spacecraft is shown in figure 7.17.
7.6.2.1 Inertial Reference Unit (IRU)
The primary attitude sensor is the NASA standard dry rotor
inertial reference unit (DRIRU II or IRU). The IRU is a
strap-down rate-integrating system which supplies the rate and
attitude information required for attitude control. The 1RU has
three independent gyro channels. Each channel supplies two
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TABLE 7.5.--MICROGRAVITY DEVIATIONS"
Maximum instantaneous deviation T la-g,
Alternative Component
x v
23.46 10.70
2.93 20.45
0.9(I 6.15
RMS deviation, la
6.66 4.(_4
0.74 4.89
0.52 0.64
15.87
18,47
6.03
4.83
5.95
0.62
_'AI the point specified in section 7.5.3 with 0.52 Ib
axial thrust desired acceleration values are
92.69 la-g in the positive x direction and 0 in the
y and z directions.
TABLE 7.6._OMPONENT PARAMETERS
Component
Inertial reference unit (IRU)
(DRIRU IP)
Digital Sun sensor
Horizon sensor
Magnetometer
Control thrusters
Key parameters
Maxinlum rate
High rate mode, 2 deg/sec
Low rate mode, 400-arc-see/see
Quanlization
High rate mode. 0.8 arc-see/pulse
Low rate mode, 0.05 arc-see/pulse
Acceleration insensitive drift rate stability (6 hr)
High rate mode, NA
Low rate mode. 0.003 de_/hr
Field of view. 64 ° by 64 °
Accuracy,, +0.017 °
Scan cone angle (hall), 45 °
Rotation scan rate. 4 scan/see
Accuracy' +0.07 °
Range, _+6(X) mG
Accuracy, 0.2 percent of full scale
Orthogonality, +0.2 ° axis-to-axis and
axes-to-re ferencc surface
Size, 0.06 Ih
Torque
x-axis, 5.76 in.-lb
y- and z-axes, 288 in.-lb
Gin)balled thruster Size, 0.04 Ib
Gimbal angle. +20°/axis maximum
Torque
Most forward center of gravity, 0.95 in.-Ib
Most aft center of gravity, 0.82 in.-lb
_'NASA standard dry rotor inertial reference unit.
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Figure 7.17.--Approximate location of attitude control system (ACS) components.
orthogonal axes of information derived from a dedicated gyro
with two degrees of freedom.
Each gyro channel supplies the ACS interface electronics
with positive and negative angle pulse trains tk)r each axis and
an associated reference clock. These gyro pulses are accumu-
lated to give a count proportional to the incremental rotation
about each gyro axis. The pulse count scale factor has two
ranges selectable by discrete commands. The DRIRU It drift
rate stability is within 0.003 arc-see/see over 6 hr.
7.6.2.2 Digital Sun Sensors
A digital Sun sensor system consists of a two-axis Sun
sensor head and a package of signal processing electronics. The
Sun sensor head uses two reticles for Sun-angle sensing, a Grey
code reticle for coarse angles, and a periodic pattern reticle for
fine-angle determinations. Conversion of the outputs of the Sun
sensor head to series binary bits is performed in the signal
processing electronics. The Sun sensor provides a+32 ° field of
view for each axis.
Redundant Sun sensor systems will be used on the space-
craft. The primary use of the Sun sensors will be to provide
information to update the IRU data.
7.6.2.3 Horizon Sensors
A horizon sensor system consists of an optical head and an
electronics package. The optical head contains a motor-driven
scanner. The field of view of the sensor is deflected 45 ° and
rotated continuously. When the scan path intersects the Earth.
the infrared detector senses the difference between Earth and
space. The electronics package contains the circuits needed to
process the outputs of the infrared detector, a power supply, and
the scanner motor drive circuits.
Redundant horizon sensors will be used on the spacecraft.
The primary use of the horizon sensors will be to provide
information to update the IRU data.
7.6.2.4 Magnetometers
Redundant magnetometers will be provided on the space-
craft. The magnetometers are a three-axis type with the mag-
netic sensor and the signal processing electronics packaged in
one unit.
The magnetometers will be used to provide information
about attitude for contingency acquisition.
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7.6.2.5 Control Thrusters
The control thrusters are sized at 0.06 lb and produce a
coupled torque of 5.76 in.-Ib about the x-axis and an uncoupled
torque of 2.88 in.-Ib about the y- and z-axes. There are redun-
dant and backup sets of control thrusters.
7.6.2.6 Gimballed Thruster System
This system consists of a fixed nozzle thruster mounted on
two single-axis antenna gimbals. The first gimbal is mounted
to the spacecraft with its rotation axis parallel to the spacecraft
y-axis. The second gimbal is mounted on the first gimbal and
its rotation axis is parallel to the spacecraft z-axis. To provide
sufficient torque margin, a maximum gimbal angle of +20 °
about both the y- and z-axes has been selected. The size of the
thruster is 0.04 lb.
7.6.2.7 ACS Interface Electronics
The ACS electronics are shown in figure 7.18. An electron-
ice box will provide an interface between the ACS sensors and
the CTJ (part of the TT&C system). This electronic box will
also pr_ vide an interface with the high-gain antenna and thruster-
gimbal electronics.
The ACS interface electronics provides the following cir-
cuits ar,d functions:
(I) I)C/DC converter that converts unregulated spacecraft
power to the secondary voltages required by the sensors,
gimbals;, and interlace electronics.
(2) Power switching electronics that provides power distri-
bution and cross-strapping
(3) Sensorprocessing/interfaceelectronics, whichaccumu-
lates g_ro pulses: buffers serial digital data from the Sun and
horizot_ sensors; digitizes analog outputs from the magnetom-
eters; and digitizes analog data from the sensors and antenna
and thruster-gimbals.
(4) Bus interface electronics, which include telemetry
address/reply bus interlace; command bus interface telemetry
processor; and command processor
The ACS interlace el_tronics will be internally rtxtundant. The
bus interface electronics will be identical to those in the RCTU's.
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Figure 7.18.--Attitude control sys'em electronics.
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7.6.3 FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
7.6.3.1 Attitude Determination for Normal On-Orbit
Operational Mode
For the normal on-orbit mode, the primary attitude control
sensor is the IRU. IRU data will be updated by information from
the digital Sun sensors and horizon sensors.
Figure 7.19 shows the orientation and field of view of the
Sun and horizon sensors.
The horizon sensors are mounted so that their spin axes are
normal to the orbit plane, parallel to the spacecraft positive and
negative z-axes. In the diagram, details of the horizon sensor
whose spin axis is parallel to the +z axis are shown. The outputs
of the horizon sensor are a chord and a phase. The chord is a
measure of Earth width and the phase gives the distance from
the sensor body reference to the midpoint of the chord. The scan
cones of the horizon sensors can intercept the Earth over the
entire orbit without any interference from the spacecraft struc-
ture, antenna, or solar arrays.
The Sun sensors are mounted so that the optical null is
located parallel to the spacecraft x-z plane. As shown in fig-
ure 7.19, the Sun sensor is tilted with respect to the x-y plane at
an angle of 20.5 ° , one-half the maximum expected Beta ([3)
angle of 41 o. This allows the sensor to be used over the +32 °
field of view to cover the full range of [3 angles on the "hot"
side of the spacecraft.
As shown in figure 7.20, IRU data will be processed to
calculate gyro angular increments for the sampling period,
corrected for gyro rate biases and axis misalignment. These
compensated angular increments will be used to determine
spacecraft attitude.
During Sun presence, data from the Sun and horizon sensors
together with the actual spacecraft position and velocity, and
the position of the Sun will be used to calculate the spacecraft
attitude. This data will be used to update the attitude determined
from the IRU data and the gyro rate biases. The Sun sensor data
will be used to update information lot the spacecraft y- and
z-axes and the horizon sensor will be used to update informa-
tion for the spacecraft x-axis.
The calculated attitude will be compared to the desired
attitude in order to determine attitude errors. Spacecraft body
rates will also be calculated. This data will be used to compute
control law and thruster firing logic computations that will
generate thruster firing commands. When the gimballed thruster
is being used, attitude error and body rate data are used to
determine gimbal commands.
Horizon
x, z plane +32° sensor
Optical
null
+32 °
Z
,Y
X
20.5°
/
View in x, z plane
Sun
sensor
axis
/-- Body
reference
Horizon
sensor
Figure 7.19.mAttitude control system (ACS) optical sensors.
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Figure 7.20.--Attitude determination in normal on-orbit mode.
Actual spacecraft position and velocity and Sun position
will be computed onboard and updated periodically from
the ground. Sun position will be provided by an onboard
cphemeris.
7.6.3.2 Attitude Determination for Contingency
Acquisition Mode
For contingency operations, such as, tumble recovery or
acquisition from a spacecraft orientation where the Sun and
Earth are out of view of the sensors, a technique is needed to
allow the spacecraft to acquire the proper attitude. This will be
accomplished onboard the vehicle for COLD-SAT by includ-
ing a magnetometer.
The sequence of events ff)r the acquisition system operation,
which is described next, is illustrated in figure 7.21. The control
system reduces the spacecraft rates to zero or near zero using
data from the IRU. Once the rates are near zero. two magnetom-
eter readings are taken 4.5 rain apart (approximately 15 ° of
orbit). These readings, in conjunction with knowledge of the
spacecraft position and orbit parameters, an onboard Earth
magnetic field model, and matrix orthogonality requirements,
are used to determine the elements of the direction cosine
matrix that relates the present spacecraft attitude to the desired
attitude.
Given the elements of the direction cosine matrix, the
quaternion relating the present spacecraft attitude to the desired
on-orbit attitude is computed. Once the quaternion has been
determined, a command rate about the eigenaxis would be
mainta ned on the spacecraft until the Sun and horizon sensors
indicat: that they have acquired the Sun and Earth, respec-
tively. Fhe attitude control system is then switched to its normal
on-orbit mode.
7.6.3.3 Attitude Control
Witl_ the attitude errors and attitude rates determined as
discus.'ed in the previous section, the ACS determines the
desirec control thruster states and the appropriate thruster
gimbal angles. The control thrusters and the gimballed thrustcr
are two, separate and independent attitude control systems and
their control is achieved through different means. The follow-
ing sec ions describe the proposed control logic for both systems.
7.6. _.3.1 Control Thruster Logic.--The control thrusters
are em bled at all times throughout the mission. In the absence
of axia Ithrust it is the primary system for attitude control. With
axial thrust applied, the control thrusters provide primary
attitud; control about the spacecraft x-axis and serves as a
backul, system for attitude control about the y- and z-axes.
The thrusters are controlled by means of switch lines. A
typicai set of switch lines (for the spacecraft y-axis) are shown
in figure 7.22. Separate sets of switch lines are used for each
axis. The switch lines consist of two parallel lines plotted on the
attitud. _rate versus attitude error plane. The two lines divide the
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Figure 7.21 .mAttitude determination in contingency acquistion mode.
plane into three regions. The attitude control logic determines
in which region the spacecraft is operating by comparing the
current attitude error and attitude rate against the switch lines.
If the spacecraft is operating in the region above the upper
switch line, then the thruster (or thrusters) that provide a
negative torque about the axis in question is turned on. Positivc
torque is applied if the spacecraft is operating below the lower
switch line. Whichever thruster(s) is turned on remains on as
long as the operating point remains outside the two switch lines.
When the operating point is within the switch lines, and
provided that at least 200 m sec have elapsed since they were
turned on, the thrusters are turned off. Once the thrusters are
turned off, they remain off for as long as the spacecraft
continues to operate between the two switch lines.
Two parameters are used to define the switch lines. They are
the slope and the y intercept. The parameters are unique to each
spacecraft axis and are a function of the moment of inertia and
control torque about that axis. The slope and intercept are
computed such that if, for example, the attitude error is -1 °
and the attitude rate is approximately 22 rev/day (see point A
in fig. 7.22), then a single, continuous firing of the negative
control thruster will reduce the attitude rate to zero at an attitude
error of +1 ° assuming no other torques are acting on the
spacecraft. The nominal inertias shown in table 7. I are used to
compute the switch line parameters. Switch line parameters for
the three spacecraft axes are tabulated in figure 7.22.
7.6.3.3.2 GimbaUed thruster control logic.--The gimbailed
thruster control logic employs a proportional/integral/rate
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Figure 7.22.mReaction control system (RCS) thruster switch lines (for spacecraft y-axis).
feedback loop. In this control scheme the attitude error, the
integral of the attitude error, and the attitude rate are each
multiplied by a suitable gain constant and combined. The
resultant signal, limited to the range of +-20°, represents the
commanded gimbal angle as shown in figure 7.23. The integral
term provides for a zero steady-state attitude error.
The same logic is applied to both the y- and z-axis controls
independently.
7.6.4 ACS PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
The ACS performance is evaluated in two parts. First,
control torque margins are evaluated under worst-case condi-
tions. Second, a dynamic spacecraft simulation is used to
evaluate attitude errors, attitude rates, and microgravity distur-
bances as a function of time as the spacecraft orbits the Earth.
7.6.4.1 Control Torque Margins for Selected System
hrusters are used to control attitude about the spacecraft
k-axis and as backup about the y- and z-axes
(3) qominal attitude with axial thrust (gimballed thruster
assumed failed): for this case the control thrusters are
_ssumed to provide all attitude control
(4) Random attitude: for this case it is assumed that only the
control thrusters are active
The torque margins shown in table 7.7 cover uncertainties in
the dis:urbance torque and control torque calculations, and
those c isturbance torques that are not analyzed. The smallest
torque margins occur when the gimballed thruster is used for
attitudt_ control on the spacecraft y- and z-axes. This margin
results from comparing the worst-case disturbance torque with
the low est value of control torque which occurs when the center
of gra,'ity is in its most all location. Additional margin is
availal" le since the control thrusters are operating in a backup
mode t_ the gimballed thruster at all times.
Comparisons of control torques with disturbance torques are
made for lour cases, outlined below, are compared in table 7.7.
( I ) Nominal attitude without axial thrust: for this case it is
assumed that only the control thrusters are active
(2) Nominal attitude with axial thrust (with gimballed thruster
functioning normally): for this case it is assumed that the
gimballed thruster is used for primary attitude control
about the spacecraft y- and z-axes and the control
7.6.4.2 Spacecraft Dynamic Simulation
The ACS perlormance was evaluated by using a six-degree-
of-freezlom computer simulation (described in more detail in
sectior 7.10 of this chapter) of the COLD-SAT spacecraft. The
simulaJon accurately modeled all disturbance torques, the
attitude, control system, the spacecraft rotational dynamics, and
the traaslational motion of the spacecraft, in orbit about the
Earth. a,ll contributors to the microgravity environment were
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TABLE 7.7.---COMPARISON OF DISTURBANCE TORQUES
WITH CONTROL TORQUES
in.-lb in.-Ib in.-Ib
Nominal attitude without axial thrust"
Control torques 5.760 2.880 2.880
Worst-case disturbance torques .427 .245 .248
Torque mar_in 5.333 2.635 2.632
Nominal altitude with axial thrust h
(_imballed thruster operatin_ normally)
Control torques 5.760 1.015 _ ID80 _
Worst-case disturbance torques .326 .748 .719
Torque mar_in 5.434 .267 .361
Nominal attitude wilh axial thrust"
flailed _imballed thruster)
Control torques 5.760 2.880 2.880
Worst-case disturbance torques .427 .860 .828
Torque mar_in 5.333 2.020 2.052
Random attitude"
Control torques 5.760 2.880 2.880
Worst-case disturbance torques .141 .335 .216
Torque mar_zin 5.619 2.545 2.664
"Center of gravity 92 in. from rear of spacecraft.
hCenter of gravity 79 in+from rear of spacecrafl.
"Torque produced by gimballed thruster with maximum gimbal
angle of 20 ° and with most aft spacecraft center-of-gravity
position.
TABLE 7.8.--POINTS FOR MICROGRAVITY COMPUTATION
Tank x- y- z-Point
nunnbcr Coordinate.
in.
I Supply 59.7
2 Supply 59.7
3 Supply 81.4
4 Large 142.0
receiver
5 Large 15().9
receiver
Coordinate,
in.
30.0
0
0
16.25
Coordinate.
in.
0
_).0
0
0
also modeled. The attitude determination system was not
simulated but was assumed to provide perfect knowledge of the
spacecraft attitude.
Maior inputs to the model were the time and date at the start
of the simulation, the initial orbital elements, the spacecraft
mass properties, the ACS parameters, and the coordinates
of points at which the microgravity environment was to be
calculated.
Output from the computer simulation was principally graphi-
cal in nature. Any parameter computed by the simulation can be
plotted. However, for the purpose of ACS performance evalu-
ation, the parameters selected for graphical presentation were
(1) Attitude error
(2) Attitude rate
(3) Microgravity environment at selected points
(4) Slosh mass displacement
(5) Gimbal angles
(6) Total disturbance torque
The points selected for microgravity computation are given
in table 7.8. The x coordinate was measured from the rear of the
spacecraft and the y and z coordinates were measured from the
spacecraft centerline.
Each of these points was located on the tank wall as shown
in figure 7.24. Microgravity within the fluid away from the tank
wall will be different from the microgravity calculated lot
points on the tank wall.
In addition to the graphics output, the model also provided
numerical output of the number of firings of each control
thruster, the total thruster ontime, and the maximum thruster
ontime.
For the purpose of evaluating the ACS three cases were
analyzed as follows:
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Figure 7.24._tdentiflcation of points for microgravity computation.
( I ) Case 1 - Minimum spacecraft inertias
(2) Case 2 - Maximum spacecraft inertias
(3) Case 3 - Maximum spacecraft inertias with tailed gim-
balled thruster
Each case was simulated for two orbits: the first orbit was
without axial thrust and was followed by a second orbit with
high (0.52 Ib) axial thrust. Table 7.9 lists the assumptions used
in the analysis.
7.6.4.3 Simulation Results
tion of:hruster duty cycle and pulse duration, the numeric data
present _d in tables 7.1 I to 7.13 should be consulted. These
tables [ rovide the tollowing numeric data:
(1) Number of thruster firings per orbit for each thruster
table 7. I 1)
(2) Total "on" time per orbit for each thruster (table 7.12)
(3) Maximum "on" time for each thruster (table 7.13)
The as_, umptions are the same as those given in table 7.8, and
maxim _m inertias were used.
The results of the analysis are shown in figures 7.25 to 7.40.
An index to the various figures is shown in table 7.10. In
figures 7.27 to 7.31, 7.37, and 7.40, pulses produced by the
firing of a control thruster are visible. To ensure consistent
plotting by the graphics program, the time duration of these
pulses was exaggerated by a factor of 40. This stretching of the
pulses leads to a visualization of the control thruster activity
which is highly exaggerated. For a more accurate rcpresenta-
7.6.4.4 180 ° Roll Maneuver
The i 80 ° roll maneuver was briefly analyzed and the perti-
nent re_,_ults of that analysis are summarized in table 7.14. The
numbe_ s shown in the table assume a minimum time maneuver
in which the spacecraft accelerates for the first 90 ° of rotation
and then decelerates for the next 90 ° .
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TABLE 7.9.IASSUMPTIONS FOR ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION ANALYSIS
Orbit altitude, n mi ................................................................................................................................... 550
Orbit inclination, degree ........................................................................................................................... 18
Center-of-gravity location. {most rearward) in. from rear of spacecraft ........................ 79.0
,B angle, degree .............................................................................................................................................. 41
Disturbance torques included ................................................................................................................ all
External disturbance torque assumptions ........................................................................................ (a)
Center-of gravity offset talong y- and z-axes), in ...................................................................... 0.5
Axial thruster angular misalignnlent (in x-y and x-z planes), degree .......................... 0.333
Control thruster angular misalignment (all thrusters; in two planes) degree .................... I
Slosh in supply' tank .................................................................................................................................. yes
Slosh in large receiver tank .................................................................................................................. yes
Slosh in small receiver tank .................................................................................................................. yes
_'Sec tablc 7,3,
TABLE 7. I 0.--RESULTS MATRIX
Result
Attitude errors
Altitude rates
Microgravity at point I
Microgravity at point 2
Microgravity at point 3
Microgravity at point 4
I Microgravity at point 5
Slosh mass displacement
Gimbal angle
Total disturbance torque
I
(minimum inerlia).
figure number
7.25
7.26
7.27
7.28
7.29
7.30
7.31
7.32
7.33
7.34
Case
2
(maximum inertia).
figure number
7.35
7.36
7.37
3
relax)mum inertia with
failed thruster).
fi_ure number
7.38
7.39
7.40
TABLE 7.1 I._ONTROL THRUSTER FIRINGS PER ORBIT _'
I I I I , i
With functional _imballed thrusler b
None 2 0 39 0 214 199
0.04 I t) 0 0 0 0
.16 1 0 0 0 0 0
.52 2 I 0 0 0 0
With failed _imballed thruster
None 2 0 39 0 214 199
0.04 '_ 0 261 0 112 322
.16 3 4 1577 0 0 1511
.52 3 4 5474 0 0 4915
"These results are lot an assumed center-of-gravity offset of 0.5 in.
in the positive y and positive z directions and a 1/3 ° angular
misalignment.
hAlter steady-stale gimbal angles are established.
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TABLE 7.12.--CONTROL THRUSTER ON-TIME PER ORBIT:'
Axial Ibl [],].[[thrust, +x -x +v -v +z -z
With functional _imballed thruster, sec
None (_t4 0 7.8 0 42.8 39.0
004 .2 0 0 0 0 0
,16 .2 0 0 0 0 0
.52 .4 .2 0 0 0 0
With failed _imballed thruster, sec
None O.4 0 7.8 0 42.8 39.8
0.04 .4 0 52.2 0 22.4 64.4
,16 .6 .8 315.4 0 0 305.9
.52 .6 .8 11130.I 0 0 1090.0
:'These results are for an assumed center-of-gravity offset of 0.5 in.
in the positive y and positive z directions and a I/3 ° angular
misalignment.
TA _,LE 7.13.--MAXIMUM CONTROL THRUSTER ON-TIME
ii.b
PER FIRING
Axial thrust.
b
With functional zimballed thruster, sec
None (I.20() 0 0,200 0 0.200 0,200
0.04 200 .200 0 0 0 0
.16 .200 .200 0 0 0 0
.52 .200 .200 0 0 0 0
With failed ,_imballed thruster, sec
None 0.200 0 0.200 0 0.20(} 0,200
0.04 .20() 0 .200 0 .200 .200
.16 .200 .20(} .20() 0 0 .225
.52 .200 .2(X) .224 0 0 .265
_'These results are lbr an assumed center-of-gravity off,,et of (}.5 in.
in tie positive y and positive z directions and a I/3 ° angular
misalignment.
t'200 n sec was the minimum allowable thruster on-time.
TABLE 7.14.--180 ° ROLL MANEUVER CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristic Minimum Maximum
ine_lias inertias
Time to complete maneuver, sec
Maximum roll rate, deg/see
Angular acceleration, deg/sec2
H),drazine consumption. Ib/maneuver
245
1.47
0.0120
£:78
293
1.23
0.(X)86
.333
40
30
20
10
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/
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Figure 7.41 .---Annual variation in 13,angle (Arrows indicate points
when roll maneuver may not be nessary because the Sun
crosses the orbit plane only briefly).
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This maneuver, as discussed previously, is executed when-
ever the Sun crosses the orbit plane, that is, when the [3-angle is
zero. Figure 7.41 is a representative plot of the [3-angle for a
period of one year for an 18° inclined orbit. In this plot time zero
is the vernal equinox and the right ascension of the orbit plane
at time zero is 180 °. Thereafter the right ascension changes at
the rate of-5.64°/day. During any 6-month period the maxi-
mum number of times that the [3-angle passes through zero, and
hence the maximum number of roll maneuvers required, is five.
However, the time between crossings is not uniformly distrib-
uted throughout the year, being more frequent near the vernal
and autumnal equinoxes, so that the exact number of roll
maneuvers required will depend on the launch date and right
ascension of the initial orbit.
On some occasions when the Sun crosses the orbit plane only
briefly (as noted with arrows in fig. 7.41 ) the roll maneuver may
not be necessary at all. Reversal of the [3-angle without the
associated 180 ° roll maneuver increases the temperature of the
spacecraft cold side, reduces power output from the solar
arrays, and moves the Sun close to the edge of the Sun sensor
field of view. Analysis is required to determine the maximum
cold side solar exposure that can be tolerated, but based on Sun
sensor geometry alone, the maximum [3-angle reversal that can
be tolerated without a roll is I 1.5 °. In any case it is expected that
the roll maneuver will be commanded from the ground, and
since the timing is not critical, it will be scheduled at times when
it will not interfere with the conduct of any experiment.
7.7 Components/Heritage
Table 7.15 shows the characteristics of components that
could be used for the attitude control system. Manufacturers
and models are listed for the sensors. These sensors are space-
qualified components and have been used on other programs.
The ACS interlace electronics have many of the character-
istics of an RCTU and could be built by the same manufacturer.
7.8 Reliability
A reliability goal of 0.997 was assigned to the attitude
control system (excluding the thrusters and the computers).
The calculated reliability of the system is 0.998.
7.9 Summary and Conclusions
The requirements for the COLD-SAT ACS as described,
were, in general, tbund to be fairly routine. The only unusual
features are the requirement for minimizing disturbance accel-
erations and the potential for slosh. Five ACS alternatives were
considered and an all-thruster system was selected. Two types
of thrusters are used: control thrusters which provide coupled
control torque about the spacecraft x-axis and uncoupled torque
about the spacecraft y- and z-axes, and an axial gimballed
thruster which provides axial thrust for the experiments and
control torque about the spacecraft y- and z-axes when axial
thrust is required. The attitude determination system employs
sensors that are space-qualified components and have been
used on other programs.
The system selected is simple, reliable, and low-cost and it
easily meets all the requirements. While the design is not
optimized, it clearly demonstrates feasibility. The reliability of
the ACS system (excluding the thrusters and computers) is
0.998 lor the 6-month mission.
The potential for slosh was addressed and the results shown
here, as well as numerous additional simulations specifically
designed to elicit a slosh response, demonstrate that slosh is not
a problem. The requirement for a low microgravity environ-
ment during axial thrusting was met by the inclusion of the
gimballed thruster.
The gimballed thruster is itself unique for attitude control of
a spacecraft although the concept of thrust vectoring for attitude
control in other applications is time-tested. The gimballed
thruster uses only existing hardware, namely a fixed-nozzle.
TABI.E 7.15 --ACS COM PONENTS
Component Number
Horizon sensor head 2
Horizon sensor electronics 2
Manufacturer
(model)
Barnes
(13-103)
Sun sensor head 2 Adcole
Sun sensor electronics 2 (21)910)
DRIRU I1 (gyros) I
MagnetonTeler I
ACS interface electronics 1
Overall reliability --
Teledyne
(NASA standard)
Schonstedt
Unit weight,
Ib
2.5
7.5
0,7
2.3
37
0.33
15
Unit power,
W
_'10
25
I
20
Unit
reliability
(6 too)
Custom huih
........... 0.998
"For sensor head and electronics functioning as a unit.
"0.9951
".9903
._g5
._85
.9999
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conventionalhydrazinethrustermountedonaconventional.
biaxialantennagimbalmechanism.Thethrustlevelof the
gimballedthrusterisverylow,andtheloadsimposedonthe
antennagimbalmechanismarenotexpectedtobeaproblem.
Thetotaloperationalliferequiredofthegimbalmechanismis
lessthan60hr,whichisfarlessthanthedesignlifeforantenna
gimbals.
7.10 COLD-SAT Dynamic Model
This description of the computer model used to analyze
the spacecraft ACS is a qualitative overview limited to those
capabilities of the model used to evaluate the COLD-SAT
spacecraft. A detailed technical description of this model,
including capabilities not discussed here, can be tbund in
reference 3.
The model described here is implemented in EASY5 and
was executed on the Lewis Research Center's Cray X-MP
computer. The primary computational coordinate system used
throughout the model is an Earth-centered, equatorial, inertial
system. The x- and y-axes are in the equatorial plane with the
positive x-axis in the direction of the vernal equinox; the z-axis
is aligned with the Earth's rotation vector. Other coordinate
systems are used as required such as spacecraft body coordi-
nates and rotating Earth coordinates. Throughout most of the
model the spacecraft attitude is expressed as a unit quaternion
and all coordinate translbrmations between body and inertial
coordinates, including the gravity-gradient torque model, use
this quaternion.
An overview of the model is shown in figure 7.42. The model
consists of three major segments: the translation model, the
rotation model, and the slosh model. A more detailed block
diagram of the three segments is given in figures 7.43 to 7.45.
For simplicity, many of the details contained in the computer
simulation are omitted from these diagrams.
7.10.1 TRANSLATION MODEL
The primary functions of the translation model (fig. 7.43) are
to compute the Sun position and the instantaneous position and
velocity of the spacecraft as it orbits the Earth. This information
is then used to compute the desired spacecraft attitude. These
and other functions of the translation model are described in
more detail in the following paragraphs.
The translation model can be used alone for orbit analysis or.
in conjunction with the other segments of the model, Ior attitude
control system analysis.
User inputs to the translation model are as tollows:
( I ) Initial orbit (and the location of the spacecraft in its orbit)
given as orbital elements
(2) Time and date at the start of the simulation
(3) Characteristics and scheduling of the axial thrust
(4) ]:Iydrogen consumption schedule
(5) ]nitial spacecraft weight
(6) _;pacecraft center of gravity location in spacecraft
oordinates
7.10.1._ Orbit Simulation
The orbit simulation propagates the initial spacecraft posi-
tion and velocity, under the influence of an oblate Earth
gravitational field, atmospheric drag, and the effects of space-
craft produced linear thrust. The spacecraft-produced linear
thrust consists of the thrust produced by the axial thrusters as
well as the uncoupled control thrusters. The gravity model
takes into account the first lour zonal harmonics, which is
sufficiently detailed to accurately simulate nodal regression
and aps,,dal progression. The spacecraft-produced linear thrust,
which i_ the sum of axial thrust and any linear thrust produced
by the ACS, is first computed in spacecraft coordinates and then
transfolmed into inertial coordinates by using the attitude
quaternion computed by the rotation model. Weight changes of
the spacecraft over time are taken into account when converting
the thrust into acceleration. The thrust acceleration (from axial
and control thrusters) is combined with the gravity acceleration
and atmospheric drag and the resultant total acceleration is
integrated twice to obtain the spacecraft velocity and position
vectors respectively. The velocity and position vectors can, if
desired= be converted into orbital elements either lor printing
out or f,:)r plotting as a function of time.
7.10.1.2 Desired Attitude Computation
The :lirection cosine matrix for the desired attitude is com-
puted a_ a function of the velocity, position, and Sun vectors.
The direction cosine matrix is then converted to an attitude
quaternion. The Sun vector is computed in inertial coordinates
by using the time and date specified by the user. In addition to
its use f_r the attitude computation, the Sun vector is also passed
on to t ae rotation model tor use in the disturbance torque
calcula ions.
7.10.1.3 Axial Thrust Misalignment Torque
The axial thrust vector, combined with the spacecraft center of
gravity location, is used to compute the axial thruster misalign-
ment torque. This torque is passed to the rotation m_xlel.
7.111.1.,1 Greenwich Hour Angle (GHA) Computation
The nitial GHA is computed based on the user supplied time
and da!.'. The GHA is passed to the rotation model tbr use in
transfo ruing the Earth's magnetic field vector from rotating
Earth coordinates into inertial coordinates. The rotation model
contintously updates the GHA by the Earth's rotation rate as
time advances.
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• Trajectory
• Desired attitude
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* Attitude control system
• Spacecraft rotational dynamics
• Microgravity enviroment
Figure 7.42.---COLD SAT model overview.
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Figure 7.43.mTranslation model block diagram. See figure 7.44 for identification of symbols.
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Figure 7.44.--Rotation model bl ock diagram.
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7.10.2 ROTATION MODEL
The rotation model (fig. 7.44) has as its primary function the
computation of all disturbance torques (except slosh torque and
axial misalignment torque), all ACS control torques, and the
simulation of the spacecraft rotational dynamics. In addition
the rotation model computes the microgravity disturbance
accelerations.
User inputs to the rotation model are
(I) Type of attitude control system to be modeled (that is
coupled or uncoupled control thrusters, reaction wheel,
gimballed thruster, etc.)
(2) Spacecraft inertia matrix
(3) Torque characteristics of the control thrusters
(4) Initial attitude rates
(5) Spacecraft magnetic moment in spacecraft coordinates
(6) Gimballed thruster characteristics
(7) Atmospheric density assumptions
(8) Coordinates of points (in spacecraft coordinates) at
which, disturbance accelerations arc to be computed.
7.10.2.1 Gravity-Gradient Torque
The gravity-gradient torque computation assumes a spheri-
cal Earth gravity model. The computation takes into account
both the moments and products of inertia of the spacecraft.
Gravity-gradient torque calculation is lbr the actual spacecraft
attitude as computed by the rotation model and for the actual
spacecraft position as computed by the translational model.
7.10.2.2 Magnetic Torque
Magnetic torques are computed using a tilted dipole model
of the Earth's magnetic field. The Earth's magnetic field is
assumed to rotate with the Earth. As with the gravity-gradient
torque, actual spacecraft position and attitude are used in the
computations.
7.10.2.3 Aerodynamic Torque
The aerodynamic torque computation models the spacecraft
as a solid cylinder with a solid, truncated c_me attached on one
end. The atmospheric density is computed using the Jacchia
1970 Model of the Earth's atmosphere. The spacecraft center
of gravity is assumed fixed for all aerodynamic torque
calculations.
7.10.2.4 Solar Pressure Torque
Solar pressure torque also uses a simplified geometric rep-
rcscntation of the spacecraft. Individual surfaces are not mod-
eled. Solar pressure torquc is modeled as a simple function of
13-angle. The program determines if the spacecraft is in the
Earth's shadow, in which case the solar pressure torque is
assumed zero. As currently modeled, the solar pressure torque
calculations are only valid for the attitude selected tor
COLD SAT.
7.10.2.5 Attitude Error Computation
Attitude error about each axis is determined by comparing
the des red attitude quaternion with the actual attitude quater-
nion. No small angle approximations are made.
7.10.2.6 Control Thruster Torque Computation
The thrusters are controlled by the use of switch lines as
described in section 7.6.3.3 of this report. Once it is determined
(by comparing the current attitude errors and attitude rates
against the three sets of switch lines) that a control torque needs
to be applied, a two-step table lookup procedure is used. The
program determines from the first user supplied table which
thrusters are to be turned on to provide the required torque.
Then, through the use of another user-supplied table, the program
determines the amount of torque applied about each spacecraft
axis by that thruster. The torques from all thrusters that are turned
on are summed to arrive at the total, steady-state control torque.
The sttady-state torque determined in this way includes any
torques resulting from any misalignment of control thrusters.
The model assumes that the steady-state torque is not reached
instantaneously, but that there are startup and a shutdown
transients. The actual torque applied to the spacecraft is simu-
lated as shown in figure 7.46. The torque ramps up from zero
to the steady-state value determined above, remains at the
steady-_tate value until it is determined that the control torque
is no Io iger required, and then ramps down to zero. The time for
the ranLpup and rampdown are user supplied inputs. For all
COLD SAT simulations these times were assumed to be
100 m ,,ec. The time from the start of the startup transient to the
start of the shutdown transient is constrained to be larger than
some n_inimum on time. The minimum on time is a user select-
able input which, for COLD-SAT, was selected to be 200 m sec.
Line ar thrust resulting from the use of uncoupled control
thruste's is determined and used by the translation model in its
positio _and velocity computations.
7.10.2.7 Gimballed Thruster Simulation
The gimballed thruster is simulated as a second order system
as shown in figure 7.47. The commanded position of the
gimbaled thruster is quantized to simulate the effect of a
steppel motor drive.
For nc_leling purposes the gimballed thruster is assumed to
be mot, nted on two single axis gimbal mechanisms. The first
gimbal is mounted to the spacecraft with its rotation axis
paralle to the spacecraft y-axis. The second gimbal is mounted
on the first gimbal and its rotation axis is parallel to the
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spacecraft z-axis. To provide sufficient torque margin, a maxi-
mum gimbal angle of_+20 ° about both the y- and z-axes has
been selected. This arrangement results in torques about the
spacecraft y- and z-axes as follows:
T_,= F/(sin 0y)(COS0: )
T- = Fl(sin 0: )
where 0v is the gimbal angle of the first gimbal mechanism, 0:
is the gimbal angle of the second gimbal mechanism, F is the
thrust, and / is the distance of the center of gravity from the rear
of the spacecraft.
7.10.2.8 Kinematic Equations of Rotation
The disturbance torques and the control torques are summed
to arrive at the total torque acting on the spacecraft. The
gyroscopic torques for a rotating spacecraft are added. For
COLD-SAT gyroscopic torques are very small since the space-
craft is in a nearly inertially fixed attitude. The total spacecraft
torque is used to compute the angular acceleration and inte-
grated once to obtain the angular rates. By using the kinematic
equations, in quaternion form, the spacecraft rates are inte-
grated to obtain the spacecraft attitude quaternion.
7.10.2.9 Disturbance Accelerations
The disturbance accelerations included in the analysis are the
followillg:
( I ) (;ravity-gradient accelerations
(2) I,inear, tangential accelerations resulting from space-
craft angular accelerations (caused primarily by control
thruster firings)
(3) I,inear, radial accelerations resulting from spacecraft
aagular rotations
(4) i,ccelerations caused by the axial thruster which was
a_sumed to have an angular misalignment of 1/3°;
tiffs angular misalignment causes acceleration in the
s _acecraft y and z directions
(5) t,ccelerations caused by the gimballed thruster, which
causes accelerations in the spacecraft y and z directions
with its gimballing action
(6) Aerodynamic drag
(7) Variations in acceleration due to changes is space-
c'aft weight (because of consumption of hydrogen and
hydrazine)
(8) I.inear accelerations resulting from uncoupled control
tl trusters
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7.10.3 SLOSH MODEL
The only function of the slosh model (fig. 7.45) is to
compute the slosh-induced torque on the spacecraft. Any
number of tanks may be modeled. For the COLD-SAT analysis
the three tanks were either modeled individually or all three
tanks were modeled simultaneously.
User inputs to the slosh model consist of:
(I) Number of tanks
(2) Tank dimensions
(3) Tank location relative to the spacecraft centerofgravity
(4) Density of the fluid in the tank
(5) Fill level of each tank
The fluid in the three hydrogen tanks is modeled as a
mechanically equivalent system consisting of a spring, mass,
and dashpot combination as shown in figure 7.48. The compu-
tations of the slosh mass size and location and of the spring
constant are based on reference4 for cylindrical tanks. To keep
the slosh model reasonably simple only the fundamental slosh
frequency is modeled and the slosh in the spacecraft x-y plane
is assumed independent of any slosh in the x-z plane. Slosh
torques about the roll axis are neglected.
The slosh model computes the velocity and the displace-
ment of the slosh mass relative to the spacecraft body. The
relative velocities and displacements produce damping and
spring forces, respectively. These forces are assumed to act
equally but in opposite directions on the slosh mass and on the
spacecraft body. The force acting on the spacecraft body
causes the spacecraft to move laterally: the same force also
creates a torque on the spacecraft which causes rotational
motion.
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Cleveland, Ohio
8.1 Introduction
Most spacecraft require a means of moving from one point
to another or a means of maintaining a desired orientation while
in orbit. These operations are often performed by the spacecraft" s
propulsion system. For COLD-SAT, the propulsion system
must provide both three-axes spacecraft control and different
levels of acceleration to create the desired cxpcrimcnt environ-
ment. This section will cover some of the concepts and ideas
which led to the current design, but the maiority of discussion
will be about the current contiguration and its operational
characteristics.
8.2 Requirements
Requirements for the COLD-SAT propulsion system are
grouped into three areas--spacecraft control, experiment, and
reliability. The propulsion system works with the attitude
control system to meet the spacecraft's control requirements.
The initial function of the propulsion system is to stabilize and
properly orient the spacecraft once it separates from the launch
vehicle. The system must also provide three-axes spacecraft
orientation to maintain proper Sun pointing requirements dur-
ing orbit. This is done by controlling the torques on the
spacecraft that are caused by environmental forces such as
gravity-gradients and serf-induced tbrces, such as those that
result from misalignment of the experiment thrust vector with
the spacecraft' s center of gravity.
The experiment requirements tor COLD-SAT providc the
propulsion system with an interesting challenge. Many of the
COLD-SAT experiments require a constant acceleration along
the spacecraft's x-axis. These accelerations provide the neces-
sary lorces to orient the liquid hydrogen for transferring,
venting, and measuring liquid level. The experiments require a
range of three induced-acceleration levels. This range of accel-
erations provides the necessary forces both to settle the liquid
in the different sized tanks and to study affects on the liquid
caused by varying these forces. Another important requirement
based on experiment needs is to minimize the spacecraft
disturbances during all induced-acceleration experiments. To
properly conduct some experiments, their environments must
be as stable as possible; this requires the induced-acceleration
levels to be held constant and that all other disturbances to the
spacecraft be minimized throughout the experiment.
The propulsion system has been designed with both safety
and reliability goals in mind. Standard engineering practices
and flight-proven hardware have been used to design a sale and
reliable system. A reliability requirement o1"0.998 was a design
goal l_r the propulsion system.
8.3 Interfaces
The propulsion system interfaces with many of the
spacecraft's major systems. The onboard computer system
commands and controls many of the propulsion system compo-
nents and operations. Propulsion system pressurization is con-
trolled by the computer: system pressure signals are received by
the computer to initiate commands sent to cycle valves which
maintain a constant system pressure. In addition, the computer
receives inputs from the attitude control system and provides
both engine firing commands and gimballed engine positioning
commands. Another important function of the computer is to
monitor all system health instrumentation and to initiate the
proper commands if a problem is detected.
Because the COLD-SAT spacecraft must operate in the
harsh environment of space, the thermal control of the propul-
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sionsystemcomponentsis veryimportant.Thehydrazine
propellantmustbekeptinatemperaturerangethatdoesnot
leadtoeitherfreezingorboiling,whichisaccomplishedby
thermallycontrollingthecomponentsofthepropulsionsystem.
Thethermalcontrolsystemusesbothheatersandinsulationto
maintainthesystemcomponentsin thedesiredtemperature
range.
Anothersystemwhichinterfaceswiththepropulsionsystem
isthespacecraftconfiguration.All systemcomponentshave
beencarefullyconfiguredto meetboththeexperimentand
controlrequirements.Thelocationoftheenginesontheaft
endof thespacecrafthelpsto minimizeffectsof plume
impingements,andatthesametimeprovidesboththerequired
degreeoftorqueauthorityfi_rcontrol and the proper levels of
axial thrust lbr the experiments. In addition, engines are grouped
together in modules that are thermally controlled as a unit,
which minimizes the power required. Components have also
bccn located with the goals of simple system integration and
accessibility in mind.
8.4 Trade Studies
Concept trade studies focused on two system design areas--
system pressurization and engine configuration. The strong and
weak points were compared to choose the design which best
satisfied the requirements of COLD-SAT.
8.4.1 SYSTEM PRESSURIZATION
Ther; are two primary methods of pressurization ft)r a
hydrazi ie propulsion system--a blow-down type and a con-
trolled I ype.
8.4.1.1 Blow-Down Pressurization
A blow-down type of pressurization requires a pressurant
gas ullage to feed the propellant tanks. As the propellant is
consumed, the ullage gas volume increases, while its pressure
level decays (see fig. 8. I ). A typical blow-down system starts
with an initial system pressure of 300 psi, and when all
propellant is depleted, an ullage pressure of 100 psi remains. A
blow-down type of system is very common because it is simple,
inexpensive, and reliable. However, a quick look at this type of
system i)oints out a few areas of concern. The thrust output of
a hydrazine engine is directly related to the pressure level at
which the propellant is fed; when the system pressure decays,
the thrust decays. This characteristic thrust decay of a blow-
down t-,pc of system presents two main concerns: (1) the
experiment requirement of a constant acceleration is not pos-
sible, and (2) to maintain a high enough magnitude of thrust to
meet the end-of-mission requirements, the thrust output must
be oversized during the beginning of the mission. In an attempt
to mini:nize the impact of these two concerns, the ratio of
starting system pressure to ending pressure was reduced. But
,ow pressuretanks
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fill/drain
valve
[__ Pressure
transducer
Propellant
storage H_
tanks
Figure 8.1 .--Blow-down pressurization schematic.
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while a smaller blow-down ratio produces less change in thrust
from start to finish, the change in system size is extreme (see
table 8. I ). The system design must consider the launch vehicle
constraints of weight and volume. Another attempt to reduce
the blow-down ratio uses a modified system (see fig. 8.2). The
operation uses pressurant supplied in cycles. The first cycle
consists of a smaller volume of ullage pressurant at the high end
of the blow-down range. The ullage pressure decays to the
lower end of the blow-down ratio, and then, the next cycle, a
high-pressure bottle (2000 psi) supplies the system with a
pressurant recharge to the upper end of the blow-down range.
The high-pressure bottle for each cycle is sized so that its entire
volume is released to the system upon opening of the valve.
Although additional cycles do increase the complexity of the
blow-down system, several other system characteristics are
affected favorably. Table 8.2 shows a comparison between
characteristics of different blow-down systems; the most im-
portant characteristics are system volume, total weight, and
acceleration variation.
TABLE 8. I .--BLOW-DOWN PRESSURIZATION
SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS :'-h'_-J
Blow-down Propellant
ratio required.
lb
3: I 780.0
2:1 620.0
1.5:1 540.0
_' I:1 460.0
System System Thmsl
size, weight, decay,
ft_ Ib percent
2.1 I0.0 61)
8A 34.0 43
19.4 80.0 3O
1.0 23.0 0
:' 100.0 psi is minimum operating pressure.
_3:1 and 2:1 ratios require five propellant tanks.
1.5:1 and 1:1 ratios require four propellant tanks
'tAll tank characteristics come from existing hardware designs.
"This ratio is for a pressure controlled system.
TABLE 8.2.--BLOW-DOWN PRESSURIZATION SYSTEM TRADE 'bx'd''
Blow-down system
3:1
3:1 [2 cycles)
2:1
2:1 (2 cycles)
1.5:1
1.5:1 (2 cycles)
1.5:1 (3 cycles)
_1:1
_'100.0 psi is mininmnl operating
Propellant System System Thrust
required, size, weight, decay.
lb ft _ Ib percent
2. I I0.0 60
1.0 22.0 60
780.0
780.0
620.0
620.0
540.0
540.0
540.0
460.O
pressure.
8.4 M.0
10 22.O
19.4 801)
5.1 38.O
1.7 38.0
1.0 23.0
_3: I and 2:1 ratios require five propellant tanks.
' 1.5:1 and 1:1 ratios require tour propellant tanks.
"Recharge cycles are supplied by tanks al 20_) psi.
_'AII tank characteristics come from existing hardware designs.
_This ratio is for a pressure controlled system.
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8.4.1.2. Controlled Pressurization
The other proposed method of system pressurization is a
controlled pressure. A high-pressure gas supply (2000 psi) is
used to pressurize the propellant tanks. The propellant tank
pressure is maintained relatively constant by either a computer
commanded valve or a pressure regulator (see fig. 8.3). There
are several advantages of a controlled system pressure as
opposed to a blow-down type of system. First, the overall
system dry and wet weight can be reduced. Second, the system
volume required for pressurant storage and plumbing is mini-
mized. Third. a computer-controlled pressure provides the
ability to upload software commands to the system for increas-
ing the propellant tank pressure, thus increasing engine thrust
output. Fourth. and most important, the experiment require-
ment of maintaining constant acceleration levels is most nearly
accomplished with acontrolled pressure system. These advan-
tages largely outweighed the small increase in system complex-
ity and their resulting affects on overall system reliability.
8.4.2 ENGINE CONFIGURATION
The second design area that used a trade study to analyze
concepts is the control engine configuration. Since it was
decided to use a hydrazine engine system to provide the axial
acceleration levels for experimentation, the decision to expand
that system to include engines for controlling the spacecraft's
orientation seemed appropriate. Three configurations of
control engines were reviewed--coupled engine pairs, a com-
bination of coupled engine pairs and single engines, and a
combination of coupled engine pairs and single engines with a
gimballed engine. Each of these engine configurations pro-
vides the spacecraft with different control characteristics; these
characteristics are summarized in table 8.3. The first control
engine t:onfiguration fires a pair of engines to produce torque
about e_ch of the three spacecraft axes. Engines are located on
both tht aft and forward ends of the spacecraft, which mini-
mizes the engine plume effects on the spacecraft. A pair of
engines, one on the forward and one on the aft end fire to
providecontrol about the y- and z-axis. Two engines are located
opposite each other on the circumference of the aft end of the
spacecraft to provide control torque about the x-axis. The
second engine configuration locates all engines on the aft end
of the spacecraft; this simplifies system integration and reduces
the number of engines required. Spacecraft orientation is con-
trolled ,'-,bout the y-axis and z-axis by firing a single engine,
while control about the x-axis is generated with a pair of
engines. Because a single engine is used, the control torque
about the y- and z-axis is reduced, thus increasing the control
engine duty cycles. Also affected are the axial acceleration
levels ftw the experiments; these levels will continually be
disturbed by the control engines firing to maintain spacecraft
orientation. The last engine configuration concept reviewed
uses two separate control schemes for different phases of the
mission. The first scheme is used lor the majority of the mission
when no induced-acceleration levels for experiments are re-
quired. Control is maintained about the y- and z-axis by firing
a single engine, and control about the x-axis is maintained by
firing a pair of engines; this scheme is the same as that used in
the seco Id configuration concept. The second scheme is used
when the',experiment requires an induced acceleration. A two-
axis gimballed engine is fired throughout the duration of the
experiment and maintains spacecraft control about the y- and z-
axis. The x-axis control is produced as in the prcvious configu-
rations, with a pair of engines firing. This configuration of
control engines has the important advantage of providing the
best ind_Jced-acceleration environments for the experiments
with the fewest spacecraf disturbances.
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TABLE 8.3,_CONTROL ENGINE CONFIGURATION CHARACTERISTICS
Configuration
Coupled engine control
Coupled engine pairs and single
engines
Coupled engine pairs, additional
single engines and gimballed engine
Advantages
Axial thrust levels remain constant
Good control torque authority
Simplified system integration
Reduced number of engines required
Reduced number of engines required
Simplified system integration
Axial thrust levels remain constant
Minimal control disturbances during
induced acceleration experiments
Disadvantages
Maximum number of engines required
Control engine disturbances during induced
acceleration experiments
Added s_,stem integration complexit_¢
Axial thrust levels increase with control
engine firings
Increased control engine duty cycles
Added control disturbances during induced
acceleration experiments
Gimballed hydrazine engine concept not
flight proven
Gimballed engine requires computer
interfacing
8.5 System Description
The COLD-SAT propulsion system is a monopropellant
hydrazine system which provides thrust for two main func-
tions: control of spacecraft orientation and experiment-
required accelerations. A hydrazine engine system is well
suited to satisfy the experiment requirements of low, sustained,
and repeatable thrust level In addition, by implementing a few
more engines, a very cost-effective approach to spacecraft
attitude control is found.
8.5.1 PROPULSION SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The propulsion system consists of four bladder-type propel-
lant tanks each with the capacity of 150 lb. of propellant. Five
rocket engine modules house four engines each and are located
on the aft end of the spacecraft (see fig. 8.4 ). These modules
protect the engine components from the space environment,
while helping to maintain their thermal environment. A typical
engine configuration is seen in figure 8.4. It consists of the
following parts: a propellant feed valve, engine, catalyst bed
thermocouple, valve heater, catalyst bed heater, and propellant
line heater. These engines are grouped into three clusters which
can be isolated from the propellant flow by a solenoid latching
valve. The latching valve serves two functions. First, it pro-
vides a second level of propellant isolation from the engines
while the spacecraft is on the ground: this protects against an
inadvertent engine firing on the ground. Second, it allows a
cluster to be completely isolated from propellant if a failure in
that cluster occurs during the mission. The engines have been
clustered so that only two of the three are needed to meet all the
system control and experiment requirements. The three latch-
ing valves and fill/drain valve are grouped together on the
propellant/pressurant distribution assembly. This assembly is
easily accessible, which simplifies testing of components,
loading propellant, and draining propellant in case of an
emergency.
8.5.2 PRESSURIZATION
The COLD-SAT propulsion system will maintain a constant
thrust level throughout its mission by controlling the feed
pressure to the propellant tanks. A trade study between a
pressure-controlled and a blow-down type of system pressur-
ization contributed to the decision to use a controlled pressure
system (see fig. 8.3). Factors which led to this decision include,
reduced system weight and volume, provision of constant
system thrust, simplified system integration, and allowance lbr
on-orbit thrust level increases.
The COLD-SAT propulsion pressurization system uses a
2000-psi pressurant supply to maintain the propellant tanks at
a constant operating pressure of 100 psi. The pressure control
method used is commonly referred to as a "bang-bang" type
system. As propellant is consumed, the ullage pressure decays.
This pressure decay is sensed by the computer which com-
mands the solenoid valve to open, thus restoring the system
pressure to 100 psi. The pressurization system valves arc also
located together on the propellant/pressurant distribution as-
sembly, simplifying both system integration and checkout.
System redundancy is provided by a parallel control leg, while
system over-pressurization is protected against by a burst disk
and relief valve combination. The system design also has the
flexibility of increasing engine thrust level during the mission.
By uploading software commands, the pressure can be con-
trolled at a higher level, thus increasing the engine thrust
output.
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8.5.3 PROPULSION SYSTEM OPERATION
The COLD-SAT experiment requirements seek three things
from the propulsion system: three levels of induced accelera-
tion along the spacecrafts x-axis, maintainance of constant
induced-acceleration levels throughout the experiment, and
minimization of the disturbances to the experiment
environment.
The propulsion system will provide the induced accelera-
tions which generate the necessary forces to orient the liquid
hydrogen tor transferring, venting, and liquid-level measuring.
The three nominal acceleration levels are shown in table 8.4.
They are 8.0×10 -6, 3.2×10 -5, and 1.0×10 -4 g's. These levels
are generated by firing a single engine tor the lowest level and
a combination of engines for the two higher levels. The experi-
ments require a total of 56 hr of induced acceleration, with a
continuous firing duration that ranges from a few minutes to a
maximum of 10 hr. By using a controlled supply pressure to thc
propellant tanks, the engine thrust level remains constant. A
constant engine thrust will best meet the experiment require-
ment oi" a constant induced-acceleration level. Although the
acceleration levels will increase gradually as the weight of the
spacec_ aft decreases from propellant and hydrogen consump-
tion, th,'. maximum increase during an experiment is expected
to be l,'.ss than 2 percent. The gimballed engine is used to
provide the lowest level of induced acceleration, and fires
continu _usly during all experiments that require induced accel-
eration By using a gimballed engine to maintain spacecraft
control in the y- and z-axis, the disturbances to the experiment
envirorment caused by the control engine firings are mini-
mized. I'hese control engine firings would cause variations in
the ind aced-acceleration levels and could disturb the liquid
hydrog,;n environment.
The )ropulsion system engines are also configured to main-
tain the spacecraft's orientation. Environmental forces such as
gravity and drag, along with self induced forces such as venting
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TABLE 8.4.--NOMINAL ACCELERATION LEVELS
Nominal Thrust
acceleration? level,
g's Ib
Bond number
Supply Small Large
tank receiver receiver
tank tank
I8.0 x 10-_ 0.04 1.6 0.6 0.5
3.2× 10 _ .t6 6.5 2.3 1.9
1.0× 10-_ .52 20.9 7.5 6.1
_'Nominal acclerations based on average spacecraft
weight.
and misaligned thrust vectors must be controlled by the propul-
sion system. The control engine configuration trade study
provided the information to help choose the best configuration
for the COLD-SAT mission (table 8.3).
The configuration locates all of the engines on the aft end of
thc spacecraft, thereby simplifying system integration and
reducing the number of engines. Two separate control schemes
are used during different parts of the mission to maintain
spacecraft orientation. The primary scheme is used during the
majority of the mission for periods which do not require
induced-acceleration levels for the experiments. The spacecraft' s
orientation is maintained about the y- and z-axes by firing a
single engine, while for control about the x-axis a pair of
engines are fired. The secondary control scheme is used during
the 56 hr when the experiments require an induced-acceleration
environment. A two-axis gimballed engine fires continuously
during the experiment and maintains spacecraft orientation
about the y- and z-axis, while a pair of engines are fired for
control about the x-axis. It is during these 56 hr that the
spacecraft would see its maximum frequency and magnitude of
disturbance torques. By using a gimballed engine, the number
of engine firings for control is significantly reduced, minimiz-
ing the disturbances to the experiment environment.
8.5.4 PROPULSION SYSTEM COMPONENTS
The propulsion system is designed with the goal of minimiz-
ing volume, weight, power, and complexity while meeting all
the spacecraft control and experiment requirements. The pro-
pulsion system has a dry weight of 159 Ib and a peak power
estimate of 161 W. For additional component characteristics,
see table 8.5.
The gimballed engine is an important part of the propulsion
system design. This concept interfaces existing flight hardware
to provide a function not commonly used with a hydrazine
propulsion system. But, it is not often that a propulsion system
must be designed to the unique requirements of COLD-SAT.
Extensive dynamic modeling of the spacecraft has indicated
that the gimballed engine provides the best experiment envi-
ronment during the induced accelerations. The gimballed en-
gine interfaces two flight qualified components--the hydrazine
engine and the biaxial drives. Both of these components have
an extensive fight history. In the past, these engines have been
used fl_r spacecraft control and the drives lor positioning of
instrumentation and antennas. The engine is a 0.04-1b, type
MR-103, which is manufactured by Rocket Research. This
engine is capable of providing the low, steady, and sustained
thrust levels required for both control and experiment require-
ments. The engines have been tested and flown under operating
conditions much more severe than those expected during the
COLD-SAT mission. The biaxial drives are built by Schaeffer
Magnetics, Inc. The capabilities of these drives far exceed the
positioning and load carrying requirements expected for the
propulsion system's gimballed engine. Although the gimballed
hydrazine engine does not have a flight history and further
development is required for interlacing its components, the
gimballed engine design concept is based on existing technol-
ogy and hardware.
TABLE 8.5.--PROPULSION SYSTEM COMPONENT CHARACTERISTICS
Description Quantity Dimensions. in. Unit Total Peak power.
(length by diameter
except where noted)
Fill/drain valve 2 4 by 2
Relief valve/burst disk I 2 by 1
Chcck valve 2 2 by I
Propellant tank 4 22-in. sphere
Pressurant tank 1 15-in. sphere
Orifice 5 I by I
Filter 2 2 by I
System lines/fittings 50 fl 0.5
Solenoid valve 7 4 by 2
Engine 20 8 by 4
Gimbal unit I 10 by 6
Heaters:
Catalyst bed 20
Engine valve 2(1
Propellant line 50 fl
Propellant tank 4
Propcllant/pressurant I
distribution assembl_,'
Total propulsion system dry weight
Propulsion system peak power required
weight.
lb
1.0
.5
.5
14.0
23.0
.3
.5
I0.0
2.0
21)
10.0
weight,
Ib
2.0
.5
1.0
56.0
23.0
1.5
1.0
I0.0
14.(1
4O.0
10.(I
159.0
W
25.0
36.0
I0.0
20.0
_).0
5.0
2O.0
5.O
161.0
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TABLE 8.6.--PROPELLANT US, _GE
Function Nominal usage, Failed gimbal usage.
lb Ib
EX )erilnenls
Tank chilldown 10.0 10.0
No vent fill 23.0 23.0
Pressure control 161.0 161.0
Vented fill 400 44).0
2M.0 2M.O
O )erations
104.0 I 104.0
Attitude control
Spacecraft orientation (induced 2.0 40.0
accelerations)
Spacecraft orientation (quiescentp _
132.0 170.0
Total propellant required 470.0 508.0
Qualified tank capacit),/mar_in 600.0/28 percent 600.0/18 percent
_'Periods with no induced accelerations for experiment purposes.
The gimballed engine will operate continuously during the
56 hr of induced accelerations. The gimballed engine is located
on the aft end of the spacecraft along the x-axis, and rotates
around two axes to provide spacecraft control about the y- and
z-axis. Extensive spacccraft dynamic modeling indicates that
using a 0.04-1b thrust force with a maximum gimbal angle of
20° will control the spacecraft during the induced accelera-
tions. The thermal control of the gimballed engine will be
maintained by dissipating excess heat through a strap to the
structure during engine operation and by generating heat with
electric heaters during periods when the engine is idle. Because
the gimballed engine has a very short operating life and the
hardware requirements arc not severe, the system design does
not include a backup gimballed engine. Redundancy is pro-
vided by a fixed 0.04-1b engine, which results in a degraded
experiment environmcnt caused by the control engine firings.
8.6 Propellant Usage
Propellant usage is divided among three groups--experi-
ments, operations, and attitude control (see table 8.6). The
cxperiments require 234 Ib of propellant to produce the accel-
eration levels. The experiment group using the largest percent-
age (69 percent) is pressure control, primarily because of a few
long-duration tests (up to 10 hr). Engine thrust is also required
for positioning the liquid hydrogen during pre- and post-test
operations: these operations use 104 lb of propellant. The
propellant required for maintaining the spacecraft's orientation
is based on a 6-month mission duration; this nominal amount is
130 lb. An added contingency of 40 Ib of propellant is necessary
if the gimballed engine fails, requiring the y- and z-axis control
engines to fire during the induced-acceleration experiments.
The 40 lb of propellant is based on a I-in. thrust vector offset
from the spacecraft's center of gravity. A nominal mission
requires about 468 Ib of propellant, leaving a 28 percent excess
propellant margin based on the qualified tank capacity of
600 lb. If the failed gimbal engine contingency is included, a
propellant amount of 508 lb is needed; this leaves about a
18 percent margin.
8.7 Safety and Reliability
A t't w important safety issues were identified during the
design of the propulsion system. First, the propulsion system
uses both high-pressure vessels for helium storage and low-
pressure vessels for propellant storage. It is important that these
vessels meet certain design standards to ensure a safe environ-
ment o,lce they are loaded. The propulsion system design uses
pressure vessels which are both flight-qualified and meet
MIL-S FD- 1522A requirements. A second concern is a prema-
ture en: fine firing while the spacecraft is still on the ground. The
engine ;can only fire when the propellant flow comes in contact
with th: engine's catalyst bed. The engines will not fire while
on the ground because two valves, the engine valve and the
latching solenoid valve feeding each cluster, provide isolation
between the propellant and the catalyst bed. in addition, while
work is still being done on or around the spacecraft, the latching
soleno d valves will have their wiring leads disconnected to
further ensure that the propellant remains isolated. Finally, the
possible self-detonation of propellant once it is released to the
system must be protected against. The propellant is contained
in the, storage tanks while on the ground and during the launch
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TABLE 8.7.--FLIGHT-QUALIFIED PROPULSION SYSTEM
COMPONENTS
Description
Fill/drain valve
Relic f valve
Propellant tank
Check valve
Solenoid valve
Pressurant tank
Engine
Gimbal drive
Line filter
Failurc rate
(10 _)
0.01
24
.(0--5
.01
23
.(B
1.8
.14
.01
Vendor
Pyronelics
Vacco
PSI
Vacco
Consolidated conlrols
PSI
Rocket Research
Schaefer Magnetics
Vaceo
Heritage
ERBS/HEAO
Intelsat VI
Atlas Centaur
Intelsal VI
Apollo
European Program
Salcom
Atlas Centaur
Propulsion system reliability allocation, 0998.
I Propulsion system reliabilit),. 0.998.
phase of the mission. When the solenoid latching valves open
and release the propellant to the system, precautions must be
taken. The propellant flow will be released to the system at a
low pressure and orificed to help provide a smooth fluid flow
to the system.
A propulsion system design goal is to meet the reliability
allocation of 0.998. The system is designed with reliability in
mind, using flight-proven hardware and component redun-
dancy. The two main areas of redundancy are the engine
configuration and the pressurization control. Redundant
engines are included in the system to protect against both a
failed "on" and a failed "'off' engine. If an engine were to fail.
the propulsion system could still meet all spacecraft control
and experiment requirements. System pressurization has a
redundant control leg to protect against a failure of the solenoid
valve. The computer would detect the valve failure, isolate that
control path, and actuate the redundant path. A reliability
analysis (see table 8.7) has calculated a 0.998 system reliabil-
ity, thus meeting the 0.998 system allocation goal.
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Chapter 9
Telemetry, Tracking, and Command System
Christopher J. Pestak
Analex Corporation
Cleveland, Ohio
9.1 Introduction
The design of the COLD-SAT telemetry, tracking, and
command (TI'&C) system meets the data and control require-
ments of all the COLD-SAT spacecraft systems. The TY&C
system gathers data in real time from all of the systems onboard
the spacecraft including itself. This data consists of over 800
individual measurements that are used for evaluating the health
and status of the spacecraft, monitoring the progress and results
of the experiments being performed on-orbit, and as control
inputs for closed loop control processes.
The TI'&C system controls all systems onboard the space-
craft by actuating loads such as valves, heaters, hydrazine
thrusters, and so forth. The logic for controlling these loads
resides in software resident in the two flight computers (FC I
and 2). Logic is executed based on data inputs to the computers.
The number of measurements used as control inputs is a subset
of the total spacecraft measurement complement which is
serviced by the TT&C system. This design allows for autono-
mous operation of the COLD-SAT spacecraft for long periods
of the mission.
The system is alsodesigned to allow control of the spacecraft
via ground commands. Operators on the ground can take
control of the spacecraft whenever it is in view of a tracking and
data relay satellite (TDRS). For COLD-SAT's 500-n mi circu-
lar orbit, a TDRS will be in view lot over 95 percent of each
orbit.
The TT&C system is designed to achieve a predicted reli-
ability of at least 0.985. The system design, which is detailed in
this section, accomplishes these objectives through the use of
redundancy at the component (piece part), subassembly, or line
replaceable unit (LRU) level where required. Cross-strapping
of LRU' s is also employed where practical. The TI'&C system
is designed to reduce credible, single-point failures to an
absolute minimum.
The design minimizes system weight, volume, and power
consumption to the maximum extent possible and all LRU's are
interconnected using standard multiplexed data busses to allow
case of interfacing, integration, and lest. Existing designs
which require little or no modification are used to the maximum
extent possible in an cflort to minimize system costs.
9.2 Major System Requirements
A number of requirements are imposed on the TT&C system
by the overall system design. These requirements are discussed
in this section. Detailed discussion of the interfaces through
which these requirements are implemented are covered in
section 9.3 of this chapter.
9.2.1 ON-ORBIT REQUIREMENTS
9.2.1.1 Telemetry
The TI'&C system must perform the lbllowing telemetry
acquisition, storage, and return functions for all spacecraft
systems:
(1) Acquire telemetry data from all spacecraft systems
including itself. Sensor signal conditioning may be required,
The overall spacecraft data rate of 3200 bps should be assumed
(2) Store data between telemetry return passes for at least
three orbits
(3) Format and return all live and stored telemetry data lor
an orbit during one 13-min period per orbit by using the
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TrackingandDataRelaySatelliteSystem(TDRSS)multiple
accessservice
(4)Provideforcontingencyreturnofreal-timeandstored
databymeansoftheTDRSSsingleaccesserviceintheevent
ofthelossofspacecraftt itude
(5)Allowthecontinuousreturnofallreal-timespacecraft
databymeansoftheTDRSSmultipleorsingleaccess
9.2.1.2Command and Data Uplink
The q"l'&C system must pertbrm the following uplink func-
tions by using TDRSS multiple access service:
(I) Load and reload flight computer software. It shall be
possible to transmit and verify a complete flight computer
software load in. at most, four 13-rain TDRSS multiple access
passes
(2) Process normal operational commands directed to the
flight computer software
(3) Pass discrete commands directly to all spacecraft sys-
tems bypassing the flight computers
In the event of the loss of spacecraft attitude control or other
contingency, it shall be possible to perform all functions using
TDRSS single access service but at a potentially reduced data
rate.
9.2.1.3 Tracking
The TT&C system shall provide for tracking of the space-
craft by means of the TDRSS system.
9.2.1.4 Spacecraft Control Computer
The "Iq'&C system must provide a central spacecraft com-
puter to execute software controlling all spacecraft subsystems.
The basic computational requirements are as follows:
( I ) Read-only memory, 46 Kbytes minimum
(2) Random acccss memory, 171 Kbytes minimum
(3) Computational throughput, 500 K instructions/see
Telemetry data from all spacecraft systems must be available to
control computer software, and the control computer must be
capable of issuing commands to all systems.
9.2.1.5 Spacecraft Control
The TT&C system must provide control outputs to all
spacecraft systems. When required by the system, this shall
take the lorm of direct electrical load actuation.
9.2.2 LAUNCH, ASCENT, AND DEPLOYMENT
REQUIREMENTS
There are three primary functions which the 'Iq'&C system
must per(orm during the launch-ascent phase
(I) Autonomously control all spacecraft and experiment
functions from liftoff through separation and deployment with-
out ground intervention. I1"necessary, autonomously control
the stabilization and attitude acquisition of the spacecraft.
(2) At:quire telemetry from all spacecraft systems and store
for later playback. Format and transmit a selected subset of
telemetry data to the launch vehicle via two 1000 bps serial data
links for inclusion in the expendable launch vehicle (ELV)
telemetry stream.
(3) Receive synchronizing commands from the launch
vehicle and separation system to allow timely actuation of
spacecraft functions.
9.2.3 Pi_ELAUNCH REQUIREMENTS
On the pad prior to launch the TT&C system must be fully
functional allowing complete checkout of all spacecraft sys-
tems other than the transponder. It must allow the upload,
download, and checkout of the flight software. It must provide
for the c_ atrol of liquid hydrogen loading by way ofa hardwire
interface
9.2.4 SYSTEM TEST AND INTEGRATION
REQUIREMENTS
During and following the integration of the spacecraft, the
TT&C system must provide for the hardwire control of space-
craft syst,;ms currently installed and the return of telemetry data
from thel i. This capability shall not be dependent on software
or firmw, tre resident in the flight computers.
9.2.5 RELIABILITY
The ccmplete TI'&C system shall have a computed reliabil-
ity of 0.9 _0 for a 6-month flight.
9.3 T'['&C System Interfaces
The T" "&C system provides the COLD-SAT spacecraft with
the abilit ¢ to communicate with the outside world through a
number _f external interfaces. It also provides command and
data acquisition services to the other spacecraft systems. These
two cate_ ories of interfaces, internal and external, are detailed
in the fol owing sections.
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9.3.1 EXTERNAL INTERFACES
There are fimr q-T&C system interfaces with other systems
external to the COLD-SAT spacecraft: with TDRSS, the launch
vehicle, the launch pad, and with COLD-SAT ground support
equipment (GSE).
9.3.1.1 Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS) Interface
The spacecraft requires the following data rates to meet the
system-imposed requirements:
Forward link (nominal)+ bps ..................... I 000
Forward link (contingency), bps ................. 250
Return link (nominal), bps ...................... 32 000
Return link (contingency), bps ................. 6 000
The detailed characteristics of the TDRS forward and return
links are covered in reference I. Table 9.1 contains the signifi-
cant characteristics for COLD-SAT operations.
Use of any of these services requires prediction of spacecraft
position and range rate (for Doppler compensation) and predic-
tion of spacecraft transmit frequency. Through the use of a
suitable transponder, the TDRS system can provide tracking of
the spacecraft as well as the aforementioned communications
services. In addition the multiple access (MA) service requires
the use of a unique pseudo-random noise coding by the tran-
sponder. Details are available in the TDRSS literature.
TDRSS MA service will be used for all normal communica-
tion with, and tracking of, the COLD-SAT spacecraft. S-band
single access (SSA) service will only be used during
initial separation, deployment and acquisition, and during
contingencies.
Figure 9.1 illustrates the flow of data and commands be-
tween the Payload Operations Control Center (POCC) and the
C()LD-SAT spacecraft through the TDRSS. For the return link,
data is transmitted from COLD-SAT to the TDRS spacecraft in
synchronous orbit. It is then relayed to the TDRSS White Sands
Ground Station where it is decoded and sent to the NASCOM
network control center at Goddard Space Flight Center. From
there it is transmitted via NASCOM to the COLD-SAT POCC.
The uplink occurs in reverse order.
9.3.1.2 Launch Vehicle Interface
This section outlines the TT&C system interfaces with
the Atlas I ELV. Details of this interlace are discussed in
reference 2.
During the powered flight (from T - 0 through spacecraft
separation) the COLD-SAT TT&C system will be inhibited
from transmitting data to the ground via the TDRSS link.
However, telemetry data from the spacecraft during this critical
phase is highly desirable. In order to obtain telemetry data
during this time, the TT&C system provides two I-Kbps serial
digital data lines from the command and telemetry unit (CTU)
which are input to the Atlas/Centaur launch vehicle data acqui-
sition system. One line shall be the primary, the other backup.
These 75-_ lines carry 1 Kbps of properly formatted COLD-
SAT telemetry data which is interleaved into the Atlas/Centaur
telemetry downlink. This data will be made available to the
COLD-SAT POCC.
TABLE 9. I.--SIGNIFICANT TDRS CHARACTERISTICS FOR COLD-SAT OPERATIONS
Multiple access (MA) lk)rward service
Effective isotropic radiated power tEIRP), dBW ........................................................................................................................................34
Polarization ......................................................................................................................................................................................Left-hand circular
Axial ratio, dB ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................1 5
Maximum data rate, Kbps .........................................................................................................................................................................................10
Frequency,, MHz ...................................................................................................................................................................................................2106 4
S-hand single access (SSA) forward service
EIRP+ dBW ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................43 6
Polarization .........................................................................................................................................Left- or right-hand circular (selectable)
Axial ratio, dB ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................1 5
Maximum data rate, Kbps .......................................................................................................................................................................................300
Frequency'. MHz ...................................................................................................................................................................................................21(_5 4
Multiple access (MA) return service
Required isotropic receiver power (32 Kbps+ It) 5 ber), dBW ........................................................................................................-171 8
Polarization ......................................................................................................................................................................................Left-hand circular
Axial ratio, dB ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................1 5
Frequency. MHz ...................................................................................................................................................................................................2287 5
S-band single access (SSA) return service
Required isotropic receiver power (6 Kbps. I(1 _ bet)+ dBW ...........................................................................................................-189.0
Polarization ........................................................................................................................................Right- or left-hand circular (selectab[e)
Axial ratio, dB ...............................................................................................................................................................................................................1 5
Frequency,. MHz ...................................................................................................................................................................................................2287 5
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Figure 9.1 .--Data and command flow between the Lewis Research Center POCC and the COLD-SAT spacecraft.
Eight sequence control discretes generated by the Atlas I
launch vehicle must be sensed by the TI'&C system. These
discretes consist of contact closures to ground. They are ca-
pable of switching a nominal 28 V at 5 A.
Three discrete spacecraft separation breakwires must be
sensed by the TI'&C system. These are formed by circuits
looped through the two COLD-SAT/Centaur rise-off discon-
nect electrical connectors. Since they are not dead-faced at
separation, excitation current must be suitably limited.
The Centaur separation detection system (which relays the
successful separation event to the POCC in the ELV telemetry
data stream) requires the inclusion in the harnessing of two
circuit loops through the rise-off disconnects.
In addition, the following signals are passed through the rise-
off disconnects and the Atlas ELV to the T - 4 sec umbilical for
transmission to the control blockhouse and the COLD-SAT
electronic ground support equipment (EGSE):
( I ) Primary COLD-SAT/EGSE
data bus ................................. MIL 1553--75-f_ pair
(2) Backup COLD-SAT/EGSE
data bus ................................. MIL 1553--75-f2 pair
(3) Primary COLD-SAT/EGSE
telemetry stream ............................ PCM--75-f_ pair
(4) Backup COLD-SAT/EGSE
telemetry stream ............................ PCM--75-_ pair
(5) Spacecraft redundant
computer switch ......................... Signal pair discrete
(6) Spacecraft redundant
computer switch ......................... Signal pair discrete
9.3.1.3 Ground Support Equipment (GSE) Interface
The TI'&C system has three unique interfaces (l/F) to the
GSE. Each of these interlaces is redundant. These three inter-
faces arc
(I) Flight computer number I-to-GSE (FCI-GSE I/F)
Flight computer number 2-to-GSE (FC2-GSE I/F)
(2) Primary command and telemetry unit-to-GSE (PCTU-
GSE I/F)
Backup command and telemetry unit-to-GSE (BCTU-
GSE I/F)
(3) Redundancy control unit-to-GSE (primary) (PRCU-GSE
I/F)
Redundancy control unit-to-GSE (backup) (BRCU-
GSE l/F)
The FC I-GSE and FC2-GSE interfaces are used to load the
appropriate ground checkout or flight software into the flight
computevs. This interface consists of a fully redundant MIL
STD ! 553 serial data bus. This bus allows data transfer rates of
up to 1 mbps. The bus provides duplex (two-way) communica-
tion between the FC and the GSE allowing software to be
uploaded and read back by means of the same interface. Data
which ir:dicates the health and status of the FC, such as
checksuils, memory reads, and results of internal computa-
tions is also provided to the GSE through this interface. This
link is al ;o used for control of the spacecraft on the ground.
The FCTU-GSE and BCTU-GSE interfaces consist of a
simplex tone-way) serial data link each from the TI'&C system
to the GSE. Each link can transmit the full telemetry downlink
of 32 Kbps to the GSE during ground checkout and prelaunch
operations.
The tRCU-GSE and BRCU-GSE interfaces are each a
simple, discrete uplink interface which is used to switch control
between :he primary and backup flight computer under ground
comman t. Only one computer is in control of the spacecraft at
a given time. The redundancy control unit (RCU) selects
between the two computers.
For integration and test purposes an interface between the
spacecra:t internal data bus and the GSE is also required.
9.3.2 II_TERNAL INTERFACES
The qT&C system must interlace with each of the other
spacecra "tsystems in order to collect data from, and to actuate
electrica and electromechanicai loads for, each system. The
TI'&C s'Jstem must actuate many different types of loads and
service _ wide variety of measurements.
The q I'&C must provide 8-bit analog-to-digital conversion
capability for analog input voltages in the ranges of 0 to 5.1 V
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dc and signal conditioning for a variety of sensors. It is required
to provide sample rates of up to 20 samples/sec (SPS). For any
measurement requiring resolution greater than 8 bits and sample
rates greater than 20 SPS, the spacecraft system to which the
measurement belongs is responsible for the signal conditioning
and multiplexing of the measurement. A description of each
system interlace is included in the following paragraphs. A
summary of the measurement servicing requirements for the
TT&C system is listed in Tables 9.2 and 9.3. A summary of the
load actuation requirements for the TT&C system is listed in
Tables 9.4 and 9.5.
9.3.2.1 TT&C-to-Spacecraft Structural System Interfaces
A description of the TT&C system interlaces with the
structural system is included in the following sections. A
functional block diagram of these interfaces is shown in
Figure 9.2.
TABLE 9.2.--SPACECRAFI" SYSTEM MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
[COLD-SAT TT&C
Measurement description
i Box temperatmes
Airfi'ame temperatures
Propulsion system temperatures
Propulsion system temperatures
stem measurenlent channel re¢
Range/unit
-77 to +20(I °F
-240 to +200 °F
0 to +20t) °F
0 to +2000 °F
Quantity
5o
75
24
20
_irements.]
Required sample
rate. SPS
1/5
Box voltages
Box currents
Bus voltages
Bus currents
Spacecraft discretes
Propulsion system pressures
Propulsion system pressures
Pyro discretes
Hydrazine valve positions
I) to 40 V 40
0 to 5 A 40
0 to 40 V 4
0 to 20 A 4
On/off (TOE) 8
0 to 200 psi 4
0 to 2000 psi 3
On/off (TOE) 14
On/oil 20
1/5
I
1
1/5
1
TABLE 9.3.--EXPERIMENT SYSTEM MEASUREMENT REQUIREMENTS
[COLD-SAT TT&C s,
i
Measurement description
Liquid/vapor detectors
Tank temperatures
Tank temperatures
Valve positions
High accuracy data
Electronics box temperatures
Electronics box currents
System pressures
'stem measurement channel requirements.]
Range/unit Quantity Sample rate.
Wet/dry
29 to 46
36 to 110
On/off (TOE)
Serial digital
-77 to 200 °F
0 to 5 A
5 to 5 Kpsia
SPS
116 1/.5
139 1/5
162 1/5
57 I
3
5 1/5
5 1
33 1
TABLE 9.4.--LOAD ACTUATION REQUIREMENTS--SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS
Load type Maxmmm load. Time duration, Quantity
A lllSec
Hydrazine thrusters
Hydrazine valves
Heater banks
Pryoteehnic firing circuit
Load shed relay reset
Electronic box on/off
Antenna network select
02
3
5
2
I
I0
3
Continuous
250
Continuous
100
250
Continuous
250
20
II
8
14
5
40
I
TABLE 9.5.--LOAD ACTUATION REQUIREMENTS--EXPERIMENT SYSTEM
Load type Maximum load, A Time duration, msec Quantity
Liquid hydrogen valve 5 250 56
Heaters 4 Continuous 1 I
Gas valve 2 250 12
Electronics unit on/off 5 Continuous 5
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Figure 9.2.--Telemetry, tracking, and command ('Fr&C)
system-to-structural system interface.
9.3.2.1.1 Data interface.--The TI'&C system services data
which is obtained from structural system instrumentation. This
data includes structural member temperature and the status of
mechanisms such as deployable booms.
9.3.2.1.2 Controlinterface.--While the TT&C system does
not have a direct actuation interface to the spacecraft deployable
mechanisms, the commands for deployment of all mechanisms
originate in the active FC. Under command of the FC, the
TI'&C system actuates relays in the pyro control unit, which is
part of the COLD-SAT electrical system. The pyro control unit
provides the required voltage and current to actuate the various
deployment mechanisms on the spacecraft.
9.3.2.2 TT&C-to-Attitude Control System Interface
A description of the "Iq'&C system interfaces to the attitude
control system is included in the following sections. A func-
tional block diagram of these interlaces is shown in Figure 9.3.
As can be seen from the figure, the attitude control system
interlace electronics (ACSIE) provides a data and control
interface between the spacecraft gimbal systems, the various
attitude sensors, and the TT&C system.
9.3.2.2.1 Data interface.--The TT&C system services data
which is obtained from the ACSIE unit. The TT&C system
communicates with this unit via a multiplexed serial command/
responsc data bus. The ACSIE conditions and multiplexes data
from two Sun sensors, two horizon sensors, two magnetom-
eters, the inertial reference unit, the thruster-gimbal electron-
ics, and the high-gain antenna gimbal electronics. Gimbal
position data are included in this stream. These data are re-
trieved by the TT&C system via the data bus.
9.3.2.2.2 Controlinterface.--Software resident in the TT&C
system controls the spacecraft attitude using the data men-
tioned in the previous section as input parameters. The flight
computers continually process this data to determine if attitude
correcti_,ns and/or antenna gimballing are needed.
The "IT&C system performs attitude corrections by control-
ling the firing of propulsion system hydrazine thrusters. This
control is performed by directly actuating the thruster hydra-
zinc valves and catalyst bed heaters as required. Gimballing of
both the high-gain antenna and the gimballed thruster is also
per formt_'d under TT&C system command. Antenna and thruster-
gimbal commands are sent to the ACSIE through the multi-
plexed serial command/response data bus mentioned in the
previous paragraph. The thrusters are directly controlled by
relays in the TT&C system.
9.3.2.3 FT&C-to-Propulsion System Interfaces
A description of the TT&C system interfaces to the propul-
sion system is included in the following sections. A functional
block diagram of these interlaces is shown in figure 9.4.
9.3.2. 3.1 Data interface.--The TT&C system services data
which i: obtained from propulsion system instrumentation.
These d_.ta include hydrazine tank and supply line temperatures
and pressures, thruster catalyst bed temperatures, and thruster
and syst_;m valve position indicators.
9.3.2.3.2 Control interface.--Attitude control software in
the q'T&C system controls the firing of the propulsion system
thrusters based on information from the attitude control system
(ACS) s. ;nsors and the experiment control software resident in
the FC's The q-T&C system also controls both the operation of
the prop: dsion system control and isolation valves which charge
the hydr izine lines and the actuation of the solenoid valves that
isolate each propulsion system thruster cluster. In each case the
TT&C s cstem provides the actuation power required to operate
the valv,;s at the proper time in the mission and/or experiment
sequenc,• .
9.3.2.4 _'T&C-to-Electrical Power System (EPS) Interfaces
A des :ription of the TT&C system interfaces to the electrical
power s zstem (EPS) is included in this section. A functional
block di _gram of these interfaces in shown in figure 9.5.
9.3.2.4.1 Power interface.--The EPS generates and pro-
vides elt',ctrical power for all of the electrical and electrome-
chanical devices on the spacecraft. With the exception of the
antenna,,,, all of the "I'I'&C system components requirc 28-Vdc
electrical power from the EPS. The antennas themselves re-
quire nc electrical power but the high-gain antenna gimbals
require 118Vdc.
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The TT&C system actuates electrical and electromechanical
loads for all spacecraft systems. The power required to actuate
each load is provided to the TT&C system by the EPS and is
routed and switched to the loads by the TT&C.
9.3.2.4.2 Data interfaee.--The TT&C s3,stem services data
from each EPS unit, the solar arrays, batteries, and each power
bus. The data consist of analog voltage and current measure-
ments which are used tbr monitoring the health and status of the
spacecraft by the COLD-SAT POCC team. They are also used
for the control of the total spacecraft power load by software
resident in the flight computers.
9.3.2.4.3 Control interfaee.--The TT&C system controls
the firing of pyrotechnic devices by providing arm and fire
commands to the pyro control unit which is part of the EPS
system. The TT&C system also controls the resetting of the
load shed relays which are located in the power distribution
unit. Load shed relays are reset only under command from the
COLD-SAT POCC.
9.3.2.5 TT&C-to-Thermal Control System
(TCS) Interfaces
A description of the TI'&C system interfaces to the thermal
control system (TCS) is included in this section. A functional
block diagram of these interfaces is shown in figure 9.6.
9.3.2.5.1 Data interface.--The TT&C system gathers data
from over 160 sensors which measure the temperatures of each
electronic box on the spacecraft as well as the temperature of
the spat:ecrafl structure and propulsion system at selected
location _.
9.3.2. 5.2 Controlinterface.--TCS heater banks are switched
on shot ly after spacecraft separation by the TT&C system.
After that, the heaters are thermostatically controlled.
9.3.2.6 TT&C-to-Experiment System Interfaces
The nterfaces to the experiment system account for the
largest lumber of all the TI'&C system's data and control
interfac ;s. A description of these interfaces is included in the
followil g sections. A functional block diagram is shown in
figure 9 7.
9.3.2 6.1 Data interface.--The TT&C system services over
500 me tsurements, which are part of the experiment system.
This inkludes data generated by liquid hydrogen temperature
and prc ;sure sensors, hydrogen liquid/vapor sensors, acceler-
ometers, flow meters, and valve position indicators. Table 9.3
lists the measurement requirements for the experiment system.
In table 9.3 there is a measurement description entitled
"High ,,,ccuracy Data." This description refers to three serial
digital _hannels which may each transmit up to 2 Kbps to the
TI'&C ;ystem. These channels carry data from measurement
sensors _¢hich require resolution greater than the TI'&C system's
8-bit AI XScapability and/or a sampling rate greater than 20 SPS.
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9.3.2.6.2 Control interface.--The TT&C system controls
all experiment operations by actuating the valves, pumps, and
heaters which are part of the experiment system. The "Iq'&C
system controls experiment operations by using the data men-
tioned in the preceding section as input parameters to the flight
software. The flight computers continually process these data
in conjunction with the experiment timeline software to deter-
mine if a load, such as a valve, needs to be actuated. The load
actuation requirements for the experiment system are listed in
table 9.5.
System Division, was used. Specific commercial units used in
the COt.D-SAT design are the CTU and RCTU'S 1and 2. The
two sequencers and the ACS interface electronics are designs
which _re unique to COLD-SAT. These units are modular in
design and standard multiplexed busses are used for intercon-
nection between units. Use of multiplexed data busses simpli-
fies system interfacing and integration while the units' modular
design provides an excellent level of adaptability for system
changes if required. A more detailed description of this equip-
ment is included in section 9.6.
9.4 TT&C System Design and
Configuration
The TY&C System is designed to satisfy the data and control
requirements detailed in section 9.2 across the interlaces de-
scribed in section 9.3 while using available, flight-qualified
hardware to the maximum extent possible. The use of custom-
designed elcctronics units is kept to a minimum. Of the 13
electronics units that comprise the TT&C system (not including
the antennas) only three units arc custom-designed specifically
tor COLD-SAT. A dctailcd dcscription of each unit within the
TT&C system is provided in section 9.6.
An overall diagram of the "lq'&C system is shown in figure
9.8. The system is divided into four functional areas: external
communications, data storage, computing, and internal com-
munications. The antennas, radiofrequency (RF) processing
unit, and the two transponders provide bidirectional communi-
cations with the TDRSS and Spaceflight Tracking and Data
Network (STDN) systems. Thc solid-state recorders store data
until it can be transmitted to the ground. The flight computers
and associated redundancy control unit provide a central com-
puting facility for all spacecraft systems. The remainder of the
system is organized around a bidirectional data bus which
provides internal communications for the spacecraft. The bus is
controlled by the CTU which distributes commands and ac-
quires data from all spacecraft systems either directly or through
the use of other cquipment interfaced to the bus.
In figure 9.8 boxes which arc shadowed represent units
which are in some way redundant. In the case of the transpon-
ders. solid-state recorders and flight computers, redundancy is
implemented using two identical electronic units. In the case of
the CTU and the remote command and telemetry units (RCTU'S
1 and 2). each unit is a singlc electronics box which is fully
redundant internally. A detailed description of the "Iq'&C
system's redundancy implementation can be found in
section 9.5.5. Boxes represented with dashed lines in figure 9.8
are not part of the TT&C system but are shown to provide a
better understanding of how the system functions.
A number of bus-oriented spacecraft data handling systems
are becoming available. For purposes of the COLD-SAT con-
ceptual design, the T2C 2 (Telemetry, Timing. Command and
Control) system manufactured by Gulton Industries Inc., Data
9.5 TT&C System Operation
The _perational characteristics of the "I'I'&C system are best
described in terms of the tbur distinct operations performed by
the system. These tbur operations directly correspond to the
four m_jor requirements of the system which are detailed in
section 9.2. The four distinct operations are
(1) Telemetry downlink
(2) Command uplink
(3) Autonomous spacecraft control
(4) Spacecraft tracking
Each of these functions will be described in the following
sections (sections 9.5. I to 9.5.4). Figures 9.9 to 9.12 are used to
illustrate the functional flow for each of these functions.
Figures 9.9 to 9.12 do not attempt to illustrate the levels of
redund_mcy which exist in the TT&C system. A detailed
descripwion of the TT&C system's redundancy implementation
and the fffects of redundancy on the system's operation can be
tbund iN section 9.5.5.
9.5.1 TELEMETRY DOWNLINK OPERATION
The _elemetry downlink operation involves the gathering,
possibh signal conditioning, formatting, storage, and transmis-
sion of data which is generated onboard the COLD-SAT
spacecrfft. Figure 9.9 illustrates the functional flow of the
telemet y downlink operation, from sensor excitation through
transmi ;sion of the digital data stream.
As shown in figure 9.9, telemetry data originates from
transdu,'ers located throughout the spacecraft or from other
data sot_rces such as the flight computers or experiment data
units. Tlc CTU controls the acquisition of data via commands
sent ovt r the spacecraft's internal data bus. It causes data to be
gathere, I to fit the requirements of telemetry formats stored
within i. RCTU's or similar circuit modules located within the
CTU gzther much of the data and provide the required signal
conditi¢ ning and analog-to-digital conversion. Other data are
obtained in digital form from external sources which are
interfaced to the RCTU's. The ACS interlace electronics are
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interfaceddirectlytotheinternal data bus and receive com-
mands and return data in a manner similar to the RCTU's. The
flight computers are interlaced to the CTU through a separate
data bus. All data are routed to the CTU where it is compiled
into a telemetry format and then either stored in the solid-state
recorder (SSR) or downlinked via RF or hardwire+ depending
on the mission phase.
Data from all phases of the mission, from prelaunch check-
out through final on-orbit operations are required to evaluate
spacecraft health and status and experiment results. The J_F&C
system accomplishes this by transmitting data via either hardwire
interfaces directly from the CTU or via a RF link through the
transponder, RF processing box, and the antenna(s).
The hardwire interlhces are used during both prelaunch
checkout and the powered flight phases of the mission. The
entire telemetry stream can he transmitted via hardwire to the
GSE during prelaunch operations. During the powered flight
phase, the CTU outputs two I-Khps serial data streams to the
launch vehicle through a second hardware interface. This data
stream is interleaved into the launch vehicle telemetry down-
link and routed to the COLD-SAT POCC.
Once the COLD-SAT spacecraft is in orbit, the TT&C
system transmits data via a RF link through the TDRSS to the
COLD-SAT POCC using the TDRSS MA system. For nominal
operations COLD-SAT will transmit data at a rate of 32 Kbps
through its steerable high-gain antenna (HGA). The HGA is
located at the end of a 55-in. boom which will be deployed
shortly alter separation from the launch vehicle. The antenna is
steered by a two-axis gimbal on which it is mounted and tracks
the TDRS it is scheduled to use.
COLD-SAT use of TDRSS is limited to 13 rain/orbit and
may not be available every orbit. According to prior schedule,
contact is first established with the spacecraft using the TDRSS
forward link and then, on command from the ground, the data
stored in the spacecraft recorder are played back along with the
current, real-time spacecraft data. Table 9.6 summarizes the
parameters that determine the COLD-SAT data storage and
playback requirements.
During contingency operations data are transmitted at a rate
of 6 Kbpsthrough two hemispherical low-gain antennas (LGA's)
which are located at each end of the spacecraft structure.
COLD-SAT may also use the STDN system during
emergencies
9.5.2 UPLINK OPERATION
The uplink operation involves the receiving, decoding, and
implementation of command messages sent from the POCC
to the COLD-SAT spacecraft. Figure 9.10 illustrates the tunc-
tional flow of the command uplink operation. Uplink com-
mands can be directed to either the FC, redundancy control unit
(RCU), or the command and telemetry unit (CTU) depending
on the nature of the command being sent and the state of the
spacecraft at the time of the command uplink.
Command messages are sent to the FC to modify or reload
flight software resident in the unit and to initiate or prematurely
terminate an experiment run. Once a command has been
uploaded to the FC, the execution of that command is per-
formed in the same fashion as those generated by the FC
software.
Commands are uplinked to the RCU to select which of the
two FC's will control the spacecraft. Only one FC is enabled to
execute control and issue control commands at a given time. A
more detailed discussion of how the FC's and the RCU operate
is included in section 9.5.3.
The TT&C system has been designed to operate in several
extreme worst-case scenarios. One of those scenarios assumes
total failure (hardware or software) of both flight computers. In
order to accommodate this worst-case scenario, the capability
exists in the TI'&C system to bypass the flight computers and
control discrete loads directly via command uplink. This is
accomplished using a direct link through the transponder to the
CTU.
Prior to T - 0, all commands are uplinked through hardwire
links to the FC and RCU. No commands can be sent to the
spacecraft during launch and ascent. After separation from the
ELV, all uplink commands are transmitted by a RF link through
the TDRSS. The RF signal is received by the HGA and routed
through the RF processing box to the command receiver portion
of the transponder. During contingency operations, the uplink
is received through the LGA's at a reduced data rate. The
command receiver in the transponder sends the uplink message
to each of these units and the command is recognized by the
appropriate unit.
9.5.3 AUTONOMOUS SPACECRAFT CONTROL
OPERATION
During normal flight operations, the active FC controls
almost all functions onboard the spacecraft. Figure 9. I I illus-
trates the functional flow of the data and commands which
make up this closed-loop control system. Measurements, such
as tank pressures+ are collected from transducers located through-
out the COLD-SAT spacecraft. These data are used as control
inputs to the software resident in the FC. It should be noted that
less than 20 percent of the transducers on the spacecraft are used
TABLE 9.6.--DATA PARAMETERS THAT DETERMINE STORAGE AND
PLAYBACK REQUIREMENTS
_9(_)
Spacecraft dala generation rate, bps ............................................................................................Orbit period, rain ......................................................................................................................................I(_)
Amount of TDRSS coverage, min/orbil .................................13 (conservative assumption)
Maximum allowable downlink rate, Kbps ......................................50 (TDRSS S-band MA)
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as control inputs to the FC. The majornty of the sensors are used
for telemetry data only. Any measurement which is used as a
control input to the FC is serviced by both RCTU's and the CTU
or by the ACSIE so that failure of any one of these units will not
interfere with the control of the spacecraft. The FC software
determines ifa load, such as a valve, needs to be actuated based
on the measurement information collected from the transduc-
ers. If the FC determines that a load needs to be actuated, a
control command is generated.
The control command is sent from the FC to the CTU where
it is formatted into a load actuation command and transmitted
to the proper sequencer. The sequencer decodes the command
and energizes the appropriate relay coils to close or open the
electromechanical relays which in turn energize or deenergize
a load.
The FC selected for this conceptual design is capable of
processing data at rates up to 50 Hz. The most demanding
functions in tern]s of the COLD-SAT control system's re-
sponse rate are the attitude control functions, which require
process ng data at a 10-Hz rate. Requirements for end-to-end
response times were not levied on the 'Iq'&C system. The
system .viii be designed to actuate a load within 500 msec of the
control input from a transducer for any control function.
9.5.4 SPACECRAFT TRACKING OPERATION
The ZOLD-SAT TT&C system provides spacecraft range
and rarge-rate information to the POCC by using the turn-
around "anging capability built into the transponder. The turn-
around ranging function in the transponder is available when
the receiver is locked to a TDRSS forward link signal (uplink).
Rangin ,, is obtained by synchronizing the "all l's" state in the
transpoader-generated return link pseudo-random noise (PN)
code w th the "all l's" state in the received torward link PN
code.
This operation is performed at the beginning of each sched-
uled up ink from the ground. The range and range-rate data are
generated by the TDRSS White Sands Ground Terminal
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(WSGT)andpassedon to theCOLD-SATPOCCover
NASCOMlinksbetweenthetwofacilities.Theentiretracking
operationoccursindependentof,andtransparentto,allother
spacecraftoperations.
9.5.5 REDUNDANCY IMPLEMENTATION
The TT&C system uses redundancy to increase overall
rcliability and to specifically eliminate, wherever possible, any
single-point failures in the system. The system is designed to be
singlc- failure tolerant to all credible failures. The philosophy of
the system design is to double up on the TT&C electronic units
so that ira component or an entire unit fails, a backup unit will
take the failed unit's place and the system will continue per-
I'onning the required functions with no or only minimal degra-
dation to system performance.
The CTU, thc RCTU's. and sequencers 1 and 2 are units
which arc internally redundant. The CTU has two sides (A and
B) which electrically function independently of each other.
Only the unit's structure is shared between the two halves. The
RCTU's are likewise internally redundant.
Sequencers I and 2 contain redundant electronics to decode
commands and drive the electromechanical relays. The relays
within each sequencer are configured so that the failure of a
single relay within a given load actuation cluster will have a
minimum impact on the operation of the loads in that cluster.
Figure 9.12 illustrates one way which the relays can be config-
ured to lbrm a single |ailure-tolerant load actuation circuit.
System redundancy is implemented with the FC software. It
will switch in a backup unit (in the case of the transponder and
SSR) oJ the backup side (in the case of the CTU, RCTU' s, and
sequencer I and 2 electronics) when a failure in the unit is
detected. The FC controls all the switching between primary
and bat k-up units (or sides), lntormation on the status of each
unit is provided to the FC to allow the flight software to make
the proper decision on when to switch out the primary and
switch in the back-up.
There are two FC's. Both FC's receive and process control
data in real time. Only one FC is in control at a given time,
however. The redundancy control unit (RCU) enables one
computer or the other based on checksum and execution status
information which each FC provides to it.
If the primary flight computer never experiences a failure
during the mission, the backup computer will never be switched
in. If the primary computer does experience some type of
failure, then it will either fail to generate its correct checksum
or fail _o execute a |'unction which is required to write that
checksum to the RCU. Uncorrected memory read errors will
also ca,ase the RCU to switch computers. Should a failure
occur, the RCU will disable the communication link between
the primary FC and the CTU and enable the backup FC-to-CTU
communication link. Since the backup FC processes the same
data as the primary FC throughout the mission and is synchro-
nized with the other computer, it is a true "hot" spare capable
of executing control in a continuous manner with no maior
interru ! .tion to spacecraft operations. The switch in computers
will be signaled to the flight computers which will verify
system status. Once the RCU enables the backup FC, the
primar._ FC can only be re-enabled by an uplink command from
the POCC to the RCU.
Sequencer
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Figure 9.12._Single-failure-tolerant load actuation circuit (relays KA and KB are double-pole, double-throw latching
relays).
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9.6 Components
This section provides a description of each of the compo-
nents used for the conceptual design of the "/T&C system.
Table 9.7 summarizes key information pertaining to the system
components. In many cases similar equipment is available from
sources other than those indicated in the table.
9.6.1 FLIGHT COMPUTER
The FC selected fi_r the TT&C system is based on the design
of another unit which is manufactured by Honeywell. The
computer is a derivative of the inertial navigation unit (INU)
which is used for both the Atlas and Titan expendable launch
vehicle programs. Significant features of the COLD-SAT FC
include the tbllowing:
(1) MIL STD 1750A instruction set
(2) 25-MHz clock, I-M1PS throughput
(3) I-million-word addressability
(4) 22-bit words (6-bit EDAC)
(5) Built in test capability
(6) MIL STD 1553 I/O
The COLD-SAT FC contains seven unique card types. Six
of these cards already exist and are used in the INU. A new card
will need to be designed for the FC-to-transponder interface.
9.6.2 TRANSPONDER
The second-generation NASA standard transponder was
selected for use on the COLD-SAT spacecraft. The unit is built
by Motorola and is fully compatible with both the TDRSS and
the Space Flight Tracking and Data Network (STDN). This
transponder is standard in design and will require no modifica-
lions for this application. The transponder is available with
either a 2.5- or 5.0-W output power. The 5.0-W version is used
in this design.
9.6.3 REMOTE COMMAND TELEMETRY UNIT
(RCTU) AND COMMAND AND TELEMETRY
UNIT (CTU)
The RCTU and the CTU are part of the Gulton Industries,
Inc. T2C 2 system. Each unit is expandable and the size, weight,
and power consumption of each RCTU and the CTU is depen-
dent upon the number of measurements which each unit must
service. Each unit services analog, digital, and bilevel inputs
and provides 8-bit analog-to-digital conversion for analog
inputs. The units were configured so that the number of mea-
surements which need to be serviced by each of the two
RCTU's and the CTU were split evenly between the three units.
The Gulton T2C 2 system has been qualified for spaceflight
but has not been flown as of the time of this writing. There are
19 unique circuit-card types required for the COLD-SAT
application. Of these 19 cards, 15 are fully developed.
9.6.4 SOLID-STATE RECORDER
The solid-state recorder (SSR) is built by Fairchild Space
Company and is designed to replace the NASA standard tape
recorder. The SSR is smaller, lighter, and, since it has no
moving parts, more reliable than the tape recorder. The SSR is
expandable up to 512 Mbytes of RAM. Both SSR's used in the
COLD-SAT design employ the full 512-Mbyte capability.
TABLE 9.7._OLD-SAT TT&C SYSTEM COMPONENT SUMMARY
Item Manufacturer Dimensions, in. Weight,
Flight compulerl
Flight computer 2
Transponderl
Transponder 2
RCTU 1
RCTU 2
CTU 1
SSR I
SSR 2
Sequencer I
Sequencer 2
i RF processing box
HGA
LGA I
LGA 2
Antenna deployment arm
Antenna 2-axis gimbal
Motor drive electronics unit
Redundancy control unit
Ibs
Honeywell 12 by I I by 9 35
Honeywell 12 by 11 by 9 35
Motorola 14 by 6 by 5 16
Motorola 14 by 6 by 5 16
Guhon 5 by 9 by 12 I I
Gulton 5 by 9 by 12 I I
Gulton 5 by 9 by 19 17
Fairchild 8 by I I by 7 28
Fairchild 8 by 1 I by 7 28
Custom design 12 by 12 by 9 51
Custom design 12 by 12 by 9 51
Custom design 10 by 8 by 4 10
Tecom 27.5 Diam by 16 long 16
Tecom 7 Diam by 5 long 3
Tecom 7 Diam by 5 long 3
Schaeffcr Magnetics 55 8
Schaeffer Magnetics 5 by 6 by 5 10
Schaeffer Magnelics I 1 by 8 by 6 1 I
Custom design 6 b_, 6 b_¢ 3 4
364Total estimated system ,,,,'eight
Total estimated s),stem power consumption
Power.
W
4O
40
44
18
17
17
25
8
8
15
15
10
0
0
0
0
12
18
8
205
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9.6.5 SEQUENCERS
The sequencers perform load actuation by switching electri-
cal power to and from electrical units or electromechanical
devices onboard the COLD-SAT spacecraft. Power is switched
to the loads by means of relays which are mounted in the
sequencers. Each sequencer also contains the electronics nec-
essary to decode load actuation commands from the FC and
drive the relays to the set or reset position.
The sequencers will be a custom design specifically tailored
to the load actuation requirements of the COLD-SAT space-
craft. The size, weight, and power estimates for the sequencers
listed in table 9.7 are based on the assumption that double-pole-
double-throw electromechanieal relays are used throughout
the units. One-. five-, and ten-Amp-sized relays are used in the
design and are assigned to each actuation circuit depending on
the current requirements of the load. Solid state relays were
also considered hut not used in this conceptual design. The final
design of these units will most likely consist of a mixture of
electromechanical and solid state relays.
For reliability purposes some of the loads driven by the
sequencers are grouped into redundancy clusters. Each load in
a given cluster serves as a backup tbr a load in another cluster.
The individual loads within a cluster are selected by a single
nonredundant relay. A fully redundant drive circuit then pro-
vides the excitation to any relay within the cluster which is
selected. This implementation provides for greatly enhanced
reliability while keeping the complexity (and parts count) of
the electronics within reason.
9.6.6 RADIOFREQUENCY (RF) PROCESSING BOX
The RF processing box, like the sequencers, is a custom-
designed unit, specifically tailored for the COLD-SAT space-
craft. This unit routes the uplink and downlink signals through
the appropriate antenna networks. In the case of the uplink
signal, low-noise amplifiers (LNA's) in the RF processing
box boost the strength of the received signal for input to the
transponder. Figure 9.13 illustrates the relationship between
the antenna, RF processing box, and the transponders. All of
the components in the box are standard flight-qualified items.
Only the system implementation and packaging is new.
9.6.7 ANTENNAS
The HGA is a steerable 27.5-in. parabolic reflector with a
gain of 20.9 dBi along the boresight. The HGA's half-power
beam width is 18°. Many vendors are available to supply this
antenna. Tecom Inc. was selected since a catalog version of this
antenna is available from them.
The LGA's each have hemispherical coverage and are
mounted at opposite ends of the spacecraft on the structure in
order to maximize the view to a TDRS.
9.6.8 HIGH-GAIN ANTENNA (HGA) DEPLOYMENT
ARM AND GIMBAL
Schaeffer Magnetics, Inc. manufactures a deployment arm
and a fully redundant gimballing mechanism suitable tor the
COLD-SAT HGA. The sizc, weight, and power consumption
estimates for these components is found in table 9.7.
9.6.9 REDUNDANCY CONTROL UNIT
The RCU is a custom designed unit specifically for the
COLD-SAT spacecraft. The RCU consists of watchdog timers
and hardwired logic gates. It determines which of the FC's
command outputs are able to control the spacecraft. Each FC
writes to the RCU a unique checksum generated by a software
routine which verifies the integrity of the programs loaded in
the computer's memory and the functioning of its processing
unit. If the active FC generates an incorrect checksum or fails
to write the correct checksum within the time allowed by
the watchdog timer, the active FC is automatically switched.
The same switch will take place if an uncorrected memory read
error is detected in the memory of an FC through a hardwire
connection. The size, weight, and power consumption esti-
mates were developed based on previous experience with
checksum and watchdog timer units designed for other space-
flight applications.
9.7 Supporting Analyses
Tables 9.8 and 9.9 summarize the RF link analysis which
was performed for the normal, high-rate telemetry downlink,
and the command uplink channels through the TDRSS. These
analyses used conservative, worst-case values and illustrate
that adequate margin exists in the design of the RF portion of
the system.
Extensive error analyses of the TI'&C data acquisition
function have been performed. The results may be lound in
Chapter 5, the Experiment System section of this report.
9.8 Reliability
The TI'&C system was assigned a reliability goal of 0.990 at
the onset of the conceptual design. This system goal was part of
the overall goal of achieving a reliability prediction of 0.92 for
the entire COLD-SAT spacecraft.
The TI'&C system design attempts to maximize system
reliability while, at the same time, minimizing the total volume
weight, power consumption, and cost of the system. Redun-
dancy is selectively implemented in order to keep volume,
weight, and power consumption within reasonable limits.
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Item Description
I Transmitter power dBW +7.0
2 Circuit losses dB -3.0
3 HGA '_gain dBi +21.9
4 Antenna pointing loss dB -0.6
5 COLD-SAT EIRP dBW 25.3
6 Polarization loss dB -0.5
TABLE 9.8.--RADIOFREI UENCY (RF) LINK ANALYSIS FOR TELEMETRY DOWNLINK :"""
Unit Value Comments
7 Space loss dB -193.1
8 Atmospheric loss dB -0. I
9 Received power at TDRS dBW -168.4
1(1 Required power at TDRS dBW -171.8
I I Link mar_in dB +3.4
:'Redundant telemetry downlink.
hData rate = 32 Kbps, frequency = 2287.5 MHz.
_TDRSS multiple access (MAI system.
aHigh-gain antenna.
5-W optio_lINASA standard transponder
Conservative estimate (cabling + RF processing boxl
27.5-in. parabolic. _ = 0.55
HPBW = 13 °, pointing error = 3 °
Items 1+2+3+4
Worst-case alignment
iRange = 47 200 km (worst case)
Worst-cast., estimate
iItems 5+6+7+8
TDRSS users guide: 32 Kbps I 10 _ bet)
!Item 9 minus item 10
Item
I
2
3
4
5
TABLE 9.9.IRADIOFREQUENCY (RF) LINK
[TDRSS (Trackin_ and Data Rela_, Sate
Unit ValueDescription
TDRS EIRP
Space loss
HGA J pointing loss
Polarization loss
HGA d gain
6 Circuit losses
7 Power divider loss
8 Power input to NST"
9 Power required at NST _
I(I Link mar_in
:'Redundant comnland uplink.
dBm
dB
dB
dB
dBi
dB
dB
dBm
dBm
dB
'l)ata rate = I Kpbs, frequency = 2206.4 Mhz.
cTDRSS nmltiple access (MA) system.
'_High-gain antenna.
'NST-NASA standard transponder.
+64.0
-192.4
-0.6
-0.5
+21.6
-3.0
-3.0
-I 13.9
-123.5
+9.6
ANALYSIS FOR COMMAND UPLINW ''h'
ite S_stem)-to COLD-SAT LINK.]
Colnnlenls
From TDRSS user's guide
!Range = 47 20(-I km
HPBW -- 13.5 °. pointing error = 3 °
Worst-case alignment
27.5-in. parabolic, _t = 0.55
Worst case
Items (I +-2+3+4+5+6+7)
All wors -case receiver paraemters for I Kphs ( t0 _ bert
Item 8 n inus item 9
Also, when selecting a candidate unit, for example the FC, for
use in the system, the predicted reliability of the unit was a
major factor in the selection process.
The "IT&C system design presented in this report was
analyzed for its predicted 6-month mission reliability. The
predicted value is 0.985 which is 0.005 short of the assigned
goal. An analysis of the overall COLD-SAT spacecraft reliabil-
ity determined that the 0.985 value was adequate to allow the
spacecraft to achieve its overall goal of 0.92.
9.9 I-',eferences
1, Godd_rd Space Flight Center, Space Network (SN) Users Guide,
STDN No. 101.2, rev. 6, 1988.
2. Missio_ Planner's Guide for the Atlas Launch Vehicle Family, General
Dyvamics Commercial Launch Services Inc.. rev. I, 1989.
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Chapter 10
Electric Power System
Todd A. Tofil
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
10.1 Introduction
The COLD-SAT spacecraft' s electrical power sy stem (EPS)
provides power generation, storage and distribution, fault pro-
tection, and system data for the COLD-SAT satellite. Although
it interfaces with all other COLD-SAT systems, it operates
nearly independently from the other systems. The electrical
power system is essential to the operation of the spacecraft.
From the initial deployment of the solar arrays to the repeated
charging and discharging of" the batteries, the power system is
responsible for many functions throughout the mission. Every
onboard system depends on power, some more than others. A
serious on-orbit power system failure will result in loss of the
COLD-SAT mission.
The COLD-SAT spacecraft can be thought of as consisting
of two main parts, the experiment system and the spacecraft
systems. Experiment system functions requiring power consist
of those associated with the cryogenic equipment: such as
cryogenic tankage, valves, heaters, mixer, and experiment
electronics units. Spacecraft systems' functions are those that
are necessary to communicate with the spacecraft and keep the
spacecraft in the correct orbit and attitude. These systems are
the telemetry, tracking, and command (IT&C) system; propul-
sion system; attitude control system; and thermal control sys-
tem. The generation and distribution of power for these systems
is highly integrated. There is little separation of power func-
tions based solely on the particular system being supplied with
power.
The EPS also has a very important function that it performs
only once. It actuates onboard pyrotechnic devices for deploy-
ing antennas, solar arrays, and opening and closing supply tank
vent doors. These components must be secured during launch
and must have a reliable method of deployment or actuation
alter launch.
The basic design philosophy lor the COLD-SAT EPS is that
the power system will control as many of its own functions as
is practical. Throughout the design process, choices were made
on dividing functions between the EPS and the TT&C system.
Because there is no central processing unit in the power system,
the "Iq'&C system will contain software modules to control
power switching to the loads, it is also possible to uplink
commands through the TT&C system. One such input will reset
relays in the power distribution unit after a fault. The solar panel
and battery charge and discharge functions, as well as distribu-
tion and fault isolation functions, will be automatic. Control of
these functions will reside in the power system.
Nominal bus voltage is unregulated 28 Vdc and average load
power is 646 W. Special power conditioning requirements,
such as a dc-to-dc conversion, are decentralized and will be
provided by the respective system. Solar arrays are sized to
supply load power and battery recharge power for over
6 months of on-orbit operation, while the batteries which
supply load power during eclipse and additional power for
pulse loads have a cycle life far exceeding the mission duration.
Figure 10.1 shows a simplified block diagram of the EPS,
which consists of several main elements. They are the solar
arrays, the two nickel-cadmium batteries, the power control
unit, the power distribution unit, the power bus, and the pyro
control unit. These elements interface with each other and form
the EPS. The EPS contains voltage, current, temperature, and
status sensors so sufficient system health datacan be downlinked
to indicate system performance to ground controllers. The
interface for these data signals is the TI'&C system.
Basic on-orbit operation of the EPS consists of using two
solar array wings to generate power for loads and battery
recharge. The EPS's power control unit controls battery charg-
ing and contains solar array protection circuits, as well as shunts
to dissipate power during periods of low power usage. The
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Solar array
Power control unit
iS°lar _ Solar
panel panel
protection switching
Charge regulator
Ba_edes
Power
distribution
unit
--_l Pyrotechniccontrol
Figure 10.1 .---Simplified electrical power system block diagram.
protection circuits consist of diodes to prevent reverse power
flow from the battery to the solar array or from the power bus
to the battery.
The system's power distribution unit provides top-level
power distribution, including bussing, fault protection, and
fault clearance. The sequencer units in the TF&C system
control individual power switching to most of the spacecraft's
electrical components. The EPS is an unregulated system and
incorporates redundancy to achieve the desired reliability,
which is 0.993. The design life is 6 months.
10.2 Requirements
The conceptual design of the EPS was driven by require-
ments from several sources. The primary driver was the space-
craft and experiment system's power profiles. Also affecting
EPS configuration were the mission length, orbit inclination
and altitude, and mission phases. The mission phases are
prelaunch, ascent, orbit acquisition, on-orbit nominal, and
emergency minimum. The EPS must provide power to meet all
of the requirements. It is a system-level design decision that the
spacecraft be powered by solar arrays.
Each of the mentioned mission parameters results in specific
design criteria. For example, the mission length affects allow-
able battery depth of discharge and solar array degradation. The
orbit parameters affect solar energy reaching the arrays, the
length of time in sunlight and eclipse, and radiation and thermal
environment. Each of the requirements are explained in the
following paragraphs.
The EPS must survive the Earth and launch environments
as well as operate to specifications in space for 6 months.
Requirements for operating under specific temperature and
humidity conditions prior to launch result from this require-
ment. The system must also withstand launch loads on an
expendable launch vehicle. For this study, an Atlas 1 launch
vehicle was chosen, but requirements would be similar for
other launch vehicles.
Orbital parameters also affect the EPS operation and drive
the des gn. COLD-SAT will initially be in a 550-n mi circular
orbit w th an inclination of 18°. The orbit will change during the
6-mont a life to a slightly elliptical orbit. The orbit change will
slightl3 affect the amount of time the spacecraft is in sunlight
and ecl pse. The change will not have a large impact on the EPS
performance or design.
With an orbital inclination of 18°, the angle between the Sun
line and the orbit plane, the 13angle, can vary from +41.5 °
to -41.5 °. However, the COLD-SAT spacecraft will be rotated
so that gun only illuminates one side, the warm side. This will
limit tie 13angle relative to the spacecraft to a range of 0° to
41.5 °.
COI ,D-SAT requires an average of 646 W of power during
normal on-orbit operations. The highest expected power re-
quirement is slightly less than 800 W. Power requirements for
all mis;ion phases are summarized in table 10.1. Figure 10.2
shows he power profile for the entire mission. Surge loads are
not inc uded in this profile.
The ascent phase, as identified in table 10.1, is defined as
the titre from the removal of ground power at T - 16 min
until spacecraft separation from the Centaur upper stage at
T + 23t)0 sec. During this phase, 443 W of power are required
withou : the use of the solar arrays.
The attitude acquisition phase begins when the spacecraft
separates from the launch vehicle and ends when the solar
arrays :tre deployed and the Sun is acquired: 578 W are used by
COLD.SAT systems in this phase. Up to 2.83 hr of operation
are req.fired before battery charging can begin.
On-)rbit nominal power, which is 646 W, is the average
power "equired to conduct the various experiments and power
4(X) NASA TP-3523
TABLE 10.1.--SUMMARY OF COLD-SAT POWER BUDGETS
System Ascent, Attitude On-orbit On-orbit Emergency
Power
Propulsion
Experiment
Attitude control
Thermal control
"I-I'&C
Total
W
70
0
45
73
0
255
443
acquisition,
W
8O
II0
6O
73
(1
255
578
nominal,
W
peak,
W
7O
63
125
73
IO
3O5
646
80
161
536
73
1(_)
329
1279
70
10
0
0
0
148
228
2000 [- Spacecraft plus experiment load 2000
I. .......... Array power
1500 ,(:............................................................_.........................."........................."......... 1500
g 1000 r- _ 1000
500 500
t(a)
0 ' ' ' 0
100 200 300 400
Time, hr
C)L I ..L .... '
1000 1100 1200 1300
Time, hr
1400
2000 2000 I-
1500
1000
o
12.
15O0
1000
o
:t
500
..... :..... I:.......""'"'P .......
500 f(b) (d)
0 .... ' 0' '
500 600 700 800 900 1500
Time, hr
i L L
1600 1700 1800 1900
Time, hr
Figure 10.2.--COLD-SAT power profile. (Load power equals experiment plus spacecraft. Load power is based on minimum
requirement. Array power is with 25 percent margin.) (a) Launch to day 20. (b) Day 20 to day 40. (c) Day 40 to day 60.
(d) Day 60 to end of mission.
the spacecraft systems. The on-orbit peak column in table 10. I
is the sum of the power requirements for each component. It is
very unlikely that all components will be operating simulta-
neously, and therelbre, the peak power is a worst-case value,
used for bookkeeping purposes only.
The emergency minimum column in the table is the power
required to keep the spacecraft alive in the event of an anomaly
that causes the available power to drop significantly. If this
power level cannot be maintained, it is likely that the spacecraft
will be lost. This applies to on-orbit problems only; it does not
cover orbit acquisition anomalies. Two-hundred twenty eight
W are required to maintain the capability of the TT&C system
to receive ground transmissions and to keep the attitude control
system and propulsion system partially functioning.
In addition to the basic power requirements for flight, de-
scribed previously, some additional conditions and restraints
are imposed on the power system:
(1) All power handling connectors must be dead-laced
during spacecraft separation.
(2) Provisions must be made tor powering the spacecraft
during test and integration on the ground.
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(3) The control of pyrotechnic devices must conform to the
requirements ofMIL-STD- 1512, Electroexplosive Subsystem.
Electrically Initiated Design Requirements and Test Methods;
specifically, means must be provided for sating the pyrotechnic
devices until immediately prior to launch.
(4) Test connectors must be provided to allow simulation of
the solar arrays.
10.3 Power System Interfaces
The EPS interfaces with a number of other systems includ-
ing ground support equipment, the launch vehicle, and directly
or indirectly with all other spacecraft systems. Figure 10.3
shows the EPS*s electrical interfaces. In addition, the electrical
power system has interfaces with the spacecraft structural and
thermal control systems.
10.3.1 SPACECRAFT SYSTEMS ELECTRICAL
INTERFACES
Onboard the COLD-SAT spacecraft, the EPS interfaces,
directly or indirectly, with all other spacecraft systems. The
EPS supplies power for all spacecraft functions and has direct
power interfaces with three other spacecraft systems. They are
the "IT"&C system, the propulsion system, and the attitude
control system. The EPS power interfaces are shown in
figure 10.3. Detailed power requirements for all mission phases
are given in table 10.2. It should be noted that the table and
figure contain components which are not present in the final
COLD-SAT design. This occurs because the EPS design was
unable to track design changes as they occurred during the later
portions of the feasibility study. The information presented
here is that used to design the EPS.
The v _rious spacecraft electrical loads are divided according
to their priority for the operation of the spacecraft. There is a
group o components which must be powered to allow the
continued operation of the spacecraft. These are grouped onto
one elec:rical bus, the essential bus, and include the spacecraft
computt_rs, and the telemetry transponders. If this bus loses
power, it is likely that the spacecraft will be lost.
The second group of loads contains those components re-
quired to control spacecraft attitude. Loss of power to this group
of loads, called priority bus 1, will result in loss of spacecraft
attitude control and with it loss of solar array output and high-
rate communications.
The remaining loads are primarily concerned with the opera-
tion of the experiments although some thermal control func-
tions are also included. They are divided into two groups called
priority bus 3 and priority bus 4. Loss of power to these loads
does not have the immediate effect on the survival of the
spacecraft that the first two groups of loads does. However, loss
of power may compromise the experiment and, if it continues,
may lead to thermally induced failure of the spacecraft. The
loads grouped as bus 3 are somewhat more critical than those
on bus 4.
Some loads on the essential bus and priority bus 2 interface
directly with the EPS. However, most loads are coupled to the
EPS through the sequencers in the TF&C system. These
provide for the detailed control of these loads by ground
command or the flight computers. Some sensor loads are
interfaced to the EPS through the attitude control system
interfac_ electronics which provides similar control and power
conditio ling functions for them.
Centaur
ascent
power
Ground support
equipment
battery charge
Test/simulator
equipment
n--i=_
Electrical
power
system
IPropulsion ]
___ ___ 7-r&cAttitude control
_1- & C
--r&c
____ TT&C
Attitude control
Propulsion
__ Propulsion
Experiment
Thermal
+_ Propulsion
Experiment
Thermal
Figure 10.3.--Top level block diagram of the electric power system's interfaces.
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Component
Thruster valve heaters
Catalyst bed heaters
Propellant line heaters
Propellant distribution assembly
Propellan! tank heaters
Solenoid valve
Thrusters
Gimbal unit
Subtotal
Inertial retierence unit
Horizon sensor electronics I
Horizon sensor head
Horizon sensor electronics 2
Horizon sensor head
Magnetometer I
Magnetometer 2
Fine Sun sensor 1
Fine Sun sensor 2
Attitude control system interface electronics
Subtotal
Electronics bay 1 beater
Electronics bay 2 heater
Subtotal
TABLE 10,2.--4SOLD-SAT POWER BUDGET
Ascent, Attitude On-orbit
W acquisition, peak,
W W
Propulsion
0.0 40.0 40.0
0.0
Altitude
25.0
7.0
3.0
7.0
3.0
1.0
1.0
3,0
3.0
20.0
73,0
Thermal
0.0
D
18.0 20.0
5.0 5.0
5.1) 5.0
5.O 20.1)
25.1) 25.0
12.0 36.0
0.0 10.0
110.0 161,0
control
25.0 25.0
7.0 7.0
3.0 3.0
7.0 7.0
3.0 3.0
1.0 1,0
1.0 1.0
3.0 3.0
3.0 3.0
20.0 20.0
73.0 73.0
control
0.0 ._&O
1} ._).0
Batter)' I
Battery 2
Solar array 1
Solar array 2
Power control unit
Power distribution unit
Pyrotechnic control unit
Subtotal
Computer I
Computer 2
Transponder I
Translxmder 2
Radiofrequency processing box
Space shuttle recorder I
Space shuttle recorder 2
i Remote command and telemetry unit 1
Remote command and telemetry unit 2
Command and telemetry unit 1
Command and telemetry unit 2
Sequencer 1
Sequencer 2
High-gain antenna
Low-gain antenna I
Low-gain antenna 2
Drive motor electronics
Antenna gimbal motor
Redundancy control
Command receiver
Subtotal
0.0
Power
35.0
35.0
0.0
70.0
TT&C
40.0
40.0
18.0
18.0
I0.0
16.0
16.0
17.0
17.0
25.0
0.0
15,0
15.0
0.0
.0
8.0
.0
255,0
0.0 100.0
35.0 35.0
35.0 35.0
1o.0 I0.0
80,0 80.0
40.0 40.0
40.0 4O.0
18.0 44.0
18.0 18.0
10.0 10.0
16.0 16.0
16.0 16.1)
17.0 17.0
17.1) 17.0
25.0 25.0
0.0 0.0
15.1) 15.0
15.0 15.0
0.0 18.0
1) 12.o
8.O 8.0
.t) 18.0
255.1) 329.0
Duly
cycle
0.75
.75
I .(}0
I .(]0
.1
.02
.01
1.0
,q,
0.1
.1
1.0
I1)
0.0
1.0
[
0.2
0.2
1.0
1,0
On-orbit
average,
W
30.0
15.0
5.0
5.0
5.1)
2.5
6
.1
63.2
25.0
7.0
3.0
7,0
3.0
1.0
1.0
3.0
3.0
20.0
73.0
5.O
5.0
10.0
35.0
35.0
0.0
70,0
4O.0
40.0
44.0
18.0
10.0
16.0
16.0
I 7.0
17.0
25.0
0.0
15.0
15.0
3.6
2.4
8.1)
18.0
305.0
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Component
Experiment data unit I
Experiment data unit 2
Experiment data unit 3
Accelerometer conditioner
Signal conditioner
Supply tank heater
Large receiver tank heater
Small receiver tank heater
Vaporizer A healer
Vaporizer B heater
Flight vent heater
TVS vent heater
Vaporizer panel A heater
Valm_rizer panel B heater
Connector panel A heater
Connector panel B heater
Latch valve
Gas valve
Mixer nlolor inverter
Table 10.2.--Concluded.
Ascent.
W
15.0
15.0
15.0
0.0
Subtotal 45.0
Total 443.0
Attitude On-orbit Duty On-orbit
acquisition, peak. cycle, average.
W W W W
Experiment
15.0 15.0
15.0 15.0
15.0 15.0
0.0 10.0
15.0
21.0
50.0
_).0
100.0
100.0
7.0
7.0
6.0
6.0
2.0
2.0
5O.0
50.0
15.0 15.0
60.0 536.O
578.0 1279.0
1.0 15.0
15.0
15.0
i0.0
'I' 15.0
0.1 2.1
5.0
5.0
10.0
IO.O
0.7
I' .7
0.5 3.0
I 3.01.0
1.0
.I 5.0
.1 5.0
Z5 3.75
125.25
646.45
In addition to power interfaces, the EPS also has control and
data interfaces with the TF&C system. Control inputs from the
"I_&C system consist of commands to reset relays in the power
distribution unit. Housekeeping data outputs from the EPS
consist of temperature, voltage, and current sensors that are
positioned throughout the system and interface with the TT&C
system. They are monitored by software in the spacecraft
computers and downlinked as part of the normal spacecraft
housekeeping data.
A n umber of pyrotechnic devices powered by dual-bridgewire
NASA standard initiators (NSI) must be triggered by the EPS.
The required pyro devices include
( I ) The four pyrotechnic latches which sequence the vent
doors on the supply tank MLI can
(2) A mini mum of 8 pyro devices for holddown and deploy-
ment of the solar arrays
(3) A minimum of 2 pyro devices for deployment of the
high-gain antenna
Each bridgewire of each NSI must be strapped and
static-grounded until armed lor operation. For initiation each
bridgewire must be powered from a redundant source.
Following actuation the firing current must be controlled.
10.3.2 OTHER SPACECRAFT INTERFACES
The solar arrays and their associated deployment mecha-
nisms must be supported by the spacecraft structure and accom-
modated by the overall spacecraft configuration. The
components of the EPS and especially the batteries require
thermal control.
10.3.3 GROUND SUPPORT INTERFACES
The EPS has ground support interlaces for system test and
prelaun "h activities prior to beginning launch procedures while
on the pad. These tests are part of the normal interface and
functiol_al verifications that take place prior to mating the
spacecraft with the launch vehicle. System tests will also be
performed throughout the development of COLD-SAT as well
as at the launch site. Interfaces for system test include a solar
array power simulator interface, a bus test interface, and a
battery charge interface. The various interlaces and their func-
tions ar ; explained in the following sections.
The ' olar array power simulator interface allows an end-to-
end che :k of the power system electronics and the remainder of
the spat ecraft without having the solar arrays connected. The
solar ar'ay power simulator can supply voltages ranging be-
tween (, and 80 V. This simulates the voltages produced at
nomina operating conditions as well as voltage extremes
caused ;_y array temperature or solar intensity variation. The
simulat )r interfaces with the power control unit where the solar
array pt >wer would normally connect.
The _us test interface allows power to be supplied down-
stream _,f the batteries and solar arrays and is used for checkout
of the lower distribution functions. It can be used during
develoFment tests or prior to mating COLD-SAT to the launch
vehicle. Spacecraft batteries and solar arrays are not connected
during 9us interface tests to permit isolation of the power
distribu :ion and load shedding capabilities. The ground support
equipmmt (GSE) power system used for the bus interlace
checkout interfaces with the power distribution unit in the EPS.
It simuiates solar array power and battery power. Also, the
voltage levels can be varied to test the automatic load shedding
capabilities of the system.
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10.3.4 EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE (ELV)
INTERFACES
Interlaces for launch pad operations include a battery charge
interface and a cable to prevent inadvertent pyro actuation. The
battery charge interface is between GSE battery chargers and
the COLD-SAT spaceflight batteries. It is made through the
Centaur upper stage, using rise-off disconnects in the space-
craft adaptor and the Atlas I payload umbilicals. The GSE will
maintain the proper charge parameters. This tunction can be
used any time during the system build and test, but is specifi-
cally for use on the launch pad. As the vehicle and spacecraft are
prepared for launch, the spacecraft batteries will be charged to
maintain full battery capacity for flight. The charge is termi-
nated approximately 15 rain before launch.
The pyro sating cable is connected to the EPS' s pyro control
box for use during ground operations when the pyros are
installed in the spacecraft. This will prevent inadvertent actua-
tion of the pyros. The cabling will be reconfigured for flight
prior to launch.
In addition to interlaces with ground support equipment+ the
EPS also has a power interface with the launch vehicle. This
interface is used to power the spacecraft both betbre launch and
during ascent. The interlace is between the power transfer unit
on the equipment module of the Centaur and the power distri-
bution unit on COLD-SAT. A lhnctional diagram of the power
transfer unit interface with the COLD-SAT power system is
shown in figure 10.4. The power transfer unit is an electronics
box that is provided as an optional service by the launch vehicle
for use on the Centaur upper stage. It serves as the interface for
ascent-phase battery power from the Centaur as well as the
interface for ground power. The power transfer unit contains
circuitry to switch from ground power to Centaur battery
power, as well as to switch from Centaur battery power to the
COLD-SAT batteries just prior to separation. The Centaur
provides a discrete command to the power transfer unit to
initiate the switchover. The switch to spacecraft batteries is
made just prior to separation from the launch vehicle battery.
10.4 System Alternatives Considered
10.4.1 GENERAL
After a review of the literature (refs. I to 3), several alterna-
tives to the final EPS configuration were considered early in the
design. The final selections were based on various criteria
including cost, efficiency, reliability, availability, flight heri-
tage, and simplicity. Many alternatives were considered but
considerable effort was devoted to solar array configuration,
battery selection, and power conditioning methodology.
10.4.2 SOLAR ARRAYS
The selection of solar array type depends on several criteria,
including reliability, complexity, compatibility with spacecraft
structural and thermal characteristics, spacecraft stabilization,
cost, weight, serviceability, and space heritage. Solar array alter-
natives that were examined included rotating arrays versus fixed
arrays, rollup arrays versus rigid arrays, flat-mounted cells versus
shingle-mounted cells, and canted arrays versus noncanted arrays.
CENTAUR
Expendable launch vehicle (ELV) discrete
ELV
Silver zinc battery
34 V, 100 A-hr
Power transfer unit
Control[
Uo
External
interface
COLD-SAT Spacecraft
Nickel cadmium
28.8 V battery
443 W to loads
.......... f ........
Ground power
1.0 V
1.0 V v,
b,_J
llVl
Figure 10.4.--Interfaces between COLD-SAT and the Centaur power transfer unit.
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distribution
unit
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Solararrayscanbethebody-mountedypeorthedeployable
type.If theyaredeployable,theycanberigidorrolluparrays.
Body-mountedarraysaremountedto themainbodyof the
spacecraftndgenerallyareusedonspin-stabilizedspacecraft.
Theadvantageis theyproducesomepowerin almostall
spacecraftattitudes.Theyarealsousefulduringorbit
acquisition.Body-mountedarrayswereneverseriouslycon-
sideredsinceCOLD-SATisnotaspin-stabilizedspacecraft
andthepowergeneratedwouldbelimitedbytheprojectedarea
of thespacecraftbody.Also,body-mountedarraysgenerally
arenotadvantageousforpowerrequirementsashighasthatof
COLD-SAT.herefore,deployablearrayswereselected.They
cangeneratelargequantitiesofpower,andtheyareoftenused
forsimilartypesofmissions.
Deployablearrayscanbemadebyusingrigidpanelsor
rolluparrays.Rigidarraysarestoredinpanelsanduntblded,
whereasrolluparraysarestoredinacylindricalconfiguration
andunrolled.Rigidarrayswereselectedbecausetheyhavea
muchgreaterflightheritage.Thecostandcomplexityareless.
Therigidarraysdoflexsomewhat,ndthedesignofthearray
mustensurethathemechanicalfrequenciesofthearraydonot
causeproblemslbrthespacecraft'sattitudecontrolsystem.
Rigidarrayscanbeeitherfixedorrotating.Theorientation
offixedarraysremainsconstantwithrespecttothespacecraft
bodyoncetheyaredeployed,whiletheorientationofrotating
arraysiscontrolledsothathesolarcellspointowardtheSun
asthespacecraftmovesthroughitsorbit.Therotatingarray
alternativewasrejectedbutwasnotexaminedindepth.It was
perceivedasunnecessarilycomplexfortherequirementsofthis
mission.Thesavingsinweightandvolumeforagivenpower
outputdoesnotoutweightheneedforaddedcomponents.
Rotatingarraysrequireadditionalcomponentscomparedwith
afixedarray,includingaSuntracker,controlunit,anddrive
unit.Typically,thedriveunitconsistsofasteppermotor,agear
assemblytotransmitmotorpowertothearray,aslipringand
brushassemblytotransferpowerandsignalsthroughthedrive
shafttothespacecraftbody,andshaftencodertoindicatearray
positionrelativeto thespacecraftbody.Fixedarrayswere
selectedfor thedesignbecauseof theirrelativesimplicity,
spaceheritage,andlowercost.
Oncefixedarrayswereselected,theirorientationrelativeto
thespacecrafthadtobedetermined.Thealternativesreceiving
themostattentioni volvedcantingthearraysversusorienting
themalongthespacecraftxis.Cantingthesolararrayreduces
thelossof powerinafixedarraybecauseofthechanging
anglcausedbyprecessionftheorbitandmotionoftheSun
alongtheecliptic.Bycantingthearrayswithrespecttothe
spacecraftxis.thevariationi maximumandminimumangle
ofincidenceofsolarenergycanbereduced,therebyreducing
thesizeofthearrays.Thearrayscanbemadesmallerbecause
thecantingreducesthepowerpenaltyimposedbythecosine
law.Howevercantingthearraysincreasesthecomplexityof
thedeploymentmechanism.Alteranalysis,cantedsolararrays
wereselected.
A briefexaminationwasdonetodeterminehowthecells
wouldI'r,-mountedtothearray.Flat-mountedcellsareattached
to the_:rraysubstrateadjacentto eachotherwitha small
separati_)nspace.Shingle-mountedarraysaremountedsuch
thathe,olarcellsoverlapeachotherlikeshinglesonahouse.
Relativetoshingle-typemounting,flat-typemountinghasthe
advantagesofbetterthermalproperties,easierreplacementof
damagedcells,strongerbondingto thesubstrate,increased
packingfactor,andmorefreedominmakingcellinterconnec-
tions.Disadvantagesofflat-typemountingaremorephysical
connectionsperarrayandlesscellareaperunitprojectedarea.
Consideringthesecomparisonsandthehighnumberof fiat-
mountedarraysthathavebeenusedinspace,thedecisionwas
madetousefiat-mountedarraysonCOLD-SAT.
10.4.3 BATTERIES
Seve_'al battery types were compared to determine the best
battery for the COLD-SAT mission. Each battery type has
some favorable and some unfavorable characteristics (rel_. 4
and 5). Basically, the final determination was influenced most
heavily by spaceflight heritage. In all, three types of batteries
were considered. They were nickel-hydrogen, silver-zinc, and
nickel-cadmium. Several battery characteristics were consid-
ered in the selection process, including operating temperature
range, discharge voltage, depth of discharge capability, cycle
life, energy density, and space flight history. Spacecraft and
mission factors such as orbit altitude, orbit inclination, eclipse
power requirements, peak power requirements, operating tem-
perature, and mission life determined which battery's charac-
teristics would be acceptable.
Nickel-cadmium batteries were selected because of
their ploven flight record and their overall performance
charact_ ristics. Silver-zinc and nickel-hydrogen were also con-
sidered, but silver-zinc cannot undergo enough recharge cycles
and nickel-hydrogen batteries do not, at this time, have a long
history of use in low-Earth orbit. Along with their proven flight
record, oickel-cadmium batteries have adequate performance
characttristics such as voltage discharge profile, cycle life,
energy _lensity, depth of discharge, and operating temperature
range, t, comparison of battery types is shown in table 10.3.
There i,, some doubt as to whether nickel-cadmium batteries
will still be available at the time COLD-SAT is launched
because of the lack of availability of the separator material.
Anothel factor in the possible shortage of nickel-cadmium
batterie._, is the trend toward use of nickel-hydrogen batteries. It
may be iecessary to reconsider battery selection in later stages
of the 15OLD-SAT design.
Silver-zinc batteries offer the highest energy density and
functiot well at high discharge rates. The discharge voltage can
be as hi:gh as 1.85 V. They are not, however, a good choice for
use on ( OLD-SAT because they can be recharged only several
hundreE times, depending on the depth of discharge. COLD-
SAT requires 2500 recharges for a 6-month mission. Also,
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TABLE 10.3.--SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS FOR NICKEL-CADMIUM. NICKEL-HYDROGEN,
AND SILVER-ZINC BATTERIES
Operatin,_ temperature, °C
Energy density,
W-hr/kg
W-hr/liter
Dischar[e votla_e, V
Recharge
Depth ofdischarge, percent
Discharge voltage. V
Relative cycle life
Charge measurement
Miscellaneous
Nickel-cadmiunl
M-I) Io 45
3O
8O
flat
Tolerates
overcharge
25 to 40
il.3
High (thousands)
Temperature
sensors
Most space flight
history
Nickel-hydrogen
0 to 50
55
60
fial
Tolerates
overcharge
61) [intelsat,
6000 c),cles)
1.3
High (thousands)
Pressure property to
charge
Relatively new to
space use
Silver-zinc
-20 to 60
9O
180
t1at
Sensitive to
overcharl_e
High (relative to
i Nickel-cadmium)
1.6
Low (hundreds)
Activated just
before use. little
flight use
COLD-SAT
requirement
flat
2500 to 50_X)
Flight proven
silver-zinc batteries are sensitive to overcharge, operate poorly
at low temperature, and are expensive. Previous space applica-
tions include use in life support equipment used by Apollo
astronauts, use in the Lunar Rover, and use in some space
transportation system controls. Although this battery is not well
suited for use as a source of power during eclipse on COLD-
SAT, it has the potential lbr powering loads during ascent.
A nickel-hydrogen battery uses both battery and fuel cell
technologies. Many of the applications of nickel-hydrogen
batteries have been in the aerospace area, and they have
characteristics that make them well suited for such
applications. They have high energy density relative to nickel-
cadmium. They can undergo up to 6000 charge/discharge
cycles, depending on the depth of discharge. They can also
function at high depth of discharge (60 percent), although for
less cycles. The cell can tolerate overcharge and cell reversal.
The major disadvantage for COLD-SAT applications are rela-
tively high initial cost and relatively little space-flight experi-
ence compared with nickel-cadmium. There have been some
spacecraft that have used this type of battery including NTS-2,
launched in 1977 and INTELSAT V, launched in 1983. More
recently, the Hubble Space Telescope is using nickel-hydrogen
batteries in low-Earth orbit. The lack of extensive low-Earth
orbit use translates into a lack of confidence, higher risk, and
higher costs because of increased testing requirements. The cell
discharge voltage is 1.2 V and is fairly constant over the
discharge time. The cell temperature rise as the cells discharge
depends on the discharge rate. Pressure also changes as the state
of charge changes, and it can be used as a direct indication of
battery state of charge.
Nickel-cadmium batteries have been the most widely used
spacecraft batteries and have functioned well. The cells have a
wide operating temperature range, acceptable energy density,
long cycle life, and high allowable charge and discharge rates.
The disadvantage is they have a relatively low depth of dis-
charge capability if thousands of cycles are required. Other
advantages are that the cells are sealed and contain no free
electrolyte. The batteries are designed to prevent excessive
pressure buildup during charge. Nickel-cadmium cells can
withstand overcharge reasonably well at relatively low rates,
but at high charge rates excessive overcharge will result in high
cell temperature. Also, the cell discharge voltage profile is flat
which helps keep the bus voltage constant.
In summary, the nickel-cadmium battery appears to be the
best choice for COLD-SAT because it meets the requirements.
The nickel-hydrogen battery also meets many of the require-
ments and even appears to offer enhanced performance over the
nickel-cadmium batteries. The major deficiency for the nickel-
hydrogen is the lack of long-term space flight data, however,
this may change by the time COLD-SAT is in the critical design
phase and a final battery selection must be made.
10.4.4 POWER CONTROL AND DISTRIBUTION
Spacecraft electrical power systems can be dissipative or
nondissipative. Dissipative systems can be either regulated or
unregulated. An unregulated system was selected for COLD-
SAT.
The power control and distribution functions the EPS must
perlorm can become complex, especially ifa system is desired
that can detect and clear faults along with the more usual
functions such as charging batteries and busing power.
Several methods were considered to accomplish load shedding.
Load shedding is necessary if the bus voltage drops signifi-
cantly for a time longer than can be tolerated. This time was not
precisely determined but depends on the specifications of the
load. The voltage drop could be sudden because of a spacecraft
component or EPS failure, or it could be gradual because of an
attitude control failure. It must be determined when to shed
loads and when to reconnect the loads.
The first alternative considered was to add a computer
dedicated to EPS functions. A computer in the EPS would
monitor several voltages on the buses and actuate relays to
disconnect the loads if necessary. An electrical load priority
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wouldbeestablishedsotheleastcriticaloadswouldbeshed
first.Thecomputercould ecide,basedonsensorinputs,if the
loadsheddinghasrelievedtheundervoltage.If not,moreloads
wouldbeshed.Thecomputercouldthenmonitorthesystem,
possiblyperformaselftest,andthenbringtheloadsbackonto
thebus.Withacomputerin theEPS,manyadditionalEPS
functionscouldbecontrolledlocally.Thiswouldpresent
alternativestotheoverallsystemconfiguration.Thisalterna-
tivewasrejectedasbeingtoocomplexandcostly.
Thesecondalternativeconsideredwasto usetheflight
computerintheTI'&C system to monitor sensors in the EPS
and command relays based on the sensor inputs. The computer
would function much like the internal computer in the first
alternative. Data are normally routed through the TI'&C sys-
tent for downlinking EPS status so the flight computer could
use the data as the criteria tbr commanding bus relays. This
method was rejected because it increased the work required of
the flight computer. It placed dependence on software that may
not be completely debugged and increased the complexity of
the interfaces. As in the first alternative, this method was
rejected because it is complex and costly.
The third alternative was to have analog instrumentation in
the EPS detect low voltage and initiate load shed. There is no
interface with the TT&C system for load shed, nor is there a
dedicated EPS processor. Analog instrumentation in the EPS
compares each of the voltages of the bus with the reference
voltages. The EPS buses are configured so that loads of similar
importance to the spacecraft are on the same bus. The reference
voltage of the least important bus is set the highest so it would
be the first bus to be shed. The second most important bus has
the highest set point so it is the last bus to be shed. The most
important components are on the "'essential bus" and cannot be
shed. This scheme assumes the voltage is decreasing slowly.
The TT&C system is the only system that can reconnect the
buses. A command from the ground and through the 'IT&C
system controls the bus relays. This method of control was
chosen because, if the same analog instrumentation were used
to reconnect buses, it may be possible to start a toggling of the
relays. If low voltage is detected and a bus is shed, the resulting
effect may be to increase the bus voltage to a point where the
analog instrumentation would sense a level high enough to
reconnect the bus. This may again drop the bus voltage and
restart the cycle. This method of shedding loads was selected
and will be described in more detail in later sections.
Alternatives were also considered for spacecraft busing
schemes, including busing power to loads that are grouped by
system, by duty cycle and by relative importance. Busing
power to loads that belong to the same system was considered
and rejected because it meant many buses, and the amount of
power carried by the buses differed significantly. The goal was
to have similar amounts of power supplied by each bus. A
second alternative involved grouping loads that were powered
at the same time (had similar duty cycles) so that entire buses
could be switched off when the loads on the bus were not being
used. _ fis was rejected because most of the loads, except lor the
experiment loads, were always active. The number of loads
with low duty cycles and amount of power switched was not
large.
The l)us scheme that was selected was to group the loads by
order of importance for load shedding purposes. The result is
shown in figure 10.5 Loads of least importance to spacecraft
survivai were placed on priority buses 3 and 4. These are mostly
experinient system components and spacecraft heaters. These
loads are switched by the sequencers, so it is also possible to
switch :oads on an individual basis. Priority bus 2 contains a
nonessential TT&C system, an attitude control system, and
propulsion system components. Priority bus I, or the essential
bus, contains EPS, TT&C, attitude control, and propulsion
system components that are essential to communicating with
the spacecraft.
10.5 Supporting Analyses
10.5.1 GENERAL
During the conceptual design of the power system, several
trades were performed to select one option over other possible
options. There are several ways to design a particular system to
meet the pertbrmance specifications. In addition to perfor-
mance, 3ther factors, such as cost, reliability, availability, or
flight h_ ritage, figure into selecting a certain method or compo-
nent. The EPS was initially assumed to require use of solar
arrays, batteries, and power control and distribution compo-
nents, but this was further examined to determine the way in
which these were implemented. Solar array configuration,
battery type, and power conditioning methods were examined.
Once the selection was made, the analyses to specify proper
sizes, c_ pacities, voltages, and currents were performed. The
analyse_ required assumptions, and these are identified in the
calculat ons that tbllow in this section. The references or
rational,., tor the assumptions are also stated.
10.5.2 SOLARARRAYCANTANGLE
For t lermal and attitude control reasons, the COLD-SAT
long ax s will lie in the orbit plane with the aft end of the
spacecr_ ft aligned with the projection of the Sun line in that
plane. "1-"lespacecraft will be rotated about its long axis so that
the Sun rely falls one one side, the Sun side. In this configura-
tion the angle between the Sun line and the spacecraft long axis
(the '13 _,ngle') can vary from 0 ° to 41.5 °. The angle the plane
of the solar arrays makes with the spacecraft long axis, the cant
angle, n_ust be determined for optimum performance.
The __OLD-SAT orbit determines the angle that the arrays
should be canted. Table 10.4 presents the results of preliminary
calculat ons that show the comparison of array size for various
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Figure 10.5.--Power distribution for COLD-SAT.
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TABLE 10.4.--SOLAR ARRAY CANT Ai'GLE EFFECTS
Cant Power, 0. cos0
angle, W degree
degree
0 _'1815 0 1.000
_1612 41 .755
8 21815 8 0.990
hl612 33 .838
l0 :'1815 10 0.984
bl612 31 .857
11 _1815 II 0.981
_1612 30 .866
Numberof b umber of
parallel ceils st ries cells
required. _equired.
Nr N
83 102
98
84 102
88
84 102
86
84 102
86
Area,
tie
w/fF
"Beginning at life.
rEnd of life.
170 10.67
200 8.06
172 10.55
181 8.90
172 10.55
176 9.15
172 10.55
176 9.15
cant angles. The calculations were performed iteratively, sub-
stituting the possible beta angles and eclipse times. The calcu-
lations were based on a 550- n mi orbit and 18° inclination. The
table shows two results for a given cant angle. One result is for
a [3angle of 41 °, the other is lbr a 13angle of() °. These represent
the extreme cases.
In table 10.4, the power column represents the amount of
power available at beginning of life and at end of life. These
values differ slightly from the final array powers because the
study was performed early in the design. The quantities were
used to get an indication of cant angle effects. The extreme
cases were considered. At beginning of life, the array produces
the most power because of less degradation. At beginning
of life, to generate 1815 W at 0 ° 13angle, the arrays must be
170 ft 2. At end of life, to generate 1612 W at 41 ° 13angle, the
arrays must be 200 ft 2. The Np column is the number of parallel
cells required, the Ns column is the number of series cells
required. The table shows examples for various cant angles and
13angles. The table shows that a cant angle between I 0° and 11°
results in the smallest array size. A 10° cant angle was selected
lor the design study.
10.5.3 SOLAR ARRAY SIZING
The solar array electrical sizing analysis was performed
based on the power requirements of other spacecraft systems
and the operating characteristics of solar cells.
COLD-SAT will be launched into an 18 ° circular orbit from
the Eastern Space and Missile Range. This indicates that the [3
angle varies from 0° to 41.5 °. The !3angle is the angle between
the orbit plane and the Sun line and affects the solar array output
because of reduced solar intensity. The efficiency of the solar
arrays changes by a cosine of the 13angle factor for angles below
40 ° . The deviation from the cosine law is insignificant for
41.5 °.
The orbital period is 105 rain. Also, the portion of the orbital
period that COLD-SAT is in sunlight varies between 70 and 77
min, while the eclipse time varies between 28 and 35 min.
These times depend on the altitude and [3angle. Equation (I 0.1)
is used to determine the orbital period and equation (10.2) is
used to calculate Sun and eclipse times. These times drive the
design by affecting the time that the batteries will be dis-
charged, and the available time per orbit for recharging the
batteries. Also, for low-earth orbits, the number of battery
charge-discharge cycles is high. Thus,
T 2 = g2r3 IGM e (10.1)
where
T
r
G
M e
R e
G_ e
period in see
orbit altitude plus radius o1"Earth, R e
gravitational constant
mass of the Earth
= 6.3783 x 103 km
= 3.98601 × 1014 m3/sec 2
and
[ " .231/2
COS1_
(10.2)
where
t S
Re
fraction of Sun time/orbit
radius of the Earth
The ¢,perating temperature range of the arrays was calcu-
lated by the COLD-SAT thermal analyst to be -80 to 135 °F.
This plo: is shown in figure 10.6. Array temperature affects the
voltage output of the arrays, and this was taken into consider-
ation for the sizing of the arrays. Voltage output ranges from
68.5 V a_minus 80 °F to 36 V at 135 °F. A summary of the solar
array characteristics is listed in table 10.5.
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Figure 10.6.--Plot of solar array temperatures as the spacecraft travels through
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its orbit.
TABLE 10.5.--SUMMARY OF SOLAR ARRAY CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristics
Beginning of life, W
End of life. W
Number of cells
Output voltage. V BOL iV EOLI
Total area, ft-"
Active area, It:
Cell area, cm:
Cell type
Total weight, Ib
Operating temperature, °F
Stacking factor, percent
Instrumentation
Walts/fl:, BOL (EOL)
Subs_,stem total
1968
1643
17226
39.5 (36.0)
190
148
8
N/P silicon, I0 _)
210
-80 to 135
83
3 temperature/wing
I deployment switch/wing
11.0 (9.2)
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TABLE 10.6.--SOLAR ARRAY DEGRADATION FACTORS
Degradation factor
Assembly loss
Blocking diode drop
Cell wiring loss
Thermal cycling
UV radiation
Micrometeoroids
Particle radiation
Summer solstice
Vernal equinox
Current
0.98
.99
.99
.98
.968
1.0()
Voltage
0.98
.8
.(105 V/cell
.99
.97
Also considered were degradation factors that affect the
efficiency of the arrays over the mission lifetime. The degrada-
tion factors considered include thermal cycling, ultraviolet
radiation, micrometeoroids, and particle radiation. Additional
design factors were assembly loss, blocking diode voltage
drop, and cell wiring loss. These losses are encountered during
assembly and do not change or reoccur during operation. A
listing of the degradation factors is shown in table 10.6. The
numbers that were used in sizing the arrays were from Solarex
Aerospace (Private correspondence from E. Gaddy, Director of
Aerospace Products. Solarex Aerospace Division dated July
19, 1989.) and solar array design articles (ref. I). They are tbr
an array operating life of 6 months. Considering the degrada-
tion factors and the physical size of the arrays, the beginning of
life (BOL) power output is 1968 W and the end of life (EOL)
power output is 1643 W. This works out to a power density of
I 1.0 W/ft 2 BOL and 9.2 W/ft 2 EOL.
Beforc the arrays can bc sized, several other requirements
have to be derived. Along with the orbit parameters and
degradation factors already mentioned, the spacecraft power
usage and battery recharge power need to be determined. The
spacecraft power requirements were determined to the electri-
cal component level, and then the batteries were electrically
sized. Alter the batteries are sized and their recharge require-
mcnts are known, the array power output requirement is deter-
mined by summing the spacecraft loads and the battery recharge
requirement. Since these loads do not decrease with time, the
arrays must supply this power at the EOL.
To summarize, the following effects are considered by using
the methods given in Agrawal (ref. 6)
( I ) Solar intensity variation
(2) 13angle variation
(3) Solar cell degradation caused by environmental effects
(4) Assembly inefficiencies
(5) System inefficiencies
A 25 percent margin is applied to the load power requirement
which then becomes 813 W. The inefficiencies of the power
system's components are considered as well to determine the
total solar array output requirement at EOL.
Alter calculating the array power requirement, the voltage
and current of each cell is calculated by using solar cell output
equations. Vendor data and the various degradation factors are
input il to the equations. Then the total spacecraft voltage and
current requirements are divided by the individual cell outputs
to get tl te number of series and parallel cells. The solar cell size
is 2 by _ cm, and the following cell characteristics are used:
Imp = 0.288 A lsc = 0.329 A
Vmp = 0.480 V V<. = 0.598 V
where l,,p is the cell current at maximum power operating point
at BOL at 28 °C, Vm, is the cell voltage at maximum power
operating point at B_L at 28 °C, lsc is the cell short circuit
current, and V is the cell open circuit voltage.
Equations (10.3) and (10.4) are used with the previous
values and design factors tbr calculating the w)ltagc and cur-
rent, re-;pectively, of each cell.
v=[V,,p-Vd+Cv(T-28)]K a K d (10.3)
where
Vmp BOL cell voltage at maximum power operating point
Va wiring loss per cell
Cv temperature coefficient (voltage)
T temperature
K a assembly loss
K a radiation and thermal cycling loss
v cell voltage
v = .0.48 - 0.005 - 0.0022(60 - 28)1(0.98)(0.96)
v = ).381 V
At BOI. the cell voltage is 0.381/0.96 = 0.396 V.
Assvming that two blocking diodes are used on the array and
that the voltage drop is 0.8V/diode, this number is added to thc
array ol _tput voltage (here 36 V) and divided by the voltage per
cell to _'.et the number of required series solar cells, Ns.
N_ = (array voltage + diode drop)/(cell voltage)
= 91 cells
The :ell current is given by the lbllowing equation:
l=[I1,q,+CI(T-28)]K,+KdK+KI: (10.4)
where
Imp BOL cell current at maximum power operating point
Ci temperature coefficient (current)
T temperature
K assembly loss
K! radiation and micrometeoroid loss
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K s seasonal variation in solar intensity
K_, cosine of incident angle of Sun line
/ cell current
/ =[0.288+0.00013(60-28)](0.98)(0.96)(0.968)(0.985)
/ =0.262 A at EOL
At BOL the current is 0.262/0.96 = 0.273 A. The required
current per array, I t , is
= (power/array voltage)
= 821.5/36
= 22.8 A
The required number of cells in parallel, Nt,, is calculated by
dividing the current per array by the current per cell: that is,
NI, = (I r/l)
Np = 87 parallel cells
COLD-SAT arrays require 99 series cells in each string and 87
parallel cell strings in each array. A total of" 17 226 cells is
required.
As the spacecraft enters the eclipse portion of the orbit, the
array temperature drops to a minimum of-80 °F. As it proceeds
back into sunlight, the voltage of the array is increased for a
short time because of the low temperature. At -80 °C the
voltage is 0.692 V per cell. This is an increase of 0.283 V
compared with a cell at normal operating temperature. The
s01ar array w_ltage is increased from 36. I to 68.5 V at EOL. The
cell current is not as significantly affected by a decrease in array
temperature as the voltage.
An estimate of the area of the away can be made based on the
cell size, cell spacing, and a small margin. The number of cells
is 99 series by 87 parallel. The cell size is 2 by 4 cm, and I mm
is allowed for spacing between cells. An additional 12-cm
margin is allowed all around, ff these sizes are used, the
estimated area of a single array is 88 284 cm 2 or 95 ft 2. The total
array area is then 190 ft2.
10.5.4 BATTERIES
Following the selection of battery type, the desired depth of
discharge was selected based on the number of cycles required,
and mission life. The orbit parameters determined sunlight and
eclipse periods, which, in turn, determined number of cycles
required. For a nickel-cadmium battery requiring 2600 cycles,
a depth of discharge greater than 40 percent can be used. This,
in combination with power budgets, enabled electrical sizing of
the batteries /'or normal on-orbit operation. Following this
procedure, it was determined that a battery capacity driver was
the orbit acquisition phase, rather than the normal on-orbit
power profile. Because of this, the battery depth of discharge
TABLE 10.7.--SUMMARY OF COLD-SAT
BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS
Characteristic Value
Type
Quantity
Capacity (each). A-hr
Dimensions, in.
Weight (each). Ib
Number of cells
Discharge vohagc, V
Charge voltage. V
Efficiency. percent
Operating temperature, °C
Depth of discharge, percent
Number of cycles required
Number of cycles capable
Nickel-cadmium
2
36
16by 15by9
85
24
28.8
36
77
0 to 30
24.7
2503
>80(X)
selected is less than is needed if on-orbit requirements are
the design driver. Table 10.7 lists the battery performancc
characteristics.
An initial battery capacity selection was made, and it was
adequate for nominal acquisition but did not have sufficient
margin for keeping minimum spacecraft functions powered if
another acquisition attempt was required. Alter analysis and
discussions, the battery size was increased to 36 A-hr. This
would permit additional acquisition time and provide larger
margin lbr on-orbit operation. The minimum margin tk)r acqui-
sition time was established by examining the orbit acquisition
sequence and power profile. In addition, the time required for
corrective measures was determined. The total time was 2.8 hr.
After this time, depending on the particular failure mode, the
chances for recovery decrease. Some power can be generated
by the folded arrays, even if the spacecraft is spinning, which
will increase the available power. However, this is not a
certainty because the spacecraft may be tumbling such that the
arrays do not pass through the Sun line. The drawback of the
larger batteries was additional weight compared to the initial
selection.
Battery size calculations are based on a 6-month mission, a
550-n mi circular orbit, an inclination of 18 °, a 850-W power
requirement, and a nominal w)ltage of 28 V. The eclipse times
range from 28 to 35 min and the Sun times range from 70 to
77 min each orbit. For a 6-month mission, a 25-percent depth
of discharge will allow over 801X) charge/discharge cycles.
Only 2500 cycles are required of the COLD-SAT batteries so
an adequate margin is present with a 25-percent depth of
discharge. The minimum discharge voltage at EOL for a
nickel-cadmium battery cell is 1.2 V. To achieve a nominal
28-V battery voltage at EOL, 24 battery cells will be needed. If
each battery supplies hall" of the required power, the battery
capacity needed is given by thc following equation:
P!
C= [(Val,)(DOD) ] (10.5)
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where where
C battery capacity, A-hr
P load power, W
t discharge time, hr
VII_ bus voltage, V
DOD depth of discharge
C = (425 W)(0.583 hr)/((27.2 V)(0.25))
C = 36.4 A-hr
Therefore, two 36-A-hr nickel-cadmium batteries were se-
lected. This allows some margin for nominal operations be-
cause the capacity was calculated by using the longest eclipse
time. Also, this battery capacity allows margin for extra orbit
acquisition time. It would be possible to reduce the capacity of
the batteries for on-orbit requirements; however, the attitude
acquisition requirements drive the battery capacity to 36 A-hr.
After the desired spacecraft attitude is achieved and nominal
operations begin, the batteries supply all power during eclipse.
Alter discharging during eclipse, the solar arrays will com-
pletely recharge the batteries during daylight. A slightly higher
voltage than the normal battery cell voltage is required to fully
charge the batteries. The maximum allowable cell voltage is
1.5 V. Since there arc 24 cells, the maximum charge voltage is
36.0 V at the battery terminals. To determine the recharge
power that is required, it was assumed that battery efficiency is
the product of the recharge factor and the ratio of the discharge
voltage to charge voltage (rcf. 2). The battery recharge factor
BRF is assumed to be 0.96. The battery efficiency, ql,, is given
by the following equation:
(10.6)
where
V,h. cell discharge voltage, V
V,v cell recharge voltage, V
BRF battery recharge factor
Substituting values into equation (10.6) results in a battery
efficiency of 0.77.
If it is assumed that only 95 percent of the available time for
recharging will be used to allow the solar array temperature and
voltage to stabilize, the battery recharge power is calculated in
equation (10.7) as follows:
(10.7)
Pd," discharge power, W
tj,. discharge time, min
tr,. recharge time, min
nt, battery efficiency
Substitt ting the appropriate values in equation (10.7) indicates
that 291 W are required to recharge each battery or 582 W for
both.
Next. the recharge current, /re is calculated by using the
followil_g equation:
/, v _ Pr,' _ 8.08 A / battery ( I0.8)
V,.I,
where
Vd, maximum battery recharge voltage, V
Equation (10.9) is used to determine charge rate. The charge
rate depends on battery cycle life. temperature control limita-
tions, a_d time available.
CR = C/lrc (10.9)
where
CR charge rate in terms of the battery capacity
C battery capacity CA-m)
For COI.D-SAT CR = C/4.45.
The salar arrays must recharge the batteries but the system
efficienty is less than 100 percent so some of the power
generated by the arrays will be lost as heat in the electrical
components. If a total of 582 W is required at the battery
terminal _, then considerably more power must be generated by
the arra) s to account for the inefficiencies. The array power to
recharg¢ the batteries is 735 W based on the estimates of the
system i lefficiencies as shown in figure 10.7.
For tte part of the mission where the orbit is such that the
eclipse it; shortest, less recharge power is required. The shortest
eclipse i_ 28 rain, which leaves 77 min out of the 105 rain lor
recharge. The required recharge power can be calculated for the
new orbt parameters by using the previous method. This will
yield a I ainimum recharge power requirement, (the previous
recharge requirement was a maximum). When the orbit is such
that ecli I se is shorter and less power is needed tot recharge, the
angle [ enalty is greater so the solar arrays generate relatively
less power. The cant angle of the arrays takes advantage of the
relationship of the eclipse times to [3angle and minimizes the
array size that is required for a given electrical load.
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Figure lO.7.--Electrical power system inefficiencies. Parenthetical numbers indicate efficiency of item.
10.6 Power System Configuration
10.6.1 GENERAL
The electrical power system consists of two fixed solar
arrays, two nickel-cadmium batteries, a power control unit, a
power distribution unit, and a pyro control unit. The power
system provides power generation, storage, distribution, and
fault protection. It also supplies power and control for pyro
firing.
The nominal bus voltage is 27 to 34 V at EOL. and the
average load power requirement is 646 W. The solar arrays
supply power to the loads and charge the batteries during the
orbital day, while the batteries supply power during eclipse
periods and supply pulse and peak loads as necessary. The solar
panel power flow, battery charge and discharge functions,
power distribution, and bus shedding will be controlled by the
power control unit and power distribution unit. For system data,
the EPS contains temperature, voltage and current sensors, and
position switches on the arrays.
Figure 10.8 shows a block diagram of the EPS. The solar
arrays interface with the power control unit, which contains
array protection circuits, solar array string switching units, and
the battery charge regulators. The power control unit interfaces
with the batteries and the power distribution unit. The interlace
with the batteries provides power for battery charging as well
as inputs from the battery for battery temperature and voltage
data. The interlace of the power control unit with the power
distribution unit supplies array power to the main power bus.
The batteries interface with the power distribution unit
where battery power connects to the main bus. Diodes prevent
power flow from the main bus to the batteries. The batteries also
are connected to the pyro control unit, which will only be used
at the beginning of the mission.
The power distribution unit interfaces both battery power
and solar array power and distributes the power to the rest of the
spacecraft. Load power is routed through the power distribu-
tion unit to components in the various spacecraft systems.
However, much of the power is first interfaced with the
sequencers in the TT&C system. It is the sequencers that handle
most of the individual load switching. The EPS configuration
will be described in more detail in the lollowing sections.
10.6.2 SOLARARRAYS
Two solar array wings will be deph)yed during the attitude
acquisition phase by firing pyros, which cause the release of the
arrays. The arrays are positioned by a spring deployment
mechanism. Upon deployment, the arrays are locked into place
and are fixed to the spacecraft near the center of mass and 180°
apart. Each array is canted 10° with respect to the axis of the
spacecraft. The cant reduces the power penalty incurred be-
cause of the difference between the orbit plane and the ecliptic.
Both arrays are illuminated for 70 to 77 min/orbit. Bccausc their
perlormancc will degrade over timc, the arrays arc sized to
generate enough power to supply load power and charge the
batteries at EOL during summer solsticc whcn incident solar
energy is lowest.
The BOL capability of the arrays is 1968 W, but degradation
causes the output to reduce to 1643 W at the end of the mission.
The total area of both arrays is 190 f12: each array is 95 fie .
Based on similarly sized arrays for existing spacecraft, the
estinaate lor total array weight is 210 lb. In order for the arrays
to generate the correct voltage and current, the solar array cells
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areconfiguredinseriesandparallelstringsbasedontheoutput
ofthe solar cells and the voltage and current requirements of the
system. COLD-SAT arrays are baselined with 99 series cells
and 87 parallel cells. With this design, the array voltage is
nominally 37.7 V. Diode protection would be wired in parallel
with groups of cells so that if a cell or cells in the group failed
open or were shadowed, the diodes would permit current to
continue to flow. With this configuration, the power for the
entire string would not be lost, only the group of cells bypassed
by the diode. The number of series and parallel solar cells in a
group have not been determined.
Solar cells on COLD-SAT are silicon N/P cells with a base
resistivity of 10 _. A typical array panel consists of a cover
glass, solar cell, fiberglass insulator, substrate aluminum lace
sheet, honeycomb core, second face sheet, and thermal paint, in
that order. Adhesives are used to fasten the various layers to
each other, and solder is used to interconnect the cells.
10.6.3 BATTERIES
A battery on the equipment module of the Centaur upper
stage of the ELV will provide 443 W tbr ascent power. The
battery is a 100 A-hr silver-oxide battery, which is adequate
during ascent but which cannot be operated prior to launch
during extended holds. If a long launch delay is expected, the
Centaur batteries will be switched off and ground power will be
used. The battery use is dedicated to the COLD-SAT space-
craft, but it remains with the Centaur after the COLD-SAT
separates from the Centaur. The interface between the Centaur
battery and the COLD-SAT batteries is the power transfer unit,
which is also located on the Centaur. This service is provided
as an option by the Atlas I launch vehicle.
COLD-SAT battery operation will start just before separa-
tion from the Centaur upper stage. The operation of the batteries
is critical during the attitude acquisition phase of the mission.
Spacecraft batteries will power the COLD-SAT until solar
array operation begins. During this time, the electrical load is
578 W.
Nominally, the solar arrays should be deployed and have
acquired Sun within 48 rain of switching tYom Centaur
batteries to spacecraft batteries, which provides a margin of
2 hr. The actual time to acquire the correct attitude is approxi-
mately 13 min, but the total time of48 min to Sun acquisition
includes a possible worst-case eclipse delay that would occur if
the arrays are deployed as the spacecraft was just entering into
eclipse. This 48-rain acquisition scenario results in a
23-percent depth of discharge. In the event that attitude cannot
be acquired on the first attempt, the worst-case mission timeline
indicates that backup scenarios to deploy the arrays and acquire
the Sun will be accomplished within 2.8 hr. In this case, the
battery does not provide margin, but the spacecraft can be
switched to a low power "keep alive" mode which requires
228 W. The batteries are capable of supplying keep alive power
for 8.8 hr. If Sun is not acquired by this time, the spacecraft
would lose all power. Also, the arrays will be configured so that,
even if they are not deployed, they will generate partial power,
which will enable at least partial load power and battery
recharging. This can extend the time available to deploy the
arrays and acquire the Sun, but it is difficult to calculate how
much time this could add.
Two 36 A-hr sealed nickel-cadmium batteries are used to
power COLD-SAT throughout the mission during the eclipse
periods. The nickel-cadmium cells COLD-SAT will employ
are sealed but incorporate pressure relief devices to preclude
hazardous pressure increase. Nickel-cadmium battery cells
have low internal resistance and a nearly constant discharge
voltage o|" approximately 1.2 V. The required charge voltage is
1.5 V/cell. The cells are well suited for high discharge rates and
pulse load applications. Each battery is composed of 24 cells.
There are diodes in parallel with each cell so that charge and
discharge functions would still be possible in case a cell fails
open. COLD-SAT battery cells will operate over the tempera-
ture range of 0 to 30 °C.
The nominal depth of discharge is 24.7 percent, which will
allow over 8(XX)charge and discharge cycles. Only 2500 cycles
are required for a 6-month mission at an altitude of 550 n mi. A
constant-current charge method will be used at a rate of C/4.7.
A listing of battery characteristics is presented in table 10.7.
Along with supplying power to COLD-SAT during eclipses
and perkxls of peak power demand, the spacecraft batteries also
power the pyros. COLD-SAT has pyros for solar array and
antenna deployment as well as for controlling the doors on the
experiment system's supply tank purge bag. Separate and
redundant power buses are used for pyro activation.
10.6.4 POWER CONTROL UNIT
As described earlier, the solar arrays and batteries are a large
part of the power generation and storage, but the power control
unit assists with those functions. The power control unit switches
solar array circuits off when there is excess power, regulates the
battery charge functions, and buses power to the power distri-
bution unit.
The power control unit (PCU) connects to the solar arrays,
the power distribution unit (PDU), and the batteries. It contains
circuits tk_r solar array protection, array switching, and battery
charge regulation. It also contains data interfaces with the
TI'&C system and the batteries.
The PCU interlaces with the solar arrays by means of
harnesses that carry the power to the PCU. The PCU contains
diode circuitry to prevent reverse power flow to the arrays,
which would damage cells.
The PCU also contains switching circuits that can switch off
unneeded incoming power from the arrays. The solar arrays arc
divided into strings, based on cell characteristics, bus voltage,
and current requirements. The strings are configured and inter-
faced in the PCU such that the bus and load requirements are
met. Electronics in the PCU compare the array current to the bus
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and shunt currents to determine when to switch out array
circuits to reduce the available power. When the power gener-
ated by the arrays exceeds that required by the loads, the relays
are opened, disconnecting the array circuits so the incoming
power meets or slightly exceeds demand. The remaining excess
power will be dissipated as heat in a resistive shunt.
The PCU also contains redundant regulators to control
battery charging. The regulators will boost array voltage to
match the voltage requirement for battery charge. The voltage
from the arrays at the EOL will roughly match or be slightly less
than the required battery charge voltage of 36.0 V. As the array
voltage decreases over the mission life because of degradation,
more regulation will be required.
Battery current, voltage, and temperature data are provided
to circuits in the PCU to indicate charge state. Also, the current,
voltage and temperature data is sent to the TF&C system for
downlink.
10.6.5 POWER DISTRIBUTION UNIT
The design of the PDU includes capabilities to detect low
bus voltage, measure bus current and voltage, switch off
distribution buses t¥om the main bus, receive commands from
the q"I'&C system, send status signals to the TT&C system, and
distribute power on four buses. Figure 10.9 shows the power
distribution unit in more detail.
The PDU interfaces the battery buses and the solar array bus
with the main power bus. The PDU also divides the main power
bus into four buses that distribute power to the entire spacecraft.
The four buses that lorm the distribution system are the
essential bus, priority bus 2, priority bus 3, and priority bus 4.
Figure 10.5 illustrates the individual buses and the loads they
supply.
The essential bus powers the loads that are necessary to
maintain communications capability on the spacecraft. Se-
quencer 1 is also powered by this bus. This is because at least
one transponder is essential, and the capability to switch the
transponders must be maintained by a sequencer. In the event
that power demand is greater than power availability, indi-
vidual components or even complete buses can be shed except
tor components on the essential bus. This bus must be powered
at all times. The total power distributed by this bus is 272 W.
Priority bus 2 powers TT&C and attitudc control compo-
nents. This bus will enable attitude control functions to be
pertbrmed. It can be shed, but only in extreme circumstances
because, without this bus, the spacecraft will begin to drift. The
attitude control system interface electronics box is powered
from priority bus 2 and distributes power to attitude sensors and
gimbal units. The total power distributed by this bus is 202 W.
For redundancy, priority buses 3 and 4 interface with both
sequencers in the TT&C system. The sequencers provide
switching to individual components in the experiment, propul-
sion, and thermal systems. The loads on these buses were
divided so that each bus carries approximately the same power
and each sequencer contains approximately the same number
of relays. Each sequencer has redundant power interfaces with
the PDU. Bus 3 distributes 380 W, and bus 4 distributcs 395 W.
Also contained in the PDU are load-shedding relays that arc
normally closed but can be opened to disconnect the main bus
from one of the spacecraft hind buses. Control of the relays is
based on data from low voltage detectors. Each bus is moni-
tored by a detector that inputs a signal to a controller to open tbe
relay if low voltage occurs. A small emergency power source
in the PDU, possibly capacitors or a battery, will provide power
to open the relays if power drops rapidly. The unit can automati-
cally and sequentially switch offbuses, beginning with priority
bus 4. A control interface exists with the TT&C for reconnect-
ing buses after load-shed.
Data are sent to the TT&C system to provide temperature.
voltage, and current measurements for downlink.
10.6.6 PYRO CONTROL UNIT
The pyro control unit is the interlace between the batteries
and the pyros. The unit contains arming circuits so each device
can be isolated from the power supply until immediately before
operation. Each battery sends 28 V power through redundant
relays to actuate the pyros. Redundant inputs from the q"I'&C
systcm control the firing of the pyros. During ground opera-
tions, a grounding cable is installed to prevent inadvertent
actuation of the pyros. Manual access to this unit is required for
connecting and disconnecting the grounding cable.
10.6.7 HARNESSES
Electrical cables are used for input commands, data, power,
and grounding. The cables are designed to withstand launch
loads, temperature variations, vacuum, and other space effects.
Flight-proven electrical connectors will be used. Where pos-
sible, each connector can only extend to its mating connector
and cannot reach a mating connector of the same type. Connec-
tors are keyed by a pair of toothed plugs and mating sockets to
preclude mating errors.
10.6.8 INSTRUMENTATION
Instrumentation requirements are identified in table 10.8.
Solar array instrumentation consists of temperature sensors on
the arrays and position switches on the deployment mecha-
nisms. Battery instrumentation requirements include tempera-
ture, current, and voltagc. They are needed to indicate chargc
and discharge states. It is possible that each of the cells in the
batteries will have a voltage sensor. The PCU has temperature,
current, and voltage sensors. The current sensors will monitor
input current from the solar arrays as well as output current of
the PCU. The PDU also contains temperature, current and
voltage sensors. All the data will bc transmitted to ground
controllers through the TT&C system.
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TABLE 10.8.--ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM INSTRU_ ENTATION REQUIREMENTS
Solar array
Batte D'
PCU
PDU
P_'ro box
Total
Current
Each Total
I 2
1 2
12 12
10 10
2 2
28
Voltage
Each Total
7 7
I0 I0
17
'q)eployment switch.
Temperature
Each Total
3 6
4 8
9
7 7
25
PI-e SSItlFe
Each Total
Other
Each Total
_'1 2
2
10.6.9 GROUNDING AND BONDING
Spacecraft grounding will be designed to comply with the
requirements of MIL-STD- 154 I. The grounding scheme of the
power system will consist of a balanced static drain to a single-
point ground on the spacecraft structure. Prior to connection of
equipment to the EPS, both power leads will have a minimum
dc rcsistance of I mf_ to case or to any common or ground
connection. The grounding and isolation of pyrotechnic
circuits will contbrm to MIL-STD-1512 (Electroexplosive
Subsystem, Electrically Initiated, Design Requirements and
Test Methods).
Requirements of MIL-B-5087B (Bonding, Electrical and
Lightning Protection for Aerospace Systems) will be observed
with regard to bonding characteristics. The basic provisions are
that structures supporting electrical equipment will be bonded
by use of permanent metal-to-metal joints and semi-permanent
metal-to-metal joints. Mating surfaces will be free of non-
conductive film. To minimize problems of electrostatic charg-
ing, exposed dielectric surfaces will be coated with a conductive
film. Electrical equipment will be bonded to its supporting
structure with a maximum bonding resistance of 2.5 m_.
10.6.10 SAFETY
Safety considerations were included in the conceptual de-
sign. Potential hazards were identified in connection with the
batteries and the ordnance, although any electrical power
system components with current flowing could be a hazard.
Ordnance was identified as a safety concern during pre-
launch servicing, countdown, launch, and ascent. The concern
is inadvertent actuation causing harm to personnel or equip-
ment. To preclude this event, physical inhibits are used prior to
launch. Alter launch, software in connection with redundant
inhibits will ensure that erroneous actuation will not occur.
Also of concern is handling and interfacing equipment
during checkout procedures. Interfacing the wrong connectors
can be hazardous to personnel and equipment. To prevent this,
connectors will be keyed so that it will be impossible to connect
the wrong components.
10.7 Electric Power System Function
10.7.1 POWER GENERATION AND STORAGE
The [',PS supplies power at all times during the mission to the
experiment and spacecraft systems. Prior to launch, during pad
operations, ground power will be supplied to the EPS for
distribution to necessary components and GSE will control the
state of charge of the COLD-SAT flight batteries. At T- 16 rain
ground power is terminated and a mission peculiar battery on
the Centaur begins to power the spacecraft. A 100-A-hr, silver-
zinc battery on the equipment module of the Centaur upper
stage will provide 443 W for ascent power, but cannot operate
prior to iaunch during extended holds, lfa long launch delay is
expected, the Centaur batteries will be switched off and ground
power will be reconnected. The COLD-SAT spacecraft has
dedicated use of the battery, but it remains with the Centaur
after se I aration. The interface between the Centaur battery and
the spa_ ecraft is the Centaur power transfer unit. The launch
vehicle will switch off power to the spacecraft just prior to
separation.
The ,_pacecraft battery is already connected to the main
power bus so there is no power interruption when the battery on
the Centaur is disconnected. The COLD-SAT batteries then
power the necessary spacecraft functions until the arrays are
deployed and the proper attitude is acquired. During this time,
the electrical load is 578 W. This permits basic spacecraft
acquisit ton functions and venting of the experiment tank. After
separati 9n from the launch vehicle, the solar arrays should be
deployed and have acquired Sun within 48 min of switching
from the Centaur battery to spacecraft batteries, which pro-
vides a margin of 2 hr. The nominal time to acquire the correct
attitude is approximately 13 rain, but the total time of 48 min to
Sun ace uisition includes a possible worst-case eclipse delay
that woald occur if the arrays were deployed as the space-
craft w_ s just entering into eclipse. This scenario results in a
23-perc _,nt depth of discharge.
In th_ event that arrays cannot be deployed or attitude cannot
be acquired on the first attempt, the worst-case mission timelinc
indicate s that backup scenarios to deploy the arrays and acquire
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the Sun will be accomplished within 2.8 hr, resulting in an
83-percent depth of discharge. In this case, the battery does not
provide margin beyond the 2.8 hr, hut the spacecraft can be
switched to a low power "keep alive" mode which requires
228 W. The batteries are capable of supplying keep alive power
for a total of 8.8 hr, or about 8 hr after attempting an acquisition
sequence. If this were to occur, eight orbits will he required to
fully recharge the batteries. This would be accomplished with
the spacecraft power usage kept at the acquisition phase power
level. Alter recharging the batteries, normal spacecraft func-
tions would commence.
If the Sun is not acquired betore the batteries are depleted+
the spacecraft will lose all power. However, the solar arrays will
be configured so that even if they are not deployed, they will
generate partial power, which will enable at least partial load
power and battery recharging. This can extend the time avail-
able to attempt to deploy the arrays and acquire the Sun, but it
is difficult to calculate how much time this could add.
The arrays are deployed by firing pyros to release the arrays
which are then positioned by a spring deployment mechanism.
Upon deployment, the arrays are locked into place and are fixed
to the spacecraft near the center of mass and 180° apart. Each
array is canted l0 ° with respect to the spacecraft axis.
Both arrays are illuminated for 70 to 77 min/orbit out of a
possible 105 min. No shadowing of any part of the arrays from
the spacecraft body will occur at any time. Nominally, 36-V
power is generated by the arrays and delivered to the PCU.
There are voltage drops between the solar array output and the
loads, so the voltage is reduced to approximately 34 V at the
loads. The load voltage will decrease slightly as the solar cells
degrade with time but will be in the range of 27 to 36 V.
The bus voltage is unregulated. If loads have special require-
ments, an appropriate converter or filter will be supplied by the
system responsible for the load. The temperature of the arrays
varies by over 210 °F because of cooling while in eclipse and
heating while in the Sun. The cooler temperature of the array as
it comes out of eclipse will cause the array voltage to increase
to 68.5 V, but this voltage will decrease in several minutes as
the temperature increases. The batteries will continue to power
loads until the array voltage drops to an acceptable level.
The power control unit contains circuits to protect the arrays
from reverse power flow (ref. 2) when the array output is low.
The PCU also contains switches and shunts to match the bus
power to the power demand. If the power being generated by the
arrays exceeds the power demand, the regulator switches out
array circuits until the supply meets the demand. Each section
is connected to the bus through at least one switch. There is also
a small dissipative shunt that provides control when the differ-
ence between power demand and power generated is less than
the power controlled by the switches. For example, if the array
generates much more power than is needed, the regulator
switches out a circuit. If the power available is still greater,
another circuit is switched off. This continues until the avail-
able power is still greater than the power demand, but close
enough to the power demand that switching off another circuit
would make the available power less than the demand. When
the power available is close to, but still greater than the demand,
the analog shunt dissipates the extra power.
The bus voltage is maintained at the proper level by match-
ing the current of the solar array circuits to the sum of the shunt
current, battery recharge current, and load current. If it is
assumed that the battery recharge current remains the same
during recharge, a load current increase will result in a shunt
current decrease. The load and shunt currents are compared,
and if the load current increases resulting in a shunt current
decrease below a certain minimum value, another array circuit
will be switched on to meet the power demand. Similarly, if the
shunt current increases above a specific maximum value, an
array circuit is switched off. The shunt size and array circuit size
were not determined lbr this study.
The PCU controls and monitors battery charging. For re-
charging the batteries, the 34-V charge power is boosted to the
approximately 36 V needed to charge the batteries. Battery
charging occurs once per orbit. The batteries do not require
reconditioning since they are used for a small portion of their
available life and depth of discharge is not that great. Voltage
detectors indicate when solar array voltage is high and initiates
battery charging after allowing time for the array temperature
and voltage to stabilize. Charge control is accomplished by
time integration of the battery charge and discharge currents,
and measurement of battery cell voltage and temperature.
10.7.2 POWER DISTRIBUTION
The power flow from the PCU is to the batteries and to the
PDU. The PDU distributes main power to the spacecraft and
performs top-level switching functions. As indicated earlier,
four buses distribute power to the spacecraft, the essential bus
and priority buses 2, 3, and 4. The main bus is divided into these
other buses in the PDU.
The bus scheme that was selected was to group the loads by
order of importance for load shedding purposes. Loads of least
importance to spacecraft survival were placed on priority bus 3
and 4. These are mostly experiment system components and
spacecraft heaters. These loads are switched by the sequencers
based on software in the TT&C system, so it is also possible to
switch loads on an individual basis. Priority bus 2 contains
TT&C system, attitude control system, and propulsion system
components needed for maintaining spacecraft attitude. The
essential bus contains the TT&C, attitude control, and propul-
sion system components that are essential to commanding the
spacecraft from the ground. The PCU and PDU electronics are
also on this bus.
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10.7.3 DEGRADED PERFORMANCE
Several types of failures can occur in the EPS which will
degrade pertbrmance. Solar cells can fail open, short, or short
to ground. Cells are connected in strings consisting of series and
parallel combinations of cells. A short circuit in a cell will cause
a power loss from all cells in parallel and the string will deliver
power at a reduced current; however, it is not catastrophic to the
sy stem. It is less likely for a cell to Jail open. If it does occur, the
current must flow through the other parallel cells. The string
current is reduced, and the voltage across the functioning cells
is decreased. The overall string power is significantly reduced.
The arrays will be protected by placing a diode across one or
more cells. This will limit the loss to only that section.
Battery cells can also fail as can a complete battery. A
complete battery failure is unlikely, however, if a battery does
fail. the remaining 36-A-hr battery can operate at a 49-percent
depth of discharge for approximately 3000 cycles. This is
acceptable tk)r a 6-month mission. The charge rate of the
remaining battery will increase to C/2.35. If the failure does not
affect other power system functions, then all experiment objec-
tives can still be met. An individual battery cell can fail open,
short, or short to ground. If a cell fails open, a bypass diode
across the cell will permit current to flow. A cell failure will
result in a voltage drop, but several cells can fail betore the
voltage drops below 24 V.
Load shedding is based on the importance of the loads and
is commanded either from the spacecraft computer or autono-
mously in the power system. Loads are dropped in the order of
their importance until power demand is low enough to be
supplied. Under-voltage is detected by the TT&C computer
and the sequencers are commanded to switch off nonessential
loads. The commands originate in the TT&C system. This is the
normal manner in which loads are turned on or off, and it can
also be used in a certain low voltage situation if the voltage
decrease is small and slow. In most low voltage cases, this
method of shedding loads will not be effective because the
voltage decrease will be sudden and relatively large. In this
case, low voltage detectors in the power distribution unit will
open relays to disconnect buses. The lowest priority bus will be
dropped first and then progressively higher priority buses will
be shed if necessary.
Analog instrumentation in the power system compares each
of the voltages of the bus with reference voltages. The buses of
the power system are configured so that loads of similar
importance to the spacecraft are on the same bus. The reference
w_ltage of the least important bus is set the highest so it would
be the first bus to be shed. The second most important bus has
the lowest set point and longest time delay so it is the last bus
to be shed. The most important components are on the "essen-
tial bus" and cannot be shed. This scheme assumes the voltage
is decreasing slowly.
The TT&C system is the only system that can reconnect the
buses. A command from the ground and through the TT&C
system _ontrols the bus relays. This method of control was
chosen because, if the same analog instrumentation were used
to reconaect buses based strictly on bus voltage, it may be
possible to start a toggling of the relays. If low w)ltage is
detected and a bus is shed, the resulting effect may be to
increase the bus voltage to a point where the analog instrumen-
tation wt_uld sense a voltage high enough to reconnect the bus.
This may again drop the bus voltage and restart the cycle.
Faults in the power system loads can be open circuits or short
circuits. If the component has an open circuit failure there is
little iml,act on the EPS. A short circuit is more harmful to the
system. Two parallel redundant fuses are used in series with thc
component to clear such a failure.
A partial attitude control system failure could result in
shadowing of the solar arrays. The impact of this cannot be
exactly determined. It would result in inefficient operation of
the illuminated portion caused by less cells and also because the
dark cel!s in a string are a load for the operating cells in that
string. As long as some of the array is illuminated, completion
of at lew;t some experiments could be expected.
10.8 Components/Heritage
Design goals for the EPS were to minimize weight, vol-
ume, co_t, and risk. If possible, existing and proven flight
hardwar,_ would be used in COLD-SAT systems. Table 10.9
shows t le physical characteristics and heritage of the EPS
compon_mts. Many of the EPS components, as currently speci-
fied, w_,uld require new or partially new designs. Several
components exist that perform similar functions, but they are
mission specific and not very flexible. Because of the way in
which the COLD-SAT power system was baselined, a mostly
new des gn for the power control and conditioning equipment
is requir :d. Re-examination of this area may result in locating
compon :nts that can be used without much modification. One
possible approach would be to start with a spacecraft bus that
is available from industry. The advantage of doing this is the
flight htritage and potential lower cost. The disadvantage is
that sonde of the standard components in the bus may be over-
or undeJ-sized for particular applications.
Solar arrays are common items on spacecraft and have much
heritage The COLD-SAT arrays used would use established
fabrication techniques and materials. Solar arrays on Cosmic
Backgrc und Explorer and the Relay Mirror Experiment are
examplt s of spacecraft using cells similar to those used in this
design. Fhe COLD-SAT arrays would require a specific elec-
trical co'_figuration to achieve the required voltage and current
characteristics. Vendor data are available and design calcula-
tions us,;d data from an array vendor. The industry is moving
towards use of cells larger than the 2- by 4-cm cells used in this
study. By the time COLD-SAT is built, larger cells may have
become the industry standard which will increase the packing
factor a_ld decrease the array size.
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TABLE
Conlponent
Battery I
Battery 2
Solar array 1
Solar array 2
Power control unit
Power distribution unit
Pyro control
Cables
Current. volt sensor
Total ........
I0.9.--ELECTRICAL POWER
Size, in. Weight, Volume,
Ib in.'
16 by 15 by 9 85 2160
16 by 15 by 9 85 2160
II ft I by9ft I1 105 --
I1 ft I by9ft II 105 ---
12by lOby 12 32 1440
8 by 12 by 5 25 480
4 by' 5 by 4 5 80
....... 248 - - -
690 6320
;YSTEM COMPONENT DESCRIPTION
Reliability Vendor/heritage Status
0.9985
0.9999
0.9970
0.9990
0.9989
NA
Gates energy system
Gates energy system
SOLAREX
SOLAREX
Gore
Anlericafl aerospace
Slight modification
Slight modification
Slight modification
Slight modification
High rood to nev, design
New
New
0.9930 .......................
The solar arrays weigh 105 lb each, not including the
deployment mechanism or supports. A specific deployment
mechanism was not identified, but a spring device would be
desired. However, very similar designs havc been used on
FLTSATCOM and TDRS. These arc both rotating arrays so
their solar array drives will have to be replaced with a simple
one time spring motor to provide the proper cant angle for
COLD-SAT.
Batteries are also common items on spacecraft and at least
one vendor was identificd. As mentioned previously, nickel-
cadmium battery availability is qucstionable lbr the time frame
in which COLD-SAT componcnt procurements are expected
to occur. The nickcl-cadmium batteries currently baselined in
the design weigh 85 lb each. The dimensions are 16 by 15 by
9 in. for each battery. Flight batteries could be purchased with
very little, if any, modifications.
The PCU functions arc similar to those of PCU's on other
spacecraft; however, a new dcsign is required. Existing tech-
nology and probably some cxisting electronic boards could bc
used. Using existing units as a guidc, a weight estimate o1"32 lb
was made. The size cstimate is 12 by 10 by 5 in. No new
technology is required, but a new design is. Similarly, the PDU
also requires a new design that uses existing technology. The
weight estimate is 25 lb, and the size estimate is 8 by 12 by 5 in.
The pyro control unit is new but similar in function to units used
on many spacecraft. Full redundancy within the unit is required.
10.9 Reliability
The design life of the EPS is 6 months, and the reliability
goal is 0.993 to perform at a level sufficient to meet all class 1
experiment requirements. This reliability goal was determined
by the overall system design. A top level power system rcliabil-
ity diagram was used to estimate the system's reliability. It
exactly meets its goal. To achieve the reliability goal, flight
proven components were used in the design where possible,
and an attempt was made to keep the weight and system
complexity as low as possible.
Redundancy is used in several places in the system, provid-
ing either full or partial backup in case one of the components
fails. The use of redundancy was based on similar spacecraft
systems. Two solar arrays and two batteries are used. A failure
of one battery would not severely degrade performance, as long
as the failure occurred after attitudc acquisition. A solar array
failurc would significantly reduce the experiments that could
be conducted, but the mission would still provide data.
The PCU contains redundant regulators and controllers for
battery charging. The PDU has redundant buses lor buses 3 and
4. The essential bus and bus 2 have are not redundant, but bus
or redundant cable failures are considered unlikely. There is
also redundancy in the pyro control unit. Redundant power and
redundant control signals interface with redundant relays.
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Chapter 11
Thermal Control System
Hugh Arif
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio 44135
11.1 Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to document the design
features of the COLD-SAT spacecraft thermal control system
(TCS), which maintains the temperature of the spacecraft
systems and components within design limits. The TCS design
is based on the boundary conditions, component dissipations,
temperature requirements, duty cycles, and orbital and other
parameters provided by the various COLD-SAT spacecraft
systems. However, the spacecraft configuration used through-
out this chapter reflects an earlier stage of the design.
The COLD-SAT spacecraft TCS provides active and pas-
sive design features for maintaining temperatures within
requirements. The TCS has been customized for the tempera-
ture and thermal requirements of each of the five modules of the
spacecraft, which are, beginning from the spacecraft aft end:
electronics bay l (EB I ), supply tank, electronics hay 2 (EB2),
and receiver tank numbers I and 2. The exterior thermal design
described herein, protects the spacecraf_ and its components
from the orbital environmental fluxes while maximizing the
use of these fluxes to reduce heater requirements. The use of the
space heat sink has been maximized in the exterior thermal
design of the cryogenic components. The interior thermal
design of the electronics bays maximizes the use of power
dissipation from each electronics box to reduce heater power.
Geometric and thermal math models have been developed
for the exterior surface of the spacecraft and the interiors of the
electronics bays, The thermal design has been analytically
verified by the use of these math models. Temperature predic-
tions have been made for all components and the capability of
the TCS has been demonstrated to maintain the component
temperatures within the specifications provided for the various
systems. Four on-orbit mission conditions and phases have
been analyzed and the TCS viability verified for each. Heater
power has been calculated for makeup and survival tempera-
ture conditions for each electronics component. Heater power
has also been calculated for backup or load substitution condi-
tions in case of loss of operation of an electronics box.
Special consideration was required in dealing with the
thermal control of the experiment system because of the divi-
sion of responsibilities between the thermal design of the
spacecraft and of the experiment system tankage and other
components. The interface between the spacecraft TCS and the
experiment system was maintained at the hot-end boundary
of each conductive and radiative path to the experiment
component. This boundary was maintained within a specified
temperature range by the spacecraft TCS. Although the divi-
sion of responsibility was resolved, several trades were con-
ducted to determine the effects of spacecraft thermal design on
the experiment design before a final selection was made.
For an initial trade on the effects of the spacecraft thermal
design on the heat leak into the supply _ank. geometric and
thermal math models were developed for the supply tank
module. Parametric studies with various thermal control
materials were performed to determine the impact on heat
leakage before a final selection of the outer surlace material for
the tanks was made. Another trade was peribrmed on the
spacecraft attitude impacts on the thermal performance of the
supply tank. The results of this study was one of the criteria by
which the final COLD-SAT spacecraft attitude for this study
was selected,
Materials for the spacecraft TCS were selected based on
availability, heritage, cost, weight, and reliability. Vendors
were contacted to obtain specific information lor the above-
mentioned specifications. The final thermal design is docu-
mented in this chapter.
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11.2 Design Philosophy
The COLD-SAT TCS has a design philosophy of using
simple, flight-proven, thermal control hardware to maintain
acceptable component temperatures with adequate margins
during all mission phases. Temperatures are controlled by
tcchniques derived from previous spacecraft programs,
featuring primarily conventional passive design elements aug-
mented as required by controlled heaters. Passive design com-
ponents include multilaycr insulation (MLI) blankets, selected
surface finishes, foils and tapes, conduction (coupled/decouplcd
mounting details), and optical solar reflectors. Louvers and
heat pipes were not considered because of increased cost,
decreased reliability, and complicated integration. Active com-
poncnls include resistance heaters, thermistors, and autono-
mous dual-temperature heater controllers. This approach
provides simple, yet highly reliable temperature control for all
mission conditions.
The TCS is designed to perform under the worst-case com-
bination of external environment and equipment power dissi-
pations to bc experienced by the spacecraft. The system provides
a margin of 35 °F above and 20 °F below the minimum and
maximum component nonoperating temperatures, respectively,
for operation under all mission conditions. These conditions
account for end of life (E()L) electrical power availability and
variation in environmental fluxes, as well as degradation in
surface properties.
Since this is a cryogenic experimentation spacecraft, mini-
mization of boiloff losses to enhance cryogen storage life is an
important consideration. Every attempt was made to reduce the
heat leaks into the liquid hydrogen supply and receiver tanks by
lowering the hot-end boundary temperatures of these heat leak
paths.
The heater power is minimized for all mission phases.
Survival heaters for preopcrational housekeeping heater power
and makeup heater powcr during an eclipse are minimized. In
addition, payload backup heaters do not add load to the power
system. The TCS design approach does not require that restric-
tions be placed on the electronics operating duty cycles.
Commandable backup heaters for load substitution are config-
ured to accommodate a broad range of operational conditions
fi_r loss of power and seasonal conditions.
The perlormance of the MLI blanket design for cryogenic
applications is based on previously flown and qualified hard-
ware heritage configuration from the IRAS and COBE pro-
grams, rather than ground-based laboratory studies. The
performance of the spacecraft thermal control blankets is based
on data that is unpublished but verified by testing and flight
performance by a maior aea_space contractor. Beginning of life
(BOL) data for optical thermophysical properties have been
considered in the design because of the brevity of the mission.
11.3 Design Drivers and Requirements
11.3.1 CRITICAL DESIGN GOALS
While the TCS provides thermal control for all spacecraft
components, control requirements for certain critical elements
are key factors in the design, and arc noteworthy.
11.3.1.1 Experiment System Supply Tank Module
For the experiment system supply tank module, total heat
leak into the pressure vessel from all conductive and radiative
sources has to be less than 0. I Btu/hr-ft 2. To achieve this goal,
the temperature of the purge diaphragm outer surface has to be
maintained as cold as possible to reduce MLI radiative heat
leaks. In addition, the temperature of the spacecraft structure,
from which the supply tank is supported, has to be maintained
as cold as possible to reduce parasitic conductive heat leaks
through the tank support struts. The plumbing tray, from which
all plumbing and wiring harnesses proceed to the supply tank,
must ha_e a temperature that is maintained as cold as possible
to minimize parasitic conduction. The two receiver tanks of
the experiment system also have heat-leak design goals of
0.5 Btu/hr-ft 2. Since these are higher than the supply tank
heat-leak goal, the supply tank was considered to be the design
driver fo:" tankage outer-surface material selection.
11.3.1.2 Propulsion System
For th,: propulsion system, the hydrazine storage tanks and
the gase_us helium pressurant bottles have to be maintained
above 40 °F, allowing ample margin above the freezing point
of hydrazine (34.8 °F). Temperature differences between inter-
connecte :1tanks are maintained below I0 °F to preclude signifi-
cant cha_ges in spacecraft center of mass resulting from
thermall, induced flows. However, heater power requirements
have to _ minimized by tank layout and passive control,
allowing for the maximum use of available power from the
spacecraft electronics dissipation.
11.3.1.3 Power System
To m_ intain optimal performance and recharge capability
througho at mission life, the nickel-cadmium batteries have to
be maintained within their preferred operating temperature
range of _,0to 85 °F.
11.3.1.4 Telemetry, Tracking, and Command
(TT&C) System
For th ,_TI'&C system, thermal distortion of the high-gain
antenna and its support must be minimized to reduce associated
radiofreq-aency (RF) losses.
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TABLE 1 I. I.--ON-ORBIT HEAT DISSIPATION SUMMARY
Component Ant rude On-orbit
acquisition, peak,
W:' W b
Telemetr_,. Tracking. and Cmnmand
Computer I
_Computer 2
Transponder I
Transponder 2
Radiofrequency processing box
Solid-state recorder I
Solid-state recorder 2
Remote command telemetry unit 1
Remote command telemetry unit 2
Remote command telemetry unil 3
Command and telemetry unit I
Command and telemetry unit 2
Sequenccr I
Sequencer 2
High-gain antenna
Low-gain antenna I
Low-gain antenna 2
Drive motor electronics
Antenna gimbal motor
Redundancy control unit
Command receiver
Subtotal
S_steln
40.0 40.0
40.0 401)
18.0 44.0
18.0 18.0
10.0 10.0
16.0 16.0
16.0 16.0
1711 17,0
28.O 28.O
280 28.0
25.0 25.0
15.0 15.0
15.0 15.0
15.o 15.0
0.0 0.0
l 0.0
0.0
18
' 12.0
8.1) 8.0
309.0 371.0
Experiment S
Experiment data unit 1
Experiment data unit 2
Experiment data unit 3
Accelerometer conditioner
Signal conditioner
Data acquisition unit
Mixer motor inverter
Liquid hydrogen valves
Experiment heaters
Gas generation heater
Gas vah, c
Subtotal
/stem
15.0 15.0
15.0 15.0
15.0 15.0
0.0 10.0
15.O
151)
15.0
'0.0
"75.0
120.1)
45.0 100.0
Propulsion System
Thruster valves _ 12.0
Regulator c25.0
Solenoid valve 2_g).
Subtotal 37.0
_.0
25.0
_25.0
86.0
Attitude Control S_¢slem
Gyro assembly
Earth sensor I electronics
Earth sensor 2 electronics
Fine Sun sensor I electronics
Fine Sun sensor 2 electronics
Magnetometer I
Magnetometer 2
Attitude control electronics
Subtotal
Power S _¢stcm
25J) 25.0
I 0.0 10.1)
10.0 10.0
3.O 3.0
3/) 3,1)
1.0 I.O
1.0 I.O
73.0 73.0
Batter)' 1
Batter), 2
Power control unit
Power distribution unit
Pyro control box
Subtotal
25.0
25.11
35.0
35.0
0.0
120.0
"Dissipation used for cold case ([3 = 0 °) analysis.
bDissipalion used for hot case _ [_ = 41°) analysis.
CNot included in spacecraft thernml analysis
25.0
25.0
35.11
35.0
130.0
11.3.2 COMPONENT DISSIPATIONS AND
TEMPERATURE REQUIREMENTS
Among all the mission phases that the COLD-SAT spacc-
craft will have to undergo, the attitude-acquisition phase and
the on-orbit post deployment phase have been identified as the
lowest and the highest power dissipation phases, respectively.
Table I i. 1 shows the on-orbit dissipation levels of the COLD-
SAT spacecraft components tor these two phases. The attitude-
acquisition dissipations were used to pertk)rm the cold-case
thcrmal analysis for 13= 0 ° and the on-orbit peak dissipations
were used for the hot-case analysis for 13= 41 °. Some spacecraft
components, such as the high-gain antenna gimbal motor
and the propulsion system valves and plumbing components,
have not been included in the math models developed lbr the
thermal analysis. The gimbal motor is at the end of a support
boom and away from the other spacecraft components, and
therelore, does not have any thermal effects on them. Similarly,
the propulsion valves are also remote and operate intermit-
tently. However, these components do have thermal control
to maintain them within their temperature specifications.
Table 11.2 provides the totals of the lowest (attitude acquisi-
tion) and thc highest (on-orbit peak) power dissipations of 547
and 674 W respectively, as used in the analysis, and for which
the thermal system has been designed.
The design temperatures of the spacecraft components for
operational and nonoperational conditions are shown in table
I 1.3. The minimum nonoperational temperature of-5 °F was
selected as the cold-start turn-on temperature for the electron-
ics. It should be noted that the maximum temperatures for the
vent and vaporizer panels are based on the condition when there
is no liquid hydrogen flowing through them. In sunimation, the
electronics boxes have to be maintained between 30 to 125 °F,
the batteries within 30 to 85 °F, and the hydrazine components
within 40 Io 120 OF. The experimental liquid hydrogen tank
outer surfaces, supports, plumbing, and wiring should be as
cold as possible. Some of the experiment panels should be as
cold as possible, while others should be kept relatively warm in
room-temperature conditions.
TABLE I 1.2.--POWER DISSIPATION TOTALS
System Attitude On-orbit
acquisition, pcak,
W W
Telemetry. tracking, and 309 371
control
Experiment 45 I(XI
Attitude control 73 73
Power 120 13(1
Total 547 674
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TABLE I 1.3.--DESIGN TEMPERAT JRE RANGES
Component
Computer I
Computer 2
Transponder I
Transponder 2
Radiofrequency processing box
Solid-state recorder l
Solid-state recorder 2
Remote command telemetry unit I
Remote command telemetry unit 2
Remote command telemetry unit 3
Command and telemetry unit I
Command and telemetry unit 2
Sequencer 1
Sequencer 2
High-gain antenna
Low-gain antenna I
Low-gain antenna 2
Drive motor electronics
Antenna gimbal motor
Redundancy control unit
Command receiver
Hi_h-_.ain antenna boom
Operational ra:_ge, Nonoperational range,
o F o F
Minimum [ Madmum Minimum [ Maximum
Telemetric. Tracking. and Comma id System
30 125
-10() 20O
30 125
- 10() 200
Gaseous helium bottle 1
Gaseous helium bottle 2
Gaseous hydrogen bottle I
Gaseous hydrogen bottle 2
T - (I panel
Vaporizer panel A
Vaporizer panel B
Helium panel
Vent panel A
Vent panel B
Plumbing tray/radiator
Connector panel A
Connector panel B
Supply tank purge diaphragm
Large receiver tank MLI outer surface
Small receiver tank MLI outer surface
Experiment data unit 1
Experiment data unit 2
Experiment data unit 3
Accelerometer conditioner
Signal conditioner
Data acquisition unit
'Mixer motor inverter
Experiment S_stem
-65
45
-423
-423
-423
40
40
-4O
0
0
-423
0
0
-200
-200
-2(X)
30
2O0
20(I
70
7O
. .100
_150
150
150
hi50
150
. .100
10()
1(X)
0
0
0
125
:'-5 145
i
i
I
- 1O0 20O
-5 145
1
- 10O 20()
-320 2OO
-320 1-423
-423
-423 150
-40
-4O
-I(X)
-I(X)
-IO0
-423
- 10(I
-10() ,'
-300 30()
-300 30(I
-300 300
-5 145
Valves
Catalyst beds
Propellant lines
Thrusters
Tanks
Distribution assembly
Regulator
Solenoid valve
Pressuranl bottles
Propulsion S_¢stem
40
200
40
:'Avionics minimum cold turn-on temperature is 5 °F.
_Without liquid hydrogen.
12O
_000
120
40 120
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Component
Inertial reference unit
Horizon sensor I electronics
Horizon sensor 2 electronics
Fine Sun sensor 1 electronics
Fine Sun sensor 2 electronics
Magnetometer I
Magnetometer 2
ACS interface electronics
Horizon sensor I optics
Horizon sensor 2 optics
Fine Sun sensor I optics
Fine Sun sensor 2 optics
TABLE I 1.3._oncluded.
Opcrational range,
o F
Nonoperational range,
oF
Mininmm J Maximum
Attitude Control System
30 105
31) 125
31)
15
15
31)
31)
31)
-5 140
_5 115
15
Minimum [ Maximum
65
-5
-5
-41)
_._1)
-5
-40
-4O
165
141)
141)
1611
161)
145
145
145
141)
141)
16O
160
Battery 1
Battery 2
Solar array 1
Solar army 2
Power control unit
Power distribution unit
Pyro control box
Solar arra 7 booms
Power S _,,stem
3O
30
-95
-95
3O
30
31)
-IO0
85 31)
85 3O
160 -95
160 -95
125 -5
125 -5
125 -5
200 I (X)
85
85
161)
161)
145
145
145
20O
Structural S_stem
Electronics bay I Panel
Electronics bay 1 Panel
Electronics bay I Panel
Electronics bay 1 Panel
Electronics bay I Panel
Electronics bay I Panel
Electronics bay 1 Panel
Electronics bay I Panel
Electronics bay 2 Panel
Electronics bay 2 Panel
Electronics bay 2 Panel
Electronics bay 2 Panel
Electronics bay 2 Panel
Electronics bay 2 Panel
Electronics bay 2 Panel
Electronics bay 2 Panel
Struts
Supply tank longerons
Rings
Diagonals
Hydrazine tank plate
N
S
E
W
NE
NW
SE
SW
N
S
E
W
NE
NW
SE
SW
3t)
MOO
-150
-150
-150
40
125 -5
i
1,
50 -100
I - 151)- 15t)
- 150
120 40
Avionics minimum cold turn-on temperature is -5 °F.
bWithout liquid hydrogen.
145
5O
1
120
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11.3.3 SAFETY 11.4.1 EXTERIOR THERMAL CONTROL
The only safety hazard that was identified for the TCS was
the buildup of electrostatic charge on MLI surfaces. Design
details undertaken to avoid charge buildup are described in
section I 1.6. I.
11.4 Thermal Control Subsystem
Description
The COLD-SAT TCS design was developed by tailoring
component layouts, surface finish selection, mounting details,
and active control-device (heater) sizing to maintain required
spacccraft temperatures. The following sections describe the
thermal control techniques employed in the design and the
rationale behind implementing them.
The e_terior thermal control has been applied to those
surfaces and areas of the spacecraft exposed to heat gain on-
orbit from direct solar flux and from Earth albedo and infrared
radiation, and to heat loss by radiation to deep space. The
exterior thermal control of the COLD-SAT spacecraft is shown
in figure I I. I and is described below.
11.4.1.1 Electronics Bays
The e,_terior surfaces of EBI and EB2 are covered by
specific combinations of optical solar reflectors (OSR's) and
MLI to use the diurnal orbital environmental heat exchange for
controlling the temperature of the components within the bays.
Multilaycr insulation is used to radiatively and conductively
decouple the bays from heat gain and loss to the environment
White paint
ode = 0.2/0.8.¢_
Multilayer insulation ed_ = 0.49/0.71 Multilayer insulation _ \
"Optical solar ode = 0.1/0.79 _ Multilayer ode = 0.0910.75 _ \
on structure modules 1,2, 4 M I "• 1 ultilayer \
Multilayer insulation _ Each module conductively I insulation \
with silverized Teflon _ isolated with G-10 _ on module 5 \
outer layer, ode = 0.09/0.75 "4"- ,, _ _ _'¢ = 0.49/0.71 --_
/ I _ Spacecraft hot side
/-- Aluminum foil a/_ = 0.35/0.55
I r- Multilayer insulation ode = 0.49/0.71
I \ Optical solar reflector ode = 0.1/0.79
Multilayer insulation for
rocket engine modules
_d_ = 0.49/0.71 "7
j,
J
J
f
\ •
C.d I IPIt'f',, rf':
iI Lt _
,4--I r_--'l
J_"_l{ "11 ll.'
I '%,, I I _i
, _
/ Spacecraft cold side .,.
Multilayer i ,, " / ",,
insulation / / " .. ,,
od_ = 0.49/0.71 --/" White paint ed_ = 0.2/0.89 --/ "
Solar cells " ,, t
od_ = 0.73/0.86 _
Multilayer insulation od¢ = 0.41/0.5 .._.3
Multilayer insulation odt = 0.4910.71 and
optical solar reflector od_ = 0.1/0.79 for batteries
Figure 11.1 ._OLD-SAT spacecraft external thermal control. Version 2700 of spacecraft was actually analyzed and is
slightly different in configuration.
\
\
\
\
\
Multilayer \ \
insulation \
_/¢ = 0.49/0.71 _
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andtootherportionsofthespacecraft.Basedon the selected on-
orbit attitude of the spacecraft, the aft end of EBI is fixed
towards the Sun and is completely covered with MLI. Several
small cutouts will have to be made in the aft MLI blanket in
places where the ELV payload attach fitting bolts to the
spacecraft. White paint will bc used in these locations in lieu of
MIL.
The side panels of the bays (E, W, N, S, NE, NW, SW, SE)
include selective placement of OSR's beneath components
having high heat dissipations. Optical solar reflector radiators
on the external surfaces of these bays provide the means for the
external radiation of excess heat generated by the components
that cannot be used for temperature control by the bay internals.
The front panel ofEB 1has two additional OSR radiators for the
two batteries. The OSR radiator surface area requirements were
determined by analysis for the high-dissipation case (on-orbit
peak) and are shown in table 11.4.
The remaining exterior areas of the two bays are covered
with MLI. Spacecraft EB2 has been radiatively decouplcd by
using MLI from the large receiver tank which protrudes through
the EB2 central cavity. The electronic bay modules are
conductively decoupled for heat loss to the cryogenic mcMules
via the spacecraft structure. This decoupling is achieved by the
use of thermally isolating pads of G-10 fiberglass or Vespel
located at the interfacing flanges of the structural longerons.
Vespel is preferred because of its resistance to moisture absorp-
tion. The thermo-optical properties for each thermal control
surface and finish is presented in table 11.5. All side, front, and
aft panels of the two bays are highly conduction-coupled as a
result of the use of aluminum honeycomb core with aluminum
facesheets. This high conduction facilitates the diffusion of heat
from any source to prevent localized temperature excursions.
11.4.1.2 Experiment Tankage
The experiment tankage consists of the liquid hydrogen
supply tank, liquid hydrogen receiver tanks I and 2, two
gasebus helium pressurant bottles, the gaseous hydrogen
vaporizer, and the gaseous hydrogen accumulator. Each of the
pressure vessels of the three liquid hydrogen tanks is sur-
rounded by an aluminum honeycomb "can" which supports an
ML1 blankel. External to the MLI layers on the supply tank is
a purge diaphragm which contains the gaseous helium used to
purge the volume between the purge diaphragm and the pres-
sure vessel, including the MLI. The purge diaphragm consists
of two Kevlar-cloth-reinforced layers, separated by an em-
bossed Kapton layer. The outer layer has a coating of second-
surface silverized Teflon (SSST) to keep this outer layer at the
lowest possible temperature. A lower temperature of the outer
surface reduces the parasitic heat leak through the ML1 to the
can.
The two receiver tanks do not have a purge diaphragm since
they are not loaded with liquid hydrogen at launch and, there-
fore do not require purging of the MLI or the pressure vessel on
the ground. However, to reduce the parasitic heat leaks through
the MLI while in orbit, both tanks have SSST as the outer layer
of the MLI. An additional heat leak into the liquid hydrogen
tankage is by conduction through tank support struts, power,
and instrumentation wiring harnesses and plumbing lines. Each
of these conduction paths have a hot-temperature boundary on
thc spacecraft which provides the necessary temperature differ-
ence for heat transfer into the cryogen. As explained in the
Introduction to this chapter, the responsibility of the spacecraft
TCS is to minimize this boundary temperaturc, which, for the
tank support struts is the spacecraft structure temperature, and
TABLE 11.4.--RADIATOR SURFACE AREA REQUIREMENTS
Panel, Low/high dissipation. Radialor o_/E Dimensions,
electronics bay, W in.
(EB)
OSR 0.1/0.79 BOL _'1 North
1 South
I East
I West
I Northeast
I Northwest
I Southeast
I Southwest
I Forward/battery I
I Forward/hattery 2
2 North
2 South
2 East
2 West
2 Northeast
2 Northwest
2 Southeast
2 Southwest
;'BOL, beginning of life.
28/28
28/46
31/31
31/31
58/117
35/45
66/8 I
77/77
See EB I North
See EB I South
3/3
3/3
70/70
45/55
2_
21)/35
5O/50
()11)
II).1) x 16.0
10.0 x 16.0
8.75 x 12.0
6.75 x 12.0
14.75 x 24.5
16.75 x 22.5
18.75 x 26.5
9.75 x 13.25
16.1) x I0.0
16.0 × 10.0
2,1) x 2,0
2.0 x 20
18.0 x 20.0
11).0 x 12.t)
1.0 x 1.5
10.0 x 12.1)
14.0 x 16.0
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TABLE 1 I.
Surface/finish
Muhilayer insulation (MLI)
Ibasic)
Silverized/Teflon outer layer
(second surface)
Kapton/aluminum outer layer
Thick black film/Kapton/
aluminunl outer layer
Thermally conductive
interface
Thermally isolating interface
Optical solar reflectors
Solar cells
Z-202 Chemglaze
Z-306 Chemglaze
Aluminum toil
Aluminized tape
Composition
12 Layers double aluminized
Kapton with Dacron net
spacers, indium tin oxide
(ITO) coating
5.--PROPERTIES OF THERMAL CONTROl. SURFACES AND FINISHES
ot e 0.025) Application0.49 0.71 (eft e = , Electronics bay l, electronics bay 2,
layer outer-MLI surface, 0.09 0.75
IT() coating
layer ouler-MLI surface, 0.41 ¢).50
ITO coating
I layer outer-MLl surface, 0.85
ITO coating
Silicone boron nitride
sheet 0.125-in. thick
+).85
G- 10 fiberglass/V espe I
spacer 0.5-in. thick
Second surface fused 0.1 0.79
silica mirror
Boron back-surface field cell
with celium dioxide cover
O.73 9.86
White paint 02 0.89
Black paint 0.85 0.85
Vapor deposited aluminum 0.35 0.55
First-surface alunlinum O.15 0,10
Kapton tape
structure (module 5), and rocket
engine module
Experiment tanks, T-0 panel,
plumbing tray/radiator, and structure
(modules I, 2, and 4)
Gaseous helium, gaseous hydrogen
experiment bottles, propellant distri-
bution assembly, structure (ring 7
on module 1), vaporizer panels,
helium panel, connector panels, and
propulsion system gas bottles
Vent panels
Between electrical boxes and panels
in electronics bay 1 and electronics
bay 2
Between each structural module
struts, gaseous helium and gaseous
hydrogen bottles
Electronics bay I and electronics
bay 2 radiators
Solar array Sun side
Solar array anti-Sun side and
high-gain antenna exterior
Electronics bay 1 and electronics
bay 2 inside panels and components
High-gain antenna reflective surfaces
Wrapping for propellant lines and
valves
for the wiring and plumbing, is the plumbing tray temperature.
Thermal control of these items is described in the following two
sections.
The gaseous helium and gaseous hydrogen bottles are each
covered with an MLI blanket. The gaseous hydrogen bottles are
located on the hot side of the spacecraft to reduce the heater
requirements for vaporizing the liquid hydrogen to gas. In
contrast, the gaseous helium bottles are maintained as cold as
possible on the cold side of the spacecraft (this hot- and cold-
side thermal bifurcation is defined in section 11.5.2. I ). All four
bottles are decoupled from their support structure by thermally
isolating G-10 or Vespel pads.
11.4.1.3 Spacecraft Structure
Distortion of the spacecraft exterior support structure caused
by changes in orbital fluxes at sunrise and sunset is minimized
by the vse of MLI blankets. For the cryogenic modules to
minimiz._ parasitic strut conduction into the cryogen tankage,
the strut ture is maintained at the lowest possible temperature
by the u_,e of SSST as the outer layer of the MLI. However, this
low tem )erature of the structure can also act as a heat sink for
the heat dissipated in the electronic bays, which, if not con-
trolled, .'an cause the component temperature to go down
drasticaily. Consequently, to avoid this situation, the structural
longerons of the three cryogenic tank modules are conductively
isolated from the electronic bay structure by the use of Vespel
pads at _ach interfacing flange. The entire structure is com-
posed o" highly conducting aluminum, which prevents any
temperature rise in the structure on the hot side of the space-
craft. Ti_e structure within each bay is considered as a part of the
interior thermal control lor the bay, and is described later in
section [1.4.2.
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11.4.1.4 Plumbing Trays and Panels
The plumbing tray is located just outside the spacecraft
structure on the cold side of the spacecraft, which allows the
plumbing and wiring penetrations of the liquid hydrogen tank-
age to get as cold as possible before they enter the tank MLI. A
lower hot-end boundary temperature for these conductive paths
lowers the parasitic heat leakage. The tray is attached to the
spacecraft structure with stainless steel bolts and G-I0 fiber-
glass spacers in an attempt to thermally isolate the tray from the
spacecraft. The plumbing tray is covered that has an MLI
blanket with an SSST outer layer.
In keeping with the modular concept of COLD-SAT space-
craft design, individual plumbing, and wiring, harness compo-
nents are mounted on several panels based on functional
requirements. Some of these panels have to be maintained in a
warm environment, and therelbre are located on the hot side of
the spacecraft. Remaining panels are located on the spacecraft
cold side to take advantage of the lack of solar flux to remain as
cold as possible for cryogenic tankage parasitic heat leakage
reduction. All panels are MLI-covered with individual thermal
control outer layers, as shown in figure I 1.2. Plumbing and
wiring from all panels proceed to the plumbing tray belbre
penetrating the pressure vessels of the three liquid hydrogen
tanks. The hot side panels also provide solar flux blockage to
the supply tank, As in the case of the plumbing tray, all panels
are conductively decoupled from the spacecraft structure. Ther-
mal control heaters are located on the vent, vaporizer, and
connector panels, as shown in table 11.6, but are budgeted to the
experiment system. This table also shows the heater require-
ments of" other components, with the heater requirements
summary provided in table 11.7 by system.
11.4.1.5 Solar Arrays
Minimization of operational solar array temperature is
achieved passively. Although the back of the solar array re-
ceives no direct solar flux, it does receive large levels of
reflected solar radiation, and is finished with a high-emittance
white paint to maximize heat rejection. Measured optical
properties were obtained from the vendor for the Solarex boron
silicate cesium solar cells selected. Each solar array hinge/
damper will require a low-wattage, thermostatically controlled
ground-enabled heater power approximately 30 rain prior to
f
Sun side panels _'
MLI ode = 0.41/0.50 [
,_- Connector
/ panel A
Helium /__
panel ---,
Vent _L_'\_
panel A _ J_ "----Vaporizer panel A
_Vaporizer panel B
Connector _ 7-T- 0 panel
Vent \\ panel B _/ __panel B _
Anti-Sun side {
panels MLI
_ Plumbing tray/radiator
..... SSST (_/¢ = 0.09/0.75
Z
Figure 11.2._Plumbing tray and panel thermal control. All components MLI covered. T - 0 panel and
pluming tray has silverized teflon outer surface (_/t = 0.09/0.75 other panels have MLI with
od¢ = 0.41/0.50. All components conductively isolated from spacecraft structure by G-10 pads,
heaters on vent, vaporizer, and connector panels.
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TABLE I 1.6 .ITHERMAL SYSTEM HEATER REQUIREMENTS
Location Power, Redundancy Control Setpoints, Budgeted
W °F subsystem
Propellant distribution assembly i
Pressurant bottle I
Pressuranl bottle 2
Pressuranl bottle 3
Pressuranl bottle 4
Propellant tank 1
Propellant tank 2
Propellant tank 3
Propellant tank 4
Propellant lines
Thruster valves
Catalyst bed
6.0
7
7
5
40.0
20.0
Propulsion S_'stem
Primary/backup
Parallel
Primary/backup
Parallel
Makeup
Dual-_emperature
controller
Dual-:emperature
toni:oiler
Dual- emperature
controller
Du al-,_emperature
cont:-oller
On/off
Dual temperature
controller
On/off
60 Propulsion
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Thermal
Propulsion
Batteries (2) ] 20.0:,,: 2
Solar array hinge damper (12) [ 12x 2
Hi_.h-_ain antenna motor drive
Vaporizer panel A
Vaporizer panel B
Vent panel A
Vent panel B
Connector panel A
Connector panel B
Renlote comnland and
telemetry unit 2
Horizon sensor I electronics
Power distribution box
Horizon sensor 1 optics
Mixer motor inverter
Attitude control system
interface electronics
Accelerometer conditoner
Experiment data unit I
Experiment dala unit 2
Experiment data unit 3
Horizon _nsor 2 optics
Colnmand and telemetry unit 2
Horizon sensor 2 electronics
Remote command and
telemetr_' unit 3
No heaters required
6.O
6
7
7
2
2
2.0
3.0
3.5
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.5
0.5
2.5
4.5
3.5
Power S_slen|
Primary/backup
Parallel
Dual :enrperature
conl "oiler
On/off
Tracking, and Command S_,stem
Parallel Makeup
Experiment System
Primary/backup
Electronics Ba_ 2 Avionics
Survival
Makeup
On/off
0-5
70.0
70.0
40.0
40
o
-5
ThermalThermal
I Thermal
Experiment
Thermal
Electronics Ba_,' 1 Avionics
I .... I I I
array deployment. The array booms are covered with an MLI
blanket and finished with Iow-emittance tape on anti-Sun sides
and Iow-absorbance, high-emittance tape on the Sun-lacing
sides to minimize boom distortion.
11.4.1.6 Antenna
HGA bo,_m and its deployment hinge/damper has a similar
treatmem as the solar array boom. One low-gain antenna is
conducti, 'ely coupled to the EB I panels, which are maintained
in the 30 o 125 °F range. Multilayer insulation covering of the
booms rc4nimizes relative deflection and the aluminum foil
minimizes tocused solar reflection.
Distortion of the high-gain antenna (HGA) and its support
arm is minimized passively by the use of MLI blankets on the
boom, aluminum loil on the dish Sun-lacing side. and white
paint on the dish anti-Sun side. The HGA motor is MLI covered
and has a redundant, thermistor controlled makeup heater. The
11.4.1.7 Components
The hydrazine rocket engine modules are conductively
coupled t ) the EB I side panels, have MLI blankets, and require
heaters fl,r the thruster valves and the catalyze beds, as shown
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TABLE 11.7.--HEATER REQUIREMENTS SUMMARY
S_,stem
Propulsion
Powel"
Telemetry, tracking and
colnnland
:Attitude control
Experiment
Heater t_pe
Makeu F'
Backup h
Survival ¢
Makeup
Backup
Survival
Makeup
Backup
Survival
Makeup
Backup
Survival
Makeup
Backup
Survival
WattaGe
3O
6O
25
o
40
27.5
0
0
IO
3O
0
6.6
Totals Makeup 65
Backup 100
Survival 77.1
_'Thermistor controlled
hDual temperature controller (DTC) controlled.
¢Thermistor controlled Makeup heater duty cycle
50 percent or less.
in figure I 1.3. These heaters provide temperatures of 40 °F or
higher at ignition and are maintained by ground-commandable,
redundant digital-temperature controllers (DTC' s). Propellant
lines will be partially wrapped in low-emittance tape
(75 percent tape, 25 percent black) and will have heaters. The
propellant distribution assembly will be MLI covered and will
have thermostatically controlled heaters. The gimballed thruster
is conductively coupled to the hydrazinc tank support plate,
which is located inside EBI.
The Sun sensor optics, which protrude through the MLI
blanket of EB 1, are an integral part of the sensor electronics:
therefore, no separate thermal control of optics is required. The
horizon sensor optics will be MLl-covered where the optical
head protrudes from the EB2 mounting panel. A slit will be
provided in the MLI for the mirror.
Catalyst bed --_
\\
Catalyst bed
standoff --_ 000
O0
0
Heaters
(TYP)--_
Nozzle
/-- Thermocouple
/
Heater (TYP)
• Heater elements (primary and
redundant)
• Partial wrap in Iow-emittance tape
(75 percent tape, 25 percent black)
• Temperature monitored via
thermistors (primary and redundant)
i-- Thruster
/
valve
r--- Propellant line (TYP)
• Heater wire (primary and redundant)t
• Wrapped in Iow-emittance taper
• 50-ft total length
I
I
J
I
I
//
/
L_ MLI
covering
Figure 11.3.--Typical rocket engine module thermal control.
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11.4.2 INTERIOR THERMAL CONTROL
The interior thermal control applies to the internals of the
EBl and EB2 enclosures and the electronics boxes, attitude
control sensors, batteries, and propulsion components located
within. The internal component layouts and passive surface
finishes are described below.
11.4.2.1 Electronics Bays
In EB 1, the TT&C system components such as the comput-
ers, transponders, RF processing box, solid-state recorders,
command and telemetry units, and sequencers are mounted to
the insides of the panels on the eight sides of the enclosure. In
addition, there are the power, attitude control, and experiment
system b__xes, which are similarly mounted. The panels provide
an efficient means of spreading and rejecting the high-thermal
dissipati_ n loads of the electronics components, all of which
have a cuty cycle of 100 percent. The propulsion system
hydrazin,; tankage is mounted on an aluminum honeycomb
sandwicl- plate in the center of EB I. Additional electronics
boxes belonging to the "Iq'&C, experiment, and attitude control
systems are contained in EB2.
The i_terior surfaces of the bays are painted with a high-
emittanct; black paint to enhance radiative coupling and thus
exchang_ heat between the boxes, panels, hydrazine tanks, and
the supp_rt structure (fig. 11.4). The boxes, structure, tanks,
and plate are also painted black to promote augmented heat
rejection to the bay interior. To enhance conductive coupling
from the base of each box to the OSR radiators on the outer
Northwest panel
Sequencer --\
Recorder --
West panel
\
Southwest
Computer _ _
tanks
Northeast panel
r--Sequencer
/
!
East panel
(Sun side for
= 41 °)
\
Recorder
_outheast panel
z
South panel
Figure 11.4.--Electronics bay 1, internal thermal control. Black paint (ed_ = 0.85/0.85) on honeycomb panels, avionics
boxes, hydrazine tanks, tank support plate and struts. Conductive coupling enhanced from box to panel using
Chotherm 1671. Tank support plate conductively isolated from honeycomb panels and tanks from plate using G-10.
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North panel
Northwest panel
Experiment Northeast panel
data units --_=__ /-- Command and
\ t
\\ telemetry unit
West panel
Inverter _ _ East panel
(Sun side for 13= 41 °)
Southwest panel
z
Southeast panel
x Y
South panel
Figure 11.5.--Electronics bay 2, internal thermal controls. Black paint (oJ_ = 0.85/0.85) on honeycomb
panels, avionics boxes, and struts. Conductive coupling enhanced from box to panel using Clotherm
1671.
surface of the panels, silicone-boron-nitride Cotherm 1671 is
used as a O. 125-in.-thick mounting sheet under each box. The
tank support plate is conductively isolated from the side panels
and the tanks are isolated from their support plate. A similar
thermal control scheme of using high-emissivity black paint is
used for EB2 (fig. 11.5).
There are no survival or backup heaters provided for the
electronics boxes in EB I, since, in the case of power loss, the
thermal mass of the hydrazine is sufficient to maintain the
boxes within the operating-temperature range. This range is
maintained longer than the capability of the batteries to supply
power. Also, since the duty cycle of EB1 is 100 percent, the
OSR's have been sized so that makeup heaters, are not needed
lor the low-power case (attitude-acquisition) and high-power
case (on-orbit peak).
The temperature of the propulsion system's lbur hydrazine
tanks is maintained above 40 °F by ground-commanded redun-
dant heaters. The gaseous helium pressurant bottles (outside of
EB 1 for spacecraft version 2700) are maintained above 40 °F
by DTC-controlled heaters with ground-commandable over-
ride redundant heaters. Temperature differences between
interconnected hydrazine tanks are maintained within I0 °F by
ground-commandable actuation of backup heaters as required.
In EB2, survival heaters are provided in redundant sets for
maintenance of acceptable nonoperating temperatures for sur-
viral above -5 °F. These heaters are automatically enabled
when electronics are made nonoperational.
11.4.2.2 Batteries
The power system components that require the most strin-
gent thermal control are the nickel-cadmium batteries. Each
battery dissipates 25 W during the charge and discharge cycles.
Because battery life is inversely related to temperature, 85 °F
maximum is desirable to ensure adequate operation throughout
the mission. Consequently+ each battery is located in two
thermal control compartments in EB I, which are isolated from
the hotter (125 °F) electronics compartment by structural
bulkheads (fig. 11.6). The compartments are covered with MLI
blankets on the inner and outer surfaces, both with a black outer
layer and the battery is painted black on all sides. The forward
panels of the compartments are covered with an OSR radiator,
to which the batteries are radiatively coupled by the high-
emissivity black paint.
Battery temperature is maintained above 30 °F by redundant
DTC's and a heater with a ground override capability. As a
result of the battery analysis, the EB I was rotated 90 ° so that the
east side is now the Sun-facing side, and batteries are not on the
Sun-side anymore. Furthermore. both batteries are rotated 180 °
so their bases are in contact with the EB I forward surface OSR
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F- Adjoining panel
Honeycomb panel
(north and south) --_
\
10 by 16-in optical
solar reflector
on panel exterior
_/c = 0.1/0.79
\
\
16- by lO-in, optical
solar reflector (OSR)
on EBI forward
surface od_ = 0,110,79
_-- Chotherm 1671
// between battery
/ and panel
//
F-- Spacecraft aft end
Battery with black paint
on all sides oJ¢ = 0.85/0.85
MLI on electronics
// bay I aft surface
od_ = 0.49/0.71
I
I
I
I
I
L_ Thermal control box around battery to
radiatively decouple from other boxes.
MLIon inner and outer surfaces,
oJ_ = 0.85/0.85
Adjc ining panel
Figure 11.6.DTypical battery thermal control. As a result of the battery analysis, the electronics
bay I was rotated 90°. The east side is now the Sun-facing side and batteries are away from
the Sun. Furthermore, batteries were rotated 180 ° so their bases are in contact with the
electronic bay 1 forward-surface radiators.
radiators. Additional information on battery thermal control is
contained in reference I.
11.5 Thermal Control Subsystem
Analyses
11.5.1 ANALYSIS OVERVIEW
The COLD-SAT Spacecraft TCS was analyzed by using
NASA standard computer codes. Using these codes, detailed
geometric and thermal models were developed for the in-house
spacecraft design version number 2700 dated January 3 I, 1990.
The TRASYS-II code was used to calculate radiation-coupling
thctors for spacecraft exterior and interior surfaces. Also calcu-
lated were absorbed on-orbit heat fluxes due to solar radiation,
Earth albedo, and Earth infrared radiation incident on the
exterior surfaces tor several [3-angle orientations as described
below. The spacecraft geometry was subdivided into six groups
and a TRASYS-II geometric model was developed for the
radiatior analysis of each group. These six groups are: all
spacecra!'t exterior surfaces, EBI exterior and interior, EB2
exterior and interior, and the structural system. The outputs
from each of the six models were combined to form the inputs
tbr the spacecraft-level thermal analysis.
Thermal analysis was performed using the SINDA85 code
into whi,:h TRASYS-II inputs were provided to complete the
physical design description of the spacecraft. Here, additional
radiative couplings were combined with a mathematical de-
scription of the nodes for thermal capacitance, equipment
thermal, lissipation, and conductive couplings. This intbrma-
tion pernaits spacecraft thermal balance computations to be
made for the specific attitude and operational conditions of
interest. The SINDA85 output includes both spacecraft and
experimtcnt component temperatures and heater power predic-
tions based on equipment power dissipations and temperature
ranges s _ecified. From a manageability consideration, four
SINDA85 thermal math models were developed: all spacecraft
exterior ;urfaces; EBI and EB2 interior and exterior; and the
structural system. After debugging each model, the four were
combine ] for final results at the spacecraft level.
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Fourspacecraftorbitalconditionswereevaluatedtodeter-
minetheviabilityof thethermalsystemdesign:hotcase
(13=41°),coldcase(13=0°),loss-of-attitudecase(13=0°.with
thespacecraftlong-axisnormalto theorbitplane,andSun
incidentonthebatterypanel),andload-sheddingcase(13=0°,
withnopowerdissipation).Makeupheaterpowerrequirements
werecalculatedtomaintaincomponentswithintheiroperating
temperaturerange.Survivalheaterrequirementswerecalcu-
latedtomaintainelectronicsatcold-starttemperature(-5°F)
andhydrazineabovefreezing(40°F),incaseofspacecraftbus-
load-sheddingsituations.As describedbelore,to increase
conductionfromtheelectronicsboxestothemountinghoney-
combpanels,Chotherm1671conductionenhancerswereused
andmodeled.Also,EB1andEB2areconductivelyisolatedat
thespacecraftstructurebecauseofconflictingthermalcontrol
requirementsandthistoowasmodeled.
Thespacecraftltitudewasmodeledas550nmiwithan
orbitinclinationof 18°.atwhichthe13anglerangeis0to41o.
Forthe13=41o,solarfluxwasmodeledtobeincidentonthehot
sideofthespacecraftonly.Thevaluesofalbedo,solarflux,
andearthinfraredwere0.3,444and77Btu/hr-ft2,respect-
ively.Solararraysweremodeledascantedat 13° to orbit
normal.Thedesignlifeofthespacecraftis6months,conse-
quently,onlyBOLthermo-opticalpropertieswereconsidered
inthisanalysis.
Theareaof eachOSRradiatorwassizedaccordingto
maximumsolarflux,OSRsolarabsorptivity(0.09),andmaxi-
mumandminimumpowerdissipations.Initialestimateswere
obtainedbyhandcalculationsforthermalbalanceandparamet-
ricrunswereperformedtodeterminefinalareas.Theheaters
weresizedbytheHEATERsubroutinein SINDA85when
giventhedesiredtemperatures tpoints.
TheanalyseswerepertbrmedwithTRASYS-IIandSINDA85
ontheVAX8600usingITPLOT,XPLOT,andGRAPHWRITER
for preprocessingof inputandpostprocessingof resultsto
developresentationgraphics.Analyzedspacecraftorbital
conditionsandtheTRASYSmodelofthespacecraftexterior
surfacesareshownin figureI1.7.
Z Z Sun
-- " " 3 . _=41°
I 'uW', -¥
   L2Yg! 0=0oVy ,z
x, ",a, ,o,
_l Sun (hot) side --7
(c) 13 0 ° _ (cold) Sun (d)
Figure 11.7.--Spacecraft orbital condition for thermal analysis. (a) Operational cold case and load shed case
attitude. (b) Operational hot case attitude. (c) Loss of attitude case (Sun on battery panel). (d) Spacecraft
external/exposed surfaces TRASYS model.
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11.5.2 THERMAL DESIGN ISSUES AND TRADES
11.5.2.1 Spacecraft Thermal Bifurcation
Since the COLD-SAT spacecraft is comprised of cryogenic
components, an important consideration in spacecraft thermal
design was to minimize the parasitic heat leakage into the three
liquid hydrogen tanks. Initial studies indicated that among the
pressure vessel heat leak contributors for the supply tank, the
manganin instrumentation wiring, aluminum power wiring,
and SS304 plumbing lines are the major contributors. It was,
therefore, decided to route all wiring and plumbing lines on a
plumbing tray that will be located on a side of the spacecraft that
is minimally impacted by solar flux and would thus be at the
lowest-possible temperature. This tray will be conductively
isolated from the spacecraft structure and will be radiatively
cooled to space to achieve cold temperatures. Thus, the space-
craft was to be thermally bifurcated into a hot and a cold side.
Bifurc _tion was achieved by constraining the solar arrays to
be of only a fixed design so that only Sun-tracking, quasi-
inertial atJtudes were possible. In these attitudes, the spacecraft
is oriented to have the fixed arrays constantly face the Sun while
rotating about one of its axes to track the Sun at one revolution
per year. These attitudes resulted in large portions of the
spacecraft becoming incident to the solar flux, thereby creating
a hot side of the spacecraft. Considerably higher temperature
excursions occur on this hot side as compared to the other, anti-
Sun side. Because it is able to radate to space and because it is
only exposed to the comparatively lower Earth albedo and
infrared fluxes, the anti-Sun side acts as a cold side and thus
operates in a lower temperature range. Figure I 1.8 depicts the
temperature effects on the supply tank hot and cold sides for the
COLD-SAT spacecraft attitude that was selected.
For the 13= 0° case, since the solar flux is in line with the long
axis of the spacecraft, there is no solar flux incident on the
supply tank. Consequently, the average temperature profile of
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Figure 11.8.--Supply tank purge diaphraqm Sun-facing and
anti-Sun-facing temperatures. (a) 13= 0 '. (b) 13= 41°.
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theSun-lacingorhotsideandtheanti-Sun(cold)sideare
similar(-85to-140°F).However,forthe13=41°case,when
theSunisnolongercolinearwiththespacecraftlongaxis,the
temperatureoftheSun-facingsideofthesupplytankincreases
toashighas+I0°F,whereastheanti-Sunorcoldsidegoesup
toonly-80 °F.Therefore,it isevidentthatbyplacingthe
plumbingtrayonthespacecraftcoldside,muchlessparasitic
heatleakagethroughtheplumbinglinesandwiringintothe
supplytankwouldoccur.Asshownin figure11.9,thereis
minimal(4°F)changeintheplumbingtraytemperatureregard-
lessof the[_= 0 or 13= 41 ° orbital conditions.
It was calculated that in a 6-month period, given the COLD-
SAT orbital parameters fi)r any launch window, the Sun crosses
the orbital plane a maximum of five times. To maintain the hot-
and cold-side restriction on the spacecraft periphery, the space-
craft will have to perform a 180 ° roll maneuver around its long
axis whenever the Sun crosses the orbit plane. This is necessary
to ensure that the same side of the spacecraft remains in view of
the Sun at 13= 41 °, and to keep the arrays generally Sun-pointed.
11.5.2.2 Spacecraft Attitude Impacts
With only quasi-inertial attitudes as the optimum thermal
orientation for the cryogenic tankage and components, two
specific attitudes were considered, as indicated in figure 11. I0.
In one of the attitudes under consideration, named attitude "A",
the long axis (x) of the spacecraft is co-planer with the orbit
plane and the fixed solar arrays are canted at an optimized 13°
to orbit normal. When the angle of the Sun line to the orbit plane
(13angle) is 0 °, the spacecraft EB ! module shields the supply
tank and other tanks from solar flux. This provides the coldest
tank thermal condition for this attitude. As the Sun travels to the
maximum of13 = 41 o (lbr the selected orbital inclination of 18°),
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Figure 11.9.--Plumbing tray temperatures, (a) 13= 0 °. (b) 13= 41 °.
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z_- Earth shadow t_
k
_ _ i/-- Orbit plane
._ ,", _ - . . ; Sun, 13= 41°
jill lf_
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(a) X"
z
\
\
_t
Sun, 13= 41 °
,_=0 °
(b) X"
Figure 11.10._Cold-SAT spacecraft attitudes considered in circular
low-Earth orbit. At both attitudes, I_ ar_gle in global y-z plane only.
(a) Spacecraft attitude A. (b) Spacecra _ attitude B.
the projected area of the supply tank to the Sun line is illumi-
nated by solar flux. This creates the warmest environment for
this attitude.
The other attitude investigated here is referred to as attitude
"B'" in which the spacecraft long axis is normal to the orbit
plane. The fixed solar arrays are canted as belore. By rotating
the spacecraft around its z-axis, as shown in figure 11.10(b).
arrays izmain Sun-pointed for 13= 41 °. For this attitude, the
supply ank has the smallest projected area normal to the Sun
line wl-en [3 = +41", so this [3 angle provides the coldest
conditic,ns for the tank. A third attitude in which the same side
of the spacecraft continuously faces the Earth was discounted.
This w_s due to the necessity of including articulating arrays
along _ ith their inherent concerns described earlier.
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Forestablishingspacecraft-attitude-dependentheatleaks
intothetank,it is importanttodeterminethehotboundary
conditionforeachofthesourcesofheat:purgediaphragmfor
theMLI,spacecraftstructuretorthetanksupports ruts,andthe
plumbingtrayforthewiringandplumbing.Thespacecraftnd
supplytankTRASYS-IIandSINDA85modelswerexecuted.
Theanalysisresultsforthecasesof interestarepresentedin
figure11.11tbrthepurgediaphragmwherethesurfacet m-
peratureisplottedversusorbitaltime.
It canbeseenthatattitudeA for a [3 = 0° has the lowest
temperature due to the blocking of the solar flux by the aft end
of the spacecraft. This temperature increases for the 13= 41 °
cases, since the Sun is now impinging more directly on the
supply tank. The temperature profile for attitude B, 13= 0 and
41 ° is slightly higher at its peak than the I3 = 0° case. It can be
surmised that this may be caused by the forward end of the
purge diaphragm being heated through the central cavity of
EB2 at this high [3 angle. It may also be a result of higher
radiation contribution from the front MLI of EBI.
The average temperature of the eight structural Iongerons
and also the plumbing tray was found to be constant. These
values are tabulated in table 11.8.
For attitude A, 13= 0 °, because of the lack of solar flux, both
the longerons and tray were identified at-102 °F. However, as
the Sun angle goes to [3= 41 °, the Iongeron average temperature
rises to -44 °F. Since the tray is on the anti-Sun or cold sidc, it
remains at a stable -98 °F. Temperatures for both components
increase tremendously for attitude B.
Total transient heat fluxes on the supply tank pressure vessel
are presented in figure I I. 12 for the tbur extreme cases. It is
evident that for the thermal design used in this analysis, attitude
A best case of 13= 0 ° produces a 48 percent lower heat flux
(0.0559 Btu/hr-ft 2) relative to the 13= 41 ° case for attitude B
(0.0826). Comparably, the [3= 41 ° worst-case for the attitude A
(0.0728) produces a 22 percent lower heat llux than [5= 0° for
attitude B (0.0891). Further discussion is given in reference 2.
11.5.2.3 Supply Tank Purge Diaphragm Material
External to the MLI blanket, on the supply tank honeycomb
can, is a purge diaphragm which contains the gaseous helium
used to purge the volume between the purge diaphragm and thc
pressure vessel, including the MLI. To minimize the heat leak
through the MLI blanket, the outer layer of the purge diaphragm
requires a thermal control surface with the optimum ff./_,
thermo-optical properties. For cryogenic tankage onboard the
spacecraft, the goal is to reduce the ot while maximizing _:,
thereby reducing solar flux absorption and maximizing radia-
tion to space for the outer surface. This produces the coldest
temperature boundary for the MLI.
In the case of the COLD-SAT supply tank, three different
materials were considered for the outer layer of the purge
diaphragm, namely: aluminized Kaplon with an ff,/_: of
0.49/0.7 I, Beta cloth with an o,/e of 0.22/0.90 and a SSST with
an ot/e of 0.09/0.75. White paint was not considered as an outer
surface coating because of the requirement that this diaphragm
be flexible, thereby precluding painted coatings.
u. 0
o B a ,,¢,-,_
,,¢' ",N
-4° 1
g -12o
'_ -160
Attitude A1 , I_ = 0 °
Attitude A, I_ = 41°
Attitude B2 , _ = 41 °
Attitude B, _ = 0°
•"7 f_,_
t I
I I
0 1 2 3 4
Time in orbit, hr
1Attitude A: long axis inorbit plane.
2Attitude B: longaxis normalto orbit plane.
Figure 11.11 .--Effects of the spacecraft attitude on the aver-
age surface temperature of supply tank purge diaphragm.
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TABLE 11.8.--SUPPLY TANK LONGERON AND PLUMBING TRAY
AVERAGE TEMPERATURES
Supply Tank Longeron and Plumbin_ Tray Temperature, °F
Component Attitude A. Attitude A, Atqtude B, Attitude B.
13=O° 15=41° 1,=41 ° 15=0 °
Longerons - 102 -44 -28 -8
(average of 8)
Plumbing tra_r - 102 -98 -87 -71
.25
.20
e'-
m .15
.10
_=
.os
Attitude A1 , 13= 0 °
,_, Attitude A, 13= 41 °
_-,___, - ...... Attitude B2 , 13= 41 °
-_._,,. ------ Attitude B, 13= 0 o
"'.._ ..2.=.- - z =":', ........
.00 I I I I I
0 10 20 30 40 50
Time in orbit, hr
1Attitude A: long axis in orbit plane.
2Attitude B: long axis normal to orbit plane.
Figure 11.1 2.--_Spacecraft attitude impacts on total heat flux
into pressure vessel.
Figure 11.13 provides analysis results for the purge dia-
phragm in these three cases. It can be seen that the SSST
produces the lowest temperature profile with the aluminized
Kapton being the warmest. On orbit, when the Sun is impinging
on the purge diaphragm, the average surface temperature
ranges from a minimum o1"-25 °F for the SSST to a maximum
of+25 °F for the Kapton. Since the goal is to design the coldest
purge diaphragm outer surface, the SSST was the material
selected for the supply tank. Figure I 1.14 shows the effects on
the pressure vessel of varying the ot/_: properties of the purge
diaphragm outer surface on the total heat flux. As the o,/e
increases, the temperature of the purge diaphragm increases.
Being the thermal boundary for the heat leakage through the
MLI, a higher diaphragm temperature produces a higher flux.
For the materials considered lor the purge diaphragm, the total
heat flux varies from 0.0638 Btu/hr-ft 2 for the lowest case to the
highest of 0.0765 Btu/hr-ti-- producing an increase of 20 per-
cent. Further discussion can be obtained in reference 3.
11.5.3 ANALYSIS RESULTS
As explained earlier in this report, tour on-orbit cases of
interest were analyzed
( I ) Operational on-orbit cold case with [3 = O°
(2) Operational on-orbit hot case with [3 = 41 °
(3) Gn-orbit load-shedding case with [3 = 0 °
(4) ()n-orbit loss-of attitude case with 13 = 0 °
Predicted temperature results of on-orbit thermal analysis
for all systems and components are presented in table I 1.9 and
compared to the required operational temperature range. Where
the predicted minimum temperature falls below the operational
minimut_, heaters were sized to maintain temperature. The
minimut _ temperature was calculated tbr the worst on-orbit
cold env ronmental conditions of 13= 0 ° with the lowest power
dissipati)n from the attitude-acquisition power profile. The
maximu n temperature was calculated tor the worst hot case of
[3 = 41 ° _¢ith the maximum on-orbit peak power dissipation.
Of specific interest are the temperature ranges of the outer
surface _,f the supply tank purge diaphragm and the plumbing
tray, wh ch are presented graphically in figures 11.8 and I 1.9,
respeeti, ely, lot the cold and hot cases. The propulsion system
hydrazir e tanks and the propellant distribution assembly tem-
perature histories are plotted in figures 11.15 and I I. 16, respec-
tively. As can be seen, the PDA requires a 6 W makeup heater
for both the hot and cold cases. For the case of load-shedding
with no power dissipation in EB I where the hydrazine tanks are
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TABLE 11.9._N-ORBIT THERMAL ANALYSIS RESULTS
Component
Computer I
Computer 2
Transponder I
Transponder 2
Radiofrequency processing box
Solid-state recorder 1
Solid-state recorder 2
Remote conlnlafld and telemetry
unit 1
Remote command and telemetry
unit 2
Remote command and telemetry
unit 3
Command and telemetry unit I
Comntand and telemetry unit 2
Sequencer 1
Sequencer 2
l)rive motor electronics
Redundancy control unit
Cofnmand receiver
Operational range. Predicted range,
o F o F
Maximu,n Minimul:r. With heater
p;o
Tracking, and Command System
125 51
58
51
58 .....
60
59 ....
62 ....
60 ....
57
59
60 .....
59 ....
59 ....
62 .....
50 ....
58 .....
51 .....
Minimum
Telemetry.
30
Maximum.
15=41
92
85
92
85
90
90
87
90
79
88
9O
88
90
87
79
85
92
With heater
Gaseous helium bottle I
Gaseous helium bottle 2
Gaseous hydrogen bottle I
Gaseous hydrogen bottle 2
T-0 panel
Vaporizer panel A
Vaporizer panel B
Hetiuln panel
Venl panel A
Vent panel B
Plumbing tray/radiator
Connector panel A
Connector panel B
Supply tank purge diaphragm
Large receiver tank MLI
outer surface
Small receiver tank MLI
outer surface
Experiment data unit 1
Experiment data unit 2
Experiment data unit 3
Accelerometer conditioner
Signal conditioner
Data acquisition unit
Mixer inotor inverler
-65
-65
--423
-423
-423
40
40
-4O
0
0
-423
0
0
-200
-2(X)
-2(X)
3O
Distribution assembly
Pressuranl bottle I
Pressurant bottle 2
Pressurant bottle 3
Pressurant bottle 4
Tank 1
Tank 2
Tank 3
Tank 4
Propellant lines
Rocket engine module IREM) 1
Rocket engine module (REMI 2
Rocket engine module (REM) 3
Rocket engine module (REM) 4
Approximation.
,r
4O
Experiment S},stem
2O0
200
70
70
-I(X)
151)
1,
-I00
I O0
100
0
0
125
Propulsion
120
-54 ....
-53 ....
-54
-52 ....
-96
-88 4O (6 W )
-94 40 (6W)
-36 .....
94 0 (7W)
-82 0 (7W)
-102 ........
-74 0 (2W)
-96 0 (2W)
-[15 ....
-110 ....
-130
67 .....
58
5O
52 ----
-54
-53
24
26
-84
93
82
2
107
87
-98
94
125
-75
-90
-I 10
103
1
85
92
93
S_'stem
-57
-78
-74
-75
-76
57
58
57
57
_57
77
73
73
77
60 (6W)
6O (7W)
6O (7W)
60 (5W)
6O (SW)
-35
-5
-6O
_2
-5
85
84
84
84
_'85
101
98
96
97
60 (6W)
6O (7W)
60 (7W)
6O (5W)
60 (5W)
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TABLE 11.9.--Concluded.
Component Operational range.
o F
Minmmm Maxmmm Minmmm.
13=0
Attitude Control S)'stem
Predicted range.
o F
With heater Maximum,
13=41
With hcater
Inertial reference unit
Horizon sensor I electronics
Horizon sensor 2 electronics
Fine Sun sensor I electronics
Fine Sun sensor 2 electronics
Magnetolneter 1
Magnetometer 2
Attitude control system
interface electronics
Horizon sensor I optics
Horizon sensor 2 optics
Fine Sun sensor I optics
Fine Sun sensor 2 optics
3(1
3O
3(1
15
15
3O
3O
3O
5
-5
15
15
105
125
141)
14O
140
140
60 ......
57 .....
59 ......
48 .....
50 ......
49 ......
49 ......
52 ....
53 ....
47 .....
77 .....
73 .....
9O
84
IOI
98
90 .....
79 ......
88 .....
72 .....
79 .....
79 ......
79 .....
93
Battery l
Battery 2
Solar array, I
Solar array' 2
Power control unit
Power distribution unit
Pyro control box
3O
3O
-95
-95
31)
3O
3O
Power S _,stem
85 48
85 5O
160 -70
160 -70
125 61
125 57
125 6O
73
79
135
135
88
79
88
Electronics ha',,
Electronics bay
Electronics hay
Electorates bay
Electronics bay
Electronics bay
Electronics bay
Elecmmics bay'
Electronics bay
Electronics bay'
Electorates bay
Electronics bay,
Electronics bay'
Electronics bay'
Electronics bay'
Electronics ha),
Struts
Supply tank Iongerons
Rings
Diagonals
Hydrazinc tank plate
Structural S, 'stem
125I panel N 30
I panel S
I panel E
I panel W
I panel NE
1 panel NW
I panel SE
I panel SW
2 panel N
2 panel S
2 panel E
2 panel W
2 panel NE
2 panel NW
2 panel SE
2 panel SW ',
-I00
-150
-150
-150
41)
r
5O
l
I(X3
48
5t)
59
62
5O
6O
59
58
47
53
57
67
49
52
59
-65
-I 10
-I IO
-II0
58
72
79
90
87
91
87
89
84
84
9O
79
103
79
93
88
-5
-44
-44
85
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Figure 11.15.-- Electronics bay I hydrazine tank results for operational on-orbit case. (a) Worst-case cold;
I_ = 0 °. (b) Worst-case hot; _ = 41 °.
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Figure 11.16.--Propellant distribution assembly results for operational on-orbit case; (a, b _ = 0 ° cold; c, d I_ = 41 ° hot).
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located, it will take 35 hr for the hydrazine to freeze at 34.8 °F,
starting from the initial temperature of 75 °F (fig. t 1.17). This
case was analyzed lora 13 = 0 ° attitude with zero-power
dissipation in EBI. As seen in figures 11.18 and I 1.19, the
thermal control system tbr the batteries maintains the tempera-
ture within an acceptable range for both the nominal hot and
cold cases, and also tbr the loss-of-attitude case. The loss-of-
attitude control case was considered when the spacecraft long
axis is perpendicular to the orbit plane and solar flux is incident
on the EBI battery number 2 panel with maximum power
dissipation from the rest of the electronics.
COLD-SAT heater-power requirements are summarized in
tables 11.6 and I 1.7. Makeup heaters are those that are neces-
sary to maintain a component within operating range when the
component is in normal operating mode and dissipating power.
Backup heaters are required to maintain the component within
the operating temperature range when the component is not
operating. Survival heaters are needed lor maintaining a cold-
start turn-on temperature of-5 °F tk)r electronic components
when these are shut down. Heaters are not required for EBI
components except for the batteries and the Propulsion Sub-
system components. This is a result of the warm environment
maintained in EBI by the large thermal mass of the hydrazine
tanks even when there is a sudden disruption ofclectrical power
dissipation. This situation may arise when there is a loss of
spacecraft attitude resulting in no power generation from the
solar arrays. For the 4 hr that the batteries can supply power
without recharging, the temperature of the EB 1electronics boxes
stays within operating range because of the hydrazine tanks.
Figur_ 11.20 shows predicted solar array transient tempera-
ture res[-onses for 13= 0° and 13= 41 ° cases. Vendor-provided
values of absorptivity and emissivity tk_r the solar cell side of
the array are 0.73/0.86.
11.5.4 ASCENT AERODYNAMIC HEATING
Aerodynamic heating during ascent causes a rise in the ELV
fairing temperature. The increase in faring temperature results
in a rise in the temperature of low thermal-mass items located
on the exterior of the spacecraft. Figure 11.21 shows data
from the ANIK-E launch on the Arianc ELV. Similar results
would be expected for COLD-SAT. The greatest temperature
rise is er;perienced by the exterior layer of the MLI blankets.
Internally mounted spacecraft components experience a tem-
perature rise that is typically less than 3 °C at fairing separation,
because of a combination of their thermal mass and low thermal
couplin$ to the fairing. Fairing separation occurs when the ELV
is in the free-molecular-flow flight regime. The peak free-
molecular heat flux alter separation results in maximum tem-
perature of selected equipment as shown in table I1.10. A
separate thermal analysis for ascent has not been performed
since the power dissipations for the ascent case is the same as
in the aHitude-acquisition case, lot which analysis has been
perform,,;d and results have been presented in this report.
A - Tank support plab:
B - Tank 1
80 I--- C - Tank 2
75 / D - Tank 3
l_ _. E-Tank470 I _ _
65 _- _ _ydrazine tanks0 A
55 Ak_ k
E
I_- 45 -- Hydr \_---B
-- support plate -J - _"A _-- C40
35
30
25
--_ Hydrazine freezing
_ temperature
I I
0 4 8 14
Time, hr
16 20 24 28
Figure 11.17._Hydrazine tank results for I _ad-shed case.
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TABLE 11.10.--MAXIMUM TEMPE _ATURE
OF EQUIPMENT EXPOSED TO I'REE-
MOLECULAR HEATING
Exposed elements l_laxinlum
te_aperature,
_C
Outer MLI layer _145
Low-gain antenna _100
High-gain antenna reflector dish ht 15
"Kapton survival temperature is 750 °C
bCOLD-SAT low-gain antenna and higt-gain
antenna arc MLI insulated.
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Figure 11.21 .IEffect of fairing heating on satellite surfaces during ascent.
11.6 Thermal Control Subsystem
Components
The heritage and qualification status of the COLD-SAT TCS
hardware is summarized in table I 1. I 1.Availability and cost of
components is shown in table 11.12. The composition and
thermo-optical properties are tabulated in table I 1.5. All prop-
erties used in the TCS analysis are BOL because in the short
mission life no degradation for outgassing, solar illumination,
plume effects and electrostatic charging, has been included.
Key components of the TCS are described below.
11.6.1 MULTILAYER INSULATION
Spacecraft areas that require minimum interaction with the
external environment are covered with MLI blankets. Details o["
blanket construction are shown in figure 11.22(a). Alternate
layers of I/4-rail double-aluminized Kapton and dacron net are
sandwiched between outer layers of 2-mil reinforced Kapton
with inner surface aluminized. The layers are sewn together
with nylon thread, and large sections of blanket material are
joined to each other and to the spacecraft using Velcro zipper
material. To avoid charge buildup on MLI surfaces, several
2-rail-thick aluminum grounding straps are attached with soft
aluminum rivets to aluminized surfaces, as shown in
figure I 1.22(b). In addition, the outer surface of the outer layer
is coatec with indium tin oxide (ITO) to prevent electrostatic
charge buildup.
Outg_;ssing of volatile compounds for MLI blankets during
the mission will be minimized by preflight thermal vacuum
decontamination bakeout. Remaining residual outgassing dur-
ing the r fission will be directed away from the sensitive OSR
radiator _urfaces by preferentially located venting holes.
11.6.2 ()PTICAL SOLAR REFLECTORS
Spact craft surfaces which function as radiator surfaces are
covered with OSR's. The reflectors are second-surface mirrors
made fro m silver plated 0.006-in. fused silica. Individual I -in."
mirrors we placed 15-mils apart and bonded with electrically
conduct ve blue solithane to the outer aluminum facesheets of
the EB1 side panels. Of all potential radiation surfaces avail-
able for use in the COLD-SAT spacecraft, OSR's have been
chosen t ecause of the stability of their properties in the on-orbit
environment for this critical application. Individual radiators
have m¢ asured solar absorbance values of 0.06 at B()L. The
OSR system, including gaps between individual mirrors, has an
emissivity of 0.75 and a BOL absorbance of 0.09. Degradation
in absolptivity results from ultraviolet radiation and particle
fluence, as well as from induced contamination by thruster
exhaust plumes and outgassing spacecraft materials.
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Figure 11.22.DTypical multilayer insulation blanket details. (a) Blanket configuration.
(b) Blanket grounding configuration.
TABLE l I. II. _OLD-SAT THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM COMPONENTS
HERITAGE AND QUALIFICATION STATUS
Component Vendor Heritage Qualification
status
Sheldahl IRAS, COBE. ERBS QualifiedMuhilayer insulation
(MLI) blanket materials
Optical solar reflectors
Heater and adhesives
Paints
Tape
Thermal interface
Thermal controllers
Temperature sensors
Vclcro and adhesives
Optical Coating
Laboratory, Inc.
MINCO
Chemglaze
Sheldahl
Chotherm
Elmwood
Ehnwood
Velcro
SATCOM. STC/DBS
SATCOM
GSTAR. SPACENET
SATCOM
STS
SATCOM. STC/DBS
SATCOM. STC/DBS
GE SERIES 3(XX)and 4000
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TABLE 11.12.--THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM COMPONEbT AVAILABILITY AND COST
Coulponent
2.0-mil Kapton/VDA
5.O-hill Teflon/VDA
SilveffVD lnconel
0.5-mil Kapton/VDA
Thick black film/0.5-mil
Kapton/SCR I M/VDA
0.5-rail KaptonN DA/
I.O-mil Silicone
VI)A/I.0 rail Kapton/
1.0-mil Silicone
Optical solar reflector
Conduction enhancer
White paint
Black painl
Heaters
Velcro
Catalo_ number
G41 (1620
G4015(XI
G410660
G 143700
G407760
G407810
6068002
Chotherm 167 I
Z-202
Z-306
Thermofoil SB 31 I C 79
Various
Vendor
Sheldahl
OCLI
Chomerics
Lloyd Corporation
Lloyd Corporation
MINCO
Velcro, USA
Cost
$3394/sheet
$1554/sheet
$3263/sheet
$24/fi 2
$20/fl 2
$383/roll
$375/roll
$20/piece
$178/piece
$35/gal
$27/gal
Various
Various
Colnlneuls
4- by lO-fl sheet
4- by 10-ft sheet
4- by 10-fl sheet
i 250 to 500 It:
501 to 1000 fl-'
108-ft-long roll tape
108-1l-long roll tape
1.5 by 1.5 in.. 6 MIL thick
16 by 16 in.
$525 ,ninimum order
$525 mininmm order
TABLE I I. 13 ._OLD-SAT THERMAL
CONTROL SYSTEM WEIGHT SUMMARY
Component Weight,
lb
MLI blankets, velcro, and adhesives
Optical solar reflectors
Thermal controllers
Temperature sensors, thernfistors
Heaters and adhesives
Paim
Tape
Thermal interface {Chotherm)
Thermal isolators (G-10t
TOTAL
30.0
5.0
8.0
511
2.0
3.(I
1.0
5.1)
3.0
62.(I
11.6.3 HEATERS AND CONTROLLERS
The active portion of the TCS is composed of Kapton film-
strip heaters, DTC's. and temperature sensors. DTC's provide
automatic control of heaters on the basis of sensor temperature.
They have the lollowing design features: proportional control
of heater power, adjustable set point temperatures and heater
output power, heater on/full-on temperature difference of 2 °F,
and ground-commandable override capability.
11.6.4 PASSIVE SURFACES
The following passive surface treatments are employed to
achieve specific radiative properties:
(I) Black paint: Chemglaze Z-306 (Urethane), minimum
= 0.85
(2) Aluminized Kapton Tape: Single aluminized, alumi-
nized side out, c = 0. Ilk single-aluminized, aluminize second
surface. _ = 0.55
(3I White paint: Chemglaze Z-202: c = 0.89, ot = 0.2
TABLE 1 I. 14._OLD-SAT THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
COMPONENT RELIABILITY
Component Duty cycle. Probability of
percent 2Q, ear survival
Optical solar reflectors 100 0.999734
Multilayer insulation 100 .999825
Battery heaters -- .999974
Thruster heaters -- .999962
Fuel line heaters -- .999999
11.6.5 CHOTHERM 1671
Chotherm 1671 is a thermally conductive interface material
designed for transferring heat from electronics components to
heat sink s. It comprises a silicone binder with boron nitridc as
the them ally conductive filler. Unlike mica or beryllium oxide,
Chotherm does not require thermal grease. Greaseless applica-
tion of Chotherm precludes the contamination, cracking, mi-
gration, or drying out associated with greases. It is available in
sheet sizes and meets NASA's outgassing requirements. The
advantage of using Chotherm is that it reduces the uncertainties
in the determination of contact conduclances between two
surfaces for use in the thermal analysis models. Published
values o" thermal conductivity were used lor Chotherm for a
0.125-in -thick sheet.
11.6.6 THERMAL CONTROL SUBSYSTEM WEIGHT
The weight of the TCS is summarized in table I I. 13.
11.6.7 RELIABILITY
Relia _ility numbers tora probability of survival of two years
are shown in table I 1.14 for general TCS components. These
are taken from the Advanced Communication Technology
Satellite (ACTS) program.
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TABLE11.15.--THERMALSYSTEMTEMPERATURE
TELEMETRY SUMMARY
Components I Number
Propulsion Svstem
Fill/drain valve I
Relief valve/burst disk I
Check valve I
Solenoid valve 7
Hydrazine tanks 4
Fuel lines --
Thruster valves 20
Nozzle shield 20
Gimbal unit 2
Gaseous helium tanks I
Orifice 5
Line filters 2
Power S_,stem
Batteries 8
Solar arrays 6
Power control unit 2
Power distribution unit 7
Pyro control box 2
Attitude Control Siystem (ACS)
Inertial reference unit 1
Horizon sensors electronics 2
Horizon sensors optics 2
Sun sensor assemblies 2
Magnetometers 2
ACS interface electronics I
Telemetric. "l-rackin_. and Command S)_stem
Computers 2
Transponder 2
Radiofrequency processing box 1
Solid-state recorders 2
Remote command and telemetry units 2
Command and telemetry units 2
Sequencers 2
High-gain antenna drive motor electronics 2
High-gain antenna gimbal motor I
Redundancy control unit I
Command receiver I
Low-:_ain antennas I
Experiment S?,stem
Supply tank 14
Large receiver tank 4
Small receiver tank 4
Gaseous helium and gaseous hydrogen bottles 4
Panels 10
Radiator/plumbin_ tra_ 4
Structure S_,stem
Supply tank Iongerons 8
Large receiver tank struts 4
Small receiver lank struts 4
Electronics ba_¢ I and 2 panels 16
Total 189
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TABLEII.16.--THERMALCONTROL HEATER ACTIVATION TECHNIQUES
Location
Batteries
Propellant tanks
Pressuranl tanks
Propellant lines
Thruster valves
Catalyst bed
Activation technique
Dual temperature control, ground-commandable
override on backup redundant (2.014 1 °F)
Dual temperature control, ground commandable
Override on back-up redundant
Ground-commanded redundant heater,
(10.0 ° +1 °F)
Dual temperature control, ground-commanded
redundant (10.0 ° +1 °F)
Operated via ground-enable commam,
redundant heaters
Propellant distribution
assembly
Solar array hinge damper
High-gain antenna motor
drive
Experiment panels
Electronics bay I avionics
Electronics bay 2 avionics
Dual temperature control, ground-conunandable
override on backup redundant (10.0 c +1 °F)
Parallel redundancy, ground- commanded
Parallel redundancy, ground-commanded
Dual temperature control, ground-connnanded
redundant
Computer on/off commundable survival heaters
Computer on/off commandable survi,,al heaters
S_'stem monitorin_
Redundant thermistors
Redundant thermistors
Redundant thermistors
..........................
Thermistors
Thermocouple
Redundant thermistors
None
Redundant thermistors
Thermistors
Thermistors
Thermistors
TABLE I 1.17.--THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM (TCS}
Subs_,stem
Structure
Telemetry, tracking,
and conmland
Power
Attitude control
Propulsion
Experiment
Mechanism
TCS com_)nent
MLI
OSR's
Vespel pads
Paint
Chotherm 1671
Paint
Heaters
Digital thermal controilers
Chotherm 1671
Solar array paint
Paint
Chotherm 167 I
Heaters
Digital thermal contro lets
Batter_ thermal enclo: ure
Paint
Cholherm
Healer
Digital thcrmal controilers
MLI
Paint
MLI
Tape
Heaters
Digital thermal controllers
Thermal shorlin_ straj
Supply tank purge dia )hragm outer
surface
Plumbing tray and par els outer surface
Heaters
Digital thermal controllers
Solar array damper/hinge heater
High-gain antenna da nper/hin_,e heater
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11.7 Operational Characteristics
A summary of telemetry data requirements for the TCS is
provided in table 11.15. The heater control, location, and
activation techniques are summarized in table 11.16. Space-
craft heaters and associated controllers are functionally redun-
dant, in cases where heated units themselves are not. Due to thc
closed-loop nature of DTC operation, uplink anomalies will not
preclude nominal operation of heaters; however, ground
commandable override capability is provided. Certain heaters
are controlled by ground command only for components
associated with ground-commanded events (e.g., solar array
deployment and RCS thruster firings). Heater power is mini-
mized for all mission phases. Preoperational housekeeping
heater power for makeup is minimized. In addition, backup and
survival heaters do not add load to the power system.
The TCS design approach does not require that restrictions
be placed on the electronics operating duty cycle which for this
analysis is assumed as 100 percent for all components.
Commandable backup load substitution heaters may be config-
ured to accommodate a broad range of operational conditions.
11.8 Interfaces
The TCS interlaces with all other spacecraft systems. The
TT&C system provides data acquisition and heater power
switching services to the TCS. Onboard software must be
programmed to control TCS heaters and the electric power
system must supply power to them. Protection of thermal
control surfaces will place many stringent restrictions on ground
and prelaunch activities. In addition, those items which consti-
tute the TCS must be attached to the components of the other
spacecraft systems which they protect. Table 11.17 provides a
top level listing of types of TCS components required by the
other parts of the spacecraft.
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Chapter 12
Software
Daniel R. Vrnak
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
12.1 Introduction
This section of the report describes the COLD-SAT flight
computer or onboard computer (OBC) software functions,
requirements, and interfaces. The flight computer is part of the
telemetry, tracking, and command (TT&C) system described
in Chapter 9, Telemetry, Tracking, and Command System, of
this report.
The COLD-SAT OBC is responsible for providing autono-
mous on-orbit computation and control capability in support of
the spacecraft systems and experiment operation. The need tbr
autonomy is greater in this application than in many previous
spacecraft designs. During normal operations, Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) forward link coverage will be
limited to a 12-percent duty cycle or 13-min/105-min orbit.
Yet many experiments are of long duration--up to 50 hr tbr
some. Most experiments arc placed in groups to be initiated by
ground command and then proceed with minimal supervision.
Therefore, the software must be written to anticipate and handle
the many contingencies that may occur. Some possible contin-
gencies include tank over-pressure or over-temperature, exces-
sive attitude errors, battery failure, and thruster-heater failure.
12.2 Major Requirements
The top level requirements for the COLD-SAT flight com-
puter software include the following:
(I) Attitude determination and control
(2) Navigation
(3) Antenna pointing
(4) Thermal system control
(5) Propulsion system control
(6) Electrical power system monitor
(7) Respond to uplinked commands
(8) Downlink spacecraft status and experiment data
(9) Support ground, ascent, and post-separation operations
I 0) Comply with NASA and Department of Defense safety
requirements
11 ) Store test sequences for all experiments
12) Monitor and control state of cryogen at all times
13) Place and maintain spacecraft in a sale-state mode
during contingency operations
(14) Periodically check integrity of the computer hardware
and software
(15) Switch to backup computer if a fault is detected in the
primary computer
12.3 Description
The OBC is redundant. There is a primary computer and a
secondary computer which acts as a hot backup. Each has the
same software loaded. Both computers execute the same code
in step, and receive the same input signals and data, with the
output of the backup computer disabled. Each has its own
spacecraft clock and they will periodically be resynchronized.
A redundancy control unit monitors the activities of the two
computers. Both computers periodically run a sell-test which
generates a specific result. If a fault is detected in the operation
of the primary computer, the redundancy control unit will
switch control to the backup and disable the outputs of the
faulted computer. Possible faults include memory checksum
error, clock failure, communications interface failure, and
execution errors. Switching back to the primary computer can
only take place by ground command.
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TheOBCsoftwareisrequired,uponpower-uporreset,o
runaself-test,theresultsofwhicharerecordedfordownlink.
Thelaststepof the self-test is to invoke the applications
scheduler. The applications scheduler runs every basic space-
craft clock cycle and invokes the application programs or tasks
according to a predefined schedule. The applications scheduler
keeps track of the status of each task, updates its job control
block upon job completion, and then selects the next task to
execute based on the predefined schedule. The schedule may be
modified by ground command.
A queue manager is used by the applications scheduler to
queue tasks for future execution. The scheduler scans an array
of job control blocks and submits the active ones to the queue
manager. Some tasks will not be active during certain phases of
the mission. Job control blocks provide scheduling information
for each task including the following:
( I ) Next execution time
(2) Priority level
(3) Frequency of execution
(4) Start cycle offset time
(5) Queue status
Some tasks will not complete in their allotted time. These
tasks will get interrupted to continue in the next processing
cycle but only alter the higher priority tasks have finished. The
highest priority tasks will be designed to always finish in less
than a basic clock cycle. Tasks that are likely to need more than
one spacecraft clock cycle will have lower priorities and be
scheduled to run less often.
Alter a task executes, it is rescheduled for its next execution
time by the scheduler. While executing, a task may deactivate
itself or other tasks. Communications between tasks is ex-
pected to take place mainly via shared memory. The basic
spacecraft clock cycle is also used to update the onboard
spacecraft clock which keeps absolute time. The spacecraft
clock can be changed by ground command.
Built into the OBC is protection against single-event upsets
(SEU's), which are a state change in a bit or cell of digital
memory :aused by ionization when a high-energy cosmic ray
particle passes through the integrated circuit transistor. The
result of_me or more SEU's occurring while the spacecraft is in
active operation could be no effect or very serious. For ex-
ample, the wrong valve could be opened during an experiment.
The OB(" uses the following three methods to minimize the
possibilities of SEU's occurring:
( I ) integrated circuit technology that is extremely resistant
to upset by cosmic rays
(2) enor detection and correction firmware with theextra six
memory tilts attached to every word
(3) pe_'iodic run ning of the sel f-test which incl udes detection
of errors caused by SEU's in specific hardware
Latch-up is another possible condition where a memory or
register bit gets changed as a result of cosmic radiation. In this
case the :hange of state is not reversible. The OBC will use
components designed and tested to be latch-up immune.
12.4 Interfaces
The data flow between the OBC and the other components
of the TT&C system are shown in figure 12.1. The OBC is
comprised of a primary and a secondary computer. In all the
interlace ; listed in the following sections, each computer has its
own link to the device.
12.4.1 COMMAND AND TELEMETRY UNIT (CTU)
The OBC exchanges data and commands with the CTU by
using a 1553-serial-data link. This interlace will have the most
traffic.
12.4.2 I_EDUNDANCY CONTROL UNIT (RCU)
The CBC communicates status to and receives the switch-
over con mand from the RCU.
Flight
computers
1 and 2
Transponders1and 2 __1
• I
] Electronic
_ round SUl_POrt
equipment
I telemetry units
1 and 2
[
Electronic ground
Redundancy _----_ support equipment
control unit
uplink discrete
Figure 12.1 .--Onboard computer interfaces.
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Figure 12.2.PExtemal onboard computer interfaces.
12.4.3 TRANSPONDER
On-orbit software changes, when needed, will be loaded into
the OBC read/write memory (RAM) using a data link to the
transponder.
12.4.4 LAUNCH PAD ELECTRICAL GROUND
SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (EGSE)
Figure 12.2 shows that there is a 1553-serial-data interface that
exists only while the spacecraft is at the launch pad and mated
to the launch vehicle, which connects the OBC to the electronic
ground support equipment (EGSE). This link, which is cut at
T-4 sec, is used tbr checkout of spacecraft systems, loading the
RAM software, setting the spacecraft clock, and giving the
OBC full control.
12.4.5 POCC TELEMETRY
Through the transponder, radiofrequency (RF) processing
unit, and antennas, spacecraft telemetry and data are sent to and
commands received from the TDRSS. Through White Sands
Ground Terminal (WSGT) and NASCOM (NASA communi-
cations network), TDRSS data are sent to and received from the
COLD-SAT payload operations control center (POCC). Com-
puters at the POCC will be programmed so controllers will be
able to safely control spacecraft operations and receive data and
results. This link does not exist until spacecraft separation from
the upper stage.
12.5 Software Description
There are 14 OBC tasks required for operating the spacecraft
and conducting the experiments. These tasks are activated by
the scheduler on a predefined plan. A conceptual diagram of the
scheduler is shown in figure 12.3. The scheduler runs every
basic spacecraft clock cycle of 62.5 msec. Most tasks do not
need to run every cycle and therefore are scheduled to run every
second cycle or third cycle, and so on. Some tasks are needed
only for specific phases of the mission and are deactivated at all
other times. The task "prelaunch operations" is an example. It
is used from prelaunch startup until launch, after which it is
never activated again. All tasks use input/output procedures of
the operating system to access the spacecraft sensors and
effectors via the TT&C system. The tasks are as follows:
(1) Attitude determination and control
(2) Ground command processing
(3) Command and telemetry unit input/output (I/O)
(4) Data formatting
(5) Critical status monitor and sating
(6) Electrical power monitor
(7) Antenna pointing
(8) Navigation
(9) Thermal monitor and control
(10) Propulsion system
( I I ) Experiment monitor and control
(12) Prelaunch operations
(! 3) Ascent operations
(I 4) Postseparation operations
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Figure 12.3._Onboard computer task scheduler.
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12.5.1 ATTITUDE DETERMINATION AND
CONTROL
This task's main function is to maintain the desired space-
craft attitude within specific limits and to handle requests from
the experiment task to provide induced accelerations at one of
three levels. There is also an attitude acquisition mode and a
contingency acquisition mode. Inputs to this task include data
from the following: inertial reference (gyro), two-axis Sun
sensor, horizon sensor, magnetometer sensor, position and
velocity vectors, ephemeris, and requests for induced accelera-
tions. Outputs include thruster valve commands, gimballed
thruster commands, and the attitude matrix. Processing in-
cludes calculating gyro angular increments, determining space-
craft attitude and body rates, determining attitude errors,
computing gimballed thruster commands, determining thruster
firing logic, performing the 180° roll maneuver, and monitor-
ing system health.
12.5.2 GROUND COMMAND PROCESSING
This task processes commands uplinked from ground con-
trollers. Inputs to this task are ground commands received
through the CTU. Outputs are decoded ground commands.
Processing consists of decoding, verifying, and then executing
the ground commands at the prescribed time. A partial list of
ground commands includes the following:
( I ) Execute spacecraft 180 ° roll maneuver
(2) Begin experiment X
(3) Hold experiment X
(4) Continue experiment X
(5) Terminate experiment X
(6) Set propulsion system pressure to X
(7) Set valve X status to failed open/closed
(8) Set sensor X status to failed
(9) Switch to backup system X
(10) Switch to primary system X
(I 1 ) Modify flight software
(12) Reload flight software
12.5.3 (IOMMAND AND TELEMETRY UNIT I/O
This task handles communications between the CTU and the
OBC. In:_uts include messages from the CTU and formatted
message_ from other OBC tasks for the CTU. Outputs consist
of CTU ,messages and OBC messages. Processing consists of
accepting, error checking, and buffering the messages from the
CTU. It dso buffers and sends OBC messages to the CTU.
12.5.4 [_ATA FORMATTING
This task assembles OBC data into blocks for downlinking.
Inputs c(.nsist of OBC computation results, experiment results,
and statu sdata. The output is block-formatted data. Processing
consists, ffassembling the OBC data into the proper formats for
the CTU I/O task.
12.5.5 (RITICAL STATUS MONITOR AND SAFING
This task monitors spacecraft systems for sate operation.
This inclades the thermal, propulsion, and experiment systems.
Inputs ale sensor readings from certain critical areas of the
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spacecraft.Outputsincludecommandsto terminate,in an
orderlymanner,anyexperimentsinprogressandcommandsto
controlvalves,mixers,heaters,andsoforth.Processingcon-
sistsofmonitoringpressuresandtemperaturesofthetanks.If
parametersgooutof salelimits,thenanyexperimentin
progressi shutdownandtheappropriatevalves,heaters,
mixers,andsoforth,areactivatedtoreturnthespacecrafttoa
safeholdstateandinformgroundcommandofthesituation.
12.5.6 ELECTRIC POWER MONITOR
This task monitors the spacecraft electric power system and
continually assesses the reserve power available. Inputs in-
clude ground commands, bus and battery voltages, currents,
temperature, and what loads, if any, have been shed. The
outputs are a power availability status, and commands to put the
spacecraft into the safehold state. Processing consists of moni-
toring the bus and batteries, determining the reserve power
status and, upon detection of a load-shed condition, command
the spacecraft to the safehold state. The resetting of load-shed
relays to reactivate a bus is by ground command only.
12.5.7 ANTENNA POINTING
This task keeps the spacecraft high-gain antenna pointing at
the most favorable tracking and data relay satellite (TDRS).
This would be the nearest satellite with an unobstructed view.
Inputs include the spacecraft attitude matrix, the spacecraft
position, antenna position feedback, on/off status of the trans-
mitter, and absolute time. The outputs are comnmnds to the
biaxial pointing system stepper-motors. Processing consists of
the following:
( i ) Determine the position of both TDRSS satellites.
(2) Determine if one or both are visible.
(3) Select the most favorable if both are visible.
(4) Compare current antenna position with desired.
(5) Send stepper-motor commands to slew as needed.
12.5.8 NAVIGATION
This task works in conjunction with the attitude determina-
tion task. Its ,job is to continuously compute the position and
velocity vector of the spacecraft, and to provide the Sun vector.
These vectors are needed by the attitude determination task to
compute the desired spacecraft attitude. The position vector is
also used by the antenna-pointing task. Inputs to this task are the
spacecraft attitude matrix, axial thrust vector, and absolute
time. Outputs are a position vector and a velocity vector.
Processing consists of computing position and velocity vectors
for attitude determination.
12.5.9 THERMAL MONITOR AND CONTROL
This task controls certain spacecraft heaters. Inputs include
temperature data from spacecraft housekeeping sensors and
electric power system status. Outputs are electric heater control
commands. Processing consists of the following:
( I ) Periodically compare sensor readings with preset limits.
(2) Generate control commands.
(3) Check that power is available before switching on any
heaters.
12.5.10 PROPULSION SYSTEM
This task monitors the hydrazine tanks and lines and controls
the propulsion pressurization system. Inputs are pressure and
temperature data from the spacecraft hydrazine system. Out-
puts are valve commands to the system. Processing consists of
the following:
( I ) Monitor hydrazine system pressure levels.
(2) Generate valve commands to maintain the prescribed
pressure level.
(3) Monitor system health.
(4) On-ground command set a new pressure level.
12.5.11 EXPERIMENT MONITOR AND CONTROL
This task runs all the tests of the experiments and gathers the
results. Inputs includc absolute time and sensor data from the
experiment subsystem such as pressure, tempera.ture, liquid/
vapor, flow, and so forth. Outputs are requests for induced
accelerations; commands to operate valves, pumps, heaters,
and so forth; and computation results for downlink. Processing
involves running the experiments by using the preprogrammed
algorithms and termination criteria and to start, hold, continue,
or terminate any experiment by ground command.
12.5.12 PRELAUNCH OPERATIONS
This task runs from initial OBC power on until spacecraft
launch. Inputs include the RAM portion of the flight program,
EGSE commands to exercise spacecraft valves, pumps, and so
forth, through the EGSE communications link, spacecraft sen-
sor readings, and a discrete signal from the launch vehicle.
Outputs include EGSE commands passed to the CTU, and
OBC-generated commands to operate spacecrafl valves, pumps,
and so forth. Processing consists of the following:
(I) Pass to the CTU commands from EGSE to operate
spacecraft cffectors.
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(2)MonitorspacecraftsensorsandsendreadingstoEGSE.
(3)Venthesupplytankasneededtorelieveoverpressure.(4)AcceptandchecksumtestheRAMresidentsoftware.
(5)On-commandswitchfromEGSEslavemodetoascent
operations.
12.5.13 ASCENT OPERATIONS
This task controls the spacecraft during the ascent phase.
Inputs are spacecraft sensor readings and discrete signals from
the launch vehicle passed from the CTU. Outputs are com-
mands to spacecraft systems. Processing begins on command
from the EGSE just prior to launch commit and includes the
following operations keyed to further launch vehicle discretes:
( 1) Inhibit venting.
(2) Vent as needed.
(3) Activate the attitude determination and control task.
(4) Activate the post-separation task.
12.5.14 POST-SEPARATION OPERATIONS
This task gets the spacecraft ready for normal operation after
separation from the launch vehicle. Inputs are discrete signals
from the launch vehicle and status data from spacecraft sub-
systems. Outputs include commands to activate spacecraft
systems and commands to get spacecraft status. Processing
begins at the separation discrete from the launch vehicle and
includes the Iollowing operations:
( I ) Verify spacecraft health.
(2) Stabilize and acquire attitude.
(3) Deploy solar array.
(4) Deploy the high-gain antenna.
(5) Acquire telemetry.
(6) Activate the antenna pointing task.
12.6 Sample Rates
For spacecraft systems there will be approximately 300
sensors total. For the experiment system there will be approxi-
mately 500 sensors total, From each, a subset of about 100
sensor readings will be used by the OBC for monitor and
control. Sample rates for monitoring only will range from I per
10 sec to 5 per 1 sec. Sample rates for OBC control will be a
minimum of I per second.
12.7 Safety
The software will have several safety-critical functions.
These will concern mainly launch pad operations such as liquid
hydroge;i loading, venting, and pressure control. There will
also be _ need for adequate guards and inhibits to prevent
inadvertt,.nt thruster operation, ordnance firing, or antenna
radiatiov.. Many of these guards and inhibits will be imple-
mented with hardware alone. The ones involving software will
require careful design and extensive testing. Theretbre, the
software will be developed under a plan in accordance with
NASA Management Instruction 2410.6, Software Manage-
ment Requirements lor Flight Projects.
12.80nboard Computer (OBC)
Software Size Estimate
The total number of source lines of code was estimated for
the flight software. The size and complexity of the software will
be more than in many past designs because of the need for
running experiments with minimal supervision. A large amount
of failure detection/correction logic will be required.
The flight software will be written mostly in a high-order
language. Some portions will need to be written in assembly
languagt for speed purposes. This will be mainly in sections of
the operating system software. The Ada computer language
was assumed for making this estimate.
Software designs for several similar spacecraft were exam-
ined. From these an estimate of lines was determined for all the
tasks except the experiment monitor and control task. This task
is unique to COLD-SAT. Its size was estimated by using the
following steps:
( I ) A representative five tests from two experiments were
selected.
(2) Flow charts were developed for each test.
(3) Ada code was written for each test to get a number of
source lines estimate.
(4) Tt_e number of source lines for each of the remaining
tests in all the experiments was determined based on relative
complexity.
(5) "Fie total size of each test module was calculated by
adding 5) percent for growth/contingency and 100 percent for
failure d ,'tection/correction.
(6) T_) the sum of all the tests were added lines for utility
routines :ommon to all the test modules.
An exan ple of a conceptual flow chart for one test is shown in
figure 12.4. The estimated lines of source code for each task are
given in table 12. I.
12.90nboard Computer (OBC)
Memory Requirements Estimate
The (_BC has two types of memory: electrically erasable
program-nable read only memory (EEPROM), and read/write
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Figure 12.4.mExample flow chart.
TABLE 12. I.--ESTIMATEI) SOURCE LINES OF CODE
Task Estimated
source lines of
code
Attitude determination and control
Ground command processing
Command and telemetry unit I/O
Data formatting
Critical status monitor and sating
Electrical power monitor
Antenna pointing
Navigation
Thermal monitor and control
Propulsion system
Experiment monitor and control
Prelaunch operations
Ascent operations
Postseparation operations
Subtotal
Operating system
Total source lines
26(X)
3IX)
13O
2iX)
28O
23O
650
4(X)
2(_)
2(X)
6371
160
9O
12 OI I
13211
memory (RAM). RAM is loaded with a copy of all the software
prior to launch. Only the software in RAM is executed. RAM
also contains areas for the data base tables and task work space.
ROM space is more limited and can only hold the software of
a subset of the tasks. To ensure survival of the spacecraft in the
event that RAM gets erased, the most critical and necessary
tasks get loaded into ROM lbr copying into RAM. These are the
tasks necessary to maintain attitude, receive and process ground
commands, allow reloading of RAM software, and maintain a
safe state. These tasks are the first five listed in table 12.2.
In making these estimates it was assumed that each line of
code requires fivc assembly lcvel lines and each assembly line
requires two words of memory.
The OBC is baselined to have a total of 256K words of RAM
and 64K words of ROM. This leaves about a 50-percent growth
margin for RAM-resident software and about a 40-percent
growth margin for ROM-residcnt software.
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TABLE12.2.IREQUIREDM MORY
IWORDSI
Task RAM
Attitudedeterminationndcontrol
Ground command processing
Command and telemetry unit 1/0
Data formatting
Critical status monitor and sating
Electrical power monitor
Antenna pointing
Navigation
Thermal monitor and control
Propulsion system
41 360
4 020
2 320
4 050
3 820
4 350
8 550
6 050
3 020
3 020
Experiment monitor and control
Prelaunch operations
Ascent operations
Postseparation operations
Operating system
Database/work space
Total words of memory
Using lk = 1024
72 92O
I 651)
930
2 O70
14 020
174 200
171k
ROM
26 000
300O
I 30(1
2000
2 800
1 200
47 100
46k
12.10 Concluding Remarks
The cesign for the COLD-SAT spacecraft flight software
must meet several requirements. The software must be able to
control ,'pacecraft systems with a large degree of autonomy.
Extensive health monitoring of all spacecraft systems is re-
quired. I f a problem is detected, the software must be capable
of safeb switching over to the backup system. Also, self-tests
of the computer hardware and software will be run frequently
to ensur,', their own integrity.
The experiments to be conducted must be carefully moni-
tored through their duration with many lasting several hours.
With TDRSS coverage expected to be only 13 rain of every
105 min, much of the burden to handle unanticipated results
falls on Ihe flight computer. Also, the thermodynamic state of
the cryogen in the tanks must always be controlled--even
during qaiescent periods.
Finaliy, the software design must allow for easy changes to
experiment parameters and termination criteria. As the tests are
conducted, experience will be gained that may require that later
tests be conducted with parameter values different from those
originally conceived.
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Chapter 13
Launch Vehicle, Launch, and Ascent Operations
Edward Kramer and Don Perdue
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
and
Richard Jacobs and Jeff Samella
Analex Corporation
Cleveland, Ohio
13.0 Introduction
The COLD-SAT spacecraft must be mated to the Atlas
launch vehicle. It must be checked out and serviced on the pad
and filled with liquid hydrogen and other consumables. It must
then be launched into its 550 n mi, 18°, nearly circular orbit,
separated from the Centaur upper stage and stabilized in its
proper attitude. While this is occurring the liquid-hydrogen-
filled supply tank must be controlled, and along with the
remainder of the spacecraft, must be monitored. This chapter
details the spacecraft perflwmance and interface requirements
imposed on the launch vehicle, the operations which will be
performed during the launch-ascent-stabilization phase, the
capabilities of the launch vehicle to meet the spacecraft require-
ments, and the launch vehicle and launch site modifications
needed.
It will be seen that the Atlas l expendable launch vehicle
(ELV) has more than adequate capability to launch the space-
craft into the required orbit: that the required modifications to
the pad and the ELV can be simply carried out: that all required
control and telemetry interface requirements are satisfied; and
that the necessary spacecraft operations have been identified
and are feasible.
13.1 Spacecraft-ELV-Pad Interfaces
After completion of ground operations at Cape Canaveral
Air Force Station (CCAFS) the COLD-SAT spacecraft will
arrive at the launch pad mounted to the payload adapter inside
the Atlas payload fairing. It will then be mated to the launch
vehicle. Following mating, it will be checked out and serviced.
Checkout of the spacecraft requires communication with the
spacecraft which will take place via the Atlas provided T-4 sec
umbilical. The flight batteries need to be connected and moni-
tored and, if necessary, charged. Pyrotechnic devices must be
armed, gaseous hydrogen loaded, and the spacecraft environ-
ment controlled. For loading of liquid hydrogen, the MLI must
be purged with gaseous helium: those portions of the experi-
ment system used for liquid hydrogen loading must be purged
of gaseous helium and filled with gaseous hydrogen, and the
supply tank must be filled with liquid hydrogen near the end of
the launch count. Gaseous hydrogen must be vented from the
spacecraft safely and, in the event of problems with the launch
vehicle or spacecraft, it may be necessary to drain the liquid
hydrogen and hydrazine propellant.
Following lift-offthe pressure in the supply tank needs to be
controlled. Telemetry data must be returned as the behavior of
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cryogenicfluidsin thesupplytankinthelaunchenvironment
arcoftechnologicalandoperationalinterest.Ventingtocontrol
tankpressurehastobecoordinatedwiththelaunchvehicle
activities.Onceinorbit,thespacecraftinertialreferencemust
bealignedwiththoseoftheCentaur,andthenthespacecraft
mustbeseparatedfromthelaunchvehicle.
All oftheseactivitieswilloccurthroughavarietyofinter-
facesbetweenthespacecraft,thelaunchvehicle,thelaunch
pad,andthespacecraftPayloadOperationsControlCenter
(POCC).Thissectiondetailstheseinterfaces.
13.1.1MECHANICAL INTERFACES
The spacecraft is attached to the launch vehicle by means of
the payload adapter. In addition to the required mechanical fit,
this interface also places requirements on weight, spacecraft
center of mass, and dynamic properties. This interlace accom-
modates the electrical connections between the spacecraft, the
ELV, and the launch site. The adapter must separate the
spacecraft from the launch vehicle upper stage with acceptable
tip-off rates of less than 1.0 deg/sec.
A payload fairing is required to protect the spacecraft on the
ground and during flight through the atmosphere. This con-
strains the dynamic envelope of the spacecraft. Access through
the fairing is required on the pad to allow arming of the pyros,
servicing of the hydrazine system, connection of flight batter-
its. filling with gaseous hydrogen, and loading with liquid
hydrogen. Details of these mechanical interfaces are covered in
Chapter 6, Spacecraft Structure and Configuration, and are not
considered further here.
13.1.2 ELECTRIC POWER SYSTEM INTERFACES
The spacecraft must be supplied with power while on the
ground and during ascent. Figure 13.1 is a block diagram of
these intt;rfaces. Prior to lift-offthe spacecraft will be supplied
with power from ground-based electrical ground support equip-
ment (E(;SE) via the Centaur power transfer unit (PTU) and the
T - 4 sec umbilical. During launch and ascent, power (443 W)
will be supplied to the spacecraft by a mission-peculiar battery
located on the Centaur upper stage. The source will be a silver-
zinc primary battery supplying approximately 32 V to the
spacecraft. This allows for a reduction in the capacity (and
weight) of the spacecraft batteries which are sized by the power
required from separation to acquisition. Prior to separation, the
ELV will remove power from the spacecraft through the PTU
to dead-front the interface connectors. Blocking diodes will
assure that the transition occurs without interruption of power
to the spacecraft buses and that the interface connector does not
have voltage present when separation occurs.
While on the pad, the flight batteries must be monitored and
possibly recharged. To accomplish this, circuits are required
between the spacecraft and EGSE. Figure 13.2 illustrates this
interl'ac_ for one flight battery. Measurement of battery voltage
CENTAUR
ELV Discrete command
ELV battery
Silver-zinc
34 V, 100 A-hr
A
LJ
Power transfer unit
I
r_ Control [
Extemal
interface
COLD-SAT SPACECRAFT
Nickel cadmium
28.8 V
1.0 V
I_l
1.0 V "'
443 W to loads
Power
distribution
unit
Launch pad
Electrical ground Jsupport equipment
Figure 13.1 .--Launch pad-expendable launch vehicle (ELV)-spacecraft power interfaces.
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Figure 13.2.--Battery charge control interface.
and temperature allow the determination of the state of charge.
|f necessary it can be recharged through the indicated circuit. The
circuits are routed through the Centaur harnessing and a space-
craft dedicated connector in the T - 4 sec umbilical to the
EGSE. Identical circuits are used for the other spacecraft battery.
13.1.3 COMMAND AND TELEMETRY INTERFACES
Control of the spacecraft on the launch pad, including
loading of liquid hydrogen, will occur via the flight computers.
These computers must be loaded with ground and flight soft-
ware and their operation verified. Figure 13.3 illustrates the
command and control interfaces between the spacecraft and the
EGSE while on the launch pad. Communication with each of
the flight computers will take place via a MIL 1553 (ref. 1) half-
duplex, bidirectional data bus. This bus will allow loading and
checking of software, control of" the computer and the space-
craft, and the return of status, telemetry, and software verifica-
tion data. Two discrete commands run between the EGSE and
the spacecraft redundancy control unit to allow the EGSE to
force a switch in the active computer and to verify status. Two
pulse code modulated data streams from the spacecraft com-
mand and telemetry unit supply continuous spacecraft telem-
etry data to the EGSE.
Data from the EGSE will be distributed to a special console
in the Atlas blockhouse to allow control of liquid hydrogen
loading and monitoring of the spacecraft. Duplex communica-
tion with the flight computers and the continuous spacecraft
telemetry streams will be routed to the COLD-SAT POCC
to allow software uploads and downloads and spacecraft
checkout.
From lift-off to separation communication must take place
between the spacecraft and the launch vehicle. Figure 13.4
shows this interface. The spacecraft will be launched with the
flight computers actively controlling the experiment system
and monitoring the remainder of the spacecraft. The spacecraft
transponder will be inactive so spacecraft telemetry, a subset of
the complete telemetry frame, will be returned to the ground in
the launch vehicle telemetry stream. This data will be commu-
nicated to the Centaur upper stage via two 1000 bps PCM
channels.
Spacecraft hydrogen venting during ascent, and spacecraft
inertial reference orientation immediately prior to separation,
must be coordinated with the launch vehicle activities. This
coordination is provided by eight Centaur contact closure
discrete commands. The separation event itself will be signaled
both to the spacecraft so that it may begin deployment, stabili-
zation, and acquisition maneuvers and to the launch vehicle so
that it can begin collision avoidance maneuvers. Separation is
signaled by "breakwires" looped through the rise-off discon-
nects located in the payload adapter. Three are used for the
spacecraft, and two are used for the ELV. The redundancy here
is critical as premature activation of the spacecraft could result
in its destruction.
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Figure 13.3.--Spacecraft-launch pad command and control interface.
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13.1.4 FLUIDS INTERFACES
On the pad immediately prior to launch, the COLD-SAT
experiment system must be loaded with liquid hydrogen and
continuously topped off until launch to compensate tbr the
200-1bm/hr boiloff. Prior to loading, the system must be purged
to clear it of air and contaminants with helium, and the helium
must be purged from the system with gaseous hydrogen.
Provisions will be made for venting the purge gases and the
liquid hydrogen boiloff safely both on the pad and during
ascent. In addition the supply tank MLI system requires a
continuious purge with gaseous helium prior to, during, and
following liquid hydrogen loading. Loss of purge can result in
the condensation of nitrogen (or air) on the supply tank with
boiloff potentially rising to 4600 lbm/hr, which would be a
catastrophic event for the mission. Table 13.1 gives the re-
quired flow rates, fluid quantities, and thermodynamic states.
Filling and venting of hydrogen and purging of the supply
tank MLI must continue until lift-off. This implies an umbilical
which is pulled at launch. Without this there exists a potential
unsafe state with no suitable vent for the hydrogen boiloffin the
event of a launch delay.
The spacecraft will be loaded with up to 600 Ib of hydrazine
prior to transport to the launch pad. However, in the event of
problems with the hydrazine system or other portions of the
spacecraft, it may be necessary to offload the hydrazine and put
the spacecraft propulsion system in a safe state. "It) allow this
activity, access to the spacecraft on the pad, suitable ground
support equipment, and trained personnel with prolecli ve equip-
ment are required.
The experiment system accumulators must be filled with
gaseous hydrogen prior to launch. It may also be necessary to
remove this hydrogen, purge the system, and put it in a sate
state. It is intended that the connections lbr these operations will
be made manually with loading and unloading operations being
controlled remotely. Access to the spacecraft, suitable ground
support equipment and trained personnel are required.
13.1.5 ENVIRONMENT
Prior to launch, the spacecraft must be protected from
contamination and from temperature extremes. A conditioned,
low-humidity purge with air is required while the spacecraft is
within the payload fairing. The area within the fairing must be
free from particulate matter. From the beginning of the liquid
hydrogen loading process until launch, the area within the
spacecraft fairing must be inerted to exclude air. in order to
preclude explosion or fire in the case of a hydrogen leak and to
exclude water and other condensibles. Temperature-controlled
dry nitrogen is required for this purpose.
13.1.6 ELECTROMAGNETIC
Spacecraft transmitters will be inactive once the spacecraft
is mated to the launch vehicle so there should be no electromag-
netic compatibility (EMC) problems in that area. However,
spacecraft computers and other electronics systems arc opera-
tional both prior to launch and during ascent. They must operate
satisfactorily both in the ambient radiation fields at the launch
site and in the fields produced by the launch vehicle telemetry
transmitters during launch and ascent. The spacecraft electron-
ics cannot interfere with the operation of the nearby launch
vehicle electronic systems. EMC standards and testing will be
required to assure compatibility.
TABLE 13.1.--COLD-SAT LIQUID HYDROGEN LOADING FLUIDS REQUIREMENTS (COMPLEX 36)
Item
i Liquid hydrogen
fill/drain ( 145-fl _ tank)
Hydrogen vent
(ground and flight)
Insulation purge
tTested at HPF building)
COLD-SAT
line size, in.
3/4
1.5
Purge. I/4
Maintain, 1/4
Fluid
Liquid hydrogen
Gaseous hydrogen
Gaseous helium
Gaseous hydrogen
Gaseous hydrogen
Gaseous hydrogen
Gaseous hydrogen
Gaseous helium
Dry gaseous nitrogen
Gaseous helium
Flow rates. Ibm/hr Interface Temperature,
pressure, °R
psia
Fill 1204)_' 30 max 36
Top 104)to 4(Xt'b 30 36
Chill 70 to 220" 30 36
Purge 20 30 Ambient
Purge 20 30 Ambient
Chill 220 17 36
Fill 220 17 36
Top 150 17 36
Max 4200' 30 36
60 maximum 15 Ambient
5 15 Ambient
20 15 Ambient
;'Continuously variable flow preferred.
_Continue top-off to within 95 sec of launch
'Worst-case failure.
or less.
Amount required
Liquid hydrogen 1300 Ibm
combined (565 Ibm tank
92 percent full)
Gaseous hydrogen, 25 Ibm
Gaseous helium, 25 Ibm
120 Ibm
360 Ibm
104) Ibm
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13.1.7 DESTRUCT SYSTEM
As currently envisioned, the launch vehicle must supply
range safety and premature separation destruct capability for
thc spacecraft. Details of this requirement are covered in
Chaptcr 17, Safety, of this report.
13.2 Launch Vehicle Capability
13.2.1 INTRODUCTION
This section documents the analysis and results of a prelimi-
nary launch vehicle performance study conducted for the
COLD-SAT mission. The nominal COLD-SAT orbit is 550-n
mi circular and inclined at 18°. Initially it was assumed that
COLD-SAT would be launched on an Atlas I launch vehicle
configured with thc medium payload fairing. The COLD-SAT
launch is scheduled to take place in the 1995-to- 1999 timeframe.
The final Atlas I launch is currently scheduled by General
Dynamics for 1995. Theretore. it was decided to examine the
performance of both the Atlas I and Atlas IIA launch vehicles.
The Atlas IIA was chosen since it was the smallest Centaur-type
commercial launch vehicle that was planned in the time frame
of the COLD-SAT launch. The Atlas II launch vehicle may also
bc available in the 1995-to-1999 timeframe either commer-
cially or through the Department of Defense. If so, its perfor-
mance should be between that of the Atlas 1and the Atlas IIA.
The obiect of this study was to determine the maximum
payload weight that could be delivered to the COLD-SAT orbit.
Direct ascent trajectories were examined, but it was found that
parking orbit ascent trajectories provided significantly better
performance. In the lormer case. the Centaur burns only once
and places the spacecraft directly into the final orbit. In the latter
case. the Centaur burns twice prior to final orbit injection with
some parking orbit coast time between the burns. The study
ground rules presented in the next section represent a generic
set of assumptions which Lewis used to generate performance
data for mission planning. These results do not include alloca-
tions tbr launch vehicle mission manager's reserve or a launch
time reserve. In addition, these results do not account for any
limits on the maximum payload weight that can be loaded on
the launch vehicle. The application of mission-specific ground
rules and the inclu sion of the appropriate pertormance reserves
will adversely affect performance. Therefore, the pertormance
data presented here must be considered as preliminary.
13.2.2 ANALYSIS AND GROUND RULES
Atlas I and Atlas IIA launch vehicles were examined for this
study. Both vehicles were configured with the medium payload
fairing. The Atlas I model was taken from reference 2. Refer-
once 3 was used to convert the GOES-I mission-peculiar Atlas
I model given in reference 2 to a generic Atlas 1configuration.
The Atl_ s IIA model was taken from reference 4. All of the
launch v ;hicle mission-peculiar (LVMP) hardware assumed in
these ret,_rences was removed for this analysis.
The n _minal mission targets were a 550-n-mi altitude circu-
lar orbit and an 18° inclination. In order to determine the
perform_nce impact of changing the final targets, circular
altitudes between 300 and 800 n mi and inclinations between
10° and 26 ° were examined.
Launch was from the Eastern Test Range (ETR) at Complex
36 and the launch azimuth was optimized. During the ascent,
the 1 l-It-diameter payload fairing was jettisoned at a nominal
free molecular heating rate of59.17 Ib/ft-sec for the Atlas I and
59.14 Ib,ft-sec for the Atlas IIA. No range safety constraints
were imposed in this analysis.
Two Centaur burns were modeled with a parking orbit coast
between the burns. No constraints were imposed on the parking
orbit. Thz parking orbit coast time was allowed to vary so that
the location of the second Centaur burn could be optimized. All
Centaur burns were constrained to be at least 30 sec in duration.
The minimum burn time for the Centaur vehicle is limited
because of considerations involving the guidance computer
and injection accuracy. For study purposes, the 30-sec limit was
chosen as a reasonable upper bound for the minimum burn time.
If the mission requirements would demand greater perfor-
mance f_r the trajectories where this minimum burn time were
imposed, additional analyses would be required to determine
the exact minimum value would be allowable.
The flight performance reserve (FPR) used tbr each vehicle
was derived from reference 5. Flight perlormance reserve is the
Centaur propellant reserve held to protect against 36 low
vehicle p,_rformance. The FPR for the Atlas I was 250 Ib and the
FPR tbr he Atlas IIA was 325 lb. These reserves were larger
than the respective FPR used in each reference case because the
Centaur burnout weight had increased. The General Dynamics
Launch Vehicle Contingency (LVC) was 150 lb for the Atlas I
and 300 Ib for the Atlas IIA. These values were taken from
referenct s 3 and 4, respectively. The LVC as defined here is the
Centaur _ropellant reserve held out by General Dynamics to
account ['or unplanned changes that affect nominal launch
vehicle l_erformance. No Lewis launch vehicle manager's
reserve was assumed.
13.2.3 RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
The Atlas I performance 1.or the nominal COLD-SAT mis-
sion is 7430 lb, and the Atlas IIA performance is 9200 lb.
Launch _ehicle performance as a function of circular orbit
altitude :an be seen in figure 13.5. The performance as a
function of orbit inclination is shown in figure 13.6. Pert.or-
mance i_ stated in terms of payload systems weight. The
payload systems weight includes the spacecraft, spacecraft
adapter, md any spacecraft-required LVMP hardware.
In figlxe 13.6, the duration of the second Centaur burn was
optimize1 except for cases in which the imposed minimum
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burn time limit of 30 sec was violated. The optimum burn time
for the second Centaur burn continuously decreased as the orbit
inclination increased. The point where each curve is marked
with an asterisk is where the optimum burn time reached the
30-see limit. Beyond this point, the duration of the second
Centaur burn was fixed at 30 sec. Although the pertormance
continued to increase after this constraint was imposed, it was
less than it would have been with an optimum second burn time.
Although the vehicle is suborbital prior to the second Cen-
taur burn, the altitude during the coast is such that no parking
orbit constraints are needed. If the Centaur restart fails, how-
ever, the vehicle will re-enter. Impact will occur in the Indian
Ocean. If the decision were made to have the spacecraft orbital
at the end of the first Centaur burn, performance would be
reduced. However, the advantage of having the Centaur and
spacecraft orbital after the first Centaur burn is that some data
could be gathered from the spacecraft in the event of a failed
restart. Although the spacecraft would not be in the proper final
orbit and the mission would be short-lived, this may be prefer-
able to the project in lieu of re-entering on the first orbit.
A plot of instantaneous impact points (IIP) is included as
figure 13.7. The liP trace near the bulge of Africa crosses the
land mass for the nominal mission. This may be a range safety
concern. Typically, a nominal liP clearance of 150 n mi offthe
Ivory Coast is considered a safe distance by range safety.
Modifying the trajectory in order to obtain 150 n mi of clear-
ance would slightly reduce the launch vehicle performance.
This sate clearance distance is not fixed and may be negotiated
based on the performance margin and needs of the mission.
As can be seen from this analysis, the Atlas I and Atlas IIA
launch vehicles are capable of placing the COLD-SAT space-
craft with a payload systems weight of 6715 Ib into the required
orbit. By implication the Atlas II launch vehicle would serve as
well. There exists considerable excess performance capability
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Figure 13.7._COLD-SAT instantaneous impact point (550 by 550 n mi, inclination, 18°).
which could be used to lower the inclination even further, down
to 12° with the Atlas IIA. This would result in improved thermal
performance and a slight reduction in the size of the solar
arrays.
13.3 Launch Vehicle/Launch Pad
Modifications
13.3.1 INTRODUCTION
This section investigates some of the modifications and
tasks necessary to launch a COLD-SAT spacecraft on an Atlas-
I-type vehicle from Complex 36 at Cape Canaveral Air Force
Station (CCAFS). The complexity of the modifications and
tasks were assessed by using previous missions of the Atlas I as
a basis. The modifications and tasks were categorized into three
groups: standard, design, and developmental. Standard modi-
fications use equipment or hardware already developed and
used on previous missions. Design modifications are mcxtifica-
tions to existing equipment or hardware that may require a
partial requalification of ground support equipment (GSE) or
flight hardware. Developmental modifications are modifica-
tions or tasks requiring a complete development program from
conceptual design to qualifcation testing.
A stra _vman-type of approach was taken to assess the feasi-
bility of t_sing Complex 36 and the Atlas 1 vehicle. No attempt
was made to perform trade studies on methods of loading the
Centaur c,r spacecraft. Interface control documents (ICD) from
the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES)
and Geosiationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
missions were used as guidelines for this task.
13.3.2 S LIMMARY
The re quired modifications to Complex 36 and the launch
vehicle c 3uld be accomplished using standard modifications
tor electrical requirements and design modifications for me-
chanical and fluid requirements. All tasks can be accomplished
by using _tandard engineering practices and technology. Modi-
fications o Complex 36 and the launch vehicle for mechanical-
and fluid .type tasks were categorized as design modification
types. TILe most complex tasks would be the design and
installati_,n of the spacecraft T - 0 disconnect for the liquid
hydrogen fill/drain system and the in-flight disconnect tor the
spacecralt gaseous hydrogen vent. Modifications to Complex
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TABLE 13.2.--SPACECRAF_T-EXPENI)ABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE-PAD
ELECTRICAL INTERFACES VIA RISE-OFF DISCONNECT
AND T - 4-SEC UMBILICAL
Description
Spacecraft battery 1 charge (live and return)
Spacecraft battery I voltage sense (live and return)
Spacecraft battery 1 temperature (pair)
Spacecraft battery 2 charge (life and return)
Spacecraft battery 2 voltage sense (live and retuml
Spacecraft battery 2 temperature (pair)
Spacecraft--EGSE data bus I: spacecraft data and control
(MIL 1553; bidirectional) (primary)
Spacecraft--EGSE data bus 2: spacecraft data and control
(MIL 1553: bidirectional) (backup)
Spacecraft redundant computer switch discrete I
Spacecraft redundant computer switch discrete 2
Spacccraft--EGSE telemetry stream (PCM)
Spacecraft--EGSE telemetr_ stream backup (PCMI
Requiremem
5-A, 5(I-V maxinmnl
0, I -A, 50-V maximum
Signal pair
5-A, 50-V maxinlum
0. I-A. 50-V rnaximum
Signal pair
75-_2 pair
75-K2 pair
Signal pair
Signal pair
75-K2 par
75-_ pair
TABLE 13.3.--SPACECRAFT-EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEHICLE-PAD ELECTRICAL INTERFACES VIA
RISE-OFF DISCONNECT TO CENTAUR
Description
Spacecraft ground and ascent power from Centaur power
transfer unit
Ground power from EGSE via T - 4-see umbilical
Ascent power to spacecraft via mission-peculiar battery
Switchover/isolation via Centaur power transfer unit
Spacecraft ascent data to Centaur MDU (channel I)
Spacecraft ascent data to Centaur MDU (channel 2)
Spacecraft separation breakwire to spacecraft data system (I)
Spacecraft separation breakwire to spacecraft data system (2)
Spacecraft separation breakwire to spacecraft data system (3)
Spacecraft separation breakwire to Centaur data system (1)
Spacecraft separation breakwire to Centaur data s_,stem (2)
Requirement
36-V, 30-A maximum
1,000-bps pulse code modulation
1,000-bps pulse code modulation
Loop through rise-off disconnect I
Loop through rise-off disconnect 2
Loop through rise-off disconnect I and 2
Loop through rise off disconnect I
Loop throu:_h rise-off disconnect 2
Control discrete signals via Centaur contact closure
( I ) T - 4-see; launch commit; spacecraft liquid hydrogen fill/drain, gaseous helium electrical umbilical
disconnected
(2) T - 0; 2-in, motion by expendable launch vehicle (ELVt
13) OK-to-vent; used Io inhibit venting during those portions of flight when undesirable because of
effect on ELV (parallel Centaur venting).
(4) ELV thrusting; closed during booster, sustainer, Centaur main engine burns; used to control venting of
liquid hydrogen tank,
(5) Payload fairing separation complete
(6) Centaur settling between first and second main engine bums; used to control planned vent
(7) Spacecraft separation in 5 rain; spacecraft and Centaur stabilized in final orbit and attitude
t8) Centaur and spacecraft stable in final attitude; at least 3 rain after (7)
36 and the vehicle for electrical interfaces are categorized as
standard modifications. The electrical modifications and tasks
appear similar to those performed for the CRRES and GOES
missions. These electrical tasks or changes are ordinarily
considered typical for Atlas I launches,
13.3.3 SPACECRAFT-PAD-EXPENDABLE LAUNCH
VEHICLE INTERFACES
The interface requirements from the spacecraft to the elec-
trical ground support equipment (EGSE) is listed in table 13.2.
The COLD-SAT spacecraft electrical requirements are consid-
ered to be typical for most spacecraft. These requirements are
very similar to electrical interface requirements for GOES and
CRRES. Control consoles for operating and/or loading the
COLD-SAT spacecraft will be installed in the blockhouse or
other remote locations for spacecraft operations. These types of
interfaces were installed for CRRES and are planned for
GOES. The T - 4 sec umbilical connectors and cables used for
these missions would also have enough capacity for COLD-
SAT. Figure 13.8 shows a typical path for data from the
spacecraft to the EGSE. Existing cables for data. command
signals, and electrical power could be used for COLD-SAT and
would Ibllow the same path to the blockhouse. The modifica-
tions tbr connecting and changing the wiring assignments from
the spacecraft to the blockhouse is a standard modification and
is typical for most missions. The only exception to this would
be the design and installation of special loading panels lot
cryogenics onboard the spacecraft. This small task would be
classified as design modification.
Electrical interface requirements for the spacecraft to the
ELV are listed in table 13.3. All communications between the
spacecraft and the ELV could use 2 rise-off disconnects as
shown in figure 13.9. Disconnects planned for the GOES
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Figure 13.8.--Typical baseband telemetry system, Complex 36 spacecraft interface.
Spacecraft
| interface
panel
spacecraft have 31 pins each and could he used to meet the
COLD-SAT requirements. A mission-peculiar harness would
be fabricated to meet the unique requirements of each space-
craft. Again. these types of modifications are categorized as
standard modifications. A summary of the electrical modifica-
tions for the vehicle and pad (Complex 36) is contained in
table 13.4.
TABLE 13.4.--SUMMARY OF ELECTRICAL
MODIFICATIONS
Modification/Task
Flight harness
Centaur spacecraft battery
Electrical umbilical
Rise-off disconnects (2)
Power transfer unit (PTU)
Blockhouse spacecraft operations panels
Vehicle-to-spacecraft software
Telemetry
Cate_o V
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Design
Standard
Standard
13.3.4 % EHICLE AND PAD FLUID INTERFACES
Fluid interlaces with the vehicle (Atlas I) and the pad
(Comple _ 36) are listed in table 13.5. Three tasks are catego-
rized as ,tesign modifications and the remainder are standard
modifications. The liquid hydrogen fill/drain and the vehicle
gaseous hydrogen vent interfaces are the most complex and will
require tile greatest eflbrt to design and install.
Some of the basic components of the liquid hydrogen fill/
drain system for Complex 36 are shown in figure 13.10. The
changes .o the system include the addition of a flow control
valve tha :connects upstream of the launch vehicle flow control
valve, a shutoff valve, and a fluid disconnect lbr the liquid
hydroget fill/drain line. The capacity, flow rate, and supply
pressure )fthe existing Dewar and lines could meet the require-
ments ol the spacecraft. All liquid-hydrogen operations are
performed remotely to meet safety requirements of
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TABLE 13.5.--VEHICLE AND PAD FLUID INTERFACES
Modification/Task
Liquid hydrogen fill/drain (70 1o 1200 Ib/hr)
Gaseous helium blanket purge (20 to b0 Ib/hr'l
Gaseous hydrogen vent (vehicle) (70 to 4200 Ib/hr)
Gaseous hydrogen vent (padl (70 to 4200 lb/hr)
Gaseous nitrogen purge to I l-ft fairing
Bottled gaseous hydrogen to vaporizers (2000 psia)
Gaseous hydrogen monitoring of payload fairing
Spacecraft operations panels in blockhouse
Category
Design (new]
Design (newl
Design (modify)
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
Standard
ESMCR 127- I. A loading panel for the spacecraft will have to
be designed and installed in the blockhouse for remote propel-
lant operations and checkouts. The spacecraft and vehiclc can
share the existing ground vent. Capacity and working pressure
of the ground vent could mcet the spacecraft requirements if
selected loading sequences were lollowed. Figure 13.1 I shows
a basic schematic of the spacecraft and vehicle liquid hydrogen
fill/drain/vent system. Some additional components required
by the spacecraft are the self-sealing disconnects, and
checkvalve/vent line connected to the vehicle flight/ground
vent. The in-flight spacecraft vent line, checkvalvc, and self
sealing disconnccts are .jettisoned during flight. The COLD-
SAT supply tank insulation system is maintained with a gaseous
helium atmosphere before and after liquid hydrogen operations
on the ground. The liquid hydrogen bypass line is used lor
chilldown and topping processes.
A basic schematic of the spacecraft gaseous hydrogen
loading system is shown in figure 13.12. The loading opera-
tions will be accomplished at the launch site. This loading
process was proposed to be a manual operation. For procedures
using gaseous hydrogen, the atmosphere within the payload
fairing would be inerted with gaseous nitrogen. Supply bottles
used for gaseous hydrogen loading would be furnished by a
commercial source. The "manual gaseous hydrogen loading
cart" will be designed and fabricated to be transported to the
loading area on the tower by means of existing personnel
elevators. Potential leaks can be monitored with a gas detection
system used for the launch vehicle. All the hardware and
changes inw)lved tbr the gaseous hydrogen loading process
would not involve changes to the pad or tower. The hydrazine
loading system was designed for manual operations for the
GOES and CRRES missions using similar operating procc-
dures tbr transport to the working levels on the tower.
Figure 13.13 shows a schematic of the supply tank MLI
helium purge system. A quad set of valves, regulator, orifices,
and filter are part of the skid-mounted system which is fed by
the Complex 36 GSE helium supply. The valves and orifices
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are redundant because loss of purge gas may result in conden-
sation of air on the tank with resultant rapid loss of liquid
hydrogen and operation of the relief valve on the spacecraft
supply tank. The helium disconnect would be part of the T- 0
umbilical along with the liquid hydrogen fill/drain disconnect.
A helium purge panel could be installed in the blockhouse for
purge control operations. Design and fabrication of the helium
skid could be accomplished offsite to minimize inference with
pad operations. The variable orifice and relief valve settings are
set and verified at the spacecraft processing building prior to
arriving at the launch site. The insulation helium purge system
is also verified at the pad prior to liquid hydrogen loading.
Table 13.6 shows the capabilities of the pad air-conditioning
for Complex 36. Figure 13.14 illustrates the location of the air-
conditioning umbilical. If the requirements for CRRES and
GOES missions are compared with the types of equipment used
for the COLD-SAT spacecraft, it appears that the capabilities of
the GSE air-conditioning would meet the needs of the space-
TABLE 13.6.--PAYLOAD FAIRING AIR-CONDITIONING
CAPABILITIES FOR COMPLEX 36B
Parameter
Gaseous nitrogen flow range, Ib/min
Minimum supply pressure, in.-H 20 (differential)
Temperature, range, °F
Dew point, °F
Cleaniliness class
Capability
4(1 to 160
10
50 to 85
41) (maxinaunl)
50(X)
craft. Requirements for spacecraft air-conditioning were not
available at the time of writing this section.
13.3.5 MECHANICAL INTERFACES
The payload adapters and fairing proposed lot the CRRES
and GOES missions havc similar requirements to COLD-SAT.
Changes to the adapter and fairing are categorized as standard
modifications. The adapter used for the GOES mission is being
developed as the standard issue and recommended by the
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Figure 13.14.--Eleven-foot payload air conditioning draped umbilical at Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station Launch Complex 36.
vehicle manufacturer. Attachment of the spacecraft to the
vehicle adapter is accomplished through a separation system.
Thc 47-in. system proposed for COLD-SAT is similar to the
one developed by SAAB lot Ariane vehicles. Access to the
hydrazine fill/drain, gaseous hydrogen supply/vent, pyro-to-
battery connector, and T - 0 panel could be accomplished
through standard access doors in the payload fairing. Again
similar tasks were planned for GOES and CRRES.
13.3.6 LIQUID HYDROGEN LOADING SEQUENCE
The bar chart in figure 13.15 depicts one of a number of
possible COLD-SAT propellant loading sequences. In the
illustrated sequence the spacecraft liquid hydrogen chill and fill
is accomplished after the normally scheduled T- 90 min hold
in the launch vehicle count and extends the normal count. After
the spacecraft fill has stabilized and the boiloff is constant, the
normal vehicle count is re-established. Spacecraft topping
continues until T- 125 sec and spacecraft tank Iockup occurs
at T- 95 sec. This sequence is different from those used in the
past for the Atlas, in that the Centaur liquid hydrogen tank is
chilled and the chilled state maintained for about t45 min until
loading. The normal sequence is to load the liquid hydrogen a
short time period after chill during liquid oxygen tank filling.
The normal vehicle loading sequence would start to the right of
the secord vertical dashed line on the bar chart in figure 13.15.
The teas )n for chilling first in the illustrated sequence is that
sensible aeat in the GSE piping is used to condition the first
gaseous hydrogen from the GSE prior to its entering the
Centaur tank lor initial chill. Loading the spacecraft betore the
launch vehicle would use up some of this sensible heat, poten-
tially all.wing colder gas to enter the Centaur liquid hydrogen
tank for "he initial chilldown.
NASz_ Lewis feels that there is sufficient sensible heat in the
piping d, _wnstream of the control valve shown in figure 13.10
to condit Lonthe gas. Analysis could be pertbrmed to determine
if enouga sensible heat is available. This would permit the
spacecraft to be loaded without prechilling the vehicle tank first
and shorten the loading time lbr the vehicle and spacecraft. The
advantages of loading the spacecraft first are:
( I ) TI"e vehicle vent fin can handle the spacecraft worst-case
predicte, I venting requirement of 4200 lbm/hr if the vehicle is
not usin _ the vent fin during initial chill and loading of the
spacecraft.
(2) Tltis latter loading sequence would allow verification of
the spac_',craft ground insulation system before vehicle tanking
is initiat_;d.
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Figure 13.15.--COLD-SAT propellant loading sequence.
After the spacecraft boiloff has stabilized at approximately
200 Ib/hr, spacecraft venting will not interfere with vehicle
venting. A common liquid hydrogen vent for the spacecraft and
vehicle eliminates the requirement for a dedicated vent for the
spacecraft.
It is the NASA Lewis position that no technical reasons exist
that would prevent the spacecraft from being loaded from
Complex 36 if the loading sequence was adjusted to meet the
requirements of the spacecraft and vehicle. A common gaseous
hydrogen vent could then safely be used and prevent costly
development of a dedicated spacecraft GSE/flight vent system.
13.4 Launch and Ascent Operations
13.4.1 INTRODUCTION
This section covers the operation of the spacecraft from
immediately prior to launch until it is stabilized on orbit in the
required attitude and has acquired the Sun. Until separation
from the launch vehicle, the spacecraft, like the Centaur stage
itself, cannot be commanded and returns its telemetry in the
launch vehicle telemetry stream. Following separation com-
munication will only bc established when TDRSS single access
coverage has acquired the spacecraft low-gain, omnidirec-
tional antennas. This may not be possible if the spacecraft is
tumbling at a high rate.
With its supply tank full of cryogens, the spacecraft must
remain active and control the thermodynamic state of the tank
at all times. Inadvertent operation of the supply tank relief
system could result in the loss of a major portion of the supply
of liquid hydrogen. In addition, if a relicf valve is forced to
operate, it may not seal completely on closure and result in a
continuous low-level leak from the system to space.
The need to maintain active control consumes considerable
power. Once power is lost, the backup mechanical relief sys-
tems on the cryogenic tanks will inevitably operate. There is
little chance that random charging of the spacecraft batteries as
the spacecraft tumbles would allow any kind of recovery betbre
all cryogens are lost. Failure to stabilize the spacecraft and
acquire the Sun before the spacecraft batteries are discharged
will probably result in failure of the entire mission.
For these reasons spacecraft operation from immediately
prior to launch until stabilization and acquisition of the Sun by
the solar arrays musl be completely autonomous but coordi-
nated with the operation of the launch vehicle. This section
covers these operations and their interaction with the launch
vchicle.
13.4.2 LAUNCH OPERATIONS
Table 13.7 provides a worst-case timeline for spacecraft
operations from prelaunch until acquisition of the required
attitude by the spacecraft. The reference time is the actual lift-
off (2-in. motion)of the launch vehiclc. Prior to launch, time is
expressed as both "T" minus lift-off and "L" minus lift-off. The
T time is the nominal launch vehicle count which contains a
number of planned holds. The L time is the best estimate of the
actual time to launch assuming that the launch vehicle count
goes as planned. The table is based on a nominal set of launch
vehicle operations and undoubtedly will vary somewhat for the
actual flight. The following acronyms are used in table 13.7:
BECO (booster engine cutoff): SECO (sustainer engine cut-
off); MECO (main engine cutoff); and MES (main engine
start).
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TABLE 13.7.--LAUNCH/ASCENT OPERATIONS: WORST-CASE TIMELINE
Prior to T - 90 nun
(L - 295 min)
T - 86 min
(L - 205 min)
T - 86 rnin
(L - 96 min
T- 16min
(L - 26 min
T- 15 min
(k - 25 min
T - 95 sec
(k - 95 sec)
- 45 sec
(L - 45 sect
T - 4 sec
tL - 4 sec)
T - 0 sec
T + 5 sec
+ 17 sec
+ 130 sec
T + 156.8 sec
+ 206.9 sec
T + 208.7 sec
T + 210 sec
T + 262.6 sec
T + 273.6 sec
T + 626.8 sec
T + t513.4 sec
T+lSI3.8sec
T + 1864.0 sec
Final system checkout
Spacecraft power from ground: flight battery backup
Load flight software in spacecraft :omputer
Spacecraft clock to UCT (or equivalent absolute time)
Status spacecraft for liquid hydrog::n loading
Spacecraft control to flight softwav:
Spacecraft control by EGSE computer-serial data
link-procedure in flight software
Full spacecraft data stream to EGSE via separate serial
data link
Commence loading liquid hydroger under ground control
during scheduled T - 90 min hold
Liquid hydrogen loading complete: begin topping off as
required
Spacecraft to ELV battery power (!light battery backup)
Gyros on
Control to flight software {with gromd override lot fill/drain
control: software inhibits), vent closed, topoff inhibited
Spacecraft go for launch (preliminary)
Continue normal venting and topolF
Final vent lookup
Measure volume of liquid hydrogen
Spacecraft go for launch (final)
Centaur discrete signal
Disconnect liquid hydrogen fill/drain umbilical
Disconnect spacecraft electrical umbilical
Remove software inhibits {full cor,:rol to spacecraft computer)
Centaur discrete signal {2-in. motion), vent disconnected
inhibit venting
Open purge bag doors by timer cot rol
Centaur discrete signal--OK to ve Ltas required
Begin Centaur liquid hydrogen pre ;sure reduction
BECO: liquid hydrogen vent as rec:aired
Hydrogen venting inhibited: Centalr discrete signal
Payload fairing jettison: Centaur d screte signal
Switch to balanced vent: timer fro E]fairing separation
SECO: inhibit hydrogen vent by C mtaur discrete signal
MES 1; hydrogen vent as required by Centaur discrete signal
MECO I: begin Centaur settling: 1 _w-g venting allowed by
Centaur coast phase discrete si_ nal
Begin planned venl of supply tank to 25 psia: 300 sec
maximum: by timer from coast phase discrete signal
MES 2: hydrogen vent as required by Centaur discrete signal
MECO 2: hydrogen venting inhibit ._duntil separation by
Centaur discrete signal
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T+2(X)Osec
T+2120sec
lapproximately)
T+2180sex
T + 2300 sec
T + 2330 sec
+ 2630 sex
T + 2930 sec
(maximum)
+ 3130 sec
+ 3970 sec
T + 5230 sec
+ 5290 set-
T + 5890 sex
T + 5950 sex
T + 9388 sex
T+l1476sec
T+12496sec
T + 37 696 sec
TABLE 13.7.--Continued.
Complete spacecraft-Centaur alignment: spacecraft-Centaur
long axis (spacecraft x-axis} aligned with pmjection of Sun
line in orbit plane: spacecraft y-axis in orbit plane
Signal preliminary orientation. 5 min to separation by Centaur
discrele signal
Attitude sensors on
Centaur spacecraft orientated and stable by Centaur discrete
signal
Initial alignment for spacecraft gyms from known Centaur
attitude
2 min to separation by spacecraft timer: heat to hydrazine
system: catalyst bed heaters on
Spacecraft separation signaled by redundant hreakwire
Spacecraft on internal battery power
Begin acquislion mode
Spacecraft transponder on receive: Omni antennas: start initial
acquislion by TDRSS single access
Attitude control thrusters enabled: begin stabilization
of spacecraft (Centaur 30 to 100 ft away)
Spacecraft stabilized in presumed correct orientation
Deploy solar arrays by internal command
Slabilize spacecraft after deployment
Spacecraft stabilized
Deploy high-gain antenna via external command
Stabilize spacecraft after deployment
Begin worst-case eclipse delay
Spacecraft stabilized in presumed correct orientation
Begin attitude determination via magnetometer
Check fl_r Earlh presence via Earth sensor
If not in eclipse, check [or solar acquistion by Sun sensor (if
Earth/Sun detected, adjust to final attitude, begin checkout)
Complete attitude determination via magnetometer (14 min:
40 ° A true anomolyl
End worst-case eclipse delay, check for solar acquistion
(nominal end of acquisition phase)
If Sun not acquired, reorienz spacecraft to magnetometer
determined attitude unless inhibited by ground command
Reorientation complete, check for solar acquistion
If no solar acquisition, begin search with Sun sensors unless
inhibited by ground command (uninterrupted search time,
3780 sex)
Begin eclipse: suspend search: allow spacecraft to continue
to rotate
End eclipse: resume search for Sun teclipse time, 35 rain)
End search: begin battery recharge: 10 196 sec (2.83 hr) on
battery, worsl case
Sun line normal to solar arrays
Complete battery recharge (4 orbits = 420 min)
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T+40396scc
T+41 296sec
T + 41 896 scc
T+43456sec
T + 44 056 sec
TABLE 13.7.--Conclude J.
End worst-case delay for op :imnm Sun-Earth
configuration (45 rain)
Begin rotation about Sun Ill e until horizon sensors
acquire Earth with prope" sense
Earth acquired (15-min wo[_t case)
Begin rotation about Earth iine to obtain preliminary
orientation
Complete reorientation, spa:ecrafi in proper altitude
( I 0 rain)
Continue attitude determina!ion, wait for optimum
Sun-Earth configuration
Final attitude determination;spacecraft orientation
(26 rain)
Begin orientation of high-gain antenna to TDRSS
Establish TDRSS multiple ,,ccess communications
Begin spacecraft checkout { 2.24 hr from launch worst
case}
Prior to launch the integrated spacecraft will have been fully
checked out. The spacecraft will be operating on ground power
with the flight batteries connected and serving as a backup. All
pyrotechnic devices and the hydrazine propulsion system will
have been armed. The spacecraft will have been communicat-
ing with the COLD-SAT POCC through the launch site EGSE,
telemetry and commands being passed between the spacecraft
and the EGSE via cables in the T - 4 sec umbilical.
The spacecraft computers are operational and the initial
Iqight software load will be checked out and functioning.
Control of liquid hydrogen loading will be from the blockhouse
through the spacecraft computers and special procedures writ-
ten into the flight software. The COLD-SAT supply tank will
be chilled and loaded with liquid hydrogen during the sched-
uled T - 90 min hold in the launch vehicle count. Alter loading
the supply tank will be topped of f as required to compensate for
the 200 lbm/hr boiloff which occurs on the ground.
At T - 16 min the power source will be switched to the
mission-peculiar spacecraft battery located on the Centaur
second stage of the launch vehicle. The flight software will be
activated, the gyros started, the hydrogen vent closed, and
spacecraft operation verified in its launch configuration. If all
is correct the spacecraft will issue a preliminary "go" for launch
at T- 15 min. Normal top-off" and venting of the supply tank
will then be resumed.
At T - 95 sec top-off will be terminated and the supply tank
locked up. The liquid hydrogen level will be measured. Suc-
cessful sealing of the supply tank and proper functioning of the
tank thermal insulation system will be verified by rate of
pressure rise. The supply tank will remain locked until well into
the ascent phase. At T- 45 sec the spacecraft will issue its final
"'go" for launch. Up until this point the launch can be scrubbed
at any time if there are problems with the spacecraft. Later it can
only be stopped if there arc major problems before lift-off. At
T - 4 sec the liquid hydrogen fill drain umbilical and the
spacecraft electrical umbilical will be retracted. A discrete
signal from the launch vehicle will remove inhibits from the
flight software which will assume lull control of the spacecraft.
13.4.3 ASCENT OPERATIONS
Lift-off at T - 0 (2-in. motion) will be signaled to the
spacecraft computers by a Centaur discrete signal. Five seconds
later the _ent doors in the supply tank purge bag will be opened
by firing their pyros. Venting of the supply tank, if required,
will be coordinated with the launch vehicle activities by dis-
crete sigr als from the Centaur upper stage. In general, venting
of the sur ply tank will not be required during ascent except for
one plant_ed vent used to restore thermodynamic state, not to
maintain tank pressure within required limits.
At T -_ 208 sec the payload fairing will separate from the
launch vehicle. This will disconnect the spacecraft vent system
from the normal Centaur ascent hydrogen vent system by
opening the disconnect between the spacecraft and the fairing.
The evert will be signaled to the spacecraft by a Centaur
discrete signal and the spacecraft will switch its venting to its
own bala iced flight vent. Following the end of its first burn at
T + 627 sec, the Centaur and the spacecraft will enter a coast
phase in which the fluids onboard the launch vehicle are kept
settled b3 its hydrazine propulsion system. This event is sig-
naled to the spacecraft computer by a discrete signal and,
following a timed delay, the supply tank will be deliberately
vented to reduce the saturation pressure of the liquid hydrogen
to 25 psi t. This pressure reduction should remove the heat
acquired _y the cryogen during the initial launch ascent phase
when the nsulation system is inefficient because of the absence
of adeqm te vacuum. No further venting should be required
until depl _yment and acquisition maneuvers are initiated.
The coast phase will continue until the second Centaur burn
at T + 1_13 sec. Following completion of this burn at T +
1864 sec the spacecraft and launch vehicle second stage will be
in the req_ired orbit. Venting by the spacecraft will be inhibited
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fromthispointontopreventinterferencewiththestabilization
oftheCentaurandspacecraftinpreparationforseparation.
13.4.4 SEPARATION, DEPLOYMENT, AND
ACQUISITION
It is desirable to stabilize and orient the spacecraft as rapidly
as possible. Because the Centaur upper stage is capable of
accurate pointing in any desired attitude and separation with
low tip-off rates, the Centaur is used to provide an initial
orientation to the spacecraft inertial reference system. This
approach is the first of three attitude-acquisition procedures for
the COLD-SAT spacecraft. The Centaur will orient itself and
the spacecraft in the desired attitude 5 min before separation
and signal this event to the spacecraft by a discrete signal. The
spacecraft attitude determination system will be activated. If
this stable attitude has been held tk)r approximately 2 rain, a
second discrete signal will be given to the spacecraft and the
current attitude will be captured by the spacecraft inertial
reference system.
By timer, 2 rain before planned separation, the spacecraft
will activate its propulsion system and turn on the thruster
catalyst bed heaters. Prior to separation, the launch vehicle
removes external power from the spacecraft. Separation occurs
automatically and the event is signaled to the spacecraft
by three redundant breakwires looped through the rise-off
disconnects. The spacecraft adapter is capable of separation
with tip-off rates of less than I deg/sec. The spacecraft gyros
can track rates of up to 2 deg/sec and so should remain oriented
through the separation event. The attitude control system is
activated at separation, and then 30 sec are allowed to elapse to
assure a clearance of at least 100 ft between the spacecraft and
the launch vehicle before stabilization of the spacecraft is
begun. Since the attitude control thrusters are located on the aft
end of the spacecraft, and the spacecraft should not have rotated
more than 30°, operation of the spacecraft attitude control
thrusters should tend to increase the separation between the
spacecraft and the launch vehicle upper stage. At this point the
telemetry transponders are activated in the receive mode using
the omnidirectional antennas. Initial acquisition of the space-
craft using TDRSS single-access coverage can begin.
Five minutes later when the Centaur is at least 1000 ft away
and spacecraft stabilization is complete, the solar arrays are
deployed by firing their pyrotechnic hold-down bolts and the
spacecraft is restabilized. During this timeframe the Centaur is
beginning its collision avoidance maneuvers to assure that it is
adequately separated from the spacecraft. If communication is
established with the spacecraft, the high-gain antenna may now
be deployed by external command and the spacecraft
restabilized. Approximately 14 rain after separation, the space-
craft should be stabilized in the correct attitude and, unless it is
in eclipse, both Sun and Earth sensors should be providing data.
If this is true, the spacecraft will be rapidly stabilized in the
required attitude and, after a possible delay for optimum Earth-
Sun orientation, final attitude determination made. This will be
followed by establishment of TDRSS multiple- access commu-
nications and spacecraft checkout.
However, there may be a delay of up to 2100 sec because of
eclipse. In any event, the first backup mode lbr attitude deter-
ruination and acquisition will be initiated. This method uses a
magnetometer to give the approximate attitude of a stabilized
spacecraft. It requires approximately 15 min to get a reading as
the spacecraft rew_lves through about 40 ° of its orbit. About
48 min after separation the worst case eclipse delay will be over
and the Sun should be present to the Sun sensor. If the Sun is
present, initial attitude determination will be made. If not, the
spacecraft will be placed in its approximate correct attitude by
using the attitude determined by the magnetometer and the
presence of the Earth and Sun again will be determined.
If the sensors have still not detected the Sun, the second
backup mode, direct search for the Sun, will be initiated. Search
occurs by rotating the spacecraft about the initial z-axis of its
inertial reference system and stopping if the Sun is detected. If
not the spacecraft is rotated about its y-axis by two-thirds of the
detection cone of the Sun sensor and then rotated about the
z-axis. The process is assured to find the Sun in less than one
hour and three minutes. The worst case for solar acquisition is
2.19 hr from separation. At this point, the spacecraft batteries
are about 80 percent discharged.
In all events, or as soon as the Sun is acquired the spacecraft
will be oriented to the Sun and the batteries recharged. Depend-
ing on depth of discharge, it may take up to 4 orbits (420 min)
to recharge. If the Sun was acquired by the second backup
mode, an additional search would have to be made for the Earth
by rotating around the Sun line. In the worst case, in the absence
of computer or gyro failure, final attitude, with fully charged
batteries will be obtained within about 12 hr of separation.
Following stabilization in the final attitude TDRSS multiple
access communications will be established. The worst-case
time to complete the acquisition phase and begin spacecraft
checkout is 12.24 hr from launch. Other than the one planned
vent during ascent, no venting of the supply tank for pressure
control should be required.
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Chapter 14
Ground Operations
Richard Jacobs
Analex Corporation
Cleveland, Ohio
14.1 Introduction
Prior to arrival at Kennedy Space Center (KSC)/Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station (CCAFS), the spacecraft will be
assembled and thoroughly tested. All components will be
qualified for flight and pressure vessels will be proof tested
under simulated mission conditions. No further testing of the
experiment system during ground operations at KSC/CCAFS
is planned. Certain equipment will be removed for transporta-
tion and packing material added. The COLD-SAT spacecraft
will arrive at CCAFS by plane inside its own transport trailer.
Upon arrival at KSC/CCAFS, the spacecraft will be trans-
ported to a payload processing facility (PPF). There, packing
materials will be removed and checkout batteries installed.
System functional, control, and data tests will be conducted.
These include a mission power simulation test, a muhilayer
insulation (MLI) blanket purge test, and a flight-level pressure
test with helium. Alter testing at the PPF is completed, the final
spacecraft assembly will take place. This includes installation
of solar arrays, high-gain directional antenna, flight batteries,
and pyrotechnics for mechanism actuators. COLD-SAT will
then be transported to the hazardous processing facility (HPF)
for further processing.
Propellants and pressurants will be loaded at the HPF. After
loading, removal of nonflight hardware and ground support
equipment (GSE) used to service the spacecraft will be accom-
plished. Final weighing, center-of-gravity validation, and mass
properties determination will be completed followed by final
sensor alignment. Mating of the COLD-SAT to the Centaur
payload adapter will precede encapsulation within the Atlas
medium payload fairing (PLF). After encapsulation in the PLF,
COLD-SAT will be transported to the launch complex for
mating to the expendable launch vehicle (ELV) and prelaunch
preparations.
Modifications to the launch pad will have been completed
prior to the arrival of COLD-SAT. These modifications include
the installation of the fluid systems necessary to service the
spacecraft and the electrical lines necessary for power, control,
and data transmission. The modified systems will have been
tested to determine functionality for servicing COLD-SATand
communicating with the various control and data centers. Some
launch complex systems required by COLD-SAT will not
require modification. These systems, which mate with the
Centaur upper stage and PLF, are used for all Atlas launches.
Validation of the interfaces required for COLD-SAT will be
required, however.
Upon arrival at launch Complex 36, the encapsulated COLD-
SAT is mated to the ELV. After the spacecraft is mated,
prelaunch readiness tests follow connection of the GSE re-
quired to service COLD-SAT for launching. The COLD-SAT
vaporizers are then loaded with gaseous hydrogen from the
GSE. A tanking test with liquid hydrogen will accompany the
Atlas wet dress rehearsal (WDR), when the ELV (Centaur)
upper stage is tanked. Two electrical tests follow to verify the
ability of the ELV, spacecraft, electronic ground support equip-
ment (EGSE), and launch control centers (LCC) to function
properly to control the loading, launch, and ascent. These tests.
the simulated flight test (SMFLT), and the composite electrical
readiness test (CERT), are part of every Atlas prelaunch opera-
tion. Additional prelaunch readiness tests and spacecraft close-
out will precede the launch. COLD-SAT will then be loaded
with liquid hydrogen and launched into orbit.
The ground operations required lor the COLD-SAT space-
craft at KSC/CCAFS are typical for spacecraft previously
processed there. COLD-SAT is not a complex design requiring
extensive prelaunch testing. The onboard systems, propellants,
and pressurants are typical of many spacecraft. The unique
requirement for this spacecraft is the loading of both liquid
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hydrogenandgaseoushydrogen.Theloadingwilltakeplaceat
thelaunchcomplex,however,wherehandlingofhydrogenfor
theELVupperstageisnormal.
14.2 Requirements
14.2.1 APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The ground operations will comply with applicable require-
ments for safety, transport and handling, test facility, and the
launch complex. They are controlled by written test proce-
dures. The requirements specific to COLD-SAT will be defined
in a payload requirements document (PRD) formulated by a
NASA launch services support manager (LSSM) assigned to
COLD-SAT by the NASA KSC payload operations office.
A primary document for payload processing is K-STSM-
14. I, Launch Site Accommodations Handbook For Payloads.
This KSC handbook is not only a valued guide for processing
payloads, but references many required documents in its appen-
dix A. These include facility handbooks for all the KSC/
CCAFS processing facilities, safety requirements, transporta-
tion requirements, and so forth.
The primary safety compliance requirements are given in
(1) ESMCR-127-1 (USAF) Eastern Space & Missile
Center. Range Safety
(2) GP-1098. Vol. 1 (KSC) Ground Safety Plan. Safety
Requirements
(3) GP-1098, Vol. 2 (KSC) Ground Safety Plan, Safety
Operating Procedures
(4) NHB 1700. I (V I-A) NASA Basic Safety Manual
(5) U.S. DOT, Office of Commercial Space Transportation,
Hazard Analysis of Commercial Space Transportation,
Vols. I. 2. and 3
(6) 29 CFR (Federal) Occupational Safety and Health
Administration, Department of Labor, Part 1910,
Latest Issue
The primary transport and handling compliance require-
ments are given in
(I) N?IB 6000.1C (NASA) Requirements for Packaging,
Handling, and Transportation
(2) N_,S/GO-1740.9 (NASA) Safety Standards tbr Lilting
Devices and Equipment
14.2.2 FLUID LOADING
At the launch site, the COLD-SAT spacecraft must be
loaded _,ith a variety of consumables that include hydrazine
propellar:t, helium pressurant for the propulsion and experi-
ment syslems, gaseous hydrogen pressurant for the experiment
system, and the liquid hydrogen experiment fluid. Table 14.1
presents the quantities required of the various fluids for which
the quantity of fluid is fixed. In addition, the supply tank must
be loaded with 587 Ibm of liquid hydrogen at lift-off. Much
more will have to be supplied because of boiloffon the ground.
14.2.3 FACILITIES
A PPF is required for the reassembly and test of the delivered
spacecraft. The facility must provide a clean protected space for
this work along with a variety of ancillary services. Table 14.2
lists the requirements for this facility. In addition an HPF is
required for the loading of hydrazine and similar more danger-
ous oper_;tions. Table 14.3 lists the requirements for the HPF.
14.2.4 C OMMUNICATIONS
Full duplex communications at multiples of the spacecraft
data rate (3200 bps) are required with the COLD-SAT Payload
Operations Control Center (POCC) both during prelaunch
testing as well as during the launch count. Thi_ will allow
monitoring of the spacecraft by the POCC, checkout of the
POCC or erations, and download of software to the spacecraft.
14.2.5 A _SEMBLY
The spacecraft will arrive at the launch site without its solar
arrays, without batteries, without its high-gain antenna, and
with on b some of the inaccessible NASA standard initiators
TABLE 14. I._OLD-SAT GROUND LOADING REQUIREMENTS HPF AND COMPLEX 36
Item COLD-SAT Fluid Temperature,
line size. in. °R
] Hydrogen pressurant,
2 (5.7 fl _ bottles)
Helium pressurant,
2 ( 5.7 fi _ bottles)
Hydrazine propellant.
4 ( 3.2 fl ' tanks)
Helium pressurant,
I (lfl_ tank)
1/4 Gaseous hydrogen
1/4 Gaseous helium
I/2 Hydrazine
I/2 Gaseous helium
lnt_ face
pre: ;ure.
i_ ia
>21 _)
>3_ 30
O0
>2_ :x)
540
540
540
540
Amount
required.
Ibm
7.4
17.4
600.0
1,4
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TABLE 14.2.--_OLD-SAT SPACECRAFT PAYLOAD
PROCESSING FACILITY (PPF) REQUIREMENTS
Characteristic I Requirement
Dimensional
Doorway lwidth x height)
Airlock (length x width x height)
High bay (length x widlh x heightt
Control room
Storage
Offices
12 by 16 ft
40by 15by 16fl
40 by 4(5 by 36 fl
Desirable
Desirable
Cranes
Capacity 5 ton
Hook height 36 ft
Lilt required 5 to 1(5 fl
Environmental
Temperature 75 °F
Humidity 50 percent
Cleanliness IO0-K class
Emer_enc_ exhaust ventilation ......
Electrical
Power 120-V ac (single-phase
208-V ac (three-phase)
Groundin_ Buildin_ _round
Huids
Compressed air
Gaseous nitrogen
Gaseous helium
Conlmunicatlons
Telephone
OIS
OTV
Timing/count clocks
Antennas
Data lines
Radiofrequency transmit/receive
Facsimile
115 psia
Low pressure purge
Low pressure purge
Safet?_
Radiofrequency transmission X
Installed PYRO NSFs X
Security Authorized personnel
TABLE 14.3.--COLD-SAT SPACECRAFT HAZARDOUS
PROCESSING FACILITY (HPF) REQUIREMENTS
Characteristic [ Requirement
Dimensional
Doorway (width × height)
Airlock llength x width x height)
High bay (length × width x height)
Control room
SIoragc
Offices
12 by 36 fl
40 by 15 by 36 ft
40 by 40 by 36 ft
X
X
X
Cranes
Capacity 5 ton
Hook height 36 fl
Lilt required 5 to 1(5 fl
Environnlental
Temperature 75 °F
Humidity 50 percent
Cleanliness I (X)-K class
Emer_enc_ _ exhaust ventilation X
Electrical
Power
Grounding,
Fluids
120-V ac (single-phase_
208-V ac (three-phase)
Building ground
Compressed air
Gaseous nitrogen
Gaseous helium
Hvdrazine
I 15 psia
Low pressure purge
>3000 psia and
low pressure purge
600 Ib: >60 psia
Conlnlunications
Telephone/facsimile
()IS
OTV
Timing/count clocks
Antennas
Data lines
X
X
X
X
No radiofrequency
test required
X
Safeff
Hydrazine loading X
Gaseous helium bottle charging X
PYRO NSI's installation X
Battery charging X
Security Authorized personnel
(NSI) in its pyrotechnic devices. It will be packed for shipment
and may be equipped with special transportation hardware.
Shipping and packaging materials must be removed and the
assembly of the spacecraft completed.
14.2.6 TESTING
Following arrival at the launch site, the spacecraft and its
shipping container must be inspected and tested to assure that
no damage has occurred in transit. As assembly proceeds, the
status must be verified and then the completed spacecraft tested
to assure that it is fully functional. This includes end-to-end
communications tests through the Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System (TDRSS).
Communication between the launch site EGSE, the space-
craft, and the POCC must be validated. Following integration
with the launch vehicle all interfaces between the spacecraft,
the launch vehicle, the EGSE, the launch control complex, and
the POCC must be verified. The procedures and equipment for
loading and de-tanking liquid hydrogen must be validated
belbre the launch count begins.
Prior to its use on the spacecraft, all GSE and EGSE must be
validated to assure that it is functioning correctly and will not
damage the spacecraft. Table 14.4 provides a summary of the
testing requirements.
14.3 Interfaces
The required interfaces for the COLD-SAT spacecraft will
be presented in an interlace requirements dcx:ument developed
by the COLD-SAT prc_iect office and the prime contractor with
the concurrence of the NASA KSC LSSM. The interfaces
presented herein are those required for ground operations at
KSC/CCAFS. The interfaces required at the launch complex
and ELV are presented in Chapter i 3, Launch Vehicle, Launch
and Ascent Operations, of this report.
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TABLE 14.4.-43ROUND PROCESSING REQUIREMENTS
• Ground operations--spacecraft
• Systems functional tests
• Mission power cycle simulation test
• MLI blanket purge test
• Flight level pressure test
• Spacecraft final assembly
• Propellant/pressurant loading
• Payload adapter mate
• Payload fairing encapsulation
• Ground tests and prelaunch operaIions--EGSE/LCC/POCC
• Communication tests
• NASCOM/TDRSS/G STDN/POCC
• Control tests
• EGSE/LCC/PPF/HPF/Complex 36
• Data and software management tests
• EGSE/PPF/HPF/Complex 36/POCC transmit/receive
• Spacecr.'fft downlink
• Engineering uplink
• End-to-end tests
Ground tests and prelaunch opcrations_Complex 36
• Complex 36 systems modifications validation
• Encapsulated spacecraft/ELV mate
• GSE/EGSE and interface validation tests
• EGSE/LCC TT&C and data communication tests
• Umbilical tests
• Spacecraft destruct package (F'TS) installation
• Wet dress rehearsal (WDR)
• Launch vehicle simulated flight test _SMFLT)
• Composite electrical readiness test (CERT)
• Launch readiness tests and spacecraft closeou!
• Arm PYROS and PqS
• COLD-SAT final countdown and launch
14.3.1 ELECTRICAL INTERFACES
The electrical power system ground test interfaces provide
lor electrical servicing of the spacecraft from the EGSE power
supplies. They provide tbr 24 to 34 Vdc ground/ascent power
and distribution bus lest power, 0 to 80 volt dc solar array
simulator power, and electrical ground. The solar arrays are not
connected at the same time as the simulator. Grounding is
connected to the facility ground system.
The spacecraft electrical power interfaces are
( I ) Between the power distribution box and the ELV power
transfer unit (24 to 34 Vdc) (ground/ascent power)
(2) Power distribution box (24 to 34 Vdc) (bus test power)
(3) Power control unit (0 to 80 Vdc) (solar array simulator)
(4) Pyro control box (grounding cable)
Figure 14. I provides a diagram of these interfaces.
14.3.2 CONTROL, COMMUNICATION, AND DATA
INTERFACES
Interfaces with the spacecraft telemetry, tracking, and com-
mand ('IF&C) system arc required both tor the checkout and
test of tt at system as well as for control and monitoring of the
remaind,_r of the spacecraft. The communication path is via
redunda It serial data links through dedicated land lines to the
EGSE. "]'he spacecraft TT&C interlaces are
(1) Flight computers 1 and 2 (one MIL-STD 1553 bidirec-
ti_nal bus tbr each computer)
(2) Redundancy control unit (EGSE uplink discrete com-
mands)
(3) Command and telemetry unit (serial telemetry down-
li_lk to EGSE)
(4) S:_acecraft qT&C internal data bus (MIL-STD 1553
bus)
There is an additional interface with the spacecraft high-gain
antenna to allow end-to-end testing of the transponders with the
TDRSS system. No radiofrequency testing of the low-gain
antennas is planned.
There are additional command and data interfaces between
the EGSE and both the launch control center and the COLD-
SAT POCC via NASCOM (NASA worldwide communica-
tions network). Voice communication is required between
personntt servicing the spacecraft, controlling the EGSE,
directing the LCC and staffing the POCC. Normal business
communications (Fax, TTY, phone, etc.) are required tor
personnel at KSC.
14.3.3 FLUID INTERFACES
The fl aid interfaces fl)r the COLD-SAT spacecraft provide
for purgi lg, propellant and pressurant loading, gaseous hydro-
gen load ng, and liquid hydrogen fill and drain. The gaseous
hydrogei_ and liquid hydrogen interfaces are intended tk)r use
only at t!le launch complex. The others are intended for use
throughout the spacecraft processing. Control of the fluid
valves is required to provide the proper flowpath, that is, proper
purge and vent paths.
The spacecraft fluid interfaces are
( 1) L_ quid hydrogen fill and drain, 0.75-in. flight umbilical
(2) Gaseous hydrogen ground vent, 1.50-in. in-flight/
urlbilical
(3) Gaseous helium/gaseous nitrogen MLI purge gas,
0. !5-in. flight umbilical
(4) G lseous hydrogen vaporizer loading, 0.25-in. manual
valve and cap
(5) E: :periment system gaseous helium pressurant, 0.25-in.
mmual valve and cap
(6) H zdrazine fill/drain, 0.50-in. manual valve and cap
(7) Pt _)pulsion system gaseous helium pressurant, 0.25-in.
manual valve and cap
(8) MLI purge vent, 1.50-in. relief valve, (a free vent)
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Figure 14.1.--Electrical power system ground test interfaces (interface items enclosed by dashed lines).
14.3.4 TRANSPORTATION AND HANDLING
INTERFACES
presented in the following subsections that are keyed to the
location at which the operations will take place.
The transport and handling interfaces (hardpoints) are dic-
tated by the structural design of the spacecraft. Attachment
points are required lor the trunnion mounts of the handling
dolly. Additional attachment points arc required for lilting
slings and strong backs. Nonflight (red) hardware attachments
are dictated by spacecraft configuration.
14.4 Operations
This section covers the sequence of operations which must
occur to prepare the spacecraft for launch. Figure 14.2 illus-
trates this basic processing flow from thc KSC/CCAFS airstrip
to the launch site. The details of the required operations are
14.4.1 OPERATIONAL TIMELINE
Table 14.5 presents the basic timeline fi_roperations at the
launch site. At least 120 days are required to prepare the
spacecraft. The spacecraft is required at the launch complex a
little earlier than is usual to allow tor its participation in the
launch vehicle's WDR to assure that liquid hydrogen h)ading
and unloading will proceed as required at launch.
The basic processing flow is from thc airstrip to the payload
processing facility (PPF) for assembly and test as can bc seen
in figure 14.2. The spacecraft is then moved to a hazardous
processing facility (HPF) lbr thc more risky tests and opera-
tions. There the spacecraft is mated to the attach fitting.
encapsulated in the payload fairing, and moved to launch
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Airstrip
Payload processing facility
Hazardous processing facility
I Launch Complex 36
Figure 14.2.mKSC/CCAFS processing flow.
Comple:_ 36. It is then mated to the launch vehicle, loaded, and
launched. Table 14.6 summarizes the status of the spacecraft
and principal activities at each location.
The time required for ground operations at KSC/CCAFS is
120 days Two weeks (14 days) will be consumed in receiving,
uncrating, and preparing for test. At this time, final preparations
will be made at the EGSE and LCC in order to commence
testing attd data control. Processing at the PPF will commence
on L - l (E5 days, and continue for 45 days. One month (30 days)
will be t;sed for processing at the HPF, which will start on
L - 60 days. At L - 30 days, the COLD-SAT spacecraft will be
mated to the ELV. The mating is about 20 days earlier than
typical, I-_ecause of the required liquid hydrogen tanking test.
This test will occur at L - 24 days. The SMFLT at L - 21 days,
and the CERT at L - 7 days will complete the schedule
milestones. After L - 7 days, the processing will follow the
typical Atlas/spacecraft timeline. The Atlas launch count will
start at L.-5 days. but the first scheduled COLD-SATevent will
occur at L - 2 days (start payload gaseous helium purge).
The tine required [br development of the GSE and EGSE
required _or ground operations at KSC/CCAFS is not addressed
here. It is assumed that the required hardware and control
centers ilave been developed, fabricated, installed, and
TABLE 14.5.--KENNEDY SPACE CENTER (KSCI/CAPE CANAVERAL
AIR FORCE STATION (CCAFS) GROUND OPER _TIONS SCHEDULE
L - 120 days
L -106 days
L -(_0 days
L - 030 days
L - 024 days
L - 021 days
L -007 days
L -(_)days
COLD-SAT spacecraft arrival at ( CAFS skid strip
Start COLD-SAT spacecraft processing at PPF
Start COLD-SAT spacecraft processing at HPF
COLD-SAT spacecraft mate to Atlas ELV at Complex 36
COLD-SAT/Atlas tanking test (Wi)R) at Complex 36
Atlas simulated flight test (SMFLT) at Complex 36
COLD-SAT/Atlas electrical test (CERT) at Complex 36
Launch COLD-SAT on Atlas ELV at Comrlext 36
TABLE 14.6.--CONFIGURATION/HAZAI_ DS STATUS
• Arrival at KSC/CCAFS
• Primarily assembled except for solar arrays, directional antenna, and payload adapter
• Some PYROS with "safed" NSI's installed
• Low-pressure gaseous helium/gaseous nitrogen in systeJ is and plumbing
• At PPF
• Complete assembly
• Battery charging
• Spacecraft power/control tests
• Spacecraft instrumentation and data tests
• Radiofrequency testing
• At HPF
• Test gaseous helium insulation blanket
• Flight level pressure check with gaseous helium
• Install and "'safe" PYROS with NSI's
• Load gaseous helium pressurants
• Load hydrazine propellant
• At launch Complex 36
• Arm PYRO NSI's
• Install/arm spacecraft destruct system
• Load gaseous hydrogen in vaporizers
• Purge gaseous helium insulation blanket
• Load/vent liquid h_'dro[en
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validated befl_re the arrival of COLD-SAT at the airstrip. The
EGSE and some GSE will have been used during the qualifica-
tion and verification testing addressed in Chapter 18, System
Development, Integration, and Test, of this report. Data com-
munication with the POCC at Lewis during those tests will have
also occurred. Prior to arrival of COLD-SAT at KSC/CCAFS,
the EGSE and LCC control centers will have been installed and
checked out. However some equipment used for spacecraft
qualification testing will arrive at approximately the same time
as the spacecraft and be installed as the spacecraft is being
unpacked. The exact schedule will be influenced by other
activities at the PPF and LCC, but installation should com-
mence about a year ahead of needed time.
14.4.2 ARRIVAL
The COLD-SAT spacecraft will arrive at one of the KSC/
CCAFS airstrips, and will bc contained in its handling dolly
inside the trailer transporter. The handling dolly will contain a
strong back to support the spacecraft frame and assist in
erecting it. The trailer transporter will be off-loaded from the
airplane, and moved to the assigned PPF. Other spacecraft
hardware and GSE will also be off-loaded and transported to the
PPF.
At this time, the spacecraft solar arrays and high-gain
antenna are not installed and the spacecraft will not be equipped
with batteries. Only pyro devices, which are inaccessible at the
launch site, will be installed, and these will be kept electrically
safe. Additional delicate components may also be removed for
shipment, and shipping or packing materials installed.
14.4.3 PAYLOAD PROCESSING FACILITY
OPERATIONS
The spacecraft will first be removed from the trailer trans-
porter and inspected. Shipping measurements will be reviewed
for any excursions outside the specified transport measure-
ments envelope. The installed pyrotechnics (MLI purge bag
and can vent door actuators) will be verified as safe. Desiccants
will be removed, gaseous helium pad pressure verified, ship-
ping restraints removed, and the COLD-SAT spacecraft erected
to vertical attitude in the high bay of the PPF. Workstands will
be installed around the erected COLD-SAT lor personnel
access during testing.
The first operation required is to power-up the spacecraft.
Before this is attempted, however, a spacecraft continuity and
short circuit verification test must be completed. The EGSE
used to power-up the spacecraft must be validated before
connection. Thc EGSE power supplies for the spacecraft will
be load-tested on dummy loads of the same power rating as
COLD-SAT. The power supplies will then be connected to the
spacecraft; these are the 24- to 34-V power supply to the
spacecraft bus. and the 0- to 80-V power supply to the solar
array input of the power control unit (PCU).
Tests of the isolation/operation of the pyro control box will
be conducted with dummy loads in place of the pyrotechnic
actuators. Control of the MLI purge blanket vent doors during
ascent will be tested this way, as will the MLI can vent doors
and deployment actuators for the solar arrays and high-gain
directional antenna. The pyros will remain disconnected until
prelaunch closeout at Complex 36.
After verifying that the spacecraft power system performs
properly, the spacecraft batteries can be installed. The two
batteries installed at this time will not be the flight batteries.
Checkout (nonflight) ones will be used during thc ground
operations. The flight batteries will be installed later. The flight
batteries have to be tested, however, to validate their function-
ality. Testing will include charging and load capability.
A functional interlace test will be conducted to validate the
bidirectional serial data link between the EGSE and the space-
craft computers. This link is used tor commanding the space-
craft and tot uploading and downloading spacecraft software.
One test will verily the onboard computer's response to ground
commands (EGSE uplink) and data from the computer to the
ground (EGSE downlink). A similar test will verify the proper
response of COLD-SAT to the launch network with EGSE
discrete signals uplinked to the redundancy control unit (RCU).
An instrumentation validation test will verify the spacecraft
instrumentation response to the test values.
Control software residing in the ground operations comput-
ers of the EGSE control center will direct the tests conducted
during COLD-SAT ground operations. There is also an inter-
face with the LCC for test and launch direction while COLD-
SAT is on the launch pad. Software will be uplinked from the
EGSE to the spacecraft's flight computers via ground-line
connection. Override of safety critical valves from the LCC via
ground-line connection to the flight computers will be tested.
Data will flow from the spacecraft via ground-line to the EGSE
and LCC, and be transmitted to the POCC at Lewis for record-
ing and analysis.
The ground control software will be thoroughly tested be-
lore use at KSC/CCAFS on a software simulator and again
during the qualification and verification testing. The tested
software used during ground operations will validate the ability
to control the loading and venting of COLD-SAT while on the
launch pad, as well as other ground test events.
The ability of the spacecraft transponders to communicate
with the TDRSS-NASCOM-GSFC space network, and with
the EGSE-LCC-POCC ground control centers will be tested.
An antenna coupler will be installed on the high-gain antenna
tor transmission of radiofrequency (RF) signals. These signals
will be received via TDRSS, GSTDN, and NASCOM at the
three control centers (EGSE, LCC, and POCC). The telemetry
downlink source is from the spacecraft's command and telem-
etry unit (CTU). Transmission from the low-gain antennas will
not be tested at this time. A radiofrequency testing clearance
has to be obtained from KSC/CCAFS safety organization
betore the communication tests can be run. Alter completion of
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the communicationtestsin the PPF.COLD-SAT's
radiofrequencysystemwillbedoublyinhibited,andnofurther
radiofrequencytestingisplanned.
Aseriesoffunctionaltestswillbeconductedtovalidatethe
properfunctioningofCOLD-SAT'sfluidsystems,electrical
systems,mechanisms,andsensors.Properresponsetoground
controlinitiatediscretecommandsuplinkedtotheRCUwill
alsobeverified.COLD-SATwill betestedto validatethe
abilityof thespacecraftsystemsandsubsystemstofunction
accordingtothegroundsoftwareprogram,withsafety-driven
overridesofcriticalhardware.Thenecessarycontrolfunctions
willbetestedtoverifyloading,venting,andisolationof the
liquidhydrogenandgaseoushydrogenportionsoftheexperi-
mentsystem.Verificationthatvalvescriticaltothosetaskscan
beoperatedproperlybythegroundsoftwareissafetycritical.
Monitoringofspacecraftinstrumentationduringgaseoushy-
drogenandliquidhydrogenloading,aseousheliumpressurant
loading,andhydrazinepropellantloadingisalsosafetycritical.
Thespacecraftinstrumentationresponsewillbeverifieduring
thefunctionaltests.
Thefunctionaltestswill beconductedwithlow-pressure
heliuminthespacecrafttanksandplumbing.Thetestswillbe
designedto verilypropercontrolof thespacecraftsystems
beforehigh-pressureorhazardousfluidsareloaded.
Thespacecraft'spowercontrolsystemwill betestedby
usingthesolararraysimulator.The0-to80-Vpowersupply
connectedtothePCUwillbevariedtosimulatetheoutputof
thesolararraysasthespacecraftpassesfromsunlighttoshadow
onitsorbit.ThePCUwillcontrolthedistributionofpowerto
thespacecraftbusandchargethebatteries.
TheMLIheliumpurgebagfunctionaltestingrequiressev-
eralindividualtests.Thesetestsdeterminethefunctional
characteristicsof thepurgesystem,andvalidatetheproper
operationofthepurgebag'scontroldevices.Thedevicestobe
testedare
(I) Theoverpressurereliefvalve(setat0.40psid)
(2)Theadjustablev ntbleedvalvewhichdeterminesthe
blanketpressuredecayrate(shouldbesetforapproxi-
mately3to4timesthepressurizationrate)
(3)Thefunctionaloperationof theheliumpurgecontrol
skid.Thisskidmaintainsblanketpressureb tween0.I
and0.3psid.Heliumsupplyvalvesonthecontrolskid
openat0.I,andcloseat0.3psid.Theblanketpressure
issensedbyconnectedDPtransducersonthespacecraft
Theflight level pressure test is conducted to verily the ability
of the COLD-SAT spacecraft's tanks and plumbing to contain
helium at flight operational level without leaking. Helium will
be flowed into the spacecraft until the pressure equals the flight
level value. The pressure will be increased in incremental steps
until the flight level is reached. Evaluation of possible leakage
will be done by the pressure decay method. Since design flight
level pressures may vary throughout the spacecraft, control of
the fluid isolation valves is necessary. Ground software will be
configur,'d to control the test without overpressure of any
component or system. This test is hazardous, and must be
conductl d within barricades and controlled remotely. Person-
nel will r _main in a protected area during the test. Standard PPF
procedmes for this test will be adhered to.
The final assembly of the spacecraft includes installation of
the solar arrays, high-gain antenna, flight batteries, and some
pyrotechnics as well as removal of nonflight hardware. The
antenna will be installed in the PPF. The solar arrays, flight
batteries, and all remaining pyros will be installed in the HPF.
Tests will be run to validate the electrical connections and
functionality of the installed components. The pyrotechnics
will be kept safe by not connecting the power cables from the
pyro con:rol unit to the pyros and by substituting shorting plugs.
The pyrotechnics installed at this time are the mechanism pyros
to control the deployment actuation of the solar arrays and high-
gain anwnna. The solar arrays will not be tested with solar-
simulating lamps.
Prepw'ation for transport will include disconnecting of the
spacecra :t batteries, verifying spacecraft fluid system configu-
ration, aad applying a gaseous helium pad pressure in the
plumbing,,. The spacecraft will be lowered to horizontal attitude
on the handling dolly, secured, and then installed in the
transport trailer. The protective cover will be installed on the
trailer and an inert (gaseous nitrogen) atmosphere applied for
transport.
14.4.4 HAZARDOUS PROCESSING FACILITY
OPERATIONS
The s1_acecraft ground processing will continue at the HPF.
Loading ffpropellants and pressurants will be conducted in this
facility, :pecifically designed for hazardous operations. After
loading, verification of characteristics necessary for proper
flight control will be determined. These include weight, center
of graviiy, and other mass properties. Final alignment of
navigatk,nal sensors will be done before the spacecraft is mated
to the ptyload adapter and encapsulated within the payload
fairing.
All gr)und test operations at the HPF will be closely moni-
tored by the spacecraft instrumentation system. The ground
operatiol_s computer software will contain a redline file which
will alerl the test operators of any out-of-limits operation. All
intrusions of the redlines will be logged and resolved before
prelaunc _cioseout.
Loadi ig of the up to 600 lb of hydrazine needed for space-
craft pro _ulsion and attitude control is typical of most space-
craft. Th,; hydrazine GSE service cart will be connected to the
propellal :tfill/drain valve on the spacecraft. Helium pressurant
from GSE will be connected to the gas fill/drain valve on the
spacecra:'t. A gaseous helium cushion pressure of 3 atm will be
installed in the four propellant tanks on the gas side of the
separating bladder. Hydrazine will then be flowed into the
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liquidsideofthefourpropellanttanksuntil150Ibisloadedin
eachtank.Theisolatingsolenoidvalvesinthegassystemwill
thenbeclosedandlatchedpriortoloadingthepressurantbottle
to2000psigfromtheheliumGSE.TheGSEconnectionswill
thenbebroken,testedforleakage,cleaned,andcapped.No
furtheroperationswiththepropellantsystemarenecessary,but
hydrazinecouldbedrainedif theneedarose.
Theactuatingelectricalcablesconnectedtothepropellant
latchingsolenoidvalves,whichisolateandprecludesystem
actuation,willbedisconnectedbetoreloading.Thesewillbe
reconnectedatspacecraftcloseoutonthelaunchpadontheday
beforelaunch.Thissafetymeasurepreventsactuationofthe
propellantsystembeforeflight.Groundsoftwarewill also
containinhibitstopropellantsystemoperation.
Therearethreeheliumpressurantbottlesonboardthespace-
craft.Onebottleprovidesgaseousheliumpressurantforthe
hydrazinesystem.Theothertwoareloadedto3000psiawith
pressurantfortheexperimentsystem.Theloadingofthetwo
gaseousheliumbottleswillbeconductedinasimilarfashionto
theloadingof the propulsionsystembottle.Thecharging
fittingwillbeconnectedtotheGSEandhelium flowed into
the spacecraft bottles. The charging flow rate is limited by the
temperature rise caused by the heat of compression. An orifice
in the GSE helium supply and control skid limits the flow rate.
The charging flow is terminated as the bottle temperature
approaches the redline value. Alter a cooling period, more
gaseous helium is loaded until the bottle is full. The GSE is
disconnectcd, the charging fitting on the spacecraft secured,
and a pressure decay test conducted to verily that there is no
leakage.
The final weight of the spacecraft can be determined now
that most fluids are loaded onboard. The gaseous hydrogen in
the two vaporizers (3.5 Ib) and the liquid hydrogen in the supply
tank (565 Ib) are still to be loaded. Their weights have to be
added to the weight determined here. The determined weight is
compared to that in the mass properties report. Any overweight
must bc resolved.
The other mass properties will then be determined and a final
alignment check made of the attitude control sensors. This will
complete the spacecraft preparation and integration with the
launch vehicle can begin.
14.4.5 ENCAPSULATION
The payload adapter connects the spacecraft to the equip-
ment module of the Centaur upper stage of the ELV. The
adapter has been tested previously for proper interface configu-
ration with the ELV and the spacecraft. As illustrated in figure
14.3, the payload adapter is mated to a fixture and then the
spacecraft is mated to the adapter. Finally the payload adapter
Q
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__.ring .___
-- Payload f
mate : :
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• Secure adapter to payload
mating fixture
• Mate payload to adapter
T /
/_ Customer sling
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u
A
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transport
I____ vehicle
(3
• Mate payload and adapter
to ground transport vehicle
Figure 14.3.--Payload mate fixture usage procedure.
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ismatedtothegroundtransportvehicle(GTV).Asanalterna-
tive,thepayloadadaptermayfirstbematedtotheGTVandthe
spacecraftthenmatedtoit.
Thespacecraft/payloadad pterisnowreadyforencapsula-
tionwithinthePLF.Thefairingisfirstinstalledinanosefairing
accessworkstand.A Torusassemblymountedona Torus
handlingcartisalignedtotheGTV.Thefairingismatedtothe
Torusandafit checkismade.Afterthefitcheck,thetwoPLF
halvesareseparatedandthespacecraftispositionedonthe
GTV.ThePLFis thenclosedandsecuredafterthepayload
hydrogenventisconnected.ThetburPLFaccessdoorsarethen
validatedtbrfitandalignment,andinstalled.Thefourdoorsare
(1) T - 4umbilicalpanel
(2)Hydrazinefill/drainpanel
(3)Electricalconnectionpanel
(4)Gaseoushydrogenvaporizerservicepanel
Thecompleteassemblyisthen lifted onto the Centaur trailer for
transport to Complex 36.
The encapsulated spacecraft is transported to launch Com-
plex 36 on the Centaur trailer. This method of transport is
typical for spacecraft scheduled for launch aboard the Atlas
ELV. A low pad pressure of gaseous nitrogen inside the PLF
will protect the spacecraft against contamination. A low pad
pressure of gaseous helium will protect the spacecraft plumb-
ing from contamination. GSE required tbr COLD-SAT pro-
cessing at Complex 36 will be transported on a separate vehicle.
14.4.6 LAUNCH COMPLEX 36 OPERATIONS
The remaining ground operations will take place at one of
the two Atlas launch pads. Here final integration with the
launch vehicle will lake place. This will be followed by check-
out and test and the final launch of the spacecraft.
14.4.6.1 Launch Operations Timeline
As can be seen from table 14.5. the spacecraft will be moved
to the launch pad 30 days prior to launch. Because of the need
to load the spacecraft with liquid hydrogen, the spacecraft will
be integrated with the launch vehicle earlier than is normal to
allow participation in the various launch vehicle tests. The three
principal tests prior to launch are the flight simulation test
(SMFLT). the terminal countdown demonstration including
wet dress rehearsal (WDR). and the composite electrical readi-
ness test (CERT).
Table 14.7 lists the activities on the pad immediately prior to
launch. Alter closeout of the spacecraft, the final communica-
tions checks and closeout of the launch vehicle are completed.
The Centaur and spacecraft are then loaded with propellants
and finally the launch itself occurs.
The ieunch complex operations timeline on launch day will
depart fiom the standard Atlas mission plan to allow for
chilldown and tanking of COLD-SAT. The Atlas mission plan
launch count timeline starts at T - 615 rain, has a 30-min hold
at T-95 .'nin, and a 15-min hold at T-5 min. The Atlas timeline
from T - 615 min to T - 95 min is not changed.
The chilldown and tanking of both the ELV and the space-
craft occur after the T - 95 minute hold, when the moveable
tower is _emoved and personnel are evacuated from the launch
site. The chiildown of the spacecraft cannot proceed until the
chilldown of the ELV's upper stage (Centaur) bulkhead has
been accomplished. The bulkhead chilldown requires warmer
vapor before liquid hydrogen to avoid thermal cracking. Since
the same liquid hydrogen supply line used to service the ELV
will be used to service COLD-SAT, the vapor from that line will
be used to chill the Centaur's bulkhead first before the supply
line is chilled to liquid hydrogen temperatures. After the
Centaur oulkhead is chilled, enough liquid hydrogen will be
loaded to keep it covered. The chilldown and tanking of COLD-
SAT will then commence at T-46 min in the Atlas launch count
timeline. This will require at least 120 min. During this time, the
Centaur operations will be in a hold maintaining liquid hydro-
gen above the bulkhead. The Atlas and Centaur tanking of
liquid oxygen precedes the liquid hydrogen tanking in the Atlas
launch count timeline. The liquid oxygen will have to be
maintain ._din a topping mode tor 2 hr during the COLD-SAT
chilldow 1 and liquid hydrogen tanking. The additional time
required _vill impose added requirements on the liquid oxygen
supply system at the launch complex.
After T-46 min, the launch count will resume according to
the Atlas mission plan. At this time, liquid hydrogen tanking of
the Centaur will commence. The spacecraft will be maintained
in a topping mode while the Centaur liquid hydrogen is tanked.
The modified Atlas launch count timeline will include a hold
for COLD-SAT chilldown and liquid hydrogen tanking at
T- 46 nLin, or be retimed. Preferably, prelaunch operations
required for COLD-SAT will be integrated into the Atlas
timeline ¢¢ithout launch count change.
14.4.6.2 Spacecraft Operations at the Launch Pad
Sever;_l Complex 36 tower modifications are required for
servicin8 the COLD-SAT spacecraft. These include a modified
ground v,_nt system, loading skids for gaseous hydrogen and
liquid hy trogen, and the typical spacecraft connections for the
environn ental conditioning system (ECS), gaseous helium
purges, _nd umbilicals. Some modifications require tapping
into existing Complex 36 systems. Tests are required to vali-
date the functionality and safety of the modifications and the
new fluid-loading skids. Configuration walkdowns will be
followed with pressure and leak tests; these in turn will be
followed by functional tests. The functional tests will be
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TABLE 14.7.--LAUNCH COMPLEX 36 OPERATIONS
Prelaunch readiness tests
• F 2 day
• Initiate spacecraft gaseous helium purge
• F- 1 day
• Ann spacecraft PYRO NSI's
• Ann spacecraft flight terminalion system
• Remove nonflight (red) hardware
• Configure spacecraft for launch
• Configure/test GSTDN and TDRSS w)ice/data
• Spacecraft final access and closeout
• Final countdown
• T 720 rain
• T - 540 rain
• T-3(X) min
• T - 240 rain
• T 220 rain
• T- lq0 nfin
• T- 150 rain
• T- 120 min
T- 105 rain
• T - 090 min
and launch
Voice/data transmit check
Spacecraft ground power on: TLM data on
S()CC/LCC/POCC checkout
Final briefing
Install PLF doors
Spacecraft health checks via TLM
Start gaseous helium MLI purge (gaseous nitrogen displacement)
Start gaseous helium ML1 purge (control mode)
SOCC/LCC/POCC voicc checks
Hold
• Start test stand final preparations
• Activate redline files
• Start moveable tower removal
Resume final countdown and launch tmodified timcline)
• T - TBD rain
• T - TBD rain
• T - TBD rain
Complex 36 ECS from air to gaseous nitrogen
Start Centaur liquid hydrogen chilldov, n
Start COLD-SAT thermal conditioning
T - TBD min
T TBD rain
T - 0'43 min
T - 016 nfin
T - 016 min
T - 016 rain
T - 016 rain
T 006 rain
T - (X)5 min
Start COLD-SAT liquid hydrogen tanking to 95 percent
Maintain COLD-SAT liquid hydrogen at 95 percent
Starl Centaur liquid hydrogen tanking
COLD-SAT to ELV battery power
COLD-SAT spacecraft go/no-go for launch
COLD-SAT control by flight software
LCC fill/drain control if required
Verify COLD-SAT at flight levcl
Final hold (10 rain)
T - 125 sec
T 095 sec
T - 090 sec
T - 045 sec
T - 031 sec
T - 029 sec
T - 004 sec
T - 002 sec
T - 0
Secure COLD-SAT liquid hydrogen tanking
Lockup COLD-SAT liquid hydrogen tank vent valve
Close COLD-SAT liquid hydrogen fill and drain valve
Drain COLD-SAT liquid hydrogen umbilical and line
Close Contplex 36 liquid hydrogen supply valve for COLD-SAT
Purge COLD-SAT fill/drain line with gaseous helium
Secure Centaur liquid hydrogen tanking
COLD-SAT final go/no-go for luanch
Coulnlence aulonlatic launch sequence
Lock Centaur liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen vent valves
Release COLD-SAT umbilicals (T- 4 panel)
Release Centaur T - 0 umbilicals
2-in. motion
Inhibit COLD-SAT venlin_ until T + 17 sec
remotely controlled from the COLD-SAT control panel in the
Complex 36 blockhouse. Launch pull tests may be required for
the COLD-SAT umbilicals, particularly if the umbilicals are of
new design. No PLF tests are envisioned, since the PLF is a
standard Atlas con figuration. These m_xlifications and tests should
be completed prior to the arrival of the spacecraft at the pad.
A receiving inspection and validation of the transport mea-
surements will be conducted after the spacecraft arrives at the
launch site. Inspection and validation of the required GSE to
support the prelaunch and launch operations will also be
conducted. The arriving GSE consists of service hardware addi-
tional to the Complex 36 modifications discussed previously.
Validation of the spacecraft-ELV interfaces will precede the
mating. The required support hardware for COLD-SAT will
have been installcd on the Atlas (Centaur) equipment module
and validated. After the proper encapsulated spacecraft han-
dling sling (GDSSD) has been attached, the spacecraft will be
hoisted and mated to the Atlas ELV.
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The mated spacecraft-ELV will be validated for the proper
configuration. The validation will include PLF access doors,
umbilical connections, and COLD-SAT to ELV interface
connections. It will also include a match-mate of the spacecraft
separation system.
Connection of the electrical GSE (EGSE) precedes the
power up of the spacecraft. The mission-peculiar batteries on
the Centaur equipment module and the spacecraft batteries will
be connected. The electrical umbilical connection will provide
connection to the Complex 36 landline. This will enable moni-
toring and control of the COLD-SAT spacecraft from the
blockhouse. The spacecraft can now be powered up and the
batteries charged. After charging, the batteries will be main-
tained at proper power level with a trickle charge.
Commands will be uplinked from the EGSE control center
to the spacecraft by the ground computer. Control sequences
required for ground operations will be verified. Data downlink
to the EGSE control center and transmission to NASCOM will
bc verified. This will confirm spacecraft responses to the
uplinked commands, assuring proper data for all prelaunch
operations.
Connection of the ground support equipment (GSE) follows
the electrical validation tests. The GSE required is
( 1) T - 4 umbilical (includes liquid hydrogen fill/drain)
(2) Gaseous hydrogen ground vent umbilical to the Centaur
vent fin
(3) ECS supply duct to the PLF
(4) Gaseous helium environmental purges
The two gaseous hydrogen vaporizers are loaded from a
GSE service cart on the service tower. Limited personnel
access will be required tbr this operation. The spacecraft valves
are controlled by the ground computer from the EGSE control
center. Monitoring of the vaporizer's pressure and temperature
is done at the EGSE control center. Comparison to the redline
file keeps the test within the proper limits. After the vaporizers
are charged to 2000 psi, the manual loading valves are closed.
The system is then leak-checked and the loading ports are
capped. After loading is completed, the gaseous hydrogen
vaporizers are benign. They are isolated from the rest of the
spacecraft systems until after spacecraft-ELV separation.
The prc-WDR closeout will complete the spacecraft pre-
launch configuration until 2 days belore launch (L - 2 days).
The spacecraft is now ready for liquid hydrogen tanking as part
of the Atlas WDR.
14.4.6.3 Major On-Pad Tests
The WDR is the first of two major integrated tests required
to achieve flight readiness for the Atlas launch vehicle. The
spacecraft is typically not installed for this test but COLD-SAT
will be, since it has to be loaded with liquid hydrogen immedi-
ately prior to launch. The liquid hydrogen loading of COLD-
SAT mu_t be integrated with the launch countdown for the
Atlas launch vehicle. Control of the spacecraft during liquid
hydrogel tanking will be demonstrated during this test. The
liquid h_drogen tanking and vent valves, and the gaseous
helium t urge valves on the launch service tower will be
controlled by the spacecraft operator in the Complex 36 LCC
(blockho,ase). The spacecraft valves will be controlled by the
ground cperations computer from the EGSE control center.
Monitoring and coordination functions will be executed by
COLD-SAT's launch control team in the EGSE control center,
and/or the POCC at Lewis.
The WDR simulates a major part of the launch countdown
and demonstrates the capability of the ground and airborne
systems Io
(I) L_ad and maintain Atlas and COLD-SAT propellant
levels
(2) Charge the Atlas airborne gaseous helium bottles to
flight pressures
(3) Perform liquid helium chilldown of the Centaur main
engines
(4) Verify proper operation of all vent valves
(5) Verify the integrity of the Centaur intermediate bulk-
head
(6) Verify proper operation of the ECS and vehicle/
spacecraft purges
(7) Demonstrate proper operation of all systems under
cryogenic conditions
The test is performed with the Atlas in a fully assembled
configur_ tion and the service tower withdrawn. The spacecraft
and PLF _¢ill be installed lor the test.
The laanch vehicle SMFLT verifies, on an integrated basis,
that all Atlas ground and airborne electrical systems are capable
of properiy combined operation throughout a simulated launch
countdown and flight sequence. The Atlas SMFLT procedure
will have to be amended to include the required COLD-SAT
events. ('nly those events which directly affect the launch
countdo,_ n and powered flight will be included. Post spacecraft-
ELV septration events will be controlled directly from the
POCC at Lewis.
The SMFLT demonstrates
(I) Pr _per operation of the launch ladder release sequence
(2) C_ pability to operate on internal power with the umbili-
cais pulled
(3) Pr)per operation of all pyrotechnic circuits by use of
sq_fib simulators
The test is pertbrmed with the Atlas in a fully assembled
configuration, which includes the spacecraft and PLF. The
service t_,wer is in place around the vehicle throughout the
test. The ambilicals are pulled at T - 0 (Atlas) and T - 4 sec
(COLD-SAT). Fluid loading and purging are not a part of this
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test.TheECSand/oranygaseousheliumenvironmentalpurges
willoperateasrequired.
TheCERTverifieselectricalreadinessofthespacecraftnd
launchvehicleoperatingtogetherthroughasimulationofthe
finalminutesofcountdownandthesubsequentflightsequence
ofevents.ThisisastandardAtlastest.Thetestisperformed
withtheELVandCOLD-SATfullyassembledin theflight
configuration.All systemsonthespacecraftwill beflight
ready.Fluidloadingandpurgingisnotapartofthistest.The
ECSand/oranygaseousheliumenvironmentalpurgeswill
operateasrequired.TheEGSEcontrolcenterwillcoordinate
thetestwiththeComplex36LCC.
Theprelaunchreadinesstestsandoperationsfk)rtheAtlas
ELVstart5days(L- 5)beforelaunch.COLD-SATprelaunch
operationsstart2daysbelorelaunch(L- 2days).Thesetests
arethefinalpreparationsforlaunch,allvalidationtestshaving
beencompleted.A gaseousheliumpurgeis initiatedin the
spacecraftliquidhydrogeni sulationsystemstoremovemois-
tureandanyothergases.Thepyroinitiatorsandtheflight
terminationsystemarearmedonL- 1day,beforespacecraft
closeout.At closeoutallnonflighthardwareisremovedand
accessdoorsareclosed.
14.4.6.4 Launch Operations
The launch countdown starts some 15 hours before lift-off.
The Atlas countdown starts at T-615 rain, but an additional 2
to 3 hours have to be added for COLD-SAT liquid hydrogen
tanking and conditioning. This time is inserted into the Atlas
launch count after the T - 95 minute hold for service tower
removal. The timeline is discussed in section 14.4.6. I.
On the pad the spacecraft computers are loaded with the
initial flight software and the load verified. Those portions of
the experiment system to be loaded with liquid hydrogen are
purged with gaseous hydrogen to remove all traces of
noncondensible gases. The supply tank multilayer insulation
system is purged with helium to remove all condensible gases
and so minimize the heat leak and the potential contamination
of the insulation system. The flight batteries are fully charged
and monitored until lift-off. The supply tank is loaded with
liquid hydrogen in tandem with the loading of the Centaur
upper stage and then continuously topped-off'to make up for the
200 Ibm/hr boiloff. Late in the count, spacecraft power is
shifted from ground sources to a mission-peculiar battery on the
ELV. At T - 90 sec the experiment system is locked up and at
T- 45 sec a final go for launch is given. The launch vehicle then
proceeds with an automatic count until lilt-off. At T- 4 sec all
spacecraft umbilicals are pulled. At launch, the hydrogen vent
via the Centaur vent fin is pulled.
Lift-off of the Atlas ELV with the COLD-SAT spacecraft
completes the ground operations. All subsequent events are
part of flight operations. The functions of the LCC and the
EGSE are terminated at this time. Flight operations are con-
trolled from the POCC at Lewis.
Contingencies during ground processing will be planned for
by the responsible COLD-SAT ground operations team. Proce-
dures for the anticipated contingencies will be on hand. The
spacecraft will be under the control of the ground operations
computer during most operations at KSC/CCAFS. While thc
spacecraft is on the launch pad, the Complex 36 LCC will
maintain safety override controls as needed. These controls will
prevent the loading of fluids from the launch site supply
systems, and enable draining of liquid hydrogen from the
spacecraft, if needed. The fluid valves on the launch tower are
directly controlled from the LCC. The valves on the spacecraft
are controlled by the ground operations computer from the
EGSE control center.
Blowdown of the high-pressure gaseous helium and/or gas-
eous hydrogen onboard the spacecraft is controlled by the
ground operations computer through hardwire serial communi-
cations links to the spacecraft computer. Discharge will take
place through the spacecraft hydrogen ground vent. Draining of
hydrazine is a manual operation by Complex 36 personnel
according to procedure. Control (arm/disarm) of the pyrotech-
nic initiators and the flight termination system is also handled
by the launch complex personnel according to prc_edure.
The contingency operations are required by safety consider-
ations in the event of a late-count launch abort, loss of space-
craft power, or any events which require access to the spacecraft
after liquid hydrogen is loaded. The liquid hydrogen will be
drained from the spacecraft supply tank, and the tank will be
vented. The spacecraft supply tank and systems will then be
purged with gaseous helium before launch complex personnel
approach the spacecraft. This is the procedure currently used
for the Atlas launch vehicle at Complex 36. If a spacecraft de-
mate from the ELV is required, the high-presstire gaseous
helium and gaseous hydrogen will be vented via the ground
vent system. The gaseous hydrogen vaporizers will then be
purged with gaseous helium before launch pad personnel
approach the spacecraft to begin the de-mate procedure.
14.5 Alternative Processing Considered
Two alternate ground operations were considered for COLD-
SAT at KSC/CCAFS. One was loading of the two gaseous
hydrogen vaporizers at the HPF instead of at the launch com-
plex. The other was the need for participation in the Atlas WDR
at Complex 36.
The initial plan was to load the two gaseous hydrogen
vaporizers in the HPF. It was determined with NASA KSC
payload operations personnel that the hazardous processing
facilities available were not equipped for gaseous hydrogen
loading. The electrical and ventilation systems were not rated
for hydrogen service. The alternate plan of loading at the launch
complex from a GSE service cart was devised. The service cart
concept is similar to the hydrazine service cart now in use at
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Complex36.Theservicetowerofthelaunchcomplexisrated
forhydrogenoperations.
TheWDRisastandardAtlasprelaunchtest to achieve flight
readiness of the launch vehicle. This test verifies the ability to
complete the launch countdown under cryogenic conditions.
All hardware and systems are tested under this dress rehearsal
tbr the actual launch. Since the COLD-SAT spacecraft is also
loaded with liquid hydrogen before launch, it requires similar
prelaunch operations. The spacecraft will have been subjected
to liquid hydrogen testing during the qualification and verifica-
lion testing program: however, the WDR is the first opportunity
to test a completely assembled spacecraft. The WDR is also the
first opportunity to test the integrated Atlas/COLD-SAT launch
countdown and to verify the planned liquid hydrogen condi-
tioning and tanking. The WDR also provides a dress rehearsal
for the spacecraft and ELV launch team.
The WDR will require about 3 hr more for COLD-SAT
participation than would be required for the Atlas alone. The
extended time will be duplicated on launch day. Considerable
launch countdown procedure planning by COLD-SAT and
ELV engineers will be required tbr either event.
An alternate plan would be to install the tested spacecraft on
the ELV, m_xtify the launch countdown, and tank COLD-SAT
with liquid hydrogen for the first time immediately before
launch. Any opportunity to resolve anomalies before launch
day would not exist, however. The added cost and delay of a
scrubbed launch would far outweigh the cost and effort of the
WDR.
14.6 Ground Support Equipment
Ground support equipment (GSE) consists of all hardware
needed to service COLD-SAT during ground operations at
KSC/CCAFS. It includes mechanical lifting, handling, sup-
porting, and transport equipment; and fluid loading, pressuriz-
ing, purging, and conditioning equipment. Electrical power,
control, and communication equipment is defined as EGSE.
The required GSE and EGSE will be provided by the COLD-
SAT contractor(s) or the ELV contractor(s). Some of the
equipment already exists for Atlas ground processing. This
equipment is referred to herein as provided by the ELV contrac-
tor (GDSSD).
14.6.1 MECHANICAL GROUND SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT
The mechanical support equipment consists of
( I ) Spacecraft shipping and handling equipment
(2) Lilting and erecting slings
(3) Workstands
(4) Encapsulation equipment
(5) La inch complex equipment
(6) La inch complex contingency equipment
The COl,D-SAT trailer transporter is the primary piece of
mechanical GSE. The spacecraft will arrive at KSC/CCAFS in
the transporter. Other GSE will arrive separately or be available
from the ELV launch services contractor.
Figures 14.4 and 14.5 illustrate the COLD-SAT trailer
transporter and associated handling dolly. The handling dolly
supports the complete spacecraft for ground handling purposes.
The trunnions on the dolly allow the spacecraft to be erected for
servicing and placed in a horizontal position for shipping. The
handling dolly also supports the spacecraft in the trailer trans-
porter. The trailer transporter provides a controlled environ-
ment for 'he spacecraft during transportation.
14.6.2 FLUID SYSTEMS GROUND SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT
The helium GSE needed to service the spacecraft consists of
three separate supply and control systems; they are
(I) L_,w-pressure gaseous helium (<20 psig) for pad pres-
stre in the spacecraft plumbing
(2) V,;ry low-pressure gaseous helium (0.1 to 0.5 psig) tbr
the MLI blanket purge
(3) H;gh-pressure gaseous helium (>3000 psig) for flight-
level pressure test, and loading the pressurant bottles
The helium GSE will be built as a self-contained system
complete with valves, regulators, gauges, transducers, and
connecti_,ns to interlace with a helium supply source and the
spacecraft. It will connect to the local helium supply at the PPF/
HPF and regulate the pressure and control the flow to the
spacecralt interface. Remote control by the ground operations
computer will provide for loading the high-pressure bottles,
and controlling the MLI blanket purge. A separate portable
gaseous helium bottle supply will be used to supply the space-
craft plm abing systems with a low-pressure helium pad during
transport The helium GSE will be designed, fabricated, and
flow-test_d by a COLD-SAT contractor.
A nitrogen control system is required to provide low-
pressure gaseous nitrogen for an inerting pad pressure and
environn_ental control of the spacecraft and PLF. It connects to
either the PPF/HPF gaseous nitrogen supply system or portable
bottles.
A gast ous hydrogen service cart provides gaseous hydrogen
for loading the two 2000-psi vaporizers. It will be a serf-
containe_ Iunit with commercial 2400-psi supply bottles, valves,
regulator _, and gauges. It connects to the vaporizer loading
connection on the spacecraft with hoses. Operation will be
manual, _ith a remote-controlled shutoff valve if required by
CCAFS, afety. The cart will also contain a mechanical vacuum
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Figure 14.4.mCOLD-SAT spacecraft installed on trailer transport in handling dolly.
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Figure 14.5.---COLD-SAT spacecraft erected on integrated trunnion support and handling dolly.
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pumpingsystemtbrevacuatingthevaporizerspriortoloading.
Thegaseoushydrogenservicecartdesignissubjecttosafety
approvalbyGDSSD.theComplex36launchservicescontrac-
tor,andESMC.
Thehydrazineservicecartisexistingequipmentusedfor
loadingtheAtlas (Centaur) hydrazine propellant system. It can
also be used for filling (or draining) the COLD-SAT propulsion
system. The cart is manually controlled by launch site person-
nel according to procedure. The cart is supplied from a hydra-
zinc storage drum and is capable of either loading or draining
thc spacecraft. The hydrazine service cart will be supplied by
GDSSD under the launch services contract.
14.6.3 ELECTRICAL GROUND SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT
The electrical GSE consists of power supplies to provide
spacecraft powcr: ground computer(s) to provide control of the
spacecraft valves, heaters, and motors: a data system to monitor
and record spacecraft information; a communication link to
provide coupling of the spacecraft signals to the NASCOM
network: and connecting cabling to spacecraft interfaces.
The spacecraft power electrical GSE consists of
( I ) 24- to 34-Vdc power source (ground/battery simulator)
(2) 0- to 80-Vdc power source (solar array simulator)
(3) Facility/spacecraft ground connection
(4) Connecting cabling
The spacecrafi control and data handling EGSE consists of
(1) Ground operations computer and software
(2) TI'&C bus test set and ground connection
(3) Sensors ground interface test set
(4) Connecting cabling
(5) Display CRT's, recorders, and panel meters
(6) Connecting cabling to landlines interlace
(7) Antenna RF coupler for the spacecraft's high-gain
antenna
(8) Connecting communication EGSE for RF interlace
A control center containing the ground operations and data
computers will be established at KSC/CCAFS to provide the
required interface with the spacecraft. This center will be set up
in the PPF control center, or in a trailer adjacent to the PPF.
Connections to the other test sites at KSC/CCAFS will be via
landline.
A control panel lbr control of the launch complex servicing
valves lor COLD-SAT will be established in the Complex 36
blockhouse. The spacecraft operator will control the liquid
hydrogen tanking and the MLI blanket purge from this panel.
Connection to the launch service tower and the spacecraft will
be via landlines. Landline connection to the EGSE control
center wiil enable communication and coordination with COLD-
SAT eng neers during operations at the launch complex.
The c_ ntrol of other spacecrafi services, such as the ECS for
the PLF, exists as part of the Atlas launch complex. Control of
the fluid supplies at Complex 36 exists also. Tie-ins to those
control systems may be required to accommodate the space-
craft servicing control skids. Required Complex 36 LCC con-
trols are
(!) MLI blanket gaseous helium purge skid
(2) Liquid hydrogen tanking fill/drain valve skid
(3) Gaseous hydrogen ground vent (monitoring only)
14.6.4 SAFETY GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Safety monitoring equipment is required to properly moni-
tor the spacecraft environment Ibr leaking hazardous gases.
Detector_ for hydrogen and hydrazine are required, particularly
during 1o _ding operations. A helium leak detector and a pres-
sure reco:'der are required during pressure and leak tests. Low
oxygen kvel detectors are required tbr personnel safety when
using gaseous nitrogen for environmental conditioning and/or
PLF inerting.
The KSC/CCAFS processing facilities and the launch com-
plex regularly use this type of safety equipment. Arrangements
must be r rode to assure its availability for COLD-SAT. Some
of the G5 E may be required tbr tcsts at other facilities before
spacecralt arrival at KSC/CCAFS.
14.7 Personnel
A tean of dedicated support personnel is required to conduct
the groun :1operations and ready the spacecraft 1or launch. This
team will conduct the required tests, record and analyze the
data, coo 'dinate the prelaunch activities with the ELV launch
team, an_ manage the transport of the spacecraft between test
sites. They are responsible tbr all ground operations activities
at KSC/t;CAFS. This team will consist of NASA Lewis.
COLD-S _T contractor, and support services personnel. It is
estimatec that 3 to 4 dozen persons will be required.
Each q_OLD-SAT system will have its own engineering
team resl: onsible for all operations of that system. The system
teams will be amalgamated into the spacecraft team. This
includes nequired testing, test procedures, and test data. It also
includes required GSE, lifting and handling, transport, and
fluid load ing. It also includes the required communication with
all contro! systems and control centers. The COLD-SAT space-
craft tearl will interface with the NASA facility managers,
payload support people, and safety personncl. The actual op-
erations will be conducted by the spacecraft team. however, or
its designated support service contractor(s).
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TheCOLD-SATgroundoperationsteamwillrequireKSC/
CCAFStrainingbeforethespacecraftrrives.Thistrainingwill
includerequiredfacilityfamiliarization,safetyorientation,
communicationprocedures,andtransportandhandlingproce-
dures.Theteamwillalsoprovidespacecraftorientationtrain-
ingfor theKSC/CCAFSfacilitypersonnelresponsiblefor
COLD-SAT.A teammanagerwill providedirectionof the
groundoperationseffortincludingschedulesandstaffing.
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Chapter 15
Flight Operations
Edward Kramer
National Aeronautics and Space Admhlistration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland. Ohio
and
Frank Zimmerman
Analex Corporation
Cleveland, Ohio
15.1 Introduction
The COLD-SAT experiment presents some unusual opera-
tional problems because of the volatile and wasting nature of
the liquid hydrogen experiment fluid. Wherever it is contained,
the liquid hydrogen will absorb heat and increase its pressure so
that pressure control is a continuing problem. Reliance placed
on mechanical relief valves presents the possibility that they
will not reseal completely. The primary means of pressure
control must use active, positive methods. In addition, in low
gravity, fluid position cannot be guaranteed and so uncon-
trolled venting of a tank will likely result in the venting of liquid
rather than vapor with the resultant loss of experimental
capability.
When the liquid hydrogen supply is exhausted, experiment
operations are over. In the best storage location, the experiment
system supply tank, liquid hydrogen boils off at approximately
1.36 lb/day. That same tank will sell-pressurize at greater than
0.1 psia/hr and thus may overpressure within a week depending
on starting conditions unless active pressure control is main-
tained. The other experinaent system tanks have significantly
higher heat leaks and so present larger storage losses and faster
self-pressurization rates. These numbers allow for comfl)rtable
operation of the system but they do not aJJow the luxury of
stopping experiment operations and contemplating a work-
around tbr some spacecraft or experiment problem.
All experiments involve the transfer, venting, and/or the
change in thermodynamic state of liquid hydrogen. Transfers
also may involve unavoidable residuals remaining in a tank. All
of these situations represent a loss of liquid hydrogen. The
various experiment tests must be combined in such a way as to
provide the maximum experimental return from the available
liquid hydrogen.
During some transfer and venting operations, the experi-
ment system is susceptible to catastrophic failure. If certain
valves remain open all of the liquid hydrogen can be lost
overboard in a short period of time. However communications
with the spacecraft are at best fragile. Failures in the Payload
Operations Control Center (POCC) and in the TDRSS/
NASCOM (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System/
NASA worldwide communications network) system are to be
expected during the mission and spacecraft problems that result
in loss of communication are possible. In addition, experiments
continue over relatively long time perkxts (days) and the avail-
ability of continuous two-way communication via TDRSS is
limited. For purposes of this study, TDRSS access is baselined at
a maximum of i 3 min/orbit of TDRSS multiple-access coverage.
For these reasons, the operation of the spacecraft and the
experiment must be autonomous fl-wperiods of up to several
days. Failures in the spacecrafl systems must be detected and
corrected and the experiment system must be protected from
catastrophic loss of liquid hydrogen. To meet this latter require-
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ment.a"'sate state" has been defined for the experiment system
which should preserve the bulk of the experiment fluid for at
least a week.
Control of the spacecraft and experiment, including the
operation of experiments and failure detection and correction,
is vested in software that resides in the flight computers. Even
failure detection in the computers themselves is essentially a
software function through use of the redundancy control unit to
switch flight computers in the event of a software or hardware
failure.
Planning for on-orbit spacecraft operations must accommo-
date these constraints and provide for the efficient use of all
resources. This chapter covers the methods, hardware, and
personnel needed to operate the COLD-SAT spacecraft under
these conditions.
15.2 Requirements
The basic requirement is to conduct all COLD-SAT experi-
ments successfully without loss of data. There are also a
number of subsidiary constraints on the operation of the space-
craft: they are the following:
( 1) Nominal communications with the spacecraft are limited
to 13 min/orbit. All commanding of the spacecraft and return of
telemetry data must occur during this period except lot short
term periods of continuous, single-access coverage.
(2) Communications will take place through, and spacecraft
tracking will be provided by, the TDRSS system. Use of the
Spaceflight Tracking and Data Network (STDN) system is
limited to spacecraft emergencies.
(3) TDRSS operations must be scheduled in advance and
conlorm to the capabilities of the system.
(4) The spacecraft must be rotated peric_ically to maintain
the solar flux on the warm side of the spacecraft and at the
correct angle with respect to the solar arrays.
(5) Experiments must be conducted expeditiously to prevent
waste of the experimental fluid but must allow time for prelimi-
nary examination of the data and possible reaction to unantici-
pated phenomena. In addition, the number of available experts
on the operation of the experiments is limited and so adequate
provisions must be made for their human needs such as food,
rest, and relaxation.
(6) The spacecraft must be left in a safe condition with all
fluids vented to preclude the possibility of explosion which
would generate unnecessary debris in space.
(7) The final spacecraft orbit must meet the final orbital
lifetime requirement of 500 yr.
15.3 Interfaces
The s_gacecraft operations function interlaces with large
segment,, of the project but the interfaces are human and
documentary rather than physical. There will be continual
interaction with the spacecraft subsystem and systems
engineers; and with the experimenters in planning the flight
operatioi3s and preparing training and operations documenta-
tion. A significant amount of software development will be
required for training and operational development. Participa-
tion in system testing requires coordination with the test
engineer_,, and monitoring of launch site operations requires
interacti(m with spacecraft and launch vehicle personnel at
Eastern Space and Missile Range. All communication with the
spacecraft via TDRSS requires scheduling and coordination
with per_'-onnel at Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) and
White Sands Ground Terminal (WSGT).
During actual spacecraft operations, there will be continual
interaction with the experimenters and, no doubt, frequent
consultation with experts on the various spacecraft subsystems.
Operations with TDRSS will have to be scheduled on a
continuing basis. Following completion of operations, data
must be distributed and archived and the usual reports written
and distributed.
15.4 Nominal Operations
Table 15.1 presents the nominal COLD-SAT operational
time line. It begins with the spacecraft stabilized on orbit in the
desired attitude with all appendages deployed. Approximately
66 days later all experiment operations are complete. The
remainder of the time is devoted primarily to preparing the
spacecral t for final shutdown. After a variable delay to obtain
the maxfi lum increase in perigee from the available hydrazine,
the space :raft fluids are fully depleted and the spacecraft is shut
down aft,_r a maximum of 142 days. Details of experiment
operations are covered in Chapter 5, COLD-SAT Experiment
System, _,f this report.
15.4.1 INITIAL CHECKOUT
The fir _t2 weeks of operations are devoted to checkout of the
spacecral tand the experiment. All systems will be powered up
and monitored, but no redundant systems will be switched in
unless needed. Operation of the power system and attitude
control system will be monitored. Data from all attitude sensors
will be w'rified. Reception by both transponders will be veri-
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TABLE 15.1 .--NOMINAL COLD-SAT OPERATIONAL TIME LINE
Time
T- 0
T + 12 hr 14 rain
T+ 14hr
T+ 16hr
T + 20 hr
T + I day I hr
' + 2 days
• + 4 days
" + 10 days
T + 13 days
T+ 13days 12hr
T + 14 days
T + 20 days 15 hr
T + 23 days 7 hr
T + 26 days 20.5 hr
T + 28 days 20.5 hr
T + 29 days 23 hr
r + 30 days 23 hr
T + 35 days 10 hr
"Details of cxperimenl
Launch
Operation
End worst-case ascent/acquisition operations
Begin on-orbit turn-on of all spacecraft systems
Begin high-demand TDRSS multiple access or single access coverage
Close supply tank MLI can doors
Complete initial turn-on
Turn on supply tank passive thermodynamic vent system (TVS) to
begin collapse of liquid acquisition device (LAD) bubbles
Complete collapse of LAD bubbles
Operate active TVS to reduce tank pressure to operational value (20 psi)
Complete supply tank pressure reduction (5 hr)
Active and passive TVS off
Control supply tank using active TVS as required
cat this point, spaceeraft and experiment should be stable and under
eomrol)
Continue spacecraft checkout/observation
Begin initial experiment leak check by observation of helium pad
pressure
Continue spacecraft checkout/observation
Complete initial leak check
Begin experiment system integrity check, valve operation check by
sequentially venting helium to space and then repressurizing with
gaseous hydrogen
Begin verification of supply tank heat leak
Complete spacecraft checkout/observation
Complete experiment system integrity check, valve operation check
Complete determination of supply tank performance
End high-demand TDRSS muhiple access/single access coverage
Begin contingency period
End contingency period
Roll spacecraft 180 ° ( I hr)
Begin experiment operations
Experiment group I _159 hrP
End experiment group 1
Begin quiescent spacecraft operations (64.5 hr)
End quiescent spacecraft operations
Begin experiment group 2 (85.5 hr)
End experiment group 2
Begin quiescent spacecraft operations (48 hr)
End quiescent spacecraft operations
Begin experiment group 3 (26.5 hr)
End experimen! group 3
:Begin quiescent spacecraft operations (24 hr)
End quiescent spacecraft operations
Begin experiment group 4 (107 hr)
End experiment group 4
Begin quiescent spacecraft operations (48 hr)
_roups found in experiment timcline/inventory.
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TABLE 15. I .--Concluded.
Time Operat on
+ 37 days 10 hr
+ 43 days 9.5 hr
T + 45 days 9.5 hr
T + 45 days 10.5 hr
T + 46 days 9.5 hr
T + 50 days 19.5 hr
T + 53 days 15.5 hr
T + 56 days 21.7 hr
T + 58 days 237 hr
+ 65 days 16.7 hr
T + 75 days
T + 85 days
+ 105 days
+ 137 days
( illaxinluln )
] + 142 days
maximum)
End quiescent spacecraft operations
Begin experiment group 5 ( 143.5 hr)
End experimen! group 5
Begin quiescent spacecraft operations (48 hr)
End quiescent spacecraft operations
Begin 180° roll maneuver (I hr)
End roll maneuver
Begin quiescent spacecraft operations (23 hr)
End quiescent spacecraft operations
Begin experiment group 6 ( 106 hr)
End experiment group 6
Begin quiescent spacecraft operations (68 hr)
End quiescent spacecraft operations
Begin experiment group 7 178.2 hr)
End experiment group 7
Begin quiescent spacecraft operations (50 hr)
End quiescent spacecraft operation
Begin experiment group 8 1161 hr)
End experiment operations
Begin vaporization of liquid hydrogen residuals (20 days)
Perform 180 ° roll maneuver
Complete vaporization of residuals
Vent experiment system to space
Delay until Sun line/thrust vector alig led with velocity vector near
apogee (52 days maximum)
Roll spacecraft 180"
Begin thrusting by using 0.52-1b thrust,,x for 15. I m per orbit (52°) around
apogee until hydrazine is depleted 15.03 days to deplete planned
150-Ibm margin)
End thrusting
Open all hydrazine valves
Shut down spacecraft
End o[,e rations
fled. Spacecraft temperatures will be examined to assure that
they are within the range of predicted values. The response of
the spacecraft to the attitude control thrusters will be compared
with that predicted in advance. Short periods of experimental
thrusting will be perlormed to ascertain whether the system will
operate as required during the conduct of experiments. Soft-
ware loads in the flight computers will be verified.
A number of hours will be required to vent the residual
gasses from the supply tank multilayer insolation. Until this
occurs and the equilibrium temperature distribution is estab-
lished, the heat leak will be off nominal. The doors in the MLI
can must also be closed to reduce the direct radiation heat leak.
This will occur 14 hr after launch but will not completely seal
the MLI can so that additional venting can occur. During the
remainder of the 2-week checkout period, the operation of the
supply tank will be observed to verily its pertormancc.
The billing during launch and ascent will almost certainly
leave bugbles in the supply tank liquid acquisition device
(LAD). ()n the first day the vapor bubbles in the LAD will be
collapseC- by using the passive thermodynamic vent system
(TVS). "Fnis activity should at most require less than an hour but
four hou "s have been set aside for this critical operation; the
LAD wil not function if bubbles are present. Once it is assured
that all vl por is removed from the LAD, the active TVS (which
draws liq aid from the LAD) will be used to reduce tank pressure
to the ini ial experiment value of 20 psia. Following this initial
pressure reduction, supply tank performance will be observed
with the active TVS being used if necessary to control tank
pressure.
The remainder of the experiment system will be launched
with a lad pressure of helium. The pad pressure will be
observec for several days to provide an initial leak check. The
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helium will then be vented from the system through a slow,
sequential opening of the experiment system valves, thereby
providing an initial check on the operation of the valves and
their integrity. Enough time will be allowed during each step in
the process to allow observation of a pressure decrease in the
event of a significant leak. Once the entire system (other than
the supply tank) has been open to space long enough to assure
that all helium has been vented, the system will be resealed and
pressurized with hydrogen gas. The pressure of this gas will
then be observed to assure that valves have resealed and that the
system has an acceptable leak rate. In the event that a defective
portion of the system is discovered, replanning of experiment
activities to work around the problem will begin.
During this period, the spacecraft will be under close obser-
vation from personnel in the POCC. A high level of coverage
will be required from the TDRSS system either for single-
access coverage or lor a significant portion of the available
multiple-access coverage.
15.4.2 EXPERIMENT OPERATIONS
Operation of the experiment system from the ground is
impractical. Frequently, valve operation must be closely timed.
The opening or failure to open the correct valve can result in the
rapid loss of the experiment fluid. Operator errors or loss of
communications at an inopportune time could be catastrophic.
For this reason the experiments will be conducted by well-
tested software modules resident in the spacecraft computers
and initiated by ground command.
To make the best use of the limited supply of experiment
fluid, experiment tests will be arranged in coherent sequences
which naturally follow one upon the other or are complimen-
tary. For example, an outflow test from one tank will be coupled
with a fill test of another or a line chilldown will be coupled with
a tank chilidown and fluid transfer. Depending on the sequence
of tests in a group, it may last from 1 to 7 days. To allow for
initial examination of the prior data and to allow rest periods for
ground personnel, each group of experiments is separated by
several days of quiescent spacecraft operations with essentially
no experiment activity. The scheduling guideline used is
30 percent quiescent periods.
The results of each experimental test will be compared with
prior predictions soon alter the test is completed. If there are
serious differences, the testing can be changed or a test resched-
uled without major impact on the mission. If all of the liquid
hydrogen is in the supply tank, delaying operations for a month
will result in the wastage of about 40 Ib of fluid. This is 7 percent
of the initial stock. While this is a significant amount and may
result in the cancellation of a few tests, it is not catastrophic.
The conduct of a number of tests requires thrusting by the
spacecraft to generate the required acceleration field for the
fluids. All required accelerations are along the long axis of the
spacecraft. These thrusting periods will perturb the spacecraft
orbit. However, the spacecraft axes are fixed in inertial space.
Since the duration of the thrusting is for at least an appreciable
fraction of an orbit and the thrust levels are low, the effects on
the spacecraft orbit tend to cancel out to a small final perturba-
tion. Some minor adjustment to the timing of the thrusting
periods may be used to further reduce the effects of experiment
thrusting.
Active experimentation will be completed 66 days after
launch. The residual fluids in the supply tank and receiver tanks
will then be allowed to vaporize and vent while the amount of
gas vented is carefully measured. This will allow a final mass
balance to be completed and allow the efficiency of the LAD to
be determined. It will also provide data on the thermal perfor-
mance of the tank insulation systems. Vaporization of the last
liquid residuals will be detected by the warmup of the tank.
After all liquid has been vaporized the entire experiment
system will be vented to space and the remaining gaseous
helium and gaseous hydrogen pressurant will be dumped to
space through the experiment tanks. The experiment system is
now in a condition which minimizes the possibility of explo-
sion or rupture, which would result in the generation of more
debris in space.
15.4.3 SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS
Following initial deployment, stabilization, and checkout,
little in the way of specific spacecraft operations are planned.
The exception is the periodic rotation of the spacecraft to
maintain the solar flux on the warm side of the spacecraft.
Simulations indicate that this operation can be accomplished in
a fully controlled manner in less than an hour. Because of the
nature of the operation, continuous TDRSS coverage is very
desirable and single-access coverage may be required. The
timing of this operation is not very critical and it can easily be
scheduled in the quiescent periods between experiment groups.
The number and timing of the required roll maneuvers
depends on the time and date of launch. For launches near the
solstices at the right time of day, no roll maneuver may be
required tor the entire active experiment period. For initial
planning purposes it was assumed the spacecraft would be
rolled every 30 days. This rate is considerably faster than is
likely in practice.
During the period of active experimentation, operation of all
spacecraft systems will be monitored and corrections or work-
arounds developed for any failures. However, because of the
short duration of the mission and the redundancy of the space-
craft, this is not a likely event. The spacecraft systems will have
been extensively analyzed in advance and the operators
provided with planned responses for any of the more probable
spacecraft system failures.
After the experimentation is complete and the remaining
consumables have been vented, the spacecraft still must be
prepared lbr shutdown. Because of allowances for contingen-
cies, a significant amount of hydrazine propellant should re-
main onboard. The spacecraft will be allowed to stay in its
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normalsolar-orientedattitudeandwhentheorbithasprecessed
sufficientlysothethrustaxisisalongthevelocityvectorat
apogee,thrustingwillbecommencedinthevicinityofapogee,
undergroundcommand,toraisetheperigeeandsotheorbital
life.Thiswill continueuntilthehydrazinepropellantisde-
pleted.Thiswill removethelastsignificantsourceofinternal
energywhichcouldfragmentthespacecraftndleadtothe
creationofmorespacedebris.Allspacecraftsystemswillthen
beshutdownandtheCOLD-SATmissionwillbeover.
15.5 Redundancy Implementation and
Spacecraft Autonomy
The dynamic nature of the liquid hydrogen experiment fluid,
the practical limitations of available TDRSS coverage, the long
duration of the interrelated experiment groups, and the poten-
tial lbr major loss of experiment fluid if an experiment sequence
is interrupted by communications failure all require that space-
craft and experiment operate with a high degree of autonomy.
Periodic control from the ground is not a feasible method of
operation.
The pressure in the experiment tanks, especially the supply
tank, must be controlled at all times or major loss of experiment
fluid may occur. This requires that the thermodynamic vent
systems be operated to assure pressure control under all condi-
tions. The spacecraft frequently will be thrusting for long
periods to provide low-level acceleration to the experiment
system. This thrusting brings with it the possibility of tumbling
the spacecraft: an eventuality which the spacecraft must detect
and control. Hydrogen transfer and venting operations have the
potential for dumping large quantities of liquid hydrogen if a
valve inadvertently remains open. Experiment valve failures
must be detected and controlled.
drop con, iderations. However, there are always two valves in
series be! ween the experiment fluid and space. In addition to
selective "edundancy for critical functions, all valves and their
associate, Ielectronics are divided into redundancy clusters (see
fig. 15. I ) which provide effective failure control lbr the experi-
ment subsystem but at the potential cost of some experiment
capabilit). Instrumentation is not fully redundant but the num-
ber and p_acement of sensors assures that significant data can
still be acquired even if there is a failure of a sensor or even of
a signal conditioning and data acquisition box.
The pr,3blem with one out of two redundant systems is the
detection of failed systems and the subsequent replacement of
them. In (!OLD-SAT failure detection and implementation is in
general handled by software in the flight computers. This
makes tht - computers especially critical since they too are only
one out o; two redundant.
In COLD-SAT there are two identical computers loaded
with identical software other than an individualized self-test
routine. Both operate continuously and monitor the state of the
spacecraf_ but commands are only accepted from one com-
puter, the active computer. Selection of the active computer is
under the control of a redundancy control unit (RCU). Each
computer will continuously perform self diagnostics on its
hardware and software and write a resulting checksum to the
RCU. If the RCU does not receive a correct "checksum" from
the active computer within I 0 sec, the RCU will switch control
to the other computer. This change will be noted by the now
active computer, which will confirm the status of the spacecraft
and correct it if necessary. Each computer will also have its own
error det4_cting and correcting memory which will cause a
switch in active computers via hardware if an uncorrected bit
error occars. A second switch back to the initially active
computer will only occur by ground command directly from the
transponders.
15.5.1 REDUNDANCY IMPLEMENTATION 15.5.2 FAILURE CORRECTION
Except for a few selected items (i.e., there is only one high-
gain antenna) single-point failures have been eliminated from
the spacecraft. All major subsystems are one out of two redun-
dant. The telemetry, tracking, and command ('IT&C) system
has two transponders, two computers, and the remainder of the
system is internally redundant. The propulsion subsystem has
two complete, independent sets of attitude control thrusters.
There are redundant attitude sensors and gyros. The electric
power system has multiple strings on the solar arrays, two
spacecraft batteries, and internal redundancy in its electronics.
Only the structural subsystem is without redundancy but the
large design margins used provide the same effect.
The experiment system is not fully redundant but effective
redundancy (with reduced capacity) has been obtained. Fully
redundant valving with fully redundant valve drive electronics
has not been provided because of weight, cost, and pressure
Not al failures can be corrected by any reasonable set of
flight sol :ware even if good backup hardware remains. To
provide fi .rcases which exceed the capabilities of the software
an experiment system "safe state" has been defined. In this state
all tanks are locked up, all lines are vented, all pumps and
heaters are off, and passive TVS's are on. The experiment
system can survive in this state for at least 24 hr which should
be adequate time lor ground intervention. Going to the sate
state will of course disrupt any ongoing experimentation and
may resu t in the permanent loss of some data because of the
limitations on available experiment fluid, but it does prevent
catastrophic loss.
Becau:.e there are redundant Earth and Sun sensors and
redundan_ gyros, the first failure in these sensors can be
detected and locked out in sunlight by three of four selection
logics. In eclipse this is still true of the z-axis. There are three
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gyros which provide information on two orthogonal axes each.
In eclipse, like axis outputs of the three gyros can be
intereompared in an attempt to identify a single defective unit.
Otherwise a major failure will have occurred.
Excessive attitude error or rates or excessive attitude thruster
firing is most likely caused by an attitude control or propulsion
thruster which has either failed on or stuck off. Checks on actual
thruster temperature versus expected temperature and on thruster
valve position should aid in identification of the defective
thruster. If one is found, all propulsion thrusters will be shut
down and a shift made to the backup set of attitude thrusters.
The other potential cause of attitude errors is uncontrolled
venting from the experiment system. If the initial procedure
does not cure the attitude problem, the experiment system will
be placed in the sate state and. if necessary, both sets of attitude
control thrusters used to regain attitude control.
Should the Sun sensors and solar arrays fail to receive
illumination when expected, there is a major problem with the
attitude control system. However, if the gyros are still func-
tional, the spacecraft can be approximately aligned to the Sun
using the magnetometer provided for rapid initial attitude
acquisition. This approach will result in reduced solar array
output but can keep the spacecraft alive at more moderate
power consumption levels. Any experimental thrusting would
of course be immediately terminated. A more serious problem
is a bus undervoltage which does not trigger an immediate
hardware load shed by the power system. In this case the
experiment will immediately be placed in a sate state and
nonessential bus I turned off. If this does not cure the problem,
nonessential bus 2 will also be turned off.
It is possible that a maior fault on the power system will
cause a shutdown of the spacecraft computers. If power is
restored and the computers restarted, a firmware routine will
take emergency measures. The experiment will be placed in the
safe state, spacecraft power consumption will bc reduced to a
low level, the transponders will be switched to the omnidirec-
tional antennas, and the spacecraft will be stabilized using the
gyros. The spacecraft z-axis will be oriented to Earth's mag-
netic field by using the magnetometer and a rotation about the
z-axis commenced, lfthe Sun is not tound after 360 ° of rotation
(about 18 min), the spacecraft will be rotated 180 ° around the
x-axis and the rotation about the z-axis resumed. With the
approximate orientation provided by the magnetometer and the
width of the Sun sensor's range, if not in eclipse, thc Sun should
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be acquired after two complete 360 ° rotations. If the Sun is
acquired, the spacecraft will fly in a Sun-oriented mode at low
power until ground operators intervene.
If the Sun is not acquired in one orbit or if any of the previous
procedures Jail to work, the spacecraft will be placed in a
minimum power keep-alive mode. If not already there, the
experimcnt will be placed in the sate state, the propulsion
system will be shut down, the transponders will be switched to
the omnidirectional antennas, and power consumption will be
minimized. If the ground operators discover the problem and
can diagnose it in time, it may be possible to save the spacecraft
and the experiment.
Since the experiment may be operating autonomously, if the
results of a given test are totally out of the expected range and
may indicate the potential for damage or fluid loss, the experi-
ment will be placed in the sate state until the ground operators
can assess the problem. Similarly, since the high-gain antenna
and its associated radiofrequency circuitry represent a single
point failure, if communications are not established within a
reasonable period after the scheduled time, the spacecraft
transponders will be switched to the omnidirectional antennas.
It is possible to operate the spacecraft by using the omnidirec-
tional antennas if enough TDRSS time is available.
15.6 Payload Operations Control Center
(POCC)
For planning purposes it is assumed that the COLD-SAT
POCC will be constructed at the NASA Lewis Research Cen-
ter. Facilities arc available at other NASA centers and at some
contractor locations. If these are available and if the correct
logistics can be worked out, some cost savings may be possible.
The design presented here is based on one used at the GSFC and
presumes the use of available, NASA-owned software with
some modifications. However, this design uses obsolescent
computers which may not be available for use at the time of the
COLD-SAT flight. The same problem will face all users,
however, and other designs and software should be available if
this one is not viable.
15.6.1 FUNCTIONS
The POCC must provide the facilities necessary for control
of the COLD-SAT spacecraft and the recovery, recording,
conversion, and distribution of the telemetry returned by it. It
must also provide the physical facilities needed by the space-
craft controllers including appropriate displays. It must take
incoming data from NASCOM and record the raw data,
decommutate the telemetry, convert to engineering units, and
then store, limit-check, and display the data. Personnel and
computeJ s from POCC must analyze these data to monitor the
operatior of the spacecraft.
The d_ y-to-day operation of the spacecraft must be planned
and chanl _esto the original operational plans (developed before
the flight) must be made to accommodate responses to early
experimental data. If tracking information supplied by GSFC is
used, pre3ictions of spacecraft position which incorporate the
effects of any scheduled thrusting must be generated. Periodic
contacts with the spacecraft via TDRSS must be scheduled with
the network control center.
Command uplinks must be generated and their correctness
verified before transmission. Modifications to the previously
develope_t flight software may be required to accommodate
changed experiment needs. Any software to be uplinked must
be fully checked out and then assembled into blocks lor
transmission. After transmission to the spacecraft, but before
executior,, uplinked software must be verified.
Opera;ions of the POCC must be scheduled on a 24-hr basis
to assure that the right personnel and experimenters are avail-
able whey needed. Processed data must be transmitted to contrac-
tor space_ raft personnel and experimenters at remote sites.
The P()CC and its personnel must participate in the test and
checkout of the spacecraft during final system test, assembly,
test at th,_ launch site, and during prelaunch checkout and
loading. During launch and ascent, the telemetry stream
received 'rom the spacecraft via the Centaur upper stage of the
launch vehicle must be monitored and analyzed.
15.6.2 INTERFACES
Figure 15.2 illustrates the various POCC interfaces. The
primary r Tode of communication is via NASCOM but NASA
video of the launch and normal voice and TTY communications
will be t_'ansmitted by other routes. The primary route for
COLD-SAT commands and telemetry is from the spacecraft to
the TDRSS spacecraft then to the WSGT, then to GSFC and on
to the POCC at Lewis via NASCOM. Communications with the
spacecratt at the launch site will also use NASCOM.
Operal ors at all of these sites will also have voice communi-
cations. [ Ise of the TDRSS system will be scheduled with the
Goddard :letwork control center via a special mission planning
terminal ;_t the POCC. The GSFC flight dynamics facility will
obtain tracking data from the TDRSS system and communicate
current o_bital information and predictions to the POCC via
NASCO1H. The POCC will transmit digital data to remote
terminals via leased lines.
15.6.3 DI ;SIGN
Figure 15.3 presents a block diagram of the COLD-SAT
POCC. The POCC is built around three minicomputers;
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To Goddard Space
Flight Center via
2 T-1 telephone
circuits (prime and
backup; 1.544-MBit/
sec full duplex)
To PSCN
To PSCN
To Ohio Bell Telephone
To NASA
Satellite
Earth station
T-1
interface _ T-1 •
multiplexer •
/
FAX
FTS t _ i Handsets
Modem bank
Scama voice
GMT/countdown time
Head
set
distribution
FDF tracking data
FDF IIRV data
Operations message
Spacecraft commands
Engineering J
and L-
operations |
computer /
terminal |
Time
code
distribution
k
Telerntry
and
command
processor
frAC)
Recorder/
util_y
processor
(RUP)
and
operations
computer
terminal
=" Applications
processer
(AP)
Remote consoles
NASA select video _ I Video monitor s ]
Figure 15.3._OLD-SAT Payload Operations and Contrc.I Center (POCC) block diagram.
Printers I
Mission
operations
room
computer
terminals
a telemetry and command processor (TAC), a recorder utility
processor (RUP), and an applications processor (AP). The first
two are Digital Equipment PDP I 1/34, and the last is a DEC
PDP 11170. Communications with GSFC/NASCOM is via a
full duplex, leased, 1.544-Mbyte T - I circuit. From the T - I
interface communications will be routed to a T- I multiplexer
and then to the various destinations in the POCC. The mission
planning terminal (MPT), the POCC internal headset system,
and the time code distribution system have separate interfaces
with the T - I MUX. The primary interface is with the TAC.
Thc TAC receives telemetry data, tracking data, and opera-
tions data from NASCOM and transmits spacecraft commands
and predictions to NASCOM. It sorts and logs all messages and
checks the validity of, and deblocks data from, the NASCOM
4800-bit block format and also generates the required blocks
for transmission. It provides frame synchronization for the
telemetry data. The recorder utility processor serves as an
online spare for critical TAC functions. It also prepares data for
archiving to tape.
The applications processor is the heart of the system. It
decommutates telemetry data, converts it to engineering units,
limit-checks it, and distributes it to the appropriate consoles;
generate_ commands and processes software uploads for trans-
mission to the spacecraft; generates operational messages;
receives _racking data from the GSFC flight dynamics facility
and procq _sses it; has available online historical spacecraft data
for display and analysis; and generates appropriate displays
indicatin. _status and out-of-limit conditions. It generates alarms
for critic,tl out-of-limit situations.
The Pq)CC is also equipped with a mission planning termi-
nal coupled with the GSFC computers for ordinary scheduling
of contat_ts with the spacecraft. It has the necessary video
display I:rminals (up to 16) for use by POCC personnel.
Remote _onsoles are accessed via a modem bank and leased
lines. It s also equipped with the usual headsets for voice
commun cations and the ordinary means of communication
(phone, "ax, q"TY, etc.). All equipment is powered by an
uninterruptable power system.
Figurt 15.4 provides a layout of the POCC. It is built around
three roo-ns. The heart of the POCC is the mission operations
room wh,;rc the flight director and the operators responsible for
the princ pal spacecraft systems have their consoles and work
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as they control the spacecraft. It will be manned 24 hr a day
while the spacecraft is in orbit. Behind the mission operations
room is an area lor the technologists responsible for the various
experiments. They will have displays providing information
germane to their interests. The third room will contain the
equipment racks with the computers and electronics needed to
support POCC operations. In addition those display devices
which are noisy or disruptive such as line printers will be
located here. This room will be staffed by the technicians
responsible for the operation of the POCC equipment.
The POCC area will require the ordinary services; that is,
security, heating, air conditioning, power, and other utilities.
Special provisions will have to be made fi)r installation of
wiring such as a raised floor. Adequate soundproofing must be
provided to prevent distraction by outside sources. POCC
personnel will require office space and the usual facilities.
15.6.4 PERSONNEL
The POCC must be staffed from prior to spacecraft system
test until the completion of all on-orbit operations. Staffing
levels, however, will vary considerably from the few techni-
cians needed to maintain the POCC equipment when there are
no spacecraft operations up to the large number of personnel
needed during launch, ascent, and attitude acquisition opera-
tions. The relatively short duration of COLD-SAT operations
will make training and carrying a lull, dedicated POCC staff
from prior to system test noncost-effective. If a location is
chosen with an available pool of technical personnel who could
be trained to operate the spacecraft while performing other
duties, considerable savings could result.
TABLE 15.3._N-ORBIT PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
DURING ACTIVE EXPERIMENTATION
Mission operations room personnel
Oper itions director
Ther hal engineer
Radi ffrequency engineer
Anit,_de control system engineer
Expe'iment system engineer
Powt r system engineer
Fluids engineer
Expe "iment coordinator
Data flow engineer
Equipment and operations _E&O) room personnel
E&O manager
System programmer
Computer technician
Communications technician
Experimenter evaluation room personnel Itypical)
Prcssare control
Tank analysis/transfer
Thermal performance
Vent. fill
Liquid dynamics
Low- _ performance/instrumentation
"1ABLE 15.4.--MINIMUM ON-ORBIT PERSONNEL
REQUIREMENTS DURING QUIESCENT OPERATIONS
Mission operations room personnel
Opel ttions director
Data flow engineer
Experiment system engineer
Spacecraft s_,stems en[tineer
Equipment and operations IE&O) room personnel
E&O manager
ComJnunications technician
Corn )uter technician
Sysu ms programmer _as required)
Supponin_ personnel
As-n quired for experiment planning and post analysis
Miss on planners _two on 8-hr da_)
TABLE 15.2.--LAUNCH AND EARLY ORBIT
PERSONNEL REQUIREMENTS
Mission operations room personnel
Flight director
Operations director
Orbit analyst
Thermal engineer
Radiofrequency engineer
Attitude control system engineer
Power systems engineer
Experiment system engineer
Experiment coordinator
Data flo_, engineer
Propulsion s_stem engineer
Equipment and operations (E&O) room personnel
E&O manager
Systems programmer
Computer technician
Communications technician
Sup_)rtin_. personnel
pressure control
Liquid dynamics
Mission planners _2)
Table 15.2 lists the positions to be filled during the initial
launch-a;cent-acquisition operations of the spacecraft. It is
estimate_l that this full level of staffing should not be required
for more han 2 weeks so that only three shifts of 18 people each
(54 total l will be required. Table 15.3 shows the potential
personnel required during periods of active experimentation.
Basicall3 13 positions need to be filled to operate the spacecraft
and the [-OCC with technologists being present as required to
monitor their specific tests. Again three-shifi operation should
be satisfi:ctory because of the short duration of the particular
experimt nt groups. Table 15.4 shows the minimum personnel
needed d aring quiescent on-orbit operations. These eight oper-
ating po, itions must be filled continuously and so four-shift
operatiot with backup personnel (approximately 24 to 27
people) t re required for the duration of the flight. In addition
management and administrative support personnel will be
required for the POCC and its personnel.
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Preparation for tlight operations and the training of POCC
personnel will require a significant effort. Long before the
spacecraft is complete, detailed operational plans and rules will
have to be prepared and then modified as actual information
from the spacecraft is obtained. A reasonable fidelity computer
simulation of the spacecraft and the experiment system will bc
required for testing the POCC software and hardware and for
training the personnel. It is highly desirable that POCC person-
nel participate in the conduct of the spacecraft systems test and
the prelaunch testing at the launch site to give them some hands-
on experience with the spacecraft bctore launch.
Other personnel will bc involved in COLD-SAT operations
in addition to the people at the POCC. Technical experts on all
spacecraft systems must bc available on-call for consultation in
the event of anomalous operation. Project management person-
ncl arc required to oversee all operations and make or approve
any major decisions regarding the spacecraft. The various
technologists responsible for the several experimcnts will bc
inw)lved fulltimc in the preliminary analysis of experiment data
and recommendation of changes to the planned testing in light
of the early results. In a project of this size there will also be a
certain number of public relations people involved.
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Chapter 16
Reliability
W. James Dorcey
Science Applications htternational Corp.
Cleveland, Ohio
16.1 Introduction
The purpose of the COLD-SAT reliability program is to
serve as a design tool to enhance the reliability of the spacecraft
and experiment system and to assure that all NASA require-
ments are met (ref. 7). The role of the reliability function during
the feasibility study is to provide an independent assessment
and review of the design and to provide assistance to system
designers with redundancy implementation and achievement of
the system and spacecraft reliability goals.
Several reliability activities were undertaken during the
COLD-SAT feasibility studies. The reliability goal of 0.92 was
allocated to the separate spacecraft systems to provide system
level reliability goals for the system designers to work toward.
Component failure rates were compiled from a number of
sources and evaluated to determine their applicability to this
design. System reliability analyses and predictions were
performed to evaluate design trades, to determine single-point
failure tolerance, and for comparison to the system-level
reliability goal. Assistance was provided to the system design-
ers by identifying areas which could benefit from redundancy
implementation. Spacecraft reliability analyses were conducted
to review system interactions and for comparison to the space-
craft reliability goal. The reliability program and associated
analyses were conducted using established aerospace method-
ologies (refs. 8 to I I ).
The reliability prediction for COLD-SAT was found toequal
the reliability goal of 0.92 for completion of all class 1experi-
ments during a 6-month mission. Table 16. I shows the com-
parisons between the reliability allocation and the reliability
prediction for each system. Since the reliability allocation was
used in place of the reliability prediction for the structure and
software systems, the difference between the two for these
systems is not applicable.
The COLD-SAT conceptual design does not meet the goal
of successful elimination of all potential single-point failures.
The three areas in which the design falls short of this goal are
the primary tanks (experiment system supply tank and propul-
sion system pressurant and propellant tanks), the telemetry,
tracking, and command (TT&C) system radiofrequency (RF)
processing switch, and non-class I experiments. An evaluation
of trades involving the primary tanks revealed that these tanks
have a low probability of failure and problems generated by the
addition of redundant tanks (cost, weight, spacecraft perfor-
mance) would outweigh the benefit of such an addition. The
TT&C system RF processing switch is discussed in detail in
section 16.5.4. The components associated with non-class 1
experiments are considered to be nonmission-critical items;
therefore the additional cost and weight involved in the imple-
mentation of redundancy are not economical.
16.2 Requirements
A number of requirements were imposed on the reliability
program. These requirements are discussed in this section
16.2.1 SPACECRAFT RELIABILITY GOAL
A numerical reliability goal of 0.92 for the completion of all
class I experiments within a 6-month mission time was estab-
lished for COLD-SAT. This goal was based on reliability goals
of other spacecraft programs and the COLD-SAT design goal
of a reliable and economical design.
The reliability analysis performed during the feasibility
study concerned only the operation of thc spacecraft and
experiment system for the 6 months following separation from
the launch vehicle and the completion of all class I experiments
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TABLE 16. I.--_SOMPARISON BETWEEN ALLOCATED
AND PREDICTED RELIABILITY
System Difference
St ruct u re N/A
TT&C _).005
Auitude control +0.001
+0.001Power s},stem
Software
Reliability
Allocated Predicted
0.999 0.999
0.990 0.985
0.997 0.998
0.992 0.993
O.985 0.985
0.958 0.96O
0.998 0.998
0920 0.920
N/A
Experiment +0.C02
Propulsion 0.000
()verall 0.000
within this 6-month period. It assumes autonomous spacecraft
operation in a benign space environment free from any outside
interference. The following ground rules were used during the
reliability analysis:
( I ) The launch vehicle delivers COLD-SAT into the design
baseline orbit and attitude with no damage to the spacecraft. No
launch-induced failures occur to any of the spacecraft compo-
nents during the course of the mission.
(2) Micrometeoroids and orbital debris do not cause impact
damage to the spacecraft during the 6-month mission.
(3) The scope of communications is limited tothe spacecraft's
ability to transmit and receive data and commands. Any failures
related to Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS)
or ground communications were not considered during this
study.
(4) The mission is considered to be a success if no failure or
failures occur which prevent the completion of all class 1
experiments within 4383 hr (6 months) following the separa-
tion of the spacecraft from the launch vehicle.
(5) The alhx:ated reliability of the structure and software
systems will be used in developing the spacecraft reliability
prediction.
(6) Nonoperating or dormant failure rates are equal to 0.
In addition, the tbllowing items were assumed to be free from
failures (reliability = I ):
(1) All electrical, electronic, and instrumentation wires,
cables, harnesses, busses, and connectors
(2) Experiment tanks, vaporizers, and internal components
(i.e., liquid acquisition devices, nozzles, etc.)
(3) Experiment and propulsion system plumbing lines and
fittings (including orifices and Joule-Thomson devices)
16.2.2 SINGLE-POINT FAILURE GOAL
One of the design goals during the feasibility study was to
develop a design that eliminated the possibility of a single-point
lailure during the mission. A single-point thilure is defined in
MIL-STD-721C (ref. I ), as:
"The failure of an item which would result in
fai ure of the system and is not compensated for
by "edundancy or alternative operating prcx:edure."
The single-point failure goal for COLD-SAT was to identify
and eliminate all potential critical single-point failures.
16.2.3 RELIABILITY ALLOCATION
The third reliability requirement was that the spacecraft
reliability goal be allocated to each spacecraft system in a
realistic manner. The "Feasibility of Objectives Technique"
from MIL-HDBK-338- IA (ref. 2) was selected for pertorming
this allocation because it fulfilled these requirements.
16.3 Reliability Activities
During the conduct of the feasibility study, a number of
different reliability activities were perlbrmed. These activities
are briefly discussed in this section.
16.3.1 SPACECRAFT DESIGN
The reliability activities on a spacecraft design level were to
allocate the spacecraft reliability goal to the individual space-
craft systems and to review and resolve issues regarding inter-
system rdiability interactions.
16.3.2 SYSTEM DESIGN
The rdiability activities on a system design level were to
review the design, develop reliability predictions for compari-
son to the allocated reliability goal, and assist the system
designers with redundancy implementation and component
selection to improve system reliability.
16.3.3 F_ILURERATEDEVELOPMENT
One cf the reliability activities was the compilation and
review of component failure rates from the system engineers,
manufaclurer's data, spacecraft reports, and reports from the
COLD-S _.T conceptual design contractors. These failure rates
were rev ewed with the system engineers to determine their
suitabilit, tbr the COLD-SAT application and selected for
incorpon tion in the COLD-SAT reliability models.
16.3.4 S INGLE-POINT FAILURE ANALYSES
Single-point failure analyses were conducted on both the
system avd spacecraft levels. The methodology used during the
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feasibility study to work on potential single-point failures
within the design was as follows:
( I ) Review the design and identify all potential single-point
failures.
(2) Determine the criticality of each potential single-point
failure in relation to mission success.
(3) Considering reliability, cost, power, performance, and
weight, work with the system engineers to eliminate all poten-
tial single-point failures where possible.
(4) Work with the system engineers to reduce the effect of
remaining potential single-point failures through design en-
hancement and component selection.
16.4 Reliability Analysis Methodologies
A number of techniques were used to perform the required
reliability analyses. The various methodologies used are de-
scribed in this section.
16.4.1 SYSTEM RELIABILITY ALLOCATION
The"Feasibility of Objectives Technique" front M IL- HDB K-
338-1A (ref. 2) was selected to allocate the COLD-SAT reli-
ability goal to the spacecraft systems because it was specifically
developed for allocating the reliability without repair for me-
chanical-electrical systems. This method, which is described in
detail on pages 6-18 to 6-20 of MIL-HDBK-338-1 A, develops
allocation factors from ratings in flmr categories provided by
each system engineer. The ratings for system intricacy, state-
of-the-art, performance time, and environment are estimated
by engineers on a scale of I to I 0 based on their experience. The
steps outlined in MIL-HDBK-388-1A were then followed to
determine the relative complexity of each system and allocate
the spacecraft reliability goal accordingly. These ratings, com-
plexity factors, and reliability allocations are shown in
table 16.2.
16.4.2 SYSTEM RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
All calculated reliability predictions arc based on an expo-
nential distribution, which assumes that any failures occur on
a random basis. The equation used for this distribution is
R = e )utt
where
R
d
reliability
failure rate, failures per hour or failures per cycle
duty cycle or percentagc of time used (ratio of
operating time to total time)
life units (either time in hours or cycles)
This equation is derived from two equations in MIL-HDBK-
338-1A (ref. 2), namely,
R = e -xl
where
R
k
t
reliability
failure rate in failures per hour or failures per cycle
lilt units (either time in hours or cycles)
and
where
_'T = _',,1,d + ( I - d)X.,,p
_'T total failure rate
_',,t' operating failure rate
_.,,l, nonoperating failure rate
Since _',,,,I, was ground-ruled as zero, this simplifies to
)_T = _"op d
lSp
System Intricacy
Attitude control 81X1
Expert ment 6.60
Power 4.00
Propulsion 3.90
Software 9.{X)
Structure 2.80
TT&C IO.(X)
Spacecraft totals
aMIL-HI)BK-338-1A (tel\ 2).
TABLE 16.2.---COLD-SAT RELIABILITY ALLOCATION METHODOLOGY"
uirements: reliability. 0.92: mission time. 383 hr: failure rate. 1.9x 10 s failures/hr.]
Sate-of Performance Environment Overall Complexity Allocated failure
the-art
2.0
7.3
3.0
2.5
8.O
2.4
5.O
time
100 2.0
10,0 8.6
I0.0 6.0
6.1 3.4
10.0 2.0
10.0 2.0
10.0 21)
ratin_
320
4143
720
2O2
1440
134
I(XH)
7960
rate
0.04020 7.65x 10 v
.52053 9.90x I0 _
.09045 1.72x I0"
.02540 483x I0
.18090 3.44x I0 _
.16884 3.21 x I0
.12563 2.39x 10 _
I,(WXWW) l._)x10
Allocated
reliabilit_y
0.997
.958
5)92
.998
.985
.999
990
0.921
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By substituting Zd for _, in the first equation, the equation
R = e -Kh was derived.
Unless otherwise noted, a duty cycle of 100 percent was used
in computing component reliability. The minimum duty cycle
used for any specific application is 1 percent.
Also used is the relationship between the failure rate and the
mean time between failure (MTBF). The lhilure rate is the
inverse of the MTBF as lollows:
1
0
where
;L failure rate, failures per hr
0 MTBF. hours
Failure rate and MTBF information is displayed using scien-
tific notation with two decimal places (e.g., 1.00x106). Reli-
ability predictions are displayed to four decimal places (e.g.,
0.9999). Components with reliability predictions of 1.0000 are
the result of calculations rounded to the fourth decimal place.
16.4.3 SPACECRAFT RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
Since each spacecraft system is essential for mission suc-
cess, the reliability of the spacecraft was assessed as consisting
of each system in series as shown in figure 16. I. The predicted
spacecraft reliability is the product of the system reliability
predictions as shown in the following equation:
Rspacecra fl = Rstructur e x RTT&C X RAC S X Rpowe r X Rsoflwar e x
Rcxperinlen ! x Rpropulsion
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 --
Block System Reliability
number
Structure
TT&C
Attitude control
Power
Software
Experiment
Propulsion
0.999
0.985
0.998
0.993
0.985
0.960
0.998
Overall 0.920
Figure 16.1 .nSpacecraft reliability block diagram.
16.4.4 F_ILURE RATE ESTIMATION
METHODOLOGY
Becau _e many of the COLD-SAT components are being or
will be developed specifically for the COLD-SAT program,
specific component failure rates for the COLD-SAT applica-
tion wert_ not available. The hierarchy used for sources of
failure rate data incorporated into the COLD-SAT reliability
predictio!ls is as follows:
( I ) Fhght history of specific components
(2) Manufacturer-provided failure rates for specific
components
(3) Flight history of like components
(4) Manufacturer-provided failure rates of like components
(5) Engineering estimates based on information from
component failure rate data bases (such as MIL-HDBK-217
(ref. 3) and NPRD-3 (ref. 4)).
16.5 Reliability Program
Implementation
This s,;ction discusses in detail the results obtained during
the reliability analysis of the various COLD-SAT systems.
16.5.1 INDIVIDUAL SYSTEM RELIABILITY
ANALYSIS
Basically two steps were involved in analyzing the reliability
of the various COLD-SAT systems. First, failure rate data for
the varioJs components were identified, and then reliability
block dia _rams were developed.
16.5.1.1 Development of Failure Rate Data
The failure rate data for individual components used in the
reliability analysis were based on information from a number of
sources. The component failure rates, sources, and resultant
6-month _eliability predictions are as stated in the lbllowing
sections.
16.5.1.1_ Attitude control system
Horizon _ensor: A combined MTBF of 9.00x105 hr for each
Barnes H 9rizon Scanner Head and Horizon Scanner Electron-
ics was rrovided by Barnes. This converts to a reliability of
0.9951 for a 4383-hr mission.
Sun sensc r: A combined MTBF of4.50x 105 hr for each Adcole
Sun Sens _r Head and Sun Sensor Electronics was provided by
Adcole. "_'his converts to a reliability of 0.9903 for a 4383-hr
mission.
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Inertial reference unit (IRU): A MTBF of 1.9× 105 hr lbr each
channel (gyro) of" the Teledyne DRIRU II was provided by
Teledyne. This converts to a reliability of 0.9772 for a 4383-hr
mission for each gyro.
Magnetometer: A MTBF of 3.00x 106 hr for each Schonstedt
Magnetometer was provided by Schonstedt. This converts to a
reliability of 0.9985 for a 4383-hr mission.
Attitude control system electronics: For the purpose of this
study, the reliability of the attitude control system electronics
was assumed to equal the reliability of the remote command
and telemetry units (RCTU's) in the TT&C system. The reli-
ability of the Gulton RCTU lor a 6-month mission, as provided
by Gulton, is 0.9999.
16.5.1.1.2 Experiment system
Valve (liquid hydrogen, latching): A failure rate of 4.(X)x 10 -6
failures/cycle was used to predict the reliability of the valves
within the experiment system. This failure rate was estimated
by taking the failure rate of 6.70xl0 -7 failures/cycle provided
by Moog and adjusting it by a factor of six to account tor
leakage, environment, and uncertainty regarding the Moog
failure rate. There are three different life estimates for this
valve, dependent on the specific application within the experi-
ment system plumbing. The reliability predictions are given in
table 16.3.
TABLE 16.3.--PREDICTED RELIABILITY
OF LIQUID HYDROGEN VALVES
Life. c_clcs
I(_)
5(_)
ItX_)
Predicted reliability,
0.9996
.9980
•996()
Gas valve (gaseous hydrogen and gaseous helium, latching): A
failure rate of 2.00× 10 -6 failures/cycle was used to predict the
reliability of the gas valves within the experiment system• This
failure rate was based on the failure rate of the propulsion
system latching valves and assumes a cyclic use rate of 1 cycle/
hr to convert the failure rate units. There are three different life
estimates for these valve, dependent on the specific application
within the experiment system plumbing. The reliability predic-
tions are listed in table 16.4.
TABLE 16.4.--PREDICTED RELIABILITY
OF GAS VALVES
Life. c_,,cles Prediclcd reliabilit,v
1()0 0.9998
500 .99ch)
I(x)o .9980
Valve relays: A failure rate of 3.(X)xl(F 6 failures/cycle was
developed based on information provided by a number of
vendors for the type of relays to be used to actuate the experi-
ment system latching valves. There are three different life
estimates for these relays, dependent on the specific application
of the valve within the experiment system plumbing. Table 16.5
lists these reliability predictions.
TABLE 16.5.--PREDICTEI) RELIABILITY
OF VALVE DRIVE RELAYS
Life, cycles
1(_)
I(_)
Predicted reliabilit_
0.9997
•9985
,997()
Relief valve: A failure rate of 7.00× 10 -6 failures/hour was used
to predict the reliability of the experiment system relief valves.
This failure rate was estimated based on relief valve failure
rates contained within COLD-SAT contractor reports tor pro-
pulsion system relief valves adjusted for the hydrogen environ-
ment and is within the range of failure rates for relief valves
contained within NPRD-3 (ref. 4). The design-specified duty
cycles for the relief" valves were 1 and 5 percent, resulting in
reliability predictions of 0.9997 and 0.9985, respectively.
Pressure regulator: A failure rate of 4.00x10 _' failures/hr was
used to predict the reliability of the pressure regulators. This
failure rate was estimated based on worst-case failure rates
contained within COLD-SAT contractor reports for propulsion
system pressure regulators and is within the range.of pressure
regulator failure rates contained within NPRD-3 (ref. 4). The
design-specified duty cycle of 10 percent resulted in a reliabil-
ity prediction of 0.9982 for each pressure regulator.
Check valves: A failure rate of 5.00×10 -6 failures/hr was used
to predict the reliability of the experiment system check valves.
This failure rate was estimated based on failure rates contained
within COLD-SAT contractor reports for propulsion system
check valves adiusted for the hydrogen environment and is
within the range of check valve failure rates contained within
NPRD-3 (ref. 4). The design-specified duty cycle of 5 percent
resulted in a reliability prediction of 0.9989 for cach check
valve.
Pump (liquid hydrogen): A failure rate of 4.85× 10 7 lailures/hr
from the Martin Marietta CONE Review (rcf. 5) was used to
predict the reliability of each liquid hydrogen pump. A duty
cycle of I percent is estimated for this pump, resulting in a
reliability prediction of 0.9999 for each liquid hydrogen pump.
Turbine flowmeter: A failure rate o1"4.85×10 -7 failures/hr from
the Martin Marietta CONE Review (ref. 5) was used to predict
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the reliability of each flowmeter. This results in a reliability
prediction of 0.9979 for each flowmeter.
16.5.1.1.3 Power system
Batteries: A reliability prediction of 0.9985 was developed by
taking the average of the reliability predictions for the COLD-
SAT power system batteries from General Dynamics and Ball
Aerospace.
Solar arrays: A reliability prediction of 0.9999 lor the solar
arrays was developed from intbrmation supplied by SOLAREX
Aerospace Division.
Power control unit: A reliability prediction of 0.9970 was
developed Ibr the power control unit based on COLD-SAT
feasibility study contractor reports and historical data from
other programs.
Power distribuLion unit: A reliability prediction of 0.9990 was
developed for the power distribution unit based on COLD-SAT
feasibility study contractor reports, historical data from other
programs, and MIL-HDBK-217E (ref. 3).
Pyro control unit: A reliability prediction of 0.9989 was devel-
oped for the pyro control unit based on the lack of complexity
of the unit and intormation contained within the COLD-SAT
feasibility study contractor reports.
Pyro devices: A reliability prediction of 0.9997 was developed
lor the pyro devices based on the limited quantity and high
reliability of these devices.
16.5.1.1.4 Propulsion system
Pressurant tank: A failure rate of 3.00x 10-8 failures/hr was used
to predict the reliability of the pressurant tank. This converts to
a reliability of 0.9999 for a 4383-hr mission.
Gas filter: A failure rate of 1.00xl0 -8 failures/hr from General
Dynamics was used to predict the reliability of the gas filter.
This converts to a reliability of 1.0000 for a 4383-hr mission.
Gas fill/drain valve: A failure rate of 3.42× 10-7 failures/hr from
the Martin Marietta COLD-SAT Review (ref. 6) was used to
predict the reliability of the gas fill/drain valve. This converts to
a reliability of 0.9985 for a 4383-hr mission.
Pressure transducers: A failure rate of 1.96xl0 -7 failures/hr
from General Dynamics was used to predict the reliability of
each pressurc transducer. The pressure transducers were m_xt-
clod only lor function and not leakage. This converts to a
reliability of 0.9991 lor a 4383-hr mission.
S__olenoid valve: A failure rate of 2.00x10 -6 failure/hr was used
to predic_ the reliability of each helium solenoid valve. This
failure ra_e is an estimate based on information from NPRD-3
(ref. 4). A duty cycle of I percent was assigned to the solenoid
valves based on the limited number of cycles during the
mission. This converts to a reliability of 0.9999 for a 4383-hr
mission at a I-percent duty cycle.
Check valve: A failure rate of 1.00×10 -8 lailure/br was used to
predict the reliability for each check valve. This converts to a
reliabilit) of 1.0000 for a 4383-hr mission.
Relief valve/burst disk: A failure rate of 2.4×10 -7 failure/hr
from Ball Aerospace was used to predict the reliability of the
relief val,,e/burst disk. This converts to a reliability of 0.9989
lor a 438_-hr mission.
Propellant tank: A failure rate of 3.0×10 -8 failure/hr was used
to predict the reliability for each propellant tank. This converts
to a reliability ot"0.9999 lbr a 4383-hr mission.
Heaters: The reliability for each heater within the propulsion
system is based upon a failure rate of 1x10 -8 failure/hr from
General Dynamics. The duty cycles for the propellant tank
heaters, l-atch heater, line heaters, and valve heaters are all
estimated at 50 percent, while the duty cycle lor the catalyst bed
heaters i_' estimated at 10 percent. Each case results in a
predicted reliability of 1.0000.
Hydrazine fill/drain v_lv¢: A failure rate of 3.42×!0 -7 failure/
hr from the Martin Marietta COLD-SAT Review (ref. 6) was
used to predict the reliability of the hydrazine fill/drain valve.
This con'_erts to a reliability of 0.9985 lor a 4383-hr mission.
Hydrazin,* filter: A failure rate of 1.0×10 -8 failure/hr from
General I)ynamics was used to predict the reliability of the
hydrazint filter. This converts to a reliability of 1.0000 tor a
4383-hr mission.
Hydrazin_,* latching valve: A failure rate of 2.00x 10-6 failure/hr
was used to predict the reliability of each hydrazine latching
valve. Th: s failure rate is an estimate based on information from
NPRD-3 ref. 4). A duty cycle of I percent was assigned to the
latching _aives based on the limited number of cycles during
the missi)n. This converts to a reliability of 0.9999 for a
4383-hr rfission at a I-percent duty cycle.
Thruster: A failure rate of 1.84×10 -6 failure/hr tYom Ball
Aerospac ,_was used to predict the reliability of the thrusters. A
duty cych: of I 0 percent was assigned to the thrusters based on
the prelin inary estimate of thruster firings during the mission.
This con_ erts to a reliability of 0.9992 tot each thruster.
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Thruster gimbal: For the purpose of the feasibility study, a
2-axis antenna gimbal was used to model the thruster gimbal.
A reliability estimate of 0.9998 for a 6-month (4383-hr) mis-
sion, provided by the qq'&C system primary engineer for a
2-axis antenna gimbal, was used to predict the reliability of the
thruster gimbal.
Thruster gimbal electronics: A reliability estimate of 0.9997 for
a 6-month, 4383-hr mission, provided by the TT&C system
primary engineer for the antenna gimbal electronics, was used
to predict the reliability of the thruster gimbal electronics.
Valve and thruster relays: A failure rate of 3.00× 10 -6 failure/hr
was used to predict the reliability of each relay used to control
the solenoid valves, hydrazine latching valves, and the thrust-
ers. This failure rate is an estimate based on intbrmation from
NPRD-3 (ref. 4). A duty cycle of I percent was assigned to the
valve relays based on the limited number of cycles during the
mission. This converts to a reliability of 0.9999 lbr a 4383-hr
mission at a 1 percent duty cycle. A duty cycle of 10 percent was
assigned to the thruster relays based on the preliminary estimate
of thruster firings during the mission. This converts to a
reliability of 0.9987 for a 4383-hr mission at a I 0-percent duty
cycle.
16.5.1.1.5 Telemetry, tracking and command system
Flight computer: A reliability estimate of 0.9547 for a 6-month,
4383-hr mission for each Honeywell flight computer was
provided by Honeywell.
Transponder: A reliability estimate of 0.9533 tor a 6-month,
4383-hr mission for each Motorola transponder was provided
by Motorola.
Remote command and telemetry units (RCTU's): A reliability
estimate of 0.9999 fora6-month, 4383-hrmission for the Gulton
remote command and telemetry units was provided by Gulton.
Command and telemetry unit (CTU): A reliability estimate of
0.9997 lbr a 6-month, 4383-hr mission for each Gulton com-
mand and telemetry unit was provided by Gulton. This results
in an overall reliability of 1.0000 for the CTU's.
Solid state recorder (SSR): A reliability estimate of 0.9950 for
a 6-month, 4383-hr mission tor each Fairchild solid state
recorder was provided by Fairchild.
High-gain antenna: A reliability estimate of 0.9950 for a
6-month, 4383-hr mission for the TECOM high-gain antenna
was provided by TECOM.
Low-noise amplifier: A reliability estimate of 0.9874 fi)r a
6-month, 4383-hr mission was developed by using MIL-HDBK-
217 (ref. 3).
2-Axis antenna gimbal: A reliability estimate of 0.9998 for a
6-month, 4383-hr mission for the Schaeffer Magnetics 2-axis
antenna gimbal was provided by Schaeffer Magnetics.
Gimbal electronics: A reliability estimate of 0.9997 for a
6-month, 4383-hr mission lot the Schaeffer Magnetics gimbal
electronics was provided by Schaeffer Magnetics.
Low-gain antenna: A reliability estimate of 0.9999 for a
6-month, 4383-hr mission for each TECOM low-gain antenna
was provided by TECOM.
Sequencers: The two sequencers within the TI'&C system each
contain two parallel strings of three components each. In
addition, sequencer I contains two inverting power supplies in
parallel. A list of these components with their reliability for a
6-month mission, developed by using M1L-HDBK-217E
(rcf. 3), is contained in table 16.6.
TABLE Ib.6.--SEQUENCER CONNECT
RELIABILITIES
Component Reliability fl)r
6 months
Bus interface 0.9995
Conmmnd decoder .9925
Relay drive electronics .9925
Inverting power supply .9874
A reliability block diagram for the sequencers is shown in figure
16.2. The resulting overall reliability prediction for the se-
quencers is 0.9994.
i
Sequencer I ' ; Sequencer 2
...........................
t" ................ =
1. ................ 0
Block Component Reliability
number at 4383 hr
1 Bus interface 0.9995
2 Command decoder 0.9925
3 Relay drive electronics 0.9925
4 Inverting power supply 0.9874
Total 0.9994
Sequencer I 0.9996
Sequencer 2 0.9998
Figure 16.2.--Telemetry, tracking, and command
system sequencer reliability block diagram.
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Redundancy control unit: A reliability estimate o1"0.9950 tbr a
6-month, 4383-hr mission was developed by using MIL-HDBK-
217E (ref. 3) for the redundancy control unit.
Radiofrequency (RFJ processing switch: A MTBF of
10 (X)Ocycles for the RF processing switch was developed by
taking the average of failure information from a number of
vendors. Combination with an estimate of 100 total cycles for
the 6-month mission results in a reliability prediction of 0.9900
for the RF processing switch.
16.5.1.2 System Block Diagram Development
In order to develop the reliability model, several assump-
tions regarding the mission operation of the spacecraft were
made. Since one of the primary reasons for developing a
reliability prediction for the spacecraft was for comparison to
the reliability goal. thc reliability model was developed based
on the completion of all class I experiments within a 6-month
mission time.
The first assumption is that class I experiments could take
place at any time within the 6-month mission. The effect that
this assumption has is that each of the supporting spacecraft
systems are required to have a functional mission life of
6 months. Thcrelorc, the attitude control, power, propulsion,
and TI'&C systems are each modeled for their reliability over
a 4383-hr period of time. independent of which, if any, experi-
ments arc conducted during this period of time.
Since a clear definition of class I experiments and the
functional requirements of the experiment system for these
experiments were not available when the reliability prediction
was made, a number of assumptions were made in order to
develop the reliability model of the experiment system. This
involved breaking the experiment system into seven sub-
systems: supply tank, large receiver tank, small receiver tank,
vent, pressurization, instrumentation, and thermal. The as-
sumptions for each spacecraft system are detailed separately in
the folh)wing sections.
16.5.1.2.1. Atitude control system
The reliability block diagram for the attitude control system
is shown in figure 16.3. The horizon sensors, Sun sensors, and
magnetometers arc each modeled in parallel for their individual
functions, with each function modeled in series. The IRU gyros
are modeled such that 2 of 3 are required. The attitude control
system electronics, although internally redundant, is modeled
as a single-string item.
The reliability prediction for the attitude control system is
(J.9982, based on the reliability block diagram and component
rcliabilities.
2of3
Block Component
number
1 Horizon sensor
2 Sun sensor
3 Inertial reference
unit gyro
4 Magnetometer
5 Attitude control
system elec-
tronics
Total
Failure Duty Reliability
rate cycle, at 4383 hr
(per hr) percent i (each)
1.11xl 0-.6 100 0.9951
2.22xl 0-6 100 0.9903
5.26xl 0-6 100 0.9772
3.33xl 0-7 100 0.9985
0.9999
0.9982
Figure 16.3.--Attitude control system reliability block diagram.
16.5.1.2.2 Experiment system
The e,'.periment system was broken down into seven sub-
systems in order to simplify the modeling process. In the
subsystem descriptions, the term "valve" refers to the liquid
hydroger, latching valve and "gas valve" refers to the gaseous
helium/g iseous hydrogen latching valve. The relays used to
actuate tt ese valves are not listed in the narrative descriptions
but are c( ntained in the reliability block diagrams.and reliabil-
ity predk tions.
tank subsystem: The tollowing components were as-
signed to the supply tank subsystem for the purpose of model-
ing the st-,bsystem: valves 1 to 5, 7 Io 15, and 17; pumps I and
2; and fowmcter I. The assumptions made regarding the
supply ta ak subsystem include the following:
( ! ) V,_lve 5 is required for all class I experiments that require
pressurization of the supply tank.
(2) q-he ground fill/drain liquid hydrogen disconnect is
modeled as open after launch. This modeling requires both
valves 3 md 4 to remain closed during the mission.
(3) Ti"e pump circuit is modeled with three redundant legs.
Leg 1 col _sists of valve I and pump I, leg 2 consists of valve 2
and pum 1,2, and leg 3 consists of valve 17. It is assumed that
only one of these three legs is required for the completion of
class I experiments.
(4) TEe circuit containing the Joule-Thomson (J-T) devices
is modeled such that only one of the three control valves
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Block
number
1 of 3
Component
1 Latching valve (liquid hydrogen)
2 Latching valve (liquid hydrogen)
3 Latching valve (liquid hydrogen)
4 Relay
5 Relay
6 Relay
7 ;Pump
8 Turbine flowmeter
Overall
1 of 3
Failure Cycles Failure
rate rate
(per cycle) (per hr)
4xl 0 -6 1000 ....
4xl 0 -6 500 ....
4xl 0-6 100 ....
3xl 0-6 1000 ....
3xl 0-6 500 ....
3xl 0-6 100 ....
........ 4.85xl 0 -7
.... 4.85xl 0 -7
of 3 1 of 3
Duty Effective Reliability
cycle, hours
percent
........ 0.9960
........ 0.9980
........ 0.9996
........ 0.9970
........ 0.9985
........ 0.9997
1 43.83 0.9999
100 4383 0.9979
Figure 16.4.--Experiment system--supply tank subsystem reliability block diagram.
0.9951
(valve 11, 12, or 13) is required for completion of class I
experiments.
(5) The circuits containing valves 7 to 9 and valves 14 to 16
are modeled such that only one valve in each circuit is required
for class I experiments.
The reliability block diagram for the supply tank subsystem
is shown in figure 16.4. Valves 3 to 5 were modeled as single-
string and are shown in series. The pump group is modeled such
that 1 of the 3 legs are required. Leg I consists of valve 17, leg
2 consists of valve I and pump 1, and leg 3 consists of valve 2
and pump 2. The flowmeter group is modeled such that I of the
3 legs are required. Leg 1 consists of valve 7, leg 2 consists of
valve 8, and leg 3 consists of valve 9 and turbine flowmeter 1.
Valves 1 I to 13 are modeled such that 1 ot"3 is required. Valves
14 to 16 are modeled such that 1 of 3 is required.
The reliability prediction of the supply tank subsystem is
0.995 I. based on the reliability block diagram and component
reliabilities.
Large receiver tank subsystem: Valves 24 to 28 and 32 were
assigned to the large receiver tank for the purpose of modeling
the subsystem. The following assumptions were made regard-
ing the large receiver tank subsystem:
( I ) Each of the valves associated with the large receiver tank
system is required for the completion of at least one class I
experiment.
(2) Valve 24 is required for all fills of the large receiver tank.
(3) Valves 25, 27, and 28 are required for different types of
class I fill experimcnts.
(4) Valves 26 and 32 are required for transfer of liquid
hydrogen from the large receiver tank as part of class I
experiments.
Based on these assumptions, all six valves assigned to the
large receiver tank subsystem are required for the completion
of class I experiments.
The reliability block diagram for the large receiver tank
subsystem is shown in figure 16.5. Valves 24 to 28 and 32 were
modeled as single-string items and are shown in series.
[--_2X_ I----_4X-----7
Block Component
number
Latching valve
(liquid hydrogen)
Latching valve
(liquid hydrogen)
Relay
Relay
Overall
Failure
rate
(per cycle)
4xl 0-6
4xl 0 -6
3xl 0 -6
3xl 0 -6
Cycles Reliability
500 0.9980
100 0.9996
500 0.9985
100 0.9997
0.9902
Figure 16.5.DExperiment system---large receiver tank
subsystem reliability block diagram.
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The reliability prediction of the large receiver tank system is
0.9902, based on the reliability block diagram and component
reliabilities.
Small receiver tank system: Valves 29, 34 to 37, 41, and 46
were assigned to the small receiver tank for the purpose of
modeling the system. The following assumptions were made
regarding the small receiver tank subsystem:
(1) Valve 29 is required for all fills of the small receiver
tank.
(2) Valves 34 and 35 are required for different types of
class I fill experiments.
(3) Either valve 36 or 37 is required tbr tangential spray,
which is assumed to bc part of at least one class 1 experiment.
(4) Valves 41 and 46 are required for transfer of liquid
hydrogen from the small receiver tank as part of class I
experiments.
Based on these assumptions, six of the seven valves as-
signed to the small receiver tank system are required for the
completion of class I experiments.
The reliability block diagram for the small receiver tank
subsystem is shown in figure 16.6. Valves 29, 34, 35, 41, and
46 were modeled as single-string items and are shown in series.
Valves 36 and 37 were modeled as parallel to each other.
The reliability prediction of the small receiver tank sub-
system is 0.9909, based on the reliability block diagram and
component reliabilities.
Block Component
number
1 Latching valve
(liquid hydrogen)
2 Latching valve
(liquid hydrogen)
3 Relay
4 Relay
Overall
Failure
rate
(per cycle)
Cycles Reliability
4xl 0-6 500 0.9980
4xl 0-6 100 0.9996
3xl 0-6 500 0.9985
3xl 0-6 100 0.9997
0.9909
Figure 16.6.--Experiment system-small receiver tank
subsystem reliability block diagram.
Vent sut s_..vstem:The following components were assigned to
the vent : ystem tor the purpose of modeling the system: valves
I 0, ! 8, 1_, 3 I, 33, 39, 40, 42 to 45, 48 to 50; relief valves 2 to
6, 8, 9, ahd I I to 19; and check valves 3 to 5. The assumptions
made regarding the vent subsystem include:
(1) A functional thermodynamic vent system (TVS) is
required for each experiment system tank for the completion of
all class I experiments.
(2) The ground/ascent vent disconnect was assumed to bc
closed alter spacecraft separation from the launch vehicle.
(3) Protection of the tanks and plumbing lines from potential
damage due to the expansion of trapped fluid or other "over-
pressure" conditions is required throughout the mission to
ensure rr,ission success.
(4) Valve 10 is required for the supply lank TVS function.
(5) Check valve 3 and either valve 31 or relief valve 13 is
required tor the large receiver tank TVS function.
(6) Valve 39 is required for the small receiver tank TVS
function.
(7) Either valve 42 and chcck valve 4 or valve 43 and check
valve 5 are required for operation of the TVS.
(8) RL,,liel'valves 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, ! I. 12, 17, and 19 are required
to protect the plumbing lines from potential damage caused by
fluid expansion.
(9) One of the following is required to protect the supply
tank from potential damage caused by fluid expansion: relief
valve 3, :elief valvc 4, valve 18, or valve 19.
(I 0) Either valve 33 or relief valve 14 is required to protect
the large receiver tank from potential damage caused by fluid
expansicn.
( I 1 ) liither valve 38 or relief valve 45 is required to protect
the plun_bing lines from potential damage caused by fluid
expansion.
(12) Either valve 40 or relief valve 16 is required to protect
the small receiver tank from potential damage caused by fluid
expansion.
(13) Either valve 44.45, or relief valve 18 is required tor
operatiol_ of the flight balanced vent.
(14) [.ither valve 48 or 49 is required to isolate the tank vent.
(15) 'lalve 50 is required to isolate the small receiver tank
from spaze prior to the dump experiment.
The r,diability block diagram for the vent subsystem is
shown in figure 16.7. Valves 10, 39, and 50, check valve 3, and
relief va ves 2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 17, and 19 were modeled as
single-st 'ing and are shown in series. The following compo-
nents we "e modeled in parallel: valves 48 and 49; valve 33 and
relief valve 15: valve 40 and relief valve 16. Valve 42 and check
valve 4 v ere modeled as parallel to valve 43 and check valve 5.
Relief v,dve 3, relief valve 4, valve 18, and valve 19 were
modeled such that one of the lour is required. Relief valve 18,
valve 44 and valve 45 were modeled such that one of the three
is requir,',d.
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I 2X ] F_2X
Block
number
Component
Latching valve (liquid hydrogen)
Latching valve (liquid hydrogen)
Relay
Relay
Relief valve
Relief valve
Check valve
Overall
Failure
rate
(per cycle)
4xl 0-6
4xl 0-6
3x10 .6
3xl 0-6
Figure 16.7.--Experiment system--vent
Cycles
1 of 4
Failure
rate
(per hr)
500 ....
100 ....
500 ....
100 ....
.... 7x10-6
.... 7xl 0-6
.... 5x10-6
1 of 3
Duty Effective
cycle, hours
percent!
5 219.15
1 43.83
5 219.15
subsystem reliability block diagram.
Reliability
0.9980
0.9996
0.9985
0.9997
0.9985
0.9997
0.9989
0.9850
The reliability prediction of the vent system is 0.9849, based
on the reliability block diagram and component reliabilities.
Pressurant system: The following components were assigned
to the pressurant system for the purpose of modeling the
system: valves 20 to 23+ and 47: gas valves 1 to 12: relief
valves 7 and 10: check valves 1 and 2: flowmeter 2: and three
line caps. The assumptions made regarding the pressurant
subsystem include:
(1) All class I experiments can be completed with either
hydrogen or helium pressurant.
(2) Either ,,as valve 12 or flowmeter 2 are required for
supplying pressurant to the experiments.
(3) All gas fill lines are capped prior to launch and the line
caps have a reliability of 0.9999.
(4) Valve 47 is required to supply liquid hydrogen to either
vaporizer.
(5) Vaporizer A requires valves 20 and 23, gas valves 6 to
8, pressure regulator 2, check valve 2, and either gas valve 5 or
a line cap.
(6) Vaporizer B requires valves 2 ! and 22, gas valves 2 to
4, pressure regulator 2. check valve 2, and either gas valve 5 or
a line cap.
(7) Pressure regulator 3 is required along with either gas
valve 11 or a line cap. In addition, either gas valve 9 or gas valve
10 is required.
The reliability block diagram for the pressurant subsystem
is shown in figure 16.8. The reliability prediction of the
pressurant subsystem is 0.9999, based on the reliability block
diagram and component reliabilities.
Thermal subsystem: The reliability prediction of the thermal
subsystem is based on an estimate of 0.9993 for the 6-month
mission, based primarily on the reliability of the experiment
system heaters.
Instrumentation subsystem: The reliability prediction of the
instrumentation subsystem is based on an estimate of 0.9990
for the 6-month mission. This estimate considers the majority
of the sensors to be at least partially redundant.
System reliability: The reliability block diagram for the experi-
ment system is shown in figure 16.9. Since each subsystem is
required, each subsystem is shown in series.
The reliability prediction for the experiment system is
0.9600, based on the reliability block diagram and the system
reliabilities.
16.5.1.2.3 Power system
The reliability block diagram for the power system is shown
in figure 16.10. Each of the power system component types is
required and are modeled in series.
The reliability prediction for the power system is 0.9930,
based on the reliability block diagram and component
reliabilities.
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Block Component
number
1 Latching valve (gas)
2 Latching valve (gas)
3 Latching valve (liquid hydrogen)
4 Relay
5 Relay
6 Relief valve
7 Pressure regulator
8 Check valve
9 Turbine flowmeter
10 Cap
Overall
Failure
rate
(per cycle)
2xl 0-6
2xl 0-6
4xlO-6
3x10-6
3x10-6
Cycles Failure
rate
; (per hr)
1000 I ....
100! ....
100 I ....
1000 ....
100 ....
.... 7xl 0-6
.... 4xl 0-6
.... 5xl 0.-6
.... 4.85xl 0--7
.... i ....
i
Duty
cycle,
percent
1
10
5
100
Effective Reliability
hours
.... 0.9980
.... 0.9998
.... 0.9996
.... 0.9970
.... 0.9997
43.83 0.9997
483.30 0.9982
219.15 0.9989
4383 0.9979
.... 0.9999
0.9999
Figure 16.8.--Experiment systerr_--pressurant subsystem reliability block diagram.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 --
Block
number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Subsystem Reliability
Supply tank
Large receiver tank
Small receiver tank
Vent
Pressurant
Instrumentation
Thermal
0.9951
0.9902
0.9909
0.9850
0.9999
0.9990
0.9993
Overall system 0.9600
Figure 16.9.--Experiment system reliability block
diagram.
1 2 3 4 5 6
BIo_ ;k Subsystem Reliability
numl)er at 4383 hr (total)
Batteries
Solar arrays
Power control unit
Distribution unit
Pyro control unit
Pyro devices
0.9985
0.9999
0.9970
0.9890
0.9989
0.9997
Total 0.9930
Figur( 16.10.mPower system reliability block diagram.
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16.5.1.2.4 Propulsion system
The reliability block diagram for the propulsion system is
shown in figure 16.1 I. The pressurant tank, gaseous helium
filter, relief valve/burst disc, propellant distribution (patch)
heater, and hydrazine filter are each modeled as single-string
items and arc shown in series. The gas fill/drain valve and the
hydrazine fill/drain valve are each modeled in parallel with a
line cap, which has an estimated reliability of 0.9999. The
pressure transducers are modeled as 2 of 3 redundant and are
shown in their relative position in respect to the propulsion
system plumbing schematic. The pressurant valve cluster is
modeled as two strings in parallel, with each string consisting
of two solenoid valves, two valve relays, and one check valve.
The propellant (hydrazine) tanks are modeled with each tank
group consisting of one propellant tank and redundant tank
2 of 3
Block Component
number
1 Pressurant tank
2 Gas filter
3 Gas fill/drain valve
4 Pressure transducers
5 Solenoid valve (gaseous helium)
6 Check valve
7 Relief/burst disk
8 Propellant tank
9 Tank heater
10 Patch heater
11 Hydrazine fill/drain
12 Hydrazine filter
13 Line heater
14 Latching valve (hydrazine)
15 Valve heater
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
Failure
rate
(per hr)
3.00x10.8
1.00xl 0 -8
3.42xl 0 -7
1.96xl 0-7
2.00xl 0-6
1.00x10 -8
2.40x10 -7
3.00x10 .8
1.00x10.8
1.00xl 0.8
3.42xl 0 -7
1.00xl 0.8
1.00x10.8
2.00x10 -6
1.00x10.8
Duty
cycle,
percent
100
100
100
100
1
100
100
100
50
50
100
100
50
1
50
Reliability at
4883 hrs
(each)
0.9999
1.0000
0.9985
0.9991
0.9999
1.0000
0.9989
0.9999
1.0000
1.0000
0.9985
0.9999
1.0000
0.9999
1.0000
Catalyst heater 1.00x10 -8 5 1.0000
Thruster 1.84xl 0 -6 10 0.9992
Gimbal ........ 0.9998
Gimbal electronics ........ 0.9997
Relay (thrusters) 3.00xl 0 -6 10 0.9987
Relay (valves) 3.00x10.8 1 0.9999
Line cap ........ 0.9999
Total 0.9976
Figure 16.11 .--Propulsion system reliability block diagram.
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2)(
Block Component Reliability at
number 4383 hr (each)
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
High-gain antenna
Two-axis gimbal
Gimbal electronics
Radiofrequency switch
Low-gain antenna
Low-noise amplifier
Transponder
Command and telemetry unit
Solid-state recorder
Flight computer
Redundancy control
Sequencers
Remote command telemetry units
0.9999
0.9998
0.9997
0.9900
0.9999
0.9874
0.9533
0.9997
0.9950
0.9547
0.9950
0.9994
0.9999
Total 0.9848
Figure 16.12.BTelemetry, tracking, and command system reliability block diagram.
heaters. The tour tank groups are modeled in series. The
thruster banks are modeled such that 2 of the 3 are required.
Bank one consists of a latching valve, latching valve relay,
redundant line heaters, ten valve heaters, ten catalyst bed
heaters, ten thrusters, and ten thruster relays. Each of these
items are in series with the exception of the line heaters, which
are parallel. Bank two consists of a latching valve, latching
valve relay, redundant line heaters, nine valve heaters, nine
catalyst bed heaters, nine thrusters, and nine thruster relays.
Each of these items are in series with the exception of the line
heaters, which are parallel. Bank three consists of a latching
valve, latching valve relay, redundant line heaters, one valve
heater, one catalyst bed heater, one thruster, one thruster relay,
the thruster gimbal, and the gimbai electronics. Each of these
items arc in series with the exception of the line heaters, which
are parallel.
The reliability prediction of the propulsion system is 0.9976.
based on the reliability block diagram and the component
reliabilities.
16.5.1.2.5 TT&C system
The reliability block diagram of the T['&C system is shown
in figure 16.12. The RF processing switch, sequencers, and
RCTU are each modeled as single-string items and are shown
in series. The transponders, CTU's, and SSR's are each mod-
eled in parallel for their individual function, with each function
in series. The antenna group is modeled with a string consisting
of two low-gain antennas in series and a low-noise amplifier in
parallel with a string consisting of the high-gain antenna, 2-axis
gimbal, gimbal electronics, and a low-noise amplifier in series.
The flight computers are modeled with one flight computer in
parallel v,ith a string consisting of the redundancy control unit
and a fli_:ht computer in series.
The reliability prediction for the "Iq'&C system is 0.9848
based on the reliability block diagram and the component
reliabilities previously discussed.
16.5.2 SPACECRAFT RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
Each .,pacecrafl system is essential for mission success. As
shown ir section 16.4.3, the overall spacecraft reliability is
given by
Rspacecrat = Rstructure x RTT&C × RAC S X Rpowe r × Rsoflwar e
X Rexperi 1lent X Rpropulsion = 0.999 x 0.985 x 0.998 x 0.993 x
0.985 x ( .960 x 0.998 = 0.920
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16.5.3 INTERSYSTEM RELIABILITY ISSUES 16.6 Conclusion
There are two intersystem reliability issues related to the
COLD-SAT conceptual design that may require clarification.
The thermal system, which is treated as a separate system on a
design level, has been merged into the reliability analyses of the
systems which require active thermal elements. The systcms
effected are the experiment and propulsion systems.
The valve relays described in the experiment and propulsion
systems are actually part of the sequencer unit contained within
the TT&C system. These are included in the experiment and
propulsion systems for the purpose of reliability modeling and
prediction as the functional time (either in hours or cycles),
which these relays are subjected to, are equal the valves which
they control.
16.5.4 SINGLE-POINT FAILURE ANALYSES
It was recognized during the COLD-SAT conceptual design
that meeting a single-point failure goal of successful elimina-
tion of all potential single-point failures would result in a
spacecraft that would exceed the program's cost and weight
parameters. This led to the single-point failure methodology
previously discussed. While the single-point failure analysis
included all design functions, only those design functions that
are required lor the completion of class I experiments wcrc
assessed as critical. Redundant paths eliminated all critical
single-point failures except the primary tanks (experiment
system supply tank and the propulsion system pressurant and
propellant tanks) and the TT&C system RF processing switch.
The potential single-point failure for the TT&C system RF
processing switch, which is used to switch the communications
link between the high-gain and low-gain antennas, is the
possibility that the switch fails in an open position. If this
occurred, communication to and from COLD-SAT would be
lost. Failure history for this type of switch indicates that the
primary failure mode is to fail in either closed position and the
likelihood of failure in an opcn position is remote. The addition
of a redundant switch path is not desirable because of the
resultant loss of signal. This situation has been identified and is
part of continued work on the COLD-SAT design.
The reliability evaluation of the COLD-SAT conceptual
design indicates that thc reliability goal of 0.92 can be met.
Although the single-point failure goal is not met by the concep-
tual dcsign, effective use of redundancy within the design
provides a high level of spacecraft reliability without the high
economic cost penalty which would be caused by excessive
redundancy.
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Chapter 17
Safety
Steven T. McHenry
Analex Corporation
Cleveland. Ohio
17.1 Introduction
The Cryogenic On-Orbit Liquid Storage, Acquisition, and
Transfer (COLD-SAT) satellite presents some unique consid-
erations from a safety perspective. The purpose of COLD-SAT
is to perform subcritical liquid hydrogen storage and transfer
experiments under low-gravity conditions in order to provide
engineering data for future space transportation missions. Gas-
eous hydrogen and gaseous helium are also proposed for use in
various components of the experiments.
In addition tothe usual safety concerns involved with launch-
ing a space vehicle, COLD-SAT creates additional concerns
because of its use of cryogenic hydrogen. Ground and launch
operations are tremendously affected by this and will be modi-
fied in support of safety evaluations. The use of hydrazine,
pyrotechnics, and pressure vessels on the spacecraft also pro-
vide the need for extensive safety input.
The approach used for this safety analysis is as follows. First,
a hazard definition matrix was developed. Second, hazard
definitions were defined in conjunction with this matrix. Next,
each of the defined hazards was classified based on its applica-
bility to the feasibility study. Finally, the hazards considered to
be major concerns were evaluated by the system designers and
safety engineers in order to identify proper design approaches
and safety considerations. Each of these items will be discussed
in detail in the following sections of this chapter.
The intent of this analysis is to provide a baseline for the
COLD-SAT program safety efforts. The structure of the analy-
sis is such as to be very thorough, yet general in nature. Thus,
the analysis can be viewed as a complete analysis of the COLD-
SAT system and yet be applicable fl)r use by any organization
that is selected to continue the effl_rt. This analysis, as defined
and presented in this report, should be used as the starting point
lk_r future preliminary design safety efforts. For more detailed
information see reference I.
17.2 Preliminary Hazards Analysis
17.2.1 HAZARD MATRIX DESCRIPTION
The hazard definition matrix developed for the COLD-SAT
prc_ject is a three-dimensional matrix with the following matrix
dimensions: cause category, hazard group, and operational
phase. For an example of a single page (two dimensions) of the
matrix see figure 17. I. The specific items, and their definitions
relative to COLD-SAT are identified in tables 17. I to 17.3.
The matrix was developed by applying the features of many
different system safety hazard analysis procedures-in a manner
that makes them specific to COLD-SAT. The dimensions were
chosen so as to be completely thorough. Therefore, there is
overlap in a number of areas. The cause categories and hazard
groups chosen are the items that are foreseeable as necessary fl)r
a complete evaluation on the COLD-SAT program from feasi-
bility study through launch.
17.2.2 HAZARD DEFINITION APPROACH
The potential hazards were addressed by asking the generic
question, "How can (cause category) cause (hazard group)
during (operational phase)?" In each case a numbering system
was developed to identify each matrix point according to the
specific dimensions it encompassed. For example, the first
hazard definition addresses the question "How can the struc-
tural/mechanical system cause collision/mechanical damage
during launch site mcxtifications?" From the matrix it is seen
that"collision/mechanical damage" is the hazard group title for
row I: "structural/mechanical" is the cause category title I_r
column A: and "launch site modifications" is designated as
operational phase number I. Therefore. this definition is given
the title of 1.A.I. I, with the final "1'" added to signify the first
definition with others possibly being added.
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Cate_or_
Structural/mechanical
Hazardous materials
Environmental
Pneumatics/pressurants
Electrical/elect tonic
Ordnance
Propulsion
Nonionizing radiation
Ground support equipment
TABLE 17. I ._CAUSE CATEGORIES
Definition
Any part of structure or any mechanical component or system
Liquid hydrogen/gaseous hydrogen, hydrazine, components or
by-products of batteries, processing solvents, and so forth
Shock/vibration, temperature extremes, uninhabitable
atmospheres, excessive moisture (rain or condensationL salt
air, lightning, and so forth
Gaseous helium, gaseous hydrogen, any ground operations
pressurant, and so forth
Any electrical o1 electronic component or system
Pyrotechnic valves, bolt/cable cutters (no shape charges).
and so lorth
Hydrazinc. thrusters, and related plumbing and hardware
Generated by high-energy radio waves
Any equipment used on prod_ram that will not bc launched
TABLE 17.2.--HAZARI) GROUPS
Group
Collision/mechanical damage
i Corrosion
Contamination
Electrical shock/short
Fire
Explosion/implosion
Ternperature extremes
Definition
A forceful impact of mechanical items
Structural degradalion of metallic or nonmetallic
equipment (including hydrogen embrittlemcnt)
Thc release, or cause of release, of toxic, flammable,
corrosive, condensible, or particulate matter
Personnel injury or equipment damage caused by
improper passage of electrical current
Rapid oxidation of combustibles--combination of
fuel. oxidizer, and ignition source
A violent release or acceptance of energy caused by
pressure differentials
Burning or freezing of skin or damage to equipment
caused by departure of temperature from normal
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TABLE I7.3.--OPERATION PH _,SES
Phase Deft fition
Launch site modifications
Subsystem manufacture
Transportation
Element assembly
Element test
System integration
System test
Prelaunch service
!Countdown
Flight phase 1
Flight phase 11
Payload separation
Safety assessment to I ranch site ready
Material receipt to pack and load complete
Pack and load complete to arrival at CCAFS
Arrival at CCAFS to element test start
Element test start to system assembly start
System assembly slart to system test slarl
System test start to prelaunch servicing start
Prelaunch servicing start to countdown start
Countdown slarl to launch
Launch to arrive at park orbit
Arrive at park orbit to arrive at final orbit
Arrive at final orbit to payload separation
The answer to the generic questions provided the substance
of each hazard definition. The definitions were not developed
until a deep understanding of the entire COLD-SAT system
was obtained. The technical aspects of the definition were
arrived at based on sound engineering knowledge and the
acquired specific system knowledge. Each matrix point was
viewed as an independent entity (i.e., the definition derived for
one operational phase involving a certain cause category/
hazard group did not affect the derivation of a definition for
another operational phase). The definitions were then judged
on their applicability to the COLD-SAT program. Certain
definitions are not applicable while others are not a concern for
a feasibility study (although they may need to be addressed
during future program phases). The remaining definitions
should be addressed during the preliminary design.
All ol" the hazard definitions are provided in reference I.
The coding system is as tbllows:
+ Not applicable to COLD-SAT
Not a safety concern for the feasibility study
* Safety concern that should be addressed during prelimi-
nary design
The structure of the matrix provides lbr 756 individual cause
category/hazard group/operational phase definitions
(9 x 7 x 12). All of these matrix points, however, are not
applicable to COLD-SAT (see figure 17.2). Fourteen cause
category/hazard group pairs were deemed to be not applicable
during any operational phase. A total of 40 specific definitions
were also deemed to be not applicable. Theretore, a total of 208
potential hazard definitions are not applicable to COLD-SAT
reducing the number of potential hazard situations evaluated to
588 definitions. Of these, 408 are not a safety concern for the
feasibilit2:l study leaving 140 hazard definitions that are a safety
concern and should be addressed during the preliminary design.
These 140 hazard definitions are indicated on the matrix with
the number that corresponds to the operational phase being
addressed in that definition. The cause category/hazard group
pairs that are marked with "N/A" do not have any definitions
since it c mnot be envisioned how such a situation could arise
during ff+e COLD-SAT program. The pairs marked with an
"@" have definitions, but the definitions are either not a safety
concern t_r they are not applicable to the COLD-SAT program.
Table 17.4contains a summary of all potential hazard definitions.
17.2.3 CLASSIFICATION APPROACH
At the feasibility study phase of the program, not all of the
safety co lcerns have great impacts. Therelore, a classification
system was developed in order to determine which of the
hazards _+re major concerns for a feasibility study. The basic
classification scheme was defined as ( I ) a major safety concern
for preliminary design, (2) a minor safety concern tor prelimi-
nary design, or (3) addressed during feasibility study.
The rationale for classifying a hazard definition into one of
the categ 3ries was based on a number of factors. First, if an
operatior will be large in scope in the design effort, it was
classifiec as a major concern. An example of this is the case of
the ordm nce used in this system. Although none of the pro-
posed or+tnance is believed to be of the "Category A" type
(catastrophic in and of itself), the ordnance design effort is a
major co_lsideration due to the work involved in compiling the
list of us,;s, evaluating the effects of operation on other func-
tions, and evaluating power requirements and effects.
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TABLE 17A.ISUMMARY OF POTE ",ITIAL
HAZARD DEFINITIONS
Matrix
points
Disposition
208
408
140
756
Not applicable for COLD-SAT
(14 cause categories/hazard group; +40)
Not safety concern for feasiblity s_udy
Safety concern that should be addressed
durin_ preliminary desi+n
Total matrix points
TABLE 17.5+--SUMMARY OF COLD-SAT" HAZARDS
ANALYSIS SAFETY CONCERNS
Category
Addressed during feasibility study
-incorporated into design
Safety
concerns
2
Minor safety concern for preliminary design 106
Partially addressed: remainder is minor 19
safety concern 125
Major safety concern for preliminary design
Partially addressed: remainder is major
safety concern
Total feasibility study safety concerns
11
2
13
140
Secondly, if an operation provides unique safety concerns, or is
of catastrophic nature of itself or in its timing (i.e., during
launch), it was classified as a major concern. The prime
example of this is the use and handling of the liquid hydrogen.
Thirdly, if an operation has safety requirements specifically
mandated, it was considered to be one that must be addressed
during the feasibility study. This is the ease in the propulsion
system design where it is required (by ESMCR 127-1 para-
graph 3. I I (ref.2)) that two barriers be present between the
hydrazine and the catalyst bed until after launch. Some of the
hazards were only partially addressed in this manner and
therefore have been dually classified. All remaining hazards
were classified as a minor safety concern. This is not to say that
these hazards are not of a programmatic concern, but that
normal prelaunch safety analysis and review methods will
address these items at future phases. Table 17.5 contains a
summary of COLD-SAT hazard analyses safety concerns.
The reasons for classification as major safety concerns are as
follows:
All items identified as a safety concern are to be tracked
throughout the program. This safety analysis is designed to be
used at the various stages of the program as a method of
thoroughly itemizing hazards and preparing for various safety
reviews.
17.2.4 MAJOR SAFETY CONCERNS
A hazard was considered to be a major safety concern if it
met any of the criteria presented in the preceding section.
Hazards identified as a minor safety concern will be important
during the various future design stages but are not considered
to be "drivers" at the feasibility study phase of the program.
The following 13 definitions for a cause category/hazard
group/op,',rational phase were identified as areas that present
major sal,_ty concerns:
(1) Tl-e structural/mechanical system causing collision/
mt chanical damage during countdown ( I .A.9. I )
( I ) Effort needed to eliminate or control the hazard (design
effort and/or safety eflbrt)
(2) Timing of potential hazard occurrence (i.e., during
countdown or launch)
(3) Scope of potential hazard (i.e., catastrophic result)
(4) Unique safety requirements
* . kny component on the spacecraft or associated ground
: upport equipment could cause mechanical damage if
:t failed during countdown. The potential hazard is
1hat the failure goes undetected and the launch occurs.
'['he safety engineer would rely on adequate designs,
_esting, and quality assurance to assure that failures
rill not occur. Furthermore, it is critical that there are
,mough detection methods to alert the launch team to
:Lny failure.
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(2) The structural/mechanical system causing collision/
mechanical damage during flight phase I (1.A. 10. I )
During flight phase I, the greatest amount of stress and
vibration will normally occur. Any of the satellite
components could fail mechanically or structurally
and cause collision or mechanical damage. The sys-
tem safety engineer must rely on adequate design,
testing, and quality assurance to assure that failures
will not occur. If a failure occurs during flight phase
I, there is no option for evasive or corrective actions.
(3) Ground support equipment causing an electrical shock/
short during launch site modifications (4.1. I. 1 )
* The launch site is considered ground support equip-
ment and there will be many uses of electrical power
on the launch site. System safety will evaluate the
proposed launch site modifications during prelimi-
nary design to determine the potential for electrical
shocks/shorts during any operation.
(4) Pneumatics causing a fire during prelaunch service
(5.D.8.1)
Gaseous hydrogen is to be loaded prior to launch. This
will require all electrical service in the area to be
terminated or have only spark-proof electrical compo-
nents in use during gaseous hydrogen loading. Pad/
area safety plans will address the non-mission-unique
safety requirements; ESMCR 127-1, chapter 5 (ref.2)
is applicable. The mission-unique activities will be
conducted via safety-approved procedures.
(5) The structural/mechanical system causing an explosion
during prelaunch service (6.A.8. I )
There will be many pressure vessels used during prc-
launch services that could explode/implode as a result
of structural/mechanical damage. The pressures and
timelines, as well as the potential for structural/
mechanical damage, need to be considered during
preliminary design. Pad/area safety plans will address
the non-mission-unique safety requirements; ESMCR
127-1, chapter 5 (ref.2) is applicable. The mission-
unique activities will be conducted via safety-
approved procedures.
(6) Pneumatics causing an explosion during element tests
(6.D.5. I )
* There will be many element tests requiring pneumat-
ics that have the potential for causing explosions/
implosions. Test plans/procedures will be required for
all testing. Design |'actors of safety need to be consid-
ered during the preliminary design of the pressure
vessels that will be included on the satellite. System
safety will consider all tests for potential safety im-
pacts. Upon determination that a test has potential tk_r
pneumatics causing explosions/implosions, the safety
engineer will assure that appropriate safety measures
are known and in place.
(7) Pneumatics causing an explosion during system tests
(6.D.7.1)
There will be many system tests requiring pneumatics
that have the potential lk)r causing explosions/implo-
sions. Test plans/procedures will be required for all
testing. Design factors of safety need to be considered
during the preliminary design of the pressure vessels
that will be included on the satellite. System safety
will consider all tests lbr potential safety impacts.
Upon determination that a test has potential for pneu-
matics causing explosions/implosions, the safety en-
gineer will assure that appropriate safety measures are
known and in place.
(8) The electrical/electronics system causing an explosion
during launchsite modifications (6.E. 1.1 )
* The launch site will require explosion-proof electrical
boxes on any level that may encounter liquid or
gaseous hydrogen. This may require a major launch
site modification to accommodate the handling of
liquid and gaseous hydrogen.
(9) Ordnance causing an explosion during prelaunch ser-
vice (6.F.7. I )
A project list for the desired pyrotechnic applications
needs to be compiled and the applications and instal-
lation sequence should be considered early in the
design. System safety should be a primary contributor
to this effort.
(10) Ordnance causing an explosion during countdown
(6.F.8.1)
The sequence of ordnance activation needs to be
considered early in the design to assure an adequate
supply of power and to evaluate whether the ordnance
firing will impact other functions.
( I I ) Ordnance causing an explosion during flight phase I
(6.F.9.1)
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* * Pressurev sselswill bedesignedtotherequirementsof
MII_ -STD- ! 522A.
The sequence of ordnance activation needs to be
considered early in the design to assure an adequate
supply of power and to evaluate whether the ordnance
firing will impact other functions.
(12) ()rdnance causing an explosion during flight phase II
(6.F. 10.1 )
The sequence of ordnance activation needs to be
considered early in the design to assure an adequate
supply of power and to evaluate whether the ordnance
firing will impact other functions.
(13) Ordnance causing an explosion during payload sepa-
ration (6.F. 11. I )
The sequence of ordnance activation needs to be
considered early in the design to assure an adequate
supply of power and to evaluate whether the ordnance
firing will impact other functions.
The next step was to identify the systems that each of these
hazards applies to. Following the system identification, safety
considerations lor each hazard were identified.
17.3 System Design Approach to Major
Safety Concerns
By combining the information in the preceding sections, a
listing of the major safety concerns for each subsystem has been
compiled. These lists follow.
17.3.1 STRUCTURAL SYSTEM
The structural system will be designed to withstand the
stress and vibration encountered during flight phase I. In
addition, the design will keep spacecraft bending within
the allowable payload envelope, thus avoiding contact
with the faring.
* Adequate testing will be performed to assure that space-
craft structural or mechanical failures will not occur and
that adequate controls will be mandatcd to assure con-
formance to the design.
17.3.2 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
* Non-mission-unique activities will follow the safety re-
quirements of ESMCR 127- I (ref.2).
* Mission-uniquc activities will be conducted via safety-
approved procedures.
Adequate design, testing, and quality assurance will be
performed to assure that mechanical ground support equip-
ment failures will not occur.
* Detection methods to alert the launch team to any failure
will be provided.
All proposed launch site modifications will be evaluated
by safety personnel to determine the potential for hazards
duriag any operation.
All electrical service in the area will be terminated or have
only spark-proof electrical components in use during
gaseous hydrogen loading; liquid hydrogen will be re-
mott:ly loaded.
The launch site will require explosion-proof electrical
boxes on any level that may encounter liquid or gaseous
hydrogen.
17.3.3 OPERATIONS
* Non-mission-unique activities will follow the safety re-
quir,;ments of ESMCR 127- I (ref.2).
* Mis._ion-unique activities will be conducted via safety-
approved procedures.
Mission and ground pressures and timelines, and their
hazzrd potential, will be evaluated by safety personnel and
sub_ Titled to range safety for analysis.
The application and installation sequence of all pyrotech-
nic applications will be considered early in the design.
AIs_, the sequence of ordnance activation will be evalu-
ated to assure an adequate supply of power and to assess
the impact of ordnance firing on other spacecraft func-
tion:.
17.3.4 E KPERIMENT SYSTEM
* Mis: ion-unique activities will be conducted via safety-
approved procedures.
* Mis:,ion pressures and timelincs will be compiled.
* Pressure vessels will be designed at a minimum to the
requirements of MIL-STD- 1522A.
* All test plans and procedures will be evaluated and
appt3ved by safety for all testing.
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* Aprojectlistofthedesiredpyrotechnicapplicationswill
becompiled(includingsequenceofactivation).
17.3.5PROPULSION SYSTEM
* Mission pressures and timelines will be compiled.
* Pressure vessels will be designed to the requirements of
MIL-STD- 1522A.
* All test plans and procedures will be evaluated and ap-
proved by safety for all testing.
17.3.6 POWER SYSTEM
* A project list of the desired pyrotechnic applications will
be compiled (including sequence of activation).
All of the previous safety considerations have become a part
of the feasibility study design and the resulting baselined
spacecraft. Obviously, there will be additional safety consider-
ations as the program progresses--these should precipitate
from this baseline analysis.
17.4 Specific Safety Issues
17.4.1 STRUCTURAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
If the structural/mechanical system caused collision or me-
chanical damage at any point prior to the countdown, there
would be the opportunity for corrective action at a later time. At
countdown, however, this opportunity does not exist. There-
fore, it is imperative that any hazard of this type be detected
during the countdown. The timing of this event makes it a major
safety concern. Thus, the structure system must have adequate
design and testing to avoid any hazard, as well as adequate
quality assurance programs. Secondly, the ground support
equipment must provide adequate detection methods that will
alert the launch team to any improper conditions.
The spacecraft and launch vehicle will encounter the great-
est amount of stress and vibration during flight phase I. There-
fore, this is the worst-case that must be designed for. The design
must include accommodations for bending within the payload
envelope as well as for the stress levels to be reached at this
time. An adequate design and testing program and proper
quality assurance provisions must be made.
17.4.2 LAUNCH SITE MODIFICATIONS
Because of the unique nature of COLD-SAT, extensive
work will be done in the area of launch site modifications. The
amount and duration of this work combine to make the launch
site modifications a major safety concern. Since the bulk of this
work will be accomplished at later design phases, the only safety
consideration that can be itemized at this time is that all modi-
fications desired will be done in accordance with the require-
ments ofESMCR 127-1 (ref.2). Furthermore, all modifications
will be approved by range safety and the launch site contractor.
17.4.3 GASEOUS HYDROGEN, GASEOUS HELIUM,
AND HYDRAZENE LOADING
CONSIDERATIONS
The loading of gaseous hydrogen, gaseous helium, and
hydrazene during prelaunch servicing presents a major safety
concern, in addition to requiring major launch site modifica-
tions. At the time of loading, either all electrical service in the
area will have to be terminated, or all components in use at this
time will be required to be spark-proof. Range safety (in
accordance with ESMCR 127-1 (ref.2)) will approve all activi-
ties and will approve all plans and procedures. A significant
effort is needed to design the modifications to assure safe
operations.
The ground operations plan calls for the gaseous helium to
bc loaded in the hazardous processing facility (HPF) with
existing facilities and servicing hardware. The hydrazene will
also be loaded in the HPF. The hydrazene system consists of
flight-q ualified pressure vessels (at pressures higher than COLD-
SAT is proposing) and will also use existing facilities and
equipment. Access to the hydrazene is provided through the
fairing should downloading of the propellant be required.
17.4.4 PRESSURE VESSEL DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS
The use of pressure vessels is a major safety concern. COLD-
SAT uses pressure vessels in its experiment, its propulsion
system, and in its ground support equipment. The major con-
corn will occur during prelaunch service when the vessels are
pressurized or during element and system tests. It is imperative
that these vessels be designed with adequate factors of safety.
Range safety has suggested designing to the requirements of
MIL-STD-1522A. In addition, the pressure timeline must be
evaluated and all procedures and plans must be approved by
safety. Adequate safety measures will be followed, including
those in ESMCR 127-1 (ref.2). The potential for structural or
mechanical damage, and the resulting hazards, will also be
evaluated. Table 17.6 contains pressure vessel design
requirements.
17.4.5 LIQUID HYDROGEN HANDLING
CONSIDERATIONS
The loading of the liquid hydrogen during prelaunch servic-
ing presents probably the major safety concern, in addition to
requiring maior launch sitc modifications. Range safety (in
accordancc with ESMCR 127-1(ref.2)) will approvc all
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TABLE17.6.--PRESSUREVESSELDESIGNREQUIREMENTS
Pressurevessel Quantity' SpecificationGaseoushydrogenvaporizers 2 MIL-STD-1522AGaseousheliumbottles(experiment)2 MIL-STD-1522A
Hydrazinebottles 4 MIL-STI)-I522A.fligiltqualifiedGaseousheliumpressurantt ks 2 MIL-STD-1522A,fligiltqualified
Liquidhydrogensupplytank 1 ASMEBoilerandPressureVesselCode.sectionVIII.division1
Liquidhydrogensmallreceivertank 1 ASMEBoilerandPressureVesselCode.sectionVIII,division1
Liquid hydroLzenlarge receiver tank 1 ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code. section VIII. division I
activities and will approve all plans and procedures. A signifi-
cant effort is needed to design the modifications to assure safe
operations.
The launch site will require explosion-proof electrical boxes
and equipment on any level that may encounter liquid hydro-
gen. This is a feature that is provided by Complex 36, because
of its Centaur facilities. In order to minimize safety concerns,
Centaur systems will be used as much as possible. In addition,
loading will be remotely monitored and controlled from the
launch complex control room.
Although the liquid hydrogen supply tank will be "'locked-
up'" at T - 95 sec, the capability to vent and drain will remain
until the commit to launch.
17.4.6 PYROTECHNIC USAGE/CONTROL
CONSIDERATIONS
Ordnance will be used in serveral COLD-SAT applications.
It will be used as part of the power system (solar array deploy-
ment) and the experiment system (gaseous helium purge bag
vent). Although no projected application involves high-explo-
sive devices (irrespective of the flight termination system), the
proper functioning of the respective pyrotechnics is essential to
maintaining safety. Therefore, a list of all uses of ordnance is
mandatory as is an evaluation that addresses the availability of
adequate power, the sequence of activation, and the impact on
other systems that the ordnance firing will have.
Because of the complexity of the COLD-SAT satellite, it
was impossible to completely eliminate pyros that will not be
accessible to ground personnel once the spacecraft is as-
sembled. The occurrences were minimized to the activation of
the gaseous helium purge bag vent. These pyros as well as any
pyro that controls a hazardous function (i.e., liquid hydrogen
flow) will be operated from a dedicated pyro control box. This
box will isolate the pyros electrically until F - 1 day, at which
time the flight actuation cable will be installed to arm the pyros.
The pyro control box will be accessible through the fairing
access doors.
17.4.7 FLIGHT TERMINATION SYSTEM
The requirements ofESMCR 127- I chapter 4 (ref.2) specify
the use of a flight termination system (FTS) unless a waiver is
granted by range safety. For the COLD-SAT Feasibility Study,
it was assumed that an FTS was needed and the spacecraft
system was designed accordingly.
The need for an FTS arises based on two concerns: (I) an
intact impact of a suborbital spacecraft following premature
separation from the launch vehicle and (21 independent propul-
sive potential of the spacecraft. Because of the relative size of
the propulsion system thrusters on COLD-SAT, it can be
shown that the spacecraft will effectively have no independent
propulsive potential. Therefore, the FTS concern is with an
intact impact of the COLD-SAT liquid hydrogen and hydrazene
vessels.
The Fq'S that is baselined for COLD-SAT is referred to as an
inadverteat separation destruct system (ISDS). This type of
system is attached to the launch vehicle and connected to the
payload by breakwires. These breakwires will trigger the
destruct mechanism if the payload should separate from the
launch vehicle prior to the command to do so. The actual system
baselined tbr COLD-SAT is the Martin Marietta Explosive
Formed I'rojectile System. This system has flown on all the
commerc al Titans and will fly on the Titan IV/Centaur. The
system i,, proposed to be mounted on the Centaur payload
adapter tl ereby eliminating the concern of an inadvertent on-
orbit firir.g.
17.5 Conclusion and Recommendations
The c inclusion reached following this feasibility study
safety antlysis is that there do not appear to be any safety-
related nasons that would make the COLD-SAT program
nonfeasit le. None of the maior safety concerns are technical
constrain:s. All of the safety considerations can be accom-
plished, albeit with some effort and cost, but do not appear to
require e ctraordinary measures.
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It is recommended that this analysis be used as the starting
point lbr all future safety analyses. The analysis and database
produced are designed to be used by other organizations in-
volved with the COLD-SAT program.
However, some simple changes to the hazard matrix would
be helpful in the future. First, the third dimension, operational
phase, would be more accurate if described as program phase.
Secondly, the program phases themselves would be more
useful from a safety standpoint if they were changed as fl_llows:
From Tc___2_
10. Flight Phase 1 Launch
1 1. Flight Phase II Payload Separation
12. Payload Separation On Orbit
where launch would indicate the span from liftoff to payload
separation. This would allow the evaluation of on-orbit safety
issues such as end-of-life operations and space debris.
The only issue or concern that arose during the analysis dealt
with the lack of concrete answers available from range safety.
It is understandable that they cannot provide definite answers
unless a firm design exists. Therefore, suggestions (not
answers) received from range safety became answers to ques-
lions and part of the design. If all future work remains within the
boundaries established by the feasibility study there should not
bc any additional safety issues. However, if the design is
significantly altered, system safety personnel should evaluate
the proposed changes for programmatic impacts. Therefore, it
is imperative that all future work be done with both system
safety's and range safcty's knowledge, support, and approval.
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Chapter 18
System Development, Integration, and Test
Edward Kramer
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Lewis Research Center
Cleveland, Ohio
18.1 Introduction
In spite of COLD-SAT's unusual payload, its development
will generally follow the conventional path of most spacecraft.
There will be no development of distinct experiment packages
which will then be integrated onto a spacecraft bus because the
experiment and spacecraft are highly integrated, integrated to
the point where spacecraft structure is a part of the experiment
modules. But the experiment system itself contains little devel-
opmental hardware. Instead it is composed of conventional
tanks and plumbing with valves and instrumentation which are
straightforward adaptations of existing designs and/or cur-
rently qualified hardware. During the design process every
attempt was made to minimize development activities. The
only aspect of COLD-SAT that is really new is the use to which
the hardware is being put, long-term cryogenic operations in
low gravity.
The unique features of COLD-SAT development are in the
integration and test of the cryogenic system. An integrated
system test with liquid hydrogen is required. However, delays
and difficulties during final integration and test can be very
expensive in both time and money. To reduce this risk, COLD-
SAT will be constructed as a series of modules and each module
will be extensively tested before final integration. This should
at least reduce the time required for the sequential working of
problems which can occur during final system integration and test.
18.2 System Development
The pace of COLD-SAT development will be governed by
the NASA polices which implement the requirements of Office
of Management and Budget Circular A- 109 and by the realities
of government procurement regulations and practices.
Figure 18.1 presents a proposed schedule for the continued
development of the spacecraft. Currently, four expanded phase
A studies of COLD-SAT have been completed. This report
covers the work performed in-house at the Lewis Research
Center by NASA and support service contractor personnel.
Studies have also been performed by Ball Aerospace Systems
Group in cooperation with McDonnell Douglas Space
Systems Company and Boeing Aerospace and Electronics (ref.
i ), Marlin Marietta Astronautics Group (ref. 2), and General
Dynamics Space Systems Division with Ford Aerospace Space
Systems Division (ref. 3). A variety of concepts have been
developed, all of which are feasible designs to accomplish the
COLD-SAT goals.
As can be seen from the schedule, at this point in the
development process it is a little over eight years until launch.
The next step is the solicitation and selection of one (or more)
phase B contractors and the further development of a prelimi-
nary design. This effort will take a little over two years and
should result in high-quality preliminary designs tor COLD-
SAT. At this stage, development of any critical components
needed for the conceptual design will be initiated to reduce risk.
It should be pointed out that this development phase is not
required lor technical reasons but is mandated by regulations.
The development time could be reduced by nearly two years
by eliminating phase B. This phase is not required because of
the extended nature of the phase A studies now completed and
the relatively straightforward definition of what COLD-SAT
must be. This would result in a reduction of development time
by nearly two years. There would be a cost savings associated
with the elimination of phase B as well
Actual design, fabrication, integration, and test of the space-
craft will take place during phase C/D. Following the necessary
procurement activities, the phase C/D work will consume
slightly over flmr years followed by 6 months of preparation for
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Figure 18.1 .--Proposed COLD-SAT schedule.
thc launch. While there are only a few months of slack in this
schedule, it is not especially tight because of the extensive
provisions for integration and test built into it. The launch
vehicle will be acquired and fabricated in parallel with the
spacecraft phase C/D activities.
Following launch, on-orbit activities will take approxi-
mately 6 months. This will be followed by analysis of the flight
data and publication of results. The spacecraft development
contract will be carried forward past the end of the flight
activities at a low level to provide assistance during these
activities.
18.3 Development Philosophy
COLD-SAT is intended to be primarily a proto-flight space-
craft. The principle experiment tankage will be built to ASME
Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code standards to further minimize
risk and testing. In general, components which have been
qualified tbr prior flights will not be requalified. Minor modi-
fications to such designs will be qualified by similarity.
Full-up qualification testing using a qualification article will
be limited to selected items which (1) are used repetitively in
the system, (2) are judged to be especially critical to the safety
or functionality of the system, or (3) are judged to be especially
risky. A _roto-flight testing approach will be used for new
COLD-S, _,Tdesigns or major modifications to existing designs.
Qualif cation |or dynamic (launch) loads will be done pri-
marily by analysis. Subassemblies such as electronic boxes or
valve panels will be qualified by test or similarity. The com-
pleted spacecraft will only be subjected to static load testing
and a modal survey (without liquid hydrogen loaded) to verify
the dynanfic model of the spacecraft. If analysis or engineering
judgment indicate, selected subassemblies (i.e., instrument
rakes) will be tested. No vibrational testing with liquid hydro-
gen will t e performed.
To alk w for this qualification approach, certain constraints
are place_l on the design of the spacecraft. Large margins of
safety, up to 1.5, will be used. All tankage which has not been
previousl ¢qualified will be designed to the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code. This will eliminate burst testing. While
this approach will impose a certain weight penalty on the
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spacecraft,COLD-SATisfundamentally volume-limited rather
than weight-limited when using the selected launch vehicle, so
the additional weight has no impact.
In addition, the design will be constrained to use conven-
tional assembly techniques, methods, and materials. New de-
velopment will be limited to absolutely essential items even if
there is a certain loss of functionality.
Since the complete experiment system will not be assembled
until final integration of the spacecraft, full-up system testing
of the spacecraft with liquid hydrogen in a simulated thermal
and vacuum environment is required. This is a major test which
will be difficult to perform. A vacuum environment is required
lbr the proper functioning of the cryogenic insulation systems.
Cycling the complete spacecraft into and out of a hydrogen
thermal vacuum facility for rework will impose major delays
and must be minimized. Access to some portions of the fully
assembled spacecraft will be difficult.
A principal area of risk is associated with the final integra-
tion and test of the experiment system and the spacecraft. The
experiment and spacecraft systems are highly interrelated and
ordinarily would not be tested together until final integration of
the spacecraft. Problems may not surface until considerable
testing occurs with liquid hydrogen. To minimize this risk, the
spacecraft is designed as a series of modules. Each module
torms as complete a functional unit as possible with relatively
simple interlaces to the other modules. As the structure and the
supports for the tankage and cryogenic plumbing arc highly
integrated, spacecraft structure is included in the modules. At
final integration only plumbing and electrical interfaces will
have to be mated.
Table 18.1 provides a listing of the major components in the
five modules. Each module will be tested completely before
final integration of the spacecraft. This will include thermal-
vacuum cryogenic testing of the experiment modules. Major
portions of the spacecraft electronics will be integrated and
tested prior to final assembly. This approach allows the various
modules to be tested in parallel and the usual problems worked
out before final integration. The success of this approach depends
on the fidelity with which the various module interlaces are
simulated during testing. The approach has the potential for
reducing the time (and money) required for final integration
and test, but most important, allows problems to be discovered
much earlier when they can be worked without having a major
impact on the rest of the spacecraft. This approach will also
increase the amount of ground support equipment required but
on balance this appears to be a good trade.
18.4 Integration and Test Flow
Flow charts have been developed detailing the major steps in
the integration and test of the spacecraft. This flow will be
discussed here. The charts all indicate the components, test
facilities, and ground support equipment required at each step.
In developing the integration and test flow it is assumed that
fully qualified components and ground support equipment will
be available as required.
18.4.1 ELECTRONICS INTEGRATION AND TEST
Figure 18.2 illustrates the off-spacecraft integration and test
of the spacecraft electronics. The electronics boxes will be
mounted to the module plates, the plates mounted to a mock-up
of the electronics module structure, and the cables installed but
not connected. Checkout will begin with the command and
telemetry unit (CTU) using the appropriate electronic ground
support equipment (EGSE) and the remaining units on the CTU
bus will be sequentially connected and checked out. At this
TABLE 18. I.--SPACECRAFT MODULE DEFINITION
Electronics bay I
Complete hydrazine propulsion systenl
Spacecraft--expendable launch vehicle adaptor
Sun sen_ors
Majority of electronics on board
OMNI antenna
Supply tank module
Liquid hydrogen supply tank with associated instrumentation, valving, and plumbing
Gaseous helium pressurant storage
Gaseous hydrogen pressurant storage
T - 4 sec liquid hydrogen fill/drain umbilical connections
Gaseous hydrogen vent connections
Solar arra_cs and HGA attach to, but not parl of, module
Electronics ba_' 2
Earth sensors
Remainder of spacecraft electronics
Large receiver tank module
Lar_c receiver tank with associated instrumentation, valvin_, and plumbin_
Small receiver tank module
Small receiver tank with associated instrumentation, valving, and plumbing
OMNI antenna
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Mount electronics ___
boxes to electronics
bay module panels
Mount module panels
to structural mock-ups
of electronics bays
Electronics bay I
structural mock-ups (2) -
h__ Connect bus power, |/ Sequentially connect and check
//
begin CTU checkout _1 out items on CTU bus (RCTU,interface electronics, etc.)
Spacecraft ground power |
electronic ground support |
equipment (EGSE) (including |
spacecraft control EGSE; |
ground computer with 1553 link, I
transponder work simulation) __J
_ Connect remaining power
system components;
install ground batteries
EGSE battery charge control -
EGSE solar array power -
Dummy power system loads -
Valve, sensor and
pump simulators, etc. -
__ Connect flight computers,
RCU, install ground
test software
Ground
test software -
Install flight cables and
test extensions; connect
as integration proceeds
Test cables and |
Jextensions --
Breakout boxes --]'--
Connect experiment system [__signal conditioning
Flow meter simulators, etc. --_
__ Connect antenna and _._
thruster gimbal drive
electronics
Nonflight gimbals (2) |
with angle indicatiors
 onn ttr n ponOe I I nstahonzonan0sunband RF processing box sensors, magnetometers
frequency (RF) test set,Radio
attenuators, dummy loads, cables .J
_-_ Install flight Software I =I
Sensor input simulator
Reinstall on spacecraft
Figure 18.2.nElectronics integration and test (Flow assumes test/checKout of items recently integrated at each step.).
point the basic telemetry and control functions will be avail-
able. The experiment system signal conditioning units will then
bc connected. Next the power system boxes will be connected
along with a set of test batteries. The spacecraft can now be
operated from simulated solar array power. Next the flight
computers, the redundancy control unit, and the ground test
software will bc installed and checked out.
The antenna and the thruster gimbal drive electronics boxes
will be installed next, followed by the radiofrequency system
components and the transponders. Now the system is fully
functional and can bc tested using simulated inputs to the
transponders. Following integration of the attitude sensors, the
flight sof ware can be checked out on the actual flight system.
The cabl ng between the various module plates of the two
electroni_ s modules will then be removed and at an appropriate
time be r,',installed as the spacecraft is being assembled.
18.4.2 ELECTRONICS BAY 1 ASSEMBLY AND TEST
The electronics bay 1 assembly and test sequence is illus-
trated in figure 18.3. First the structure of the bay will be
assemble_:l, suitably inspected, and mounted to the spacecraft
vertical hJmdling fixture. The hydrazine system tanks and lines
will then be installed followed by a fit check with the supply
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Fabricate modulestructure
Assembly fixtures -_
Inspect/radiograph
welds
_--_1 Mount to spacecrafthandling f'udure
Spacecraft vertical _
handling fixture ___u
I nstall hydrazine systemtanks and lines
Fit check supply tank
module structure
_-_l Install remaining
hydrazine lines, valves,
thrusters, gimbal
Supply tank module I I
structure F
Check welds, leak test, check valve
operation, check gimbal operation
Valve drive EGSE, nonflight T
gimbal drive electronics /
To final assembly
Figure 18.3.--Electronics bay I assembly and test.
tank module structure which stacks above it. The remaining
propulsion components will be installed and checked out. The
module, without electronics and harnesses, is now ready for
final integration.
18.4.3 RECEIVER TANK MODULE ASSEMBLY AND
TEST
Both the large and small receiver tank modules will undergo
similar assembly and test procedures. The flow is shown in
figure 18.4. First the tanks themselves will be partially as-
sembled, by fabricating the barrel section and attaching one
dome using suitable handling and assembly fixtures. Following
a thorough cleaning, the tank internal structure, plumbing, and
sensors will be installed in a clean room. Sensors will then be
checked out at ambient and the tank will be closed out followed
by inspection of the welds and leak checking. The pressure
vessel assembly will then be completed by installation of the
valve panels and external plumbing.
The complete assembly will be cold-shocked in liquid nitro-
gen followed by verification of sensor and valve operation at
liquid nitrogen temperatures (77 K). Proof pressure testing
followed by a through leak check will complete this phase of
testing.
The module structure will have been fabricated and in-
spected in parallel with the tank assembly operations. They will
now be mated with each other in the module handling fixture
using the S-glass support struts. Tank heaters and external
sensors will be installed and checked out at ambient. The
remaining module valve panels and plumbing (those not mounted
to the tank) will then be installed and leak checked. Next the
MLI can and the cryogenic insulation systems will be installed
along with the module section of the radiator tray to complete
the plumbing. Installation of cabling to connector panels and
the close-out of insulation systems will complete assembly of
the module.
The completed module will then be thoroughly tested in a
thermal vacuum chamber with solar and deep space simulation
using liquid hydrogen. All valves will be cycled repeatedly and
sensor calibration checked. The system will be carefully moni-
tored for leaks both into the vacuum chamber and internal to the
plumbing. The system will be repeatedly cycled to ambient
temperature by using the tank heaters. Thermal performance
will be verified. When all bugs have been worked through and
all tests passed, the modules are ready fi)r integration with the
spacecraft.
18.4.4 SUPPLY TANK MODULE ASSEMBLY AND
TEST
The supply tank module is the most complex of the three
experiment system modules so its assembly and lest is corre-
spondingly more involved. The assembly and test flow is
shown in figure 18.5. Up until the installation of the gaseous
hydrogen vaporizers, the sequence is the same as that used for
the receiver tank modules and so will not be discussed further.
Following closeout of the cryogenic insulation systems and the
purge bag, the vaporizers will be installed. The vaporizers will
have been cold-shocked with liquid nitrogen, proof-pressure
tested, and leak-checked prior to installation. The remaining
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Fabricate tank barrel and
dome 1; check welds, mount
to handling/assembly fixture
A
Large receiver tank
handling/assembly fixture
Small receiver tank
handling/aseembly fixture
Controlled environment
Install internal structure
plumbing and sensors,
check out sensors at ambient
Cables, sensor
checkout equipment
Install second dome,
make close-out welds,
check welds, leak check
Cold shock, fill with
liquid nitrogen
check valve and
sensor operation;
proof pressure test;
leak check
Temporary foam
insulation
Large and small
receiver tank
module EGSE's --
Fabricate module
stTucture, inspect/
radiograph welds
Large receiver
tank module |
aseemblyf ture--- I
Small receiver
tank module |
assembly fixture J
Install module
structure to handling
fixture, install tank
in structure
Large receiver t
tank module
handling fixture
Small receiver
tank module
handling fixture
Fit-check with adjacent
module structure
I Adjacent module __structure
I Install tank mounted valve
panels and plumbing;
leak check
check out valve panels,
heaters and plumbing and
tank external supports;
instrumentation leak check
Install MLI can
and tank
insulation system
Install radiator
tray, complete
plumbing
I Complete cabling to connector panels, I
close out insulation systems, complete
module assembly
Radiator tray l
assembly
Check module performance in
vacuum with liquid hydrogen
Liquid-hydrogen-compatible vacuum Ifacilil¢ with liquid nitrogen cold wall,
solar flux simulation, (6 to 8 ft)
I Tospacec ,intagratlonJ
1Weld large receiver tank aft dome-to-barrel;
weld small receiver tank forward dome-to-barrel.
Figure 18.4.DLarge and small receiver tank modules assembly and test.
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Fabricate supply tank barrel and
aft dome, check welds, mount
to handling/assembly fixture
Supply tank
handling/assembly fixture
Controlled environment
Install internal structure plumbing
and sensors, check out sensors
at ambient
Cables, sensor
checkout equipment --
Install forward dome,
make close-out welds,
check wells, leak check
Install tank-mounted valve panels
and plumbing; leak check
LI w,th/I
liquid nitrogen I--_[
check sensor, valve |1
and pump operations;|l
proof pressure test; /I
leak check /
Temporary foam
insulation d
Supply module |
EGSE (sensor, valve, I
and pump control) --_
Install module
structure to handling
fixture, install tank
in structure
Supply module j
handling fixture
Fabricate supply _1 Fit check with adjacent I
module structure; module structure
inspect/radiograph
welds I Adjacent m_:lule _
Module structure_ structure
assembly fixture
Fabricate gaseous hydrogen
vaporizer inspect and
radiograph welds
n"'n check out MLI insulation,heaters and purge bag andtank external other insulation
instrumentation systems
_1 Cold shock with/I Proof pressure test,
I 'iquidnitr°gen _1 leakcheck
High pressure test
facility; lines and fittings
Install vaporizers,
pressurant bottles,
radiator tray, vent
and vaporizer panels
and associated
plumbing; leak check
Complete cabling to
connector panel and
remaining module
assembly
= I Check tank performarme' valve °perati°n bJ
- I in atmosphere with liquid hydrogen
A
Liquid hydrogen test facility J/j
Gaseous nitrogen purge and enclosure
Gaseous helium purge supply, lines and
fittings to mate with fill/drain and vent umbilicals
Chill with gaseous nitrogen; check
operation of vent doors, MLI purge
A
Quick pump down facility IT
YGaseous helium purge systems
PRYO actuators
I I Check tank performance, system operation _---_1 To spacecraft integrationin vacuum with liquid hydrogen
Liquid-hydrogen-compatible vacuum facility with liquid
nitrogen cold walls and solar flux simulation (10 to 12 ft) ---_
Figure 18.5.---Supply tank module assembly and test.
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gaseous helium pressurant bottles, valve panels, and module
plumbing will be installed along with the vaporizers. The
module assembly will then be completed by the installation of
cabling and the close out of insulation systems.
Initial testing will be performed in a gaseous nitrogen
atmosphere using liquid hydrogen and the helium purge sys-
tem. This will verify system integrity and thermal performance
during ground hold and ascent. The module will then be moved
to a quick pump-down facility and the operation of the purge
system, vent doors, and pyro actuators will be verified in a
simulated ascent environment. Next, on-orbit operation will be
verified using liquid hydrogen in a simulated space environ-
ment. All components will be operated and the system repeat-
edly cycled from ambient to 20 K. Internal and external leakage
will be monitored. Thermal performance of the cryogenic
tankage will be verified. Following successful completion of
the testing, the module is ready tbr integration with the remain-
der of the spacecraft.
18.4.5 SPACECRAFT ASSEMBLY, INTEGRATION,
AND TEST
Figure 18.6 illustrates the final spacecraft assembly, integra-
tion, and test flow. Atthe beginning, all five spacecraft modules
have been assembled and tested. The integration will be per-
formed vertically and so the lowest module, electronics bay 1.
will remain on the spacecraft vertical handling fixture. The
remaining modules will then be stacked up in order and the
relatively small number of plumbing interconnections will be
welded and leak-checked. Next, intermodule cabling will be
installed and all cryo insulation systems closed out. The space-
craft electronics boxes, on the electronics bay panels, will then
be installed in the open position using the panel support
brackets. Following that, the electronics will be sequentially
reintegrated using the prior procedure and then integrated with
the other spacecraft systems. The attitude sensors will be
temporarily installed and checked out. After their removal, the
solar arrays and their associated deployment mechanisms will
be installed along with the high-gain antenna and required
structural instrumentation. This will complete the initial inte-
gration of the spacecraft.
The spacecraft structure and dynamic characteristics will be
qualified by analysis. The structural model will be verified by
a lateral static load test and a modal survey. The spacecraft will
then be placed in its transport and handling fixture and moved
1o an acoustic test tacility. The following acoustic test will
verily the integrity of a number of smaller, lighter, higher
frequency items not likely to be well covered in the dynamic
model. This will complete the structural testing of the spacecraft
unless major problems are uncovered. The spacecraft will then
be moved back to the integration and test lacility and the solar
arrays and acceleromcters removed and packed for shipment to
the launch site.
The Sl:acecraft radiofrequency systems will be checked out
using a _,ariety of tests including a complete end-to-end test
with the t_'acking and data relay satellite system (TDRSS). The
high-gait: antenna will then be removed and packed for ship-
ment to the launch sitq. The spacecraft will be transported to a
test facility for electromagnetic compatibility testing. The
spacecraft will be tested for compatibility with the launch site,
the launch pad, and the launch vehicle electromagnetic envi-
ronments and susceptibilities. Tests will also be perlormed to
verify the spacecraft internal electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) model.
The spacecraft will then be transported to the system test
facility, a large liquid hydrogen-compatible thermal-vacuum
chamber. After installation, the complete spacecraft will be
tested to verify its functionality. A full mission simulation will
be performed using the flight software with control from the
COLD-SAT payload operations control center (POCC). Addi-
tional testing will be performed to verify degraded mode and
off-nominal operation. The solar flux will be simulated to
verify operation of the cryogenic thermal protection systems.
In additk n to validating the spacecraft, this test will also serve
to provide a performance baseline tbr the experiment system,
which can be compared with results obtained on-orbit in low
gravity. The functionality of the POCC and its software and the
training of the POCC personnel will also be confirmed.
Following successful completion of the system test, the
spacecra/t will be removed from the thermal vacuum chamber,
mounted _n the transport and handling fixture, and prepared tor
transportation. Batteries will be removed, sensors covered,
fluid interfaces sealed, and electrical interface connectors
protected. The spacecraft will then be placed in the shipping
container in an inert atmosphere and shipped to the launch site.
18.5 l_hase C/D Schedule
Figurt 18.7 presents a proposed schedule for the COLD-
SAT pha_e C/D (development, fabrication, and deployment)
activities. The schedule time from authority to proceed (ATP)
on the phase C/D contract until the final pre-ship review (PSR),
which approves shipment of the spacecraft to the launch site, is
4 years a_Ld6 months. This is a reasonably aggressive schedule
but shou d be possible because of the extensive development
work tha precedes it and the parallel assembly and test of the
major portions of the spacecraft.
The s_;hedule is in general quite conventional. The only
rather unque features are the relatively short time from ATP to
critical design review (CDR) and the major parallelism that
occurrs ,luring spacecraft module assembly and test. The
9 month,' to preliminary design review (PDR), which in fact
only allo_s about 7 months of design following the contract
startup a,:tivities, is reasonable because of the extensive devel-
opment _vhich will preceed the phase C/D activities. The
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/
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I Solar arrays and deployment mechanism I :l
rHigh-gain antenna and deployment mechanism I
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system; perform end-to-end test with I compatibility testing; facility; install Earth and
I measure critical emissions horizon sensors, install
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Figure 18.6.--Spacecraft assembly, integration, and test.
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Months 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56
Major milestones
System management plans and approval
Mission planning
Spacecraft system engineering
Subsystem design and engineering
Long-lead procurements
Breadboard/test mission-peculiar electronics
Fabrication qual/protoflight electronics and
special test equipment
Qual test electronics
Fabrication and test flight electronics
Spacecraft and module EGSE design and engineering
Fabricate/test electronic ground support system (EGSE)
EGSE software
Flight software
Integrate and test flight electronics and software
Component procurement
Fabricate/fit-check module structures
Fabricate and test mechanical subassemblies
Electronics bay I assembly and test
Electronics bay 2 assembly and test
Assemble and test small receiver tank module
Assemble and test large receiver tank module
Fabricate and test gaseous hydrogen vaporizer
Assemble and test supply tank module
Solar arrays
Spacecraft integration and test
Spacecraft system test
Slack?
ATP = authority to proceed; CDR = critical design review; PDR = preliminary design review; PSR = pre-ship review; SHP = ship.
Figure 18.7._COLD-SAT design, assembly, and test.
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TABLE 18.2.--SPECIAL TEST FACILITIES
Facility, required
Liquid-hydrogen-compatible vacuum facility with cold
wall and solar flux simulation for system test
Medium liquid-hydrogen-compatiblc vacuum facility with
cold wall tbr module lest
]Quick pump down facility for supply tank module testing
Liquid hydrogen facilily for supply lank module
atmosphere testing
Acoustic test facility capable of testing complete
spacecraft
Availability,
Lewis Plum Brook Station, B-2 Facility
Lewis Plum Brook Station K-Site;
several aerospace
Several aerospace
Scveral aerospace
General Dynamics Kearny Mesa Facility
parallel fabrication and test of the various spacecraft modules
is possible because of the relatively simple interfaces between
the modules. The 6 months tor final integration and system test
is reasonable because of the testing which preceeds it at the
module phase.
18.6 Test Facilities
Most of the test facilities required for the development and
test of the COLD-SAT spacecraft are conventional, the type
ordinarily required lor spacecraft development. However, some
unique facilities are required for COLD-SAT development,
principally for cryogenic testing. These have been identified in
table 18.2. Also identified in table 18.2 are potential test
facilities that meet COLD-SAT requirements. There is at least
one facility available for each COLD-SAT test. For a number
of tests several facilities have been identified and the search was
not exhaustive. No special test facilities will have to be con-
structed tor COLD-SAT.
18.7 Ground Support Equipment
A large amount of ground support equipment (GSE) and
electrical ground support equipment (EGSE) will be required to
support COLD-SAT operations both during assembly, integra-
tion, and test; for transportation to the launch site; and at the
launch site. This section covers the GSE and EGSE, which has
been identified to date. Some of the maior items will be
discussed briefly. The remaining items will only be tabulated.
18.7.1 ELECTRONIC GROUND SUPPORT
EQUIPMENT (EGSE) TRAILER/SKID
The EGSE trailer/skid is required for spacecraft integration
and test, spacecraft system test, and lor spacecraft support at the
launch site. It can also be used for the integration of thc
spacecraft electronics. It will provide the control and data
processing electronics and the interfacing required to commu-
nicate with the spacecraft electronics. It will be capable of
simulating spacecraft transponder input and output (uplink and
downlink). It will also be capable of operating directly the
spacecraft internal data bus. It will interface with the spacecraft
ground control interface and will simulate the Centaur side of
the spacecraft/Centaur interface.
Thc COLD-SAT EGSE trailer/skid must have the computa-
tional capability to reasonably simulate launch, ascent and on-
orbit operational inputs including the horizon and Sun sensor.
It must generate command and software uploads and transmit
them to the spacecraft. It must process spacecraft telemetry tbr
engineering unit conversion, limit checking, display, and
recording. It must also communicate externally with the space-
craft POCC and the launch site. The unit will duplicate many
functions of the POCC and will probably benefit from com-
monality with the POCC software.
18.7.2 TRANSPORT TRAILER
The transport trailer is required to transport the completed
spacecraft to the various facilities during system testing, to
transport the tested spacecraft to the launch site, and to move the
spacecraft around at the launch site. It will also be required to
transport a certain amount of servicing equipment with the
spacecraft. Figure 18.8 illustrates a concept for this transporta-
tion trailer. It shows the spacecraft mounted to its handling
dolly on the trailer.
The trailer is basically required to provide a controlled.
protected environment for the spacecraft during transportation.
It will help to control the shock and vibration which occur
during transportation to acceptable levels. When enclosed, the
spacecraft will be maintained in a protected, clean, air condi-
tioned, humidity controlled environment. Servicing equipment
will be available to maintain proper pad pressure in the various
spacecraft systems. The status of the spacecraft and its shock
and vibration history will be monitored by systems on thc
transportation trailer.
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Figure 18.8._COLD-SAT spacecraft installed on trailer transporter.
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Figure 18.9._COLD-SAT spacecraft erected on
integrated trunnion support and handling dolly.
18.7.3 TRUNNION SUPPORT AND HANDLING
DOLLY
The handling dolly is used to support and transport the
spacecraft during a variety of assembly and test procedures.
Figure I _-.9 illustrates a concept for this dolly. The spacecraft
is supported by trunnions located near its center of gravity. It
can be rotated about these trunnions to the vertical position for
testing, servicing and lifting and to the horizontal position for
transportation. In both positions it will be supported by addi-
tional am iliary supports attached to spacecraft hard points and
the dolly The transition from horizontal to vertical will be
made usi ig suitable lifting slings and supports. In general the
spacecralt will always be lifted on and off the dolly in the
vertical attitude. When on the transportation trailer the space-
craft is oa the transportation dolly which forms its structural
interlace with the trailer.
18.7.4 SPACECRAFT MODULE EGSE
The m odular assembly and test of the individual spacecraft
modules rill require additional electrical ground support equip-
ment. Fo,' the electronics modules the spacecraft EGSE trailer
should suffice if supplemented by simulation of the various
sensor inputs. For the three experimental modules additional
equipme_ht will be required. The three items of module EGSE
will be r ;quired to duplicate the sensor data acquisition and
signal c(,nditioning functions and valve and heater driver
functiom of the spacecraft electronics. In addition command
input ant data display will be required.
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TABLE 18.3.--COLI) -SAT GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
Equipment
Electrical ground support equipment (EGSE)
trailer/skid
Trailer transporter
Spacecraft handling dolly
[Supply tank module EGSE
Large receiver tank module EGSE
Small receiver tank module EGSE
Spacecraft power bus simulation
Spacecraft solar array simulation
Power system ground interface
Experiment and spacecraft sensor simulation
Electronic systems ground interlace
Spacecraft radiofrequency tesl set
Spacecraft control consoles
Spacecraft/electronics bay I vertical
handling fixture
Supply tank module handling fixture
Large receiver tank module handling fixture
Small receiver tank module handling fixture
Supply tank handling fixture
Large receiver tank handling fixture
Small receiver lank handling fixlure
Umbilical pull test hardware
Gaseous helium loading system
Gaseous hydrogen service cart
Hydrazine service cart
Low-pressure helium service cart
Spacecraft lifting slings
Holizontal attitude workstand
Definition
New: required for integration, lest. and launch sile operations
New: required for system testing, transport to launch sile, and CCAFS operations
New: required lk_r system test, transport to launch site, and CCAFS operations
New: required for modular integration and test of supply tank module
New: required for modular integration and test of large receiver tank module
New: required for modular integration and lest of small receiver tank module
New: 24 to 32 V dc power Io simulate spacecraft power bus. Required for electronic module
test, system test. and launch site operations
New: 0 to 80 V dc power to simulate spacecraft solar array. Required for electronic module
test. system test. and launch site operations
New: cabling and interface electronics to control power system and connect to required
)ower sources
New: a variety of lesl boxes simulating sensors for electronic systems integration and test
New: cabling and interface electronics required to connect various portions of the
spacecraft electronics system to the EGSE trailer
New: RE equipmenl and cabling required to test and calibrate the transponders and other
onboard radiofrequcncy t RF) equipment
New: consoles and associated computing facilities are required at launch site blockhouse
to control spacecraft during prclaunch activities
New: required |'or assembly of electronics bay I and the spacecraft
New: required for assembly, integration and tesl of supply tank module
New: required for assembly, integration and test of large receiver tank module
New: required for assembly, inlegration and test of small receiver tank module
New: required for assembly of supply tank and related items
New: required for assembly of large receiver tank and related ilems
New: required lbr assembly of small receiver tank and related items
New: required to test functioning of spacecraft umbilicals with liquid hydrogen
New: includes pressurant supply, hoses, and controls needed to fill the gaseous helium
pressurant bottles, test them and, if neccssury, drain them
New: includes pressuranl source, vacuum system, control, and moniloring equipment as
well as inlerconnccting hoses for filling, draining, and testing hydrogen vaporizers during
system test and at the launch site
Possibly existing: required to fill and. if necessary, drain propulsion system at launch site
New: required for testing supply tank insulation purge system and supplying pad pressure to
spacccrafi lanks during shipping
New: lifting slings with strongback for lifting spacecraft in the vertical posifion. Needed
both before and after transport to launch site. Must be qualified at launch site.
New: required to allow access to spacecraft while in horizontal position on handling dolly
and trailer
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TABLE18.3.-_:?onclusion
Equipment
Vertical attitude workstand
Payload fairing workstand
Payload hinting fixture
Payload encapsulation equipment
Gaseous hydrogen detectors
Hydrogen flame detectors
Hydrazine detectors
Oxygen-level monitors
TDRSS test trailer
Definition
New: required to allow access to slacecraft while in vertical position while on handling
dolly
Existing: needed lbr spacecraft encapsulation in fairing
Existing: needed for payload adapter installation
Existing: nose fairing half earls, toras handling carl. and ground transport vehicle and
associated facilities needed to enca')sulate spacecraft in payload fairing, transport and
mate it with ELV
Existing and new: required to monitor for leaks during all operations when gaseous or liquid
hydrogen are present
Existing and new: required to monil_)r for invisible hydrogen flames whenever liquid or
gaseous hydrogen are present
Existing: required to detect the pre_ence of hydrazine leaks or contamination while the
spacecraft is filled with propellant
New and existing: required for pers _nnel safety whenever gases or cryogens are used
ExistinLz: required for end-to-end tes Ethrou[zh TDRSS
18.7.5 OTHER GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
In addition to the equipment discussed above, alarge amount
of ground support equipment is required for COLD-SAT, some
during assembly, integration, and test and some during launch
site operations. Some of this equipment is unique to COLD-
SAT and some is genetic, of a type used by many spacecraft. In
the COLD-SAT design every attempt will be made to use
existing GSE, especially at the launch site. Table 18.3 is a
tabulation of the GSE and EGSE which have been identified as
required for COLD-SAT.
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Appendix A
Nomenclature
A/C
ACS
ACSIE
ACTS
A/D
ADC
Ag-Zn
AP
ASME
ATP
AWG
AXT
BCTU
BECO
Bo
BOL
BPJ
bps
BRCU
BRF
CCAFS
Atlas/Centaur rocket; air conditioning
attitude control system
attitude control system interface electronics
Advanced Communication Technology
Satellite
analog-to-digital
analog digital converter
silver-zinc (battery)
applications processor
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
authority to proceed
American Wire Gage
axial thrusters
backup command and telemetry unit
booster engine cutoff
Bond number, dimensionless number, ratio
of gravitational-to-surface tension forces
beginning of life
booster pod jettison
bits/see
backup redundancy control unit
battery recharge factor
Cape Canaveral Air Force Station
CERT
CDR
CFMFE
CG
CHX
COLD-SAT
COM
CTU
CRES
CRRES
CTU
CV
dB
dBm
dBW
DOD
DOT
DPT
DSS
DTC
EB
composite electrical readiness test
critical design review
Cryogenic Fluid Management Flight
Experimenl
center of gravity
compact heat exchanger
Cryogcnic On-Orbit Liquid Depot-Storage,
Acquisition. and Transfer (project. spacecraft,
experiment)
center of mass
command and telemetry unit
stainless steel
Combined Release and Radiation Effects
Satellite
command telemetry unit
check (one way) valve
decibels
decibels above a milliwatt
decibels above a Watt
depth of discharge; Department of Defense
Department of Transportation
differential pressure transducer
digital Sun sensor
digital temperature controller
electronics bay
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ECS
EDAC
EDU
EEE
EEPROM
EGSE
EIRP
ELV
EMC
EOL
EPS
ESEO
ESMCR
ETR
F
FC
FDF
FLTSATCOM
FOV
FPR
FTS
GDSSD
GEO
environmentalconditioningsystem
errordetectionandcorrection
experimentaldataunit
electrical,electronic,andelectromechanical
(parts)
electricallyerasableprogrammableread
onlymemory
electrical/electronicgroundsupport
equipment
effectiveisotropicradiatedpower
expendablelaunchvehicle
electromagneticcompatibility
endoflife
electricalpowersystem
equivalentsquare-edgedorifice
EasternSpaceandMissileCenterRequire-
ments(SeenowEasternandWesternRange
SafetyRequirements(U.S.AirForce30'hand
45'hSpaceWings)RangeSafetyOffice,Patrick
AirForceBase,Florida.
EasternTestRange
flowmeter
flightcomputer
flightdynamicsfacility
FleetSatelliteCommunicationsSy tem
fieldofview
flightperlbrmancer serve
flighterminationsystem
GeneralDynamicsSpaceSystemsDivision
geosynchronousEarthorbit
GEOS
GGT
GHe
GH2
GHA
GMT
gpm
GRT
GSE
GSFC
GSTDN
GT
GTV
GV
H/C
HGA
HPF
HS
Hz
ICD
i.d.
IE
I/F
liP
INU
I/O
GeostationaryEnvironmentalOperational
Satellite
gravitygradienttorques
gaseoushelium
gaseoushydrogen
Greenwichhourangle
Greenwichmeantime
gallonsperminute
germaniumresistanceth rmometer
ground support equipment
Gc_ldard Space Flight Center
Ground Spacecraft Tracking and Data
Network
gimballed thruster
ground transport vehicle
gas valve
honeycomb
high-gain antenna
hazardous processing facility
horizon sensor
hertz
interface eontrol documents
nnner diameter
interface eleetronies
interface
instantaneous impact points
inertial navigation unit
Lnput/output
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IRU
ISDS
ITO
J-T
Kbps
KBytes
KIPS
KSA
KSC
LAD
LCC
Lc/D
L/D
LEO
LeRC
Lewis
LGA
LH_
LHe
LNA
LRT
LR
LRU
LSSM
LV
LVC
inertial reference unit
inadvertent separation destruct system
indium tin oxide
Joule-Thomson
thousand of bits/sec
thousands of bytes
thousands of instructions/scc
K-band single access
Kennedy Space Center
liquid acquisition device
launch control center
ratio of the length of cylindrical section of a
tank to its diameter
length-to-diameter ratio: equivalent length
of a tlow resistance in pipe diameter
low-Earth orbit
NASA Lewis Research Center
NASA Lewis Research Center
low-gain antenna
liquid hydrogen
liquid helium
low-noise amplifier
large receiver tank
large receiver (tank)
line replaceable unit
launch services support manager
launch vehicle
General Dynamics Launch Vehicle
Contingency
LVMP
MA
MAX
MBPS
MBytcs
MDU
MECO
MEOP
MES
MG
micro-g
MID
MIL STD
MIPS
MLI
MOD
MOP
MPT
MTBF
MUX
NASA
NASCOM
NCC
Ni-Cd
Ni-H._
N2H 4
NSI
launch vehicle mission-peculiar
multiple access
maximum
millions of bits/sec
millions of bytes
master data unit
main engine cutoff
maximum effective operating pressure
main engine start
magnetometer
microgravity, 0( 1/)-*'g)
maximum instantaneous deviation
Military Standard
millions of instructions/seconds
multilayer insulation
modulator
maximum operating pressure
mission planning terminal
mean time between failure
multiplexer
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
NASA worldwide communications network
network control center
nickel cadmium (battery)
nickel hydrogen (battery)
hydrazine (propellant)
NASA standard initiator
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OAO
OBC
o.d.
OPM
OSHA
()SR
PCM
PCU
PDA
PDR
PDU
PLF
PN
POCC
PPF
PRD
PRT
PSR
PT
PTU
P/V
Q/A
R
RAC
RADK
RAM
orbitingastrophysicalobservatory
onboardcomputer
outerdiameter
operationalmessage
OccupationalSafetyandHealth
Administration
opticalsolareflector
pulsecodemodulation(modulated)
powercontrolunit
propellantdistributionassembly
preliminarydesignreview
powerdistributionunit
payloadlairing
pseudorandomnoise
PayloadOperationsControlCenter
payload processing facility
payload requirements document
platinum resistance thermometer
pre-ship review
pressure transducer
power transfer unit
pressure vessel
heat flux: heat transfer rate/area of MLI
blanket
gas pressure regulator
Research Analysis Center at NASA Lewis
Research Center
radiation conductor
random access memory; read/write memory
RCS
RCTU
RCU
Re
REF
REM
RF
RMSD
ROM
RSS
RTD
RUP
RV
SA
S/C
SCU
SECO
SEU
SHP
SMFLT
SPS
SRT
SS
SSA
SSF
SSR
SSST
reaction control system
remote command and telemetry unit
redundancy control unit
Reynolds number, dimensionless number
shown tbr reference only
rocket engine mc_lule
radio frequency
root mean square deviation
read only memory
root sum square
resistance temperature detector
recorder utility processor
relief valve
singlc access
spacecraft
sequence control unit
sustainer engine cutoff
single-event upset
ship
simulated flight test
samples per sec
small receiver tank
Sun sensor
S-band single-access
Space Station Freedom
solid-state recorder
second-surface silverized Teflon
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ST
S/T
STDN
STS
T
TAC
T__C_
TCS
TDRS
TDRSS
TFL
TGE
supplytank
supplytank
SpaceflightTrackingandDataNetwork
spacetransportationsystem
temperature:transducer
telemetryandcommandprocessor
Telemetry,Timing,Command,andControl
(manufacturedbyGultonIndustries,Inc.)
thermalcontrolsystem
trackinganddatarelaysatellite
TrackingandDataRelaySatelliteSystem
tankfill level
thrustergimbalelectronics
TT&C
TTY
TVS
TYP
V
VD
VDA
Vdc
WDR
WSGT
telemetry,tracking,andcommandsystem
teletype
thermodynamicventsystem
typicalortypically(illustrationshowninde-
tailonlyonceonfigurebuttypicallyappears
inotherlocations)
valve
vapordeposited
vapordepositedaluminum
voltsdc
wetdressrehearsal
WhiteSandsGroundTerminal
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Appendix B
Symbols
AB
A rain
/_SO
A I
a
a+,(i)
at(i)
A/m
Bo
BRF
b
C
CR
Ci
CL
Cp
total projected area of spacecraft Ich. 4]
area of MLI blanket: cross-sectional area:
heat path cross-sectional area: flow area: heat
transfer area: area [ch. 5]
effective area. spacecraft body ]ch. 4]
minimum column area needed to sustain ap-
plied load [ch. 6]
average projected area [ch. 4]
area of surface I[ch. 5]
acceleration: dimension along strut [ch. 5]
desired level of acceleration along the i-th
spacecraft axis taken to be the nominal axial
thrust along the i-th axis divided by the space-
craft weight at the start of the experiment
lch. 71
instantaneous value of linear acceleration
along the i-th spacecraft axis at time t
[ch. 7, I1]
area to mass ratio [ch. 4]
Bond number
battery recharge factor [ch. 10]
specific surface tension lch. 5]
battery capacity, A-hr [ch. 10]: specific heat
charge rate in terms of the battery capacity
Ich. 10]
temperature coefficient (current) [ch. 101
specific heat of liquid [ch. 5]
specific heat [ch. 5]
C V
c
C(T)
D
D h
d
dMLI
DOD
E
e
F
Fij
FI2
f
G
GM e
temperature coefficient (voltage) [ch. 10]
radius of strut [ch. 5]
the specific heat of stainless steel as a function
of temperature [ch. 5]
diameter of cylinder [ch. 4]; liquid jet diam-
eter at liquid-vapor interface; major diameter;
characteristic dimension: diameter of cylin-
drical section [ch. 5]
hydraulic diameter [ch. 5]
duty cycle or percentage of time used (ratio of
operating time to total time)
MLI blanket thickness, m [ch. 5]
depth of discharge [ch. I01
weld efficiency [ch. 5]: Young's modulus
[ch. 5, 61
roughness [ch. 51
nondimensional llow characterization param-
eter [ch. 51; thrust [ch. 7]
gray body factor, node i to nodej
view factor from surface I to surface 2. the
fraction of the energy leaving surface 1which
reaches surface 2 lch. 51
friction factor Ich. 5]
mass velocity Ich. 51: gravitational constant
[ch. 101
Earth gravitational constant [ch. 4]:
3.98601 x 1014m3/sec 2 [ch. 10]
acceleration of gravity: gravity constant
lch. 51
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gpm
H
n X
H V
Is
}l g
hi.
111
I
Imin
/nip
/ l
lw
/'x._.yy. :-_"
/._-y,xz.y=
lxx
K
liquid hydrogen llow rate, gallons per minute
Ich. 51
pressure rise across pump in feet of liquid:
enthalpy [ch. 5]
the change in enthalpy caused by sensible
heating of the vapor [oh. 51
the enthalpy of vaporization [ch. 5]
heat transfer coefficient; specific enthalpy
Ich. 5]
two-phase heat transfer coefficient; convec-
tive heat transfer coefficient for hydrogen gas
lch. 51
convective heat transfer coefficient for
hydrogen liquid; liquid heat transfer coeffi-
cient Ich. 51
loss of static pressure head caused by lluid
llow, feet of liquid [ch. 51
moment of inertia [ch. 5]; cell current [ch. I0]
nlinimum column moment of inertia to resist
buckling Ich. 61
beginning of life cell current at maximum
power operating point [oh. 10]
recharge current lch. 10]
spacecraft inertia matrix lch. 7]; cell short
circuit current [ch. I0]
required current per array [ch. I01
reaction wheel inertia [ch. 7]
spacecraft principal moments of inertia [ch. 4]
spacecraft products of inertia [oh. 4]
area moment of inertia [ch. 5]
resistance coefficient or velocity head loss:
MLI conductivity; material thermal conduc-
tivity; MLI effective thermal conductivity
Ich. 51
assembly loss [ch. 10]
K b
KpINS
k W
L
L
L/D
Lc/I)
M
Mp
Meol
Mlnax
M e
M t
gl
Max
MEOP
MID(i)
M/V
mV/T
cosine of incident angle of Sun line [ch. t0]
radiation and thermal cycling loss; radiation
and micrometeroid loss Ich. 101
thermal conductivity of MLI pins. W/m-K
lch. 51
seasonal variation in solar intensity Ich. 10]
material thermal conductivity; thermal con-
ductivity; constant; liquid conductivity;
turbine flowmeter calibration constant [ch. 5]
thermal conductivity lch. 5]
length of cylinder lch. 41
heat path length; heat path length through
MLI; length of strut [ch. 5]
length-to-diameter ratio; equivalent length of
allow resistance in pipe diameter [ch. 5]
length of cylindrical section of tank (end caps
excluded) lch. 51
distance of the center of gravity from the rear
of the spacecraft Ich. 7]
total bending moment [ch. 51
pressurant mass
end of life (EOL) mass lch. 41
bending moment lch. 51
mass of the Earth [oh. 101
transfer line mass lch. 51
mass flow rate lch. 5]
maximum value function lch. 7]
maximum effective operating pressure [ch. 5]
maximum instantaneous deviation along the
i-th spacecraft axis [ch. 71
thermal-mass-to-volume ratio [ch. 5]
millivolts/degree Ich. 5]
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NNp
PCR
ed¢'
PLR
PMLI
Pro
PSR
PST
Pw
Pr
Q
Q CORRECTION
Q IDEAL
Q PINS
Q RAD
Q SEAMS
Q SOLID
Q T07)11.
blanket density, sheets/cm [ch. 5]
required number of cells in parallel [ch. 10]
number of radiation shields [ch. 5]; number of
required series solar cells [ch. 10]
design pressure: axial load on strut: internal
pressure; pressure [ch. 5]; applied load to
column: load power, WIch. 10]
theoretical maximum load thai an initially
straight column can support without buckling
lch. 61
discharge power, W [ch. 10]
large receiver tank weight divided by tbur
Ich. 51
MLI weight
battery recharge power [ch. 10]
small receiver tank weight divided by four
lch. 51
supply tank load on strut; vaporizer weight
lch. 51
wetted perimcter [oh. 5]
Prandtl number [ch. 5]
total hcat flux: heat flux, W/m2; heat transfer
rate Ich. 51
Q caused by pins through LMI + Q caused by
seams Ich. 51
Q caused by linear conduction + Q caused by
radiation [ch. 51
heat flux through pins lch. 51
MLI heat flux via radiation [ch. 5]
MLI seam heat flux via radiation [ch. 5]
MLI heat flux due to conduction lch. 5]
total MLI heat flux Ich. 51
Q/A
R
R
R e
RI
gx.y._
r
H
r
Re
RMSD(i)
eo
Ro
S
SyLD/ULT
T
T(,
T,
ri
T,,
Tz
heat flux, (Btu/hr-ft2): heat transfer rate/area
of MLI blanket
radius of tank Ich. 51; reliability
magnitude of position vector [oh. 4]
radius of Earth, 6.3783 x 103km Ich. I0]
liquid jet radius at liquid-vapor interfacc
[ch. 5]
elements of spacecraft position vector Ich. 4]
distance from wall to ullage lch. 5]
characteristic length of the tank (usually tank
radius): radical distance [ch. 51: orbit altitude
plus radius of Earth, R e Ich. 10]
Reynolds number lch. 51
root mean square deviation along the i-th axis
lch. 71
nozzle exit radius [ch. 5]
ice point resistance lch. 51
stress Ich. 51
allowable strength of column material, either
yield or ultimate Ich. 61
orbit period [ch. 7]: period in seconds
[ch. I01: temperature
material cold side temperature; temperature
of receiver MLI can (assumed equal to supply
tank can temperature); blanket cold tempera-
ture lch. 51
final tank pressure [ch. 5]
material hot side temperature; blanket hot
temperature: obtained from external space-
craft thermal modeling data lch. 5]
initial tank tcmperature [ch. 5]
torque about the y-axis Ich. 7]
torque about the z-axis Ich. 7]
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T I
T_
t
Idc
I s
fro
U
U
V
Vd
V tt,
( H "
Vml,
VFC
t'
w
We
X
initial transfer line temperature [ch. 5]
final transfer line temperature Ich. 5]
time: wall thickness [ch. 51; discharge time, hr
[ch. 10]; life units (either time in hours or
cycles) [ch. 161
discharge time, min [ch. 101
traction of Sun time/orbit Ich. 10]
recharge time, min [ch. 101
overall heat transfer coefficient [ch. 51
specific internal energy
velocity [ch. 5]
wiring loss per cell [ch. I0]
cell discharge voltage [ch. 10]
bus w_ltagc, V [oh. 101
cell open circuit voltage
BOL cell voltage at maximum power operat-
ing point Ich. 101
cell recharge voltage [ch. 10]
velocity of flow, ft/sec; nozzle exit radius
[ch. 51: cell voltage [ch. 101
load perpendicular to strut; width [ch. 51
Weber number Ich. 51
quality [ch. 51
distance from heat exchanger internal to LAD
[ch. 51
Z
ct/e
AT
E
ei
I"1h
0
X
_'T
HV
O
'EW
%x.y.z
v
v
section modulus [ch. 5]
sunlight absorbtivity/infrared emmisivity
beta angle (angle between orbit plane and Sun
line lch. 4]; specific surface tension [ch. 51
hot-side to cold-side temperature difference
lch. 51
emissivity of surface I lch. 51
infrared emittance of node i [ch. 5]
battery efficiency [ch. 10]
gimbal angle [ch. 71; mean time between
failure, hr [ch. 161
failure rate per hour or cycle
total failure rate
operating failure rate
nonoperating failure rate
GM e = Earth gravitational constant [oh. 4];
viscosity [ch. 51
microvolts
liquid density [ch. 5]
surface tension; Stefan-Boltzmann constant
lch. 51
wall thickness Ich. 51
elements of spacecraft torque vector [ch. 4]
mean velocity of flow, ft/sec lch. 5]
nozzle exit velocity [ch. 51
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